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PREFACE

I have called this work "
Rio^-Vedie India

" ^ with a view

to limit my enquin iuto the early history of the Aryans to

the period during which the Rig-Vedic hymns were composed.

Even this period is wide enough, consisting as it does of three

ages, vi2., the Early age, the Medio'val age, and the Laier age,

during which the hymns were revealed (Rig. Ill- 32. 13 & VI.

21. 5).
2 The Kig-Veda is admittedly the oldest work

extant of the Aryans, and with it may be classed the Sama-

Veda. The former is a book of hymns or psalms offered to the

different Gods, and the latter consists entirely of hymns

(excepting only 7.5) taken from the Rig-Veda, and "arranged

solely with reference to their place in the Soma sacrifice."

The Yajur-Veda consists not only of hymns mostly borrowed

from the Rig-Veda, but also of original prose formulas for

' To put it briefly, this woi-k is au outline of the Early History of India

as de)>ictecl in the Rig-Veda, examined in the light of the results of modern

Geological, Archa:>ological and Ethnological investigations, and drawn from a

comparative study of the early civilisations of the Deccan, ancient Aryana,

Babylonia, Assyria, Phoenicia, Asia Minor, Egypt aud Pre-historic Europe.
-

Rig. III. 32. 13 :— 5l^^55?l^fn ^^ ^^tfr' *fTra '<^ ^«IW I

'' The worshipper, by his couservatory sacrifice, has made Indra present.

May I bring him to my presence to obtain new wealth, him who has been

exalted by praises, whether ancient, inediifi-al or recent."

Rig. VI. 21. o :—fei f^ ?r tlWf: ^}^V. M^W ^g: 3^?,^^!^: I t JT^HTO

^<T WTW ^tll^*l^ HT^fl ^f^ II

"
(0 Indra), the performer of many feats, those (Rishis) who flourished in

the early mjc became thy friends by performing the sacrifices as at present.

Those (that flourished) in the medixval age, and those (that have flourished)
in recent f(me-< have similarly earned thy friendshij). Therefore, (0 Indra),

worshipped as thou art by many, (condescend to) listen to this hymn offered

by thj (present) humble (adorer)."
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tlie peilormarioo of siierifioo. Its inattrr lia;? come <lown to

lis in two forms. In the one, tin- saiM-ificial formulas only

are tjivon ; in the other, these are to a certain extent inter-

minjLj1t'<l with their explanations;. The Vajur-Veda resembles

the SAma-Veda in havinj; its contents arranijjeil in the order in

which it was actually employed in various sacrifices. It is,

therefore, ii book of saerilicial prayers ( )>////.v).
"' The

Atharva-Veda is undoubtedly of later ori'j^in. as can be

judi]fe<l not only by its lanifuaij^e but also by other internal

evidences, though it re[)resents a much more i)rimitive sta<je

of thonixht than what we tind in the Hi*;-Veda. As Professor

Macdonell observes,
" while the Rior-Veda deals almost exclusive-

Iv with the higher Gods a.« conceived by a comparatively

advanceil iiiul retined sacerdotal cla.«^s, the Atharva-Veda is,

in the main, a book of spells and incantations appealin;i; to the

demon-world, and teems with notions of witeh-craft current

atnonj; the lower (jrades of the ix)pulation, and derived from

an immemorial anti<|uity." Hence, thouijh it wa.s compiled

in an e\'idently later ai^e, it jmsscsses a value of its own in

.so far Jis it helps us to understand the state uf early popular

eulturt' in ancient .Vryan society.

Hut the lan'^ua-.je of the Kicr-^ cdic hymns beint;- undoubted-

Iv more archaic excepting: some hymns of the Tenth Mandala

than that of the Atharva-Vcila, their compo.sition is ri<;htly

re*Tarde<l as iK'lonjjjiii'^ to an earlier |)eriod. The ^ajur-\('da

and the Atharva-Veda contain in tliem <listinct L^eoj^i-aphical

references and other internal rvidenees which <^o to show that

thev were comjiosed in a much later i>erifHl than the Ui<^-Vedic,

the two j>erio<ls havini; probably l)een sejiarated from each other

bv thou>»an<ls of years, diirinj:^ which many physical and clima-

tic changes had taken pla<'e. The HrAlimanas, the Upanishads,

and th»' Sutra-s were c<)nn|K)8od in a still later a;,''e which ex-

tended down to what is ordinarily known as the Kpic ai^e.

The Brfihmaiias explain the true import of the VKtutrns in their

' Vt'lt ProfcMf'i" A A. Macdout'li M HmUjiy I'J Sniifikril Literatme,

Chapter II.
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application to the performance of sacrifices, and their composi-
tion became necessary in view of the growing intricacies of

rituals, which people, in a later age, found difficult to under-

stand. The composition of the Upauishads and the Sutras

marked the close of what is usually known as the Vedie

period. But this period, comprising as it did, several thousand

years in its compass, is too vast and extensive to be treated

as one period, as it contains distinct strata, one separated from

another by historical and geographical fossil-remains that

clearly mark the different stages of the evolution of Aryan
culture and civilisation. It would, therefore, be unscientific to

treat the whole as one homogeneous period, as is usually done.

The Rig-Veda, being admittedly the oldest record of the Aryans,

furnishes, as it were, the datum line in historical stratigra-

phy,* and I have tried to decipher and read the fossils that

have come to my notice in this stratum, to the best of my
ability. I do not claim that all the fossils in this stratum

have been exhausted ; on the other hand, I have reasons to

believe that there are a good many of them, probably more

eloquent and convincing, which only wait to be discovered by

the diligent research of patient Vedie students, and are likely

to throw additional light on hitherto dark and unsuspected

corners. But what I do claim is an humble attempt to treat

the subject of ancient Aryan history, strata by strata, consist-

ently with and in the order and sequence of the most ancient

records available. lu my humble opinion, it would be as

absurd to treat the Rig-Veda and the other Vedas, the Brahmanas,

the Upanishads, and the Sutras as belonging to the one and

the same period, as it would be to treat the achievements of

maturity when relating the freaks and prattlings of childhood,

or dealing with the follies and excesses of youth in a biographical

* " The hjmiis of the Rig-Veda being mainly invocations of the Gods,

their contents are largely mythological. Special interest attaches to this

mythology, becaase it represents an earlier sfaye of thought than is to be found

in any other literature. It is sufficiently primitive to enable us to see

clearly the process of personification by which natural phenomena developed

into Gods." Macdonell's History of Sanskrit Literature, p. 67.

ii
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sketch. It is no ilonbt true that the chihl is father of tlie

man ; but mauhooJ is, after all, the outcome of the ;;radual

development, sta<je by sta«;e, of the ])hysieul, mental, and

moral faculties of the child, and the suceessful biooraj)her,

while dealin<; with each stajife separately, co-ordinates the

projj^ress made in one staoje with that of the next, and shows

how one naturally leads to another, until the fidly developed

staije is reached. So far as the ancient history of the Aryans

i<? concerned, no serious attempt seems hitherto to have been

made to study and trace the f;radr.al ;^rowth and development

of the race, stance by staj^e, after distinctly marking each out

by a study of the vast ancient materials available. As I have

already remarked, the A'edie Literature is usually treated as

belongin^j to one period, without any care being tpken to

discern that it consists t»f different strata, one separated from

another by distinct marks, and to note that eaeh deserves

separate treatment in order to make it yield valuable historical

truths. But this is too heavy and arduous a task for any

single scholar to accomplish. It should, therefore, be taken

up by a number of learned Vedic seholars, preferably Indians,

well vei-sed in the modern art of historical research on a trulv

scientific basis, who should form themselves into a Society

for the Reconstruction of Ancient Indian History from Vedic

Literature which forms the only basis of research in this line.

The task shoidd be divided among scholars, each competent

to take up a special stratum of the Literature for adequate

treatment, who should place before the Society the results of

their researches for discussion. After all the results of the

researches nia<le by them in the different strata will have

been fully discussed and co-ordinated, it will be time to write

a succinct history of the ancient .Vryans. The study of

Cofnparative Philology, Comparative Mytholo«jy, ('omparative

Religion, ('om|>arative Culture, (Jeology, Arch;rology,

Kthnology, Ancirnt Geography, the Aneient Histories of Kgypt,

Babylonia and ^Vestp^n Asia, and the Bre-historic jticture

of the Knrnj.fan Hace*; as outlined by competent seholars, should
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be brought to bear on the subject with a view to test the

accuracy of the several results of investigation. In one sense,

to an Indian Vedie scholar, the task would be far easier than

that of compiling a history from the discoveries made in ancient

ruins, the decij^hermeut of writings on stones, clay-bricks, or

papyrus, in languages that are dead and unintelligible, and the

study of old coins of different dynasties that may have reigned

in a particular country, or extended their conquest to another.

These materials, though higlily reliable, have not all been

brouglit to light as yet, and such as have been, lie scattered and

are not always and everywhere available. But in the Vedic

Literature we have a sui*e and eisily accessible basis to go upon,

and the materials furnished by it are all compact, which it only

requires an adequate mental equipment to study for the discovery

of historical truths. The task of reconstructing the history of

the ancient Aryans on the basis of the researches made in Vedie

Literature should, therefore, prove far easier of accomplishment

than that of writing the ancient history of any other people

on the face of the Globe, and should be taken up by Vedic

scholars in right earnest on the lines suggested above. Such a

history, if compiled, would moreover be a real history of the

Aryan people
—the jDCople as they lived, moved, acted, struggled,

hoped, thought and advanced, step by step, towards progress and

enlightenment, thousands of years ago, until they were able to

speculate on, and attempt satisfactory solutions of the highest

problems of life. It would be a unique history in the world—a

truly (lemocrafic history of a most ancient people, in which the

achievements of kings and rulers are discounted, and the people

only loom large, and the gradual development of the human

mind is traced, step by step, until we find the divinity in man

fully discovered and realised. From this point of view it would

be a Universal History for all Mankind.

The present small and unpretentious volume is a faint and

feeble attempt at studying the ancient history of the Aryan

race from the earliest record available,
—the Rig- Veda, on these

lines. How far will this attempt be found successful it is not for
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rae to say. lint 1 am I'ully conscious of my own sliortcomiiii^s,

ina<let|iiate etjnipmont, aii<l limiteil knowledu^e and power, and

would fnin leave the ta.sk to abler hands. My only excuse,

however, in un<lortakin j^ it is the necessity I stronu;ly feel for

drawinc* the attention of \'edic scholars to the line of research

adoi)tetl by me, which, if properly worked and found scientifi(!ally

correct, may yield valual)le historical truths.

To (piotc an instance in point, I have tricil to depict the

physical fcitures oF the ancient Punjab from certain rjeop;ra-

phical referenct'-i in the Hii^-Veda, which ean only be clearly

understood in the b\»ht of I hi- results of modern Geoloi^ical

investigations. I have, therefore, had to draw on (Jeolonfv for

such help as woulil throw some lii^ht on the different distribu-

tion of land and water in the Punjab, in ancient times, of which

clear indications aic fonnil in the Ri<^-\ eda. I lunst- admit

that the coincidence of Hij^-Vedic and Cioolon;ical evidence is

so startlin;jf and remarkable as to make me inr^line to the belief

that some at least of the ancient hymns of the Ri'.;-Veda were

composed in ancient f;eolo»^ical epochs. If the au:e af»si<^ned by

Geoloi^ists to the different distribution of land and water in the

Punjab be correct, the co;nj>jsition of these ancient hymns must

also necessarilv synchronise with that age. This is the only

leiritimate inference we can draw in the matter. I need hardlv

say t lat when the ai^e of some of the hynjiis is computed by

j:feolo:;ical ep >chs, it would be futile as it would bo perfectly

ludicrous, to compute it by eenturifs or even millenniums.

The admissi-^n of the correctness of the above inference will

naturally jfid to th ' further inference that the -Aryans were

autochthonous in the Punjab (or Sai>ta-Sindhu, as it u?ed to be

calle<I in A'edic times), or at any rate, had been living; in the

country from time immemorial and had advanced to a hiii;h

state of cult ire from the staije of nomadic hunters liviui^ by

the chase, Ijeforc the Hij^-Vedic hymns were composed. Their

immi^fration, therefore, frorn Central Asia, Northern Kurope, or

the .\rctic retfion becomes very improbable. If we accept this

as a cj iclusion, the appearance of Aryan languaq;e in Kuroje
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has to be accounted for, and this I have endeavoured to do with

the help of the results of investigations made by Enropean
savants themselves in the domains of p]thnoloov and Archa--

ology. The Turanian
t.\ pe of the Celts, as estaldished bv Dr.

Thurnam, has also been explained by me as satisfactorily as it

has been ))Ossible for me to* do with the help of available

materials and the deductions drawn therefrom.

The mention of a "black" people in the Rig-Veda, who

were called Dc's/is (slaves) and Bani/us (robbers), has led Vedie

scholars to identify them with the Kolarians and the Dravidians,

more particularly, the latter, who were supposed to have been

the predecessors of the Aryan immigrants in, if not the original

inhabitants cf the Punjab, from which, it is said, they were

driven bv their Aryan invaders to the south after a long and

sanguinary struggle. But there is absolutely no justification

for this supposition. I have proved in this bcok that these races

were the original inhabitants of the southern Peninsula wdiich,

in Rig-Vedic times, formed part of a huge continent which was

entirely cut off from the Punjab by intervening seas, and of

which the Deccan is only a remnant. The Dsisas and the Dasyus

were either the Aryan nomads in a savage condition, cr Aryan

dissenters from the orthodox Yedic faith. There w^as absolutely

no room in ancient fcJapta-Sindhu for the Kolarians and the

Dravidians. Their original home in Central Asia is also a myth.

The I'anU, mentioned in the Rig-Vtda, were Aryan merchants

of Sapta-Sindhu, who traded both by lar.d and sea, and probably

on account of their cosmopolilan character, did not subscrihe

to the orthodox Vedic faith. Their money- grabbing spirit

and avaricious nature made them highly unpopular in Sapta-

Sindhu, and after the upheaval of the bed of tlie Rajputana Sea

in post-Rig-Vedic times, most of them were compelled to leave the

shores of their mother-country in search of convenient sea-coasts.

Thev must have settled for sometime, among other places, in the

Malabar and the Coromondal coasts of Southern India,

famous for timbers (the Indium teak) that furnished excellent

materials for ship-buildmg, where they spread such Aryan
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cult ire ax tli^y |H>ssosiie<] atnoii^r tlic Pjindyas ami the Chola*?.

These arvanisctl Dr.ividian trilies einiifrated to and settled in

Egypt and Mesojxjtamia res|)ectivply under the guidance of the

Panis, an I lai«I tlie found it ions of the Pigyptian ar.d Habyloniau

civili>ations. Tlie-it" Paiiis aro known in (Massical literature as

thf Punic race, and hilterly a.«; IMm-nicians after they had

scttletl on the coast of Svria. I have dealt at some length in

this Ixjok w th t'i«' Kvrvptian and Hahvlonian civih'sations and

tnu'.tl in th«'m the iiillufnce of Aryan (Vedic) culture. The

Chaldeans, the lv/yptian«, the IMmnioians, and the pure Aryan

immitjrants like the Ko-sieans, tiie Hittites, tlie Mitannians,

the Phrygians and the liyijian?:, etc., who had settled in the

various parts of Wrstern Asia and A-ia Minor in dilTerent

stages of civilisation, were, in a later age, completely absorbed

bv the ijreat Semitic race which, thouij^h inlinonced bv Aryan
culture as repreecnted by the Chaldeans an<l the ancient Baby-

lonians, urew into a |)owerrul nation and played an important

part in the early history of Wcf^tern Asia.

I have aNo trie<l lo prove in this book that Northern Europe
was not, and c »uld not have been the original cradle of the Aryan
race. Nor was thr .Arctic region their cradle. Mr. BAl

(JangAdhar Tdak has made a strenuous and sustained attempt

to prove that there are indirect evidences in the Rig-Veda,

and direct evidences in tlie Zend-.V vesta of the original

home of the Aryans in the Arctic region. 1 have, therefore,

examine<l in rrffu^o all his principil arguments, and ])roved th( ir

unreliability. 1 have drvoted several chajtters to an elaborate

examination of the pmofs tendered by him in support of his

theory, but I have found them tinconvincing.'*

1 have also thoroughly examined the hypothesis of the

Central Afiiatic homf of the Arvans. and found it to be untenable.

• It In • in»ti«T •! • •

i> i.-rHriii.ii r<';:r<t to nw tliaf, Mr. Tilnk died before

thin l>cok roold h« (r>t 'mt nf fho I'ress. 1 lind hoped to rcttd his learned

rrplr to toy hamldo rriticitm of his theory of the Arctic Cradle of the

Aryan*, which undooMcdly would hare fnrniiilied most interestiniEC reading.

}Ii« death h«« c«'i«rd n pap in Oriental ncholarshtp, which it wonld be

diffimU to All.
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In Rig-Vedie times there was a lar^ye Asiatic Mediterra-

nean extendino- from below ancient Bactriana to the heart of

Siberia on the one hand, and from the confines of JNIougolia to

the Black Sea on the other, covering an immense area. This

Sea disappeared only in early historic times by the opening of

the Bosphorous in consequence of volcanic action which caused

a large portion of its waters to be drained off into the European

Mediterranean, thereby leaving its shallow parts dry, which

have since been converted into steppes, and its dee])er parts

as isolated lakes, » iz., the Black Sea, the Caspian Sea, the Sea

of Aral and Lake Balkash. There was also another large

Asiatic Mediterranean to the east of Turkistan, which was

dried up in comparatively recent times, and of which Lake

Lobnor is the remnant. The existence of these seas at a time

when the Rig-Vedic hymns were composed in the Punjab

precludes the possibility of Central Asia having ever been the

cradle of the Aryans before their alleged immigrations to the south

and the west. Such portions of it asw^ere habitable were occupied

by the Turanian or Mongolian nomadic savages, leaving no room

for the growth and expansion of the large Aryan tribes.

The original cradle of tlie Aryans was, therefore, Sapta-

Sindhu which included the beautiful valley of Kashmir on the

north, and Gandhara on the west. Its southern boundary was

the Rajput^na Sea, and the eastern boundary the Eastern Sea

covering the Gauge tic trough. It was completely cut off from

southern India by sea, but it was connected by land with West-

ern Asia in the direction of Gandhara and Kabulistan, through

which waves after waves of Aryan immigration advanced to the

west, and to Europe across the province of Pontus (Sans. Panthd,

highway) and over the isfJnans of Bosphorous from early

neolithic times, the earliest Aryan tribes that had left Sapta-Sin-

dhu having been pushed farthest into Europe by those that follow-

ed them at long intervals, and in different stages of civilisation.

This subject has been elaborately dealt with in this book.

These are some of the main conclusions I have arrived at;

but there are also others no less interesting and startling which
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1 Jfave my r«-:»«lors to tiiul out in tins work. I Iminbiv br.<i»o:ik

their paiieiiee to
jjfo tliri>iiL;li it t - tlie t'lid before fonniiif; their

jaJf^iiifnt on the merits of tliese c•onelusioll^

As ihiti h(»ok has neces'Sarily dealt with ci'iiUoversiul matters,

I foiin I no oppt»rtiinity of dealing, except in a ciirsiory and

incidental manner, with the cull are and ci\iIisation <•£ the

ancient Aryans, us depicted in the Ri'4-\ eda. 1 reserve a fuller

and n)ore i[vtaile<l treatment of the snhjeet for another volume.

Fre<pienl referenoes have been made in the early chapters

to the re-iults of geolo;»ii-al investi*;ations. I hwo friod my
best to explain so'ne of the "jeoloijfical terms as clearly as

j»ossible. iJiit I think that it will be nece.«sary for the lay

reatler to reniemht-r the differt-nt epochs throuj^h which the

Karth ha<< |)a*ised, and whiu'h are discerniblu in the fossil-

remains of plants and aninjals found embedded in rcV-ks and

6t}mv of the iip|H.r strata of the Karth'-; surfaee, showing

a gradual evolution of plant an<l animal life. 'I'he earliest

is the I'alaozoic era when animal life on the Earth

\va« of the erndest kind. The next was the Mcsozoic, when a

further evolution and devrlopment of animal life took place.

Then folhuvwl the (-'aino/.oic era which saw the appeaiance of

mainmnU and their hiixhe^it evolution in Man. Kach era is

di\ided into certain periods or epochs which it is not (piite

nero-ary to nnder-taiid for the purposes of this book. Hut as

a table hhonini; the different cra.«« and epochs in the order of

their s«<pienec and succession from the earliest to the recent

time will help the readtr to understand the difTeicnt
plia.<5Ps

through which the cvolutiou «»f life has passed on onr Globe,

1 ^'iv
' '

.u

Areh.rnn or I'>>zoif l'nndament:il finiM^^i^.

Cambrian

I

Sduriati

I*rimar\ or I'a] J i*^'^o"'a" :>"d Old Ked Sand-
*"

;
sto)n'

'

Carlioniferous

l^l'ermian.
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rTiiassic
'

Secondary or Mesozoic ...-< Jurassic

(^ Cretaceous

r Eocene

rn ,• f^ •

) Oliorocene
lertiary or Cainozoic ...-< ^r-

j
Miocene

(^Pliocene

,-, , rri L- f\ L r Pleistocene (Glacial)
Post-Tertiary or Uaaternary . . .

-^ ^^^^^^^^ ^ Post-GIacial)

In conclusion, I invite in the name of Truth candid criticism

of the points urged by me in this work. None will rejoice

more than myself if they prove, on criticism, to be untenable.

For, Truth alone triumpheth, and not Untruth, as a Vedie

Rishi has declared. I have ventured to write this book on the

principle that one hypothesis is probably as good as another, if

it can be supported by facts and arguments, and afford some

food for thinking to the learned. At this stage, therefore, it

would be quite premature for nie to predict the course that

the ancient history of the Aryan race w?/v/ take, if my hypo-

thesis be found on examination to contain any elements of

Truth.

I have o'iven references in the foot-notes to the authorities

consulted by me when discussing a i)oint. Yet, for the sake of

convenience, I have given a short bibliography elsewhere. An

Index also has been appended, which, it is hoped, will be found

useful by the reader for making ready references. It is just

possible that through hurry, inadvertence or printer's mistake, a

passage here and there may have gone unacknowledged, which,

when brought to my notice, will be thankfully acknowledged in

subsequent editions.

My indebtedness to those Archaeologists and Oriental scholars,

European, American and Indian, whose works I have consulted

and drawn freely from, is immense. But for the results of the

investigations made by them in their respective subjects, it would

have been quite impossible for me to collect materials for, and

write this work. It is, however, fair to state here that having,

unfortunately, no sufficient knowledge of any other European

language than English, I have had, as a matter of course, to

iii
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depend on the Kni,'lisli translations of the works ol" French,

German and other Kuropean savants?, wlien available, or references

made to their opinions on particnlar points by Enfjiish authors,

in order to draw therefrom wy own conclusions. A few

verses of the Kig-^ eda have also been translated by me strictly

ou the basis of Sayana's commentary. To the Knrt/cfopirtiia

Britaiuiica, the Ilisloriaiis' lIi'<lori/ nf ilw World, Dr. Taylor's

Orlyin tif Ihf Ari/unn, Mr. Tdak's Antic Home in the Ifdas,

Professor ^facdonell's History of Sanxkrit Literature, Mr.

Pavgee's Arijdrartic Home, and Mr. Scott-Elliot's Lost Lemuria,

to mention only a few of the many excellent works I have con-

sulted, I owe a deej) obligation which I hereby acknowledge, for

writing some of the chapters of this book. Lastly, 1 owe a deep

debt of gratitude to my .ihua Muter, the (Calcutta University,

and to the Hon'ble Sir Asutosh Mookerjee, Sarasvati, C.S.I.,
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RIQ=VEDIC INDIA

CHAPTER I

The Antiqnity of the Rig-Veda and the Physical features and Climate of

Ancient Sapta-Sindhu.

Modern historians, before comnieneing to write the history

of a people, usually devote a chapter to the description of the

land and climate in which they live. For, it is o-enerally ac-

knowledged that land and climate exert a direct and no small

influence on the growth and formation of a people's character,

and the development of their social, religious, and political

institutions. Any omission, therefore, to take note of this in-

fluence is surely to warp our judgment, and lead us to make a

wrong estimate of the people whose history we write. The

hardy and daring Afghan is as much the product of his rugged
mountainous country and cold inhosi)itable climate, as the mild,

intelligent and peace-loving Hindu is the product of the well-

watered fertile plains of Northern India, and the hot enervating

climate prevailing there. A careful study of a people's environ-

ments—of the geographical and climatic conditions in which

they have thriven is, therefore, essential to the correct study of

their history.

Of course, this study should only be made with regard to a

people who have been known to live in a country for a con-

siderable length of time, extending over several thousand years,

—in fact, from time immemorial. It should be borne in mind

that man was in days of yore, as he is even now, a migratory

animal, and an> recent migration of a people to a new country

w'ould not exhibit in them, to any a})preeiable extent or degree,

the effects of climate and environments of the country of their

adoption. It would take ages before these would tell on their

character and temperament. The Boer, the Australian, the
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American, tlip Canadian ami the Eni;lisli in India would retain

tlip «listini;uishin;j; oharacteristics of their race ior vet several

jjenerations to come, lieiore the lands and climates could mark

them out as their own.

This naturally leads us to the inference that the a-^e of a

|>eople in a particular country is ijau^ed by tiie j)roportion of

the development of their character harmoniously with the

climate and environments iti which they live, move ami have

their Ijein*^, and the i^reater this projturtion, the lou'^er is the

ajje of the j>eo]de in the country. It" they arc autochthonous,

and a different climate, and dilVcrent environments are proved

to have existe<l in ijeoloj^ical times when man llourished in this

planet, their i>resent characteristics must be traced back to

hoarv anti(|uity which shoidd Ix* calculated not by thousands

but by hundretls of thousands of years, when this change took

place.

History, in the proper sense of the word, does not, in the

present state of our knowledj^e, ac»|uired by research and invcsti-

«^tion, 'j<» l>cyond ten thousand years at the utmost. No
reliable reconls or jtroofs have, so \';\v. been available to anti-

fjuarians, which can justify them iT\ pushin;^ it i)nck to more

ancient times. The histor\ of ancient Babylonia, A.s.syria or

Kj^'pt has l)een Iwsed and constructed on laiiuible niid un-

mistakable [troofs obtained l)y the explomtion of ancient ruins

and the deciphermc iit of the relics of a b\ -'jone a-^e ami b\ -

fjone civiliKition. I^it no such tani^ible |tro<»fs have Wen
available in the laud of the ancient Indo-Arvans. Xot onlv

have no ancient monuments Ijcen s(. far discovered, that ean vie

\vith Ba})ylonian, As.Hyrian. f)r Egyptian monuments in anti-

fjuity, but there is absolutely no jiro«»f that such monuments do

pxint in any j»art of Intlia. only waitint; to \h' luiearthcd and

laid Iwre to the tja/e by the dili;;ent research of patient anti-

fpjarian-. The ancient monuments, hithert(» discovered in

India, do not t;o beyond the Muddhistic era. /.^., the Sixth

Century H. (\. which, conii>ared with Babylonian, Assvrian and

Ejr^ptian monuments, an- but the proilucts of yesterda\. And
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yet, ptranoje and absurd as it would seem, the Hindus claim

to be the most ancient civilised people in the world, more ancient

than even the pre-dynastic races of ancient E^ypt, the Sumerians

of Chaldea, or the Assyrians of Nineveh. Such a claim, based

as it is on mere tradition, and probably kept alive by national

vanity, and not founded on any tangible j^roofs, is rig^htly

dismissed by historians as unworthy of any credence or serious

consideration. The Indo-Aryans have been put down by them

as a branch of the great
" Indo-Germanic

"
family, which im-

migrated to India either from Northern Europe, or the Circum-

Polar regions, through Central Asia, and developed an independent

civilisation of their own in the land of the Five Waters Ions after

ancient Babylonia, Assyria or Egypt had flourished, and ])ro-

bably commenced to decline.

European historians are accustomed to call the civilisation of

ancient Egypt (and also of Babylonia) as " a world influence
" and

for it is claimed by them the honour of having laid the founda-

tion of European civilisation. Referring to the civilisation of

ancient Egypt, Dr. Adolf Erman observes :

"
It is an early blossom jaut forth by the human race at a

time when other nations were wrapped up in their winter sleep.

In ancient Babylonia alone, where conditions equally favourable

prevailed, the nation of the Sumerians reached a similar height."^

Further on, he says :
—" In the future, as in the past, the feeling

with which the multitude regards the remains of Egyptian

antiquity will be one of awe-struck reverence. Never-

theless, another feeling would be more appropriate, a feeling

of grateful acknowledgment and veneration, such as one of a

later generation might feel for the ancestor who had founded

his family, and endowed it with a large part of its wealth.

In all the implements which are about us now-a-days, in every

art and craft which we practise now, a large and important

element has descended to us from the Egyptians. And it is no

less certain that we owe to them many ideas and opinions, of

' Hist. Hist, of the World, Vol. I, p. 59.
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wliioli \v»' can no Ioniser truoj- tlic origin and wliioli have loni^

come to setMU to us the natural |tro|H'rt_N of" our own niin*!."'-*

This fit'linL!: ot" ijratcfiil arknowIedj^nuMit wouM appear to \)C

uiwt appropriate and natural, when it is reinendn'red that it

is admitted In ICuro|H'an savants themselves that the a*j;e

of the oldest neolithic Iak»'-dwellini;s in Switzerland is .'{,000

to 4,000 years-' or at Wst 0,000 to 7,000 years, and the epoch

of bronze in that country is as old as 1000 B.C. Accordiui;-

to M. Areelin. as late as lloO B.C., stone implements were still

exclusively used in Central Caul, and ahout 400 B.C., bronze

had not yet In't-ii replaced In iidii. It would thus a])|>ear that

when the |KM)ples ol' KurujH' wj're
*'

wrapped up in their winter

!*leep," or more correctly s|>eakinii;, grovel linir in darkness.

Eijypt and Babylonia had developed a civilisation which, after

havinji reache<l its zenith, was on the decline, and whose

remnants >till command the admiration of the world. No

wonder, therefore, that tiit- Indo-Aryans, }K'in«»; re^^ardetl as

th»- cousins of the ntHjlithic Aryan race of Euro|)e, the a<;;e of

their civilisation could not loi;ically Im- pushe<l Ix-yond 3,000

to 4,000 \rar.-. and nui.-t necessarily Ix- helil to he posterior

to the civilisations of ancient Eijypt and Mesopotamia. And

thJH infen'nce is immensely strenu^thene*! In the total absence,

in Indian ^o\\, of any monuuu'nt!" as old as those discovered on

the bank.** of the Nile, or in the land waten'<l In the Tiijris and

the Euphrate**.

The study of ancient monuments undoubte<lly furnishes

more or les.x reliable <lata for the construction of ancient histor\
;

but ancient reconln, either on stones or papyrus, or hymns

committ«'<l to memory and hande<l down front i;eneration to

^Deration without the lo^s of even a sin;^Ie syllablf. if such

reallv exi'-t, would, withotit doubt, Ix' a l>etter and >urer source

of reliable history. The ancient Ei;yptians had their records

in hiero«;ly|»hic writinir, as found on the fanious Kosetta stone,

• Illnf. Ulpt of iho World. Vol. I. p. 63

' K.llrr. LoU thrtUingt, pp. 52«r,2H.

•
Taylor. Thi Origin of the Arynn§, p. r>9.
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and on walls and monuments, and in pa]\vrus scrolls, inscribed

in the hieratic character which was '• a much modified cursive

form of hieroo'lyi)hic simplified in the interest of rapid writini*."

These records have furnished antiquarians with abundant mate-

rials for writing; a correct history of ancient Egypt. In Baby-

lonia anil Assyria, the records were inscribed either on stones

or clay-bricks that were afterwards baked. These brick-tablets

which once formed the library of the Assyrian King Asshur-

banapal at Nineveh have been found in large numbers, and

carefully assorted and interpreted by Assyriologists. They
have furnished reliable materials for writing a succinct history

of ancient Mesopotamia. In India, no records either on stones,

clay-bricks, or papyrus, of the same age as the Egyptian and

Mesopotamian records, liave anywhere been discovered. But

the most ancient record of Indo-Aryan culture is to be found

in the sacred Scripture, called the Rig-Feda SamJiita, a collection

of hvmns addressed to the various bright deities of the skv, as

well as to other deities, in language and sentiments, at once

beautiful and simple, which bespeak a culture higher than, and

in far advance of that of either the civilised Egyptians, or the

Babylonians and Assyrians, not to speak of the savage neolithic

lake-dwellers of Switzerland, or the Teutonic savages of kitchen-

midden fame. These hymns, however, were not committed to

writing on papyrus, palm-leaves or baked clay-bricks, but to

human memory carefully cultivated for the puqiose, and were

handed down from generation to generation without the loss

of even a single word or .syllable. The ancient Indo-Arvans

probably thought this to be the surer and better methwl of

preserving them from perishing in a world where everything,

either stone, brick, or papyrus perishes, excepting the human

mind and soul. And herein probably lies the fundamental

difference, unfortunately overlooked by European scholars,

between the spirits of pure Aryan and pure Semitic or Turanian

civilisations. This intuition, on the part of the ancient Indo-

Aryans, of the superiority of mind and spirit over matter ver}'

probably accounts for the absence of any material proofs of their
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anti(Hiit\, wliioli can tlircf-tly iJi»|M'itl
(o an nnlinar\ observer

<»r aiitit|iiariaii. The proofs llwy liavt- left arc altoijetlier of

a (lilTcrcnt kiiKl, wliich ran only Im- correctly read by tbose who

are t-ndowc*! with a lar i;reater amount of patience, (lili<;ence,

jierseverance, and eapaeity lor takinj; pains than is re<|uired

in dec'ipherini; a olay-tablet or a stone slab, and in tl\in«; the

ai;e of a biukcn statue, or a stone monument. It is because

these |»ro<ifs do not ajipcal to the senses that they have not

hitlierto received that amount of attention which they eminently

<h'serve. And the ditlicultv lias l)een a lhousan(l-f(dd enhanced

by the dead and archaic lani^uaLji' in wliich the hymns of the

Hii;-\ eda are found to be clothed. l"'veii those who. l)y dint

of their wonderful dili'4;ence and perseverance, were able tn

master it, coidd not always «;et at tlie real spirit underlyin<i- the

hymns, probably throui^h bias. j)rejudicc and preconceived ideas,

with which they startnl their study and encpiiry. These liave,

in many instances, blinded them lo the real import of passacjes

which, read in tho lii^ht of modern seientilic knowle<l«;e in the

domains of (ri'oloLry, Archa-olo<;y and EthnolojTy, could have

put them on the rij^lit track, and led them to the di.scovery of

«»reat historical tnith>. I'or example, I have not seen the

attention of any Vedic scholar, cither Huropean, American or

Imlian, strongly arrested by the perusal nf IJik "?, Sukta 95

of the Seventh Mandala of the Ri;^-Veda, which runs as

follows :
—

**
F.fid r/ifliit Sarasiati naih-riuini suchirjalee giriifn/ah

This passage. rendere«l into JOui^lish would stand thus :
—

"Of the ri\cr-, the Sanisvati alone know.i^ (this),
—the

9acre<l stream (h.tl florrx frmn Ihe mniinlnnix inta ihe m/'ii.***^

• Piofcwior Mnrflfinfll undiT»t«t)(lH hy the wonl Somudrn not the sea or

orciin. l>tit tho Inwor ronrxc of the Inrliia. whicli in n "
rolloction of waters "

t.*., of thi« trihutrtrioji. But this intcrprctnt ion in m roiiff as we havo pointed

oat later on (soe Chapter III). Mr. Rngozin also labours ander the same
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Th[s Bik clearly: igdicateg .that at the time of its composition.

the river Sarasviiti used to How from the Himalaya direijtlj:

into the. sea . This river, however, at the present time, never

reaches the sea, but loses itself in the sands of the desert of

Rajputana, the sea having receded a long distance, some

hundreds of. miles from its mouth. The evident inference is

that since the composition of the Rile, a different distribution

of land and water has taken place, ])robablv caused by a

cataclysm or a series of cataclysms, resulting in a sudden or

gradual upheaval of the bed of a sea that had once existed

there. The result of geological investigation shows that in a

remote age, a sea actually covered a very large portion of modern

Rajputana, extending as far south and east as the Aravalli

mountains, which Geologists have desigi ated by the name of

the Rajputana Sea." When did this sea finally disappear,

it is very difficult to ascertain. But from the fact that "Ter-

tiary and Secondary strata stretch across from Sind, beneath_

the sands of the desert, towards the flank of the AravalliJ'^

it can be safely surmised that it lasted, at all lvluIs up to the

end of the Tertiary epoch, and that the above Rik must have

been composed sometime during that epoch. If the disappear-

ance of the Sarasvati was synchronous with that of the sea, then

the event must have taken place some tens of thousands of years
« .

wrong impression, foi- he says that Snmudra means "gathering of waters."

He thinks that the word in the Rig-Veda means "
not the sea or ocean, but

the broad expanse formed by the re-union with the Indus of the 'five rivers,'

whose waters are brought to it by the Pantchanada." (Vedic India, p. 268,

foot-note). The Sarasvati however never Howed into the Indus, but directly

into the sea, like the Indus. It was an independent river, and the marks of

the old bed, still discernible in the sands, do not point to its conjunction with

the Indus. The above passage of the Rig-Veda has so much puzzled Mr.

Ragozin as to make him observe
j^_

" Tb[s passage has led to the positive^

identification_^_the_ SarasvatLilS-Jthe^ 208}^ This shows the

length one is apt to go by overlooking the plain meaning of a word.

' " The Aravallis are but the depressed and degraded relics of a far

more prominent mountain system which stood in Palapozoic times on the edge

of the Rajputana Sea
"

Imp. Gaz. of the Ind. Emp., Vol. I, pp. 1-2 (1907).
»

E)icy. Brit., Vol. XXII, p. 866 (Eleventh Edition).
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ay;o, if not liuiitlreds of tliousjinds or millitnis, and mn>t have

been posU-iior to the composition of, at least, some of the oldest

hymns of the Kii;-\ edii. Does not this furnish a datum, as

strong and reliable as a .Mcsopotamian hriek-tablef, or an

E<;v|ttian stone to £fouiK>n for |»n)vin^ the hoarv anti<juitv of the

Ki;X-\'eda. or for the matter of that, of \edic civilisation?

And yet the aljove A*//" is not the only solitary evidence of

the hii^h aMti(|uity of the Rii;-\'('da. and of a different distri-

bution of lanil ancl water at the time of its eomjK)sition. The

land in which the Vedie Aryans lived is called in the Ri;L^-Veda

by the name of Sapta-Simlharafi or the Land (tf the Seven

Rivers, which included the Indus or Sindhu with its principal

tributaries, on the west, and the Sarasvati on the east. The

Gan<^es and the ^«muna have certainly been mentirtne<l only

once or twice, but they have not at all l)een included in the com-

putation of the seven rivers that jj^ave the country its name.

As we shall lind later on, they were, in those days, comj)ai-ativelv

insi<;niticant rivers with only very short courses to run. Bevond

the (ianijes and the Yamuna, no other rivers of Northern India,

nor any provinces like PAnchflla. Kosala, Ma^^adha,'' An^a atid

' Kikatii wiuj tlii' RiK'icnt iiumo of South Behar. .\s tlif word ocoiirs

in RiK. III. .'>3. W it iu mipiKmed by Kiiropi-nn srholars like Wilson and Wuber

to rrfiT to MiiKiidlift or South Hf-hiir. The rotvn of Kikata Vcro said to ho

very |HKir in milk. .Suyanii ixjiiainn tlu? word to nit-an
"
the country inhabited

by thn non-AryauK." .Vs the Vedir Aryans never knew of the existence of

»ny land to the east of Sapta-Sindhn, it would br absurd to »upp08e that

they know South Behnr or Ma^adhn. without knowing rAnchAbi, KoHala, etc.

Kikata in th« RiR-Veda, thenforr'. dnrn tint, and cannot mean Mnj^'adha fir

South Hohar. It wag probably a barren hilly region in SapfaSindhu where

the laltle did not thrive for want of HufTirient fwhier and noiirinhnient . This

namo mtiiit have b«»en transferred frotn Saptrt-Sindhti to South Behar by

Aryan immijrrantii in a Inter agp, like the word S'lrniju which wafl transferrexl

from Bapta-Sindhu to Konala. Rnt even if it be identified with South Rohar,

tho Rip-Vn«lir Aryan men-hantu, whoif nhipn in their voyages in the EaBtern

8«"a over the (JauKetir Irouxh probably touched South Behar, may have

brouKht to Bapta-Sindhu accounts of the country and its inrligcnous cattle,

some of which were also probobly im|H)rt<'d by thcni in their ghips. (Vide

Chap XXVI infra).
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Vanga find any mention in the Rig-Veda. Towards the south,

neither the Decean, nor the Yindhya mountains nor any
of the large and famous rivers flowing through the Peninsula

have been mentioned. The land, inhabited by the Aryans,

appears to have extended as far to the north-west as

Gandhara, which is identified with modern Kandahar and Cabul,

and as far to the north as Baelria and Eastern Turkistau across

the Himalaya. Within these bounds was situated the ancient

Sapta-Sindhu, or more correctly speaking, the Greater Sapta-

Siudhu, the sacred land that witnessed the composition of the

most ancient hymns extant of the Aryan race and the early

growth and development of their most wonderful civilisation.

But if this land were their original home, is it not very strange

that, during a long stretch of time, which was necessary to the

growth and development of the Rig-Vedic literature and civilisa-

tion, the Aryans were not at all acquainted with the neighbour-

ing provinces like Panehala, Kosala and Magadha which were

not separated from Sapta-Sindhu by any insurmountable

mountain-barriers, and formed parts, as it were, of the same

plain as their own mother-country ? The same query holds good
with regard to the Deecan also. The Vindhya Ranges could

not be said to have presented any serious obstacle to those who

were accustomed to cross the Himalava and the Sulaiman Ransres

through narrow, steep and difficult passes. How can, then, the

total absence of any mention in the Rig-Veda of these neighbour-

ing and accessible countries be satisfactorily explained ? Euro-

pean scholars have broached the theory that the Vedie Aryans
came to the province of Sapta-Sindhu as invaders

;
and they

settled there after carrying on a sanguinary and protracted war- .

fare with the aboriginal inhabitants of the country, who were a

black race, and far inferior to the Aryans in culture and civilisa-

tion and whom the latter ultimately vanquished and drove to the

Southern Peninsula. It has been argued, with some force, that

this long period of pre-oecupation of the Aryans in the struggle

prevented them from penetrating either to the east or the south

of Sapta-Sindhu and that it was only in later and more peaceful
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times tint thoy thought of ijnuhijilly exjiamlin'^ and niii;rating

farther and farther t<j the ea^t. and the south. This theory,

it need hardly be siid, is
ijiiite in keepini; with the other theory

of Aryan imnii'^ralion to India from Northern Europe, through

Central A>ia, which is now generally accepted by European and

Indian sfiiolar» alike. Hut it is passing strange that it did not

strike any of them that the Kig-^'edic Aryans were not aci[uainted

with the Kasteru Provinces /%r no other reiisoii than hecuuse they

did not really e.rid during Bifj-Vedic times,
—a^ong stretch of

sea having been in existenee in tin- Miocene Epoch from. tUt'

eastern shores of Sapta-Sindhu up to the confines of Assam, into_

which the (Jimgcs anil the YamtinA, after runin'ng their short

courses, poured their wat<.'rs ;
and that the Deccan, having been

completely cut <jfT and se|)arated from Sapta-8indfm by the

HAj putting sea and the sea lying between the Central and

Eastern Himalaya an<l th'' \ iudhya Katiges, it was not at all

easily accessible to them. The existence of these seas is a

geological fact, a.< v/>' shall see later on, which also iinds an

unexpected corroboration in the Kig-\eda itself. Rik 5 in

SukUi l-Jt) of th" Tt-nth Mandala distinctly mentions the exis-

tence of thf Eastern and the Western Seas :
—

] iltasfjiUhvd ra'ifiih sakhtithn dfivrshiliniiunih
,
iiljhon samndravd

kshfti yasrha pttrra Hldparah.
' "

Tin's verse, rendered into English, would stantl thus :
—

" The Mimi is the aerial steed, and friend of VAyu, whom
all the Devas feel an eagerness to behold, and wh<» dwells in

both the seas—that which i>-' iu the east, and that wliieh i«;

in th»' "'•- "

A wui.i ot explanation seems to be necessary here. The
Muni is the (Jod AW// (lit. hairy) who is identified with the Sun
whose rayn are like the atiburn (golden) hair of a Muni or

a,seetic. The Sun is usually also compared fo the horse in the
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Rig-Veda. The bavd, therefore^ says that the Sun is the aerial

steed, and friend of Vayu (wind), whom all the Devas feel an

eagerness to behold, in as much as they are all Gods of light,

and darkness is against their very nature. This God, Kegi,

or the Sun, says the poet, dwells both in the Eastern and Western

seas, because he is seen to rise from the Eastern sea and to sink

down to rest in the Western. Now this Eastern sea could

have been no other than the sea that washed the eastern shores

of Sapta-Sindhu, in as much as the Rig-Vedie Aryans did not

know of the existence of any land to the east of their country.

It was over this sea that the A9vins, the twin deities that

preceded and heralded the Dawn, used to come to Sajita-Sindhu,

sailing in their boats which they left moored in the harbour on

the se^-coast (Rig. I. ^6. 8), and it was from this sea that their

car turned up (Rig- IV. 43. 5). It was from this sea again

that the Dawn appeared on the horizon of the eastern sky,

looking bright and beautiful like a vouno^ damsel, after her

morning ablutions (Rig. V. 80. 5). Further, it was from the

depth of these waters that the Sun was seen from the shores of

Sapta-Sindhu to emerge and ascend the sky (Rig. III. 55. ],

and X. 136. 5), and this fact is still further confirmed by the

following passage :

" The gods lifted Surya out of the sea

(Samudra) wherein he lay hidden "
(Rig. X. 7-2. 7). These

waters were, therefore, rightly regarded as " the birth-place of

the Sun "
and " the mother of the A^vins

" who have been

described as Slndhumdtarah (Rig. I. 46. 3). The Western sea

into which the God Keci sank down to rest was undoubtedly

an arm of the Arabian sea which, in those days, ran up the

present lower valley of the Indus along the foot of the Western

Range, and covered a large portion of the present jDrovince of

Sindh, probably up to Lat. 30° North. Does not this internal

evidence of the Rig-Veda support the geological evidence, and

unmistakably prove its hoary antiquity ?

There is yet another internal evidence furnished by the

Rig-Veda to prove its high antiquity. In some B.iks, mention

has been made of four different seas with which the ancient

X- * ^
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Iiulo-Aryans seemed to have been familiarly acquainted*'

(Rij^. IX. -Vi. and X. 17.2). But Vedic scholars, both European

and Indian, have passed them by, and not caretl to ascertain

the existence of the four sea-s mentioned therein, ))robably for

tlie simple reason that there is only one sea to the south-west

of Sapta-Sindhu at the present time, n':., the Arabian Sea, and

it is ditficult to identify the other three with any modern seas.

The Bay of Ben«;al to the east, and the Indian Ocean to the

Bouth of India are quite out of the question, as it has been ad-

mitted that the Ri^;-Vedic Aryans did not go beyond the limits

of Sapta-Sindhu, and were not acquainted with any land eastward

or southward during Rig-Vedic times. In these circumstances,

the four seas mentioned in the Rig-Veda, which were navigated

by Aryan merchants in quest of wealth,*^ have probably

been regarded as more mythical than real. But geological

evidence goes to show that there were actually three seas on

the three sides of Sapta-Sindhu, ri:., the Eastern, the Western,

and the Southern, and it now only remains for us to identify

the fourth sea. It must have been situated somewhere on the

north, beyond the Ilim/llaya, on the confines of the land in-

habited by the Aryans. And Geology proves that such a sea

did actually exist in ancient times, stretching from below the

highlands of modern I'urkistan towards Siberia on one side,

and frt»in the confines of Mongolia to the Black Sea, on the

other, covering an immense area. This sea disappeared in com-

paratively recent geoloixical times, leaving the Black Sea, the

Sea of Aral, Lake Balkash, and an extensive dejjression now

dry and converted into steppes, asi its remnants. The Black

Sea wa« not at that time connected with the Mediterranean,

and its western shores formed the Isthmus of Bo-!j)horous linking

Euro[»e with .X.'Ha On the confines of Ea.st Turkistan also

'»
Rig. I. 48.85 1.66. 2; I. 110.3; IV, 66. 6; also V. H.1.0 : VII. 8ft. ?..
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there was in ancient times another immense Asiatic Mediter-

ranean Sea of which Lake Lobnor is the remnant. These are

stern jreolosical facts which will be dealt with in greater

details in tlie next chapter, but which find a startling corro-

boration in the Rig-Veda. Does not this again prove its vast

antiquity ?

Lastly, the climate and the seasons as prevailed in ancient

Sapta-Sindhu have also undergone a complete change in com-

paratively recent times, probably through a change of her

physical environments. There is Rig-Vedie and Avestic evidence

to prove that in ancient times a cold climate prevailed in the

land for a greater part of the year, which was highly conducive

to the development of the physical and mental activities of the

Aryans. The year has been called in the Rig-Veda by the names

of Carad (autumn) (Rig. VII. 66. 16) or Hwia or Hemanta

(winter, Rig. VI. 48.8; Rig. II. 1,11) ; probably on account of

the predominance of the characteristics of a particular season,

during a greater part of the year, in particular areas. But the

very use of the above words to denote a year clearly indicates

the existence of either a cold or temperate climate in Sapta-

Sindbu. The Avesta says that Sapta-Sindhu or Hapta Hendu

possessed a delightfully cold climate in ancient times, which

was changed into a hot climate by Angra Maini/u, the Evil one.

Mr. Medlieott also savs :
—" There are some curious indications

of a low temperature having prevailed in the Indian area at

ancient epochs."*^ In this conjecture he is supported by
Mr. H. F. Blanford who says :

—"In the early Permian, as in

the Post-Pliocene age, a cold climate prevailed down to low lati-

tudes, and I am inclined to believe in both hemispheres simul-

taneously."^* The Enci/clopadia Britannica also says :

"Evidence exists of a former far greater extension of glaciers

in the Himalaya, possibly at the period during which the great

glacial phenomena of Europe occurred
; but too little is known

14

540.

Manual of the Geology of India (Preface, p. xxi).

Quarterly Journal of the Geological Socief]/, Vol. XXXI, 1875, pp. 534-
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to enable iis to aninn that this indicates any general period of

cold that alTocted the Northern hemisphere as far south as the

Ilim/ilava, thouj^h the facts are suilicieutly striking to suggest

such a cohcIusi<in."'
'' The Post-Pliocene epoch being conter-

minous with tiie Uuateruary Era when man undoubtedly

flourished on our globe, the designation of the year by the word

llima or winter in the Rig-Ved:i clearly points to the prevalence

of low temperature in that country, and also to the great

anti(piity of the sacred Scripture itself. The present climate

of the Punjab or Sapta-Sindhu is excessively hot, except during

the winter months, when the cold becomes intense. We will

presently see what brought about this change of climate.

We find evidence in the Rig-Veda of heavy showers of rain

falling in Sapta-Sindhu during the rainy season which lasted

for three or four months, covering the sky all the time with a

thick pall of sombre clouds, behind which the Sun and the

Dawn remained hidden, making the days look like nights, and

considerably adding to the misery and discomfort of men and

beasts. The rivers were in high Mood, and the spill-water

covered an extensive area. All these characteristics of the rainy

season have now disappeared from Sapta-Sindhu where the

rain-fall is scanty and the climate dry. Thi.'-- change is due

to the disappearance of three out of the four seas round about

Sapta-.Sindliu, and the upheaval of a vast tract of arid desert

in the south. The immense volumes of watery vapours, which

were generated in and carried from the seas in ancient times,

used to be precipitated as snow over the high and low altitudes

of the Himalaya, and as showers of rain in the plains. The

rain-water in the rainv season, and the meltin<r snow in

summer kept up a perennial Huiii)ly of water in the rivers, and

the Sarasvati and the Drishadvati which probably took their

rise from glaciers on the southern slopes of the IlimAlaya in

ancient times, were mighty streams whose praises have been

sung in the Rig-Veda. With the disajipearance of the ocean-

»• Ency. Brit., Vol. II. p. 68 (Ninth Edition).
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area, the glaciers also disappeared and the rivers i^radually

dwindled into insignificant and straggling streams. The

Enci/clopcpjlia Brifaanica says : "'An ex})lanation of the decrease

of Himalayan glaciers is that it was a conseqnence of the

diminution of the fall of snow, couaequent on the gradual change

of climate which nin-H have fullowed a gradual transformation

of an ocean nrea into one of drt/ land. The last-named

circumstance would also account for the great changes in the

<iuantity of rain-fall, and in the flow of the rivers, of which

there are many indications in Western India, in Persia, and the

region east of the Caspian."^
^

It would thus appear that there have been vast changes in

the land, water and climate of ancient Sapta-Sindhu since the

Rig-Vedic hymns were composed. Do not these internal

evidences of the Rig-Veda, supported as they are by the results

of modern geological inv^estigations, go to prove its vast

antiquity, stretching back to time immemorial, in fact, to

geological epochs ? And are they not as reliable as the

Egyptian hieroglyphic writings and inscriptions, and Mesopo-
tamian brick-tablets, and writings on elav-cvlinders ? But it is

a thousand pities that Vedie scholars and Indologists have not

brought even a tjthe of that careful and diligent research to bear

on the stud\- of ancient Indian historv, that has been bestowed

on the study of Egyptian and ^lesopotamian history by

Egyptologists and Ass\-riologists, probably through prejudice,

and a preconceived idea that Indo-Aryan civilisation could not

be older than the civilisation of the neolithic lake-dwellers of

Eurojie, and an omission to study ancient Indian history in the

light of the results of modern geological investigations. The

time, however, has come when a fresh study should be commenced

on these lines, and a re-examination of the already accepted

theories made, regardless of the conclusions they may lead

us to.

I hope, I have been able to demonstrate in this chapter the

"^
Encij. Brit., Yul. II. p. 688 (Ninth Editiuu).
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absolute nocossity ot stiulviiii;, with the liclp of Geolojjjy, the

old ili>tributi«Hi of land ami water of a country in which a very

ancient i>eo|>le have lived from time immemorial in order to

read arit^ht their ancient history. 1 have also i^iven occasional

glimpses to my readers, so far as it has been possible for me

to do in a preliminary chapter, of the hoary anticpiity of the

Rig-\'eda, containini; as it does >inniistakalde geological proofs

of a different distribution of lan<l ami water, and the existence

of a different climate in Sapta-Sindhu in ancient times. These

seoloirical proofs will be more closelv examined and more

elaborately di^f'us>ed in the next chapter.



CHAPTER II

Geological Evidence about the Physical Features of Ancient Sapta-Sindhu,

and the First Appearance of Man in India.

Phy>;ical changes, constant though often silent and

imj")erceptible, have been going on in our globe. Sometimes in

tlie past the changes were extremely violent and sudden, due to

fearful volcanic action and extensive seismic disturbances of

great intensity, resulting in the sudden upheaval or subsidence

of vast tracts of land. But such disturbances and changes

were more frequent in very ancient than in recent geological

epochs. The upheaval of the Himalaya had taken place before

man flourished on our globe. The magnitude and intensity of

the throes through which Mother Earth passed when giving

birth to this gigantic child surpass even the keenest and most

comprehensive human imagination. With the elevation of the

Himalaya was produced a deep trough at its foot on the

southern side. How was it produced is a matter of conjecture

and controversy among geologists, with which we are not here

concerned. Sir Sidney Burrard's hypothesis is that "the

depression of the trough was produced by a withdrawal of

material towards the Himalava," and he considers " the rano-e

to have been produced by the invasion of the material so with-

drawn."*^ This is the latest explanation of its origin, which is

more or less accepted. But whatever may be the cau.ses of

this upheaval and depression, there is no question that a deep

trough did exist at the foot of the Himalayan range in ancient

geological times, which was gradually tilled up with alluvium.

Mr. R. D. Oldham says that "the depth of the alluvium

alono- the outer edge of the Himalava is great, amounting to

18 Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. XLII, Part 2 (Oldham,

On the structure of the Himalaya), p. 137. Read also
" On the origin of the

Himalaya Mountains." Survey of India, Prof. Paper No. 12, Calcutta, 1912.

3
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alxmt 15,00(1 l«» 20.000 iV»'t towanl> tlu' noitlieni boiuularv

of tlu' alluvial i»ljiin."'' As reir<inl> tlif imdeiijround

form of the Htxir of tlie trouy;li, it has Ihcii foiiiKl that

"it has
ilft'|)enfHl steailily from south to north at alx)ut

130 feet to the mile, ami that this sIojk- is continuous for over

100 miles from the southern edgre. so that in this \va\ we reach

an et«timatetl tle|)th of over l-J.OOO, and
|»ri)l)al)ly

ahout lo.OOO

feet."'^ This trou«i;h ends up un the cast wiieri- the Assam

Raui^e impiui^es on the lliniAlaya and terminates on the west

a> the Salt Kan«»;e of the Punjab is reaelud. It i>
•• a fairly

symmetrieal trnULch. ranu;ed alony; the whole of that part of the

Himftlaya. w hieh is not comj)lieated by the junction or contact

of other ran}»;es."'
' '

It ha>. bcj-n descrilx-d b\ Mr. Oldham a»s

"the (jany:etic troui^h." in as much as •• three (|uarters of its

leni^th and more than that |)ro|)ortion of its area lie within the

ilraina^e of the Ganj4;es.-'^',.. There is some reason to suppose
that a deep trouy:h tilled with alluvium similar to that which has

been dealt with, thouiih sntaller in size, runs alon*; the foot

of the hill ranjj:es of the Western frontiers of India j)roper,

which miLjht be called the Indus trouu:h, as thai river traverses

it from end to end— But there is no reason to suppose that the

two troui^hs are connected. Apart from the observations which

have l>een dealt with, the outcrops of oKl rocks in the ('hiniot

and other hill- which rise from the alluvium, |Mjint to the

prewMice of a rock barrier, stretching under the plains of

the Punjab to the Salt Hani;e. and separatin-^ the two
f routjh>.*''''

'

It wi)idd thu-* api)ear that a lar^^e |M.rtion at least of the

Punjab, or Sapta sindhu a« the Vedie bards called it, was older

than the alluvial plains now occujjyin^ the (jan<retic and
the Indn- troughs which were undoubtedlv lar;;e stretches of

• •

Hid, p. 06.

' '
Ibid, y. 06.

»"
Ibtfi, p. 98.

» '

Ibid, p. 98.
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inland seas at the beo-inning'. Even now, the valley of the

Indus or the Sindhu is known by the name of •" Sindhu SAg'ara,"

or the Sindhu !^ea. But this sea, not having been so wide, long

and deep as the sea that occupied the Gangetic trough, the period

of time taken to till it up with alluvium was necessarily shorter,

though certaiidy computed by thousands of years, than that

taken to till up the Gangetic trough. In other words, Avhen

the Punjab was firm land, bounded on the north by the Kashmir

valley and the Himalaya and on the west by the Sulaiman

Range, with the Indus and its tributaries and the Sarasvati

flowinij throuo-h the iilains into the arm of the Arabian Sea

and the Rajput^na Sea respectively, the Gangetic trough was

still an inland sea, stretching from the confines of Sapta-

Sindhu to those of Assam, which was certainly not so deep at

that time as it had been at its origin, but yet deep enough

to be called a sea for several thousand years more, during which

it was gradually silted up with alluvium.

Mr. Oldham thus distinguishes the features of the Gangetic

plains from those of the plains of the Punjab :
—" From the

YamyinA. eastwards to the junction with the Brahmaputra Valley

is the great tract of the tAqiical Gangetic alluvium which bears

all the characters of a plain of deposit, and across which the

rivers flow in courses determined by their own action and inter-

action. In the plain of the Punjab these features are largely

absent, and the surface features suggest a much smaller thick-

ness of alluvial deposit, a suggestion which is strengthened by

the occurrence of inliers of older rocks, rising as hills in the

centre of the alluvial plain."-
-

Mr. Oldham further says elsewhere : -'The general facies of

the fauna (found in the beds of the Salt Range of the Punjab)

are of Cambrian age and consequently the olded in India, whose

age can be determined with any api)roach to certainty."
'^ ^ The

Cambrian ao-e, it should be remembered, is the first of the

--
Ihid, p 8.

" Manual of the Geology of India, p. 109, Ed., 1893.
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Palaozoie Kra. A> tin- Iw'tls of the Salt Kaii2:o have been

jirovwl to lielont; to that Ji<je. the laud of Sapta-Sindhu must

have })oen in existence from ver\ early times, and is certainly

oKler than tlie northern HiniAlaya which i)rol)ahly was elevate<l

at tlip end of the I'aheo/oic or the })e<4:innin^: of the Mesozoie

Era. as is evidence*! hy its Carlson iferons and Triassic forma-

tions.-'^ The ancient ajLje of the Punjab will be further i»roved by

the followini; extracts from the hnperiiil (riizt'lleer of India :

^'*

" The datum line in strati<j:ra|)hy is the base of the Cambrian

system, the so-called ()h-nflhts zone, eliaracterised in various

parts of the world by remains of this i;enus. or its near relations

bt-loiiLrini; to the extinct order of Crustacea known as Trilobites.

Below this line, there are many thousand feet of strata without

determinable fossil remains, and ii'enerally (|uite unfossiliferous ;

above it are piled the ijreat fossil-bearinu' systems pre>^ervinij the

recoitls of evolutio!! amon<; animals and plants throu<i;h the

Paljpozoic. Mesoz<iie and Cainozoic eras to the present day-
"
Fortunatelv, in Indin. n'f haro a frnrr i>f f/iia tlatinn liiie

prei^erveil in the Snll Hnuf/e nf f/ie Viiiijah, where. altliou*;h the

Trilobites preservp<l are not exactly like the well-known OlentlliiK,

there are forms which must have been close relations of it, and

we can safely assmue that these bt'ds rz/v I'lfuimli'iil
fn the Imrer

('amhrian of I In- Enrn/ienii %cahr

It is thus clear that the Punjab or Sapla-Hindhn is Ihe of-dfsf

lifC'prodHciug rt'ffinu i» Ihe irfin/e "/' tfif Iiidini coufnicuf ; and

it is e«|ually certain that here the evolution anion;^; animals

continu<N| uninterru|>te«lly, mitil man was evolve<l or created, and

ap[>eare<l on the scene. The followinjj extracts from the

Knrtfcfftpndiii Hrifiinvii'ii will Im- found interestini; in this

connection: 'it is within the su}>-llimala\ an i-anu;e that tJie

famous SiwAlik ImhIs «H*cur. lon<; >inc«' known for their vast

store* of extinct mammalia. Of al>out the same ajje are tlie

** H. F. Blanforel ill thp (^'i/irtcr/j/ JoMTHoi of the Oeoloyical Society, Vul.

XXXI, 1H75, pp. 524-41.

••
Imp. Gai. o/ India, Vol. I, p. 53, Ed. 1907.
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Manchhar beds of Sind, Avhich also contain a rich mammalian

fauna. . . The his/her Siwalik beds are considered by Mr. W. F.

Blanford to be Pliocene. . . . The Manchhar and Siwalik beds

are chieHv of fresh-water origin."-*^

The same work further says : "In Eocene times, the sea

(occupvino- the Gangetie trough) spread uj) to the Punjab,

but that {i.e., the sea) too was land in Miocene times. "''^^ This

sea, as we have alrea<ly seen, was simultaneously produced with

the elevation .of the Himalayan Range at the end of the

Palaeozoic Era, and was at places as much as three miles deep.

It lasted throug:h the whole of the Mesozoic Era up to the

Miocene and possibly the Pliocene epoch of the Cainozoie Era,

before it became alluvial land. As we find mention of this sea

in the Rig- Veda, the latter must be held to be as old as the

Miocene oi"^the"Plioeene epoch whose age is to be eom}>uted In-

some hundreds of thousands, if not millions of years. This, at

first siofht, would seem to be extremely incredible. But it may
be mentioned here in passing that the Indo-Aryans believe the

Rig-Veda to be as old as the creation of man, in other words,

to have emanated from BrahmA, the Creator himself, and is

regarded as Jjjaurushet/a, i.e., not ascribable to any human agency,

thoui^h the Bishis or seers might have clothed the revealed

truths and eternal verities in languages of their own, from time

to time. This, bereft of all exaggerations, would mean that

the Ri«):-Veda has existed from time immemorial. To this belief

of the Indo-Aryans, however absurd it might seem, the results

of geological investigations, as quoted above, undoubtedly lend

some strong colour. It may also be stated here that the

ancient Aryans did not believe, like Darwin, in the evolution

of man from anthropoid apes ;
but they believed, like Agassiz

of the Creationist school, that man was created iudej^endently

as such. As Agassiz says,
" there is a manifest progress in the

succession of beings on the surface of the earth. This progress

-"
Ency. Brit. Vol. XII, p. 735 (Ninth Edition).

-'
Ihid, p. 736.
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consists in an infrra>ini>: siniilaiitv >^\' the livini; lnunii. and,

ainonLT tlir vntchnitos i»s|Kfiall\ , in their incrrasinii it'scnihlanpe

to man. . . Miit this oonnt'otion is not the conspiiiionre of a

<lin*rt linraijc Ix'twct-n thf fannas ol' (litTcrcnt ayes. Th«'re is

nothinir hkt* pan-ntal dcsofnl connoctin;; tht'tn. The lishes nl'

tho PahiH»zoie iv^v an* in no resj)eot tho ancestor^ of the iT|)tik's

oT the StTondary ai;i'. nor does man dosiH-nd tVoni the in;ininials

which |»nH*f<h*d him in tho 'IVrtiarv ai;t>. 'i'ho link by which

the\ arc connc<:*tc<l is o/' a /itf/Zifr uinl tmiintlfiKil mil urr ; and

their c.-nncction is to })«• son<^lit in tho vi<'\\ ot" the Creator

Iliniscit". whose aim in forminLT the earth in allowing; it to

tind«'r<;o tin- >ueeessive ehaniics which y;<'olu<^\ has |Kiinte<l ont,

anti in crialin;j: sue( essivel\ all the diffei-ent types of animals

which have ]»asse<l away, was to introduce man n]>on the

suHace oi' our ^lohe. Man i> the end touard^ which all the

animal creation ha> tended Iroin the first .appearance of the

Palipozoic fishes.'**
**

Thi>- exactly H'prfSfnt> the view ot man's

ap)K'an»nce oil the ^lol>e held l»y the ancient Indo- \ryans also,

of which we shall have occasion to write hereafter.

Re that as it may. there can he no donht that the Indu-

Arxans liveil and flourished as a civilised people in the Miocene

or Pliocene e|H»ch. Mnt did man. it may he asko<l, apj>ear on

the ^IoIk" in these e|M)ch>"::' The answer to this «piery would be

in the affirmative, though aiithropoloj:jists and archit?olo«jists are

h)ath to admit the fact and would fain assii»;n to man a jilace

in thr Quaternary Yaw. \> the Kncjii'lojiniui linlniniiva

sa\>: "The fir>t ap|iearance of man. though comparatively

recent. i> |Kisitively s«» remote that an estimate l)etween twenty

and a hundred thousand \ear- may f'airl\ Im- taken as a

niininmm.'"-"' 'I'his mav Im- tlif minimum of the <antious

«»oientist. hut the maximum remains inidetcrmim-d. There is.

however, i^i**!logical and archieoIo<rical ••vidence to prove the

existciK^ of niui cue ni.'iii ill the Indian I'eiiin-iila. In the river

' *

Prinriple$ of '/noh,gy, pp. 205-206.

'•
Enry. Brit., Vol. TI p 11.' (Ninili Krlitirm),
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gavels of the Narmada and the Godavari have been discovered

remains of human implements, which prove the Ph'oeene

man.^" Messrs. Medlieott and Blanford say that "the valley

gravels of the Indian Peninsula, and especially some fossiliferous

beds in the Narmada valley, contain a few Siwalik mammalia

associated with species more nearly allied to those now livino-
"

;

and they further observe that there is ''a marked resemblance

between the Siwalik fauna and that of the European
Miocene."'''^ It may, therefore, be surmised that man also

existed in the Miocene, or at any rate in the Pliocene eiwjch,

both in Europe and India with s})ecies of manmialia allied to

those now living. This surmise has received a strona^ con-

firmation by the actual discovery of relics of the Miocene man
in Further India. Mr. Edward Clodd savs :

" Quite latelv there

have been discovered in an upper Miocene deposit in Further India^

some clipped flint
flake_s

of undoubted human workmanship.,'^^-

Thus, if man is proved to have existed in the Miocene Epoch
in the Indian Peninsula and Further India (both of which

were connected by land in that period, as we shall see later on),

it is equally certain that he also existed in the same epoch in

Sapta-Sindhu which has been proved by geologists to be the

of(lent life-prodnciiig ref/iofi in India, and in which, therefor^, the

evolution of animals, and the appearance of man must have

been far earlier. If the Indo- Aryans were autocl)thones in

Sapta-Sindhu, they must also hav'e passed through the eolithie,

the paheolithic and the neol thic stages of their development,

though, in the Rig-Veda, we do not find any mention of stone

weapons, as the Rig-\ edic Aryans had long ago passed through

those stages and were well acquainted with the use of iron, from

which weapons and im|)lements were made. The mortar and

»" The Students' Lijell, edited by .J. W. Judd, pp. 236, 237 and 451 (Ed.

1896).
^' ilomtfil of the Geology of India, p. Iv. Vol I (]879).

^- The Storij of Primitive Man, p. 23(1895); also Pavgee's
"
Aryavartic

Home "
(pp. 18-19), vide also Records of the Geo. Sur. of ludia, XXVII, pp.

101-102 (Dr. Noetiling's Paper).
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I)estK' whioli probihly wore made of stone, as also of wood, the

Mat stone slab and lu- romui stone hammer, used for the |)uri)ose

of crushins: and |)ouudin<i: liard siihstanees {hrlmf-Upald), all

of which were reijuisitioneil at the time of the S(»ma sacrifice,

and thf- liorn-tipntHl arrow-head mentioned in the Hi<jr-\ eila

(\ I. 7'). 11) mi^ht however be some of the relics of the early

stages of I'ivilisation throusrh which the ancient Aryans had

passed. They seem to have been a highly ^riftod people, endow-

etl with a sui)erior genius which enabled them to effect their

matfrial, moral ami spiritual evolution more rapidly than their

contemporaries in Southern India, some of whom are still in the

same savaj<e condition of the Stone A«?e a« thty were in. hundreds

of thousands of years ajijo.
Wri tint; about ihem Mr. Zenaide

A. Kai;o/.in observes :

"
\V(- seem to listen to the i^/otesque

fancies of a dream, wild even for a dream, when we are told of

iteople who live, or at least huddle toj^ether for ^helle^ in kennel

huts, six feet by eiLrht, we.ir no clothes but bunches of leaves

fit«itene<l to a string of bea<ls that encircles the waist, and use

flint wea|)ons, not havin*; even words for aJiy metals in their

lani;ua;^e, thus affordin<; us a startling; f^limpse of the Stone

Ai;e, a survival not even of the hi«rliest type of that A«;e's civilisa-

tion."-'
'' Thus it would appear that while paheolithic men,

beloni;inir to the Pravidian and the Kolarian races, roamed as

savages in the hills and forests of Southern India, the ancient

Arvans of Sapta-Sindhu, completely cut off from them by

seaj«, devftlope^l a hii^h state of civilisation, oblitoratiii«r all relies

of the primitive sta«;es of their pro<5ress.

A word alxjut the approximate a<jje in which [^alaolithic man

tin*t made his ajtpeanince in India will not be quite out of place

herf. It is surmised by some western scholars that the Halao-

Hthic .\vre flourished in Kurope about one million and a half

years a^^o. The same anti<piity is ascribed to the same Age in

India also, though Mr. .1. Coirtjin Hrown has expressed with

some caution his opinion that "
it is not safe in the present stage

" Vedie India, p. 299. Read also Chap. VI (Infra).
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of knowledge to argue that the clipped implements of Bengal

are of such a high aaticjuity (as those of Europe), though it is

within the bounds of possibility that they may be."^^ We may,

therefore, put down the antiquity of man in India to be at all

events a million of years, if not a million and a half.

Let us now turn back from this long digression to the other

geological evidences proving the antiquity of Sapta-Siudhu.

The existence of the Hajputana Sea to the south of this region

down to the end of the Tertiary epoch has already bean referred

to. The large admixture of salt in the sandv soil of the deserts
CI? t

of Rajputana, the salt beds from which even now an abundant

supply is drawn, and the existence of the Sambhar and other

lakes whose waters still retain much of the salinity of the sea,

all point to the extension of the Arabian Sea up to the confines

of Sapta-Sindhu on the one hand, and of the Aravalli Hills on

the other. It is further certain that the Arabian Sea also sent

up an arm towards the Indus trough and covered a large part

of the province of Sindh, which is now occupied by desert and

the lower course of the Indus.

As regards the existence of a sea in the northern direction of

Sapta-Sindhu beyond the Himalaya, the following geological

evidence collected from the Enct/clojifcdia Brifunniea is adduced

here :

" There can be no reasonable donbt (1) that the area of the

Caspian must have formerly been much more extensive than at

present ; (2) and that it must at some time have had free com-

munication with the Ocean. It was long since pointed out by

Pallas that the presence of salt lakes, dry saline deposits, and

sea-shells of the same species as those now inhabiting the

Caspian, over a very large extent of the steppes to the east,

north and west of the present basin, can only be accounted for

^* R. D. Baiinerjea'sfl'fVo)-!/ of Bengal (in 'BeDgali), Vol. T, p. 6 (foot-note),

First Edition.

Mr. Blant'ord, Lowever, is of opinion that the appearance of man in India

was far earlier than in Europe. Vide Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,

pp. 144-145 (1867).

4
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on ijiifh a hy|Mjtlie^i>, aiul ho tracfnl out what inav probably be

rci^iile*! a- a iiorthiMii shore-line, alon<^ the baj^e of the Mon-

ijotljar Hills. Further, the fauna of the Caspian eorresponds

so remarkably with that of the Blaek Sea on the one side, and

with that of the Sea of Aral «»n the oth<'r, that it can seareely

be doubted that they were formerly in fne coniniunieation with

one another, and th? line of this eonimiinieation can be i»retty

eertainly traced out by the pecidiar lownes-s of the level. Thus

Ijetween the ('asj)ian and the Blaelc Sea, <>:• rather the Sea of

A/ofF, it woulil have lain across the low-lyin«; portion of the

btepjM' which is at present a receptacle for the drainaijje of the

surroundini; area, forn)inij: the lony; and shallow I^ake Alanytsch.

.\nd Ix'tween the Caspian and tin- Aral Sea, it i)robably followed

both the norllurn ami the southern bordt-rs of Cst-l'rt, which

woidd thus form an isolated platform. H' the elevation of

level were sufheieiitly yreat to i-aise the water of Lake Aral to

the height which it had in former times (as is shown by various

clearly discernible landmarks), it would have oNi-rHowed a lari;e

area to the south also, and <>\' this ajrain, some [)arts of the

coast-line are traceable. A vcrv sliirjit elevation would brinjr it

into communication with the Arctic Sea."'*''

The writer then jjoes on : "There is unich to support this

view not onlv in the \vritini;s of ancient ireoirraiihers and in

the incidental notiees whieh have been gleaneil from the records

of early fra\«d. Imf also in the physical relation of the three

basins, now formiuLj separate seas It is a fact of no little

interest that the existence of a commutiication l)etween

the .Aralo-Ca.-pian basin and the Northern Ocean was n)0st

distinctly athrnied by Strabo ami other ancient y;eoL;ra|)hers.'"'
'* Now as there is stron;; reason to susjicct, from the evi-

dence of recent volcanie chant^e in that locality, that the

ojM'nint; of the |{o>|diorons took )>lace within a period which

ijeologic.illy s|>eakin'^ was very recent, it does not at all seem

»•
Knry. Bnt

,
V..I. V. pp. I7SM«0 ( Xint h Edition).

'"
Ibtd. p. IMO.
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improbable that this event (which some writers identify witli

the del ug-e of Deucalion) was the commencement of a series of

changes by which the ' Asiatic Mediterranean
' came to be

divided into three separate basins which now constitute its

*survivals."'^"^

The writer means to say that the level of the European
Mediterranean Sea having' been lower than that of the Asiatic

Mediterranean, the opening of the Bosphorous caused the

water of the latter to be drained off into the former, until both

attained the same level. This draining off of the water from

the Asiatic Mediterranean left its sliallow portions dry, and

converted the sea into isolated lakes, and its dry basins into

extensive steppes. The writer then arrives at tlie following

conclusion : "Thus it would appear that the condition of the

Aralo-Caspian area must liave undergone very' considerable

alterations n-ilhiu f/ie Jiisforic periodj'^'^^ The same writ^u-

elsewhere says :

'' The saltness, not onl}' of tiie water of the

Caspian and Aral Seas, but of that of the numerous lakes still

remaining in the most depressed spots formerly covered by the

Asiatic Mediterranean, too-erher with the laro-e admixture of

salt in the sand that covers what is now its dried -up bed, can

only be accounted for on the supposition that this Asiatic Medi-

terranean icas itself a
' anrrival' of llie eJension of the oceanic

area properly so-called
,
—

retaining not only much of its salinity,

but a portion of its characteristic fauna. And this conclusion

derives confirmation from the fact (ascertained by the researches

of the Russian Eaturalist Bogdanoff) that the polar fauna may
be traced through the succession of salt lakes I3 ing to the

north of the Aral Sea, and that its proportion increases as we

approach the Polar Ocean. "'^^

From the above excerpts, it is clear {ji^ that at an early

geological epoch, a large sea connected with the Arctic Ocean

had existed in Central Asia
; {fj)

that at a later period, this sea

^^ Jf-n7, p. 180.

3*
ibid, p. 181.

^3
Jb/fl, p. 180.
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was coiiverti'd into an inland sea, ooverint; a larijc area of

Central Asia, and oxtendin^^as far west as the lilaek Sea, and

it continiifil to exist as an Asiatic Mediterranean down to the

dawn of historical times
; and (r) that a volcanif action havin*;

opened iiji
the Bosphorous. and joined the Asiatie with the

Eurojx'an Mediterranean, a v;u;t (piantily of water of the for-

mer was drained off irjto the latter, leaving; the shallow parts

of the former dry, and the deeper i)arts as disconnected and

isolated lakes. Thus, the existence of a lari^e sea to the north-

west of Sapta-Sindhu and uf the rejjion inhabited by bi-anehes

of the ancient Aryans is an undoubted «^eoloii:ical fact, ami

proves the hoary anti«piity of the land and the Rit]f-^'eda.

That this Asiatic Mediterranean extended as far south-east

as Turkistan will appear from the followin<j: exiraets :

•'

Representatives of all the Tertiary formations are met

with in Turkistan
;
but while in the hi;j^hlands thf strata are

coast -dej)osits, they assume an open-sea character in the low

lands, and their rich fossil fauna furnishes evidence of the

•gradual slialIowin<j of that sea, until at last, after the Saima-

tbian period, it became a closed Mediterranean. During the

Post-Pliocene j^eriod, the sea broke up into several parts unitetl

by narrow straits. The connexion of Lake Balkash with the

Sea of Aral can hardly be doubted ; but this portion of the

«freat sea was the first to be divided. While the Sea of Aral

remained in connexion with the Cas|)inn, the desiccation of the

Lake Balkash basin, and its break-up into smaller separate

hafiins were alreaijy "^oini; »u. The (Quaternary Kpoch is

rejjresented in vast niorainic ile]X)sits in the valley of the Tian-

shan In the low l:ind<. the Aral-('as|)ian dejKJsits which it

is <liflieult to sej>arate sharply from the later Tertiary, cover

the whole area. They contain shells of molluscs now iidiabitinp;

the Sea of Aral and in theii petro«;raphical features are exact-

ly like those of the lower \ olga. The limits of the Post-

Pliocene Aral-Caspian "ea have not yet been fully traced. It

extende*! some 200 miles noiih, and more thati 90 miles east of

the present Aral shores. A narrow strait connecte*! it with
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Lake Balkash. The Ust-Urt Plateau and the Mu^djar

(Mongodjar) mountains prevented it from spreading north-

westward, and a narrow channel connected it along the Uzbai

with the Caspian, which sent a broad gulf to the east, spread

up to the Volga, and was connected by the Mauytsch with the

Black Sea basin. Great interest, geological and historical,

thus attaches to the recent changes undergone by the basin. '^*"

As regard-* Eastern Turkistan, the following extracts will

be found interesting in connection with the existence of another

large sea in Central Asia :

" Lob-nor now consists of two basins, but the largest of

them, although it has an area four times as large as that of

the Lake of Geneva, can hardly be called a lake, since its

greatest depth is less '^han 20 feet, while reeds rise 20 feet

above the thin film of water, and extend far beyond its shores.

In fact, the whole of the region, notwithstanding its consider-

able altitude above the ocean, has but recentlv emerged from

under water. During the later portion of the Tertiary period,

it was covered with one immense Mediterranean sea, and even

during the Post-Pliocene period, was occupied by a lake... The

desiccation of Ea.^vt Turkistan must have gone on, within

historical time, at a much more rapid rate than geologists seem

pre|»ared to admit."'^ '

The existence of vast inland seas in Central Asia down to

recent geological times is thus undoubted. The question now is

whether the region, inhabited by the ancient Aryans, extended

as far as East Turkistan, close to the confines of the Central

Asian seas. On this question, the following observations made

by Lassen will throw some light :
—

"It appears very probable that at the dawn of history, East

Turkistan was inhabitetl by an Aryan population, the ancestors

of the present Slavonic and Teutonic races, and that a civilisa-

tion, not inferior to that of Bactriana, had aheady developed

*"
Ency. Brit., Vol. XXIII, p. 634 (Ninth Edition).

*^
Ibul, p. 638.
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at that time in the iv^ion of the Tarim." ' - Whether these

Arvan |)eo|)le
weiv tlu' ancestors of thr Slavonic and the

Teutonic races is unite another matter with wliioh we are not

here eoneerned. All that we nee<l note here is that a scholar

like Lassen holds that at the dawn of history, Kast Turkistan

was inhal)ited hv an Aryan jK»pulation.

I shall not, therefore, h>e wron^, if 1 (.'onelnde that the

rejrion irdiabited bv the ancient Arvans extended as far north

as Hactriana and Eastern Turkistan in i-ecent geoloj^^icai

times that saw the earlv dawn of history.

From an examination and discussion of the above «]jeoloo;ical

evidence> is clearly proved the existence of the four seas,

mentioned! in the Hi']j-Veda, round alnjut the region, inhabilod

by the ancient Aryans, which inchuled Sai)ta-Sindh' on the

south, Hactriana and Eastern Turkistan on the north, GAiulhara

on the west, and the upix-r valleys of the (Jan«j;es and the

Vamunft on the east. Th»' a-^e of the Kig-Veda, therefore,

must \)e as old as the existence of thfse four seas in ancient

tiaaes.

** I/AOteD'a Inrlinrhe ilterthumii-Kunriii.



CHAPTER III

Rig-Vedic evidence supporting the Geological evidence and proving the vast

Antiquity of Sapta-Sindhu.

It is a pity that well-known Weiitein Sanskrit scholars have

sometimes studied the Rig-Veda in a most superficial and

perfunctory manner, and drawn conelui'ions which are not at

all warranted by the evidences found in the sacred Scripture.

For instance, Professor A. A. IMacdonell in his Hisfort/ of

Sanskrit Liiemluie has observed that the Indo-Aryans were

not directly familiar with the ocean. I will quote his very

words below :
—

*' The southward migration of the Aryan invaders does not

appear to have extended at the time wheu the hymns of the

Rig-Veda were composed, much beyond the point where the

united waters of the Punjab tiow into the Indus. The ocean

irax prohabl?/ knotvn onli/ from hearsay/, for no mention is made

of the numerous moutlis of the Indus, and fishing, one of the

main occupations on the banks of the Lower Indus at the

present day, is quite ignored. The word for fish {Miii.s_//a) indeed

only occurs once, though various kinds of animals, birds, and

insects are so frequently mentioned. This accords with the

character of the rivers of the Punjab and Eastern Kabulistan,

which are poor in fish, while it contrasts with the intimate

knowledge of fishing betrayed by the Yajur-Feda, which was

composed when the Aryans had spread much faitber to the

east, and doubtless also to the soutii. The word which later

is tlie regular name for 'Ocean' {Sam-vdm) seems therefore, in

agreement with the etymological sense ('collection of waters^), to

mean in the Jtig-Ve<la only the lower cotirse of the Indus,

which, after re<}eiving the waters of the Punjab, is so wide that

a boat in mid-stream is invisible from the bank. It has been

noted in recent times that the natives in this region speak of

the river as the 'Sea of Sindhu' and indeed the word Sindhu
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(river) in several jiassuj^es of tlie liifj-feihi has [tract ically the

sense of the 'se;i.' Metaphors such as would be useil by a

Heople familiar with the ocean arc lacking in the liig-Vethi.

All references to naviiijation jxjint onlv to the crossing; of rivers

in lM.)ats, iinjH.'lleii by oars, the main oVtject beinu; to reach the

other bank {ponx). This action su«i;i!feste(l a Favourite fij^jure,

which remained familiar throu'^hout Sanskrit Litei-ature. Thus

one of the |>oets of the Rig-Veda invokes A^ni with the words

' Take us across all woes and dangers as across the river

(Sindhu) in a boat
'

: and in the later Sanskrit Literature one

who has accomplished his purpose or mastered his subject is

very frcf
I uently described as

'

haviiii,'^ crossed the farther shore
'

(/Htraffa). The Affidrra-li'ihi. uii the otiier hand, contains

some passa«;es shnwin<; that its composers were acipiairted with

the ocean. "^•'

I must candidly coutV^s here that 1 wa^ novei more sur-

prised in my life than when I tirst read the above parai^raph.

For, I have come across innumerable passa^jes in the Iliij-Veila,

in wliich the word Sunotrfrti, meaninpj the Sea, occurs. Professor

Maodonell conten»ls, from tlie so-called etymological mpaninj^

of 'Ije word Sumioliu (collection of waters), that the lower

course of the Indus, united hy its several tributaries, was

denote<l by tiiat name ; but if that were so, what would be the

meaning of the
"

I'^astern and the Western Samudras," in both

of which the deitv Jiarned Kfxhi, or the Snn, used to dwell ?

(Ri;;. X. l.'iH..')). If th.- Indus be identi(ie<l with the U'rufeni

Sanniflra, what was the Viirrn Snmuilrn 'f There was no lars^o

river like the Indus in the eastern ])art
of the Punjab ; anil the

Sarasvati. and the (ian^es and the Vanning in their upper

course* near Sspta-Sindhu, werr only small streams in com-

pariHon with the Indus, ^^'hat would a;;ain be the meaninj; of

"the four SniutiHriis" mention«;d in Hi<;. IX. *i."i.fi and Kijr. X.

\1 . '2
'' The Sindhus (or rivers) were enumerated as Keren in

^* Huti'if/ nf Snn.'icrit l.itrnit tirr. yy lt:<114. I'lof K. W. llnjik inn is Jileo

uf the t««mc o|iiniott. I'tde Appendix to thin Chapter.
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tlie Rig-Veda; and not four
;
and '' the four Samudras,"^ if tliey

were simplv rivers, would be quite meaningless. The distine-

tioQ between the words Sindhn and Swmdra has been most

clearly drawn in Rig. A III. 6.4 {Sa/nudrdi/eva Sindhavah)^ ,

where it has been said that all mankind bow before Indra

through fear, as the Siud/ius i.e. the rivers, (or the mouths of

the Indus, if you please), do their obeisance to the Samudra

i.e. the Ocean ;
as also in Rig. VIII. 92, 'li, where it has been

said that all offerings of Souki reach Indra, just as all the Sindhns

enter into the Sanmdra. The word Sindhn has also been used

in the Rig-Veda to denote the sea, as, for instance, when the

A(;vins have been called Sindhn-mdtarali (Rig. 1.46,2), 'sons

whose mother is Sindhn' or the Ocean, because they, being the

precursors of the Dawn-, were seen to come out, as it were,

from the womb of the Eastern Sea. Here Sindhn cannot mean

"the Indus" because the A^vins do not rise from the we^^ern

horizon ;
nor does it mean "river," because there was no river

of wide expanse like the Indus in the east, from whose bosom

they might be said to rise. But it is just possible that the

idea of the sea was first obtained by tlie ancient Aryans of the

Tertiary Epoch from the sea that occa[)ied the Indus trough,

which was called Sindhu, and that afterwards v/hen that sea

was filled up with alluvium, and the present river Sindhu

occupied its place, it was called by the old name, and the term

Sindhu came to denote a river as well as a sea. To avoid this

confusion, however, the word Samudra was probably afterwards

coined to mean the ocean. IJut the etymological meaning of

the word is not "a collection of waters" but a vast expanse of

water that wets and floods the dry land by the rising and

swelling tides. And this is the chief characteristic feature of an

ocean or sea. It is in this sense that the word is used in the

verse in which the river Sarasvati has been described to flow

from the mountains into the sea {Samudra), meaning the^^ . . j^—

'
aig. VIII. 6, 4 :—^ii^i^t f^5?t fw'm'rr; ^^^\ 1 ^g^rtw f^^^: ii

^
Eig. I. 34. 10 ; I. 46. 1 ;

and X. 39. 12.

6
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Rajputuiiii Sea; as also in the verse where all r'wers {Si fid/i us)

are saiil to be llowing into the Samndrn. The sea or Sanuufra

was supix)setl by the ancient Aryans not only to extend over the

earth, but also over the vast expanse of the sky in the form

of watery vapours, from which water descended on the earth in

torrents of rain. (Rig. X. \)b.\'Z
;
also X. h'iX)). This gives ns

a i^retty good idea that the Aryans formed of the wide extent

of the ocean, which was certainly larger than the width of the

largest river in Sapta-Siiidhu. The unfathomable depth of the

sea was also used as a simile to denote the magnitude of one's

greatness (Rig. VII. 3-3.8). As regards Hshing, there is a

whole Sukta (VIII. 07) that describes the plaintive prayer of

fishes, caught in a net. It might be a figurative description

of the pitiful cry of men caught in the meshes of sin and world-

liness. But such a figure of speech would never have been used,

if fishing with nets was not a familiar scene in ancient Sapta-

Sindhu. Fish is also mentioned in Rig. X. (J8.8. Professor

Macdonell's assumption, therefore, that the ancient Aryans were

not directly acquainted with the ocean is simply gratuitous

and not warrante<l by evidence. The very numerous mention of

the word Sanntdra in the Rig-^'eda (juite accords with their j)er-

fect knowledge of the four seas that surrounded the land of

Sapta-Sindhu. That the Aryans navigated the seas and were

acquainted with the art of navigation would appear from the

fact that they had sea-going vessels, propelled by one

liunilred oars (Rig. I. 11(1.5), and also fin-nished with

wings, i.e., sails (Rig. X. 143.5). The dimension of

a vessel that is propelled by one hundred oars would

be very much larger than that of an oniinary river-craft

inteniled and used for crossing the Indus even at

the time of its highest flood. The A(;vins are said to

have rci«cne<l Hhiijyu who was shij)wrecked in the sea, and

bronijht him to the .shore in their hundrcil-oared boat after

voyaging fur M/w
^/flj^.«

and uighl^. (Rig. I. 11(5.4). This sea

{SaiHudrn) has been described as without support, without

any land or shores, and without any object that can be grasped
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for protection.^ It was, in fact, a shoreless and limitless ocean,

with nothing but water and water on evftry side. Islands {Dripas)

have also been mentioned in the Rig-Veda (1. 169. 3). The Aryan

merchants used to "plough" the seas with their vessels in quest of

wealth (Kig. I. 46.2), and they offered prayers to the Ocean before

undertaking a voyage (Rig. IV. 44.6). Merchants possessed

fleets of merchantmen which they sent across the seas for the

purposes of trade. (Rig. I. 48.3). It is said that Bhujyu, at

the direction of his father, King Tugra, organized an expedition

to punish some recalcitrant islanders, and it was during this

voyage that he was shipwrecked and rescued by the A^vins.

{Sdj/a/ia). Indra is said to have crossed the ocean and brought

back to the shores of Sapta-Sindhu Yadu and Turbo^ who had

left their country and lived on the farther -^hGres of the ocean as

unannointed kings, probably in a new colony of their own. (Rig.

A'l. 12U.1-2 and IV. 30.17). They were thus rescued from

barbarism into which they had probably been relajDsing, cut off

as they were from their own kith and kin by the intervening

sea (Rig. I. 54.6). Vasistha is said to have made a sea-voyage

with Varana, and he himself has described how the voyage was

enjoyed, and the vessel rocked and rolled over the waves. (Rig.

(VII. 88.3). Varuna was the lord of the ocean, living below the

waters (Rig. VII. 49.4), in a palace with a thousand doors or

entrances (Rig. VII. 88.5) which probably mean the thousand

rivers that fall into it. He is said to have stretched the ocean

(Rig. VII. 87.6), and known the different routes or lines, along

which ships were navigated. (Rig. I. 25.7). As Varuna was

identified with the wide ocean below, .so he was also identified

with the expanded sky of the night, with his thousand eyes

* The verse (Rig. I, 116..5) is as follows :
—

'nwncTftsnrgjt ii

The literal translation of the above verse is as follows :
—

" This exploit you achieved, 'A9vin8, in the ocean where there is nothing

to give support, nothing to rest upon, nothing to cling to : that yon broiight

Bhujyu, sailing in a hundred-oared ship to his father's house."
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ulittorini; anil sparklinp; in the darkness in the sliape of the

stai-s. I'roni the above referenoes, it would be <iuitc' clear to our

readers that the ocean was an object fainihar to the Ki^-N'edio

Aryans, and this is quite consistent, as I have said, with the

existence ol" the four seas round about ancient Sapta-Sindhu.

Do not the above evidences ihoroui^hly contradict Professor

Macdonell's assumption that the ancient Aryans knew the ocean

oidy from hearsay and had no direct knowled-j^e of it r This is a

i;larinij instance and ])roof positive of the way in which wronfj

jud<j^ments are sometimes formed through bias and preconceived

ideas.'"

Uesides the mention of the four seas, thee are many other

evidences in the Ri<J:-^'eda to prove the antiquity of the Aryans

of Sapta-Sindhu. That they re<i;arded the land as th^ir orijjjinal

home would aj)))ear from the fact that the re<]fion between the

Sarasvati and the Siiidhu (the Indus' was called the
" (lod-

fashioned rei^itju, or source of life and production." {JJrrii/cn'fif

Youi).'' The descriptive )ihrase occurs in Riir. III. 33.4-, where

the two rivers Hipii(: and the Cutudri (the Heas and the Sutlej)

have been made to say that, swollen with water, they are ad-

vancing towards the " (iod-fashioned region."' This sentiment

In thfa connerfioii, it will not ))0 nut of piftce to mention liem Professor

Wilnnn'B »iowH on the siiliject : "They (the Rig-V'cflic Aryans) wero a nmri-

time nncl nicrcnntilc people Not only nre the, SwA'an familiar with tlie

ocean ancl its phenomena, hut wo have merchants descrihod aa pressinji:

earnegtly on iKiard ship for the pake of >rnin, ami wf hav<> a naval ovi'fdition

afi^innt n foreitfn island or rontinent (dvipa) frii«ti-ated hy a pliip-wreck."

(WiI»on'H Translation of the Kif?-Vedn. Intro ; p, xli, Second Kd. 1860).
" Yoni here means ijrihn or abode (vide Vaska's Niyhnuin III, 4). Yoni also

means "
watpr." and Dernkriin I'oiii' may mean " wator made liy the Gods," in

oth<T wf.rds,
"
the ocfan." But th«' nn-aniu'.,' that tho rivers are advancinj;

towards the " tJod-made homo or reirion
"

of the Aryans seems more appro-

priate, as It is support^'d by Mnnii who describes the original home of the

Aryans an " Dcf-antrmitu Drra ^'
nr (Jod-fashioned region. All ret^^ions have

\tren made by God, but the rei^ion specially made for the Aryans fo livr- in has

been doscribod as Devnkritn Ymii or Devuniriitita Dera.

Rig. III. X3. 4:-
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about the sacredness of the region was in a later age echoed by
Mauu in his celebrated Samhita, in which the region between

the Sarasvati and the Drishadvati has been described as the "God-

fashioned country
"
{Devanirmila Deca).'^ Further, in Rig. II.

41.16, the Sarasvati has been described as " the best of mothers,

the best of rivers, and the best of goddesses,"^ and in Rik 17 of

the same Sukta, this sacred river has been described to be the

support of all (life), which probably means that all animals were

evolved in the region of the Sarasvati.*'^ This certainly accords

with the geological fact that the Punjab was the most ancient

life-producing region in India. It will be in the recollection of

onr readers that in the famous SiwA,lik beds within the sub-

Himalayan range have been found the vast stores of extinct

mammalia, and it is significant that the Sarasvati has its

source in the Himalaya in that region. The Rig-Vedic Aryans

must have been awai-e of the existence of these vast stores of

extnict mammalia to justify them in saying that the Sarasvati

was the source and support of all life.

Another evidence (though of a negative kind) of the anti-

quity of the Rig-Veda and of the Indo-Aryans is the total

absence of any mention in it of the great Deluge which is

referred to in the ^//i(7;vjj-r<'^i^fl' and related in the
(^atapatha

Bro'hmaria and later Sanskrit Literature, such as the Maha-

bhai-ata and the Puranas. The Deluge is also mentioned in the

Gilgamesh Epic of Babylonia, in another Babylonian account of

it left by Berossus, in the ancient flood-legend of Egypt with

which the name of Tern,
" the father of human beings

"
is

associated, in the classical accounts of Greece, and lastly in the

{Manu II, 17.)

^
Rig. II. 41. 16:—

^rfi^^f l^tfW ffatfTTf ^T^ffl I

'"
Rig. II. 41. 17:—
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Biblical apcount of (he Cireat Flood from which Noah saved

himself aloni; with the seeds of all floras and faunas. AVhether

all these different aoeounts refer and point to the one and the

same event, it is very dilficult to ascertain; but there can be no

doubt that the occurrence was a real event, at any rate, in India.

\Vhatever may have been the time of its happeninjjf, one thing

stands out clear and certain, that the Deluge as mentioned in the

Catai)atha Ihdhmnna occurred long after the hymns of the

Rig-Veda Samhita had been composed ;
for if it had happened

before or diuini; the period of their composition, there was

every likelihood of its })eing mentioned or referred to some-

where in the IJig-Veda. The accounts of the flood as found in

the Catapatha limhiitana, and in the Babylonian story of

Berossus and the Gilgamesh Epic differ in one material speet,

which is worth mentioning here. \\ hile Manu's Flood seems

to have been caused by the swelling of the sea situated to the

south of the land in which he lived, and carried his ship

northward to the " Northern Mountain ''

{(JUnra Giri), meaning
of course the Ilim/ilaya, the Babylonian account of Berossus

sjieaks of "a deluge of rain" which continued for "three days,"

and the Epic of Gilgamesh also mentions of "heavy rains"

pouring down from "black clouds," which made the earth look

like the sea. The Biblical account of the flood similarly men-

tions that it was caused by heavy downpourings for "forty days
and forty nights" (Genesis, A II. 11). The Indian Flood, not

having lx>en caused by heavy rainfall, must therefore have

been caused by violent volcanic action which seems to have

some connection with the disappearance of the KajputAnA Sea,

situated to the south of Sapta-Sindhu. The bed of this sea

was probably suddenly uj)heaved, displacing and scattering

the vast volume of water, which caused a flood in Sapta-

Sindhu, and covered the lower regions of the IlimAlaya for

sometime. .Mann's ship is said to have been stranded on a

ix?ak of the Himalaya to the north of Kashmir, which is known
as Mnnorarntarn)tain, or the place where Manu disembarked

from his >hip. The rapid desiccation of the displaced sea-water
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Very likely generated vast volumes of watery vapours, which,

having partly been carried westward, might have been pre-

cipitated in Babylonia in a deluge of rain, causing a flood in

that country. The rest, having been carried northward, was

probably precipitated in Airyana Vaejo and Bactriana as snow,

causing those regioris to be invaded by ice. But there is

reason to suppose that the flood in Sapta-Siudhu, and the

Deluge in Babylonia were not simultaneous events. The flood

in Sapta-Sindhu, if caused by the upheaval of the bed of the

Kajputan^ Sea, and the displacement of its waters, must have

occurred long before the Deluge took place in Babylonia, as

the existence of Tertiary and Secondary strata across the

desert of Rajputana from Sindh towards the flank of the

Aravalli mountains would seem to indicate. The Deluge in

Babylonia must therefore be traced to some other cause, which,

I believe, was the desiccation of the Central Asiatic Mediterra-

nean Sea in Eastern Turkistan, of which Lake Lob Nor is the

remnant. The vast volumes of watery vapours, thus generated,

probably passed southward and caused a deluge of rain in

Babylonia, of which mention is made in the Gilgamesh Epic

and the account of Berossus. Noah's flood which also was

caused by heavy downpours of rains may have been a simul-

taneous event with the Babylonian and the Egyptian floods.

In Ancient Greece, according to Xenophon, there were no less

than five deluges, and the last that happened in the reign of

Deucalion "was produced by the inundation of the water of the

river Peneut whose regular course was stopped by an earth-

quake near Mount Ossa and Olympus," and "is supposed to

have happened 1503 years B.C."*^ The opening of the

Bosphorous, which caused the water of the Aralo-Caspian Sea

to flow into the European Mediterranean, must also have

occasioned an inundation of the low-lying coasts of Asia

Minor, Africa, and Greece, facing the Mediterranean. If, as

is supposed by some European savants, the opening of the

' ^
Lempriere's Classical Dictionary, p. 200.
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Hosphorous took place in tlie reis^n of Deucalion about 150iJ

li.C, the tli.sa])pparance of the undividetl Aralo-Caspian Sea

which extended as far as the Black Sea must have occurred in

early historical times, and the theory of Professor Maxmiiller

and others al)out the Central Asiatic home of the Aryans

would thus fall to the y;round, in as much as Central Asia

would not aflord sufficient pasturay;e to the cattle of a large

pastoral peo|)le as the ancient Aryans are supposed to have

been, and especially because we find them already settled in

Sapta-Sindhu loni; before that event. As Dr. Isaac Taylor

remarks :

" A semi-nomadic pastoral people, such as the primi-

tive Aryans doubtless were, must have recpiiral a vast s])ace

to nurture the cattle necessary for their support. A Tartar

family in Central Asia rccpiires three hundred heads of cattle,

and occupies rather more than three thousand acres. Hence a

tribe consistini; of 10,000 people would occupy from 4000 to

0000 square miles.''' '^ North-western Asia and Central Asia,

havinix boiti in ancient times covered by large seas, would not

afford the j)astoral Aryans sulHcient space for themselves and

their cattle, but the level plains of the Punjab, intersected a.s

they are by broad rivers, would afford them such space.

It may be uiged that to prove the anti([uity of the Rig-Veda

from the absence of any mention of the Deluge in that sacred

work would be an instance of aryKinenluin eJ siicnfio ; fur the

event may have occurred within the long i»eriod during

which the hymns were composed, though there was no neccs-

tiity for mentioning it in any hymn, simply because the Kig-

Veda was not a chronicle of the principal events of the age.

'j'here is undoubtedly some force in this argument, especially

a» the event has been referred to in the /il/iitria' I edn, which,

however, is admitte<lly a later work than the Rig-Veda,''^

though it is undo'ibtedlv older tli;\ii fli.- Tni//ii///ii liid/iniana

'•
Taylor'* Origin nf the Arynnt, p. 15.

'^ The Alharru.mia menllonn the itfigaflhug nn(\ the Anyaa (V. 22), the

in)ialiitant« of the coniitrifH which wore under the sea when the Rig'Vcda

was coTn|K)8e<l.
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and the Catapatha Brahmana, in which it has been referred

to more than once. It is indeed extremely difficult to try to

fix the period of time in which the Hood took place or the

Rajput&nA, sea disappeared. But it may be safely surmised

that it took place long after some of the most ancient hymns
of the Rig-Veda had been composed, for we find mention made

in the latter of the Sarasvati flowing into the Sea, which

could be no other than the Rajputana Sea. If the disappearance

of the sea was synchronous with the flood, and the sea be

proved to have existed up to the dawn of the Quaternary

Era^ the flood must have occurred sometime in that Era,

long long before Noah's Deluge or the flood in Babylonia took

place.

Another evidence of the antiquity of the Rig-Veda and of

the Aryans of Sapta-Sindhu is the reference in some of the

hymns to extensive seismic disturbances, causing upheavals and

depressions of land and frequent earthquakes of great intensity.

In Rig. II. I'Z.l, we read that the great Indi-a made the agitated

and troubled earth firm, and controlled the angry mountains that

also must have shown signs of agitation and volcanic action.''*

In Rig. II. 17.5. it has been stated that Indra made the shifting

mountains immovable by his prowess.
' ^ The word for

1*
Rig II. 12. 2 is as follows ;—

The Euglish translation of the above is as follows :
—

" He who fixed firm the moving earth
;
who ti-anqiiilized the incensed

mountains ;
who spread the spacious firmament ; who consolidated the

heaven : he, men, is Indra."

^'
Rig. II. 17. 5 is as follows :

—

The English translation is as follows :
—

"By his strength he fixed the wandering mountains ;
he directed the

downward course of the waters ; he upheld the earth, the nurse (of all

creatures), and by his craft he stayed the heaven from falling."

6
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mountains in the orit^inal is parvatdn which has also been used

in the Rig-Veda to mean '

clouds/ in as much as they look like

mountains. The above liik may, therefore, be also inteipreteil

to mean that India made the shitting clouds immovable before

pouring down rain. But reacl the following translation of Rig.

I,t"iJ3. 1 :
—" All created objects and animals, the mountains, and

all other hard nvil large ohjech that exixt trenibleil through fear

of thee (Indra) like the rays of the sun in the sky."'" In this

hymn the word girayah does not mean " clouds
" but really hard

and solid mountains. Read again the following translation of

Rig. I. 62. .") :
—" O Indra, thou hast levelled down the high

grounds of the earth."'' These acts of the great Indra un-

doubtedly refer to violent earthtjuakes and volcanic actions.

It can thus be inferred that the ancient Aryans wove pretty

familiar with fretjuent earth(|uakes of great intensity, that

caused marked alterations in the landsca|)e and the physical

features of the country by depressing high grounds, uplifting

hills and shifting them to other places. The following extracts

from the Enci/clopa'dia Britaunicn will be found interesting in

this connection :

" The great disturbance which has resulted in

the formation of the existing chain of the Hinidlayas took place

after the deposition of the Eocene beds. Disturbances even

greater in amoimt occurred after the deposition <»f the Flioceue

beds. The eocenes of the sub-IliniAlayan range were deposited

upon uncoatorted Palieozoic rocks, but the whole has since been

'•
Rig. I. ra. 1 —

q?>jH f^^l 'i1\r^^'[^^.^^\ fH^l?a^1^: ffiTiiii^^iJ^ II

"
In<lra, tlioii art thr mighty one, who bccniniiig manifest in (the hour of)

alarm, didst aiintain by enfruioH heavpn and earth ; tlien, through (fear of

ih(*e) all cn»atnre8 and the moiiiitainH, and all other vntt nnd Milid things,

trembled, like the (tremulous) rays of the Sun."

'
RiK. 1.02. .-. :—

" Thou hast inadf ttraijrht the elevations ol (he earth.
"

Read abo Ri/ar. 111.30. 9.
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violently disturbed. There are some indications that the dis-

turbing forces were more severe to the eastward during middle

Tertiary times, and that the main action to the westward was of
later date. It seems highly probable that the elevation of the

mountain ranges and the depression of the Indo-Gangetic plains

were closely related Probably both are due to almost con-

temporary movements of the earth's crust. The alluvial deposits

prove depression in quite recent geological times ; and within

the Himalayan region^ earthquakes are still common, while in

the Peninsular India, they are rare." ^ '^ The recent violent

earthquake in the Kangra valley, that caused very widespread__

destruction, corroborates this view.

We can therefore safely conclude that if the Aryans lived in

Sapta-Sindhu even in Pliocene times and the close of the Tertiary

Era, they witnessed violent seismic disturbances, resulting in the

elevation of mountains and the depression of high grounds, all of

which they attributed^to the prowess of the dreaded Indra. The

ancient Vedie bards also attributed to Indra the acts of causing

the Indus in its upper course to flow northward (Rig. II. 15. 6)

and of cutting with his thunderbolt paths through rocky barriers

for all the rivers of Sapta-Sindhu to flow into the ocean. (Rig-

II. 15. 3). The Indus now flows in a north-western direction on

the north of Kashmir; but probably in ancient times, it had a

direct southward course which must have been obstructed by

rocks falling into it, or new rocks or hills rising across it, there-

by changing its course northward.

There are many other Rig-Vedic evidences to prove its anti-

quity which will be dealt with in the next chapter,

^ *
Ency. Brit vol. xii, p. 726 (Niuth Edition).
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Professor E. W. Ho]»kii).s in lii^ work entitled The lieUgiom

of India (18t»5) thus comments on the Riq:-"S'edic Aryans*

knowledge of the ocean (p. 34) :

" Some scholars believe that this peoi)le had already heard

of the two oceans {i.e., the Bay of Bcn<;al and the Arabian

Sea). This point again is doubtful in the extreme. No

descriptions imidy a knowledge of ocean, and the word for

ocean means merelv a
' conlluence

'

of waters, or in ireneral a

great oceanic body of water like the air. .\s the Indus is too

wide to be seen across, the name may apply in most eases to

this river." The hollowness of this view, entertained by Prof.

Macdonell also, has been ex])osed in this chapter.

With regard to llie Eastern mul the WeSiern Sammlrafi,

mentioned in Rig X. 136.5 in which the God Keshi {I.e., the

Sun) is said to dwell, Prof. Hopkins says (p. 34') : "An allu-

sion to
'

eastern and western Hoods,' which is held by some to

be conclusive evidence for a knowledge of the two seas, is taken

by others to apply to the air-oceans."' But the air-ocean is

really one and not two, extending over the antarikaha or the

sky from the east to the west uninterruj)tedly, and there is no

reason why the Vedic bard should divide it into two, wlien the

Sun may be said to dwell in it all along in his journey from

i-ast to west. Prof. Hopkins, j)robably rcali/.ing the absurdity

of this inter]irftation, proceeds to explain the passage in his

own way : "The exj)ression may apply simply to rivers, for it

is said that the N ipar and Cutudri emj>ty into the 'ocean
'

/.p.,

the Indus, or the Cutudri's continuation. (Hiir. iii. 3.'J.'2)," The

word in the veree is tinmndra, and it is just |X)ssible that in

those days the Cutudri like the Sindhu lh)wed directly into the

arm of the Arabian Sea that ran uji the modern province of

Sindh, and was called Samitdra. If the Sindhu was the Western

fjij/nudra or " Hood
"

as translated by Prof. Hoj>kins^ what was
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the Eastern Samudrn or "
flood," for there was no large river

like the Indus on the east? This question remains unanswered.

The Professor says: ''One late verse alone speaks of the Sarasvati

pouring into the ocean, and this would indicate the Arabian

Sea." But in the foot-note, he says :

" Here the Sarasvati

can be only the Indus
"—a view followed by Mr. Ragozin.

This only goes to show the extreme length scholars are

apt to go in order to prove their pet theory. If they made an

effort to understand the meaning of the passage in the light of

the results of geological investigations, they would never have

identified the sea into which the Sarasvati flowed with the

Arabian Sea, or the Sarasvati with the Indus. The Sea, as we

have seen, was no other than the Rajput^n^ Sea, and the

Sarasvati was the same river as it is at present, though it is

now merely a skeleton of its former greatness in consequence of

a different distribution of land and water, and great climatic

changes in recent times. The Western scholars have proceeded

on the assumption that the distribution of land and water and

the condition of the rivers in the Punjab are nearl}' the same

now as they were in Rig-Vedic times, and not being able to

harmonize the Rig-Vedic description of the Sarasvati with its

present attenuated condition, have sometimes identified it with

the Indus, and sometimes with the Avestic Harahvati, the name

of a river in ancient Arachosia. "The Sarasvati river" says

Prof. Hopkins, "may have been originally one with the

Arghand^b (on which is Kandahar), for the Persian name of

this river {s becomes Ji) is Harahvati, and it is possible that it

was really this river, and not the Indus which was first lauded as

the Sarasvati." (p. 31). This again shows a hopeless confusion of

ideas. If the Indus was the Samudra into which the Harahvati

flowed, then it could not possibly be the TFestern Sannidra into

which the God K^slii sank down to rest ; for admittedly the

Rig-Vedic Aryans knew of lands, mountains and rivers, situated

in Arachosia to the west of the Indus, over which the Sun

shone. The rising and the setting of the Sun can only be

connected with seas or wide expanses of water, whose farther
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shores were unknown anil invisible, and which presented a

boundless appearance. This condition could not be fulHIIed in

the ease of the Indus in the west or any river in the east of

Sapta-Sindhu. The irresistible conclusion, therefore, is that the

Eastern and tlie Western Sdiniafraft really refer to seas to the

immediate east and west of Sapta-Sindhu. The Rig-Vedic

iSarasvati was the same as the present attenuated river of that

nanu' in the Punjab, as would appear from its joint mention

with the Drishadvati and th^ Apaya in Rig III. l'^. 4. The

Sarasvati having been the most sacred river of the early Aryans,—made famous in sacred songs,
—it is not improbable that the

Iranian brancli of the Aryans, after their expulsion from Sa|)ta-

Sindhu, named a river of Aiaehosia into which they liad

migrate<l, after llie most .sacred river of the mother-country.

As regards the two seas, the Eastern and the Western, Prof.

Hopkins has fallen into an error by identifying them res[)ectively

with the Bay of Bengal and the present Arabian Sea, whose

knowledge on the part of the Rig-Vedic Aryans cannot be sup-

jwrted by any internal evidence of the Rig-Veda. If he could

only identify them with the Eastern Sea over the Gangetic

trough, and an arm oi the Arabian Sea running up the ])resent

province of Sindh, he would have found the Big-Vedic descrip-

tion of the seas <|uito consistent. He is probably right in saying

that
" as a body, the Aryans of the Rig-Veda were certainly

not ac«iuainted witli tit her ocean,'' namely, the Arabian Sea or

the Bav of Rengal. But his interpretation of the words,

Saniutlrii and Saroftrali, like that of Prof. Macdoncll and other

Ve<lic scholars, is undoubtedly wrong and misleading.



CHAPTER lY. :

Further Rig-Vedic Evidence about the Antiquity of the Ai'yans

of Sapta-Sindhu.

Mr. B. G. Tilak in his Orion has proved from astronomiea,!

statements found in the Vedic Literature that " the A ernal

Equinox was in the constellation of Mriga or Orion about 4500

B.C /' when, he believes, some of the hymns of the Rig-Veda

were composed. The evidence adduced by him has not, however,

"been regarded as conclusive by some European savants, though

Sanskrit scholars like Professor Bloomfield, Dr. Biiiher and

others acknowledged the force of his arguments. From a state-

ment in the Taittiriya Bro'kmana (III. 4.1.5) which says that

"
Brihaspati, or the Planet Jupiter, was first discovered when

confronting or nearly occulting the star Tishya," Mr. V. B.

Kelkar has shown that the observation was possible only at

about 4650 B. C, which goes to confirm independently Mr.

Tilak's conclusions about the age of some of the hymns.' As

Professor Bloomfield observed while noticing Mr. Tilak's Orion

in his addi'ess on the occasion of the eighteenth anniversary of

John Hopkin's University, "the language and literature of the

Vedas is, by no means, so primitive as to place with it the real

beginnings of Aryan life These in all probability and in all

due moderation, reach back several thousands of vears more."^

This suggests the hoary antiquity of the Aryan civilisation,

whether in Sapta-Sindhu or elsewhere it does not matter. It

should be borne in mind in this connection that the Riff- Feda

Snmhita is only a collection of hymns which were composed not

at any pai'ticular period, but at different periods of time, on(

group separated from another by probably thousands of years,

and handed over to posterity from generation to generation.

^ Tilak's Arctic Rome in the Yed»s, Preface p. ii.

*
Ibid, Preface p. ii.
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There is distinct mention in the Kii^-Veda of the hvmns having:

eomo ilown from the ancestors of tlie Aryans from olden times,

clothed in new lanoruaLCO (liij?. HI- 39. -Z). The corajwsition of

the earliest hymns, therefore, wonld take us back to several

thousand years more than i300 B. C. and " the real beginnings

of Aryan life
"

would be assigned to time immemorial, during

which long period the archaic language of the hymns, having

proved unintelligible, had to be ciianged into \'edic Sanskrit.

This inference is <juite in accord with tlu' geological facts men-

tioned in Chapter II.

There are many other evidences of the antiquity of the Rig-

Veda and Sapta-Sindhu, some of which are enumerated below:—
1. Indra is said to have given lands to the Aryans in Sa])ta-

Sindhu to live in (Rig. I\ . iCyrZ), and protected them in every

way by causing timely rains to fall, and the corn to grow. The

rains, however, used to be withheld by N'ritra, the demon of

drought, in his capacious cloud-body, which caused great distress

to the |)eople; but Indra invariably came to their rescue by

killing the demon and letting loose the flood of imprisoned

water. Vritra has been described in the Rig-\ e<la as an /1/ii, or

serpent, and judging by his epithet Dt^ca or bright (Rig. 1.32.12),

which is seldom applied to a demon, it seems to me that he was

probably i<lentilied by th»' ancient \ tdic bar<ls with the zig-/.ag

lightning that flashed through i)Iar'k clouds, followed by a loud

clap of thunder, which the Aryans imagined to have been pro-

duce<l by the hurling of the bolt against him b\ Indi*a in his

deatllv struggle with him. The demon, who has been described

in several hymns as Mu'i/a/ji or guileful, seemed always to elude

the aim of Indra by a<< suddenly ajij^earing in one place as dis-

ap|x»aring from another. And very hard, long and arduous

was the struggle that Indra wage<l against him. He succeedetl,

however, in the long run, in vanquishing the foe and laying him

low on the ground, over which the released waters flowed, to the

threat delight of men and gods. This Vritra-legend is as old

as the Rig-\'eda, nay even older, a» it came down to the Vedic

bards from their predecessors of the hoariest antiquity. In Rig.
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I. 32. 1, the Vedic bard says : "I will relate the valiant deeds

that Indra, the w ielder of the thunderbolt, first performed/^'

After this brief prelude, he proceeds to uarrate them, sayino-

that ludra slew Ahi, the serpent, and then caused rains to fall.

The Ahi that he slew was the first-born of all the Ahis

{prathamajaiii a/iindm) (Rig. I. '-^'l. 3). With the slaying of

the Ahi, his trickeries also were destroyed, and Indra cleared the

horizon of all his foes by causing the Sun and the Dawn to shine

and the blue sky to appear (Rig. I. o'l. \). The dead body
of Vritra fell down into the rivers, crushing them bv its weisht,

and the glistening waters that he had encompassed within his

body during his life-time, flowed over it, and it lay below them.

The arch-enemy of Indra thus fell into
"
the long sleep

"
that

knows no waking (Rig. I. -32. 10). After describing the

defeat and death of the Ahi in the above hymns, the bard extols

Indra's deeds by saying how he cleverly warded off the blows

aimed at him by Vritra, by diffusing himself like a horse-tail,
*

and how he won the cows (i.e., the rain-laden clouds or the solar

rays) and the Soma juice, and how he opened the flood-gates of

the 8eve7i Sindhus or rivers (Rig- I. -32. 12). It would thus

appear that the first valorous deed of Indra loas performed in the

Land of the Seven Rivers or Saptn-Sindhu, and it was there that

Indra killed the first-born of the Ahis.

Now, this legend about the killing of the first-born of tlie

Ahis in Sapta-Sindhu, handed down to the Vedic bard from his

remote ancestors, takes us back at ouce to the dim past that

witnessed the first dawning of the Aryan mind to a sensible

realization of the physical ha[)penings in the world of the primi-

tive Aryan thinker who seemed to have grasped and unravelled,

for the first time, the mystery of clouds and lightning and

thunder and rain-fall. Verily, the distressing drought was the

^
Ri?. I. 32. 1 :—

This simile was probably suegested by the form of the lightning which

branched off at the end. Indra to ward off the blow had also to diffuse himself

like a horse-tail.

7
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work of the wicked Alii who absorbed the '* water of life
"

in

his capacious cloud-body ; and verily, it was the niin^hty Indra,

the beneficent deity, who took up liis dreadful thunderbolt to

wage war against the powerful Ahi, and continued the struggle

deftly and vii^orously till he succeeded in vatiquishing and laying

him low. It was a grand discovery, probably the grandest to

the primitive Aryan, opening up, as it did, a magnificent vista

of thought and moral visions that went on widening in scope

and grandeur with the progress of time. The discovery of the

Ahi and InJra must have been simultaneous, and the Ahi whom

Indra was first seen to slay necessarily became the Jirst-born of

the All it, who however appeared, year after year, by a mysterious

process of resuscitation. But it was enough that he was slain for

the time being, and the imprisoned waters released and he herd

of cows, in the shape of the clouds (or the obstructed solar rays)

set free and won back by the mighty Indra, and the bright Sun

and the beautiful Dawn, and the bright blue sky freed from his

trammels to gladden men's hearts again. It was a most wonder-

ful, glorious and beneficent deed that the great Indra performed

for th^ benefit of the world, which deserved to be sung in

joyous strains, and handed down to posterity to be sung for all

time to come. And so was it sung in hymns, which were handed

down from generation to generation, clothed in new and felici-

tous language as suited the taste and needs of ever-changing

time,
—a fact which one of the greatest bards of the Rig-Veda

joyously proclaimed in the following beautiful verse which, for

its naive simplicity and wealth of truth, possesses an intrinsic

value of its own, not generally appreciated or recognised :''

*
(O Indra), the hymn, chanted long before (the rise of the

Sun), that awakens (thee) by being sung at sacrifices, is old and

has come down to us from our ancestors, clothed in white and

graceful robes." (Rig. III. 39. 2.)

•
RiR. III. 39. 2 :—

^^^^ ^^m f^^n >l^; n
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We need not at all wonder at the fact that this beneficent

deed of the great Indra, together with the other valiant deeds that

he performed for the good of the early Aryans who were strug-

gling, through a mysterious impulse, towards light, should have

made a deep and abiding impression on their mind, and raised

Indra in their estimation to the first place in the hierarchy of

their gods. The ancient bards felt such a great enthusiasm for

this all-powerful Deva as to make them his ardent votaries and

ascribe to him the position of the Creator, who created the Sun

and the Dawn, expanded and upheld the star-bespangled heavens,

protected and sustained the animal and vegetable kingdoms by

pouring down timely rains, made the agitated earth firm, kept

the moving mountains in position, cut paths for the seven rivers

to flow down into the sea, killed Vritra, the demon of drought,

which earned for him the designation of Vritrahan, gave the

Aryans land to live in, extirpated the Aryan non-believers, and

unmannerly and half-savage nomads from Sapta-Sindhu, and

helped his votaries to vanquish their enemies. All these glorious

deeds were attributed to Indra, and the Aryans knew of no

higher or more powerful deity than him. No wonder, therefore,

that the worship of the other Grods were subordinated to his

worship J
and the ancient Aryans, in return for all his good and

kindly acts, instituted the Soma sacrifice at which they offered

him a special preparation of the Soma juice, the invigorating

drink that made him strong and hilarious, and that he shared

with all the other Devas who helped him in his work. The

Soma cult was as old as the worship of Indra, nay, even older,

—inasmuch as it is said that as soon as Indra was born of

Aditi, he felt a strong craving for the Soma juice before he even

thought of sucking his mother's breast (Rig. III. 48. 2). If

we fuUv realized the high estimation in which Indra was held

-by the ancient Aryans, we should not be at all surprised to come

across such sentiments about him as the Yedic bards delighted to

indulo-e in, viz.,
" There can be no world without the great

Indra" (Rig. II. 26. 2), and ''neither the heavens nor hundreds

of earth can measure the greatness of Indra, nor a thousand
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suns reveal him "
(R-it;. V 111. ?0. ')). In fact, he was reijjarded

as the Mrst and foremost lA'ity, the Hrst-born amoii<^ the Devas,

and the most powerful in lieaven and earth (Ri$?. VIII. 6. 41).

It was this threat Indra whose tirst i^reat exploit was the killiu'':

of \ ritra, the lirst-bc^rn of the Ahis, and this n^reat and renowned

exploit was performed in tin- /tdtn/ i;/' Sujitti-SiniUnt, and was

first witnessed in the rey:ion watered by the Sarasvati, as we

shall presently see. The oieat antiquity of Indra-worship,

coupled with the fact th;it Indra first performed his heroic deeds

in Sapta-Sindhu, ij^oes to prove the anti(piity of the RisT-^'eda,

and of the Aryans who lived in the land.

2. I have already said that the reji^ion between the Indus and

the Sarasvati was reo;arded as the (jod-fashioned birth-jilace of

the Aryans (/><!' «v</vv7»r }>>///), and the strip of country letween

the Sarasvati and the Drishadvati looked upon even in later times

as the
'
(fod-create«l laml

"
{iJfrdninnihi Dt'(;a). ^^ e have

also seen that the .Sarasvati was described as
" the best of

mothers, the best of rivers, and the best of all goddesses." 'Die

ancient Aryan> loved to cliuy; to her valley, as a eliild loves to

clin<^ to its mother's breast, and many were the prayers offered

to her that they niiLjht not have to i^o far away from her

banks (Ris- ^ I- ''l- I ')• N'ow this attitude of the ancient

Aryans towauls this sacred stream aii<l the re;j:i()u watered

by her, touching; as it is to a dcixi'ee, bespeaks a i^enuine

love for her, as can only be felt for one's motherland, and

not for any lan«l of one's adoption. Her «!;reat antiquity is

also proved by the fact that if was in lier re<;ion that the

first-born Ahi o\ \ ritra was seen by the early Ai'yan Ris/nx

to be kille«l by Indra, which fact earned for her the name of

Vritraghiii (or killer of \'ritrai, and maile her share with Indra

the C^l^iy of the deed and th"- appellation (Rit;. VI. Hi. 7). In

Rik .'^ of the same Sukta, she has been praised for having

killed the detractors of the Devas, and the wily son of Vrishaya.

i.e., Vritra. In the same Rik. she has abso been prai.sed, like

Indra, for haviuir provided lands to the Aryans. These dee<ls of

th< Sara.«vati wen- identical with those of the i^jreat Indra, and
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we shall not be wrong, if we hold that they were performed in

the region watered by her.

Sarasvati in the Rig-Yeda is the name of not only the river

and of the region watered by her, but also of Agni or the sacri-

ficial Fire. The Fire, first kindled in the region of the Sarasvati,

was called by that name. Another name of the sacrificial Fire

is Bhdrati, derived from the name of the land inhabited by the

Bharatas, a renowned elan of the ancient sacrifice-loving Aryans,

who afterwards became so advanced and powerful as to give

their name to the whole country which has since been called

Bhdratavarsha. A third name of Agni is I la, derived from the

region in which the great Manu performed his penances and

sacrifices, and which, accordingly, came to be regarded as his

spiritual preceptress (Rig- I. -31. 11). //« has been described as

the daughter of Daksha, one of the Creators in the Vedic

Pantheon, and identified with a region which is one of the best

regions known to the ancient Aryans (Rig. III. 23. -1).
It

would thus appear that these sacrificial Fires were called after

the names of the regions in which they had been first kindled.

\\k, Bharati, and Sarasvati must have been contiguous regions, as

the three Fires, called after their names, have invariably been

mentioned together in the Rig-^'eda, and the sacrificial Fire, Ila,

invoked to burn auspiciously in the homes of the Aryans living

on the banks of the Sarasvati, the Drishadvati, and the ApayS,

and to bring as mueh prosperity to them as to the Aryans

living in Ila (Rig. III. 23. 1). The very fact that Ila derived

her name from the daughter of Daksha Vrajapati, one of the

Oeators, and was regarded as the spiiitual preceptress of the

great Manu, the semi-divine beiny who is said to be presiding

over the destinies of the human race, points to its vast anti((uity.

So is proved the vast antiquity of the region between the Sarasvati

and the Drishadvati, which has been described as BnOimdvarta

in the Manu S^mhita (II. I 7), and is still regarded as the most

sacred spot in all India. With regard to this spot, says Muir :

" And even to the north of the Vindhya, we find the country

distributed into several tracts, more or less holy, according to
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their distance from the hallowed spot in the north ]yh\g on the

bank of the river Sarasvati. First then, we have this small

rej^ion itself, Brafniidrartn. This name may signify (/) either

the region of Brahma, the Creator, in which case it may have

been regarded as, in some peculiar sense, the abode of the God,
and possiUy the scene of creation ; or, («/) the region of devotion or

the ^''edas
( Brahma), and then it will denote rather the country

which was sanctified by the performance of holy rites, and the

study of sacred literature."''

The word Arydvarta deHned by Manu in verse I'l of

Chapter II of the Manu Samhita, has been exi)lained by the com-

mentator Kuiiuka Vatta, as
"
the land in wiiich th^ Aryas or

Aryans are born again and again."" From this analogy, the

word Brahindvarta may be exphiined to mean the region where

BrahniA, the Creator, appears again and again at the time of a

fresh creation after the final disintegration of the world at the

end of a cycle. Or, if the word, lirahma means the Vedas, it

may indicate the region where the Vedas were first revealed or

produced, and will be revealed and produced again and again at

the end of Kafpux. Whatever may be the meaning of the woi*d,

it is significant as pointing to the belief of the ancient Aryans
that they were autochthones in Sapta-Sindhu and were not

colonists from another country, and this belief is corroborated

by the Kig-\'edic evidence about the anticjuity of the region,

which has been discussed above.

There is some indication in the Catapatha HiAhraana of

the situation of the region named IIA. There it has been

stat«'d that Manu at the time of the great Deluge sailed in his

ship iiort/iuurd from the shores of the Southern Ocean, and his

bark having been stranded on the
" Northern Mountain," ?.''.,

the Himalaya, he disembarked and landeil on firm ground on

the mountain. Here he met a beautiful d-tmsel, named IIA,

who described herself as his daughter. It is very probable that

Muir'8 Original Sannkrit Ter.ti>. Vol. II, pp 4no.4/)l, Ed. I'*?!.
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this was the region called IIA in the Rig-Veda, and if our sur-

mise be correct, it was situated over the Himalaya and regarded

as one of the best countries, known to the ancient Aryans.^

The regions, watered by the Sarasvati, the Drishadvati, and the

Apaya were on the plains of Sapta-Sindhu, spread out at the

foot of the Himalaya. As IManu's bark was stranded on a

mountain-peak in the region of 11^, which is pointed out in

Kashmir, we can identify the former with the latter. And

this supposition is strengthened bv the extremely cold climate

that prevailed in 11^, as suggested by the fact that the year was

called Hima in that region.
^ In Rig, X. 62. 9. the region

where Manu lived has been described to be as elevated as the

heavens, which also points to its situation on the Himalaya.

This also goes to prove that the happy valley of Kashmir as

well as the plains of Sapta-Sindhu were, in ancient times,

peopled by the Aryans. It will be interesting to note here that

"
Adelung, the father of Comparative Philology, who died

in 1806, placed the cradle of mankind in the valley of

Kashmir, which he identified with Paradise."^*' Whether

Kashmir was the cradle or Paradise of mankind or not, it can

be confidently asserted that this beautiful mountainous country

and the plains of Sapta-Sindhu were the cradle of the Aryan

race.

3. The early institution of the Soma sacrifice, and its

existence from time immemorial in the Indo-Aryan community

also furnish an evidence of the vast antiquity of Sapta-Sindhu

and of Aryan culture. The Soma cult is, as I have already

said, as old as the cult of Indra-worship, for the Soma sacrifice

was mainly performed for propitiating Indra, and strengthening

him in his daily and annual fight with Vritra. It was an

institution peculiar to the Aryans of Sapta-Sindhu, and distin-

o'uished them from all other branches of the Aryan race, who

»
Rig. III. 23. 4 :—f^ ^ ^^ ^ ^filozn T^T^TTRTt ^f^^ ^rm

9
Rig. II. 1. 11 •—

f^T?iai amf^'nftr i

» "
Taylor's Origin of the Aryns, p. 9.
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either on acoount of their disbelief in India, ov from the ilitti-

culty in proeurino: the i^enuine Soma plant in any eountr>

other tiian Sapta-Sindhu or the Himalaya, did not take to the

sacrifice, or discontinued it, when thev left the country. The

ancient Par!^is or Iranians hated Indra and his worship on

doctrinal ««;rounds:, l^ecause they did not like to give precedence

to any deity over Kire and the Snn. Hence, there was a reli-

gious gohism in ancient Sapta-Sindhu, which divided the Aryan

community into two hostile parties, and was attended with such

bitterness of feelini*- and mutual hatred and recrimination as to

lead to a Ion*; and bloody warfare which terminated only wirh

the ultimate expulsion of the I'arsi branch from Sapta-Siudhu.

Indra was repjarded by them as the enemy of mankind, and the

chief of the powers of evil, in fact as an Affitrn in the sinister

sense used in later \ edic parlance, the equivalent Parsi

word being Jhi/'in. The Parsis, when they lived in Sapta-

Sindliu, were addicted to the Soma drink, like their brethren,

the \ edic Aryans, and made offerings of it to the (xods
;

but

after their expulsion from Sajjta-Sindhu, they strongly condemn-

ed the //noma (Soma) sacrifice, and purged it out of their

rituals. Later on, however, they were compelled to revive it in

some shape even in the country of their sojourn and adoption

in deference to the clamour of a certain section who had a

strong pn;dilection for the drink. " The High Priests," accord-

ing to Dr. Hang,
" weem to have tried to conciliate the men

of the old party, who were unwilling ti leave the ancient poly-

theistic religion, and their time-hallowed rites and ceremonies.

The olil sacrifices were reformed and adapted to the more

civili7.e<l mode of life of the Iranians. The intoxicating Soma

beverage was reidaced bv a more wholesome and invigorating

drink prepare<l from another plant, together with the bi-anches

of the pomegranate tree, and without any process of fermenta-

tion ; but the name in the Iranian form, Haoma, remained,

and some of the ceremonies also." ' • Dr. Windischmann

"' Dr. HaiiK's Extay* nn the EsUgion nf fhe Pdreeeg, pp. 219-220,
Ed. 18fil
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has observed :

" The worship of Haoma is placed anterior to

Yima, that is, to the commeQcement of Iranian civilisation, and

in fact is declared to be the cause of that happy period. The

Rig-Veda also refers to the high antiquity of the Soma worship

when it says of Soma (I. 91. 1), 'By thy guidance, O brilliant

(Soma), our courageous fathers have obtained treasures among
the Gods.'

" ^ - Mr. Whitney also says :

" The high anti-

quity of the eultus is attested by the references to it found

occurring in the Persian Avesfa;*'
^^ and Mr. Z. A. Ragozin

says :

" And like the Fire-worship, the Soma cult takes us back

to the so-called Indo-Aryan period, the time before the separa-

tion of the two great sister races, for we have seen Soma, under

the name of Haoma, play exactly the same part in the worship

and sacrifices of the Iranian followers of the Avesta. Indeed,

we probably trace here one of the very few relics of even an

earlier time—that of the undivided Aryan, as it is sometimes

called, 'the Proto-Aryan' period. For, the Avesta bears

evident traces of the use of the Haoma at the sacrifices, being

a concession made by Zarathustra to old established custom,

not without subjecting it to a reforming and purifying

process.
''1^

Lastly, Mr. B. G. Tilak says: "That the

Soma sacrifice is an ancient institution is amply proved

by parallel rites in the Parsi scriptures ; and whatever

doubt we may have regarding Soma in the Indo-European

period, as the word is not found in the European languages, the

system of sacrifices can be clearly traced back to the primeval

age. Of this sacrificial system, the Soma sacrifice may, at any

rate, be safely taken as the oldest representative, since it forms

the main feature of the ritual of the Rig-Veda and a whole

Mandala of 111 hymns in the Kig-Veda is dedicated to the

praise of Soma. " ^ ^'

»2 Dissertation of the Soma Worship of the Ariam.

' ' The Journal of the Americaa Oriental Society, III, p. 300.

^*
Ragozin 's Vedic India, pp. 168-70.

15 Tilak's Arctic Rome in the Vedas, pp. 205-06.
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Thus, it would .i])iiear tliat the cult of the Soma saeriHce

was the oldest in Sa])ta-SiiKUiii. A drink was prepared from

the fermented jniee of the Soma plant, mixed with sugar, honey

and milk, which had a cheerin^ and invigoratins:, if not quite

intoxicating effect on the drinkers, and was offered as oblation

to Indra, and drunk by his worshippers. Hut this plant
—the

genuine Soma plant, and not its spurious substitute among the

ancient Pai"sis, was nowhere obtainable except a i)eak of the

Himalaya and the plains of Sapta-Sindhu, on the ])anks of the

Indus (Hif. IX. (\[. 7), and of Lake Caryanavat in Kurukshetra

(Rig. IX. 118. 1). The plant, brought from the Himalaya,

however, was the best of its kind and was very much sought

for by the sacriticers (Rig. IX. Hi. 3). It used to grow on the

Mujavat mountain which was a peak of the Himalaya, and from

the plaee of its growth, it received the a])[)ellation of Manjavala

(Rig. X. ;3i. ]).'«

The Soma has been described in the Ri<:-Veda as " the

oldest" {pralnaviif, IX. 42. 1) "anterior to all sacriKces
"

{Yajnuxya purvi/a/i, IX. i. 1 U)
"
the very essence and spirit of

sacrifice
^'

( h//«fl.v//rt rtV/wrt, IX. '1. lOand IX. fi. 8),
" the favourite

drink of the gods from the ancient times
"

(t/tfa/i pii/nsam pur-

ryani, \\. 110. S),
"
the father of Indra

"
(Rig. IX. 9fi. 5) and

" the father of all the gods
"

{I'lid devata'ndm, IX. 88, 10). All

these descriptions of the Soma point to its hoary auliquity, as

also the antifjuity of the land that produced it, and of the

people that first used it in sacrilicc.

That it wa> usdl in sacrifice by the ancestors of the Rig-

W'dic Hin/itif is provefl by various rikn, two of which are quoted

below :

" Our ancient ancestois, the \'asisthas, who were fond of

drinking the Soma juice, performed the Soma sacrifice according

to established rites'' (Rig. X. !:>. 8).

•"
C/. tht- ilah&hhirata (XIV. 8. 1) :

Also Sirukta : ^^f^^fj^f^ m^^*iy\^\i[^^f\^ g^^ti*^ qg; i
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" Our ancestors, the Angirases, the Atharvans, and the

Rhrigus have just come (to this saerifiee) and they are entitled

to share the Soma drink with us
"

(Rig. X. 14. 6).

It should be borne in mind that these early ancestors had

initiated the institution of sacrifice by producing Fire (Rig. I.

81. 10
;

I. 71. 3 ;
X. 21. 4

;
and X. 92. 10). As they were the

earliest saerificers, and probably also initiated the Soma sacri-

fice, their spirits were invoked at the time of holding a sacrifice,

and they were asked to share the Soma drink with their descen-

dants.

I will conclude this subject of the Soma sacrifice by quoting

the following words from Ragozin's Vedic India :

"The Soma used in India certainly grew on mountains,

probably in the Himalayan highlands of Kashmir. It is certain

that Aryan tribes dwelt in this land of tall summits and deep

valleys in very early times—probably earlier than that when

the Rig-h/mns were ordered and collected, or ihealready com-

plicated official ritual which they mostly embody was rigidly

institnfed. From numerous indications scattered through

the hymns, it appears probable that this was the earliest seat

of the Soma worship known to the Aryan Hindus, whence it

may have spread geographically with the race itself, and that

as the plant did not r/rotv in the lower and hotter regions, the

aridity of some parts disagreeing with it as much as the

steam-laden sultriness of others, they continued to get
* from

the mountains
'

the immense quantities needed for the consump-

tion of the gradually widening and increasing Aryan settle-

ments. A regular trade was carried on with Soma plant, and

the traders belonged to mountain- tribes who were not Aryan,

and, therefore irreverently handled their sacred ware like any
other merchandise, bargaining and haggling over it. This is evi-

dently the reason why Soma traders were considered a contemp-

tible class ; so much so that, when customs hardened into laws,

they were included in the list, comprising criminals of all

sorts, breakers of caste and other social laws, followers of low

professions; as usurers, actors, etc.—of those who are forbidden
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to pollute isacriHces by their presence. To an Aryan Hindu,

the man who owned the Soma and did not press it was a

hopeless reprobate. In fact, he divided mankind into

'

|)ressers
' and * not pressers,' the latter word bein<^ synonymous

with 'enemy
"

and '«ifodless Ijurbarians.' They were probably

itinerant traders, and the barij^ain was concludetl aceordino^ to

a strictly |)reseribed ceremonial, the details of which seem

singularly absurd and <^rotes(|ue, until one learns that they had

a symbolical nieaninpf. The price (probably lor a given

(piantity, thouojh that is not mentioned) is a cow light-colored

or, more precisely, reddish-brown, with light-brown eyes, in

allusion to the ruddy or 'golden' color of the plant
—which

must not be tied, nor pidled by the ear— /. <?., not handled

roughly."''

AVith regard to the traders of the Soma plant, whom

Rai^o/in calls non-Aryans, it should be stated here tiiat the

Hig-Veda mentions of the Soma plant having l>een brought by

the falcon (Cyena). The faleon was also called Gurnda or

Su/zarnfi, tlie golden-winged king-bird of prey. Hut there is

also mention of a /i'/.v/// or sage of (he name of Cyena whose

,
.son was Suparna. We shall see later on that there were

nomadic and non-sacriticing Aryan tribes in Sapta-Sindhu,

who were described by the derisive terms of 6irds and Scirpas,

i. e.y serpents, on account of their constant habit of moving

from place to place and living in a semi -barbarous condition.

The traders of the Soma plant belonged to this class and were

hated by the sFCiifice-loving Aryans for their ungodly and

un-Aryan ways. It is, therefore, wrong to call them non-

Aryans, as Hago/in has done. Sapta-Sindhu was not access-

ible \a> any non-Aryan tribes in those ancient times, and was

inhabited by the jiurely Aryan race, among whom there were

clas.ses, both cidtured and uncultured, and the traders of the

Soma plant Ulonged to the latter class. And this is probably

the reason why Cyena and Suparna have been described as

' IVrfic /ndirt, pp. ] 70171.
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RUhiSy or the Sage-leaders of these nomadic aad uncultured

Aryan tribes.

To sum up the internal evidences of the Rig-Veda, dealt

with in this and the previous chapter : We have seen (1)

that there were four seas round about Sapta-Sindhu, a fact

which is confirmed by the geological evidence about the

existence of those seas in ancient times
; (2) that the region

between the Sarasvati and the Indus was regarded as the

God-created birth-place of all life
; ^'3) that the total absence

of tiie mention of the Deluge in the Rig-Veda proves the period

of thp composition of the hymns to be anterior to that event ;

(4) that this event took place sometime before the composition

of the Atharva-Veda in which it has been referred to ; (5)

that the frequent references in the Rig-Veda to seismic dis-

turbances of great intensity, and the depression of high

grounds, and the elevation of mountains point to the hoary

antiquity of the Rig-Veda, which takes us back to Pliocene times

when such occurrences were common
; (6) that if some of the

later hymns of the Rig-Veda be proved to have been composed

about 5000 B. C, the beginnings of Aryan life must be traced

back to several thousand years more ; (7) that Indra was one of

the oldest Gods of the Ar>'ans, to whom was ascribed the volcanic

action resulting in the tossing up of mountains, the depression

of high grounds and the carving out of paths for the Indus

and the other rivers, which carries us back to the beginning of

human life on this globe ; (8) that it was in Sapta-Sindhu that

the first great exploit of Indra, viz., the killing of Vritra was

performed, and the region where this act was first witnessed

was that watered by the Sarasvati, which earned both for her

and Indra the appellation of " the Killer of ^'ritra
"

; (9) that

the region of Ila which was as old as that of the Sarasvati

was situated high up in the Himalaya, probably in Kashmir,

and was the country where Daksha Praj^pati, one of the

Creators, and Mann, the leader of the Aryan race, lived ; and

(10) that the Soma sacrifice was admittedly the oldest sacrifice

among the Arvans and the genuine vSoma plant grew nowhere
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else excepting the Himalava and Sapta-Sindhu. All these

evidences unmistakably point to the vast antiquity of the Rio^-

Veda and of Sapta-Sindhu, and oro to prove that the Aryans
were autochthonous, and did not settle there as colonists from

any country. This conclusion is confirmed by the followina;

observations made by Muir, the eminent Sanskrit Scholar :

"
I must, however, beijjin with a candid admission that, so far

as I know, none of the Sanskrit books, not even the most

ancient, contain any distinct reference or alhision to the foreiprn

orifi^in of the Indians." ' ^

»• Mnir'8 Original Snnikrit Texts, VoU II. p. 322 (1871).



CHAPTER V

Description of the Land and the Rivers of Sapta-Sindhu, and its Fauna,

Flora and Minerals

Having established the vast antiquity of Sapta-Sindhu and

of the Aryans in that land, we will now turn to a description

of the outlines of the land, and of its rivers, and an account

of its Fauna, Flora and Minerals as found in the Rig-Veda.

We have already said that Sapta-Sindhu had four seas on its

four boundaries, excepting on the north-west where it had

direct connection with Persia, and through it, with Western Asia.

On the north were the Himalyan range, and the Asiatic

Mediterranean Sea beyond, extending northwards from the

borders of Turkistan and westward as far as the Black Sea.

On the west were the Sulaiman Ranges and a strip of sea below

them which ran up the present province of Sindh as an arm

of the Arabian Sea. On the north-west was GandhA,ra which

is ideiititied with modern Afghanistan, which also was peopled

by Aryan colonists. On the east, was a sea, at places three

miles deep, near the foot of the Himalaya, stretching from the

east coast of Sapta-Sindhu up to Assam. On the south, was

the Rajputana Sea, stretching as far south as the Aravalli Range,

and connected with the Arabian Sea on the west through the

Gulf of Cutch, and with the Eastern Sea occupying the Gangetie

trough on the north-east, by probably a shallow strait, below

modern Delhi. North-east Rajputana is full of hills and rocks

which form a continuation of the Aravalli range terminating

at the Ridge near Delhi, but probably extending under the

alluvium, as Oldham surmises,* across the Gangetie trough

till the range impinges on the Himalaya. This, then,

probably marked the eastern coast-line of Sapta-Sindhu,

* Memoirs on the Geological Survey of India, Vol. XLII., P. 2, p. 97.
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below wliich was the Eastern Sea receivin<r the waters of

the (laui^es ami the Yamuna and the other rivers on the

eastern slope of the Himalaya. From this it would appear

that they were not large rivers in those days.
" The

termination of the (Aravalli) ram^e to the northwards... is solely

due to a gradual lowering of the general elevation, which hat;

allowed the alluvium to invade the valleys to a greater and

greater extent, leaving the higher peaks standing out as rocky

inliers in the alluvium, till the range linally disappears in the

last exposure of rock at Delhi."-' At the time when the

Rig -Veda was composed, the sands on the northern coast of the

Rajput^nA, Sea used probably to be drifted up inlan<l by the

strong wind that blew continually from the south and south-

west. These sands covered up a large portion of the southern

coast of Sapta-Sindhu, converting much of it into arid desert,

and probably helping to gradually choke up the mouth of the

Sarasvati which, on account of the force of its current in those

days, as we shall presently see, did her best to sweep them back

again into the sea. It was like a perpetual struggle between

the waters of the Sarasvati and the sands on the sea-beach ;

but with the ultimate disappearance of the Eastern and the

Itajpulana Seas, and the upheaval or gradual filling up of their

beds with sand and alluvium, the rainfall became markedly

scanty in Sapta-Siiidhu, and the Sarasvati gradually lost her

strength till she was reduced to the insigniticant river that she

is at present, and her mouth completely choked up by the ever-

increasinir sand-drifts blown from the desert. This event,

houever, took place long after the age of the Rig-Veda. During

Rig-\ edic times, the Sarasvati was a largo and magnificent

stream which, in spite of the sand-drifts, meandered through

the desert till she reacluHl the Hji jputana Sea. Even then, there

was a large strip of desert in tin- southern portion of Sapia-

Sindhu, of which fre<iuent mention is made in the Rig-\'eda.

I
(Rig. IX. 79. o

;
III. 45. 1

;
X. fi3. 15).

Ibid, pp. 90-97.
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Long after the Rajpatana Sea had become firm land, it

" was too arid for general habitation
"

as the rain-fall was

very scanty ; and this is proved by the anthropological fact

of '' the great rarity of weapons of the stone age in R^jputan^
as compared with other parts of India. "^ It can be safely

inferred that Rajputana was a sea long after the stone age
had commenced in Southern India and that the Ris-Veda was

composed during that age.

We have already mentioned three of the principal sub-

divisions of Sapta-Sindhu, >•/:., (1) Sarasvati, the region watered

probably by the upper course of the river
; (2) Bharati, the

region watered by its lower course and inhabited by the

Bhai-atas, under the spiritual guidance of Vi^vamitra, and (3)

Ila, situated in the Himalayan valley of Kashmir. Besides

these three important sub-divisions, there were two more, one

inhabited by the Tritsus, somewhere to the east of Parushni,

under the spiritual leadership of the Vasisthas, and the other

on the banks of the Sindhu or the Indus. In addition to these

principal sub-divisions inhabited by the five principal elans of

the Aryans, among whom, besides the Bharatas and the

Tritsu?, were included the Anus, the Druhyus, and the Turbo9es

or the Yadus, who were called by the name of Panc/iaja}ias (or

Five Tribes), there were many other parts of Sapta-Sindhu,

probably the different fertile regions known in modern times

as the Doabs,"* which were occupied by other Aryan tribes,

none the less important than the Pancfuijanas, like the Purus

and the Chedis. Watered by a number of rivers, the alluvial

plains of Sapta-Sindhu were naturally very fertile, and produced

a variety of bumper crops like barley, millets and rice which

formed the staple food of the ancient Aryans. These fertile

plains also afforded rich pastures to the cattle which the ancient

Aryans valued as wealth and possessed in large numbers.

3 Memoirs of the Oeological Survey of India, Vol. XLV, P. 1, p. 103.

Doab literally means the region between two rivers (Do = twoanda6

or ap= water).

9
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The Indus or the Siiulhu Itas its source in the rejijion to the

west of mount KailAsa on the northern slopes of the Himalaya.

It
"

first follows in a westernly direction the ijreat roek-«i;orsce

which runs with a depth of ten thousand feet between the

paralh-l mountain chains of the Karak«»ram (Muz-Ta(?h) and

the HimA,laya. After breakius: throuf^h the Hindukush moun-

tains in a narrow bed, it flows in a southernly direction from

the point where, not far from the city of Attock, at the west

of the Howery vale of Kashmir, its waters are increased by the

Kabid river." '' The western tributaries of the Sindhu are

thus mentioned in the Rigj-Veda :
—

"
First thou goest unital with the Trishtama on this

journey, with the Susartu, the Rasa, and the Cveti, O Sindhu,

with the KubhJi (Kophen, Kabul river) to the Gomoti (Gonial),

with the Mehtnu to the Krumu (Kurum)—with whom thou

proceedest together.''
*' The eastern tributaries of the Sindhu

are mentioned in the Ri«ij-\'e(la as follow:— '

The Catadru

(Sutlej), the PArushni (IrAvati or Rftvi), the Asikni (Chenub)

united with the MarutbridhA (probably the lower course of

the Chenub), the Vitasta (.Iheluni) and the ArjikiyA (Vipaf;a

or Beas) which is a tributary to the Sutlej. Accordinii^ to

YAska, the Susoma is the Indus, lint it is dillicult to correctly

identify some of the names with the present tributaries, <'.(/. ^

the MarutbridhA, the ArjikiyA or the SusomA. The Catjulru

(Sutlej) flows directly into the Indus united with the waters

of four other rivers, //,-., thr \'ipa(;A (Heas), the FArushni

(Ravi), the Asikni (Chenub) and the VitastA (Jhelnm). But

the last three have not united at one point. First are

united the \'itastA (.Ihelum) and the Asikni (Chenub),

and they run their combined course for a lonj; distance, pro-

bably under the name of MarutbridhA, whieh is a;rain united

with the PArushni (Ravi). The combine<l waters of the.se

//.«/. Him. of the World, Vol. II.

Rip. X. 75. Ct (Maxmiilier's Tmnslation).

Kig. X.75. o.
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three rivers run again a long distance, till they are united

with the
(^atadru

which falls into the Sindhu. These five

rivers together with the Sindhu itself make up six large

rivers, the seventh river being the Sarasvati united with the

Drishadvati. These seven large rivers gave its name to the

country which was called Sapta-Sindhavah /. <?., the land of

the seven rivers.

The present name of the Drishadvati is Ghaggar. liut the

Sai-asvati and the Drishadvati, as we have already said, are not

now great rivers. The Sarasvati is represented by a channel

or channels, occupying the position of the ancient much-praised

stream, but now nearly dry for a great part of the year. The

present condition of the Drishadvati or the Ghaggar is similar

to that of the Sarasvati. The}', as well as the Markanda and

the Chitung, rise from the lower hills of Sirmur, and are

violent torrents during the rains, though nearly dry at other

times.

The river Apaya has been mentioned with the Sarasvati

and the Drishadvati in the Rig-Veda (III. 2-3. 4). Probably the

ApayS, can be identified with either the Markanda or the

Chitung.

The Ganges and the Yamuna have been mentioned in the

Rig-A'eda (X. 75. 5) with the Sindhu and its tributaries, and

the Sarasvati. But they are not included in the computation

of the seven rivers that gave the country its name. The

Ganges became the most sacred river in India in post-Vedic

times after the Sarasvati had lost its importance, but neither

it nor the Yamuna has been given any prominence in the Rig-Y'eda

in which both occupy subordinate places. No separate hymn
has been composed in their praise, as has been done in the ease

of the Sindhu and the Sarasvati. They have been invoked

along with the other rivers to share a general praise of the

rivers of Sapta-Sindhu. This shows that the Ganges and the

Yamuna were not regarded as important streams in Rig-\edic

times, probably because their courses were short, and their

banks were not so eagerly sought for habitation by the ancient
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Aryans on account of their proximity to the Eastern Sea.

The banks of the \amuni\, however, afforded excellent pastures

to the cattle, as these latter are praised for their milk.

(Ri-. V. 'y2. 10.)

Besides these rivers, mention of the following? rivers is

found in the RioJ-^ eda, vii., the Cvetawavari river (\ III. i6.

18), the
(^'iksha (I. 104. 3), the Anjasi, the Kuli(;i and the

\'ii-apatni (I. lO-i. 3), the Sarayu (Ki<,'. X. 64. 9) which was

not the well-known river of Kosala of Jjost-Vedie times, and

the Adina (Rii;. VII. 18. 8). It is very difficult to identify

most of these rivers with any present rivers
;
but it is surmised

that the Cvetawavari mii^ht be the Cveti or the Swat river,

a tributary of the Indus
;
and the others miijht be identified

with some of the streams, now insi<i;nificant, that flow throuijh

the Punjab.

The Sindliu has been praised in the Riij-Veda in the follow-

ing verses (X. ?5) :
—

" The Sindhu is the best of all rivers.

" O Sindhu, when thou first didst ru.^h towards the

region that supplies food, Varuna cut various i)aths for thee.

Thou llowest through elevated regions and boldest the highest

place over all running streams.

" The roar of the Sindhu rises up from the earth, and fills

the heaven. She is flowing with great sj)ced, and her appear-

ance is reftdgent.

"The sound of her waters gives one the inipiessiou of rain

falling in thundering torrents. Here comes the Sindhu like a

bellowing bull.

"
C) Sindhu, as milch-cows run to their calves with udders

fMll of milk, so the other rivers are coming to thee with

lowing sounds, carrying waters from all sides. As a king

starts on a military expedition, followed by his army, so thou

art advancing, accomjtanied by two different sets of streams.

Thou art wending thy way with these rivers, riding in the

•same chariot.
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"The uncon(|uerable Sindhu is rmiDing straight. Her

colour is white and bright, and she is great. Her waters are

Hewing with great velocity, and Hooding all the four directions.

Of all moving objects, none possesses such great speed as she.

She is an object of admiration like a mare, and her shape is

symmetrical like that of a robust woman.
" The Sindhu has perpetual youth and is beautiful. She

has horses of the very best breed, excellent chariots and

excellent cloths. She has been nicely decorated and has vast

stores of food, and very large cjuantities of wool. Her banks

are covered with silama grass, and sweet* smelling Howers, full

of honey."

The above beautiful and grapiiic description of the Sindhu

in a hymn, composed thousands of years ago, is as faithful

to-day as it was in that remote age. For, she is still the grand

and majestic river that she was in ancient times, when the

vastness of her expanse, the velocity of her currents, the fertile

valley through which she flowed, and the wealth and plenty

that she brought to the ancient Aryans by the rieli agricul-

tural and industrial products on her banks made such a deep

impression on the mind of the Vedic bard. The province of

Sindhu or Sindh even now produces excellent breeds of horse|s»

The cloths manufactured there were known by the name of

Sindhu, and were of such fine texture as to have created a

demand for them not only in Sapta-Sindhu but also in far*

off countries like Babylonia and Assyria even in much later

times.** The woolen fabrics of the Punjab and Kashmii^

which even now elicit the admiration and praise of the civilized

world, were famous also in Rig-Vedic times. The fertile

valley of the Indus produced such abundant crops as to justify

the Vedic bard in calling it a granary of the river. The above

description of the Sindhu undoubtedly gives us a vivid picture

* " The old Babylonian name for muslin was Sindhu, t. e., the stuff

was simply called by the name of the country which exported it." Kagozin's

Vedic India, p. 306.
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of aijricultiiial and iiuliistrial activities and prosperity of the

ancient Aryans in those very early times, In fact, it seems to me
as if tlie Sindhn represented and was the emblem of Action

which made the Aryans a jrreat and powerful people, when

tlie rest of the world was "
wrapped up in winter sleep," just

as much as the Saras vati represented and was the emblem of the

mental, moral and spiritual culture that made them a highly

civilized nation. The banks of the Sarasvati were the scene of

Contemplation, where sacrifices were j)erformed and the bards

indulged even then in the highest speculations regarding the soul

{Alnw) and the universal spirit {Paramdimii') that permeates and

underlies all things, and tried to solve the riddle of life. The

Spiritual Contemplation of the people was combined with

Action which was directed towards the improvement of inaterial

prospterity, not divorced from spiritual culture, but wedded to

and dominated by it. It was this happy combination of Spirit

and Matter that helped to make the ancient Aryans a great and

glorious people.

Let us now turn to the beautiful verses composed in praise

of the Sarasvati :
—

"
May Sarasvati, the i)uriHer, the giver of food, the bestower

of wealth in the shape of sacrificial fruits, seek viands in our

*acriticial rite.

"
Sarasvati, the inspirer of truthful word, the instructress of

the right-minde<l, has accepte<l our sacrifice.

" Sarasvati makes manifest by her deeds a huge river, and

generates all knowledge." (Hig. 1- '' I(>-I'2.)

The.«c verse* are an unimpeachable testimony of (he grafefid

acknowle<lgment by the ancient Aryans of the facility that the

Sarasvati afforded fhem to perform Iheir .sacrifices, and compose

the manfittH of the [lig-\ rd;i, that embodied, as it were, the

truth that was revealed to the ancient seers.

Read again the translation of the following verses:—
"
Sarasvati, ap|H'aring in the for»n of this river, has been

breaking, with her strong aiid swift waves, the high elevati(»n

of the hills, like those who dig up for roots. Let us offer our
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service to her who breaks both her banks, and propitiate her by

means of hymns and sacrifices for our own protection.

"O Sarasvati, thou hast destroyed the detractors of the Gods,

and killed the wily and all-perv^ading son of Yrishaya. O Goddess

Sarasvati, rich in food-stores, thou hast given lands to men, and

caused rains to fall for their benefit.

" O thou food-supplying Goddess Sarasvati, dost thou protect

us from harm at the time of war, and grant us, like Pnsh&n,

enjoyable wealth.

" The dreaded Sarasvati, y^r^o
is seated on a golden chariot

and destroys our enemies, covets our beaut^^*^^ hymns
" Her velocity is immeasurable, which overcomes all obstruc-

tions, and makes a thundering sound while bringing waters.
" As the daily sojourning sun brings the days, so may

Sarasvati, defeating our enemies, bring to us her other watery
sisters.

"
May our most beloved Sarasvati, who has seven riparian

sisters, and was adored with hymns by the ancient Rishis, always
deserve our praise.

"
May Sarasvati who has filled the earth and heavens with

her brightness protect us from the attack of unbelievers and

detractors.

"
May Sarasvati be invoked by men in every battle—the

seven-bodied Sarasvati who extends over the three worlds and

is the benefactress of the five tribes.

"
May Sarasvati deserve the praise of the learned hvmn-

makers—Sarasvati who is the most famous amona; her seven

sisters by her greatness and valiant deeds, who has got the

greatest velocity of all rivers, and is adorned with many
excellent qualities on account of her superiority.

" O Sarasvati, dost thou lead us on to immense wealth and

not make us low. Dost thou not trouble us with excess of water,

but accept our friendship and be welcome to our homes. May
we not be compelled to go to any inferior place far away from

thy banks." (Rig. VI. 61.)
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"
May Sarasvati, Sarayu and Sindhu, the rivers that flow

with huj^e waves, come here to protect us. They arc hke ojir

mothers, suj^iilyinsj: us with water. May they supply us with

wat«r, tasteful like clarified butter, and sweet as honey" (Rig. X.

64. 9).
" Sai-asvati is tlowinor with life-sustainin<:^ water and protects

us Hke an iron citadel. She is extended like a (broad) thorough-

fare, an<l }>roceeds in her glory, outstri|)ping the other flowing

streams.

" The holiest of rivers, flowing from the mountains into the

Sea, Sarasvati alone knows (the merits of sacrifice). It was

she who gave Nahusha vast wealth and ])roduced milk and

butter for him.
"
May the fortunate Sarasvati be pleased to listen to our

hymns, at this sacrifice. May the adoi-able Gods approach her

with bent knees, who is rich in everlasting wealth and kind to

her friends.

"O Sarasvati, we shall get wealth bestowed on us by thee,

by offering thee these oblations, and humbling ourselves before

thee. We shall come in contact with thee, bv livinjj in this

thy favourite dwelling-jilacc, ami i>l)laining su)ij»ort from thee

like a tree.

" O fortunate Sarasvati, N asistha is opening for thee the

door to the liall of sacrifice. Prosper, thou white Ooddess..."

(Ri-. VII. 95).

From the above description of the river Sarasvati, it clearly

appears that .=he was a dreaded and mighty stream in Rig-Vedic

times, flowing from the HimAIaya right into the sea with great

velocity, and with spill-waters flooding the country around.

She supplied the ancient Aryans with pure drinking water and

made her banks fertile, and rich in f-rops. The Aryan agri-

cultural pojiulation was greatly indebte<l to her, and, as we have

already seen, clung to her as a child clings to its mother's breast,

with a love and fondness that is quite touching. It was on the

banks of the Sarasvati that great sacrifices used to be performed,

and the Aryans comj^sed most of their hymns. In those days.
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as we have already said, she was certainly not an insignitieaut

river whieh she is now, but a noble stream, with a current

runniiio: throughout the year, which was probably fed by the

meltins' snow of the ^laeiers near its source. As has already

been observed in a previous chapter, there is evidence of a cold

climate havinsf prevailed in ancient Sapta-Sindhu, and geoloorists

think it quite probable that the Himalaya was covered with

snow even in the lower altitudes. The disappearance of snow^

from these lower heights and the scantiness of rainfall even

during- the nn'ny season iti modern times, due to the disppearance

of the surrounding seas, have reduced the Sarasvati to her

present skeleton whieh is not even the shadow of her former

greatness. The Sarasvati was also famous for the number of

sacrifices performed, and the ricii knowledge in spiritual mattir

that the ancient Ary^ins acquired on her banks. That the

region through whicli the Saiasvati Hows was inhabited by

Aryan tribes from very ancient times would also appear from the

fact acknowledged by the ^'ed^c bards that she was praised by
their ancestoi-s in olden limes.

The lower plains of Sapta-Sindhu watered b}' her rivers were

fertile, which, but for the rivers, the Salt Range, long stretches

of woods and the strip of desert in the south, would have made

the landscape somewhat dreary and monotonous. There is no

beautiful hill scenery in the plains ;
but on the west, the

north-west and the north, mountain-ranges lift up their

heads to the skies and make the landscape look grand, beautiful

and variegated. The snowy ranges of the Himalaya have been

referred to in the Rig-Veda (X. HI. 13), though none of its

highest peaks mentioned, for the simj^le reason that there Avas no

means of advancing eastwards on aecomit of the existence of

the Eastern Sea, and exploration of the gigantic mountain

range was more ditiicult in those days by reason of a low tem-

perature having prevailed in Sapta-Sindhu, and the lower eleva-

tions having been covered with snow^ The peak of the Mujavat

where the Soma plant grew was familiar to the ancient Arjans,

as well as the valley of Kashmir and the surrounding ranges of the

10
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Himalaya. The mountains of Sapta-Sindhu have been describetl

in one beautiful verse which, beiuji; translated into En«;lisb,

stands as follows :
—" The mountains stand immovable for ieons

after leons, as if their desires have been satiated and fulfilled,

and henee they do not leave their places on any account. They
aie free from the decrepitude of old age, and are covered with

I
green trees, looking green, and filling heaven and earth with the

(sweet melodies of birds." Tn two other verses the immovable

Wountains have been invoked to be |)roi)itiatory. (Rig. Wl.

35. 3 and 8). In Rig. I. 56. 2, it has been stated that ladies

used to climb up the hills to pluck flowers. It would thus

ap|)ear ti)at the mountainous regions of Sapta-Sindhu were as

much inhabited as the plains by the ancient Aryans.

Having given a short descrij)tion of the physical features of

Sapta-Sindhu, as revealed in the Rig-Veda, we will now proceed

to give a short description of its fauna and flora.

Among domestic animals, we find the largest mention of

cattle (cows) made in the Rig-Veda. The cow was, as she is

even now, a most useful animal. She supplied the Aryans with

milk and butter, and her dried dung was used for fuel. Butter

clarified was used not only in food, but also in the libations

offered to Agni or Fire at the time of sacrifice. As religious

sacrifice formed an essential part of Aryan life in Sapta-Sindhu,

and clarified butter pre|)ared from cow's milk only was used in

sacrifice, the value of the cow from a religious standpoint can

easily be imagined. It was the belief of the ancient Aryans, as

it is still the belief of their descendants, that libations ottered to

A;;ni was shared by all the (iods, and as such, Agni was the

Fnruhitii or priest of the Sacrifice. The libations of (jltrUa (clari-

fied bntt<.*r) kindle the flames of the sacrificial Fire, and help it

to consume the other offeriu;;s made to it. The cow, therefore,

was not only a highly useful but also a .sacred animal, and two

whole Suktas ha\e been devoted to the praise of the GA.vi-devatA

j

or the Cow-goddess. (Rig. X. 19 and ItiO.) The bull was the

emblem of {wwer and generation, and was used foi- drawing the

I'plougii
and the c-ar or cail. Hut there is evidence of iti-
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having been killed in sacfifiees and its cooked flesh offered to the

Gods, especially to Indra who seemed to have developed a keen

taste and inordinate desire for it. (X. 86. 13 and 14.)

There is also evidence of beef having been eaten by the

ancient Aryans.-' But milch-cows were seldom sacrificed,

though there is evidence in the Rig-Veda and the Brdhmanaa^^

of the practice of sacrificing barren cows {Fehat), or cows

that miscarried or produced still-born calves. In later times,

however, the sacrifice of bulls or barren cows was entirelv dis-

continued and prohibited, as beef was probably found unsuitable

for consumption, and disagreeable to health, on account of the

change of cold into warm climate. The horse-sacrifice also was

afterwards discontinued, probably for the same reasons and also

because it was more costly than the bull -sacrifice. The cow

hides were tanned and made into many articles of everyday use.

(There was no prejudice, as there is at the present day, against

j using receptacles made of cow-hides for storing water, wine,

Ihoney, oil, clarified butter, and even articles of worship like the

Soma juice. (Rig. I. 28. 9 and Rig. IX. %Q. 29). Cow-dung
was also probablv used as manure for fertilizing ao-ricultural

lands.

It may be argued that though bulls were sacrificed, and their

flesh cooked and offered to the Gods, it was not partaken of

by the saerificers, or the Aryans. But in Rig. VI. 39. 1, the saga

Bharadvaja distinetlv prays to Indra to grant him and tha

w^orshippei-s food with "^o" or cow as the principal item.'M

This, of coui-se, may be interpreted to mean that by the word ^'go*^

or cow is implied not her flesh but her milk and milk-products

like butter, curd, ghee, etc. This may be a possible explanation ;

»
Rig. VI. .39 1.—Read also Rig. X. 27. 2; X. 28. 3; X. 86. 1. 3 & l-(.

;

II. 7. 5
;
VI. 16. 49; VI. 39. 1

; IX. 169. .3.

'"
Rig. II. 7. 5; Ait. Brah. I. 3. 4.

11
Rig. VI. 39.1 :—:^f^ g^^ 3?^% JVt WU: I

Sayan comments on this as follows :
—iz^ TlWrU t^"^<11 jff "^PJI; TT^^i
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but, as Professor Wilson says,
"

tliere does not seem to be any-

thing in the ^'eda tbat militates against the literal interpreta-

tion." In the Ai(arfi/it Brdhm.vnn which was composed lon»

after the Rig- Veda, we come acrops a passage whii.-h says that

when the king o. any respected person comes as a guest,

one should kill a bull or a I e/ml, i.r., an old barren cow

(1.3.4).'-' Vajnavalkya also ex])resses a similar view.'^

In the Ma/idljharafa, it has been related that for the royal

kitchen <jf King Rantideva, two thousand cows and other animuls

used to be slaughtered daily.'' In the Rig-Veda al.so, there

is distinct mention of a place for slaughtering cows. (Rig. X.

89. 14.) From all these evidences it is clear that there was no

'" This i)ractice probably continued till conipaiatively rf'cent times.

In the Uttarn liAmn-Charitam of Bhnvabhnti ocenrs the followinjf passage:
—

"
Why, know you not,

The Vedas, which enshrine our holy laws.

Direct the householder shall offer those

Who in the law are skilled, the honied meal.

And with it Hesh of ox, or calf, or goat,

.\nd the like treatment sliall the householder

Receive fpfmi Brahmans learned in the Vedasy"

(Hindu Theatre, f. :W9.)

In the hfaliariincharitam also occurs the following: —
"

Th-' heifer is ready for sacriHce, and the food is cooked in ghci: Tlioii

art a learned man, come to the hoiiwe of the leiiriied, fjivoiir n s (li\ joinini; in

the entertainment.)"

" ifiihAhUnrntn (Viinn Pnrl<i) Ch. 206, ie<-.v(s ID It —
«-i=jn ^'^^^^ ^^ Tfifi^^^q «r \\f\ •.

'•<) BrAhmana, in the days of yore, two thousaLd animals used to be killed

ever)' »lBy in the kitchen of Kini^ Kaiitideva. .\nd in the same manner

two Ihouxdu'l kine were killed every rhiy. Kantidev.i daily distributed food

mixed with meat. f> foremost of F{n'ihmanas. tluit kinj; thus necpiired unri-

valled fame." (M. \. Dutt's Translation.)
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prejudice of the ancient Aryans against beef-eating.
' •'

Very

probably it was diseoutinued, as we have ah'eady said, after the

clinoate had become very hot, as it was found injurious to health
;

and then beef came to be religiously prohibited as an article of

food.

The horse was the next most useful domestic animal. Pro-

fessor Macdonnel has said that the horse was never used by the

ancient Aryans for riding but only for drawing ears or chariots.' ''

This again a^jpears to me to be another mis-statement of fact.

For there are many verses in the Rig-Veda showing that the

horse was used as much for riding as for dri ving, of which I

will quote only a few below :
—

" O A9vins, come quickly to the place where we are offering

hymns, riding on your fleet horses." (VIII. .5. 7.)'"
" O Indra, come thou to us from the distant region, riding

on thy two handsome horses, and drink this Soma." (VIII. G.

36.)
»«

" Our captains (leaders) have assembled riding on their

liorses. O Indra, may our charioteers be victorious in the

battle." (VI. 47. 31.)!^
"
Warriors, eager to tight, follow me on their beautiful

horses, and assembling together invoke my aid in battle."

(IV. 4-2. o.)2«
'• Adorable Aditya, may I pass (safe) in your car from the

illusions which (you desire) for the malignant, the snares which

'* For an elaborate account of beef-eating and cow-sacrifice in ancient

India, read Dr. Mitra's Indo-Aryans, Vol. I, pp. 354-388.

"' Macdonnel's History of Sanshrif Literature, p. 150.

*'
Rig. Vni. 5. 7:—^T iT: ^^w^ ?^Tj?f ^%f« iTjfiT: I

^s
Rig. VITI. 6. 36 :— '^n ^ €nf% qTT^'gfVuit ^4?iww i f^iif^

^tx^ II

(Read also Rig. X. 96. 10.)

^^
Rig. VI. 47. 31 :—^rFPfq^nTpTT -«fr iTts'flwf*!^ 'ifti^ '^^'^ "

*o
Rig. IV. 42. 5 :— *ft ^V, W^ Wrs^T'^Tt TT Ifir. Wi\X% ^^ T
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are spread for your foes, (in Hkc manner) as a fiorxeninn (passes

over a road)'* (Risf. II. ~7. 'I'l).

The wonl ichreeiut (^nJN) lias Ih'pm used in this verse to

mean " hke a horseman."

The Marnts or winds have also heen described in Riii^. X. 92.

9, as advancing rapidly on horsehaek.

In Rig X. 150. 1, mention has juvn made of Aji or the race-

course, where fleet horses wen- run in a raco. Inless the horses

were ridden, it would have been impossible to hold horse-races.

The stake marking the goal in tlie race-course was called

KdrKlima. The ehariot-racc was^ of course, distinct from tlie

horse-race.

DdiUiikra is the deity of the M-ar-horsc, and also the name of

Fire, to which the horse has been fre(piently compared. Three

Suktas, r/>., Rig. IV. 38. •59 and 40 have been devoted to the

pi-aise
of tlie war-horse or Dadhikra ; and from a perusal of

these spirited hymns, it appears that the war-horse was used for

riding as well as for drawing war-chariots.

The war-chariots could only be niantiuvred on even plains

and hard grounds ;
but the cavalry could ea«iily pursue the

enemy over rough grounds and ups and downs, which it

was impossible for war-chariots to do." '
It woultl, indeed, be

strange if the Aryans did not discover the use of the horse as an

animal for riding, when they used it as a beast of burden (Rig.

\'III. 4<). 8). The horse was also used for drawing the plough

(Rig. X. 101. 7).

The horse, as we have alreiuly said, was the emblem of Fire,

the Sun and Power, and used to be formerly sacrificed, and its

C(X)ked flesh partaken of by the worshippers with great relish

*' In thi« connection, the trnnttlation of the following verses from the

-Iflth siikfa of tlie ."nxth MnmlHlri of the Riff-Veda will be fonnd interesting:—

"O Indra, when the great battle bepins, thou urgest our horses over the

nneren pnthp. like falcons darting npon their food and fiying over inaccessible

rejrions with grent speed.

"Rushing rapidly like rivers in their downward course, and although

neighing loudly throngh terror, they yet, tight-girf hed, return repeatedly (to

the conflict) for cattle, like birds darting on their prey
"
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(Riir. I. 162. l-l). The horse, decked with gold and silver

ornaments, took ])art in festive processions, as it does even

now in modern India.

The ass has also been mentioned in the Rig-Veda. It was

employed to draw carts (Rig. I. JH. 4-), and also to carry burdens.

The wild ass (Jftimus Orufjei) is still confined to the sandy

deserts of Sindh and Cuteh, where from its speed and timidity

it is almost unapproachable.
•^'^

Probably these wild asses were

tamed in ancient Sapta-Sindhu.

I have not come across any distinct mention of the mule in

the Rig-Veda. But it is mentioned in the Aiiare^a Brdhmana

(VI. 17. 3). It would thus appear that cross-breeding was

known in India from very early times, and the utility of mules

as beasts of burden understood by the ancient Aryans.

The buffalo was also a domestic animal in ancient Sapta-

Sindhu. Probably its rich milk was used for food ;
and butter

was made of it. It was also used as a draught-animal for

drawing carts and ploughs. Herds of buffaloes were grazed

in the woods, just as tliey are done even to this day. (Rig- IX.

33. 1.) They were also killed for their tlesh, Indra having been

very fond of it, and devouring at a time the Hesh of 100 to 300

buffaloes. (Rig. V. 39. 8 and VI. 17. ll.)-'^

The goat was also domesticated for food, milk and its soft

wool for which it is even now famous in Kashmir and Thibet.

It was also sacrificed in honour of the Gods, and it replaced

the bull and the horse in later times, most probably because

it was discovered to be singularly free from tuberculosis. It

was remarkable that in all affections from this disease, the

"-
Ency. Brit. Vol. XII., p. 742, Niuth Edition.

-^ lu Hari-vainslut Parva of the Mahabharata (Chaps. 146-147) is the

description of a picnic, held in I'indaraka. a watering place on the west

coast of Guzrat, near Dvaraka, in which Krishna, Baladeva, Arjuna and

others took part. At the banquet roast buffalo, which seemed to have

been a favourite disli, Avas served. In Chap. 205 of the Vanaparva of the

ilahAbhdrata also, it is related that butfalo-ineat was publicly sold in the

market, and the stalls displaying it were crowded by customers.
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ylyuiveda uliieli pnilKxlies tlic Hindu .system ol" modieine,

l)rei!?cril)e!5 y;oat's milk and tjuat's? Hesh for patients as nccessarv

diets. The t^oat was sometimes harnessed to liijfht carts in

ancient Sai>ta-Sindhu. (Rig. IX. •ZVi. 8.)

The sheep was also lar«ijely donwstieated for its llesh and

wool, and sacrificed in honour of the Gotls. (Rii?. I. 91. 14-.)

The sheep of Gandhara (Kandahar) was famous for its wool.

(Ri*;-. I. 12(i. 7 and 1\ . 37. 4.) The camel was a familiar

heast of burden in ancient Sapta-Sindhu, as it is even now in

tilt' modern Punjab. If was even then, as it is now,
"
the

ship of the desert
'"

(Ri.n'.
\ III. IH. 28), carry in<^ burdens and

travelleis on its b.ick across the sandy wilds of Sindh and

southern Sapta-Sindhu.

The dog was also a |»et domestic animal. Its size must

have been enormous in those days, as it was used as a beast

of burden. {R\<r. VIII. lO. 28.) It is well known that

in the polar rei^ions the dog is used by the Es(]uimaux

to draw sledges over the ice. Even in later times, Sapta-

Sindhu was famous for its dogs, and large numbers used to be

exj)ortcd to Fersia and Mesopotamia to assist in the hunt.'^"*

'Hiere are evidences of the elei)hant having been tamed

alter cajdiue, in ancient Sapta-Sindhu. Both European and

Indian scholars liave said that the elephant has but rarely been

mentioned in the Kig-Veda. Professor Macdonell goes so far

as t<j say that the animal "
is explicitly referred to in 'mly two

jiassages of the liuj-l etln^ and the form of the nanie ai)plied to

it 'the hea.st {miiifa) with a hand {//((if/)* shows that the

Kishis still regarded it as a strange animal."^'' It was

"• "
Tti»' Hiiliyloniaii.H iiii|iorle(l lii<liaii flogt*. Tlio breed i« HHHUi-tod

Im bi- thv liirjfeBt and Htiongcst tliut exi8l, jiikI on tliiil Htcouiit. the beHl

tiiiited for hunting wild lions which they will rcHflil}' attack. The great

fondnp»8 fnlt by th<- FfiuianH for the pleiuiure of tin- chaKo, by whom it was

re^anlfd an a chivaliouH exerciue, inuHt haw increased the value and uttn of

these aninialu which soon became evi-n an object of luxury," (Mint.

Hist, of the World, Vol. I. p. 4«H.)

-• Macdoonel's Ht»( <>} Snrnik. Lit
, p. 148.
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indeed a strange animal, as it was not so familiar on the plains

of Sapta-Sindhu as the horse, the cow, the buffalo or the camel.

It is a ferocious animal in its wild state, living on mountains

and in the deep recesses of forests. It is caught and tamed

with great difficulty and hazard, and none but Rajas and rich

noblemen can afford to keep it. There is no reason for wonder,

therefore, that the Uishis called it by its distinguishing limb,

the proboscis, which the animal uses just as we use our hand

for picking up food and things. But it was also known by the

names of IbJia and Vdrana, and has been referred to not in

two passages only of the Rig-Veda as Professor Macdonell says,

but in several passages in one name or another, some of which

are mentioned below :

" O Maruts, ve eat the trees of the forest like the beasts

called elephants." (Rig. I. 64. l.y^
" O Agni, thou goest with fearless power (majesty), just as the

kino- goes with his minister on the elephant."" (Rig. IV. 4. 1.)^^

"
(O A^vins), as the hunters desire to trap large elephants,

so I am invoking ye, day and night, with these articles of

sacrifice.'^ (Rig. X. 40. 4.)^«

This verse shows that hunters used to trap or catch

elephants in ancient Sapta-Sindhu, and they were constantly

on the look-out for elephants, as the catching of these animals

was highly paying and profitable to them.

" Indra assumes uncontrollable power in sacrifices, like an

elephant that exudes the mada juice, i.e., becomes mtist or

rogue." (VIII. 83. 8.)-^

" The powerful mother replied,
' he who seeks thy enmity,

fi»hts like an elephant on the mountain.'
"

(Rig. VIII. 45. b.y^

»«
Rig. I. 64. 7 —fim \^ ffe^T. W^^^ ^1 1

etc.

"'
Rig. IV. 4. 1 :—?nf% Tm^T*[^ TWT I

2s
Rig. X. 40. 4 :—^^ *f5[^ ^TT'in *?jrti^ fl^ ^^^f^'sjT f^ ^?im^ i

29
Rig. VIII. 33. 8 :—^rn ijjfr 5T AWM\ H^^T =^21 ^^ I

etc.

3"
Rig. VIII. 45. 5 -.—v^ c^l ai^ql ^^f^.T^T T ^^^^^ I q^ W^^

TJ'^ II

11
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" O A(;vins, like a rojrue elephant, driven by anku<;a (iron

hook), kill }e the enemies, bending- your bodies." (Rig- X.

lOd. (;.)^»

From the above quotations it would appear that elepiiants,

that inhabited the mountains and forests of Sapta-Sindhu,

were caught and tamed by hunters, and sold to the Rajas who

used to ride them with their ministers. They were also

probably used in war. That these animals were the natives of

the HimAlayan forests would appear- from the following

extracts from t\\e Knci/clopmlia Brifannica (Vol. XII, p. 7k') :
—

"The elephant still exists in considerable numbers along the

terai or sub-montane frinj^^e of the Ilimftlaya.^' It is

therefore extremely likely that the elephant existed in the

llimfilayan forests of Sapta-Sindlm in ancient times also.

Among other wild animals and beasts of prey, mention is

made in the Rig-Veda of the spotted deer (I. 'M . 1), the musk-

deer (X. 146. 6), the black buck, known as Kris/nwsura Mriyu

(X. 94.5), the wild boar, the bison (VIII. 45. 'i4), the hon

(VIII. 1. 20; IX. 89. 3; X. 28. 10), the wolf {VrikaJ, the

bear, the hare, the mongoose {Naknla), the monkey {Kapi), and

the jackal. There were long stretches of woods and thiekets in

the ))lains, and forests on the mountains, in which they lived

and freely roamed. A whole beautiful Sukla has been devoted

to the description of ///v/7?7/a/// or forest. (Rig. X. 146.)

The lion is still found in the deserts of HAjputTinft, having

probably been driven to the sotith by the destruction of the

woods and forests of Sapta-Sindhii. The ti^er {J'i/((;)fini) has

not been anywhere mentior)ed in the Rig- Veda, as it was

probably in those days a native of Southern India
;

but now

its natural home is the swampy jiuij^les of Bengal, though he is

also found in all the forests of India. The absence of the tiger

in ancient Sapta-Sindhu unmistakabl}' points to its complete

severance from the Deccan. The lion used to be tra])ped and

caught alive, and kept in cages probably for show. (Rig.

X. 28. 10.)

' '

Rig. X. 106. 6 .—^!m^ 5!wft r\w^^ lr?ilfTg r\vf^ xttt^^t, etc.
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With regard to the black buck, the antelope proper {^Antilope

hezoartic(i), it should be mentioned here that it was held sacred

by the ancient Aryans, and its skin used at the time of holding

sacrifices. The white hairs of the skin represented the riks,

the black represeuted the Sdmas, dbwdi the yellow the Yajus.^'^
"

Its special habitat is the salt plainSj as on the coast line of

Guzrat and Orissa, where herds of fifty does may be seen,

accompanied by a single buck. The doe is of a light faw?i

colour, and has no horns. The colour of the buck is a deep

brown-black above, sharply marked off from the white of the

belly. His spiral horns, twisted for three or four turns like

a corkscrew, often reach the length of 30 inches. The flesh

is dry and unsavoury, but is permitted meat for Hindus, even of

the Brahman caste."^^ It is to be noted that the Aryans

even in a later age regarded the black buck as a distinguishing

mark of the Aryan land proper, or more correctly speaking, of

the land where Yedic sacrifices could be performed {Yajniya

dega). All other lands over which the black buck did not roam

were unfit for holding sacrifices in, and regarded as Mlechchha

dega.^^ Probably the proper habitat of the black buck in

ancient times was the Southern and Eastern coast-lines of

Sapta-Sindhu, which in later times extended, with the disappear-

ance of the Eastern Sea from the Gangetic trough, to the coast-

line of Orissa, and with the disappearance of the Rajputana Sea,

to the eoast-liue of Guzrat. This extended country afterwards

formed Aryavarta,^^ or the country inhabited by the Aryans.

It is remarkable that the black buck is found nowhere else in

India excepting Aryavarta.

The proper home of the musk-deer is in the Himalaya
where it is still found, and killed by hunters for its musk.

^^ The Qatapatha Braliniana.

3 3
Ency. Brit., Vol. XII. p. 742 (Ninth Edition).

(Mann, II, 23.)

( Manu, II, 24.)
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The Gatira Mriga which has been frequently mentioned in

the Rig-Veda (VIII. 9. 8 and VIII. 45. 24) is probably the

Gavr {Bihos Gaurus), the " bison
'^

of sportsmen,
" which is found

in all the hill jungles, in the Western Ghat, in Central India,

in Assam, and in British Burma," and "sometimes attains the

height of 20 hands (close on 7 feet), measuring from the hump
above the shoulder. Its short curved horns and skull are

enormously massive. Its colour is dark chestnut or coffee-brown.

From the diflieult nature of its habitat and from the ferocity

with which it charges an enemy, the pursuit of the bison is no

less dangerous and no less exciting than that of the tiger or the

elephant."^" As it is now found in, and confined to the

Southern Peninsula, Assam and Burma, it must have migrated

to these countries from Sapta-Sindhu, after it had become con-

nected with the Deccan and Assam by the disappearance of the

Rftjputanil Sea and the Eastern Sea respectively. There is

geological evidence to prove that the Deccan was connected

with Assam and Burma on the one hand, and South Africa on

the other and extended as far south as Australia, forming a large

continent by itself, and completely cut off from Sapta-Sindhu

by seas. The Gaura Mrif/a, having once migrated to the south,

freely roamed east and west through the jungles and over the

hills of Central India, the Western Ghats, Assam and British

Burma, and completely disappeared from Sapta-Sindhu winch,

with the destruction of the woods, could no longer afford it free

pa.<«turage and absolute security.

Among reptiles, frogs and snakes are mentioned in the Rig-

Veda (VII. 'A). 10:3). The blatant croakings of the frogs have

been compared with the loud recitations of the Vedic hymns by

the jMipils and disciples of the /i'm/z/v iu the abodes of learning,

(Rig. VIII. lO.'i. :}), a grote.s(|uely beautiful comparison, no

doubt. There are whole SukUs devoted to Mantras for taking

off poison injected by the bites of j)oisonou8 snakes and insects,

which proves that these reptiles were numerous in ancient

»" Ency. Brit., Vol. XII, p. 742.
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Sapta-Sindhu {Rig. 1. 101., Rig. VII. 50). Fishes also have been

mentioned (Rig:- X. 68. 8), and the Mahdmlna, or the large fish,

referred to in Rig. ^'III. 67, could be no other than the whale.

There was a country called Matsyadega to the south-east of

Sapta-Sindhu, probably at the junction of the R^jputAn^ and

the Eastern seas, which was so called probably on account of the

abundance of fish obtained there on the sea-coasts.

Among birds, mention is made in the Rig-Veda of pea-

cocks (III. 45. 1) of which, it is said, there were 21 species (Ri^.

I. 191. 14), falcons (Cyena) {F. Peregrinator), goose or swan

(Hamsa) (III. 8. 9 ;
VIII. 35- 8 and IX. 32. 3), quails {vartika)

(I. 112. 8), Francoline partridge {Kapinjala) (11. 42), black daws

{kriahna cakuna) (IX. 16. 6), owls {Uluka), whose screeches were

regarded as inauspicious (X. 165. o and 6), Chakravdkas or ruddy

geese, parrots (Cuka) and the vulture {gridhra) (X. 123. 8).

Bird-catchers are mentioned in the Rig-Veda, who either

netted or snared them and sold them to those who were fond

of birds' flesh.

Of the Flora in ancient Sapta-Sindhu, the A^vattha (Ficus

religiosa) was called the Fanaspati, or "king of forest" on

aceonnt of its size and tallness. It was held sacred, and its

wood was used for making Soma-vessels. Professor Macdonell

has translated it by the word "
horse-stand,^' probably suggest-

ing thereby that the shade of the tree was used for stabling

horses. But it has been derived otherwise by Sanskrit Etymo-

logists, and is meant to be the tree that is not of yesterday,

but stand? from olden times. And, in reality, the A9vattha

is not short-lived, and can easily withstand violent storms

and blasts of wind- The Rig- Veda, however, does not men-

tion the other well-known sacred tree of the plains, viz.,

the nyagrodha or Faia {Ficus Indicus). This was probably

a native of the Deccan. The ^ami tree {Acacia sama) is

mentioned in the Rig-Veda (X. 31. 10), as well as the Pala9a

{Butea Frondosa) (X. 97. 5) and the
(^almali {Eriodendron

anfractuosime) (X. 85. 2). There is also mention of the

KhadAra {Mimosa catechu) and of the
(^igampa {Dalbergia
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Sis/iii) in Ri«5. III. 53. 19. The scholiast says that the bolts of

the axles of Ciirts and ehariots were made of the Khadira

uood, and the Ci(;ani|)a furnished the wood for the floor.

The Cimbul or Qimul {Bonibn.t malabarica) is also mentioned

in Rig. III. 53. 'Z'l. The Soma grew on the ^lujavat peak

of the Himalaya, as also in the plains. The Ih/ni or sugar-

cane is also mentioned (IX. 86. 18), }ani or barley, f'ri/ii

or millets, and JJhdnyu or rice (X. 94. 13) are also mentioned

as the principal crops cultivated. As regards Dhd>iya, I was

surprised to read the following remarks of Professor Macdonell :

" Kice which is familiar to the later Vedas, and regarded

in them as one of the necessaries of life is not mentioned in

the Rig-Veda at all. Its natural habitat is in the south-east,

the regular monsoon area, where the rain-fall is xtry abund-

ant Hence it probably did not exist in the region of the

Indus river system when the Rig-\'eda was comi)Osed, though

in later times, with the practice of irrigation, its cultivation

spread to all parts of India."'" This supposition of the

Professor is gratuitous, as we have already proved that rains

were abundant in aiieicnt Sapta-Sindhu on account of its

proximity to the seas, and helped the tillers in the cultivation

of paddv which is also distinctly m«'ntioned in the Rig- Veda.
^'^

(X. 94-. 13).

Mention is also made (»f sweet edible fruits, available in the

forests in great abundance (Rig. X. 14(i. 3), as well as of

manv flowery creepers and medicinal herVjs. Tlie white

lotus (Rig. X. 142.8) was the favourite flower among the

ancient Arvans, and was obtained from the lakes. The mango-

tree is nowhere mentioned, as it probably was indigenous to

Sotifh India, nor is the Hdln {S/torea ruhuda), the famous

timb r-tree of the subm ntane regions of the Himalaya

and of the Deccan. The Kura was the sacred grass which

was largely used in the performance of sacrifices.

" Mftcdonoll's Histonj of Snnikrit T.itrrntnrp, p. 1 W).

'•
Rig. X. 94. 13 :-qqa"t ^t^rf^ ^ns^JTlifT: ^^P?T ^*i T f^^f-^ ^"JTrT; II
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Of minerals, mention has been made of gold, silver, copper,

iron and precious stones in the Rig-Veda. Tl)e ancient Aryans,

both men and women, were fond of bedecking their persons

with gold ornaments, either plain or set with precious stones.

Coins were made both of gold and silver. But whether

copper coins were in existence is not quite clear. Iron was

largely used for making weapons of war, and agricultural

implements. Mailed coats were also made of iron (Rig. X.

48. 3). There is also mention of iron forts which w^ere pro-

bably so called in a figurative sense on account of their strength

and invincibility. It would thus appear that even in Rig-

Vedic times, the Aryans were acquainted with the various uses

of the principal metals, and had already passed the stone

age of civilisation. To trace up their history to that age

would be a feat as imj^ossible as that of drawing a landscape

in blinding and impenetrable darkness. The ancient Aryans

had reached a very hio^h rung of the ladder of civilisation,

when the rest of the world did not even approach its foot.

These raetals and precious stones w^ere procurable in the

northern mountainous regions of Sapta-Sindhu. Even in

comparatively recent times, the Babylonian ^ used to draw

their supply of gold and precious stones from these regions.

Ctesias says expressly that the precious stones were imported

from India, and that onyxes, sardines and the other stones

used for seals were obtained in the mountains bordering on

the sandy desert.
" Emeralds and jaspers," says Theophristus

a more recent author but worthy of credit,
" which are used

as objects of decorations came from the desert of Baetria (of

Gobi). They are sought for by persons who go thither on

horse-back at the time of the north-wind which blows away
the sand, and discovers them."

" The country where gold is found and which the griffins

infest," says Ctesias,
"

is exceedingly desolate. The Bactrians

who dwell in the neighbourhood of the Indians, assert that

the griffins watch over the gold, though the Indians them-

selves deny that they do anything of the kind, as they have
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no need of the metal ;
but (say they) the sjriffins are only

anxious on account of their younp, and these are the objects

of their protection. The Indians go armed into the desert

(of Cobi) in troops of a thousand or two thousand men. But

we are assured that they do not return from these expeditions

till the third or the fourth year.''

These classical accounts go to prove that there was abun-

dance of gold and precious stones in Sapta-Sindhu which

extended as far as Bactria in Rig-Vedic times.

Of the Minerals in Sapta-Sindhu, no mention is made of

salt in the Rig -Veda, although the Salt- Range exists in the

verv heart of the country from time immemorial, and salt could

also be manufactured from the sea-water, if any necessity arose.

This has led some European scholars to infer that the ancient

Aryans were not at all acquainted with the use of salt. As

Professor Macdonell has rightly observed, it is
" a good illus-

tration of the dangers of argntnentnm ex silentio.
*' Such an

argument would be as absurd as to say that the ancient Aryans

did not know the use of shoes {Updna/ta), as they are not

mentioned in the Hig-Veda, although the warriors had helmets

on their heads, breast-plates on their breasts, iron mail-coats

on their bodies and skin-glov(s on their hands, and that the only

limbs that they omitted or did not tare to protect were their

legs and feet, that reqtu'red as much protection as the other

limbs, more particularly to enable them to easily march over

grounds, rough, hot and cold. It is often forgotten that the

Rig-Veda is not a history of the ancient Aryans, in the proper

sense of the word, but only a collection of hymns addressed to

their various gods ;
and it is indeed a matter for wonder that

in a work, essentially religious, there should be found so manv

evidence.-i of the incidents of their secular life and material

civilisation, which, when carefully read, give us a pretty good

idea of their mwles of living and thought. Would it not,

therefore, be rash to dedtice an inference from the omission

of the mention of a particular article or custom in the Kig-Veda,

and to sav that it did not at all exist ?
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However this may be, we hope, we have been able to draw

an approximate picture of tlie physical features of ancient Sapta-

Sindhu, and its fauna, flora^ and minerals. We have shown (1)

that the Sarasvati was a mighty stream in those ancient days,

with water flowing through her channel all the year round,

which was probably perennially supplied by melted snow at

her source, and that her banks, as well as the banks of the other

rivers, were inhabited by a prosperous people, fond of holding

sacrifices in honour of their gods ; (2) that the submontane

regions of the Himalaya and the valley of Kashmir were also

inhabited by Aryan tribes
; (-3) that the country, besides being

intersected by the rivers, had also long stretches of forests, and a

desert in the south
; (4) that the banks of the Sindhu were also

well populated, and had important centres of manufacture in

wool, woolen goods, and cotton fabrics ; (5) that the horses

bred in the region of the Sindhu were famous, and probably in

great demand throughout the country ; (6) that the forests were

infested with wild animals such as the wolf, the lion, the wild

boar, the elephant, the monkey, the bear, the jackal, the bison,

the buffalo, the deer and the antelope ; (7) that the black buck,

held sacred by the saerifice-loving Aryans, was a distinguishing

mark of the land inhabited by them ; (8) that barley, rice, millet,

and probably cereals also were the principal products of Aryan

agriculture; ('•^)
that they domesticated the cow, the buffalo,

the ass, the borse, the goat, the dog, the sheep and the camel,

and caught and tamed even the wild elephant; and (10) that

they were acquainted with the use of gold, silver, copper, iron

and precious stones that were the products of either Sapta-

Sindhu, or of contiguous regions. It was indeed a self-contained

country possessing an equable climate, providing all the neces-

saries of life, and affording facilities for advancing towards a

higher civilisation and developing all those traits of character

that make a people great. Though divided into numerous clans

and tribes, the more advanced Ai'yans were a homogeneous people

who felt a mysterious impulse to develop their peculiar genius;

and actuated by that impulse, they tried their best to get rid of

12
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all discordant elements, and eliminate them from their commu-

nity. They were engaLjed in their noble and arduous task of

self-assertion and self-determination for a long time, but the

story of their struggle will be narrated in a subsequent ehajiter.



CHAPTER VI.

The Deccan or Southern ludia in Itig-Vedic Times.

As we have already said, there is no mention whatever

in the Rig-Veda of the Deccan, or the Vindhya mountains, or

the famous rivers of the Southern Peninsula like the Narmada,

the Godavari, the Krishn^, etc., or of the peoples inhabiting

that country."^ It is therefore not at all possible to describe

the countr}' from any internal evidence of the Rig-Veda.

The Deccan was completely cut off from Sapta-Sindhu by the

Rajputana Sea, and the Sea occupying the Gangetic trough ;

and the Aryans did not care to go to that country, dark and

unknown, by crossing the deep and dangerous sea. If they

ever migrated or extended in any direction during Rig-Vedic

times, they did so by the overland route in the direction of

Gandhara, Bactriaua, Persia and Western Asia. There were

undoubtedly sea-going vessels and merchant-ships in Sapta-

Sindhu ; but navigation in those early days was most difficult

and dangerous, and shipwrecks were probably very common

occurrences. We mav therefore safely surmise that the

multitude generally avoided the sea-route for going to any

foreign country. It was only the covetous and daring Aryan

merchants, the f\nr/ks or Fanis, as they are called in the Rig-

Veda, who ventured on a sea-voyage for the purpose of trading

in neighbouring countries. It is just possible that the Aryan
merchants crossed the Rajputana Sea, and traded along the

Western coast of the Deccan, exchanging the surplus products

of Sapta-Sindhu for those of the latter country. But it is

extremely doubtful whether the Malabar coast existed in those

days in its present shape. There is geological evidence to

prove that in very early times, Southei-n India formed part of

a huge continent which extended from Burma and South China

on the east, to East and South Africa on the west, and from

the Vindhya hills on the north to Australia on the south ; and

* Vide Appendix (A) to this Chapter.
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it was j>i()bal>ly not eonn«'cted aiiywliere with Western Asia,

though tbeic is reason to believe that i bad some connection

with the Eastern II iniiilsiya tbroui^b Assam. This continent

was bounded on the north as we have abeady seen, by a lonjij

stretch of sea extendint^ from Assam to the southern coast of

Sindh as it then was, and joined with what the classical writers

called the Erythnean Sea, or the Arabian Sea, as we now call it.

This Southern Continent existed from early Permian times

up to the close of the Miocene epoch, accord in<>^ to Mr. H. F.

Blanford. Mr. Alfred Russel Wallace says :

"
It (this continent)

represents what was probably a j)rimary zoolo<;ical region in

some past geological epoch ; but what that epoch was, and

what were the limits of the region in (piestion, we are (piite

unable to say. If we are to suppose that it comi)rised the

whole area now inhabited by Lemuroid animals, we must make

it extend from \Vest Africa to Burmah, South China and Celebes,

an area which it probably did once occupy."'

Elsewhere he writes :

"
It is evident that during much of

the Tertiary period, Ceylon and South India were bounded on

the north by a considerable extent of sea, and probably formed

part of an extensive Southern Continent or great island. The

very numerous and remarkable cases of allinily with Malaya

require, however, some closer approximation with these islands

which probably occurred at a later period. When, still later,

the great i)lains and tablelands of Hindostan were formed and

a iH'mianent land communication elTecled with the rich and

highly developed Iliinalo-t'hinese fauna, a rapid immigration

of new tyjH-s tnok jilace, an<l many of the less specialised forms

of mammalia and birds became extincl. Among rej)tileR and

insects, the competition was less severe, or the older forms were

too well adapt4»d to local conditions to be expelled ; so that it is

among these groups alone that we find any considerable numljer

' "The rJcoffTftpJiicnl DiBtribiition of Animals with a study of the

relatioriB of iivinp and extinct Fniinns, nH cliuidatinp the past changes of the

Earth's sarfacc
"
London, Mncmillan A Co. Ih70 Vol. I. p. 70-77.
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of what are probably tlie remains of the ancient fauna of a now

submerged Southern Continent."-

Mr. H. F. Blaiiford says :

" The affinities between the

fossils of both animals and })lants of the Beaufort group of

Africa and those of the Indian Panchets and Kathmis are such

as to suo'grest the former existence of a lind connexion between

the two areas. But the resemblance of the African and Indian

fossil-faunas does not cease with Permian and Triassic times.

The plant beds of the Utenhage group have furnished eleven

forms of plants, two of whicii Mr. Tate has identified with

Indian Bajmehal plants. The Indian Jurassic fossils have yet

to be described (with a few exceptions), but it has been stated

that Dr. Stoliezka was much struck with the affinities of certain

of the Cutch fossils to African forms; and Dr. Stoliezka and

Mr. Griesbach have shown that of ihe Cretaceous fossils of the

Umtafuni river in Natal, the majority ('12 out of 35 described

forms) are identical with species from Southern India.

" With regard to the geographical evidence, a glance at the

map will show that from the neighbourhood of the west coast

of India to that of the Seychelles, Madagascar, and the

Mauritius, extends a line of coral atolls and banks, including

Adas Bank, the Laceadives, Maldives, the Chagos group and

the Saya-de-INIulha, all indicating the existence of a submerged
mountain range or ranges. The Seychelles, too, are mentioned

by Mr. Darwin as rising from an extensive and tolerably level

bank having a depth of between 30 and 40 fathoms
; so that,

although now partly encircled by fringing reefs, they may be

regarded as a virtual extension of the same submerged axis.

Further west, the Cosmoledo and Comoro Islands consist of

atolls and islands surrounded bv barrier reefs ; and these brinir

us pretty close to the present shores of Africa and Madagascar.
It seems at least probable that in this chain of atolls,

banks and barrier reefs, we have indicated the position of an

ancient mountain chain, which possibly formed the back-bone of

- Ihid pp. 328-329.
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;i tract of later Pahi-ozoie, Meso/oie and early Tertiary land,

beinpj related to it mneii as the Alpine and Himalayan system is

to the Enro|)ean- Asiatic continent, and I lie l^)cl<y Mountains

and Andes to the two Americas. As it is vlesirable to desi<i:nate

this Mesozoic land by a name, I would jiropose that of Indo-

Oeeanea. Professor Huxley has su<i^2jested on paheontological

grounds that a land connexion existed in this region (or

rather between Abyssinia and India) during the Miocene epoch.

From what has been said above, it will be seen that I infer its

existence from a far earlier date. AVifh regard to ils depres-

sion, the only present evidence relates to its northern extremity

and shows that it was in this region, later than the great trap

flows of the Dakhan. These enormous sheets of volcanic rock

are remarkably horizontal to the east of the Clhats and the

Sahyadri range, but to the west of this, they begin to dip

seawards, so that the island of Hombay is composed of the

higher part of the formation. This indicates only that the

depression to the westward has taken place in Tertiary times,

and to that extent, Professor Huxley's inference, that it was

after the Miocene period, is quite consistent with the geological

evidence.

"
Palicontology, jihysical geography and geology, equally

with the ascertained distribution of living animals and plants,

offer their concurrent testimony \o the former close connexion

of Africa and India, including the tropical islands of the Indian

Ocean. The Indo-Oceanic land api)ears to have existed from

at least early Permian times, prol)ably (as Professor Huxley

has ])ointed out) up to the close of tlir Mincene epoch ;
and

South Africa and Peninsuhr India arc the existing remnants

of that ancient land. It may n«>l have bc-n ab.solulely

continuo 'S <lurinL: the whole of this long period. Indeed, the

Cretaceous rocks of Southern India and Southern Africa, and

the marine Jurassic beds of the same regions, prove that

some jwrtions of it were for longer or shorter i)eriods, invaded

by the Sea; but any break of contininty was probably not

prolonged ; for Mr. Wallace's investigation in the Eastern
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Archipelego have shown how narrow a sea may offer an in-

superable barrier to the migration of land animals. In

Paheozoie times, this land must have been connected with

Australia, and in Tertiary times with Malayana, since the

Malayan forms with African alliances are in several cases distinct

from those of India. We know as yet too little of the oreoloorv

of the eastern peninsula to say from what epoch dates the

connexion with I ndo- Oceanic land. Mr. Theobold has ascer-

tained tlie existence of Triassic, Cretaceous and Nummulitic

rocks in the Arabian coast rau-^e, and Carboniferous limestone

is known to occur from Moulmein southward, while the range

east of the Irrawadi is formed of younger Tertiary rocks.

From this it would appear that a considerable part of the

Malaya Peninsula must have been occupied by the sea during
the greater part of the Mesozoic and Eocene periods. Plant-

bearmg rocks of Kaniganj age have been identified as forming
the outer spurs of the Sikkim Himalaya ; the ancient land

must therefore have extended some distance to the north of

tlie present Gangetic delta. Coal both of Cretaceous and

Tertiary age occurs in the Khasi hills, and also in upper

Assam, but in both cases, associated with marine beds ;

so that it would appear that in this region, the boundaries of

land and sea oscillated somewhat during Cretaceous and Eocene

times. To the north-west of India, the existence of ffreat form-

ations of Cretaceous and Nummulitic age, stretching far

through Baluchistan and Persia, and entering into the struc-

ture of the north-west Himalaya prove that in the later Meso-

zoic and Eocene ages India had no direct communication with

western Asia
;

while the Jurassic rocks of Cutch, the Salt

Range, and the northern Himalaya show that in the preceding

period the sea covered a large part of the present Indus basin ;

and the Triassic, Carboniferous, and still more recent marine

formations of the Himalaya indicate that from very early

times till the upheaval of that great chain, much of its present

site was for ages covered by the Sea."

Mr. Blanford thus sums up the views advanced by him :
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"
1st—The ])lant-bearin£^ series of India ran^res from early

Permian to the latest Jurassic times, indieatins^ (except in a

few eases and locally) the uninterrupted continuity of land and

fresh-water conditions. These may have prevailed from much

earlier times.

" 2nd—In the early Permian, as in the Post-})lioeene ajje,

a cold climate prevailed down to low latitudes, and I am inclined

to believe in both hemispheres simultaneously. With the decrease

of cold, the ilora and reptilian fauna of Permian times were

diffused to Africa, India, and possibly Australia
;
or the flora

may have existed in Australia somewhat earlier, and have been

diffused thence.

"
tird—India, South Africa and Australia were connected

by an Indo-Oceanic Continent in the Permian epoch ; and the

two former countries remained connected (with at the utmost

only short interruj)tions) up to the end of the Miocene period.

I)urin<^ the latter part of the time, this land was also connec-

ted with Malayana.
" 4th—In common with some previous writers, 1 consider

that the j)Osition of this land was defined by the ran<i;e of

coral reefs and banks that now exist between the Arabian Sea

and East Africa.

"5th—Up to the end of the Nummulitic epoch, no direct

connexion (except i)0ssibly for short periods) existed between

India and Western Asia."'

From the above extracts it would apj^ear that South India

remained connected with South Africa up to the end of the

Miocene Pj|)och, as a hu<^e continent, completely cut off from

Saj)ta- Sindhu or the modern Punjab, by a Ion*; stretch of sea,

extendinj^ from Assam to the Arabian sea. Thoufj^jj Mr.

Hlanfonl establishes the connection of India, South Africa and

Australia in the Permian epoch, it is possible that the connection

Ia.sted with interruptions till the end of the Miocene epoch when

' H. F. Blanford "On t ho Age and Correlations of tlie Plant- bcvring

series of India and the fornjor existence of an Itido-Occanic Continent."

Qaarterly Journal of the Geological Society, Vol, XXXI. 1875. pp. 5.34..540.
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man flourished on the srlobe, as we shall see later on
;
and that

the isolation of Sapta-Sindliu continued till a much later

period.

Mr. Ernst Haeckel thus writes about the ancient Southern

Continent : "This large continent of former times Selater, an

Englishman, has called Lemuria, from the monkey-like animals

which inhabited it, and it is at the'same time of great import-

ance from being the jorobable cradle of the human race which in

all likelihood here first developed out of anthropoid apes."'*

I
Elsewhere he writes "There are a number of circumstances

(especially chronological facts) which suggest that the primeval

home of man was a continent now svmk below the surface of the

Indian Ocean, which extended along the south of Asia, as it is

at present (and probably in direct connection which it), towards

the east, as far as Further India and the Sunda Islands
; towards

the west, as far as Madagascar and the south-eastern shores of

Africa.'"^

Whether this continent was the original cradle of mankind

or not, there can be no doubt that man existed here from

eveiy early times, and that his creation in this continent was

made possible only after the creation of anthropoid apes which

were his nearest approach. We have already got evidence of the

existence of Pliocene man in the \ alley gravels of the Narmada

and of Miocene man in Upper Burma ". It can, therefore, be

safely surmised that man had existed in this continent long

before the time when the greater portion of it was submerged

in consequence of a violent cataclysm. Though Sapta-Siudhu

was not directly connected with it, conditions similar to those of

the lost continent must have prevailed there, which favoured

the creation of a family of human beings, entirely different from

that of the Southern Continent ; and these were the progenitors

of the Aryan race who, having been endowed with higher mental

* Ernst Haeckel's
"

History of Creation
" 2nd Ed. 1876. Vol. I. pp.

360-61.

= Ernst Haeckel's "History of Creation" 1876. Vol. II. pp. 325-26.

« Vide Chapter II. pp. 22-23. Read also Appendix (B) to this Cha^.ter.

13
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faculties, developed a civilisation which was destined to

dominate the whole world, and uplift the entire human race.

It is possible that the same seismic forces that caused the

subsidence of the greater portion of the Southern Continent also

caused the upheaval of the l)ed of the RajputAna Sea
;
and if

these two events were simultaneous and synchronous, they must

have occurred long: after Rig-Vedic times ;
for the KftjputS.n&

Sea had been in existence, when some at least of the ancient

hymns of the Ri<i--Veda were composed, 'i'he upheaval of its

Ih'iI must have caused, by the displacement of the vast volumes

of its waters, a delucje in Sapta-Sindhu, known as Manu's Flood,

which we have discussed in a previous chapter. The depression

of the Aravalli mountain was also i)robably due to the same

causes that upheaved the sea-bed and submerged a large portion

of the Southern Continent. It is related in the PurA,uasthat the

great sage Agastya sipped up the ocean dry and caused the high

peaks of the \ indhya mountains to bend, when he crossed over

to Soutliern India where he was the first to lead an Aryan

colon} . This sipping up of the ocean and bending down of the

\'indhva are undoubtedly connected with the physical disturb-

ances that led to the drying up of the RaJinitrmA Sea and the

de|)ression of the Aravalli mountain, as the Vindhya is called,

and hav»' been fathered upon Agastya who first ventured to tlie

south. This Aga.stya, however, is not the Vedic bard of that

name, but probably one of his descendants who, as was the

custom in those ancient days, bore the ])atronym of Agastya.

This tra<lition which is connected with an undoubted ffeoloirical

fact of the Miocene or Pliocene epoch goes to prove the hoary

anti<|uity of the Aryans of Saj)ta-Sindhu and of the Kig-Veda.

Hut to return to our account of the Deccan in Rig- Vedic

times. It formed part of a vast southern continent that extend-

ed, as we have seen, from Further India to south-eastern

Africa, and probably as far south as Australia. The stage of the

civilisation of the original htiman inhabitants of this vast conti-

nent may well be judged by that of their descendants who are

the present remnants of the race in Africa, South India, Australia,
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the islands of the Indian Archipelego, and the islands scattered

in the Bay of Bengal and the Indian Ocean. Most of them are

in the same primitive condition of life as their progenitors were

in, hundreds of thousands of years ago. The Kolarian and the

Dmvidian races of the Indian Peninsula are allied to the

Negroid races of Africa, with such modifications in their

physical features and characteristics as climate and different

environments have imposed upon them ;
and there can be no

doubt that they were the original inhabitants of the lost conti-

nent. Of the Kolarians and the Dravidians, it seems that some

tribes of the latter made some progress towards civilisation,

which was further advanced by their having come in contact with

the Aryans after a communication had been effected between

Sapta-Sindhu and the Southern Peninsula by the drying

up of the Rajputan& Sea. The Kolarians, on the other hand,

except such as came in contact with the Aryans on the borders

of the Gangetic plains in later times, have remained in their

primitive savage condition. A brief account of some of the

primitive tribes of both the races will be found interesting here :

" Amono; the rudest fragments of mankind are the isolated

Andaman islanders in the Bay of Bengal. The old Arab and

European voyagers described them as dog-faced man-eaters.

The Eno-lish officers, sent to the islands in 1855 to establish a

settlement, found themselves surrounded by quite naked canni-

bals of a ferocious type, who daubed themselves when festive

with red earth and mourned in suit of olive-coloured mud. They
made a noise like weeping to express friendship or joy, bore

only names of common gender which they received before birth,

and their sole conception of a god was an evil spirit who spread

disease. Eor five years, they repulsed every effort at intercourse

by showers of arrows ;
but the officers slowly brought them to

a better frame of mind by building sheds near the settlement

where these poor beings might find shelter from the tropical

rains, and receive medicines and food.

"The Anamalai Hills in Southern Madras form the refuge

of a whole series of broken tribes. Five hamlets of long-haired
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wikl-lookini^ Pullers live on jmii^le products, mice or any small

animals that they can catch, and \vorshi|) demons, ^Vnother

clan, the ]\Iundavcrs, shrink from contact with the outside

world, and possess no fixed dwellinojs, but wander over the

innermost hills with their cattle, shelterinji^ themselves under little

leaf-sheds, and seldom remaininij;' in the same spot more than

a year. The thick-lipped small-bodied Kadus ' Lords of Hills'

are the remnants of a hi<]fher race. They file the front teeth

of the upper jaw as a raarriaj^e ceremony, live b}' the chase, and

wield some inlluence over the ruder forest-folk. These hills,

now very thinly peopled, abound in the great stone monuments

{kistvai'UR and dolmem) which the primitive tribes used for their

dead. The Nairs of south-western India still practise polyandry,

according to which a man's property descends not to his own

but to his sister's children. This system also appears among
the Himalayan tribes at the opposite extremity of India.

" In the Centi-al Provinces, the aboriginal races form a large

portion of the population. In certain districts, as in the

Feudatory State of Bastar, they amount to three-fifths of the

inhabitants. The most important race, the Gonds, have made

some advances in civilisation ; but the wilder tribes still cling

to the forest, and live by the chase, uitii, a few years back, Hint

points for their arrows. The Marias wield Ixiws of great

strength, which they hold uitli their feet, while (licv draw the

strings with both har.ds. .\ still wilder tribe, the Maris, fly

from their grass-!uilt huts on the aj»proach of a slrant^cr. Once

a year, a messenger comes to tliem from the local Haja to take

their tribute of jungle products. He does not ent^sr their

hamlets, but beatK a dnun outside, and thou hides himself. The

shy Maris creep forth, place what they have to ^jr'wQ in an ap-

pointed spot, and run back a<rain into their retreats.

" Furthor to the; noilh-east, in tlie tributary states of Orissa,

there is a poor tribe, 10,000 in number, of Juangs or Pdfuds,

literally the '

leaf-wearers,' whose women formerly wore no

clothes. Their only vestige of covering was a few strings of

beads round the waist with a bunch of leaves, tied before and
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behind. ^ Those under the British influence were clothed in

187 1 by order ot" Government, and their native chief was

persuaded to do the same work for tlie others. This leaf-wearing

tribe had no knowledge of the metals till quite lately, when

foreigners came among them, and no word exists in their

language for iron, or any other metal. But this country abounds

with flint weapons, so that the Juangs form a remnant, to our

own day, of the Stone Age.
' Their huts

'

writes the officer who

knows them best
'
are among the smallest that human beings

ever deliberately constructed as dwellings. They measure about

6 feet by 8. The head of the family and all the females huddle

together in this one shell, not much larger than a dijg-kennel.'

The boys and the young men of the village live in one large

building apart by themselves; and this custom of having a

common abode for the whole male youth of the hamlet is found

among many of the aboriginal tribes in distant parts of India.

The Kandlis of Orissa who kept up their old tribal ritual of

human sacrifice until it was put down by the British in 1885-45,

and the Santals in the west of Lower Bengal who rose in 1855,

' Col. Daltoti thus writes about the Juangs in his Bescriptive Ethnology of

Bengal, p. 1.55 :
—

"The females of the group (the Juangs of Keunjhar) had not amongst

them a particle of clothing. Their sole covering for purposes of decency con-

sisted in a girdle composed of several strings of beads from which depended

before and behind small curtains of leaves. Adam and Eve sewed fig leaves

together and made themselves aprons. The Juangs are not so far advanced ;

they take young shoots of the A'san (Tei minalia tomentosa), or any tree with

young soft leaves, and arranging them «!0 as to form a flat and scale-like

surface of the required size, the sprigs are simply stuck in the girdle, fore

and aft, and the toilet is complete. The girls were well developed and finely

formed specimens of the race, and as the light leafy costume let the outlines

of the figure entirely nude, they would have made good studies for sculpture.

Next day tney came to my tent at noon, and whilst I conversed with the

males on their customs, language, and religion, the girls sat nestled together

in a corner, for a long time silent and motionless as statues, but after an hour

or two elapsed, the crouching nymphs showed signs of li e and symptoms

of uneasiness, and, more attentively regarding them, I found that great tears

were dropping from the down-cast eyes like dew drops on the green leaves.
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arc examples of iiowerful and Iiiglily ilevelopeil non-Arvau

tribes ".'^

Now, look al this briot" suivev ot* some of the wild tribes of

the Dravidian .nd the Kolariaii races of the Southern Peninsula,

who are probably in the same primitive condition of savages to-day

as their ancestors were in, thousands, nay hundreds of thousands of

years ago, little removed from the state of brutes, living by the

chase, eating human Hesh and raw meat, some of them totally

ignorant of the use of metals, and using Hint weapons, as if

mankind was still in its infancy and did not progress beyond

the Stone Age—their women going nearly stark naked, and

huddlinor tojjether with the chief of the family in kennel-huts,

6 feet by 8, and many tribes possessing no marriage-laws or

custom to speak of— I say, just look at this jiicture and think

whether these men, even if they were not in a far worse

condition thousands of years ago, could ever immigrate from

far-off Central Asia over the snowy ranges of the Himalaya,

across rapid and wide rivers, and deep impassable seas, and

dreary deserts, to the plains of the Punjab or the hilly forest-tracts

of Central and Southern India. Even if the Aryans be regarded as

immigrants to Sapta-S'indhu, and supposed to have waged

a long sanguinary warfare (which we cannot bring ourselves

to think to be at all likely) with these primitive savages of the

Stone Age, who had nothing but rude stone weapons and

missiles for offence or defence, and were therefore no match

for their siiperior adversaries,—and to have driven them to the

Southern Peninsula, how could these savages cross the sea

over the Gangetic trough and the Riljputftnft Sea, of whose

existence we lind unmislakabK' evidenee in the Rig-V^eda ? Such

a feat would be imj)ossibIe for naked savages to accomj)lish.

On my tenderly seeking the canse of their distresH, I was told that the leaves

were becoming dry, Mtiff, and uncomfortable, and if they were not allowed

to go to the woods for a change, the conHeqiience would be serioiifl, and they

certainly could not dance. It was a bright, dry day, and the crisp rustling,

as they roso to depart, confimiod the Htatemcnt ".

•
Encyclopaedia Britaiinica Vo. XII. p. 477. (Ninth Edition).
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as it would be impossible for the fauna and flora to do.

1'he fact of the matter is that the Dravidian or the Kolarian

races never came from Central Asia to the Punjab, nor did they

ever come into conflict or contact with the Aryans during

Ricr-Vedic times ;
that Sapta-Sindhu was a distinct country

from Southern India, cut off as it was by seas
;

that the

Aryans were as much autochthones in Sapta-Sindhu as these

wild tribes were in Southern India which, as we have seen,

formed part of a huge continent extending from Burma and

South China to Eastern and Southern x\frica, and as far south

as Australia ;
that these savages, though looking like men,

were little removed from the condition of anthropoid apes or brutes,

in which some of their tribes are still to be found ; that they

passed through the pala?olithie and the neolithic stages of develop-

ment of which they have left ample evidences in the valley

gravels of the Narmada, and in tlie flint weapons found scat-

tered thoughrout the Southern Peninsula as far north as Raniganj

and Rajmehal in Bengal, and of which the Juangs of Orissa

are still the living survivals ; that some of the Kolarian tribes,

notably the Santals, and some of the Dravidians living in the

southern-most parts of the Peninsula, notably the Cholas, the

Pandyas, and the Cheralas or Keralas, circumstanced as they were,

and probably having come in contact with the Aryans,

learnt the use of the metals and made some progress towards

civilisation, but the rest remained in their rude primitive

condition, and as ignorant as ever of the arts of civilized life.

That these savages of Southern India were autochthonous
'

I would further be proved by the undoubted fact that "the

aboriginal tribes in Southern and Western Australia use almost

the same words for /, iJion, he, we, yov &c., as the fishermen on

the Madras coast, r.nd resemble in many ways the Madras

Hill tribes, as in the use of their national weapon, the boomer-

,ng."""'
There is also some linguistic affinitj- between the

Dravidian languages and the languages in some of the islands

Encyclopaedia Britannica Yol. Ill p. 778 (Ninth Edition).
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• in the distant Paeilie Ocean. As a writer savs: "That some of

the islands in the distant Paeitie Ocean were peopled either from

'the Dravidian settlements in India, or from an earlier common

source, remains a conjectural induction of i)hilosophers rather than

lestablislied fact." ' "
It would certainly not have remained a con-

jectural induction of philosophers, but would have been an esta-

blished ethnological fact by this time, had the fact of Southern

India forming part of a huge continent, now submerged, but

extending in ancient times from the coasts of the Pacific Ocean to

>outli Africa and Australia been taken into account. A large

portion of the continent having been submerged, the remnants

of \t, with their human inhabitants, became isolated and

separated from one another by wide oceans, and the only

evidences of their havin«r once b«dono;ed to the tame continent

are now to be found in the similarities of their fauna, flora,

original human inhabitants and their languages, such as have

survived the changes and modilications imposed upon them by

time, circumstances, a id altered environments. ' '

'"
Encyclopaedia Britannica Vol. Ill

]>. 77H (Nintli Edition).
' ' As a farther illustration of the point wo may mention the Veddas

of Ceylon and tlie Sakais and Senmngs of the Malay Peninsula who wonder-

fully resemble one another in their physical features. Mr. Thurston in liis

introduction to Cnxfen and Tithes of Soutlmrn India (p. .33) writes :

"
Speak-

ing of the Sakais, the same authorities (Skeat and Blagden) state that '

in

evidence of their striking resemblance to the Veddas it is worth remarking

that one of the brothers, Sarasin, who had lived among the Veddas and

knew them very well, when shown a photo, raph of a typical Sakai, at first

supposed it to be a photograph of a Vcdda.' For myself when I saw the

photographs of .'^akais published by Skeat and Hla);den, it was difficult to

realize that I was not looking at pictures of Kudirs, I'aniyans, Kurumbas or

other jungle folk of Southern India." This testimony also goes to prove the

czigtence of the lost Indo-CJccanic continent which was i)eopIed by these

allied tribes. The linguistic affinity also has be(!n established by Pater

Schmidt in his Dip. Mon-Khmer-Vulkrr among the following groups of

languages .

—The Mun<la languages of India, Nikobar spoken in the Nikobar

islands ; Khasi spoken in the Khasi Hills of Assam
; Palong \Va, and Riang of

Salwin basin, Upper Burma ; Sakai and Semnng languages of the Malay

Peninsula, and the Mon-Khmer languages. Dr. Konow also, working from the

point of view of India proper, has been able to show that the Munda languages

I
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There can thus be no doubt that the Kolariau and the

Di-avidian races were the original inhabitants o£ Southern India,

and the theory of their having been immigrants from Central

Asia first to the Punjab, and then, through the pressure of

the invadinsr Aryans, to the Southern Peninsula, is more

fanciful than real. It is also certain that when the Indo-

Oceanic Continent or Lemuria was submerged, it was inhabited

by human beings in very low stacts of development, and this

is proved by the existence of aboriginal savages in South

Africa, Austi-alia, Southern India, and the islands in the Indian

Ocean and of the Indian Archipelago, who, though probably

belonging to the same human family, became isolated and

separated from one another, and developed distinguishing

characteristics harmoniously with the changes of their environ-

nents and climate.

I have spoken only nf the Dravidian and Kolarian aborigines

of Southern India, but along with them should be mentioned the

savage tribes inhabiting the hills of Upper Burma, Assam, Tippera

and the North-East frontier of India, who belong to the Mongo-

lian family. These are the Abors, the Akas, the Mishmis,

the Ndg^s, the Ch^kmas and others who, in some pre-historie

time, had probably lived side by side with the forefathers of the

present Mongolians and the Chinese, and crossed over into India

through the north-eastern passes.
" Some of the hill languages

in Eastern Bengal" says a writer,
"
preserve Chinese terms,

others contain Mongolian. Thus the N^gas in Assam still use

words for three and water, which might almost be understood

in the streets of Canton" ^ ^

These wild tribes probably drove the Kolarians from these

hilly tracts and the spurs of the Eastern Himalaya into the

' are connected with Mon-Khmer. These ellied groups of languages have been

styled Austro-Asiatic by Schmidt who postulates the existence of au Austro-

Asiatic race characterised "by long or medium head, horizontal non-oblique

eyes, broad nostrils, dark skin, more or less wavy hair and short or medium

stature." (vide K. Chanda's Tn - Indo-Aryan Races, p. 10).
'*

Encyclopoedia. Britannica, Vol. XII p. 777. (Ninth Edition)

14
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Soutliern Peninsula. It will be in the recollection of our readers

that Mv. H. F. Blanford has said that the ancient land of the

Southern Peninsula " extended some distance to the north of the

present Gangetic delta," connecting itself with the Khasi Hills

and Upper Assam. Acontributor to the Evci/clopcedia Britannica

writes-
"

It is highty probable that the Jurrasic and Cretaceous

coast-line ran across the northern part of tlie Bay of Bengal

Probably the Jurrasic traps of the Rajmehal Hills, west of the Delta

of the Ganges, were continuous with those of Sylhet and the

Delta." If we bear in mind this connection of the Deccan or

Southern India with the hilly tracts of Assam and Sylhet, we
shall be able to understand the signitieanoe of the following
!observations made by Mr. J. F. Hewett: " That they (the

Kolarian tribes) came from the East is shown by the following
facts: First, they themselves always say that they did so;

secondly, the most powerful and purest Kolarian tribes are found

in the east ; thirdly, their languages are allied to those used on

the Brahmaputra and the Irawaddy ly the Kambojans and the

Assamese."^* The correctness of this belief or tradition

amonir the Kolarians would be clearly proved, if we remembered

that the lost Southern Continent extended as far east as Burma
and South China. The invasion of the MouL'olian wild

tribes must have driven them to the south-west right into the

heart of the modern Indian Peninsula. They could not of course

advance directly westwards, as their progress was barred by the

existence of the sea over the Gangetic trough. But some of

these tribes, for instance, the Kurkis, marched westward throuj^h

the Peninsula and are now found some 400 miles distant from

the hilly country inhabited by the Santals, with no tradition

amou;; them of a common orijiin.

The Dravidians occupied the western and the southern borders

of the Peninsuia .where their descendants are still found in very

large numbers. It seems that their evolution was far in advance

of that of the Kolarians, and they made rapid progress towards

Ency. Brit, p 736

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Societv 188S and 1889.
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civilisation after they came in contact with the highly civilized

ArvaDs in post- Rig-Vedie times, when the Southern Peninsula

became connected with Sapta-Sindhu by the upheaval of the

bed of the Rajputana Sea. It was a descendant of the great

sage Agastya of Rig-Vedic fame^ who, as we have already said,

first led an Aryan colony to the south from Sapta-Sindhu, by

crossing the dried-up ocean and the Viudhya mountains. Another

descendant of this Agastya was a contemporary of the great

Rama, the hero of Yalmiki's Ramayana, king of Kosala,

which was then a flouiishing country in the Gangetic plain,

stretching far into the Peninsula. The Aryan colonization of

the Deccan must, therefore, have occurred thousands of years

after the composition of the most ancient hymns of the Rig-
Veda. The poet Valmiki, who was a contemporary of Rama, and

had his hermitage or dgrama near the Chitrakuta Elills, about

ten krosan to the south of modern Prayaga or Allahabad, knew

partly from personal experience, and partly from hearsay, of

the extremely savage, nay fierce brute-like condition of the

dark human denizens of the hills and extensive forests of

Central and Southern India, and called them by the hatetul

names of Vdnaras (ht. foiest-men, or monkeys), and Rdkshasas,

the eaters of raw meat, and iiuman flesh. The Vdnaras lived in

Kishkindhyft which is identified with modern M\sore, and there-

fore undoubtedly belonged to the Dravidiati race ; but though
thev fought their enemies with stones and br^^nehes of trees,

showing that they still remaineJ in ilie Stone Age of hum-jn

progress, they were more morally advanced than the R^kshasas

who were full of brutal instincts and propensities and scarcely

resembled human beings. The Mundavers and the Puliers of

the Anamalai Hills of Southern India, the Juangs of Orissa and

the Andaraanese of the Bay of Bengal would be described as

Rakshasas by a modern "poet, as Valmiki described their fore-

fathers, thousands of years ago.
" In the Aitareya RrAhmana '^' ^

says Professor Sir R. G. Bhandarkar,
" which is anterior to the

whole of the so-called classical Sanskrit Literature, the sage

'= Ait. Brah. VII, 18.
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Vi(jvftmitra is represented to have condemned by a curse the

progeny of fifty of his sons to
'

live on the borders
'

of the

Aryan settlements, and these, il is said, were the Andhras,

Pundras, S ibaras, Pulindas, and Mutibhas, and the descendants

of Vi^vAmitra formed a large portion of the Dasyus "'^. The

Andhras ar^; the Telugii people, and it is likely that Aryan
colonies led by the descendants of \ i(;v{imitra were established,

in Southern India in post-Rig- Vedic times; and the Aryans,

having freely mixed with the original inhabitants, were as

proportionately degraded as the aboriginal tribes were uplifted.

The age in which the great Sanskrit Grammarian, PAnini,

flourished is now admitted to be the seventh century B.C.,

i.e. to say, he had flourished long before Buddha was born.

From the absence of the names of any country south of Kaeh-

chha (Cutch), Avanti, Kosala, Karusa and Kalinga in Pftnini's

Grammar, Professor Bhandarkar draws the following inference :

"
Supposing that the non-occurrence of the name of any country

farther south in Pfinini's work is due to liis not having known

it, a circumstance which, looking to the many names of places

in the north that he gives, ap))ears very probable, the conclusion

follows that in his time the Aryas were confined to the north

of the Vindhya, but did proceed or communicate with the north-

ern-most portion of the SJastern coast, not by crossing that

range, but avoiding it by taking an easterly course "'". This,

we are afraid, is another good illustration of the dangers of

arputnenfum ex silentio. The ouiission of the name of Udma

in Patiini's work, though the word occurs in the Rig-Veda as

the name of a powerful and generous king'", albeit not of

Kosala, cannf)t certainly prove tha* thf Rig-Veda is a later

work than Pftnini's. Similarly, it would be wrong to argue

that because no countries south of the Vindhya are mentioned

in PAnini's work, therefore he was not acquainted with them,

" Prof. Sir R. O Rhacdarkar's "
Harly Hietory of the DeHan," Ed. 1884,

P. 5.

>' BhnndnrkBr'd Early Uittory of the Dekkan, P 6.

'•
Rig. X. 93. 14.
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or the Aryas did not settle in Southern India as colonists

during or before his time. Such wrong inferences would be

easily avoided if we remembered that Fanini^s Grammar was

composed to help the understanding of the derivation, forma-

tion and use of such important words as are mainly found in

the Vedic and post-Vedic Literatures, and his omission to men-

tion one word or another in his book did not affect ancient

history in any way. As a matter of fact, (he Deccan began to be

colonized by the Aryan settlers soon after the means of commu-

nication with that country by land had been effected by the

upheaval or drying up of the bed of the Kajputana Sea and the

formation of the Gangetic plains. As we have already said,

a descendant of Agastya was the first to cross the Vindhya, and

lead an Aryan colony to the south. It is very likely that some

descendants of Vi^vamitra also followed in his footsteps, and

having settled in the Deccan, mingled with the original in-

habitants by ties of marriage, and produced the Andhra people.

But this must have happened several thousands of years ago,

and not after 700 B.C. as wrongly suggested, may, concluded

by Professor Bhandarkar. A conclusion like this would be not

only unreasonable, but highly misleading, to say the least.

As I have already said, even in Rig-Vedic times, the Tanit

.,M Vaniks who were a branch of the Aryan race and lived on

the eastern coasts of Sapta-Sindhu, which afforded safe har-

bour to their merchant-ships, and supplied them with excellent

timber for ship-building from the spurs of the Himalayaj and

. who were hated by their Aryan brethern not only for their

extreme avarice and niggardliness, but also for their not sub-

scribing to the tenets of the ortiiodox Aryan faith, came in

contact, in the course of their voyages, with the inhabitants

on the coasts of the Southern Continent, though the configura-

tion of the coast-line in those early days must have been

, quite different from that of the present Southern Peninsula,

and imparted to them some of their culture. But the persecu-

tions of these dissenting and avaricious people by the Rig-Vedic

Aryans gradually drove them away from the country, and their
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expulsion from Sapta-Sindhu became complete, when the RAj-

putftnA Sea was dried up, tlierel)y barring all passaoje of their

ships to the open sea. This must have decided their leaving

Sapta-Sindhu for good, and made them seek other convenient

sea-eoasts for planting new colonies. It is just possible that

some of them settled for a time on the Malabar coast of the pre-

sent Southern Peninsula, not only for the sake of the rich indi-

genous products of the country, but also because Indian teak

was plentiful there, which afforded excellent timber for ship-

building. During their sojourn on this coast, they must have

come in contact with the oriirinal inhabitants of the Dravidian

race, notably the Cholas and the Pandyas, who lived in the

extreme south of the Peninsula, and were thus in a position to

receive a portion of Ary.-in culture. It may be surmiseti that

it was from the Panis that they first learnt the use of the metals

like iron, copper and gold, and the art of ship-building. This

intercourse with the Arvan merchants, carried ott for a Ions

time, must have resulted in their uplift ami ultimate superiority

over the other branches of the Dravidian rai-e, and civilized them

to a degree beyond the reach of the latter. The opening up of

the overland route ali=o from Sapta-Siiidhu helped many Aryan
tribes to settle in the Deccan along the western sea-coa^t

; and

Janasth&na, (lUJratjSaurashtraaiid Ki^hkindhya (Mysore) became

well-known Arvati settlements, where the Arvans remained ensrasr-

e^l, from generation to generation, in spie.-iding light and culture

among the savage inhabitants of the dark Peninsula in ancient

times. But the mountainous regions of Central India, and the

dark, impenetrable, extensive and primeval forests of the Penin-

sula remained inacoesf-ible to the Aryans for a considerable length

of time, which accounts for the primitive savage conoition of

most of tiicir human denizens up to recent times.

The Paiiis, it may be said here, had a restless spirit of

advi^nture, and there is evidence to prove that some of them

settled in Mesopotamia, and afterwards on the sea-coast of

Syria, in the islands of the Mediterranean Sea, and on the

north coast of Africa, trading along the sea-coasts of Southern
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Europe and even the coasts of Great Britain and Norway, and

spreading Aryan culture—such as was left to them after their

banishment from Sapta-Sindliu and their long- sojourn in foreign

countries among the savage populations of the lands they visited.

These Paiiis were the ancestors of the Phoenicians of history.

They could not, however, help getting mingled with the natives

of the different countries they visited and colonized, and gradually

lost their characteristics as an Aryan people. We shall tell the

interesting story of their expansion in another chapter, and show

how they were instrumental in spreading Aryan culture in the

west, just as the European merchants and adventurers in modern

times have been instrumental in spreading Western civilisation in

the East, which only proves the truth of the adage that "
History

repeats itself.
" Be that as it may, there can be no question that

the Cholas and the Pandyas of Southern India were greatly bene-

fited by their having come in contact with the Panis on the one

hand, and the Aryan settlers from the north on the other, and

ultimately developed a civilisation which was neither purely Aryan,
nor purely Dravidian, but a mixture of both, though the note of the

former was dominant. The Cholas and the Pandyas emulated

the Pails in their Sf^irit of adventure, and in later times, under

the guidance of their Aryan masters, founded colonies in Mesopo-
tamia and Egypt that played important parts in the history

of the ancient world. We -hall deal with that story more fully

in subsequent chapters. Suffice here to say that of the Dravidian

and the Kolarian races peopling the Indian Peninsula, the

Cholas and the Pandyas were probably the first to be influenced

and uplifted by Aryan civilisation and culture, which they helped

to spread, along with the Panis or Phoenicians, in Western Asia,

Northern Africa and Southern Eur >pe, and which formed the

basis, as it were, of the Semitic and European civilisations.''^

Such then, was the Indian Peninsula in Rig-Vedie times and

after. I hope that my readers have been fully convinced that

the Dravidian and the Kolarian races were not immigrants to

* Vide Appendix (C) to this Chapter.
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India from Central Asia, but were autochthones in the now lost

Indo-Oc«.'aiiic Continent, of which Southern India is one of the

remnants. Sir Herbert Risley does not support the view of Sir

William Hunter and Air. Hewett about their Central Asiatic

home on ethnological and other orrounds,
'" and Mr. H. R. Hall

also agrees with Sir Herbert Risley in making them the original

inhabitants of the Indian Peninsula, where the Dravidians had

developed a civilisation which was taken to Mesopotamia, and

formed the basis of the Semitic civilisation.'^ It is gratifying

to find that these vnews find a strong corroboration in the

geological evidence that we have adduced in this chapter regard-

ing Southern India forming part of a separate coitinent, en-

tirely cut off from Sapta-Sindhu in ancient times, which

continued to exist as such up to Rig-Vedic times, or the end of

the Miocene epoch and the beginning of the Pliocene.

" The People of India, pp. 47-48. Sir H. Risley says : "It is extremely

improbable that a large body of very black and conspionously long-headed

types sboald have come from the one region of tlie earth which is peopled

exclusively by races with broad heads and yellow complexions. With this we

may dismiss the theory which assigns u trans-Himalayan origin to the

Dravidians."

" Th« AncUnt Ui$tory of the Sear Eaat—pp. 171-74.







APPENDIX TO CHAPTER VI.

(A) The Deccan or Dakshinapatha.

Professor D. R. Bhandarkar in his Carmichael Lectures

(1918), p. :2, has picked out the expression f7rt/?-.i7//w(^;flf/a from

Rig-^'eda, X. 61. 8, meaning 'with southward foot,
'

and used

^\^th reference to a man who is expelled to the South. '"This,
"

rightly observes the Professor, "cannot of course denote the

Dakshinapatha or Southern India, as we understand it, but

rather the country lying beyond the world then inhabited by
the Aryans." This country which was apparently a place for

barishment, was probably the strip of desert lying to the south

of Sapta-Sindhu along the northern coasts of the RajputanS.

Sea, and an exile deported to this region was literally between

the Devil and the Deep Sea. The desert (Sk. nuirit from y/mri,

to die) was not fit for human habitation, as it afforded neither

shelter aor food, and was regarded as a veritable region of

Death. Hence, the southward direction probably came to be

associated with the direction over which Yama, the Lord of

Death, presided. The expression dahhindpadd XheveiovQ ^oe^ not

seem to be at all connected with Dakshindpatha.

(B) Miocene and Pliocene Man.

Archaeologists are not yet agreed about the existence of Miocene

Man, though that of Pliocene Man is admitted. "
Judging

from the analogy of other species,
"

says Lord Avebury in his

Prehistanc Times (Ch. XII. p. 4-0-3),
"

I am disposed to think that

in the ^Miocene period man was probably represented by anthro-

poid apes, more nearly resembling us than do any of the existing

quadrumana. We need not, however, expect necessarily to find

the proofs in Europe ; our nearest relatives in the animal kingdom,

are confjied to hot, almost to tropical clinuUes ; and though we

15
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know that dnrin<T parts of the Miocene period the climate of

Europe was warmer than at present, so that monkeys lived

much north of their present limits, still // /.v in thr irarnier

regiona of Ihe enrtfi thai ire maij rednonahbj jind the earliest traces

of the human race.'"

It is therefore extremely probable that man first evolved out

of anthropoid apes in the Tropics and not in the Torrid Zone.

He emigrated to this region after it had become habitable

in consequence of a change of climate. The relics of man found

in this region are therefore not necessarily the earliest. It is

within the bounds of possibilitv that man appeared in India

in the Miocene epoch, though it is extremely doubtful that he

attained the high degree of civih^jation ascribed to him in the..

Rig-^'eda, unless we assume that the evolution of man in India

was earlier and more rapid than that of man in other parts of

the Globe^ The geographical distribution of land and water in

India in the Miocene and Pliocene epochs agrees to a very large

extent with the description of land and water in the Rig-Vetla,

which emboldens us to surmise that Pliocene man, at any rate,

attained a comparativel}' high degree of civilisation in Sapta-

Sindhu, as depicted in some of the earliest hymns of the Rig-

Veda. It will surely be regarded as a very bold surmise, but

we are forced to it by the irresistible evidence found in the

Rig-^ eda. The following literature al)out I'liocene and Miocene

n)an is taken from Frrlnstoric Timex (1912), pp. 399-40.'} :

'• M. Desnoyers has called attention to some marks noticed

by liim on bones found in the ujjper pliocene beds of St. Prest,

and belonging to the EI*]thaH meriilioualiif, lihinoceros lejdorhi-

nuHy Jlipj/itjwtnmiia major, several sj)ecies of deer (including the

gigantic Meyacenm Carmntorviii, Laugelj, and two s|)ecies of

j5o.», which he considers to lie of i)unian origin At the

•same place (>>t. Prest), that indefatigable archseologist, M. b'Abhe

Bourgeois, has more recently discovered worked llintf<, including

flakes, awls and .scrapers, but unfortunately there is some doubt

a8 to the stratigraphical relations of the bed in which they occur-

red. Moreover, gome authorities consider these beds to be
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interglaeial. In the interglacial coal-beds of Duroten, Prof.

Rutimeyer has found a fragment apparently of rough basket

or wattle work. The interpretation in this ease again has been

questioned, but Prof. Sehwendener, who has recently examined

the specimens with great care, is decidedly of opinion that it is

of human workmanship.

"At the meeting of Spezzia of the '
Societe Italienne des

Sciences Naturelles/ Prof. G. Ramorino exhibited some bones of

Pliocene Age, said to bear marks of knives.
" M. Ca])ellini also has described c^tain bones supposed to

belong to the same geological period, which, in his opinion, bear

marks of Hint knives

" Dr. Dubois has discovered in Java, in a layer apparently
of Pliocene Age, to judge from the other mammalian remains,

the upper part of the skull, a thigh bone and two teeth of an

animal about as large as a chimpanzee, which he regards as

having been intermediate between man and the anthropoid apes,

and there is this strong support of his view that while the

remains, in the opinion of some eminent authorities, are those of

an anthropoid ape, allied to the existing Gibbons, others are

equally convinced that they are those of a low type of man
" Dr. Noetling, of the Geological Survey of India, has also

recorded unquestionable tlint flakes found in Burma with remains

of Rhinoceros peiimer.sis, and Hippotherium (Hipparion) Ante-

lopinum, in strata considered to belong to the Pliocene period.
" Some archaeologists even consider that we have proof of the

presence of man in miocene times. Thus M. Bourgeois has

found in Calcaire de Beauce, near Pontlevoy, many flints which

have been subjected to the action of heat, and others which he

considers to show marks of human woikmanship. On the age,

of the deposit there is still some difference of opinion, and the

action of fire, tliough it points strongly to, does not absolutely

prove, the presence of man. These interesting specimens were

found in a stratum which contains the remains of Aeerotherium,

an extinct animal allied to the Rhinoceros, and beneath a bed

which contains the Mastodon, Dinotherium, and Rhinoceros.
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The enormous number of these cracked Hints also throws _sorae_

doubt on their beiuji; of human.iirijjjiuL

•'In the Materiaiix pour 1' Histoire del'Hommefor 1870

is a Hffure of a Hint Hake found bv ^I. Tardy in the Miocene

beds of Aurillac (Auverii^ne), tocjether with the remains of Dino-

therium <ritjanteum, and Machairodus latidens From the

figure given there can be no reasonable doubt that it is of human

workmanship. M. Delaunay also has called attention to a rib,

found by him at Pouanee (Elaine et Loire), and belonging to

a well known mioeene species, the Halitherium fossile ; this bears

certain marks which closely resemble those which might have

been made by Hint imi)lements. M. Hamy gives a good figure

of this interesting s])eeimen. "Whether, however, we have con-

elusive evidence of the existence of man in mioeene times is a

(juestion on which archa'ologists are still of different opinions."

(C) The Pandyas

Prof. 1). K. Bhandarkar in his CarmichaA IjeclureK for 1918,

(Calrufla) says that the ITuifiyas were the descendants of an

Aryan tribe, named PUndu, who emigrated to the south from

the Punjab. "There was" he says "a tribe calle<l Pai.uhi,

round about MathurA, and wIkmi a section of them went south-

wards and were settled there, they were called PAndyas. This is

clear, I think, from KAtyAyana's Fdrlika, Pdndor-(li/ai/, wiiich

means that the suffix //a was to be attached not to Pfuidu, the name

of the father of the PAndavas but to PAn<ju, which was Uie

name of a Kshatriya tribe as well as a coiuitry. Evidently

PAndva denotes the descendants of the PAndu tribe, and must have

been so called when they migrated southwards and established

themselves there." (P. 10). But who were these PAnilus? We
do not find their name mentioned in the Rig-Veda, though

the word Punt occurs fretpiently. The consonant n is pronounced

as nd, and the correct pronunciation of Pani would be Pnncii.

liatl this word anv connection with PAndu? I have reasons to

1^ tTiiuk, it had. The Paiiis lived on the eastern sea-shores of

j, Sapta-Sindhu, on the high banks of the Ganga, and j>robably
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also of the Yamiin^. Man}' left Sapta-Sindhu after the bed of

the RajputanA, Sea had been upheaved and settled on the

Malabar coast, and these Panis or Pan(Jis were probably the

ancestors of the Panoyas who, however, represented a mixed

race of Aryans and Dravidians, and developed a civilisation which

was afterwards taken to Egypt, (vide Chapters XII & XIII).



CIlAl'TEH MI.

The Aryan Tribes of Sapta-Sindlm and tlie Dasas and the DasyuB
of rlic Rig-Ved.*!.

We will iMw revert to a further account of ancient Sapta-

Sindliu, and doscribe the people that inhaljited in Ri<i^-\ edic

times. Sapta-Sindhu, as we have already seen, was the oiij^inal

home of the ancient Aryans who lived there, divided into tribes

or clans in accordance wit)» their reli«i^ions beliefs and dift'erent

gi*ades of development. Some of them had a hoinooreneous

development in reliojious thouo^hts and sentiments; and they were

like one pt'ople,
—

thouo;h liviuij in separate kini>;doms under

the rule of separate kin^^s, yet |)ractisini:j the same reliijious

rites and ceremonies, worshippini; the same (Jods. observing; the

same social customs, and speakin<j tlie same langua^je. These

tribes were the I'nnr/iiijniKi.s and the Paiirhakrixhiix of the Ki<r-

Veda. What the names of these tribes exactly were, it is difficult

to ascertain ; but from the frequent mention (»f the Anux^ the

Drvlii/vx^ the TnrhiiceK, the TritxitK and the Hhariiidx it may be

'.nrmised that these were the five principal tribes, known as

Ptnir/iajdiiaxj with a homoofcneous development in civilisation.

There were many other Aryan tribes in Sai»ta-Sindhu, not hold-

m^ the same relij^ious views, or observinij the same social customs

as the Five Tribes who, therefore, hated them and kept themselves

as much aloof from their contact as possible. The Five Tribes

were fond of performin<j the Soma sacrifice, and jirided them-

selves on thfir clesignation of saerilicers. The sacrifices were

mainly perfornnnl in honour of Indra who shared the offerings

with the other principal Devas whom the five Aryan tribes wor-

ship)>ed. Those Aryan tribes who did not perform the Soma

sacrifice or believe in the supremacy or even the existence of

Indra, were put down as non-sacrificers, Dasas, Dasyus. and
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unworthy of even beins^ called hien. To quote Mr. Ragozin

again :

" To an Aryan Hindu, the man who owned the Soma

and did not press it was a hopeless reprobate. In fact, he

divided mankind into '

pressers^ and '

not-pressers,' the latter

I word'-ibeino^ svnonvnious with '

eneniy^ and 'godless bar-

barians'
" ^ This undoubtedly bespeaks a degree of religious

intolerance among the ancient Arvans, which would not

ordinarily be suspected. We shall see later on to what

lamentable lengths it went in ancient Arj^an society.

To understand clearly why in a country inhabited by the same

race and family of human beings from the very beginnins of

creation, tliere are diversity of culture and different grades in the

development of social and religious institutions^ it will hi necessary

for us to refer briefly to the different stages through which man

had to pass in all lands and climes in his onward march towards

progress. It is an established fact that primitive man was at

first a nomad, never confining himself to one place, but roaming
about in quest of food, only settling or rather hanging about for

sometime in place.^ that afforded him suft'icient edibles and shelter,

and abandoning that place again in search of "fresh fields and

pastures new.^' He was also by nature a vegetarian, and not a

carnivorous animal, as is sometimes wrongly supposed. It was

only when friuts and edible herbs were not found in abundance

that he had recourse to the flesh of animals, birds and insects,

which he had to kill for his support with rude'weapons of stones

or bones. A particular liabit, contracted through force of

circumstances, tended to persist and continue, even though the

circumstances that had produced it no longer existed. Thus, a

primitive man who once contracted the habit of subsisting on

flesh would not easily give it up, even if fruits and herbs that

would maintain his life were found in abundance. But animals

and birds, whose flesh was used as food, were not always available ;

and the second stage of the primitive man's development was

marked by his desire to secure them alive, and stock them against

^ Yedic India, p. 171.
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future wautb^. This necessity for keeping livestock gradually

developed in him the art of taming and domesticating wild animals.

Some animals were more easilytamed and domesticated than

others, as for instance, the goat, the sheep and cattle ; and these

were the first to be tamed. Thus, the jirimitive hunter gradually

developed into the primitive cattle-keeper or herdsman. Cattle

or po^ ft now became veritable wealth to him, and the possessor or

owner thereof was considered rich or well-to-do, as their posses-

sion put him above want. The milk of cattle was found

nutritious, and as the animals multiplied every year, some of

them could also be slaughtered for food in times of necessity,

without the number of heads being diminished to any appreci-

able extent. But the possession of cattle imposed upon him the

duty of pasturing them
;
and so, he had to take them out to

places that afforded them good grazing and supi)lied them with

abundant water. Thus, the nomadic hunter still remained the

nomadic cattle-keeper.

In course of time, however, wild corns were discovered and

it wa.< found bv observation that by cultivation, the seed improved

in uualitv and the corns in (quantity, and accordingly cultivation

was resorted to by some of the nomads, who however had soon

to "ive up or modify their nomadic life, in as much as the corns,

as Ion"- as they remained in the fields, re<[uired to be carefully

tended and protectee!
from the attack of birds and beasts, or

' It is relut^fl in the TnHxriya Samhitn (VII. I. 1. 4-6) that Prajipati or the

Creator 6r8t crcato<l BrahmaAs nmong inon and goat among brutes from his

mouth ;
tlien he created ttajauvas among men and sheep among hrates from his

chest and arn»8 ; afterwards, he created Vaisyas among men and the coirs

among brutes from his belly, and lastly ho created Hudras among men and the

horj>e among brutes The order in whirli the goat, the sheep, the cow and the

hone arc said to have been created shows the order in wliich these animals

were dunieslicatcd by the primitive Aryans in long and gradu»l course of time.

It is cnrious that though the cow is held sacred and clussed with Brahmans

in the later religions literature of the Hindus, the goal has been given

precedence in the Samhita, and coupled with the Brahmans; but the above

description probably reprenents the true order in which these animals were

domesticated and brought to the use of the primitive Aryans, or for the

matter of that, of primitive men.
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worse still, human pilferers. After the crops were harvested,

they had to be threshed out from the sheaves, the grains

winnowed, and the surplus product stored for future use. The

necessity for performing all these duties naturally curbed their

nomadic propensities, and induced them to settle permanently

near their corn-fields. The cattle, however, were important und

indispensable adjuncts to agriculture, as it was with the help of

oxen that the fields were ploughed, and the corns harvested

home. Though the stalks or straws supplied them with

nutritious fodder, they still required to be pastured and were

actually taken out, during a part of the year, to rich pastures

far or near. But there was a large number of tribes who still

remained in the hunting stage of their development and lived

by the chase, and there were others who were nomads, and roam-

ed about with their cattle and families from place to place, and

these people naturally felt tempted to steal the cattle of the

settled population and actually stole and drove them away.

The settled and agricultural Aryans of Sapta-Sindhu had

passed through all these stages of development when the

Rig-Vedic hymns began to be composed ;
but there were still in

that land those of the race, who remained in the primitive

stage of hunters, or in the nomadic stage of cattle-keepers,

lagging far behind in the race of life, and unable to keep pace

with their more advanced brethern. They constituted the very

dregs of society
—the pests and curse of the country

—and

were called by the hateful names of Dctsas and Bi^yns, i.e.,

slaves and robbers. The robbers were notorious cattle-lifters,

who generally lived in the deep recesses of the forests, beyond

the reach of civilized men, or in inaccessible mountain fastnesses,

secure against attacks, and under cover of darkness, suddenly

descended upon the peaceful agricultural population and carried

away their cattle and goods, just as some of their descendants,

the restless tribes on the North-western frontier of India, do

even to the present day. The savage hunters mainly subsisted

on flesh and killed the stolen animals for food, whose flesh

the}' ate raw, or partially roasted or boiled ; and hence they

16
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were oalle<l fan- ineal-eaters and Kaksliasa^:, i.e., jiersons from

whom self-protection was necessary. Our readers need not be

surprised at the practice of eatino; raw-meat, that prevailed

amoni^ the savau;e Aryans of ancient Sapta-Sindhu, for even in

modem times, the Baluchis, in whose veins still courses Aryan

blood, are known to be fond of raw-meat. ' The nomads in

Sapta-Sindhii, like the present nomadic Irdnis or Iranians

who, by the way, are the survivinji^ remnants of the ancient

nomadic Aryans, were also petty traders who j)itched their tents

with their cattle, horses and doj^s near civili/ed Aryan settle-

ments, and bartered articles of trade for ijrains, <?old, cattle or

other articles of indit^enous product. Thou<^h posing as honest

traders by day, tliey waited for an opportunity to steal the

cattle of the villas^ers at night, which they usually did, and

mingling them with their own herds, swiftly moved away to

other places beyond the reach of tlie outraged inhabitants.

Sometimes, they were hotly pursued, and a free tight ensue<l

between them and the villagers. As inhabitants of Sapta-

Sindhu, they as well as the hunting savages were well acquainted

wtth the use of iron weaj)ons, though they were unable to manu-

facture them, and were as well armeil for ofl'ensive |)urposes

as the settled Aryans. The.se gangs were led by powerful chiefs

and many were the pitched battles that the settled Aryans

fought with them. Occasionally, they proved such intolerable

pests and so powerful that the chiefs or kings of the settled

Aryans who, by the way, calle<i themselves Krinhfai/afi or agri-

culturists, and J'isak, i.e., "settlers" (Weber), had to organize

armed ex|)editions with a view to clear thern out of their terri-

tories and punish them, a«<l thereby to assure their subjects of

peaceful j>rotection.

As the hunters and the nomads roamed about the country

without any fixed habitations, and were exp<^)sed to the inclemen-

cies of all the weathers, they were nat\irally dark-complexioned,

and not possessing the pure white complexion of the .settled

Ar\ans, were called by them " blaeks
"

or "
hiackies,

*'
not only

" Vide ftccount of the Bainchis in the Ency. Brit.
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in a literal, but also in a figurative sense, to depict the black-

ness of their hearts. The frequent mention of
"
black-skinned

"

Dasas and Dasyus in the Rig-Veda does not refer, as is wrongly

supposed, to the existence of black-skinned non-xVryans of the

Dravidian or Kolarian stocks in Sapta-Sindhu
—for they were

entirely cut off from this land by the Southern and the Eastern

Seas—but to these Aryan pests who, on account of their savage

state and want of culture, were a disgrace to the race, and

called
"
blacks," JGst as an Englishman would call an English

robber or swindler a" black-guard.
" And this is the interpreta-

tion that some Western Sanskrit scholars feel disposed to put on

the words "black" and " black-skinued." In this connection,

it may be stated here that there is a notable instance of the use

of the epithet
" black

"
applied to the Vedic Aryans themselves by

their enemies, the Iranians or Persians, who were also a branch

of the Aryan race. In the (Jdfkd UMavalti, Zarathustra says :

•'
12. That I will ask Thee, tell me it right, Thou living God,

who is the religious man, and who the impious, after whom I

wish to enquire. With whom of both is the U.ack sjririt, and

with whom the bright one ? Is it not right to consider

the impious man who attacks me or Thee, to be a bfac/,- one?"*

It would thus appear that a branch of the Aryan race, who

were inimical to another, on account of difference of religious

opinions, called the latter "blacks," although they were admit-

tedly a white people. We need not, therefore, at all wonder

that the Rig-Vedic Aryans of Sajjta-Sindhu called the dregs of

their society
" blacks

"
not only for their dark complexion but

also for their dark life and character.

The analogy of the " black skin
" was possibly drawn by the

Rig-Vedic Arvans from the colour of the cloud which was

regarded as the body of the demon, Vritra, who also tormented

the Aryans by captivating life-giving rains within its compass,

and was compared, along with his hosts, to the Dasas and

Dasyus of Sapta-Sindhu, who stole the milk-giving cows of

* Dr. Haug's
"
Essay on the Sacred Language, Writings and Religion of

the Pasees
" Ed. 1862 p. 151.
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the settled Aryaus. Hence, Vritia and his hosts were also

desiguatetl bv the names of /Ja'-sd.s and iJasi/iis after the Aryan

robbers and hunting savages. The rain-clouds, by a further

streteh of analogy, were compared to mileh-cows, the rumblings

of the thunder to their lowings, and their ruddy, black and white

colours to those of the cows. In all these descriptions and

similes, we find the fact of the stealing of cows by the D&sas

and the Dasyus from the settled Aryans uppermost in the mind

of the \ edic bards, as this caused them very great anxiety, and

oppressed their minds with sad and vindictive thoughts.

After a careful analysis of the use of the word "
Dasyu

"

in the Kig-Veda, Muir came to the following conclusion :

" 1

have gone over the names of the Dasyus or Asuras, mentioned

in the Rig-Veda, with the view of discovering whether any of

them could be regarded as of non-Aryan or indigenous origin ;

but I have not observed any that appear to be of this

character. "•'' Professor Koth also says in his Lexicon :

"
It

is but seldom, if at all, that the explanation of Dasyu fis refer-

ring to the non-Aryans, the barbarians, is advisable." Muir

clearly says that none of the names of the Dasyu? were of non-

Aryan or indigrHoi'n origin. Hy the woul '*

indigenous
"
he

probably meant "
aboriginal," fis thi- black-skinned Dravidians

and Kolarians were supposed to havt- been the original inhabi-

tants of the Punjab, whom the Aryan invaders are said to have

ousted from ofcupation and driven to the south. The Aryans

not haviii'_r been regarded as indigenous, the names of the IXasyus

also were necessarily not regarded as
"
indigenous

"
by Minr.

But in the light of the results of our present investigation, we

should call th»'se names indigenous, though certainly Aryan,

beeause the Dftsas and the Dasyus formed the lowest dregs of

Aryan society, and were as mueh autochthones in Sapta-Sindhu

aw the eulturetl Aryans themselves. They were merely the

remnants of the very early stages of Aryan development, pro-

bably the dross and by-produets of the race in the gradually

purifying process of their evolution,—the laggers that could not

* Muir's Origiml Santhit Tsxt, vol. II. p. 387 E<1. INIO.
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accommodate their pace to that of their most advanced brethren,

and were thus left far beliind in the race, revelling' in their

primitive savage condition, as a distinct community, having very

little in common with the cultured Aryans, excepting blood and

language which again was not the pure language as spoken by

the cultured class, but a jargon, called Mlechha, or corruption

of Yedic Sanskrit.

These Dasas and Dasyus were also called Asuras and

Bdkshasas. The word Asura literally means ''

powerful
" and

was at first used as an epithet of the Devas to denote their

superhuman beneficeut powers. But this meaning gradually

degenerated, and the word came to denote all that was evil.

The etymological meaning of the word, RdksJiam, according to

the great A'edic commentator, Yaska, is
" one from whom protec-

tion is necesssary
"

; and so, the word originally meant a formid-

able man capable of inflicting evil. Afterwards, the word came

to mean a demon, or monster with three or more heads', destroy-

ing human life by means, visible or invisible, in fact, a super-

natural evil being, or a la-w.^ natv.ne. But the epithet, Ro'kahasa,

applied to the Dasas and the Dasyus, had undoubtedly its ety-

molological significance in the Hig-Veda, and meant persons
" from whom in-otectiou was necessarv.

"
For, thev were the

very pests of Aryan society, looting, pillaging, and plundering

the Aryan villages in well-organized powerful bands, disturbing

the peaceful occupations of the inhabitants, and retarding their

progress. They were like the grim shadows of a past life of

g>ossuess and barbarism, that haunted and tormented the

advanced Aryans, and made their very existence miserable and

unbearable. These evil shadows had to be got rid of, and purged

from their society and country anyhow, before they could think

of working out their own evolution. And it appears from a

study of the Vedic hymns that the cultured section of the people

applied themselves to the task of either annihilating or extir-

pating them from the country with a grim determination, A

very large number of the Rig-Yedic hymns breathe this spirit

of determination. They were well cognisant of the powers of
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the gref-t India who vanquished Vritra and his hosts, the super-

natural foes of mankind, and they invoked his aid in hymn after

hymn in this their great and dilHcult task. The miglity Indi-a

seemed to h'sten to their prayei-s, and slaughtered their enemies

like beasts in the fields of battle, hunted them out from their

mountain fastnesses and scattered them like wind, burned them

out from the forests, and after destroying their haunts and nests,

butchered them mercilessly. It was, indeed, an awful, bloody,

and protracted struggle in which the Aryans were engaged. It

is sad to reflect that the advanced Aryans did not think of re-

claiming them from barbarism by more humanizing and peaceful

methods; but probably in the circumstancs in which they were

placed, it was not possible for tiiem to do so. They thought

slaughter or extirpation to be the only means of getting rid of

them, and we find the Vedic bards gloating and exulting over

the slaughter, offering hymns and Soma libations to Indra for

their victories, (piaffing the Soma drink in excess to the point

of intoxication to celebrate their success, and Foeling a cruel

satisfaction at the terrible executions made by them. The

whole cotintry was up in arms against the marauding Dasyus
—

men, women and children ;
—even AVv/z/.v took up arms and fought

against the Dasyus, and a lady named Mudgairuii, the wife of

a Kishi of the name of Mudgala, drove the car for her husband

in jiursuit of the robbers, took up the bow and arrows, fought,

and won back her husband's stolen cows. The \'edic bard has

described this heroic feat in glowini; language, and with a pride

that he justly felt in the ijlorioiis achievement*? of this virago.

(Rig. X. 102). The incident shows the high degree af excite-

ment to which the whole conntry was mused against the Dasyus.

and the pitch of indignation generally felt against them. The

result of this united, determined and persistent effort was the

extir|)ation, dispersion f)r destruction of the Dasyus. Many
fled froin the country, dispersed themselves beyond the ]»recinct6

of Saj>ta-Sindhu westward, and were scatteie<l over Western

Asia, and thence over Europe. Those that remained were sub-

dued, and reclaimf'd into Arvan societv bv some Rishis and
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kings? who posses^^ed the milk of human kindness in a laro^e

([uantity and were more catholic than their confrerea.

Let us describe here some of the brave feats that Indra,

or more eorrectlv .s[)eaking, his worshippers, performed in this

connection :

"
I (Indra) have killed Atka with my thunderbolt for the

good of the man, known as Kavi. I have protected Kutsa by

adopting various means of protection. I took up the thunder-

bolt for killing Cushna. / liare deprired the Da-si/u-^ of their

appellation of Arya.
" Kutsa hankered after the territory known by the name of

Vetasu. I brought it under his awav, as I had done in the case

of his father, and Tugra and Smadiva became his vassals. It is

through my favour that the saerificer prospers. I give him

coveted objects, as to ray own son
; and thus he becomes

invincible.

"I am that Indra who, as Yritrahan, killed Vritra, and

have broken the two persons known by the names of Navavastva

and A rihadratha (lit. New settler, and Possessor of a big

chariot). These two foes had become very powerful ; but I

pursued them, and drove them out of this sunlit globe.
" My two fleet horses carry me, and riding on them, I travel

round the Sun. When men prepare the Soma juice, and invoke

me to purify it, I cut down the TJumi into twain. For, he has

been born for that fate.

" I have destroyed the seven strongholds of the enemy.
However great a eapturer may be, there is none greater than

myself. I have strengthened Yadu and Turbo^, and made them

famous. I have strengthened others also and destroyed ninety-

nine towns." (Rig. X. 49).

From the above extracts, it would appear that the Dasyus
were Aryan tribes, and bore the name of Arya, of which, how-

ever, they were deprived by Indra. It would also appear that

the name Dasa was applied to those who were not sacrificers.

In Rig. IX. 7 3. .5, it has been said that Indra cannot bear the

sight of the black skin, and he expelled
" the black skin," both
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from lieaven and earth. The " black skin
"

has probably a

double meaniiii^ here, as we have ah-eady said, vi:., the black

cloud (the body of A'ritia) which he dispersed from the sky, and

the dark-complexioned sun-burnt Aryan Dasyus whom he

expelled from the earth. Or it may simply mean that Indra

drives away the black-clouds that are formed hiajh up in the

sky, and the dark mis<s that are formed below near the

earth.

The term An/c was appropriated by the settled agriculturists

of Sapta-Sindhu, who j)erformed the sacrifices, and were a

cultured people, as distinguished from the uncultured nomads

and hunters, who roamed about the country, plundering and

pillaging the Aryan villages, and did not perform any sacrifice at

all. VA,ska has ex))lained the word in the Nirukta by the

synonym frvara/j/'/m or "son of God." Sayana, the great

commentator of the Rig-A eda, has interpreted it to mean " the

person who should be apprjached by all persons for knowledge

and enlightenment." (Rig- I. I'iO. 4), and also "the person who

is learned and performs the sacrifices
"

(K.ig. 1. ol. S). He also

identifies the Arya with all persons belonijinfj to the first three

twice-born castes of Aryan society.

We have already said that the sun-burnt dark-complexioned

hunters and nomadic Dasyus were called
" black-skinned

" from

an analogy drawn from the colour of the black clouds which

India dispersed in his tiglit with \ ritra. In Rig. I. 101. 1,

Indra has been described as having killed the pregnant wives

of Krishna. My the word " wives
"

are meant the rain-laden

black clouds. In Rig. II. iO.7, reference has been made to

Vritrahan (or Indra) having destroyed the army of hhick m-'ui'm

.(kriK/in.)! i/i»H»'/ij and created rain for Mann. Thi.s black army

iwajs undoubtedly the black hosts, or clouds of \ ritra. But in

/-Rig. 1\ . hi. I), it has been said that Indra killed fifty thousand

blaek foes. In Ri;^. VII, o.-i, \'ai(;vAnara or Fire has been

describe<l to have pierce<l the citadal of the enemy, when the

black people came out pell-mell, through consternation and

distress, leaving their dinner unfinished
;

and in Rik 6 of the
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same Sukta, A^ni is said to have driven out the Dasyus from

their hiding places, by burning and blazing fiercely. The black

people, referred to in these hymns, were undoubtedly the sun-

burnt Aryan Dasyus who lived in the deep recesses of the forests

for self-protection, but who were afterwards expelled in conse-

quence of the forests being set on fire. There was also a Dasyu

Chief, named Krishna (the Black), who lived on the banks

of the Amsumati or the Yamuna, and had ten thousand

.followers with whose help he harassed the settled Aryans (Rig.

yill. 96. 13-15).

Though these Dasyus were called black from their complexion

and character, they were similar in appearance to the Aryans,

and it was difficult to distinguij^h a Dasyu from an Aryan.

Hence the Vedie bard invokes Indra to know and distinguish the

Arvans from the Dasyus who were opposed to the performance

of sacrifices (Rig. I. 5.8). Muir has translated the hymn thus:

"
Distinguish between the Aryas and those who are Dasyus, and

chastising those who observe no sacred rites, subject them to the

sacrificers. Be strong supporter of him who sacrifices.^' In

Rig. X. 86.19. Indra says: ''I come looking about me, and

seeking- the JjiUas and the Arvas. I drink the Soma juice from

those who prepare it and cook offerings for sacrifice in my
honour. I am ascertaining who among these is endowed with

good sense." Thus it is clear that the Dasa and the Arya were

so alike in appearance that Indra had difficulty in distinguishing

the one from the other, and he knew only the Arya by seeing

him prepare the Soma juice and cook the offerings for sacrifice.

It would also appear that the word I)m>jv. was applied to the

numerous gangs of Aryan robbers, and the word l)dm to those

Aryans who were not sacrificers and did not observe the religious

rites of the Vedic Aryans. These D^sas were not necessarily

nomads, and for aught we know, were the settled inhabitants of

the country, living on the products of agriculture like the sacrifice-

loving Aryas. But as they were not saerificevs and had their

own modes of worship, they, like the Dasyus, incurred the

odium and displeasure of the Aiyas who sacrificed,—which

17
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fnrnisht's another instance of reliijions intolerance prevailing in

ancient Sapta-Sindlui. The followint^ references will illustrate

our meaning :

In Rig. I. 51. i), it has been stated that Indra brings those

who do not sacrifice under the subjection of those who do. In

Rig. I. 51.5, the Vedic baid says that Indra defeated those who,

instead of offering sacrificial food to the Gods, theni.selves

swallowed them; and in Rig. V. 42.9, Brahmanaspati has been

invoked to reduce the wealth of those who seek pleasure for their

own sake, but who do not please the Gods by chanting hymns,

and to deprive them of the sun-light, and cast them into dismal

darkness (though they may have children) for the sin of detract-

ing from the efficacy of the HKtuirKfi. In Rig. I. 33.5, Indra

has been praised for compelling those to turn their backs, who

do not pei-form sacrifices and are o])posed to their performance.

Iti Rig. II. 'I'lA', Indra is praised for defeating
"

all that is

godless" {Adevnm) and in Rig. III. 31. 19, he has been

invoked to kill all godless persecutors of mankind. In Rig.

I. J 74. 8, Indra has been praised for having destroyed the towns

of the godless foes, and bent, i.e., broken their weapons. In

Rig. I 100. 18, Indra is said to have destroyed the Dasyus

and the Siniyus (demons), and divided and shared their lands

with his whitr friends, meaning the Arya worshippers. In Rik.

4 of the same Sukta, it has been said that Indra deprived the

DanyvK of all good parts, and made the Dilmx infamous. In

Rig. X. 22.8, th.' Rishi says :

" Wo live in the midst of the

Dasyu tribes who do not perform sacrifices, nor believe in any-

thing. They have their own rites, and are not entitled to be

called
* men.' O Thou Destroyer of enemies, annihilate them

and injure the Dn'nas.'" This is another instance of religious

bigotry and intolerance we come across in the Rig. Veda. In Rig.

VI. 47.20, a Rishi, when out on a search for his lost cattle, thus

descnV)es the land infosted by the Dasyus :

" Ye Devas, in the

course of our wanderings, we have reached a place where there

is no trace of cows. Ihe wide tract ijives shelter to the

Dasyus. O Vrihaspati, guide \\b in our search for the cows.
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O Indra, lead thy worsbi]>per on the right track, wlio has lost

his way."

It would thus appear that the Dasyus lived in secluded spots

far from the agricultural settlements of the Aryans, and per-

formed their peculiar rites which were regarded as dark and

wicked by the cultured Aryas ;
and as they did not believe in

the existence of the Aryan Gods, they incurred the hatred of.

their advanced neighbours.

That the very existence of Indra was doubted by even some

of the cultured Aryans would appear from the following

quotations :

" Ye men, believe in that dreaded Deva whose

name is Indra, about whom people ask ' where is he V and

assert that he does not exist." (Rig. II. 1^.5). "Ye warriors,

if it is true that Indra exists, then offer libations of Soma to

him, with true hymns. The Rishi who is called Nema says :

' There is no Deva of the name of Indra. Who has seen him ?

Whom shall we offer our hymns to ?
' "

(Rig. YIII. 100.3).

It is thus clear that there were dissenters from the orthodox

faith even in cultured Aryan society ; and we can easily imagine
the extent of ill-feeling that existed between these free-thinkers

and the orthodox Aryans, which afterwards led to a protracted

sanguinary warfare resulting in the ultimate expulsion of the

disseaters from Sapta-Sindhu. These dissenters were called the

Arya enemies, i.e., enemies belonging to the cultured Aryan

classes, as distinguished from the Dasas and the Dasyus who

mostly belonged to the iiucidtured classes of the race, and

remained in the primitive condition of their development. I

will quote the translations of a few hymns to show the attitude

of the orthodox Arj^ans towards the cultured dissenters :

" O Indra, those who have been separated from us, and do

not come in contact with us, are not thine, because of their

want of faith in thee
"

(Rig. V. 33. 3).
" O Indra, thou instantly killed Ar^a Arna and Chitraratha,

on the other side of the Sarayu'"^ (Rig. IV. 30. 18).

•
Sarayu was a river in Sapta-Sindhu, and not the river of that name in

KoBsla,
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"
India, tliou who art praised by many people, dosi ordain

that our godless enemies, whether belonLrins? to the Aryan elans,

or the Uasas, are easil}' disc^omfited by us, when they come to

Hght with us'^ (Kig. X. 88. 3).

"O Manyu (Anger), hel|) us so that we may suceesshiliy

Hght our enemies, whether belonging to the Ai'nn ffdus or

those of the Msasr (Rig. X. 88. I.)

" O thou valiant Maghavau, be exhilarated by this Soma

drink, and destroy all our opposing enemies, whether they be

our own kith and kin or not. (Rig. VI. II. 19).
"
May that kinsman o£ ours, who is not pleased with us,

and wishes our annihilation from a distance, be destroyed by all

the Devas." (Rig. VI. 75. 19.)

From the above extracts, it would a})pear that ancieJit Aryan

society in Sapta-Sindhu, as depicted in the Rig-Veda, was not

an ideal peaceful society to live in. It was cut up into numer-

ous tribes and factions in the different stages of development

and culture, warring with one another, the more advanced

tribes, the Panc/tajanax, combining against the Dftsas, the

Dasyus, and the seeeders from the orthodox faith, and trying

to extirj>ate them with the object of creating an altogether new

and peaceful atmosphere in th<» country, conducive to their

mental, moral and spiritual growth and development, according

to their own standard of excellence. In this they were eminent-

ly successful in the long run, the discordant elements having

been purged o»it of the country. The nomads and the hunting

savages, belonging to the Aryan family, were driven out of the

land, and .some of thera took refuge in the hills and forests of the

western and norfh-wt'stern frontiers, as there was no land either

eastwards or southwards, where they could migrate ; while others

]>a>ised out of the country through the north-western gates into

Western Asia, and a wider world beyond, where they found ample

space for living and hunting, and freely mixed with thp native

jwpulations, and gavo them their language and culture, such as

they possessed. This story of the Aryan expansion will be t-old in

subsequent chapters ;
but it will suffice here to state that these
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Aryan savaojes left Sapta-Sindhn in Rio^-Vedic times, and a

sect of the cultured Aryans who seceded from the orthodox faith

and were subsequently known in history as the Iranians or

Parsis, was compelled to leave Sapta-Sindhu after a protracted

sauiTuinarv war, known in later Vedie literature and the PurS.nas

as the DeviUura-Hamgrdnia, or war between the Devas and the

Asui-as, which will be dealt with later on.

We have already given a short account of the Panis, an

Aryan tribe, wiio were the merchants par excellence in ancient

Sapta-Sindha, and traded not only in the country, but also by

land and sea in other countries as well. They were, however,

not the votaries of Indra, but of Vala. While trading in the

interior, they were in -the habit of deceiving the simple villagers,

and sometimes stole their cows and ran away to places of safety,

beyond their reach. There is a story of cattle-lifting mentioned

in Sukta 108 of the Tenth Mandala of the Rig-Yeda, in which

the Panis wert^ concerned. SaramS, (literally, the mother of

dogs) was sent by Indra to track them, which she succeeded in

doing ; but she failed to induce the Panis to come back or

return the stolen cow.s. Whatever astronomical, eosmological or

meteorological interpretations may be put on the conversation

held between Sarama and the Pauis. one fact stands out above

others, and that is their stealing of cows from the settled Aryans,

which involved a good deal of search, and caused not a little

worry and anxiety to the owners thereof. The Panis have been

described in Riw. YI. .51. 14- as "greedy like the wolf,'' in

Rig. VI. 61. 1, as "extremely selfish" and "
niggardly

" and

in Rig. YI. -.'.0. 4 as "
non-sacrificing, voluble, of cruel and

unkind speech, devoid of reverential sentiments, and not multi-

plying.^' In Rig. YI. 20. i, it i? said that they once gave battle

to King Kutsa, but were defeated by him, and they fled away,

with hundreds of followers, in fright and disorder.

They were a small community—these Panis,
—but rich,

adventurous, cruel, selfish, extorting, usurous, and trading on

the gullibility of the poor simple villagers, like the Jews of

modern times ;
and thus they came to be regarded as veritable
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|)ests of the country. Not siibseribintjj to the orthodox Aryan

faitli, they were hated and j)erseented by the Vedic Aryans, and

at last driven out of the country. As I have ah'eady said, they

were the ancestors of the Phtenicians of classical history and

what is known as the Punic race, and spread over Western Asia,

Northern Africa, and the islands of the Greek Archipelago.

But some of them that stayed in the country were ii^radually

converted to the orthodox faith, and became incorporated in the

cultured Aryan community. They i)robably lived, as I havfi

already said, on the eastern coast-lines of Sapta-Sindhu and on

the hii^h banks of the Gan<^^, as the following quotation will

show :
—" Bribu was |)laced liigh among the Panis, like the

lofty banks of the Ganga
"

(Rig. VI. 45, HI). It is related

that he once helped hungry Varadvaja, a Rishi. who had been

benighted in the woods, and had lost his way. The Vedic bard

thus praises liribu in Rig. \'I. 45.83:—" We always praise

Bribu with songs, who gave us one tlio\isand cows, is wise,

and deserves to be sung in hymns." This shows that a

compromise was effected between such ol' tlu- Panis as were

left in the country, and the leaders of the cultured Aryan

community. Bribu was a great Jjuilder, probably of ships,

and has been called Tras/ifa or master-carpenter, or master-

builder.

The YiidiiH were an Aryan tribe living in Sapta-Sindhu
but very probably they IkkI at lirsf: been seeeders from the

orthodox faith, and had gone across the Southern Sea (the

R&j|>utAua Sea) and settled somewhere on its farther shoiTs,

possibly in modern (iujrat. Tliey were, however, brought back

by Indra to Sapta-Sindhu, where they re-settled, and performed

many sacrifices on the banks of the Sarasvati. As thev had

been heterodox in their faith, they were described in Rig, X.

6-2. 10 as kings belonging to the llilsn tribe, or unbelievers.

The SniKikaK were also an Aryan tribe. Even to this day
when oblations are offered to the mane.s of the original six men

{tnanii't/ii/iiK) who were probably distinguished at the beginning
of Aryan society, the !iame of Sanaka is mentioned first.
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But the descendants of Sanaka became opposed to the institu-

tion of sacrifice, and the Rig-Veda mentions how they were

killed by Indra :
—

" The Sanakas who w'ere opposed to the institution of

sacrifice met with death, (O Indra), coining as they did to be

killed by arrows shot from thy bow "
(Rig. I. -33. 4.)

That there were many i\.ryan elans in Sapta-Sindhu who

did not worship the Aryan Gods would appear from the

following quotation :

•' Ye men, that God is Indra who killed

with his thunderbolt many sinful non-worshippers. He does

not bestow success on the proud and is the destroyer of the

Dasyus." (Rig. II. i:>. 10.)

The Pvms have been mentioned in the Rig-Veda (X. 48. 5)

as also the Ckedh (Rig. VIII. .5. 17. 38-39). The famous

King Puru-Kutsa whose praise has been sungHn many a hymn
was probably a most distinguished leader of the former.

The Chedis, however, do not appear to have figured much in

Rig-Vedic history.

Mention has already been made of the descendants of the

fifty sons of Vi^vamitra, who were cursed to be the progenitors

of the lo\vest orders of mankind, viz., the Andhras, the Pundras,

the Sabaras, the Pulindas, and the Mutibhas who were ranked

among the Dasyus. As the curse is mentioned in the Aitareya

Brahmana, and not in the Rig-Veda, we may take it that long

after Rig-Vedic times, the descendants of VigvAmitra freely

mixed with the aboriginal tribes of Southern India, and became

their leaders, just as the descendants of Agastya crossed the

Vindhya, settled in Southern India, and spread light and

culture among its dark denizens.

But even in the Rig-Veda, we come across instances of the

advanced and cultured Aryans becoming the leaders of the

dark-complexioned Aryan Dasyus. Trasa-dasyu (lit. one who

frightens the Dasyus) was an Aryan king, son of Puru-Kutsa,

and famous for his charities and gifts. In Rig. VIII. 19. 37

he has been described as the leader of the
"
dark-complexioned

men." Very likely, after subduing the Dasyus, he reclaimed
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them from their evil ways and became their leader. Here,

then, is an in^tanee of a l)enevolent, powerful, and noble Aryan

Prince engaged in the sacred task (»f uplifting the low and

degratled.

We thus Hnd that the Dasas, the Dasvus, the Asuras and the

Rakshasas were all Aryan tribes living in Sapta-Sindhu from the

earliest times, but mostly belonging to the low and ilegraded

classes in tlie primitive stages of development, who did not

woi-shi]) the gods of the eultured classes, nor perform the

sacrifices, and were, therefore, hated by them. They proved

such pests by their evil and wicked ways, unclean habits, and

criminal proj)ensities that a systematic organization was made to

extirpate and expel them from Sapta-Sindhu. After a guerilla

warfare continued for a long time, they were either killed,

subdued, or driven out. But those that reniaine<l adopted

jcivili/ed manners, became converts to the Aryan faith and were

incorporated in Aryan society not as ecpials but inferiors, occu-

pying the lowest place and forming probably the niajority of the

Sudra caste.' What became of those who had been expelled

from the country, it would be our endeavour to ascertain in the

next chapter.

'
.Mr. Nesfield in his Brief Vieir of the Cnxte System of the Noiih-W/ egtern

Prorincea itml (hulh says thiit tlicre is no sucli division of thr- ])oople ns tho

Aryan conqurrors of ludin and tin- aborigines of the country, that this

division IB
" nimlem "

and that thf^ri* is "cBsential unity of the Indian race,"

He further sayn that
"

tlie (freat majority of Brahmans are not of lighter

complexion or of finer or better bred features than any other caste," or

"distinct in race and bloo<l from the scavengers who swept the road." (Vide

P&vgee's AnidvorHr Urine, p 271.)



CHAPTER Vlil.

The Dispersion of the Early Barbarous Aryan Tribes from Sapta-Sindbu.

The Ris^-Vcda Samhita, as we have already said, is merely
a collection of hymns winch were composed not in any parti-

cular peiiod, but in different periods, separated from one another

probably by hundreds, nay thousands of years. There are

innumerable references in the Riu^-Veda to older hymns which

came down to the bards of the Rig-Veda, clothed in new lan-

guage (Rig. VI. :l-Z. 7), and to their great ancient ancestors,

for instance, Manu, tlie Angirases, the Atharvans and the

Blirigus who were the first to light the j-acrificial Fire, and

inaugurate the institution of Sacrifice (Rig. X. 46. 2 and X. 92.

lU). It is said that the sage, Atharvan, was the first to produce
Fire (Rig. X. 21. 5). and the Angirasos the first to organize

Fire-worship. The Vasisthas and the Agnisatvas have also

been mentioned among the Pilris or ancestors (Rig. X. 15. 8

& ll). A time is referred to when the Marnts, i.e., the presid-

ing deities of the winds and the Uibhns were men, who were

afterwards transformed into Devas on account of their piety

and good work. (Rig. X. 77. 2.) The old and the neto feats

of ludra have alt-o been referred to (Rig. V. 31. 6), and the

ancient ancestors, the Navagva Saptarshis (the Seven Rishis),

mentioned. (Rig. VI. !2. 8.} The famous Rishi Varadvaja

^says in a hymn :

"
(O India), the peiformer of many feats, those

(Rishis) who flourished in the <'arlfj age became thy friends bv

performing the sacrifices as at present. Those that flourished

in the medicnxl aye and those that ha.'e flourished in recent

tiwe.'s have similarly earned tiiy friendship. Therefore,

(O Indra), worshipped as 'hou art by many, condescend to

listen to this hymn, offered by th\- (present) humble (adorer)
"

(Rig. VI. 21.
.5). The three ages into which the Rig-Vedic

period was divided, viz., the Early, the Mediaeval and the Recent

(or Latin-) have also been mentioned in Rig. III. 32. 13. The

18
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'"ancient" :iih1 tlic
" niodorn

"
Kisliis have moreover been

mentioned in IW'j;. \ IT. 2:1. !• and the ancient Uishis described

as the benefactors oi" mankind. (Hi*;. \ II. 'Zd. '4.)

Tlius it will be seen that the Ui<^-\ eda which is rcixarded

as the oldest work extant of the Aryan race refers to still older

times when Fire wms lirst produced, the saerilices first intro-

duced, and hymns lirst offered to the Gods, and <i^ives us faint

<i;lim|)ses of thinj^s whose oriii^iti is shrouded in the impenetrable

darkness of the past, and will probably never stand revealed.

In the last chapter, I have already brieily referred to the

stages throu<;li whicli the cultured Aryan had passed before he

reached the .sta^e of civilisation in which we find him in

Hijr-Vedic times, ilc had been the primitive hunter with his

stone weajxms, living on the spoils of the ehase, and must have

passed throu«j^h the pah.eolilhic and the need it hie sta<jes before

he emer<;ed into a comparatively eivihzed sfn«^e. There is no

direct reference to stone weapons in the Kifi^-A'eda, thou<^h

horn-tipped arrows are mentioned
;
and the paheolithie or the

neolithic .Vr\ an savau^e must have been completely superseded

In" tiie Aryan hunter and nomad, pnssessinf^j iron weapons, as

the latter was .superseded by the more civilized Aryan a;Tjrieul-

turist who settled down in \illat;e life in the fertile alluvial

plains of Sapta-Sindhn. 1'he Aryan neolithic savasjes, j>res.'^ed

by the more advanced tribes, must have withdrawn into

inaroessible j>ar(s where they secluded themselves beyond the

reach of other tribes, just as the Juannjs of Orissa, and the

Pidiers and the Mundavers nf Soutiiern India have kept

themselves alonf, even t«» this day, from the contact of the

more advanced tribes of their race,
—content to remain for lon^j

tintold af;es in the primitive stone stai^e of their development,

and not knowini^ the use and even the names of metals .

Still further pressed by the more advanced tril.es, they were

at last compelled to leave the land that cjave them birth, and

to disperse into countries beyond the precincts of Sapta-Sindhu,

which no lonj^er afforded them sufficient security and protection,

nor proved congenial to fhtir nioue of life. They could not
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disperse eastwards or southwards on account of the existence

of impassable seas, nor northwards into Central Asia for the

very same reason. The only direction in which they could and

did disperse was westward, through Baluchistan, Afghanistan

and Persia along the southern coasts of the Central Asian Sea.

Here, probably, they came in contact with the nomadic savages

of the Mongolian race, who also pressed westwards along the

southern coasts of the same sea in search of " fresh fields
"

for

hunting, and "pastures new "
for their cattle, if they possessed

any. It can be safely surmised that, as the more civilized

Chinese occupied the eastern portions of Asia, the hordes of the

Mongolian savages, not finding any room for expansion in that

direction, naturally turned to the west
;
but the Central Asian

Sea having barred their progress, the\- could not but pick their

way through Turkistan, and Bactriana, and advance along its

southern coasts, till they came in contact with the Aryan
nomadic savages in Western Asia, and got mixed with them.

This intermingling of the two races of primitive savages,

probably placed in the same stage of development, resulted in

the production of a physical type which was neither purely

Aryan nor purely Mongolian, but a mixture of both, in which

the Mongolian type with brachy-cephalic skulls seemed to

predominate, due probably to the superiority of the Mongolians

in number. But the Aryan tribes, being probably more

advanced than the Mongolians in some respects, gave them

their language, or more correctly speaking, certain words

describing family relationships, animals, plants and other

natural objects. Some of the savage tribes both of the Aryan

and the Mongolian races, however, did not mix with one

another, and retained their racial characteristics and languages

intact.
" The irresistable impulse

"
for migration westwards,

referred to by Grimm and Max Miiller, was created by the dire

necessity for expansion, felt by the Arys^n and the Mongolian

nomads, and their keen struggle for existence, as they were

ousted from their haunts and places of refuge, and pressed

forward by the more advanced tribes who also were in need of
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expansion. As the Semitic race had not as yet oecupieil Western

Asia, the Aryan ami the Mon^roliaii nomads must liave tarried

there for a pretty long time until they were pressed forward

attain by other more powerful tribes following them. The

European Mediterranean ."r^ea h.aving stoppetl tlieir further

progress to the west, they must have turned northwards, some

occupying the Caueasius mountainous legions, while others

passed through the isthmus of Hosphorous into Europe, where

they found abundant room for expansion. The lee-Age having

terminated, and the
j
ost-(ilacial epocli commenced in P^urope,

there was a sreneral movement amoni>' t he savacre tribes not

onlj of Asia, but also of North Africa and Southern Europe,

resulting in their migration to Northern, Western and North-

eastern Europe whose wide plains and forests afforded them

sufficient shelter and security. Thus, some of the nomads from

Asia passed on to the north through the plains of Russia, while

others took their path up along the banks of the Danube into

Central, .Southern and ^Vestern Europe. These migrations

advanced in waves, each succeeding wave jinssing forward the

one that had preceded it, until the whole of Europe was over-

spread by them. The.se waves were originated in Sapta-Sindhu

where, as we have already seen, a disturbance was caused bv the

storm that had been violently raging there, and also in Mongolia

where similar conditions likely prevaiK-d, and started on their

career in the direction that offered them the least resistance.

Europe during the Ice-Age was very thinly jwpulated, most

probably by the Iberians in the .'!'outh, and by the Canstadts

in the North, who lived on tlie siiores of ihc Hal tie, the former

probably in the neolithic stage of development and living bv

the chase, and the latter in the pala-olithic stage, and subsisting

mainly on fishes and sea-shel!s which they found in abundance,

as the kitchen-middens of Dtumarli testify even to this day.

They were in a far wilder and more degraded sta*e than the

neolithic Aryan and Mongolian savages who first appeared on

the scene ])robably with their cait'e, more advanced modes of

life, and a superior speech which they gave to those who came
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in contact with them. This subject will be dealt with more

fully in a subsequent cha})ter.

The gradual advancement of the early Aryans of Sapta-

Sindhu towards civilisation, through the discover}' and use of

Fire and the metals, the establisliment of sacrifices, and the

development of the art of agriculture, compelled the savage

nomadic Aryans, as we have already seen, to migrate westwards

from the land of their birth, and the advanced Aryans were

rather glad to get rid of them. But, as already stated, there

were still other Aryan hunters and nomads left in (he country,

who, though someivhat more advanced than the early primitive

savages of the neolithic stage, in so far as they knew the use of

iron, yet proved to be verilablt pests to the settled and civilized

Aryans who called them, as we have seen, by the hateful names

of Bdsas and Dast/us, and combined together to extirpate them

from the country. jNIany were put to death or killed in battles,

and the rest, finding the country made too hot for them to live

in, left it and migrated westwards through the same paths that

their predecessors had taken. The descendants of the Dasyus

hung about the wilds of Persia and Media under the name of

Dahce (or robbers) even \n a later age. AVheu the Iranian

branch of the Aryans settled there, the Iranian peasants who

j

"
lived in patriarchal conditions under hereditary princes were

continually at war with the robbers and nomads* '\ We
find a tribe named " Daha "

located to the west of the borders

of Makran in 13aluchistan, and "we know that tribes of this

\name from the shores of the Caspian accompanied Alexander's

Wrmy."
^ We can thus safely surmise that these were the

descendants of the Dasyus whom the Aryans had driven out of

their country.

Some of the nomadic Aryan tribes were also called by the

names of Sarj)as (serpents) and Garndas (birds), on account of

their constant movements and migratory habits. In
t]i_e

Aitareya Brdhmana, we find mention made of a Rishi of the

^ Hist. Hisit. of the World, Vol. II, p. .569.

»
Ency. Brit., Vol. Ill, p. 300 (Ninth Edition.
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Sarpa tribe, who was called Arvuda ancl^)resRled at a s^acxi-Hce.

held bv the Brdhnians (VI. 20. 1). In the Ma //u6/idr<i fa, we

find the name of a Ilishi whose name was Jaratkuru and who

married the sister of Vasuki, the Kin«^ of the Sarpas. That

the Sdrpai were not crawlinjj^ rei)tiles, but Aryan nomads of a

somewhat .'^avage type would appear from these accounts. In

the JIan'ramsa of the MahiibhArata, it has been related that

Kino^ Sagara, under the direction of Vasistha, caused certain

AfiZ/afrij/a tribes, r/c, the Sakas, the Yavanas, the Kambojas,

the Paradas, the Pahnabas, the Kolis, the Surpdn, the Malii-

shakas, the Darbas, the C'holas, and the Keralas to be degraded

and deprived of the right of reading the Vedasor performing the

sacrifices, and drove them out of the country.^ It would thus

appear that the Sarpas were originally an Aryan tribe living in

Sapta-Sindhu.
" In Sarawan, we find the Sirperra, and Pliny

tells us that a tribe called Sarapara resided near the Oxus."*

The names of these tribes bear a close resemblance to the word

Sarj)a, and it is just possible that they were the descendants of

the early Aryan nomads of Sapta-Sindhu, called Sarpas, who

had been driven out of it. On the borders of Makran are the

plains of Gressia, the aniieut Gedrusia, which was probably

named after the Aryan nomads known as the Garui.'as or the

Cyenas. The Garui.'as and the Sarpas were at constant war

with one another in ancient times, the former mor<> advanced

than the latter, and in sympathetic touch with the settled

Aryans of Sapta-Sindhu. It is said that Garufja or Cyena, the

chief of the tribe, first brought the Soma j)lant from heaven,

or the lofty heights of the Mujavat peak in the IIimfl,laya, and

gave it to the Vedic Aryans who were thus (•ui))led to perform

the Soma sacrifice. It is related in the Pur/lna" that the Soma

used to be guarded by the Sarpas ;
but (Jarut.Ia defeated them

and carried it to the plains of Sapta-Sindhu. We have seen in

the ]lig-\'eda that the Soma plant used to be brought from

the mountains for sale by .savage tribes whom the civilized

*
Ilnrivdinnnm, Ch. 24.

Ency. Bril
,
V..I. Ill, j)

3<X) (Ninth Edition).
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Aryans hated for their ill-bred manners and irreligious life, and

[)itied for not performing the Soma sacrilicej although they

were the purveyors of the plant, and brought it to the markets

for sale. Probably these savage tribes were the Sarpas and the

Garu.'as, some of whom having been driven out of Sapta-

Sindhu, afterwards settled in the wilds of Baluchistan, Persia

and even Southern India. For, we Hnd mention made in the

Mahabharata of the fact of the migration of the Sarpas, with

the a.ssistanee of the Garu 'as, to an island which, for aught we

know, might have been the lost Southern Continent. In the

Ramayana, we find Jata\'us, the king of birds, as an ally of

King Da^aratha of Kosala, and reigning in Southern India

near Janasthana. He made a supreme effort to rescue Sita from

the clutches of Ravana when he was carrying her off, but failed

and lost his life in the attempt. Sampati, the brother of

Jatayus, was reigning at this time at the southern most point of

the Indian Peninsula near the sea-shore. These stories so to

show that some of the Garu'Jas and the Sarpas might also have

migrated to Southern India.

Manu says that many Aryans, in very degraded conditions,

were driven out of Sapta-Sindhu and lived on the mountains of

the Western frontier under the name of Dasi/us, speaking either

the Aryan language, or its corrupted forms which were known

as Mlechchha.^

All these evidences go to prove that the Aryan savages and

nomads were driven out of Sapta-Sindhu in ancient times and

they dispersed mainly towards the west, driving before them the

j)rimitive Aryan and Mongolian savages in the neolithic stage of

development, who had been in occupation of the land.

After the expulsion of the Dasyus from Sapta-Sindhu, the

Panis or the Yaniks and the Iranian branch of the Aryans, who

did not subscribe to the tenets of the orthodox Aryan faith, were

compelled to leave Sapta-Sindhu. The Panis probably left

first, and the Iranians afterwards. The Panis, as we have

Manu Sumhita, Chap. X, 45.
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already seen were opposed to the worship of Indra, haviiiij been

the votaries of \ ala, and to the j)erforniance of the Soma

sacrifice, or for tlie matter of that, of any sacrifice. As they

were also cattle-raiders, swindlers, and usurers who "counted

the days for comjmtin^- inlert-st" (Rig. VIII. 0(5. 10), and

opprcsseil the people by tlieir t^reed and avarice, cruel speech

and rou<;h manners, the Aryan sacrificers and worshippers of

Indra bes^an to persecute and harass them so persistently that a

majority were Compelled to leave the shores of Sapta-Sindhu

either in their mereh nit-ships for Southern India and

Mesopotamia, or by the overland route across the mountains

for the countries of Western Asia. Some of them must have

landed in the Malabar and Coromondal coasts, or such coasts as

then existed in the Southern Continent, while others settled in

Mesopotamia near the mouth of the Euphrates and the Tigris,

and civilized the original inhabitants of the countries, who were

in an extremely savage condition. They kept up their trade and

mutual commimic\tion between Southern India and Mesopota-

mia, the more so, because the Western sea-coasts of the former

wCTe rich in teak-wood which was necessary for ship-building

and had therefore to be exported to Mesopotamia which was

jioorin timber. The Cholas and the Psliidyas on the sea-coasts

of the Indian lVnin.sula were greatly benefited by their contact

with the i'aiiis and made rapid strides towards progress. But

as the coasts of southern Persia and Mesopotamia, besides being

poor in timber, dirl not afford the Panis suflicient scope for their

trade, they must have left tiie country after a long sojourn in

heareh of a better land and jklssciI on to Palestine on the

Me<lit«rrnanean coast either by the overland route, or by voyag-

ing u|> the Red Sea to the Isthmus of Suez. Here, as timber

for .'"hip-building was foimd in great abundance, and the sea-

board afl'urdt'd thr-in luinierous safe harbours, they settled down,

and called their country Ph(enicia, i.e., the land of the Paniv.

The PAndyas and the ("hoIa« of SouthciMi India imbibing and

imitating the adventurous spirit of the Panis, and being gradual-

ly initiat^-d in the arts of civilisation bv the -Vryan settlers of
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Southern India after the disappearance of the R^jput^na Sea,

sent out colonies in a later a^e to Eg-ypt and Mesopotamia, under

the guidance of Br&hmau (Aryan) priests, and founded kingdoms
in Egypt and Chaldea, which played most important parts in

the history of the ancient and modern world. We shall relate

these stories in greater details in subsequent chapters.

The Iranian branch of the Aryans, as we have already said,

had also to leave Saota-Sindhu throug-h religious difference with

the Aryans of the orthodox faith after a long and protracted

struggle, a brief account of which will be given in the next

chapter.

19



CHAPTKK 1\

The War between the Devas and the A suras.

The Dcvas in the Rig-Veda were the benevolent powers, and

the Asuras the malevolent powers of Nature. The Devas wero

bright and shining Gods, and the etymological meaning of the

word su[)ports this view, as it is derived from the root //iv,

to shine. The etymologieal meaning of the word .isvra, as we

have already said, is powerful ;
and this word was at first applied

to the Devas to denote their \)0\yQx fur good. In the early Man-

dalas of the Rig-Veda, Indra, Varuna, Mitra, Savitri, the

Maruts, Rudra, Fire (Agni), the Sky and other Devas have been

addressed as Asuras, and even powerful kings and priests receiv-

ed that epithet ; but afterwards, the meaning degenerated into

"malevolent ])ower," and the e])ithet was applied to the Dina-

vas, l.e.^ those evil powers that acted in opposition to the Devas,

wrought mischief in the world, and harassed all living beings,

especially mankind. The early ai)plieation of the word *' Asura "

to the Devas was, however, retained by a branch of the Aryans,

who continued to call their deities Axuras, though this practice

was resented by the Vedic Aryans who accordingly called them

the worshippers of the powers of evil. The latter retaliated and

called the ^'edic Aryans the worshij)pers of the powers of evil,

and with them the word hi-r<i came to be synonymous with

such evil powers. Both the l)ranches really worshipped the

bright powers, viz., \ aruna, the Sky, the Sun, Fire, etc., and

hate<J the powers of evil or darkness
;
but the retention of an

original epithet by the one branch, and the rejection of it by

the other made a world of difference, and created such l)ad blood

between them as led to serious consequences, social, religious

and political. "What's in a name?" asks the poet, and with-

oat stoppinj; for an answer, himself answers the question by

saying that a rose would smell as sweet, by whatever name we

might call it. This is true, no doubt ;
but the reply given by the
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poet, in his wisdom, shows that it was ueeossitated by the great

importance that people usuillj attached to namea, which led to

quarrels and dissensions. The importance which two branches

of the ancient Aryans attached to the names Deva and Asura

led in ancient times to schisms and dissensions with very serious

consequences, about which we shall write in this, and the fol-

lowing chapter.

Mitra and Varuna seem to be two of the earliest deities of

the Aryans. Mitra was the deity presiding over day, and

Varuiia over night. The Sun, therefore, was Mitra, and Night
with its thousand eyes sparkling in the darkness, in the shape

of bright stars and planets, was Varuaa. There was another

ancient deity, viz., Fire. All these deities the ancient Aryans

worshipped as Devas or bright Gods. But another powerful

Deva under the name of Indra was revealed to tlie Vedic Aryans
who gave him the first place among all the Devas, not only on

account of his all-perv^ading power but also for the beneficent

deeds that he performed for the good of the world and of man-

kind. Hence with the Vedic Aryans, Indra became the first

and foremost of the Devas (Rig I. 103. 9). He was regarded

as so all-pervading that in the second Rik of the above Sukta it

has been said that " the Sky, the Earth and the Autariksha

(the region between these two) reveal his visible body." It

may be asked what is meant by the visible body of Indra ? Rik

8 of the same Sukta answers the question thus: "Thou art

capable of carrying three tejas in the three Lokas (regions), and

of upholding the entire world." Sayana, the great Vedie

commentator, commenting on this hymn says that the "
three

tejas
"

are the Sun in the sky, the Fire on the Earth and Light-

ning in Autariksha, and in this interpretation he is confirmed

and supported by Rig. I. 103. 1, which says :

" His (Indra's)

one lustre is in the Fire on the Earth, and his another lustre is

in the Sun on the sky." These, therefore, together with Light-

ninsr in mid-heaven are the three visible bodies of Indra. That

Fire burns in the Sun has been mentioned in Rig. X. 45. 3.

Fire has also been identified with Lightning (Rig. X. 45. 1),
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and Indra with the Sun
( lli^. VIU. U7. 10). But Indra is

wreater than the Sun himself as tiie transhition of the folIowinsT

hymns would testify :
—

'• O Indra, thou hast ^iven lustre to the Sun, and thou art

the Maker of this Universe, and sjreat." {Hi-:;. VIII. 98. 3.)

"Thou hast revealed the heavens" (Rig. VIII. 98. 3).

" He (Indra), from whom the Sun was pr.ilueed, is the old-

est of all the Devas, i.e., none had existed before him." (Rig. X.

120. 1.)

" Indra won the cows by producing the Sun, and revealing

the days by his lustre
"
(Rig. II. IS. :',).

" Indra has upheld and extended the Earth
"
(Rig. I. 103. 2).

" The ^ edic bard had all these attributes of Indra before his

mind's eye; when he sang :

" O Indra, neither can the Heavens,

nor hundre<ls of Pjarth-^ mensure thy greatness, nor a thousand

Suns reveal thee." (Rig. VIII. 70. 5.) Another Rishi, in his ecsta-

tic vision of Indra, sang as follows :

"
I sing the praise of Him

who is tiie (.'reator of all Creators, the Lord of this world, the

Preserver of mankind, and the Destroyer of all his enemies, ...

May Indra bless us in this our sacrifice, who po-^sesses extensively

wide powers, is magnificent, and is invoked before all otiiere."

(Rig. X. 128. 7. & 8.) Another Rislii has aptly compared the

greatness of Indra with that of N'aruna by saying that Indira

is like an Kmperor {Samrdt), while Varuna is like a King or

Provincial Ruler {Svardt) (Rig. ^'^. 82. 2). This, then, was

the grand c )nce|)tion that the Vedie bards had formed of the

great Indra. He wa>« not merely tlie God of rain, or of the sky,

as Western scholars are fond of telling us, but He was an all-

powerful Deity, perva<ling and dominating the Universe, the

Creator of Creators, whose greatness eould not be measured by

the Heavens and hundreds of Earths, and whos« lustre could not

be revealed by thousands of burning Suns ! It was a very grand

idea, j)robably the ijrandest that the early Aryans could conceive

of Indra, from an adefpiate realization of which the mind of even

the highest and greatest modern thinker and Tw// would recoil,

baffled and defeated. In fact, to express in the language of
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later Aryan philosophers, the great and mig-hty ludra was none

other than Saguna Br.ihnui Himself, with the three attributes of

the Creator, the Preserver and the Destroyer, combined in him.

It was in honour of this Great, All-powerful, and All-pervading

Deity that sacrifices were primarily performed by the ancient

Aryans.

The bright and blazing Fire on the earth, and the bright

Sun in the sky were the two emblems of this great Deity, in fact

his
"

visible bodies
'^

as aptly expressed by a Vedic bard ;
and

Indra could only be worshipped by these visible emblems. Fire

is within everybody's reach, and can be kindled whenever re-

quired. All offerings made to the sacrificial Fire, which are

instantly consumed by it, reach the Deity or Deities in whose

name they are offered. Hence the system of sacrifice by kindling

Fire was introduced in anci^^nt Aryan society, and J^ire was

regarded as the Pnrohita or Priest of the Sacrifice (Rig. I. 1. 2),

through whom alone the Devas could be approached. Of all Devas,

therefore, Fire was eminently fitted to be used in Sacrifice. (Rig.

IV. 15. 1.) It was a delight to contemplate on the brightness of

the Devas b}' looking at the sacrificial Fire whose bright glow,

fed by the oblations of Ghrita or clarified butter, helped the

sacrificer to realize the nearness of the Devas, in whose praise

the sacred hymns were chanted and to whom they offered the

best things available, out of reverential gratitude for all the

good they accomplished for them, by pouring them with ghrita

into Fire,
—Fire the bright, the beautiful, and the emblem of the

Gods. The instant consumption of these sacred offerings by
Fire afforded them the supreme satisfaction of realizing that

they were consumed by the Gods themselves. The kindling of

the sacrificial Fire was thus regarded as essential to the worship of

the Gods.

The Devas, were, as we have already said, bright and

benevolent deities who were constantly engaged in doing good to

the world. But there were also the evil powers who were as con-

stantly acting in opposition to the Devas. This conflict between

Good and Evil, therefore, was constaut, nay, everlasting. The
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powers of t-'vil were dark, aud appeared in the sliape of darkness

and blaek olonds. The darkness of the night extin»i^uished the

litjht of the bright Sun, and imprisoned him, as it were, in his

l^loomy cave. Indra had to wage a daily iiijjht with the power of

darkness, and release the Sun and the Da\\ n from his <ijrasp.

The clouds, aofain, imprisoned not only the Sun and the Dawn but

also
" the water of life

"
within their dark bosom, thereby caus-

ing a drought in the country. These clouds represented, as it

were, the body of the Evil One whose name was Ahi, the Serpent,

or Vritra, the enveloper. The Sun, the Dawn and the waters had

to be released for the good of mankind, in fact, of all living

creatures, and Indra had to fight a hard and tough fight with

this wily, withal powerful demon. The fight raged for several

months at a stretch, and Indra had to be strengthened by the

offering of the ciieering Soma juice, and roused by' the chanting

of hymns. Hence arose the necessity of the Saltrax, the daily,

the periodical and the annual sacrifices that were performed by

the ancient Aryans for the propitiation of the great Indra and

the other Devas. This daily and yearly conHiet between the

Devas and the DUnavas, /. c, the Asmas or demons, is known in

ancient Sanskrit literature as the f)evdsnrn-S imprdmn ,
or war

between the Devas and the Asuras. In one sense, it may be said

that this confiict commenced from the very beginning of creation,

and will last till the end of it. The ('(itapai/ut Jirnhnana, the

Aitarei/a Brdhwnna and the other Hrd/nnanas have declared that the

Devas and th«* Asuras were the sons of FrajApati, the Creator, and

all were etjually pfAvcrful. In other words, the dualism of Good

and Evil is co-exist^nt with the creation of the world, and Evil is

as powerful as (ioo^l. It was thought necessary to strengthen

the jwwer of the Devas, who represented the j^rincijile of Good,

by means of prayers and sacrifices, and the early Aryans lealiz-

ing this, took to sacrifices in honour of Indra and th*- other

Devas. Hut, as we have said before, there were men and sects in

ancient Aryan societ}-, who did not believe in the existence of

Indra or his l»eneficent j)owers, and held inde|»('ndent opinions of

their own. Some did not see the necessity of worshipj)ing Fire, or
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performing the Soma sacrifice in honour of Indra
;
while others

regarded Fire as too sacred to be polhited by the offerings of the

flesh of sacrificed animals. This gave rise to schisms, dissensions,

religious intolerance, and afterwards to active hostility resulting

in terrible bloodshed.

Indra having been regarded as the all-powerful and benevolent

Deva, those that were opposed to his worship were naturally put

down to be malevolent, and siding with the Asura named Vritra

and his hosts, and were in fact called Asuras. The Cosmic strug-

gle was thus transferred to earth and men. The followers and

the worshippers of Indra and the other deities were called the

Devas, and the opponents of Indra-worship and sacrifice were called

the Asuras, and these became the hateful terms to the one party,

or the other. The nomadic Aryans and hunters who harassed

the settled Aryans by stealing their cows and looting and pillag-

ing their villages were regarded as the incarnations of the evil

powers or the Asuras, and those that opposed the worship of

ludra and the performance of sacrifices, though they were not so

barbarous as the nomads, and were probably as advanced in

civilisation as the Yedic Aryans, were also classified with the

"nomads and hunters under that name, and called the
"
Aryan

enemies." The struggle was thus two-fold, one against

the savage nomads, and the other against the civilized

and settled dissenters, all of whom were called
" black

"

figuratively, and also from an analogy with the colour of the

clouds representing the body of Vritra. The struggle against

the savage nomads and hunters was short and swift, but that

against the civilized dissenters long and arduous, as they were

equally well armed, and having been more worldly, were richer

and more powerful and resourceful than their opponents,
—

living

in well-fortified towns, and successfully holding their own

against the attacks of the Vedie Aryans. The kings of the

latter, viz., Kavi, Kutsa, Ayas, Crutarba, Divodasa, Trasa-

Dasyu, RijiqvA,n, Savya and others were the special proteges

of Indra who helped them in defeating the Asura kings,

Tugra, Smadiva, Mrigaya, Ve9a, Satgrivi, Sambara, Varchi,
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NavavHstva, \'iiliadiatlia, Krishna, Ciishi.ia, Piprii and others.

As we have aheady said, it was an awful striij^<;le, resulting in

terrible massacre. Many battles were fought, in some of which ten

to fifty thousand Aryan enemies were killed. One llishi sings :

"
I burn ilown the world that does not acknowledge the supre-

macy of Iiidra, and revolts against Indra-worship. The

enemies have been killed in the place where they were assembled.

They have l>een completely destroyed and are lying on the

Cmamna (lit. cremation-ground), i.f., the battle Held
''

(Rig. I.

133. 1).^ This was the spirit that animated the Indra-wor-

shippers against their enemies, the dissenters.

As the dissenters were opposed to the Vedie wmlran address-

ed to the Devas, they did not cultivate the Sanskrit language

as carefully as the orthodox Aryans did, and used in their

speech the common dialects of the people, which were corrupted

forms of the Vedic 'Sanskrit spoken b} the cultured classes.

Hence they have been described in the Rig-veda as Andxa

(Mfl
= no, and ^/.ja = mouth), i.e.,

'' mouthless." Wilson com-

menting on the word says that it
"

alludes possibl}' to the

uncultured dialects of the barbarous tribes." Rut some West;ern

scholars, in their eagerness to identify these tribes with non-

Aryan aborigines, have interpreted the word to mean " nose-

less," i.e., Ilat-uosed, as describing their repelling countenance.

'

Rig. I. 13:?. 1 :— -gi? ^f^'m T-pj^ ^'r^^ zi^ ^TeTffl »t ^^fsT'?!; i

The literal tranBlfttion of this vera« is as follows:
"
By sacrifices 1 purify

both the sky ftnd the earth. I barn the wide (reiilinp of earth) that are

withont Indra, and are the haunts of the wicked
; wherever the encniiea have

congrej.rated they have been slain and utterly clostroyed, they sleep in a

deep pit." Wilson comments on this a» follows :

" Vailatthanam ar^eran

'they have xlept,' or irregularly they sleej) in a place which is of the nature

of a viln, a hole, a cavern, a pit. The scholiast considers the expression in

this and in the third stanza to be equivalent to Cmunnna. a place where dead

bodies* are burned, or as it would here aeem to imply, u place where they are

bitrifd, 88 if it was the practice to bury the dead when this hymn was com-

posed." Very likely, the dead bodies of the enemies wore collected together

after a battle, and thrown into a deep pit, and buried.
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br way of distineho;) from the well-developed nose of the

Aryans. But this int<n-pretation is wrong, as will appear from

the use of the epithet mridhra-vdchah apph'ed to the Asuras.

In Rig. V. :3:^. 8 and Rig. VII. G. 8 the word has been inter-

preted by Sayana to mean "
persons who-e power of speech is

undeveloped," and in Rig. I. I l\:l, to mean "
persons who cannot

speak tiuently, or wlio speak softly." In the
(Jatapatha

lirahmana a curious reason lias been assigne 1 to the defeat of

the Asur.is who, inslead of addressing their enemies ns
'' arabah "

adaressed theui witli a soft and liquid act-ent as " alabah "

(III. :>. 1.
:>:3-:2i).'^ Whether thi^ was the re^l cause of

tlieir defeat or not, the anecdote shows the great care taken iu,

and the great importance attached to the correct pronunciation
of words by the Vedie Aryans, and the contempt they felt for

those who could not pronounce them correctly. The author of

the lirahmaija draws this moral from the anecdote : "There-

fore, no Brahman should pronounce words incorrectly ;
for such

words have no power."

AN e have seen that the Asuras (among whom were incUided

the cAicient Iranians, the Panis and all dissenters) were opposed
to the worship of the Devas, especially Indra, and to the per-

formance of saeritiees. The ancient Iranians were not strict

in the pronunciation of words, and generally used their

corrupted forms. For example, they pronounced Asnra as

Ahnra, pauc/ia as puja, iiidldr as mchlar, hhrdiar as b'^ader,

siipta as luipln, smiti as fndili, d-siiii as a/niii, Sapta-Stndha

as ILipta-Hsndn, soma as Jioma and siiJni.-irn as hazara. These

are some of the instanee.s of the soft or iuconecl nrouunciation

nf word;?, for. which ihey incurred the odium and ridicule of the

\'edie Aryans, and were called by the opprobrious names of

' mouthless or speechless." The othodo.K Aryans, believing as

they did in the [lower of mniil ros, insisted on their correct

pronunciation to make them etlicaeious, The Iranians were

- Cat. Brail. (III. 2. 1. 2ri-24) -.-^ ^^x\ ^TO^g^'t % ^^€t % ^t^T^ ?f^

a^'rT: ^^'^^'\'. i ^w\^ m^^ »^^fT i ^^^t f% ^t ^t* i

20
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prob:il)lv ;i ^-crl ul rcr(tniH'r> who ii^hJ tlic tli;iloc*t sjtyki'ii by the

poi»j>l''
lor llu>

|>it»|>;;L;;it
ioii of llicir Faitli. iiml fft'eftc'l refornis

ill other mattfr?, '..v., in lookiii;^' upon Fire ii< sacred, mul untiL

to be polluted by the fiosli of animals or by dead bodies which

n-ed to \>i' (.-nii.sionfd to it l)\ the oithudux .Vrvan^?, and in tlio

discontinuance of tlie Soma sacrifice or of tlie Soma drink which

had some intoxicating effect on the consumers. But like all

reformers, whether in ancient <n- mndern times, they were

opposed and condemned for I heir new-fangled ways by the

orthodox party. As Ihc ancient Iranian> were as strong antl

powerful as the \cdic Aryans, they wi-rc not easily discomfited,

but they i-arried on the struggle for a pretty long time, no^\

flefeating the \ cdic Ar\ans, and now being defeated by them.

It was virtually a war of I'rinciides
— carried on between two

(towerful l)ranches of the Aryan laee, and was looked upon by

the Common people as a war between the deities worshipped by

the icspeciive branches, /.c. a war between the Devas and the

Asura*5. N\ e learn I'roin the llig-\eda that the enemies of the

.\ryans were nltimatdx eru>lied. defeated and dri\cn out of the

eoimtry, which inij)licd that the hevas were victorious, and the

Asiuas defeated. This defeat of the Asuras cftablished in the

cjcs of the \ imHc Aryans the >npremaey and supciiorily

of the l)c\as over (he Asuras, of the llishis to whom

the ///''////^'^ were rcvcaleil over the Iranian rel'onners and

dissenters, ol the \ edic faith over the n(m-\ edic, of inaiilnn

over simple prayers couched in the dialects of the jieoplo, and

of Indra over Ahura .Ma/da. The Vcdic hymns addressed to

India breathe a Jo\on> t liiunphant spirit, and a sense of relief

at this victory, which made the \ edic AryaUh! su|)reinely con-

scious ol' their powers, of a sense of right ami justice on their

side, and of the immense superiority of their Faith and their

Devas. This consciousness added a /est to their ordiiiarv hum-

drum exislenc*', and probably helped ihciu to m:ikc ra|iid strides

on the j)ath (»f progress.

I his account of the defeat oj' the A>uias in the l!i"--\Cda is

supplemeutevi by the elaborate, though M>mewhat fanciful,
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accounts <]jiveii in tlie BidlnnannH, which are couched in such

laaguafi'e a'* to make them relate to supernatural events rather

than to human affairs. It is Indra, Fire, the Acvins, the Sun,

the Dawn, and the Maruts who are rei)resented to have been

tisrhtino; with Vritra and his hosts It is the account of the

strngojle of the Cosmic Powers over a^ain, thousjh here and

there we cannot fail to catch g^limpses of human and mundane

affairs with which the struggle was mainly connected.

Though the Brahmanas are not within the scope of our

treatment, it will not, I think, he quite out of place to make

occasional references to them, if onlv to ttirow some additional

light on points that are not (juite clear in the Rig-Veda, There

are some direct references in the Rig-Veda to the Paiiis having

been vanquished by an Aryan king in a battle, and having fled

from Sapta-Sindhn in a body ;
but I have not come across any

reference to the Iranians or the worshippers of Ahura Mazda

having left the country on account of religious dissensions,

though it has been related in a general way in the Rig-^ eda that

the dissenters who were called Asuias were defeated, and expelled

from the country. It is just possible that some of the Asuras

left the country, while others withdrew to its remote parts, or

lived in Sapta-Sindhu in a sort of armed truce during Rig-Vedie

times
;
and it was only when the cleavage became ^ell marked,

and the gulf between the two sects too wide to be bridged that

their liiial dispersion took place. There were many points of

agreement betueen the followers of Ahura Mazda, and the

Vedic Aryans. Roth sects worshipped the Fire with offerings,

among which, however, the Asuras did not include the flesh of

sacrificed animals
j
both worshipped many common Devas with

identical names ; but the Asuras did not acknowledge In.ha to

be the supreme Deva, though ihey worshipped him in substance

under the name of Vritraghna ;
both performed the Soma sacii-

tice which the Asuras (Iranians) called Homa sacrifice, though

they objected to the intoxicating properties of the juice, and

tried to substitute the plant by another of the same genus, and

both were e(|ually civilized and powerful. The retention of the
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name of Asiir,t for tlu'ir deities hy iliese dissenters, and tlie

denial of Indra's existence or superiority were tlie main points of

difference and friction between tlu' two sects ; and the Vedic

Aryans called them, as we have seen, by the name of AsKi-ax,

used in the bad sense of the word, which the latter retaliated

by attac'hini^ an etpially bad sense to the word Dera, whieii,

however, had no etymological justification as that of the word

Asura. It is sufficient, however, fur our purpose to remember

that the>e dissenters were simply called Amn-iis and not Iranians,

for they had not settled in Iran or Airyana as yet.

The Riahmai.as relate tliat the Asuras as well as the Devas

were the proj^eny of PrajAjiati, and both performed sacrifices and

became powerful. lUiL the Asuras havin«i; tried to establish

their supremacy over the Devas, a conflict arose between

them, which lasted for a lonij time, durino; which several

bloody battles were fought. The AHarrt/tt Brdhniana (I. 3.3) says

that at first there were fiii^htinii;s in the east, the west, the south

and the north, in all of which the Devas were defeated liy the

Asuras ; but when the li<;htin<; took place in the north-east

direction (of Sapta-Sindhu), the Devas were victorious, and

since then, this direction has been reofarded as invincible. Hence,

when the Soma plant was brought for sacrifice, it became the

custom among the Ar\an W')r8iii[>pers of the Devas to take it

out from the cart from that direction.''

It is further related in the Biahmaia that as the Devas

attributed their defeat to their havinu; no kinij, they

made Soma their king ;
an<l with the help of Soma, they

became vi<'torious in all the directions. 'I'his undoubtedl} r.fers

to the controversy about the use of the Soma juice in sacrifice,

which was disc-out inued by the .Asuras or the ancestors of the

Iranians for sometime, as we shall see later on, and bears testi-

mony to the fact that the worshippers of the Devas establisiiel

the necessity and edicacy of the Soma sacrifice, and carried

their point in the teeth of well-ori^anized opposition.

^ M^. Brnh. (I. 3. 3).
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There is another anecdote in the Aiinrei/a Brd/imana in con-

nection with this conflict between tlie Devas and the Asuras,

which is worth mentioning- here. The Asuras thought of

barring the Devas from Blinloka (the Earth), Anfariksha (the

Mid-lieaven), and Dynloka (the Heaven) by constructing three

walls, viz., one of iron, another of silver, and the third of gold

respectively. Against this plan and device of the Asuras, the

Devas constructed a mdns (a place of sacrifice), an agnidhra

or place for the sacred sacrificial Fire, and two carts named

hahiidhan in which offerings for Sacrifice were brought. After

that, they performed the Sacrifice, named Upamf. At the end

of the first day's sacrifice, the Asuras were driven out of the

earth ; at the end of the second day's sacrifice, they were driven

out of mid-hoaven ;
and at the end of the third day's sacrifice,

they were driven out of lieaven. Then the Asuras fell back on

the six seasons ;
but the Devas drove them out of these by

jjerforming six Upasats. The Asuras then fell back on the

twelve months from whieii they were expelled by the Devas

performing twelve Ujjasats. Then the Asuras fell back on the

twenty-four fortnights, from which also the Devas expelled them

by performing twenty-four sacrifices. Lastly, the Asuras fell

back on day and niglit {Ahordtra), from which also the Devas

expelled them by performing two dailj' sacrifices, one in the

morning by which they were expelled from day-time, and one

in the after-noon, by w'nieli they were expelled from the night.

This compelled the Asuras to take refuge only at the junctions

of Day and Xight at both ends, viz., early dawn, and

evening.'

This anecdote proves that the Asuras were rich in worldly

possessions and prdsperous, which enabled them to construct

three walls of iron, bdver, and gold ;
but they were poor in

spiritual powers which coi.ld only be acquired, according to the

Vtdic Aryans, by the perfoimance of sacrifices and religious rites.

The Devas, thongli not lich from a worldly point of view, were

spiritually strong ; hence, they were enabled to expel the

*
Ait. Brah. (I. 4. 6).
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Asuras from the three wurMs l»y tlie performance of three

sacrifices ;
from the six seasor.s, h\ the pei rnrmanee of six saeiifices ;

from the twelve months, hy thf perl'oimance of twelve saorifices ;

from the ~l fortnights, h\ the performance of ^4 sacrifices
;

and from the (l;iys and nights, by performing the sacrifices

twice daily. This \v:is the cause of the \ ictory of the Devas ;

in other words, it was In spiritnal cnltiirc, and th«' performanof

of sacrifice twice daily, and n<it hy inere w(M'ldly possessions,

that they became victorious in the long nui. This marks tlie

very characteristics of the two branches <>f the Aryan race,

which are observable evt-n to this day.

It has been previonsly said that the Asuras, without offering

any hnhi/ax to the sacrificial Fire, ate them up themselves. On

the other hand, the \ edic Aryans offered all the best things to

Agni, evt*n the fiesh of tlie animals sacrificed.' The .\suras

were evidently opposed to such sacrifices, and trietl to sto|t

them by force, l^ut the Devas drove them away by liaving

recourse to a device. ^Vhen the animal was made ready for

sacrifice, the Asj-.ras came towards the i/iijui (wooden block for

sacrificing an animal). Seeing this, the Deva« made three eon-

centric walls of lire Mir protecting tliemselves and the sacrifice.

The very sight of these walls of fire surrounding tl>e animal to

be sacrificed was sullicient to drive them awav IVom the place

of sacrifice, as it was highly rejtugnant ami revolting to their

sentiments. Thus with the help of 1 he <aerifieial Kire, the

Devas succeeded in killing the .\suras and the Hftkshasas both

in the east and the west.'

It further api)ears from a perusal of the lirahniana-; that

the Asura-; were so much per-ic-uted by th- I)(.> as thai th.!y

were compelled to assume the forms o!" jJrAhm ms and Yiihn

(ascetics) for self-|)rotection. This is probably another way of

saying that the priests and lh<' ascetics of the Asuras were

'• rnri/ or nnimal (cnftlo) wnB in tlie earliest times regarded ns wenltb ;

nnd its flesl) nt nne time formed the iiinin artirle of food. Hence (IchIi or

meat was prized above all thinpn.
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similar in a])[)earanee to the J3rA.lmiaiis aiul the ascetics oi" the

Vei^lie Arvaiis, and wero indistino-ui'shable i'vmu Iheiii, as they

all very likely wore the same sacerdotal robes and badges. The

Aifwet/'i Brd/imnna says tliat
" ludra killed ^'i(;varupa; the son

oF Tvashtfj, as well as Vritra. He killed the Yafi>>-, and threw

theii' dead budies to be devoured by wild dogs. He also killed

the Jninna(//i(U, and thwarted Yrihaf^pati, for which acts the

Devas condemned Tndra who was thus deprived by them of

the Soma drink But Indra afterwards foreibl}' took the

Soma drink away from Tvashta, and since then has been entitled

to it."
'

The Taitlirij/a Brd/iniana also says that T^ashta

created a Brahman by name I ritra whom Indra killed. He

alsd killed Tvashta'.< s "U N'i^varupa, hacked to pieces the Asuras

who assumed the forms of }a(is or ascetics, and got their

bodies devoured by wild dogs. He further killed the Asuras,

named -trnriiuiy/iax, who assumed the forms of Brahmans.

These anecdotes bring us at once from supernatural to

mundane matters,—fr^ni the Devas and Asuras tu Brahmans,

Yatls and Annmoijfia-s. It seems that before the split between

the two branches of the Aryans occurred, their priests had been

Brd/iiiuuis and )iili-s or ascetics. But after the split had been

effected. Tvashta created =omc persons called Arnrmai/has who

assumed the forms of Brahmans, and whom ludra killed, because

ill his superior wisdom, he came to know^ them lo be really

Asuras in disguise, and not Brahmans. But this killing of

Brahmans (though they were really Asuras) by Indra and his

followers made them incur the displeasure and censure of bo^h

Gods and men, and no Soma drink was consequently offered to

Indra, or any Soma sacritiee performed in his honour. It has

b?en said, however, that Indra forcibly snatched the Soma

drink from TvashtM. which is as much as lo say that, though

the Soma sacrifice and Indni-Morship had been discontinued

for sometime, they were renewed again by the followers of

Indra.

'
Ihid, YIL 3.3. 2.
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It remains for us now to see who tins 'I'vashta was, and who

these AninihiplhiK. In \\\\r. X. 110. '•> we linil the name of

Tvashta (Tvashtri), as Ajni Lcrald ov God of Fire, and his attri-

butes mentioned as follow :
—

"() IJotii, worship to-day that Deva whose naaie is Tvashta,

wiio has produced JJi/drd-Prit/iivi (Heaven and J'.arth) and

created the various Iivin<»- creatures
"

It would thus appear that Tvashta was ideulilied witii the

Creator lliniselt'. His son \va> \'icvarupH. The T<i)fHrli/a

Samhitd thus speaks of him :
—

"
Vi^varupa, son of Tvashta, was the priest oF the Devas,

aiiU was their nephew, beiiiu' sister's son. He had three mouths,

through one of which he drank the S<»ma juice ; tiiroui^h the

second, he used t > driid< wine; and throuu'h the third, he used

to tak(! his usual food. He useil to say openly tiiat the share

of /la/jt-s was IcL^itimate to th.' Devas ; but in private parlance,

he would sav that the Vsiiras were entitled to if. Indra haviui;

come to know this, and apjirehended a revolution, cut off his

llirec heads with the h('l|»
of his thunderbolt. 'IMie killiui; of

this Brrdmian [»riest by IiuUa made him inf-nr the sin t^enerally

attaelu'd to the killing' of a Brahman.^'

The Devas, as we have seen, werf I'ond of. and drank the

Soma juice ; but tlir Vsuras drank xurd ov wiur, and men ate

food. If is cl-ar From tlii- above anecdote that \'i(;varupa used

to parfakf oF the olffrinrjs, made respectively by the Devas,

the .\>inas anil men, with fhe help of his three different mouths.

As the Asur.is rejected i>r were dei)rived of the Soma juiee, and

Md)stitut<'<l a new drink in its place, prepared from another

l)Iant, which they ei.nsidere.l lo he le.ss intoxicatinjj than the

Soma juice, fhe IJrAlimaus retaliated b\ cillini; their drink by

fhe nauH- of irinf, i.r.^ a really intoxicatin-j; li<pior as compared

with fhe Soma «lrink. and fhereFore unlit For beinir un"ere<l

to the Dev.is. It a[tpears aiv.i lli;i1 the reliijion oF the l)eva.s,

the Asuias and men was one ai lirst, as \ ievarnpa received

all these ofFerinfrs From all fin- votaries, and partook of them.

But Indra, bavin;; killed X'irvaiupa, Tvashta in his rage
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discontinued the offering of the Soma drink to him, though

the latter afterwards forcibly took a share of it from him.

It was Tvashta who is said to have forged the thunderbolt

for Indra (Rig. I. 61. 6 & I. 189. 14), which, however, was

used by the latter in killing his two sons, Vritra and Vi^varupa.

This created a revulsion of feeling against Indra, and his

worship was consequently discontinued by Tvashta's followers

who substituted him for Indra. As Tvashta Vv'as the God of

Fire, he was worshipped by them as Fire.

But Fire on earth was identical with the Sun in heaven, and

also represented the splendours of the great Creator of the Sun

himself, whom the Asuras and their descendants, the Iranians,

called Mithra (Vedic, Mitra). Therefore, Fire or Tvashta,

the Sun and Mithra formed, as it were, a Trinity. The Sun

was called by them Alinra Mazda^ which appears to be a

corruption of the Sanskrit Asnra Maghavd, and literally means
" the great God fit to be worshipped by men." It should be

pointed out that in the Rig-Veda, the epithet, Maghava,h.2ishBQn

usually applied to Indra, though other Devas also have sometimes

shared it with him. Therefore, it may be surmised that Ahura

Mazda, or as he is commonly called, Orwuzd, in a still more

corrupted form, was equal to the Vedic Indra or the Sun, and

Tvashta (or Tvashtri) was the same God in another form, tiiz..

Fire. It will be in the recollection of our readers that in the

Rig -Veda, the Sun and the Fire have been called the visible

bodies of Indra who created both of them, and was therefore

also equal to Mithra of the Asuras. As Fire belongs to the

earth, he is the God with whom men can easily associate, and

through whom they can worship both the Sun, or Ormuzd, and

the still higher deity, Mithra. Tvashta or Tvashtri thus became

the preceptor of men, and as he existed from time immemorial,
he was called Jarat Tvashtri, or the ancient Tvashtri, which was

corrupted into Zara-thusira, and still further, into Zoroaster.

As with the orthodox Aryans, Agni or Fire (Brahm^) revealed

the Vedas, so with the Iranians, Zara-thustra, or Zoroaster

(the ancient Fire God) revealed to them their religion as

21
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embodied in their sacivd serii)turo, tlie Zend Avesta. Hence,

(he Asura tribes, afterwards settled in Airyana or Iran, called

tiiemselves the followers of Zoroaster, and are known as

Zoroastrians. But the Zoroaster of history was a (j^veat Prophet

who appeared in a later a*T;e, and was probably re^^arded as an

incarnation of Jarat Tvashtri or the Fire-(Tod. He came to

the world for the ajood of the race, and for embodyinpj the

tenets of the relii^ion in the sacred scripture, the Zend-Avesta.

The religion had existed from very ancient times, and it remained

for him only to t^ive it a new shape and life. As a writer

observes :

" A great relif^fion is always a slow orfowth, and any

particular relisjious teacher to whom it may be ascribed, after

all, has done nothin;^ more than focalise the national tendency,

or form a centre about which the ideas and tendencies of an

epoch may crystallize In the case of the Zoroastrian religion,

it was finally given tangible and permanent expression in the

pages of the Zend-Avesta, or sacred book of the Persians. The

national spirit ^iveti exj)ression is in many ways of a high

order It seems quite clear that the early religion of the

Persians was almost a pure monotheism, nor did it in its later

stages depart more widely from the monotheistic type than has

been the ease, at some stage of its develo| ments, with every

other great religion of which we have any knowledge. Thus the

Zoroastrian system admits of a Sun-(jod. Mithra, who is the

cr»'ator of the God of Ligiit, Ormu/.d, and of the (iod of

Darkness Ahriman When we try to get close to the thcjught

of this creed, we find that Ormuzd is re>j:arded e(jual to Mithra,

even though created by him, and that on the other hand,

Ahriman is supposed ultimately to be conrpiered by the (Jod of

Light, notwithstanding the ages of time throughout which he

wields malevolent powers."
"

Zoroaster, the Prophet,
"
assei-ted the existence of a kingdom

of light, and a kingfloni of darkness; in the former reigns

Ormuzd, the author and giver of all good ; in the latter,

•
UiHt. Hist, of the World, Vol. II, p. .006.
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Ahriman, the source of all evil, moral as well as physical. The

throne of Ormuzd is surrounded by the seven Amshaspands, the

princes of light, of whom the sage himself was the first."
^

It would thus appear that the sage was an incarnation of

Jurat Tvashtri, the first Prince of Light, who, with six others,

surround the throne of Ormuzd.

No reference to the name of the sage has been made in the

Rig-Veda, or the later Vedie Literature, though the name of

Tvashta as Fire and Creator is found, as we have seen, in the

former. The Prophet, therefore, must have flourished in a

much later period, though the religion, as we have alread}'

said, had been in existence from very early times. It was not

known in Rig-Vedie times as the Religion of Zoroaster, but as

a religion of the Asuras who worshipped Jsura MagJiaini, Ahtra

Mazda or Ormuzd. Hence it was also known as the Religion of

Ormuzd, and its followers were called Ormuzdians, or as the

later Vedic Aryans called them, Arnrmaglias. It was these

Arurmaghas, described as Brahmans in the Aitareya Brahmana

and the Taittiriya Samhita, who were killed by Indra, because

he knew them to be Asuras under the garb of Brahmans, and

as we have seen, their killing led to great religious dissen-

sions and schisms in ancient Sapta-Sindhu, which deprived

Indra of his favourite Soma drink for a time, to the point of

being ousted from worship. These Arurmaghas (which word,

by the way, has remained unexplained up to this time), therefore,

were no other than the priests or votaries of Asimi Maghara,

Ahura Mazda, or Ormuzd, the great God of Light, whom the

Asuras, or dissenters from the orthodox Vedic faith, worship-

ped in place of Indra. *^ From the fact that Indra was censured

e
Ibid, p. 636.

»" These Arurmaghas were probably the ancestors of the Magi or priests of

ancient Media who were simply called magha.s or Magi. They formed a

hereditary sacerdotal caste and Hcrodotus'thus writes about their status :

" A

Magian man stands by and chants a theogony thereto, for such the Pei-sians

say the chant is. Without a Magian it is not lawful for him to offer prayers."

Prof. Monlton writes :

" From the first the Greek writers assume that thp
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and condemned for killinii; these Hialimans, it appears that

thoui^^h the Asuras had ceased to worship Indra, and were

worship])ino: Asura Ma<ifhava, under a new system of faith,

they were still regarded as belongmg to the Aryan community
in Sapta-Sindhu, and their priests looked upon as Brahmans

and Ya/is, for the sin of killing whom Indra had to incur a

public censure. This furnishes us with a curious instance of

catholicity and sympathetic tolerance in an age which seems to

have b en characterized by religious intolerance and bigotry of

the worst type. Very j)robably, Indra's censure was due to a

reaction of the popular mind from the terrible scenes of blood-

shed and persecution that were enacted in the ancient land, in the

name of religion. The killing of the Arurmaghas, however,

thougli afterwards condoned by the Vedic Aryans, created a

revulsion against Indra in the mind of the followers of Ahura

Mazda, and the breach between the two sects widened beyond

repair.

But though the schism had taken place, and there had been

much bloodshed and persecution in consecjuence of it, the Asuras

in all probability did not leave Sapta-Sindhu in a body during

Rig-Vedic times. This they probably did in a later age, after

the Panis had mostly left the country. But it is just possible

that those who were defeated by the Vedic Aryans in battles,

and had tlieir forts broken or demolished, emigrated towards

the north-west, and nfter roaming about in several countries

in a helpless condition, finally settled down in Bactriana which

they called Jn/a Vecja or Airi/aua Vacjo (which literally

means "
tlje nursery, or place of origin of the Aryans") to

Mag^i werp priejitw, with Rpocini skill in di\'ination and oneiromancy. They
were already caHpntial for all prieBtly acts, and identified thoronRhly with the

Persian relijriouR system. Moreover from the fonrfh centnry B. C. down,

there are frequent allnnionH to Zoroanter himself as a Mngns, and many of tlie

foremost mo<1eni authorities have accepted this as prolmbly true,
"

{Early

Zoroastrianx'vi, pp. I9G-197). The word Mnghn or Magna was probably a

cormpfion of Mnghnra, meaning
"
worshipful," a title which was probably

applied to these priests. Monlton's theory that the Maghas or the Magi

belong to a non-Aryan race ia quite untenable.
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distinguish it from Sapta-Sindhu which they were compelled to

leave, and for which they no longer entertained any love, as

it was inhabited by their hereditary enemies, the Vedic Arj'ans.

This Airyana Yaejo was afterwards destroyed by an invasion of

Ice in post-Rig-Vedic times, probably in consequence of vast

volumes of watery vapours, generated by the drying up of the

bed of the Rajputana Sea, having been precipitated there as

snow, which compelled Yima, the ancient leader of the Iranians,

to leave it with his people and migrate towards the north, to the

Arctic Region. Long after this event, Airyana Vaejo became

again habitable, and the Prophet Zoroaster settled there with his

followers, and made it a centre for the propagation of his new

reforn)ed faith. As this chapter has already grown too long,

I will deal with the subject of the dispersion of the followers of

Ahura Mazda from Sapta-Sindhu in the next chapter.



CHAPTER X.

The Dispersion of the Followers of Ahiira Mazda from Sapta-Sindhu.

Professor Max Muller after a careful study of the Vedas and

the Zend-Avesta arrived at the following conclusion :

"The Zoroastrians were a colony from Northern India.

They had been totjether for a time with the people whose sacred

son<;js have been preserved to us in the Veda. A schism took

place and the Zoroastrians mii^rated westward to Araehosia and

Persia.
"»

Elsewhere he said :

"
Still more striking is the similarity

between Persia and India in relisrion and mvtholo£rv. (lods

unknown to any Indo-European nation are worshipped under

the same names in Sanskrit and Zend
;
and the chanj»e of some

of the most sacred expressions in Sanskrit int^) names of evil-

spirits in Zend only serves to streuijthen the conviction that

we have here the usual traces of a schism wiiich separated a

community that had once been united. "'-

Dr. Ilauj^ also came to the same conclusion :

" The ancestors

of the liralimans, and those of the Parsis (the ancient Iranians)

lived as brother tribes peacefully tofjether. This time was

anterior to the combats of the Dems and the Astd'ax, which

are so frequently mentioned in tlw MrAhnianas, the former

represent in pf the Hindus, the latter Iranians,""

It would a])pear however that the Iranians did not all at

once settle in Araehosia or Persia after leavini; Sapta-Sindhu.

They had roamed about in many r-ountries in a lidplnss

condition before they settled down as a«^rieulturists in their

new colony. We have said in the previous chapter that the

main body of the followers of Ahura Mazda did not leavr

Sapta-Sindhu during Kig-\ edic times, though it is likely

' Science of Langiiruje, Vol. II, p. 270 (Fifth Edition).
* Chip^ from n derman Workfhop, Vol. I, p. 8.'^.

• Dr. Hang's Introduction to the Aititreyn Biahmnnu, Vol, I, pp. 2-li,

Edition IS&'i.
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that some tribes who could not hold their own against the

attacks of the Vedic Aryans did so, and ofot themselves scattered

in different parts of Asia and Europe. The Arurmaghas or the

followers of Ahura Mazda were regjarded as Brahmam and were

suffered to live in Sapta-Sindhu, as lon^ as they did not become

obtrusive or militant. But as soon as they became active pro-

pagandists and aggressive, attacking and condemning the Vedic

faith and the Vedic rites, under the instigation of their priests

or prophets, a regular campaign against them was organized

and started by the Vedic Aryans, which resulted in their

ultimate expulsion from Sapta-Sindhu. As I have already said

in the last chapter, the name of Zara-thustra does not occur in

the Brahmaiias or the later Vedic literature, though the name of

Tvashta f)r Tvashtri as the Fire God and Creator, occurs in them

as well as in the Kig-Veda. Zarathustia, therefore, must have

flourished in comparatively recent times. It was he who gave

the Ahnra religion the shape in which we find it in the Zend-

Avesta, and instilled into it a new life and vigour by shaking off

the foreign accretions that had irathered round it, and purifying

it as much as possible. He was, therefore, a great Reformer of

the Ahura religion, and his words carried the greatest weight
with its votaries when he declared himself or came to be regard-

ed as a Prophet, and an incarnation of Jarat Tvashtri, the first

of the seven Amshaspands, or Princes of Light, who surrounded

the throne of Ahura Mazda. Inspired and encouraged bv his

teacliings, his followers must have assumed a fresh militant

attitude towards the Vedic faith, and thereby brought upon
themselves the wrath of the united Vedic Aryans who compelled

them to fly far from Sapta-Sindhn, the land of their birth. It

was when reduced to this helpless condition and sorry plight

that the Prophet with his followers gave vent to the following

lamentations as are recorded in the Gdthd Ustanvaiii :

" To what country shall I go ? Where shall I take my refuge ?

What country is sheltering the master (Zarathustra) and his

companions ? None of the servants pays reverence to me, nor

the wicked rulers of the country.^' [4. (46) 1].
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"
I know that I am helpless. Look at me, beinjT; amoncjst

few men. For, I have i'uw men. I implore thee (Ahiir Mazd,
the wise) weeping, thou livinj^ God." [4 (46) 2].

"The sway is ijiven into the hands of the priests and pro-

phets of idols, who, by their atrocious actions, endeavour to

destroy the human life..." [4 (16) !!].<

Thus expelled from Sapta-'^indhu and other places inhabited

by the Vedie Aryans, the followers of the Prophet probably roamed

about in various lands mentioned in the first Farjiard of the

\ endidad until they found a safe shelter in old Airyana Vaejo

which, though destroyed by Ice in a former age, had again

Ijecome habitable. This province, according to Spiegel,
"

is to

be jdaced in the furthest east of the Iranian plateau, in the

region where the Oxus and the Jaxartes take their rise," though

Baron \ on Hunsen supposes it to be "
the table-land of Pamir

and Khokand."'^ The lands mentioned in the Fargard of

the N'endidad are (1) Airyana Vaejo; (2) Sughdha or Sogdiana

(Samarkand) ; (.'3)
Mouru or Margiana (Mero) ; (4) Hakhdid or

Bactria (Balkh) ; (5) Nisaya or NisaM ; (6) Haroyn (Sans. Sarai/u)

or Arcia (Herat) ; (7) \'aekareta (Cabul) ; (8) Urva, Cabul,

according to Dr. Ilaug, or land around Ispahan, according to

Dermcsteter; (!•) Khncntain \'ehrkena (Kandahar) ; (10) Harah-

vaiti (Sans. Soni.sraf/ or more ])robal)ly [I'avali) or Arachosia

(Harut) ; (11) Ilaetumant (llelmend) ; (12) Ragha (Rai) ; (15)

(^hakhi-a ; (11) \'an'na
; (lo) Hapta-Hemlu (Sapta-Sindhu) and

(IH) Rangha. These were the sixteen countries which were

known to the ancient Iranians. There is a controver.sy among
some Western scholars as to the geographical and historical

value of this account of the countries mentioned in the Vendi-

dad. Bunsen is of o|'iniou that the first mentioned country was

the j)rim('val alxKle of the Iranians, from which they subse-

quently emigrated to the other countries—an opinion with

which Spiegel at first agreed. But it api)ears that the latter

• Dr. Martin Haug'H Religion nj the Parneen, pp. 152, 156 and 166. Ed.

1862.

• Muir'a Original Sanskrit Texts, Vol. II, pp. 332, 4JBI. Ed. 1871.
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subsequently revised this opinion as will appear from his remarks

ia his Introluetion to the A vesta (Vol. II, p. eix) :

"
I cannot

coincide in the attempt to discover in t le first chapter of the

\ endidad an account of the gradual migrations of the Iranians.

It has been said that, that list of countries is a continuous

history of their attempts at colonization, beginning with their

northern home, and ending with Hapla Hendu or India. But

the list nowhere speaks of any such migration Hence, I sw
in this chapter nothing but a specification oF the countries

known to the Iranians at a particular time. This period, how-

ever, cannot be a recent one, as the name Hapta- Hendu is con-

nected with the Yedic period."

This seems to me to be the soundest view of the matter.

The followers of Ahura Mazda were very closely connected not

onl}' in blood, but also in language,'"' and leligious faith and

l>ractice
'

(of course before the regrettable schism took place)

with the Vedic Aryans of Sapta-Sindhu which was their

common home. When a difference in religious opiiu'on and

practice arose, they came to be called Asuras by the Yedic

" Geldner writes in the Encj/c?o^c'prfm Britan)iica, Vol. XX], p. 247) (11th

edition) :

" The clearest evidence of the extreme atre of the lana^iiage

of theGathas is its striking resemblance to the oldest Sanskrit, the language

of the Vedic poems. The Gatha language (much more than the later Zend)

and the language of the Vedns hnye a close resemblance, exceeding that of

any two Romanic languages ; they seem hardly more than two dialects of one

tongue. Whole strophes of the Gathas can be turned into good old Sanskrit

by the application of certain phonetic laws."

^ Eduax'd Myer thus summarises in the same woi-k (p. 203) the common

elements of the two religions :

'"

Fire-worship, especially the sacrificial

flame ;
the preparations of the intoxicating Soim, which fills men with

divine strength and uplifts him to the Gods ; the injunction to
'

good

thoughts and good works' i'iip333J on the piou^ by Veili and Avesta alike
;

the belief in an unwavering order (?-ifo)
— a law controlling gods and men

and dominating them all; yet with this, a belief in the power of the

magical formulae {mantra), exclamations and prayers, to whose compulsion

not merely demons (the evil spirits of deception^cZi-ft/i), but even the gods

(dacva) must submit, and lastly, the institution of a priesthood of fire-kindlers

{atharvan) who are at once the repositories of all sacred traditions and

mediators in all intercourse between earth and heaven."
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Aryans v\hom they, in their turn, calletl Devas or Daevas, /.<".,

Devils. This religious controversy t^radually defjenerated, even

in Rii]^-A\die times, into an im])lacable hatred for one another;

and from words, they came to blows, :uul from blows to blood-

shed, resultin*;^ in the defeat of the Asuras. Some, as we have

already said, fled to other countries, while others remained

in Sapta-Sindhu peacefully, without provokinoj further quarrels.
" The Soshyantas or fire-priests," writes Dr. Haug,

" who

seemed to be identical with the Atharvans, are to be regarded

as the real predecessors of Zarathustra Spitoma, who paved the

way for the grand religious reform carried out by the latter.

It is distinctly said (Yas. .58.2), that the good Ahura religion

was revealed to them and that they professed it in opposition to

the Deva religion, like Zarathustra himself and his disciples.

(Yas. 12.7). These ancient sages, therefore, we must regard as

the founders of the Ahura religion, who first introduced agricul-

ture and made it a religious duty, and commenced war against

the Deva religion."
^ We have seen the result uf this war

during Rig-"\'edic times, and prior to the age of the BrAhmaras

in which the Soshi/anias (who were ])robably identified in the

Rig-Veda with Cua/ina, the demon of drought) and their followers

got the worst, most of them having been compelled to leave the

country. It was only wiien Zarathustra, the fiery and intolerable

Reformer and Prophet, fiourishcd, that fresh troubles arose, as

the resnlt of which his followers were driven out of the country,

who roamed about in a helpless condition until they made their

final halt in old Airi/aiui Vaejn which had been destroyed by Ice

in a former age when Yima had been its ruler, and so named

probably to denote the original placi- where the Ormuzdian reli-

gion had been first projtagated, preached aixl practised undisturbed.

This land, therefore, was given piecedence over all other lands,

and regarded as Paradise, when compared with Ilaj^ta-Hendu,

from which the Iranians had been driven out, and for which

they no longer entertained any love, in as much as it was peopled

' Dr. Haug's ReltQion of the Pamece, p. 2.11. Ed. IR02.
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by their inveterate enemies, the Vedic Aryans. We may, accord-

inirlv, cunelude that the namins; of Hapta-Hendu towards the end

of the Hst, as given in the first Fargard of the Yendidad, does

not indicate that the Iranians emigrated from their northern

home and came to Sapta-Sindlui at the end of their migrations.

Such a theory would be against the conclusions at which all

impartial students and critics must arrive after a careful study of

the Vedas and the Zend Avesta.

Secure in this earthly paradise, and free from molestations,

Zarathustra began a thorough-going reform of the old religion as

professed by the votaries of Ahura Mazda. The following extracts

from Yasna li of the Avestawill unmistakably indicate the line

of reform :

"
I cease to be a Deva worshijDper. I profess to

be a Zoroastrian Mazdayasna (worshipper of Ahura Mazda),

an enemy of the Devas, and a devotee to xlhura, ...I

forsake the Devas, the wicked, bad, false, untrue, the

originators of mischief, who are most baneful, destructive,

the basest of all beings... I am a Mazdayasna, a Zoroastrian

Mazdayasna. I profess this religion by praising and preferring

it to others.
" »

The Zoroastrians forsook not only the "wicked and false"

Devas, but also the Soma sacrifice which characterized the Yedic

Aryans or Sapta-Sindhu. Gdthd AhunaKaiti (Yasna 32) says
" Ye Devas, sprung out of the evil spirit who takes possession of

you by intoxication {Soma), teaching you manifold arts to deceive

and destroy mankind, for which arts you are notorious every-

where " ^" In (jdtlid Sjjeala-Muini/us also we find: "When
will appear, thou wnse, the men of vigour and courage to pollute

that intoxicating liquor ? This diabolical art makes the idol

priests so overbearing, and the evil spirit, reigning in the coun-

tries, increases this pride."
^ ^ Dr. Haug comments on the verse

of this Gatha as follows :

" This verse refers to the Brahman's

Soma worship which, as the cause of so much evil, was cursed by
Zarathustra."

9 Dr. Hang's Religion of the Parsees, p. 165, Ed. 1862.

10
Ibid, p. 14.5. 11 Ibid p. 159.
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But thoiiji'li Zaiatluistra thus oondemned the Soma, with a

view to dissuade his followers from usin^j^ it in their rituals, the

old party seamed to retaiu a i)redilcetion for the drink, and

would not easily give it up. Hence the High Priests effected a

sort of compromise l»y substituting the intoxicating Soma

beverage
'"

by a more wholesome and invigorating drink pre|>ared

from another plant, together with the branches of the pome-

o-ranale tree, and without any process of fermentation : but the

name in the Iranian form Hoiiki remained, and some of the

ceremonies also." ' - We need not, therefore, be at all surprised

that Zarathustra also suddenly became an admirer of the

SoiiKt who, it is said, once visited him in his biiUiant supernatural

body.
"
Being asked by the propliet who he was, he told that

he was Homa, and re([uested him to worship him in the same

way as the ancient sages and prophets had done. Zarathustra,

after having attentively listened to the angel's reports, bowed

before him atifl commenced to consecrate the branches of the

Homa plant whicli were before him, in order to put into them

secret jiowers." Zarathustra ihen praised Soma or Homa as

f'dlows :

"
I praise the high mountains where thou hast grown

Homa ! I praise the I'^arth, the wide, which is full of ways,

laboining, thy Mother, Homa !"' •'' This conversion of Zara-

thustra to the Soma c«dt is remarkable, in as much as it goes to

show that his followers onne from Sa])ta-Sindhu where the Soma-

sacritiee |»revailed. 'I'he Soma jilant, as our readers will

remember, grew nowhere oI.se ex(*epting on the Himfilaya and in

some regions of .Sapia-Sindhu. One of the reasons why the

Sonja jilant was substituted by another |)Iantby Zarathustra may
have been \i> scarcity in .\iryan:i A'aejo whore the plant did not

probably take kindly to the soil.

"
It is plain," says Dr. Isaac Taylor,

" from the character

f>f the culture words eominon to Zend and Sanskrit that the

Indians and Iranians had before their separation advanced farther

' Dr. MaiigB Reltgioti nf the Partecx, pj>. 219-220; also Chapter IV of this

book, p. 57.

'•• Dr. Haii^'tt Rcliyion of the Pureec>, ]>\>. I(i7-10b.
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in the path of eivilisatiou than any of the other Aryan nations.

They knew themselves as a united pcoiile (Sanskrit Jr^a, Zend

Airya). They hadcommon j^onLi for bridge_column4-battle, fight,

sword, spear, andbo\yrsiring,aDd they cqiild count up to a thousand.

But the agreement in religious terms is the most striking proof

of the stage^of^ culture they had reached. They had common

words for priest, sacrifice, song of praise, religious aspergation,

for heroes and demons, a nd^foi^lithra, the God of Light. The

chief Indian God, Indra, the god of storms, who in the Rig-\ eda

is a beneficent deity, becomes in the Avesta a malignant power.

jlt was formerly believed that a religious schism was the primary

cause of the separation of the Indians and Iranians, but this

\nolion is now universally given up."
^ "^

Dr. Taylor does not say on what grounds has this notion

be;ni universally given up. But if it has really been given up by

the Western scholars, so much the pity for historical truth. The

very fact that Indra, not merely
" the God of storms," but the

mightiest beneficent deitv of the ^ edic Arvans, was regarded bv

the Iranians as a malignant power goes to the very root of the

religious dissension between the two sects, and points to the real

cause of their separation, as we have shown very clearly in these

pages from evidences adduced both from the Vedic literature

and the Zend Avesta. It is therefore extremely surprising to be

told that religions schism was not the primary cause of their

separation. Tlie followers of Ahura Mazda felt such a great repug-

nance for the name of Indra, to whose prowess were ascribed their

defeat and slaughter by Vedic Ar} ans^ that they came to look upon
liim as Devil himself, and his votaries as Devil-worshippers,

though, !?traugely enough, Indra's epithet of ^'rethraghna was

retained by (hem as the epithet of their supreme angel. The Soma
sacrifice also was at first discarded as unworthy of the followers of

Ahura .Mazda, not only on account of the intoxicating properties

of the Soma drink, but also because it was mainly connected with

the worship of Indra and thus savoured of the Devil. But as

ancient custom, like superstitions, die very hard, Zoroaster had to

'*
Taylor's On'srin o/ f/ie Aryans, pp. 189-190. (Secoucl Edition, 1892.)
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re-introdiice it in the rituals under the very old name, though the

drink was niaxle less intoxicating by an altogether different pro-

cess of preparation. In the face of these and the other evidences

dealt with in this and the previous chapter, it would be bold

to assert, that religious schism was not the primary cause of the

separation of the two sects.

We have already stated the opinions of Spiegel and Bunsen

about the probable situation of Airyana Vaejo, the Paradise of the

Iranians, where they settled and prospered after their expulsion

from Sapta-Sindhu. Whether ii was situated in the farthest

east of the Iranian plateau at the sources of the Oxus and the

Jaxartes, or on the table-land of the Pamir and Kliokand, there

can be no (piestion that it was placed on sufliciently elevated

land, to be called
"

Paradise,
" and was not easily accessible to

their enemies. But it has been mentioned in the second Farsrard

of the Vendidad that fatal winters fell on this ha))py laud which

was consequently invaded by snow and ice, and thus made unlit

for human habitation. Yima, the ruler of the land, had been

previously warned by Ahura Mazda about this impending

calamity and advised to remove to another place with "
the

seeds of sheep and oxen, of men, of dogs, of birds and of red

blazin<r lire
" * '' and create a J'ni<i or enclosure there for

their protection. Mr. Bal Gangadhar Tilak thinks that

Airyana Vaejo was situated in the Arctic region, the climate

of which was genial bjfore the advent of the last Glacial epoch

al)out 1 0,000 years ago, and the destruction of this hapjiy land

was caused by the invasion of snow and ice when that epoch

came."'' He is further <»!' opinion "that the Airyana

Vaejo was so situated that the iidiabitants of Yima's V4ra

therein regarded the year only as a day, and saw the sun rise

onl}' once a year."
^'

This, according to him, points to the

situation of Airyana \'h«\j<» in the Arctic region. The Vara

was undoubte«lly situated ni the Arctic or the Circumpolar

' ' DarmcHteter.

'" Tilak's Arctic Home in the Vcdas, ]).
381.

*'
Ibid, p. 383.
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region, because the year there was only a day, and tlie sun

rose only once a year. But where is the evidence to show that

these were also the physical phenomena and characteristics of

Airyana Vaejo ? When Ahura Mazda first informed Yima

about the impending calamity that was to overtake his country,

and advised him to remove to the Y^ra with the seeds of birds,

beasts, men and the blazing fire, the latter naturally asked

Ahura Mazda :

" O Maker of the material world, thou Holy

One ! What lights are there to give light in the V&ra which

Yima made ?" Ahura Mazda answered :

" There are uncreated

lights and created lights. Theie the stars, the moon

and the sun are only once (a year) seen to rise and set,

and a year seems as a day."
^"^

These, then, were the

physical characteristics of the V^ra whither Yima was

advised to go, and not of Airyana Vaejo, as wrongly

concluded by Mr. Tilak. The physical characteristics of the

Vara were so entirely different from those of Airyana Vaejo

that Ahura Mazda had to take the ti'ouble of mentioning them

in e^iemo for Yima^s enlightenment. If they were similar to

those of Airyana Vaejo, he would have said so very briefly

without going into details. Then, again, if the Vara were

situated within Airyana Vaejo, the mere creation of an

enclosure would not have saved it from the invasion of Ice that

overtook the whole country. If there be any truth in this

story, the fact probably was that Ymia,_mi^rated from Airyana

Vaejo to the Circumpolar region, the climate of which was

genial in the Interglacial period, and there created an enclosure

Kr the protection of his beasts and men, not against the

invasion of Ice, but of indigenous savages. As regards Airyana

Vaejo which we believe to have been situated either on the

tableland of Pamir and Kliokand, or in the farthest east of

the Iranian plateau, it remains for us to explain how it was

destroyed by the invasion of lee and made unfit for human

habitation. Mr. Tilak says: "It seems that the Indian story

' * Darmesfceter.
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of the deluge refers to the same catastrojihe as is doscribed in the

Avesta, and not to any real delujre or rain. For thoui^h the

(^atapatha
BrAhmana nu-ntions only a flood

{ituf/ha/i), llip word

prdfej/dy which Panini (\I1. .'3.
:>) derives Irom /iri/at/a {in

deluge), signifies 'snow/ '

Irost,' or
'

iee
'

in the later Sanskrit

literature. Thi« indicates that the eonneetion of ice with the

deluge was not originally unknown t'» the Indians, lhoui;h in

later times it seems to have been entirely overlooked." '"

Though this exi)lanation is very ingenious, it cannot be gain-

said that the
(^'atajiatha

Brahinana speaks distinetiv of a

Jloody over which Mann was conveyed in a sJiip which was

piloted by a great Jh/i to a peak of the '•' Northern mountain "

(the Himalaya). Now this Hood, as we have more than onee

said before, was probably cause(l by the suddeii uj)heaval of the

bed of the Rajputana Sea by a volcanic action of great intetisitv,

and the displaced waters must have covered Sapta-Sindhu,

thereby creating a Hood. These watere in the course of dr\ing

up or subsiding must have generated vast volumes of vapours

which, having been carried over the Ilimfdaya, were precipit ited

on the high altitudes as snow. .Viryana Vaejo, haxingbecn

situated either on the Pamir or th.- Iranian plateau, must have

been thus invaded by snow and ice, whieh cause<l severe

winters to fall on the land, and M:ade it uninhabitable either

for men or beasts. The occurrence of an extensive and destrue-

Wycjlooil in Sapta-Sindhii, and the invasion of Airyana ^'aejo

bv i€e, would thus be simultaneous events, without being

identical, as Mr. Tilak supj)oses them to be. It has been

related in the lirst Kai^ard of the X'endidad that Angra

Mainyu, the destroyer, destroyed, in oj)])osition to the creation

of Ahura Mazda, the genial (;limate of Airyani ^ aejo, by

bringing in severe winter ; and he also destroyed the genial

climate of Hapta-IIendu by bringim; in
"
pernicious heat."

Now, it is a geological fact that the drying up of the KA jpntrmA

Sea, and the creation of an extensive de-«ert in its place affected

the climate of Sapta-Sindhu and made it excessively hot and

>» Arctic Homo in flip Verlap, ]i. 387.
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diy. Similarly the precipitation of vast quantities of snow on

the tops and valleys of the Himalaya, caused by the vapours

of the displaced waters of the above-named sea, changed the

climate of Airyana Vaejo, and ushered in long and severe

winters. These coincidences undoubtedly go to prove the contigu-

itv of the two countries. Mr. Tilak's contention, therefore,

that Airyana Vaejo was situated in the Arctic region has no

substantial basis to stand upon.

I admit, however, that the Vara, to which Yima removed

with his men and beasts, was situated somewhere in the

Circumpolar region, probably in the north of Russia, where a

genial climate prevailed in the pre-Glacial epoch. As Yima

could not misTrate to the south, in which direction was situated

Sapta-Sindhu, inhabited by the enemies of his people, he was

directed by Ahura Mazda to proceed to the north, either by

crossing the Central Asian Sea, if the sea had existed in those

days, or by land, if the sea had disappeared by that time.

And this he did by leading his colony of men and beasts

to North Russia. This fact of Iranian colonization of North

Russia in some remote age is proved by linguistic evidence also,

to which I will now briefly refer.

As early as 1851, in his edition of the (jermania of

Tacitus, Dr. Latham stated that Lithuanian is closely related

to Sanskrit and no less archaic. The connection between

Greek and Indo-Iranian has been established by Grassmen,

Benfey, Sonne and Kern. Again, Schmidt, Ascoli, Leskian

and Miklosich have proved the connection between Indo-Irauiau

and Slavonic. It has been ascertained that the affinities of the

Indo-Iranians with the European Arj'ans are chiefly with the

Slavs on the one hand, and with the Greeks on the other. -''

Schmidt also showed " that the more geographically remote

were any two of the Aryan languages, the fewer were the

peculiarities they possessed in common. Thus while there are

fifty-nine words and roots peculiar to Slavo-Lithuanian and

Teutonic, and sixty-one to Slavo-Lithuanian and Indo-Iranian,

only thirteen are peculiar to Indo-Iranian and Teutonic.

- ° The Origin of the Aryans, pp. 20-22.

%'6
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Asrain, while one liuiulri'tl and tliirtv-lwo words and roots are

j)eculiar to Latin aiul (Jreek, and iiiiiety-iiiiie to (Ireok and Indo-

Iranian, only twenty are peculiar to Indo-Iranian and Latin.

Hence Slavonic forms the transition between Teutonic and L-anian,

and (ireek the transition between Latin and Sanskrit."'-''

This clearly shows that a branch of the Iranians must have

miij^rated fnun Iran to Russia, and this mii^ration is proved by
Yima's Ieavin<jf Airyaua ^ aejo ior tlie Vara in the ('ircumi)olar

re<;ion, when the former was destroyed by ice and snow. Subse-

quently, the climate of Airyana A aejo must have ehanj^ed to

make it possible for the Prophet Zarathushtra and his followers

to settle in that country, when the latter were linally expelled

from Sapta-Sindhu by the Vedie Aryans.

The connection of the L'anians with the Slavs is further

proved by certain words which are common to the languages of

both these branches of the Aryan race.
"
Slavo-Lettic," says

Dr. Taylor, "agrees with Indo-Lanian in the designation of the

supreme deity, Hagu (Sansk. and Iran. B/i<iga), in the word for

marriage, and in several numerals; and also in two cases of the

noun, four forms of the verb, and certain forms of the pronoun.

...Iranian, Greek, and Slavonic change s into h between

two vowels, and Iranian and Greek replaces an initial v by //."'^^

Elsewhere he says:
—"In the Slavonic languages, Bogu denotes

the supreme deity. The word is found in the Rig-\'eda as

Bhagi, which means the distributor of gifts, especially of food,

and is used as an epithet of the gods, and also, seemingly, as

the name of a subordinate deity. In the Avesta the word has

attained a larger signilicance, and is applied as an epithet to

^lithra and also to Ahur-Mazda, who is called lifinfja-Ii/iagdndm,

God of gods. The word only became the name of the supreme

deity amonij the Slavs, and among the closely related

Phryi^ians."-
"• ^^C need not adduce further ])roofs of the

close coiinection of the Iianians \\\\\, tie Slav. But some

Kuro[)ean savants have inferred from this the origin of the

»»
Ihid, pp. 35-36. "

Ihid, y. 271.

"
lbid,y. 318.
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Aryans in Europe, and ass-evt that the Indo-Iranians emio^rated

from Europe into Asia. We will discuss this subject in sjreater

details in a subsequent chapter. All that we now say is that this

theory is untenable in the face of the evidence we have adduced

about the emigration of the Iranians from Sapia-Sindhu, their

original home, into Airyana Vaejo, and thence into Europe.

It is just possible, however, that the colony led by Yima

was not the first to go. Other tribes of this branch of the

Aryans had emigrated long ago into Europe, along with the

half-savage nomadic tribes of the race, who had been compelled

to quit Sapta-Sindhu in consequence of their persecution by the

more advanced Yedie Aryans. The route of their march lay

through Western Asia and Southern Europe, as their linguistic

affinity with the Greeks on the one hand, and the Phrygians on

the other, abundantly testifies. Some of these savage tribes

must have been the ancestors of the Phrygians, the Slavs and

the Lithuanians ; while others were the ancestors of the

Greeks and the Celts. The Teutons w^ere the mixed products

of these nomadic Aryan tribes and the dolieho-cephalie savages

know'n as the Canstadts, to whom they imparted such culture

as they possessed. This culture, however, was of the lowest

order, as is evidenced by the fact that Europe, though

Aryanised in early prehistoric times, remained in the neo-

lithic stage of development till even comparativel}^ n-cent times.

We may conclude this chapter by pointing out that the

immigration of Yima to Yara in the Circumpolar region in the

pre-Glaeial period points to the vast antiquity of the Indo-

Aryan civilisation, as the Iranians had long befoi-e this event

left Sapta-Sindhu, and settled in Airyana Yaejo in consequence

of religious dissensions. The upheaval of the bed of the

Rajputana Sea, and the invasion of Airyana Yaejo by Ice, if

these events were at all simulianeous, must have taken place,

as we have pointed out in a previous chapter, long after the

composition of the Rig-Yeda which does not contain anv refer-

ence to the Flood or the Ice-Deluge. This also goes to establish

the vast antiquity of the Rig-Yeda itself.



CHAPTER XI.

The Panis of Saina-Sindliu, their Kxi).niai<iii in Western Asia and thoir

Infliionee on Semitic, Kjjyptian and Greek Civilisations.

The Paiiis have been mentioned more than once in the

previous ehapter.s. We have shown that they were Aryans,

beloiisjing to the tratlinoj class, who traded not only on land but

also by sea, and were notorious for their avarice and money-

i^rabbing spirit that made them hi^jhiy unpopular with the

eidtured Aryans. They were a community by themselves,

seltish, narrow-minded, intent only on their own business and

gain, and seldom comin<jj in contact witii the hi^h culture and

speculative thoughts of their advanced neighbours. They did

not perform the same sacrifice, nor worship the same Gods

as the cultured Aryans did, which made them incur their dis-

pleasure, nay, hatred. They lived on the eastern sea-coast of

J^apta-Sindhu, on the banks of the Gangfi, and were famous

builders of shi|)s, for the construction of which they procured

suitable timbers fnini the Ilimrdava, which probably were

brought down the stream in lloats. Though hated and perse-

cuted by the Vedic Aryans, they ))robably continued to live in

Sapta-Sindhu as long as their route over the .sea remained

open. It was only when the Hfljputanri ."^ea disaj)peared and

cut them off from the outer world that they probably thought

of abandoning their native home in search of a land that would

give a free sco|)e to their trading and sea-roving i)ropen8ities.

Those that remained in the country gradually became incor-

porated into the \ edia Aryan society, and became the ancestors

of the Vaniks of later times, who formed the third twice-born

caste, known as the Vai.iya caste. Even in later iSanskrit

Lexicons, the \'aniks came to be identified with the PanikuH

who were no other than the Panis of Rig- Vedic times.' That

'

Raja.Sir,jhnnta : %^^rff\ 5?!^^ f^:^
^tpfT^-. qf^H^t ^"t^^

'
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the word Vanik was derived from the Hig-Vedic word Pant,

or the Sanskrit word Panika, goes without saying. The latter

word is still traceable in the Sanskrit words ^M7iyfl (merchandise)

and dpana or bi2)ani meaning the place where articles of trade

are sold. Originally, P^V'!/^^ must have meant those articles

only, in which the Panis principally traded ;
but afterwards

it came to mean any article of trade.

If the upheaval of the RA,jputana Sea was due to the great

seismic disturbance that caused the dismemberment of the

Indo-Oceanic Continent, separating and isolating its rem-

nants from one another, the present configuration of the coasts

of Southern India must be dated to that time. The Panis,

in their search of a sea-coast for establishing a new colony,

would, therefore, naturally first select the coasts of modern

Gujrat for this purpose. And very probably they did settle

there for sometime. But as they combined in themselves the

functions of both traders and ship-builders, and as Gujrat was

probably poor in timbers, they must have moved along the

western coasts of the Decean Peninsula in search of a suitable

land that would, in the first place, supply them with suitable

timbers for ship-building, in the second, afford their ships a

safe harbour, and in the third, give them sufficient scope for

trade and expansion. The narrow strip of land between the

mountain range, known as the Western Ghats, and the sea,

did not answer and satisfy all their requirements. It is true that

Southern India is rich in Indian teak which grows in abundance

and affords excellent material for ship-building ; but, in many

places, the mountains rise, as it were, from the very bosom of

the sea whose breakers dash up against their sides in fury,

and make safe navigation impossible along the coasts. The

Panis must, therefore, have moved further south till they

eame to the Malabar coast which was not only rich in

timber,"^ but also afforded safe harbours to their ships.

- " This particular tree (the Indian teak) is to be located with more than

ordinary accuracy : it grows in Southern India (Dekhan) where it advances

close to the Malabar coast, and nowhere else ; there is none north of the

Vindhya." Ragozin's Vedic India, p. 205.
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Ri)iindini; tho island of Ce^'lon which was probably in those

Jays connected with tho mainland, the}- must have come also

to the Coromondal coast which answered their jHirpose ecjualh-

well for planting a colony.

It is also probable that some of the Panis finding the sea-

route closed by the upheaval of the bed of the Rajputana Sea,

sailed with their ships from the eastern coast of Sapta-Sindhu
down the sea then occupyin<i: the Gansjetie troufjh, and pass-

ing out into the Bay of Bengal tiirough the |)assage caused

by the dei>ression of the range connecting the Rajmahal Hills

with the mountains of Assam, navioated along the eastern

coast of the Southern IV'ninsula till tiiey found safe harbour on

the Coromondal coast where they settled. In these regions as

well as on the coasts of Malabar, they came in contact with

the aboriginal tribes of the Dravidian race, r/2., the Cholas on

the Coromondal coast, and the Pfunlyas on the Malabar coast.

The Panis must have freely mixed with them and imparted to

them some of their culture, in as much as of all the Dravidian

tribes, wo find tho Pandyas, the Cholas and tiie Keralas or

Cheralas to be the most advanced in ancient times, and playing

important parts in the early history of the Southern Peninsula.

But they must have been wild savages at first, like the Puliers,

the Mundavers or the Juangs of the present day. It was only

when they came in contact with the Panis that they i)robably

first learnt the arts of civilisation and became advanced people.'.

They must have learnt from them nut only the use of iron, but

also the arts of agriculture, ship-building and architecture and

the process of irrigation by means of canals.
" The Cholas,"

says Mr. Krishnaswami Aiyangar,
—" were great builders of

not onlv cities and temples... but also of useful irrigation

works.... That they maintained an efficient fleet is borne out

bv references to the destruction of the Chera fleet at Kandatur

place<l on the west coast by Dr. Hultzsch ..Ancient Tamil

literature is full of details and descriptions of the sailing craft

of those (lavs. They also show abundant evidence of nautical

exiierienee by the figures and tro))es made use of in the works.
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To give only an instance, the author of the Upic of the Auklet

refers to beacon lights being placed on the tops of palmyra
trunks in lamps made of fresh clay... on dark nights when the

sea was rough."
'^ These descriptions undoubtedly relate to

facts of comparatively recent times. But there can be no doubt

that the later civilisation of the Cholas came down to them from

hoary anticpiity, and our readers need not therefore be surprised,

if they are told that it was imparted to them first of all by the

Panis. The very fact that the Panis were renowned shin-builders

in ancient times leads us to surmise that the Cholas learnt the

art of ship-buildipg from them, as well as the arts of agricul-

ture and irrigation by means of canals. These latter they

might also have learnt from the other Aryan tribes that settled

in Southern India after the drying up of the Rfijputana Sea ;

but the art of ship-building could only have been imparted to

them by the Panis, unless we suppose that they learnt it in the

natural course of their own evolution. But this supposition

can only be based on the further supposition that the Cholas

and the Pandyas were the inhabitants of the sea-coasts of the

lost Indo-Oceanic Continent from time immemorial. If the

Malabar and the Coromondal coasts were their original homes,

very likely these regions formed parts of inland provinces of

the lost continent, and the st-a was far-off from these places.

In such a ease, their natural evolution as sea-faring peoples

from very early times would be impossible. It was only when

the sea was brought near to its present position that they would

think of constructing crafts for navigating it, if, of course,

they were sufficiently advanced in civilisation to do so—a suppo-

sition which is not supported by the savage condition of the

other allied tribes who were their neighbours, and some of whom
are still in the primitive stage of civilisation. But if the dis-

memberment of the Indo-Oceanic Continent was synchronous

with the disappearance of the Rajputana Sea, then the necessity

that the Panis felt for founding a colony on the new sea-coasts

would naturally bring them to the Malabar and the Coromondal

^
Aiyangar's Ancient India, p. 18.5,
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coasts, and into contact with the ori^^inal inliabitants thereof.

For these reasons, my suimise is that the Cholas and the

PftiKjyas were uplifted and civilized by the Panis first of all,

and this surmise is streni^thencd by the subse<|uent history of

these tribes, which will be related later on.

It is probable thai the Panis afterwards t'nii«;rated from

•the coasts of Gujrat, and the Malabar and the Coroniondal

coasts to those of the Persian Gulf and established a colony

near the mouths of the Tigris and the Euphrates. Though thus

removed far away from their mother-land, they must have kept

up an intercourse with her coasts for a long time, mainly in the

interest of their trade. The immigrants to Mesopotamia,

however, appear to have left their new colony, probably after

a long sojourn, not only because it was very ))Oor ii, timbers

suitable for ship-building, but also because they must have been

ousted from occupation by the invasion of the Semitic hordes.

Herodotus says that the Phn-nicians "
formerly dwelt, as

they themselves say, on the coasts of the Erythnean Sea.

From thence, they passed transversely across Syria, and now

dwell on the sea-shore'' (of the Mediterranean). Now, this

Erythnean Sea was a common designation of the sea that

modern Geogra]>hers call by the name of the Arabian Sea

which, with all its gulfs, washes the shores of Arabia, Persia,

lialuchistan and Western India. If the Pluenicians asserted

that they had immigrated to IMi<pnicia from the shores of the

Erythrwan Sea, there could be no doubt that they believed that

their ancestors had been immediate immigrants from the shores

of the Persian Gulf. Hut some modern European scholars

are loath to place any • redence in this ancient tradition and to

locate their oiiginal home on these shores, maiidy on the ground
that they were, as they still are, poor in suitable woods for ship-

buililing, and could not therefore have afforded any sco]>e for

the rise of a maritime peoj)le. As a writer says:
** As a matter

of fact, these particular regions which have been specially

represente<l as the j>rimitive home of the PIki nicians, namely,

the liabvlonian coasts of the Persian Gulf and those which lie
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to the west of them, are so little qualified to favour the rise of

navigation, owing to the want of suitable woods that, as Aris-

tobulus informs us, when Alexander the Great conceived the

idea of brinffinsj the coast district of Eastern Arabia under

his dominion, both seamen and portable ready-made ships had

to be brought from Ph(£nicia to Babylon, and this was actually

done with the express intention of making of Babylonia what

it had never hitherto been, namely a second Phtenieia." ^

These observations would be eminently just, if these Baby-

lonian sea-coasts were represented to be "the primitive home"

of the Pha'uicians. But, as our readers have already been told,

if the Phoenicians of history were the descendants of the Panis

of Rig-Vedie times, their
"
primitive home " would be, as

it certainly was, in Sapta-Sindhu, from which they emigrated

to the coasts of Gujrat, and the Malabar and the Coromondal

coasts, and thence to the coasts of Babylonia. The last-named

region J however, not favouring their rise as a maritime people

on account of the paucity of suitable woods, they were com-

pelled to leave them in search of a more suitable country which

they at last found in Phtcnicia on the shores of the Mediterra-

nean Sea. It would thus appear that Herodotus faithfully jotted

down the tradition that had been current among the Phoeni-

cians in his time, and it would indeed be unjust 1o summarily

dismiss it with a view to establish the theory of their original

home in Syria. The same writer says :

" It is in itself pro-

bable that they were originally native not to Pho'nicia but to

ome place further south, and in the interior of Palestine ;
but

>t because we have information to that effect, but solely on

^ount of the outlying position of their settlements, represent-

the most northerly extent of territory of the Canaanites.

i>ngst the peoples of antiquity, the Phoenician is not the only

vhich must not be regarded as autochthonous, although all

.eeounts of their immigration which we possess are un-

V of credit." ^ An argument like this, we need hardly

far from convincing.

. Hist, of the World, Vol. II, p. 262. «
Ibid, Vol. II, p. 162.

24
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Tlie tradition of their inimigiation Trom the coasts of

Eastern Araljia and Babylonia through Syria to Pha-nicia seems

to us to indicate one of the real lines of their march, and

furnishes the reason of their movement. Ph(enicia was an ideal

country for a maritime people like the Panis to live in and

prosper.
"

Ph<i-uicia proper, even in the most ilourishin<? state,

was one of the smallest countries of antiquity. It comprised

that part of the Syrian coast extending from Akko to Aradus

(Arvad),
—a narrow strip of land about two hundred miles in

length from north to south, and probably nowhere more than

thirty-tive miles in width. This short line of coast, rich in

bays and harbours, was covered with lofty mountains, many of

which ran out into the sea, and formed promontories, and whose

heights, covered with forests, supjjlied the most valuable mate-

rial in the construction of the fleets and habitations of the

Pho'uicians...The sea which broke with great fury upon this

rocky shore had probably separated some of these promontories

from the main-land, forming little islands at a small distance

from the shore, which are not less worthy of note than the

mainland itself, being everywhere covered with extensive

colonies and flourishing cities." ^'

Here, then, did the Plmiiicians find a suitable country to

live in, that satisfied all their reipiirements as a sea-faring

people. Hut this immigration was made long long after their

leaving Saj)ta-Sin(lhu, which must have taken place several

thousand years ago, and of which they had only a vague tradi-

tion. In the course of their wanderings and settlements in

various lands, they intermingh.'d with the native populations,

and could not, therefore, retain the pristine jnirity of their

Aryan blood, but were transformed into an altogether new

people neither purely Aryan, nor purely Semitic, nor Turanian.

Their speech also underwent a thorough change, but like the

^/^-^ Tamil-speaking Aryans of Southern India, they could not help

^^ retaining some words of Sanskrit origin, and the names of some

Ibid, Vol. II, p. 255.
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of the God^ whom thenLiorefathpraJiad-jgorshi^pedjn Sapta-
Sindhu.

European scholars regard the Pha-nieians as a race not

separated from the rest of the Canaanites, especially from the

various elements of the pre-Israelite population of Palestine.

They regard their history as
"
only that of a section of the

Canaanite race, the history of that portion which, as far back

as the times to which the earliest historical information con-

cerning this territory refers, had fixed its abode not in the

interior of Palestine but on the edge of the sea...Although in

the matter of descent no difference can be discovered between

them and the other Canaanites, historical science must, neverthe-

less, regard them as a different people. It is in this sense that

they are spoken of as a Phoenician race, the Phcenician people/''

This looks like a tardy and halting admission of the fact that

though the Phcenicians resembled the Canaanites in many

respects, there was something in their character and genius,

which was distinctly their own, and distinguished them from

the rest.

In the opinion of eminent geologists, Phoenicia was an

inhabited country at some wholly pre-historie period long

before the first appearance of the Semitic race in that land.

" It is in no way probable that when the Phcenicians chose the

low lands on the west side of the Lebanon Chain as their place

of abode, they took possession of a tract of country which had

as yet practically no population. But we have not the slightest

grounds for guessing the stage of civilisation of the predeces-

sors whom they encountered there, nor to what race these

belonored. Certain scholars have indeed sought to answer the

question why it was in Phoenicia that in early times a much

higher development of civilisation appeared than in most of the

other countries inhabited by members of the Semitic family

of peoples, by the hypothesis that the branch of Semites that

immigrated there found, as did those who settled in Babylonia,

a population entirely different in endotvtnents and descent, who

'

Ibid, Yol. II, pp. 259-260.
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had lonrj boen in possession oi" a manifold civilisation
;
with

these they may have intermingled, and from the complete

amalgamation first proceeded that section of humanity, which

bears in history the name of Phu'nicians. This hypothesis has

no other foundation than the idea that otherwise it would be

necessary to attribute to a Semitic people qualities which are

denied to the Semitic family generally."*^

But, as we have seen, the above hypothesis has a more solid

foundation than a more idea, which, however, for obvious reasons,

the writer has failed to notice ;
and it reall}' explains the origin

of the Phoenicians of history, who were the product of an amal-

gamation of a highly civilized peoi)le of a different family,

inhabiting the sea-coast, and the Semites who immigrated there

subsequently. The auialgamation became so complete that the

Semitic tyj)e ultimately predominated in the race, and hence

they are usually called a Semitic jieople. It is needless to say

here that the original people whom the Semitic immigrants

found on the sea-coast in a high state of civilisation were no

other than the Panis of Vedic India who had ultimately settled

there after their long sojourn in various lands, the last being

the shores of the Persian Gulf. This would clearly explain why
the civili-jation of the Phn-nicians was more highly developed
than that of the other sections of the Semitic family.

The Panis, while settling on the fertile plains near the

mouths of the Tigris and the Euphrates, must have found the

original inhabitants in an extremely savage and wild state, not

knowing the use of agriculture, or any of the arts that help

men to advance on the path of civilisation. It was the Panis

who first lighted up the torch of culture among them, and

reclaimed them from barbarism. It can therefore be as.serted

that the civilisation of Western Asia was first born on the

shores of the Persian Gulf, from which it gradually spread

northwards. A writer says :

"
It is pure supposition to .say

that civilisation in Babvlonia started out from the shores of the

»
Ibiil, Vol. II, pp. 263-26*.
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Persian Gulf, and spread from there towards the north, but it is

a supposition ivJiich has a high degree of prolabilHi/. In this

direction points the old legend of Babylonians, as Berossus

relates it, which describes the oiigin of civilisation in the

legend of the divine tish-man Oannes (or Musarus Cannes) who

came up in the morning from the Erythraean Sea, instructed

the inhabitants of Chaldea, who were still living like animals,

in the arts and sciences, and then in the evening, disappeared

under the waves. This fish-god has long since been recognised

as the god who is so frequently depicted on Babylonian and

Assyrian monuments, and it can now hardly be longer doubted

that he, the god of waters, or rather the source of light and

fire in the waters, is the god Ea. This god with his circle is

without doubt indigenous to Southern Chaldea Thus if legend

traces the culture of the Chaldeans from the instruction of this

god, this is the origin of the tradition that his worshippers, who

must hare been mariners and dioellers on the sea-const, introduced

this civilisation into Chaldea."^

This fish-man, as has been suggested in the above extract,

was undoubtedly the leader or deity of those ancient mariners

who visited the coasts of the Persian Gulf and helped to spread

civilisation among the aboriginal savages, who regarded their

teachers more as denizens of the deep than landsmen like them-

selves, as they probably used to live, while reconnoitering the

sea-coasts for a suitable settlement, in their ships that must have

been anchored in the sea far out of sight of the aboriginal

population. Hence they were called fish-men, and their leader

or deity the fish-god. Now it was to the interest of these

mariners to civilize the natives in order that they might settle

down and prosper in this new country without being molested

by them. They all, therefore, set themselves to this task, and

were successful in their effort.

These early mariners could have been no others than the

Panis of Sapta-"^indhu who traded along the coasts of the

Erythra?an Sea, and were afterwards compelled to leave their

»
Ibid, Vol. I, p. 535.
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ori«^iuaI home in search of countries for planting colonies therein.

And this supposition is strengtiiened by the following observa-

tion made by the same English writ<3r as I have quoted above :
—

" The people who brought its culture to the southern coasts of

Babylonia, and probably also to the coasts of Elam, and com-

municated it to the still uncultured races living there, seems to

have belonged to that y^^rtc<?//// commercial race which the Hebrews

desigitated as the
'

S(>//s of Kush,^
^ ^ which teas not unlike the

Phccniciana and was placed ill the mme categori/ ; a race which,

while jealous of its independence, was not aggressive, although

inclined to colonisatiou, and to making distant journeys.'
'

There can, therefore, bo no doubt about the identity of the

people who first brought their culture to Babylonia. They were

the Pha'uicians, or /leople like them, who could not but be the

Panis of Sapta-Simlliu. The ciiaracteristies of the race as

described above fidlv ajjree with those of the Panis. These

peaceful settlers after a long sojourn in Babylonia were, as we

have already said, compelled to leave the country i)artly on ac-

count of the absence of materials for ship-building, and partly

for political reasons, as the country was invaded and conquered

by the turbulent and uncivilized Semites
;
and tlu-y marched

northwards by the overland route through Syria to the coasts of

Lebanon where they settled again to their occupation> which,

however, were not altogether peaceful, and called their new

colonv Phunicia.

Julius Africanus, a Christian Chronugrajjlier who wrote in

the first (juarter of the third century A.D., mentions incidentally

that there were versions of Phd-nician history, in which the

'" In the Pftiiranic literature of the Hindus, mention has beeu made of a

country named Kura or Kurn-dvipa, which is identified by some with

Southern India or Australia, and by others with Africa. Probably it was

applied to the whole Indo-Occanic continent. The "
sons of Knsh "

therefore

might moan the peoples of the Southern Continent whose remnants were

Southern India, Burma, East or South Africa, and Australia. As the Panis

came from the coasts of .Southern India, they would rightly be called
" the

sons of Kneh."
' ' Hi*'. Hist, oj the Wor!'l V,,l. I, p. .WG.
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latter was made to go back no less than 30,000 years.
^^

Though this is regarded as incredible by European savants, there

may be an element of truth in this computation. Their sojourn

to Babylonia and Western Asia from the shores of Southern

India was made in pre-historic times which must have been

several thousand years before the Christian Era, if not exactly

30,000 years, as mentioned by Julius Africanus.

The long contact of the Pani^ with the Dravidiaus, the

aborigines of Babylonia and the Semites, and their complete

separation from the Vedic Aryans of Sapta-Sindhu, the parent

stock from which they were descended, wrought a thorough

change in their language, manners, and modes of life, though

from a conservative instinct they retained the names of and

worshipped some of the Vedic Gods. " The Pha?nician religion

was of a distinctively natural type. The active and the passive

forces of Nature were symbolised by male and female deities,

as in Egypt, but the Phwnician Gods were more definitely

associated with the heavenly bodies than the Egyptian."
^^ In

the Phrenician cosmogony, the beginning of all things was a

moving and limitless chaos of utter darkness. After the lapse

of ages, this agitated air became enamoured of its own first

prmeiples, and from this embrace was generated Mot, which

some interpret mud, (Sanskrit Mrit), and others the putrefaction

of a watery mixture. From this the universe came forth, first

living creatures without sensation, then intelligent beings in

shape like an e^^. From this, too, the sun, moon and stars were

evolved ;
and the heat and hght generated clouds, winds and

rain.^^ The principal divinity of the Phanicians was Baal or

the Sun, and this name came to be equivalent to the Supreme

God, in which sense it was more frequently used than with

reference to his original character of Sun-God. Another name

of the Sun was Ouranns which is the same as the Vedic Varuna.

From the above brief account, it would appear that the

Phoenicians retained a mutilated form of Rig-Vedie cosmogony,

>=
thid,. Vol. II, p. 264. '3 m^^ VqI. II, p. 350.

1
lUd, Vol. II, p. 349.
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ami were Nature-worshippers like the Aryans of Sapta-Sindhu,

their principal deities being Baal, the Sun-god, and Onraiins or

Varuna. Now this god Haal or Vala is also mentioned in the

Rig-Veda, and idontitied with the Sun. The Hihhm, whom

Savana identifies with solar rays, were the sons of Vala or Baal

(Rig. IV. .-33, 34-, 35, 3fi and 37). The Fire also was called a

son of ^'ala (Rig. IV. 18). The Paiiis of Sapta-Sindhu, under

the leader.'^hip of Bribu, were the votaries of the Ribhus. The

Phd-nicians worshipped a god named Rext-hnf, which word, for

aught we know, may be a corruption of the A'edie word Ribhu.

As the Panis were opposed to the woi-ship of Indra, and were,

therefore put down by the Rig-Vedic Aryans as Asuras or un-

believers, the name of their God Baal, although it represented

the Sun-god, came to be identified with Aritra who stole the

cows and oppressed the gods. (Rig. I. 1 1.
•'))•

The Panis also

were notorious cattle-lifters in ancient Sapta-Sindhu, as we have

already seen in the legend of Sarama and the Panis, and we

need not be surprised if their God also was identified with Vritra

who stole cows (rain-clouds or solar lays) and kept them im-

prisoned in his dark cave. \\\ the land of their sojourn in Western

Asia, however, the Panis having probably become more degenera-

ted in consequence of their contact with savage peoples, became

worse than cattle-lifters. They not only bought slaves at ridi-

culously low prices but kidnappe<l men, women and children

from the neigid)0uring countries.
" These spoilers hunted the

coasts and harbours of Ph.inicia, Asia Minor and Syria, and

either exacted a high ransom from the relatives of their captives,

or sold them in the jMiblic slave-markets. During the most

prosperous period of the slave-tra<le, we find the Phn-nician

slave-dealers everywhere, even on the fields of battle, where they

followed the fortimes of war as peddlers and purveyors. The

booty which foil into the hands of the soldiers was at once pur-

cba.«se<l by these traffickei-s, and the little chihlrcn and women,

whose transport would have been diilicult, were sold to them at

a verv low price, or exchanged for wiue or some other commodity

valued by the soldiers. The beautiful women and boys of Greece
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had from early times been introduced into the East as slaves.

In Homeric times they commanded a liigher price than an\' other

commodity, and they were brought by Phcenician pirates as

prisoners of war to Egypt and Palestine."'^

The Phoenicians, in the time of Homer, "vi.-ited the Greek

islands and the coasts of the continent as robbers or merchants,

according as circumstances ofFered. They came with trinkets,

beads and baubles, which they sold at a high price to the in-

experienced and unwary Greeks ;
and they thus gained oppor-

tunities of kidnapping their boys and girls, whom they turned

to good account in the Asiatic slave-markets, or who were re-

deemed at heavy ransoms by their parents and countrymen. A
most faitiiful and lively picture of the state of society in these

respects is drawn by the Greek bard himself in the narrative

which he makts Eumaeus relate of his birth and early adven-

tures, "i'^

It would thus appear that they became worse pests in

Western Asia and Southern Europe than they had been in Sapta-

Sindhu. It was no wonder, therefore, that the God Baal, whom

the Phoenicians worshipped came to be looked upon by the Vedic

Aryai^s as a dark malevolent deity like Vritra, for it was natural

to believe that the character of the votaries of a particular God

was moulded and influeuced by that of the God himself.

The name of Ouraaus which was also applied to Baal by the

Pha^nieians is, as we have said, clearly traceable to the Vedic

word Varuna ;
and this name represented one of the oldest gods

of the Aryans, being an AJitya or Sun-god, though more

correctly speaking, the Sun of Night and also the Lord of the

Ocean. The worship of Baal was introduced by the Panis

into their first settlement on the coasts of tiie Persian Gulf,

where also it became a principal deity among the ancient

Babylonians and Assyrians.

''
Ihid, Vol. fl, pi\ .344.340.

'"
Ihiil, Vol. II, p. 3.30.
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"' In relio;ious doctrine they were more receptive than produc-

tive Instead of continuinoj through free speculation what is

understood, or impressing an idiosyncratic national stamp on what

was foreign, they reduced the fundamental elements to a comi)li-

cated convolution of ideas, devoid of clear forms or ethical

foundations. As their life was so permeateil with the mercantile

spirit, they placed their divinities in direct relation with appear-

ances of practical experience, and desecrated the deep doctrines

by material significations, by lasciviousness and by cruel

practices."'' This is a most faithful description of their

character that made them so unpopular with the Vedic Aryans.

Of their cruel j)raetices, one may be mentioned here, riz.,

the practice of human sacrifice, (^n the occasion of any extra-

ordinary calamity, an unusual luimber of victims was sacrificed,

but human sacrifice was also part of the established ritual, and

every year a youthful victim was chosen by lot.
" Infants were

burnt alive, and the most acceptable of all sacrifices was that

of an only child. The image of Saturn was brass ; the out-

stretched hands were hollowed so as to receive the body of the

child, which slid thence to a fiery receptacle below. Mothers

brought their infants in their arms, and (juieted them by caresses

till the moment they were thrown into the fiames, since any
manifestation of reluctance would have rendered the sacrifice

unacceptable to the God. "'" If the Panis practised this cruel

custom in Sapta-Sindhu also, we should not wonder at the

strong hatred the \ edic Aryans felt towards them and their

religion.

Hut with all iheir faults, draw-backs, and shortcomings,

the Faiiis, or i'luenicians »s we should now call them, are credit-

ed with iielping the advancement of civilisation in the ancient

Western world to a very large extent. It is a strange dispen-

sation of (fod that both in the olden and modern times, the

selfish and greedy merchants should be selected for the outsjjread

" Hist. HiHt. of the World, Vol. II, p. 3.54.

'• Hii't. Hist, of the World, Ibid, Vol. II, p. 351.
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of a particular civilisation in other lands. As the European
merchants have paved the way for the spread of Western

culture in Eastern lands, so did the Panis also help to spread

the culture of the East in '\^'estern countries in ancient times.

Of course, none were actuated by altruistic motives or a mission-

ary spirit to undertake this uoble task. But their inordinate

love of gain and restless spirit of adventure took them far away
from their homes, and brought them into contact with different

peoples in different climes, who could not help imbibing some

of their culture as well as their vices. It is probably thus that

God fulfils himself in History.

To sum up : The Panis, after leaving Sapta-Sindhu through
sheer necessity arising out of adverse circumstances, first settled

down on the coasts of Southern India among the Cholas and

the Paiidyas who could not help imbibing a portion of their

culture and spirit of adventure. Thence they proceeded towards

the coasts bordering on the Persian Gulf, followed by the Cholas,

and settled there for a pretty long time, keeping up a close and

constant communication with the sea-coasts of Southern India,

and imparting such culture to the aboriginal inhabitants of

their new colony as was calculated to make them friendly and

helpful, instead of antagonistic to the principal vocation of their

life, viz., trade. When subsequently this colony was invaded

by the strong, though comparatively uncivilized Semitics, the

Panis not finding the country any longer congenial to the suc-

cessful pursuit of their vocation, moved on towards the north

and settled down on the sea-coast of Syria, whicli they called

Phceaicia, or the Land of the Panis or Paiiikas. This land

furnishing them with full facilities for trading in the islands

of the Greek Archipelago, Southern Europe and Northern Africa,

and for manufacturing articles of trade with the help of the

vast number of slaves whom they eapured or bought at nominal

prices, the Panis soon became a prosperous and jjowerful people,

founding colonies in the islands of the Mediterranean and on

the coasts of Northern Africa. Carthage was a Phoenician colony

and every student of ancient history knows what important parts
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she played in historic times in Southern and Western Europo.

In all the islands ami countries where they settled, the urii?inal

inhabitants coming in contact witii them learnt from them the

arts of civilized life. They traded by sea as far north as the

coast of (Ireat Britain and ancient Gaul and even Seandinavia,

whose orii^ina! iidiabitants al-<o learnt IVom them the use of the

metals and the art of ai^riculture. In this way the Panis or

the Phccniciaris spread Aryan eulture not only amoni; the Semitic

peoples of Western Asia and .Vrabia, l»ut also amonfj the

early pre-historie inhabitants of Eijypt and of North Africa,

and the Greeks, the Romans, the Iberians, the Celts and the

Gauls of Europe. Professor Nilsson has attempted to show that

the Phtenieians had settlements Far up on the northern shores of

Norway also, where they spread the worship of their God

Baal {vide ^Appendix to this Chapter). It is simply wonder-

ful to contemplate how an Aryan tribe, ori<j^inally small and

insifTniticaiit, and driven out of their home for their vicious ways

and manners, helped in the course of several thousand years to

spread such culture as they possessed over a large portion of the

then known world. Havini; been traders, they were of nece.^^sily

the first to invent and develop a jturely alphabetical scrijd which

was afterwards borrowed ami improved upon by the Greeks.

The Semites also, with their help and that of the Chaldees or

('haldeans whom we shall (ind in the next chaj)ter to be the

Cholas of Southern India, made ra)»id striJes towards j)rogress

and founded the famous kingdoms of Babylonia and Assyria,

to whieij also earl} European civilisation was immensely indebted.

The ancient I'^gyptians also, who are suj)posed to be . an amal-

gamation of the Punic race (tlie Pai.ds), the PAndyas of the

Malabar coast of Southern India and the prehistoric peoples of

the land, developed a civilisation which influenced Euiopean

eivilisation to a very large extent. The Greeks received their

cidture from the Phfenicians, the Babylonians and the Egyj»tians,

and imparted it to the l^omans, and the latter in their turn

imparted it to the Iberians, the ('elts, the Teutons and the

Slavs. Hut we arc afraid that we are anticipating too much in
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this chapter. The interesting romance of the expansion of

In Jo-Arj an civilisation from Sapta-Sindhu and the Deccan over

Western Asia, Egypt, Northern Africa and Europe will be told

more elaborately in subsequent chapters.



APPENDIX TO CHAPTER XI.

Writini^ about Phd'tiician iuHueiiee on Pre-historic Europe,

Lord Avebuiy thus observes in his Pre-hisforic Times, pp. 67-71,

(Ed. 1912):
" VVe are surely quite justified in eoneludint;- that between

B. C. 1500 and B. C. i-JOO the Ph<i'nieians were already

acquainted with the mineral fields of Spain and Britain, and

under these circumstances it is, I think, more than probable that

they pushed their explorations still farther, in search of other

shores as rich in niincial wealth as ours. The amber also, so

much valued in ancient times, could not have been obtained

from the coact of the German Ocean.

"Professor Nilsson has attempted to show that the

Pha'nicians had settlements far uj) on the northern shores of

Norwa\-. Mis arj^uments may be reduced to seven, namely,

the small size of the sword-ha idles, bracelets, etc. ; the character

of the ornaments on the bronze implements ;
the enp^ravings

in Bronze Age tumuli
;

the worship of P)aal
;
certain peculiar

methods of reaping and fishing ;
and the use of war-ehariots.

" The implements and ornaments of bronze certainly appear

to have belonged to a race with smaller hands than those of the

present Euroi)ean nations. This indicates an Eastern, but not

necessarily a Plxenician origin.
" The ornaments on them are also peculiar, and have, in

Professor Nilsson's opinion, a symbolic meaning. Although the

great stones in tumuli attributed to the Bronze Age are very

seldom ornamented, or ev»n hewn into sha|)e, still there are

some few exceptions, one of these being the remarkable mcmu-

ment never Kivik in Christianstad. From the general

character of the engravings, Professor Nilsson has no hesitation

in referring this tumulus to the Jirouze Age, and on two of the
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stones are representations of human figures, which may fairlv

be said to have a Phoenician or Egyptian appearance.

"On another of the stones an obelisk is represented,

which Professor Nilsson regards as symbolical of the Sun-God
;

and it is certainly remarkable that, in an ancient luin in Malta

characterized by other decorations of the Bronze Age types, a

somewhat similar obelisk was discovered
; we know also that

in man}' countries Baal
, the God of the PhoeniciauSj. was

worshipped under the form of a conical stone.

" Nor is this, by any means, the only case in which

Professor Nilsson finds traces of Baal worship in Scandinavia

Indeed, the festival of Haal, or Balder, was, he tells us,

celebrated on Midsummer's night in Scania, and far up into

Norway, almost to the Loffoden Islands, until within the last

fifty years. A wood fire was made upon a hill or mountain,

and the people of the neighbourhood gathered together in order,

like BaaFs prophets of old, to dance round it, shouting and

singing. This Midsummer's-night fire has even retained in

some parts the ancient name of '

Balders-baal
'

or Baklers-fire.

Leopold von Buch long ago suggested that this custom could

not have originated in a country Vvhere at midsummer the sun

is never lost sight of, and where, consequently, the smoke

only, not the fire, is visible. A similar custom also prevailed

until lately in some parts of oar islands. Baal has given his

name to many Scandinavian localities, as, for instance, the

Baltic, the Great and Little Belt, Belteberga, Baleshaugen,

Balestranden, etc.

" The ornamentation characteristic of the Bronze Age is,

in the opinion of Professor Nilsson, decidedly Semitic rather

than Indo-European. He lays considerable stress on two

curious *

vase-carriages,' one found in Sweden and one in

Mecklenburg, which certainly appear to have been very like

the 'vases* made for Solomon's temple, and described in the

first Book of Kings. Finally, he believes that the use of war-

cbariots, the practice of reaping close to the ear, and a certain

method of fishing, are all evidences of Phoenician intercourse.
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" Professor Nilsson is so great an authority as an arehieolo-

gist, and his labours have contributeil so much to ])lace the

science on a sjund basis, that his o])inious are deserving of the

most careful consideration That the Phfpnieians have left

their traces in Norway is, however, in my opinion all that can

fairly be deduced from the facts on which he relies, even if we

attributed to tiiem all the sigiiiHeatiee claimed for them by

him As regards the smallness of the hands, we must

remember that Hindoos share this peculiarity with Egyptians;

this character is therefore not less reconcilable with an Indo-

European than with a Pha-nieian origin of the Bronze Age
civilisation."



CHAPTER XTI

Intlo-Aryan Tnfliienee on tlie Ancient Civilisations of Babylonia anil Assyria.

lu the last chapter, we have related the legend of the Fish-

god (Musaius Oanues) who Hrst taught the wild and savage

inhabitants of the coasts of the Persian Gulf the rudimentary

arts of civilised life. This Fish-god, as we have already said,

undoubtedly represented a sea-faring people who visited the

coasts in early prehistoric times, and could have been no others

than the Panis of Sapta-Sindhu, and afterwards of the Deccan,

for we know of no other people in that dim past, who were suffi-

ciently advanced to undertake sei- voyages. These Panis, as we

have seen, were the mariners 2).ir excellmiee in those ancient

days and continued as such down to historical times. We have

further seen that leaving India, they first settled down on the

fertile coasts of the Persian Gulf as colonists, and were either

accompanied or followed by the Cholas. The latter were pro-

bably at first pressed into their service as sailors and artisans or

husbandmen, and went with their masters to this new colony.

Other Cholas, probably hearing excellent reports of the country

from tiiose who returned from the voyages, followal the first

batch of immiarrants and founded a colon v of their own. As we

have already said, it was undoubtelly to the self-interest of the

Panis to induce a large number of the Cholas to immigrate and

settle in this new colony where, otherwise, they would be in the

midst of savages and find no facility for carrying on their trade.

The Cholas, having long ago learnt the art of agriculture, natu-

rallv felt inclined to settle in this new land where the soil was

exceedingly fertile in consequence of the alluvial deposits of the

Tigris and the Euphrates near their mouth. As the Cholas had

been aryanised, they probably went there with their Gods and

Aryan priests^ and called their colony Ckoladega, which word

26
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through oornii^tcd protiunciation, came lo be known as Clialdea,

i.e., the land of tlie Cholas. This hind was the " Shinar'^ land

of the Somites, and the Babylonia of the Greeks.

CMialdea or Babylonia is a wide plain of rich brown soil,

about a iuuulred miles above the month, where the two rivers,

the Tiijfris and the Enjihrates, approach most nearly, and the

bmks touch the so-called ^Median wall. It seems that the new

colonists first settled down in the land of Makan, the district

of the mouth of the two rivers, and were known to the early

inhabitants as Snmerians, because the tract of land was called

Sumer with i(s ca])ital l"r. The colonists, however, called

their settlement Chaldea, and hence were also known by the

name of Chaldees or ('haldeans.

'• The most ancient population of this eountrv," says a writer

in the ///sfoi i.tns' //i.^fnn/ of ihp World (Vol. I, p. 311)," formed

several closely related races which had no connection with

the other nations of Western Asia, but in the courae of his-

torical evolution they lost their lanijnage and nationality, and

were submerijed in the neisrhbourini; races."

"
It is comin<[; to be a common agreement among Assyrio-

logists," he continues,
" that the original peoples of Babylon were

of a race that was not Semitic. Just what it was, these scho-

lars are not yet prepared to say ; although the inclination of

bt'lief is that // viin nn luilo-Eiir«]n'an nice idiiI ?fio,i/ prvhublji of

Ihe Turanian famih/. An attempt has recently been made to

connect the aborigines with the I'rgo- Finnish branch of the

Ural-Altaic family, but with what success it is still too soon

to say. But whatever these peoples the Snmerians may have

been, they occupied the land of Babylonia until dislodged by a

great wave of Semitic migration
' ."

"That the Snmerians, like the Semites, were not an autoch-

thonous race in Babylonia follows from the condition of the soil

which had to Ijc rendered fit for agriculture, and indeed, for

human haliitation, bv a svstrm of ranaK. Whence, then, did

" H\ii. HxKi. nj the World, Vol. I, p. 342.
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the Sumerians original]}- come, before they took ^^osscssiou of

the swampy Euphrates valley and settled there ?
" -

We have already answered this question by asserting- at the

beginning of this chapter that they were the Cholas of the

Coromondal coast of Southern India, who had already become

a cultured people under the direct influence of Aryan civilisa-

tion, and learnt the art of agriculture by the construction of

canals, from which they irrigated their lands. Yet, we shall

endeavour to answer it more fully and satisfactorily in this

chapter by a careful study of the ancient civilisation of the

Sumerians or Chaldeans themselves. Though Professor Joseph

Halevy is of opinion that the earliest civilisation of Babylonia

was developed by a people of the pure Semitic race, yet,
" after

a long dispute, carried on chiefly by philologists, it is now

generally conceded that the earliest civilisation of Southern

Babylonia was due to a non-Semitic people, the Sumerians.

To this i)eopIe, it would seem, must be ascribed the honour of

developing the chief features of Mesopotamian civilisation, in-

cluding the invention of cuneiform system of writing.''^ It

is not at all clear at ])recisely what time tlie 5»emitie people,

destined ultimately to become predominant in this region, made

their appearance; but "as early as the beginning of the fourth

millennium before the Christian Era, the Semitic Babylonians

were already settled in northern Babylonia and, as is proved by

the iS'aram-sin inscription and several dating from the time of

Sargon, his father {Ci'ca 3800 B.C.), had already acquired the

Sumerian character (and, by inference, the Suraerian civilisa-

tion). In the ease of southern Babylonia, the discoveries at

Telloh has put us in possession of a number of sculptures—some

of them in relief, others severed heads of statues dating from

the period between Circa 4000 B.C. or earlier, and Circa 3000

B.C. These present two different types
—one is characterised

by a rounded head with slightly prominent cheek-bones, always

-
Ibid, Vol. T, p. 343.

3
Ibid, Vol. I, p. 337.
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beardless, and usually with ele;ui-sliaven ofoun. To this lyjie

certainly belong; the representatives of vanquished foes on the

archaic sculpture, known as the Vulture Stele, thoup;h the primi-

tive method of representini^ the brow and noge by asin^lesli<jhtly

curved line *^ives a merely stiperficial resemblance to the Semitic

cast of countenance. The other is a lon<;er-skulU(l (dolicho-

cephalous) type, with thick, black hair, and long, flowing beard.

"
It is certainly by no mere accident that the he:uls of the

Telloh statues, most of which are supposed to represent kings,

are of the first-named (Sumerian) type, while the bronze votive

offerings, which likewise bear the name of (iudei, are carried, as

is evidenced bv a glance, bv Semites. And as there were Semites

among the subjects of Gudea, where theSnmerians were a domi-

nant race, so we tind the .same Semitic type clearly marked in

the figures round the stem of a Vase, while the party of musicians

'who were seen apjiroaching with submissive gestures on the

fragment of a bas-relief, which probably also dates from the rciirn

of Gudea, must likewise be of Semitic-liabyloniaii descen^.

*'

Fortunately, ancient Babylonian art gives us the opportu-

nity, not merely of studying the wholly non-Semitic language

of the earhest inhabitants of Habyhmia in lengthy bilingual

original inscriptions sucli as many of the statues of (Judea bear,

but of seeing with our own eyes the bodily soinldance of this

singular people, and so observing the striking corrcsjjondence

of non-vSeniitic elements in speech and faci.il tvi»e. In this

connection we would draw attention tii an ancient H;d)vlonian

statue of a female figure now in the Louvre at Paris. We mav

confidently assume that the woman ri'prcsenled is a Sumerian,

and not a Semitic Babylonian ; and if may thus be regarded as

a splendid counterpart of the (Judca .statues, which by the whole

character of workmanshi|) it calls to mind. \\ hether we have

here a (pieen or some other lady of high rank (the supposition

that she is a goddess appears to be excluded by the absence

o£ the head-dress goddesses are wont to wear) cannot, of courge,

be determined with certainty. It is only natural that various

mixed types shotild have developed in course of time,
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especially ia northern Babylonia, and man}- of the faces we

meet with—on the seal-cylinders more particularly, may be re-

presentations of such. '"^

It is clear from tlie above long extracts that the Sumerians

had been a distinct people from the Semites who afterwards in-

vaded Babylonia and established their supremacy over it, and

advaneinir farther north, founded the kinj^dom of Assvria. It

must, however, be mentioned here that the original home of the

Babylonian Semites is set down by orientalists like Eduard

Meyer and Sprenger in the desert of Arabia, which, according

to them, used to send forth the surplus of her predatory and

Bedouin population to the great pastoral districts in the vicinity,

that is, to Palestine, the plain of ^lesopotamia (Aram), and in

times lonir out of mind, to northern Babylonia also. But this

theory has been directly refuted by later investigations set on

foot by A. Von Kremer, and followed u]i by Ign. Guidi at

Rome, and lastly by Hommel who thinks that he has succeeded

in proving that
" the people who afterwards became die Baby-

lonians and Assyrians trust have separated from the common

stock in some part of Central Asia where the lion was indigen-

ous, and emigrated into northern Babylonia through one of the

passes of the ]\Iedio-Elamite range, certainly no later than the

fifth millennium B.C." "Whatever may be the original home

of the Semitic Babylonians, it would be interesting and of great

historical importance, if some philologists could clearly establish

the identity of the family^ to which the non-Semitic language

in the bilingual inscriptions on the statues of Gudea belonged.

If it be found to have belonged to the Aryan, Dravidian or

Dravido-Aryan family, the hypothesis that the Sumerians or

Chaldeans came from India would be established on a firm and

sound basis, and beyond the shadow of a doubt. It is to be

hoped that philologists v. ould direct their earnest attention to

make researches in this line, though it must be stated here that,

so far, the result of their spasmodic and desultory' investigations

has established a resemblance between the Sumerian and the

*
Ihid, Vol. I, pp. 342-343,
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Dravidiaii laii;4iia<;es. Be that as it may,
"

it must be under-

stood that the Sumeiian?, whatever their precise racial afRnities,

were a different people from tlie Semitic races that superseded

them. There is reason to believe that they were an essentially

creative race, whereas the Seu)ites, and in particular, the As-

syrians, were pre-eminently copyists and adapters rather than

orii^inators. It woidd appear that all the chief features of a

later Assyrian civilisation were adumbrated, if not indeed fully

elaborated in that early day when the Suuierians were dominant

in southern Habylonia. Even the cuneiform system of writing,

with all its extraordinary complexities, is believed by philologists

to give unc(iuivocal evidence of Sumerian origin/'-'

As regards the Babylonian religion, it
" was largely inlluene-

ed by the Sumerians, which was an astral religion. The names of

the (jods are found written with the same ideograms, although

they were doubtless j)ronounced differently."''

That the Sumerians introduced agriculture in Habylonia,

which they carried on by means of irrigation from a number of

canals specially constructed for the })urpose, has already been

referred to.
"
They also excelled tlie Semites in artistic s|)irit

and ability, perhaps also as traders and mariners, and the latter

probably imitated the former, and seldom reached them and

never superseded them."
"

It would thus api)ear that the

Sumerians gave tht'ir indelible stamp over the ancient civilisa-

tion and religion ol the JJabylonians and the Assyrians, to

which again modern Kuropean civilisation is immensely indebted.

As Mr. (i. Smith says :

" The history of liabylonia has an in-

terest of a wider kind than that of Egypt, from its more inti-

mate coiuicction with the t;eneral history of the human race, and

from the remarkable inlluence which its religion, its science and

civilisation have had <t?i all subsecjuent human progress. Its

religious traditions carried away by the Israelites who came

out of Ur of the Chaldees (Genesis XI. -il) have, through that

•
/fcirf, Vol. I, p. 461.

•
ihid, Vol. I, p. .>23.

'
Ili.l, Vol T, p. 535.
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wonderful people, become the heritage of nij.iikind, while its

science and civilisation, through the mediums of the Greeks

and the Romans, have become the base of modern research and

advancement."

It is for this reason that 1 have said that from an histori-

cal point of view, it would be highly interesting to discover the

identity of the race to which the Sumerians or the Chaldees

belonged. As we have already pointed out, the inclination of be-

lief among European savants is that it was an Indo-European

race, and most probably of the Turanian family. But it would

probably be more correct to say that the Sumerians belonged to

a race which was a mixture of peoples belonging to the Indo-

Aryan and the Turanian (Dravidian) families. It is admitted

generally that the Dravidian civilisation was influenced and

developed by Aryan colonists from Sapta-Sindhu; and we have

seen that it was the Panis who were probably the first to settle

on the Malabar and the Coromondal coasts of Southern India

and introduce Aryan civilisation and culture anions the

aboriginal populations, particularly among the Cholas and the

Pandyas, and that the Panis afterwards left these coasts

in search of a new colony on the coasts of the Persian

Gulf, followed by the Cholas who settled there and founded

a flourishing colony. The Sumerians, therefore, must have

been the ])roduct of the intermixture of the Aryan and

Dravidian races. It may be argued that all this is mere sup-

position on which no historical hypothesis or fabric can be based

or constructed. It is a supposition, no doubt ; but it is a sup-

position which becomes a probability when we take into our

consideration the following incontestable facts, viz., (/) that the

resemblances between the severed heads of the statues discovered

at Telloh or Tell-loh in Chaldea and the facial type of the

Dravidians of Southern India are remarkable; (//) that the

language of the Sumerians was agglutinative like the Dravi-

dian languages; [lii) that the Sumerians, i.e., the Chaldees were

agriculturists and builders of canals like the ancient Cholas •

(/r) that they were mariners and traders like the latter who, in
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their turn, must have learut the art ol" iiaviijatioi) and the

principles ol" commerce from \hv Panis, and emnlaled them in

everythin*^, even in their spirit of adventure; (/) that of all

countries in "Western and Southern Asia, a commercial inter-

course was admittedly kept uj) between the coasts of Southern

India and those of the Persian Gulf in ancient times ; and {>:/)

that there havinfj been no other civilised counlry anywhere in

the southern portion of Asia or East Africa, no hij^hly civilised

])eoi>le excepting the Indians would found a colony on the shores

of the Persian Gulf. AVe shall see later on how close and inti-

mate was the intercourse between India antl Mesopotamia in the

ancient days, and how not only the material civilisation but also

the religion of the Babylonians and the Assyrians bear unmis-

takable evidences of the influence of Yedie and Dravidian civili-

sation and religion. If all these facts, circumstances, and pro-

babilities be taken into consideration, the conclusion would be

irresistible that the Sumerians who were the founders of the

Babylonian and the Assyrian civilisations were the products of

a mixed race of Aryans and Dravidians.

In this connection it will not be out of place to mention

here what Mr. II. I!. Hall says about the Sumerians in his

.hicieul llixlor// of IIn- Scar I'mxI (Chap. \, j>p. 172-174):

"The Simu^iian culture springs intoour view ready-made, as

it were, which is what we should expect if it was, as seems on

other grounds probable, brought into Mesopotamia from

abroad. We have no knowledge of the time when the

Sunierians were savages: when we first meet with them in the

fourth millennium B. V., they are alreaily a civilised, metal-

using people living in great and poj)ulous cities, possessing a

coni])licated system of writing, and living under the govern-

ment of firmly established civil and religious dynasties and

hierarchies. They had imposed their hiiLjjIier cultun- on the

more |)rimitive inhabitants of the river valley in which they had

settled, and had assimilated the civilisation of the concpiered,

whatever it may have been, to their own. The earliest scences

of their own culture-development had perhaps not been
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played upon the Babylouiati stage at all, but iu a different

eouutry, away across the Persian mountains to the eastward.

The laud of Elaiu, the later Susiaua, where till the end a non-

Semitic nationality of Sumerian culture maintained itself in

usual iudepeudeuce of the dominant Mesopotamian j^ower, was

no doubt a stage iu their progress. Theie they left the

abiding impress of their civilisation, although the Elamites

developed their art on a distinct line of their own. Whether the

Elamites, whom they probably civilised, were racially related

to them we do not know ; the languages of both Elamite and

Sumerian were agglutinative, but otherwise are not alike

The ethnic type of the Sumerians, so strongly marked in

their statues and reliefs, was as different from those of the

races which surrounded them, as was their language from those

of the Semites, Aryans, or others ; theji were decidedl)/ Indian

ill type. The face-type of the average Indian of to-day is no

doubt much the same as that of his Dravidian race-accestors

thousands of years ago. Among the modern Indians, as

amongst the modern Greeks or Italians, the ancient pre-Aryan

type of the land has (as the primitive type of the land always

does) suiwived, while that of the Ai-yau conqueror died out

long ago. And it is to this Dravidian ethnic type of India

that the ancient Sumerian bears most resemblance, so far as

we can judge from his monuments. He vas very like a

Southern Hindu vf the Dekkan (who still speaks Dravidian

lansTuaiies). And it is bv no means improbable that the

Sumerians were an Indian race which passed, certainly by

land, perhaps also by sea, through Persia to the valley of the

Two Rivers. It was in the Indian home (perhaps the Indus

valley) that we suppose for them that their culture developed.

There their writing may have been invented, and progressed

from a purely pictorial to a simplified and abbreviated form,

which afterwards in Babylonia took on its peculiar cunei-

form appearance owing to its being written with a square-

ended stilus on soft clay. On the way they left the seeds

of their culture in Elam. This seems a plausible theory

27
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of Sunierian orirjin, and it must bo clearlv understood that it

\i ofFereil by the present writer merely as a theory, which has

little direct evidence to back it, but seems most in accordance

with the probabilities of the case. There is little doubt that

India must have been one of the earliest centres of human

civilisation, a'Hl it seems natural to sui)pose that the strange

un-Semitie, un-Aryan people who came from the East to civilise

the West were of Indian origin, especially when we see with

oar eyes how very Indian the Sumerians were in type."

Mr. Hall adds in a foot-note that "
this civilisation was not

Aryan. The culture of India is pre-Aryan in origin ;
as in

Greece, the concjuered civilised the concpierors. The Aryan
Indian owed his civilisation and his degeneration to the

Dravidians, as the Aryan Greek did to llie ^Nlyeenaeans."

This, to our miiul, is reading history on an altogetiier wrong
line. If Mr. Hall h;id eared to study Ilig-Vedic civilisation

as diligently as he has studied Babylonian civilisation, he

would assuredly have come to a (piite different conclusion. As

our readers have seen, it was Aryan civilisation that put its

indelible stamp on Dravidian culture, and uj)Iifted the

Dravidian races, ixjtably the Cholas and the Pai.H.'yas, who took

their reformed civilisations to Mabylonia and Kgyjit respectively,

as we shall see later on.

"
Thirty years ago," writes Mr. Z. A. Kago/Jn,

" no one

wouM have thought of connecting India (pre-Aryan India)

with archaic Pmbylonia, and if a solitary fact pointing tliat way
was once in a while picked out by an excej)tionally inquisitive

and observant mind, it was suffered to remain unexplained as a

sort of natural curiosity, for the inferences it suggested was too

startling to be more than hinted at. Eminently such a mind

was the late Kr^iirois^Ijenoi-maut, and he laid great stress on the

wse of the wqrd_ ///(///</ ^cajjy as the Kig-Veda to denote a

defin ite «jnantity of gold
— a word which can be traced to ancient

Chaldea or Semitic l?abylonia witli^ the same meaning, and

which^afterwards passed into the Greek monetary system {mndy
still later latinised into miiia). Well, this little fact simply
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points to a well-established eoinmereial intercouise between

Dravidian India (for the Kolarians never came as far west as

the land by the Indian ocean) and Babylonia and Chaldea," ''

Mr. Ragoziu's ideas appear to be a h'ttle confused in the

above extracts that we have made from his excellent work, J'edic

India. Ke is clearly convinced that there was commercial inter-

course between Dravidian India and Babylonia or Chaldea in the

ancient days. But from the phrase
"
pre-Aryan India "

used

by him, he seems to think that the word mand used by the

Dravidians and the Babylonians, and borrowed by the Greeks,

was either of Dravidian or Babylonian origin, and that it was

borrowed by the Vedic Aryans from the Dravidians, and used

in the Rig-Veda after they had settled down in Sapta-Sindhu.

This li'ie of thinking perfectly accords with the hypothesis in

vogue that the Aiyans were immigrants into the Punjab from

either Central Asia or some remote region at a comparatively

recent time, or at any rate, at an age later than the flourishing

of the Babylonian empire. But if Mr. Ragozin had more

carefully studied the Rig-Veda, and more eloselj' examined the

etymology of the word, he would have assuredly come to the

conclusion that the Vedic Aryans were autochthonous in Sapta-

Sindhu, and the word is of purely Sanskrit origin, being derived

either from the root ma, to measure, or man^ to prize or vahie.

The verse where the word occurs has been translated as follows :
—

"Ob, bring us jewels, cattle, horses and mands of gold.^' (Rig.

VIII. 78.2.) Mand is, here undnubtedlv a definite measure of

gold, which had a fixed and recognised weight and value, and

used probably as coin, and therefore prized and coveted by all,

even by IHsJiis. To suggest therefore that it was a word

borrowed by the Vedic Ai'yans from the Dravidians is simply

preposterous. The only plausible suggestion should have been

all the other way, viz., that it was borrowed by the Dravidians

probably from the Ai-yan merchants, the Panis, and taken by

them or the latter to Chaldea whence it passed on to the Greeks.

^ Rag( zin's Vedic India, pp. 304-30.5.
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Mr. Ragozin further i^oes on : "In the ruins of Mugheir,

ancient Ur of the Chaldees, bnilt hv l^r-Ka (or L'r-Bagash)^

the lirst king of I'nited Babyluuia, who ruled not less than

.'iOOO B.C., was found a piece of Indian tenk.''^ The evidence

is exco[)tionally conclusive because, as it happens, this particular

tree is to be located with more thin ordinary accuracy : it grows

in Southern India (l)ekhan) where it advances close to the

.Malabar coast, and nowhere else; there is none north of the

\Vindhya."^
' This clearly ])ri»ves that there was commercial

intercourse by sea between Chaldea and Southern India, and

that this particular timber used to he transiiortfd ju sliips from

tlie Mahbar coast eithir bv the Pauls or the Ciiolas for building

purposes
—the building of ships as well as of liouses. This fact

also lends a strong colour to the view that the Chaldeans were

really the Cho'as of the DravidiaM family.
' From the Babylonian nami- of muslin, whiih was sindh'i,

Mr. Rago/iii rightly concludes that t\\'t article used to be manu-

factured by the .\ryans of Sapta-Sindlm "at an amazingly early

period"
—"a fact which implies cultivation of the cotton i>lant

r tree, jirolmbly in Vedic times." ' - He thinks, however, that

this stuff of Aryan product used to be exported by the enter-

prising Dravidian traders only, and not by the Aryan merchmts,

as the Aryans had no exi)ort trade,
'' not bing acquaint(d with

the sea, or the construction of sea-going shijis."' I have

(pioted this last amusing pas.«:age in order to show how superficial

has been the st»id\' of the Rig-^'eda with some VW.stern schohrs,

and how errors, once ushered into existence, die hard. After a

careful study of the Bi^^-Veda, Professor Wilson (d)served :

%

"
Anionpf certain RulinL' FHrnilios of Soiitliorii liuliu, especially the Mysore

(or MnJii«-ur) Fainily, we find the title of I'r triven lo r he nnmes of Princes.

Hrh it (fot an.\ thing to flo with the ancient name of T'r used in Babylonia,

and can it he that Muphoir waH a corrupted form of Mnliisnr ? Here is some

food for philologistf".

'"
Sayce, Hlbhert J^riurc» for 1HS7, pp. IH, 13t». iTt .

' ' Tlapozin, Vedic Imlin, pp. 30r>-3OfJ,

'•
llid, p. .^OT..

' »
JfciVI, p. 307.
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"
They (the Rig-A'edie An-ans) were a maritime and mercantile

people. ...Not onl>' are the Snkfas familiar with the ocean and its

phenomena, but we have merchants described as pressing earnestly

on board ship for the sake of gain ;
and we have a naval expedi-

tion against a foreign island or continent (dvipa) frustrated by

a ship-wreck/"
• Our readers also have already clearly seen

{vide Chapter III) that the Rig-Vedie Aryans were fully

acc[uainted with the sea, having four seas round about their

eounlry, that they had sea-going siiips propelled by one hundred

oars, and furnished with sail or '^
winu;'

'^
as the Uio^-Vedie bard

has picturesquely described the thing, and that one of their

tribes, the Pauis, were famous ship-builders and sea-faring

merchants, possessed of a dash and daring enterprise which is

simply amazing. The Dravidians, after they were uplifted and

civilised by the Panis, might have exported the stuff known as

aindhii in post-Rig-Yedic times to Babylonia, but this does not

in any way prove that the Ar3'ans were not acquainted with the

sea, or did not themselves export the products of their manu-

facture to foreign countries.^"*
" Professor Max Miiller," says

'* Wilson's Tx-anslation of the Rig- Veda, Intro : p. XLI, second edition,

1860.

'^
European scholars have invented the theory' that the ancient Aryans

lived in some place with a homogeneons civilisation, culture and language,

whom they have called Proto-Aryans, and that they gradually dispersed from

that one central hive over Europe and Asia. The very fact that tliere is no

common word for the sea among the various branches of the Aryan family has

led them to infer that the primeval home of the Proto-Aryans was an "
inland

home." Tl-e Vedic word for the sea is Samudra, the Latin and the Greek

name is Ponios, Ponfns (a high-road, Sank. Pnnfhn) ;
the Slavs call it Morie

(Lat. Mar, Italian and Spanish 'Mare, French Mer, German Meer, English Mere,

meaning a lake, Celtic Muir) which is derived from a Sanskrit root mvi

meaning
"
destruction." This difference, says Eagozin, is well accounted for

"when we consider that the only seas the Slavs and Teutons were acquainted

with were the Black Sea, the Baltic, and the German Ocean, all rough and

treacherous, all renowned for their fierce tempests, wliicli must have been

destructive indeed to small and imperfect craft,—while the fortunate dweller

on the genial Mediterranean shores well could look at the sea, not as a

barrier, but as a high road, more useful for trade or travel than any other

road." {Tedic India, pp. 72-73.) But our theory is that the early Aryans of

Sapta-Sindhu were in different stages of civilisation in Rig-Yedic times, and
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Mr. Hago/in,
" has long- ago sliown that the names of certain

rare articles wliich King Solomon's trading ships brought him,

were not originall) HL'brew."' These articles are sandal-wood

(indigenous to the Malabar coast and nowhere else), ivory, apes

and peacocks ;
and their native names, which could easily be

traced through their IKbrew corruptions, have all along been

set down as Sanskrit, being common words of that language.

But, now (|uite lately, an eminent Dravidian scholar and

specialist brings j)r()ofs that they are really Dravidian words,

introduced into Sanskrit."'' This observation may be appli-

cable to later Sanskrit, but certainly not to Rig-Vedic Sanskrit

in which iihii/iini is the distinct name for peacock, and ktqii

for monkey. There is no mention of sandal-wood in the Rig-

N'eda, showing clearly that the Rig-A'edie Aryans had no

knowledge of the Malabar coast to which the tree is indigenous.

By the way, the Hebrew word for peacock is Inkiii'nu which

bears a close resemblance to the old Tamil word lokai. lint I

have not come across any Kig Vedic word which is derived

from iohiti. The Sanskrit word mvk'd may have been derived

from the Tamil woi-d niiilhi, but the word oceui-s nowhere in

the Jvig-Veda to denote pearl. It would thus appear that the

Dravidians had no coDnection whatever with the Aryans in

the sa^ape and nonindio Aryan tribes lived in tlio forests and inountaina from

which they were ijraclimlly driven mit, and mo%od westward through western

Aain, and tlie iHthnms of Bosphorous into Kiirope. 'I'hose of tlieni who became

acquainted with the sea in Europe, pave se)'a rate nanieH to it, according to their

different experioncos ;
but thin does no( in any way prove that the Vedic Aryans

were not acquainted with the sen. The very meanings of the word Saimidrn^

either "a collect i<m of wnters" or
"

wateifi that swell and flood the land by
tidal waves "

would be most nntural to apjily to the sea. Hence I fim of

opinion that the Vedic Aryans were fully ac(|U!iint(>d with the soa from tlie

very earliest times, bnt the sava{;o and nomadic Aryan tribes who lived in

the hilU ond forests on the northern portions of .Siipta-Sindhu, and afterwards

Were dispersed towards the west, were not. Mence they applied different

names to the sea when they liecanm ac(|nainted with it.

>" Srienrr of Lnnguogi', First series, pp. 20:j-201. (18r>2.)

"
Rapozin's Vedic. Indin, p. .107. The eminent Dravidian scholar is Dr.

Caldwell. (Vide "Introduction to Comporntive (irammar of the Dravidian

Lanitfuages.")
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Rig-Vedie times. However this may be, there can be no doubt

that the Dravidian names of these animals and articles, current

in Hebrew, go to prove the early intercourse of the Dravidians

with the Semites. But it is also a fact which is to be remember-

ed in this connection that the vessels of the Phoenicians or the

Panis ''
visited the coasts of \rabia, Ethiopia, and the Malaber

coast of India
^' and "the commodities which they imported

were ivory, precious stones, ebony and gold, to which may be

added apes and peacocks ;
all satisfactorily proving that they

visited the countries just mentioned."* ^

The connection between tho Dravidians and the first Baby-

Ionian Empire—the Babylonia of the Shumii-o-Aceads before the

advent of the Semites—" becomes less surprising," says Mr.

Ragozin, "when we realize that there was between them

something more than chance relations, that they were in fact of

the same race or stock—that which is broadly designated as

Turanian. Philology points that way, for the Dravidian lan-

guages are agglutinative; craniology will not disprove the

aflBnity, for a glance at the Gondii types, and the turbanned

head of Tell-loh (Accadian Sirgulla) will show the likeness in

features and shape. But even more convincing is the common

sacred symbol
—the serpent, the emblem of the worship of

Earth, with its mystery, its wealth and its forces. The .\ccadian

Serpent-God Ea was worshipped at his holiest shrine at

Eridhu under the form of a serpent, and as Eridhu was the

centre from which the first Chaldean civilisation started and

spread, so the serpent-symbol was accepted as that of the race

and its religion. The Turanian Proto-Medes also, before they

were conquered by the Aryan followers of Zarathustra, wor-

shipped the snake-symbol of Earth, which afterwards was

identified by the Eranian Mazdayasnians, with Angra Mainyush,
the Evil one, the spirit of Lie and Death. This Proto-Median

serpent, like his Dravidian brother, had the honour of being

admitted into the Aryan Mythic Epos." {Vedic India,

pp. .309-310.)

Hist. Hist, of the World, Vol. II, p. 333.
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Tlie eoiTcctuess of this last conclusion drawn bv y\v. Kairozin

is doubted. In tlie Riij^-Veda, v\-e find a whole Suktu (Rig. X.

189) composed by a lady-liishi, named Sarpa-Hao:ni (the Ser-

pent-Queen) who is reo^arded as the deify i)residinii^ over the

Earth. (Suyana.) The lih of this Sukta have been addressed to

the Sun. Tlie yatapatha BrAhniana explaining the n'&.s says:

"The Earth herself is Sarpa-Uagni
''

(II. 1. -1. ,0). The

Aiiarei/a Bru'/iifmu i siho explains the word as "the Earth"

(\ . 4.
1). The ancient Babylonian worship of the Earth in the

emblem of a serpent is, therefore, not indigenous to the land or

Southern India, nor peculiar to the Dravidians.

We have already mentioned an Aryan tribe who, on account

of their nomadic liabits and a probable leaning towards the

worship of \'ritra who was called A/ti or the serjient and some-

times JJeva, were hated by the Vedic Aryans who worshijjped

Indra—the chastiser and destro}er of \'ritra, and uUimately

driven out of Sapla-Sindhu. We have also mentioned the name

of a Rishi of the Sarpns-, who presided at a sacrifice held by the

Vedir- Aryans and whose manlraK have found a place in the

Rig-Veda.
'" W'v have further referred to the story related in

the Mahuhhuraia about the migrations of the Sarpas to an

island, probabl\ to Southern India, from Sa}>ta-Sindhu, and that

of a Rishi who married the sister of the Sarpa-king, Viisuki. The

Pan is also may have been the votaries of Vritra who is identi-

fied in the Catapatha IJnihmana (I. o. o. 18) with the Moon,

the God of Night (Darkness), and was the arch-enemy of Indra,

and tht-y probably \vorshij)|u'd him in the symbol of Serpent

(.Vhi).'' Til Big. II. "'W. <i. we lind mention made of agod.

'"
RiK. X. 94. M4.

^" The new crcBcent moon ui)j)»'(irfl on the hori/.on like a sickle, wliich

liwkB likp n Borppnt. Vritra wns fherefore Ahi. Thn Vritra worBhip seems to

rcfpr to th" wonihip of the Moon, a."? opposed to the worshiji of the Snn. The

RigVctlic Aryans worshipped tlic San only and not the Moon whom they

looked upon as Vritra or the Demon of darkiie.ss. He was prnbalily rallrd n

/)f la on aoconnt of the briphtnes.q of the Moon. The T'ai.iiH were identified

with Vritra because they were Moon-worshipiKT!'. Vritra was also Moinetinies

identified with the zig-zag lightning, which had the .^^hape of a serpent.
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nsimed A/ii-Biul/iu I
; and this name has been explained by

S&yana to be that of " the God Ahi who lives in cuitarikska
"

(mid-heaven). This explanation has been admitted by Roth in

his lexicon as correct. Probably this god was none other than

the Moon. But as Ahi was, in common Vedie parlance, identi-

cal with the arch-enemy of Indra, his worshippers were

necessarily put down by the Vedic Aryans as the worshippers

of Vritra, or the power of evil. In these circumstances, I am

disposed to think that the worship of Ahi or the Serpent as the

symbol of the Earth, or the Moon, must have proceeded from

Sapta-Sindhu, and been carried to Southern India by the Panis,

and those Aryan tribes who were called Sarjms not only on

account of their nomadic habits, but also because they wor-

shipped their deity in the symbol of a serpent. The very name,

Ahi, is traceable in the Suraerianor Chaldean Ea; and the name

of the town of Eridhu, in which the holiest shrine of Ea stood,

may, for aught we know, have been a corruption of the word

Vritra, which is so difficult to pronounce correctly. It can be

safely surmised, therefore, that the worship of Ahi or the serpent

continued among the non-Vedic Aryans uninterruptedly; and

was certainly not borrowed either from the Turanians or any

other race-

Be that as it may, there can be no question now as to who

the Sumerians or the Chaldeans were, and whence they

immigrated to Chaldea. They were, as I have already said, a

mixed race, sprung from the Panis and the Dravidiaus (Cholas),

and were immigrants from the Coromondal and the Malabar

coasts. The Cholas had been "
aryanised

"
before they left

their original home, and took with them their Aryan culture

and civilisation, as adopted and modified by them, to their new

colony.

We have, in a previous chapter (Chapter III), discussed the

Flood-legends as were current among the ancient Aryans, the

Chaldeans or Babylonians, the Israelites, the Egyptians and the

Greeks, and pointed out the material difference noticeable in

the various legends. We have also pointed out that these floods

28
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probably did not occur at one and the same time iu the different

countries, and that the Flood, with which Manu's name is

connected, had occurred lon^ij before the Flood in Babylonia and

Noah's Flood occuried, if these really occurred at all. The Indian

Flood-letrend, referred to in the Atharva-Veda, is related first in

the Catapatiia Brahmana which says that it was caused not by

heavv and continuous downpours of rain
"

for three days
"

as

mentioned by Berossus in the Babylonian account, or for
"
forty

days and forty nii^hts
"

as mentioned in the Bible, but by the

waters of the ocean risinj^ in a tremendous flood and covering

the land, probably in consequence of some seismic disturbance of

great intensity. Manu, who had been previously warned by the

Divine Fish and constructed a ship, got into it when the Flood

came, and the Divine Fish dragged his ship to a peak of the

" Northern Mountain "
(the HimAlaya), and advised his protege

to disembark as soon as the Flood should subside. I have already

more than once ventured a guess that the Flood was caused in

Sapta-Sindhu by the sudden ujtheaval of the bed of tiie

H&JputftnA Sea, which displaced and scattered around the vast

volumes of its waters. After the subsidence of the Flood, and

the drying up of the sea-bed, there was a rapid immigration of

many surviving Aryan tribes of Sapta-Sindhu into the Deccan,

headed by a descendant of Agastya, to whom is ascribed the

wonderful feats of having first sipped up the ocean dry and

then crossed the Vindhya, and by the descendants of Vi^v&mitra,

the Panis, and others. These peoj)les mu.xt have carried with

them the stoiy of the wonderful and devastating Flood {Aiigha)

in Saj)ta-.Sindhu, and it went down among their descendants

and the Dravidian peoj)les (wlio must have heard it from the

Aryan settlers), from generation to generation, with such

exaggerations an<l cmbelhshments as the story-tellers were

capable of inventing. In course of ages, people forgot all about

the place of origin of the Flood, or the previous existence of the

RftjputAnft Sea
; and the sea from which Manu's ship started

towards "the Northern mountain "
naturally came to be identi-

fier] with the Indian Ocean, and the ])lacc where Manu had
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lived and performed his penances, located on the banks of
" the

river Kritamala
"

in Malabar, as related in tlie Blidgavata

Purdna, or "
in a certain region of Malaya

"
(Malabar), as

related in the Matsi/a Fnrdna. As these Puranas are admitted-

ly of more recent date than the Qatapatha Brahman a, we can

easily understand how the story of the Flood travelled from

Sapta-Sindhu to the coast of Malabar with the emigration of

the Aryan colonists, who embellished it with fuller details to

give it an air of probability than those found in the story related

in the Catapatha Brahmana. Hence it would be more reason-

able to suppose that the story travelled with the Cholas and the

Panis from Southern India to the coast of the Persian Gulf in

the form in which we find it in the Puranas and the Babylonian

and Biblical accounts than that it came from the latter place to

India, as is supposed by some European scholars. The belief

that Manu was saved by the Divine Fish which was identified

by some with Prajapati, the Creator, and by others with Vishnu,

at once raised the Fish-God to the highest place in the Hindu

Pantheon, for w^hich a cult was established. Very likely, the

cult was propounded and developed by the aryanised Dravidians

who became the chief votaries of the God, and also claimed

Manu as a Dravidian king under the name of Satyavrata,
" ^

This word {satyavrata) was probably corrupted into Hasisadra

by the Chaldeaos, and XisuthrmoY Sinthrus by the Greeks,—the

name of the king who was the hero of the Chaldean or Babylo-

nian Flood. Hasisadra, however, is not given any mission or

task, like Manu or Noah,
" but is simply translated with his

wife into immortal life.
"

(Ragozin.) Be that as it may, as

the Divine Fish was regarded as an incarnation of Vishnu or

the Sun, who saved Manu—the son of Vivasvat or the Solar

j)eity
—and as the Sun was identified with Indra, the vanquisher

of Vritra, Ahi, or the Moon, the Fish-God or Vishnu also was

given the title of Alu-han, like Indra who had the title of

Vritra-han; and the Dravidian worshippers of Vishnu or the

^ Wde BhCigavata Pur&na.
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Fish-GoJ probably worshipped liini iiucler the name of Ahi-han,

to distiiiijuish him IruDi liulra who was called VrUra-han,

though he also appears under the name of Ahi-han in the Rig-

Veda (II. 19. 3).
'^-

Though Indra and Vishnu were originally

one deity, we notice an effort made in the Rig-Veda itself to

separate them, Vishnu being regarded as an helper of Indra in

his fight with Vritra. In ancient Dravidian India, we find the

two deities still more separated with different titles which,

however, have the same significance, and the worship of Vishnu

established in the place of Indra-worship. Later on, in the age

of the Mdlidblidraia, the Indra-cult ai)pears to have been over-

thrown by the Vishnu-cult, as Krishna, the incarnation of Vishnn,

has been described to have waged a war against Indra and

defeated him. Ahi-han thus replaced Vritra-han, and represent-

ed the Supreme Deity who was worshipped by the followers of

Vishnu. However this may be, the (hola tribe of the Dravi-

dians must have taken with them to Chaldea the image of

their Supreme Deity, the Fish-God, the incarnation of Vishnu—
whom they called Ahi-han, which was corrupted into Ea-han,

and still more into Oannes,
^^ to which the epithet Musaras or

Matsya (Fish) was added. As the Cholas attributed their

culture to the direct inlluence of Ahi-han, the civilisation spread

by them in Chaldea among the aboriginal population was also

attributed to him. Possibly the word Ahi-han, savouring as it

did of Indra, came to be abbreviated into simple Ahi or Ea

through the inlluence of the I'anis who were the worshippers

of the P^arth and the Moon under the name of Ahi or Ahi-

Budhna, and JCa or Ahi, under the forms of the Fish-god or the

Serpent, became the principal (lod of the Chaldeans.

All these prol)abilities being taken into consideration, my
surmise is that the story of Manu's Flood travelled with sub-

se^pient embellishments from Sapta-Sindhu to Southern India,

*• Tho legend nf Krishnn (a Inter incarnation of ViHhmi) vanrjaiah-

ing the serpent kniiya in a lake near firindAvana, can be traced to this

mythology which has its roots in the Rig. Veda.
' *

Kagu/.iu's, Vcdic Indui, p. 346.
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and thenee to Chaldea. This story, with other legends and

religious traditions, must have been "
carried away by the

Israelites who came out from Ur of the Chaldees^' {vide

-Genesis XI. 31), and Noah was substituted by them for Maun,
and the Fish-god was merged into the God of the Israelites.

The Floods, however, in Chaldea and Israel were caused not by
the rising of a stupendous tidal wave from the ocean in conse-

quence of some volcanic action, but by a deluge of rain, as

probably the story-tellers could not conceive the idea of a

country being flooded excepting by a heavy qnd continuous

downpour of rain. A deluge of rain, continued for three days,

as told by Berossus, was probably considered insufficient for

flooding a country by the Israelites, who therefore improved the

story by saying that heavy showers of rain fell for forty days
and nights. The element of the Fish in the story, however, was

eliminated both by the Babylonians (who were a mixed people,

sprung from the intermingling of the Chaldeans and the

Semites) and the Israelites who were a purely Semitic people,

characterised by a strong common sense and practical spirit,

and the fish was replaced by God, their Supreme Deity, who

warned both Hasisadra and Noah of the coming Flood. The

introduction of the Fish in the Vedic legend is essentially

original, and thoroughly disproves the theory of the legend

having been borrowed or brought to India, through the Dravi-

dians. The A'edie legend lacks some of the details of the

Babylonian and Biblical accounts of the Flood, and is devoid of

literary embellishment, thus pointing to the crude original ore

from which the article was picked up and subsequently^ embel-

lished and finished.

It may be asked :

" How can the Vedic legend of Manu's

Flood be rationally explained ?
"

I will attempt a brief explana-

tion here. Manu was washing himself one morning, when he

found a little fish poured with the water into the hollow^ < f his

palms. Being an ascetic of kindly disposition, he took pity on

the tiny creature, and fearing that it might be eaten up by a

larger fish, if thrown back into the pond» kept it in a water-jar.
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When the tiny Hsh ijjrew too larj^e for the jar, he threw it into

the pond, and when it i^rew suHiciently lari^e in the pond, and

was thought by Manu to be able to take eare of itself, he threw

it into the river, and from the river, it swam down into the sea,

which appears to have been close to Manu's hermitage. Mann,

living on the sea-shore, probably noticed great agitations both

in land and water, due to seismic causes, and, being a wise man,

caused a ship to be built for iiis safety and jirotection. The

seismic action of the earth having grown stronger and stronger

every day, he betook himself to the ship for his safety ; and

when the great tidal wave came, Hooding the whole country,

his ship floated up with the tide till she reached a peak of the

Himalaya. Maiiu noticed a huge tish, probably a whale,

swimming inland with the incoming tidal wave just in front

of his ship ; and he thouglit of the little fish that he had saved.

and cast into the sea, when it had grown large. Manu probably

also thought that his miraculous escape from that devastating

flood was undoubtedly due to the mercy of God, because he had

himself been merciful to a tiny creature of His; and he natural-

ly attributed to that tiny tish the cause of his safety and deli-

veiance. The flsii therefore loomed large before him like a lumi-

nous embodiment of Divine Mercy, and, in the fulness of his

gratitude, identified it with the Divine Being Himself. This

simple incident was the focus of the Vedic legend of the Flood

as relate*! in the Gatapatha BrAlimaiia. Our readers will thus

see that there is nothing absurd in the legend, but it is as simple

and beautiful as any legend eat) be.

The religion of the ancient Chaldeans or Babylonians

appears to have been moulded by those who had come under the

influence of the A'edic Religion. The cosmogony, theogony,

arts, industries and astronomical .science of the ancient

(Mmldeans bear in them the unmistakable stamp of Vedic

India. Not only are the names of some of the Chaldean Gods

traceable to those of the Gods of the Vedic Pantheon, of

which we have already given a few instances, but their very

religious thought*; .bear the impress of the Vedic Keligioa.
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The names of the Gods worshipped by the Babylonian and

the Assyrians were common, thong'h some particular God

was assigned the supreme place by the one people or the

other. At Ninevfh, the capital of Assyria, the god who

seems to have been the highest in the celestial hierarchy is Ilu

or Ana; but his character is no further defined, and his symbol
is often only the abstract representation of the divinity.

Though the divinity is one, he is at the same time divisible,

"Dogma proclaims this divinity in certain passages, but when

we wish to learn its exact individuality, it eludes us, so that we

may seize only the abstraction. We aie led to believe in a

celestial hierarchy of beings inhabiting a superior world, and

subordinated to an all-powerful God who governs gods, world

and men. He is enthroned in spaces inaccessible to us in our

condition, and appears only in legends ; his power intervenes

only when the order of the Universe is threatened.^' ~'^ This Ilu

or Ana corresponds to the abstract (attribnteless) Brahma of the

Hindus, who incarnates himself only when the moral order of

the Universe is in danger of being upset. We have seen that

Indra also was raised to the position of an all-powerful and in-

comprehensible deity in the Rig-Veda, and Ilu must be a

corruption of the word Indra, or llapati Purjanya (another

name of Indra, n'tle Rig. V. 42. 14), or of the Sanskrit word

AHA,, meaning the supreme deity, as Ann was a corruption of

Ahi-han. He was also called AssJiur by the Assyrians, a word

which they must have borrowed directly from the Vedic Aryans,

and not from their neighbours, the Iranians, who pronounced

the word as Ahura. The next God was Bel or Baal who, as,,

we have already seen, was worshipped by the Panis or Phoeni-

cians, and is identified with the Rig-Vedic Vala or the Sun.

The third God was Ann, or Agni (Fire), whose another

Babylonian name was Daganu (Sansk. i)rt//a?i«, fire). "These

three divinities appear as the reflection of the gods of the

superior world, waich we have already mentioned, but to which

» Bist. Hist, of the World, Yol. I, p. 516.
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we have been unable to ascribe names." -'* We have seen

also in the Uiij-Veda that the visible bodies of the great Indra

was the Sun in the sky, the Lightning in mid-heaven and Fiie

on earth. Sin (Sansk. Chandra) was the god of the Moon
;

Samash was another name of the Sun, and Bin (Sansk. Vayu,

or Hig-Vedic Vena) was " the god of the higher regions of the

atmosphere, arbitrator of the heavens and esirth,
—the god who

presides over the tempests." In Sukta 128 of the Tenth

Mandala of the Rig-Veda, we find the god I'ena to be a bright

and resplendent deity, sending down rain, and residing high

above the sky in
" the third heaven.

" The name of the

Babylonian storm-god was }[afii or Martn, which corresponds

to the Vedic name of the same god, Mari/f. This Babylonian

name was probably afterwards borrowed by the Romans who

called their god of war Mars {Maries). The Indian Sun-god

Dineqa (the lord of day) was identical with the Assyrian

Sun-god Dianisu
;
and the Greek name Dio/t^^ftit.s, applied to the

same god, was jirobably borrowed from the Assyrians. Sayce

has discovered in an Assyrian inscription the name J/t7m applied

to the sun-god, who corresponds to the Vedic deity of the same

name. The Babylonian deity Zarpanii (Sansk. Sarpardf/ni) was

the goddess
" who particularly represented the fertile principle

of the Universe.
"

Ishtar (Astarte) is the name of a goddess

whose ei)nsurt was Tammuz (Sansk. Tauuijuy lit. born of

darkness, /.<'., the Sun, who springs out of darkness) ; and

Ishtar resembles the Vedic L^has who was the wife of the Sun.

But there is one curious feature of the Assvrian and Babvlonian

gods, which deserves mention hero ; they assume a humati form
" often joined with that of various animals, fish, oxen or birds."

This, at first sight, would a})pear to be a purely Assyrian or

Babylonian invention
;
but on careful research, we can trace

them to In<li!«n mythology, nay to Rig-Vedic descriptions of

certain gods who have been compared with various animals,

For instance, the god Rmlra has been compared with the boar

Ihui, Vol. T.p. .517.
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to denote his fierceness (Rig. I. 114-. 5), the god Vena or Marut
with the vulture to denote his speed (Rig. I. 88, 47 and X. 123

6 & 8), the Sun with the horse (Rig. X. 136. 5), or the golden-

winged eagle (Rig. I. 164. 46) to denote his speed, or flight in

the high heavens, and ludra with vriska or the bull to denote

his strength and majesty (Rig. I. 32. 3). These comparisons
must have caused the gods themselves to be identified with the

respective animals in later mythology, especially when it reached

Southern India. Thus the fish in the story of Manu's Flood

became there the very incarnation of Vishnu, and was represent-

ed as Fish-goJ ;
the boar became the incarnation of Vishnu

under the name of VarS-ha ; the lion with his flowing tawny

manes, being compared with the Sun with his refulgent rays,

became another incarnation of Vishnu under the name of Nri-

sinha (man-lion) ;
and the bull, with his virile powers of genera-

tion, came to be identified with Indra who poured showers of

rain to fertilize the earth. The Greek legend of Zeus (Jupiter

or Jove), assuming the form of a bull may also be thus traced

to this mythology. Many stone statues have been discovered

in the ruins of Nineveh and Babylon representing one god as

half-man and half-beast, another as half-man and half-bird,

and yet another as half-man and half-fish. More such statues

may be discovered in the course of further excavations. In a

majority of cases, the head only is human, and the rest of the

body resembles that of an animal either a lion or a bull, furnish-

ed with wings to symbolize the celestial character of the deity.

In the case of the representation of the God Eagle-man only,

do we find the head to be that of the bird, and the rest of the

body human, but furnished with wings. This deity undoubted-

ly represents the Garuda or the
(^yena

of the Rig-Veda, who

in later mythology vied with the Sun or Vishnu for supremacy,

and was regarded as Vishnu himself. ^^
Very likely, Garuda

represented the nomadic Aryan tribes who used to bring the

Soma plant for the Vedic Aryans from the Himalaya, and

*•
Mdhahharata, Book I, Chapter 33.

29
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afterwards migrated to Southern India, and flourished in the

age of the R^mayana under kings Jfitayus and SampA,ti. The

Cholas must have carried these mythologies with tht-m to their

new home in Chaldea, and given a tangible .shape to them in

the statues which have been discovered in the ruins of Nineveh

and Babylon.

The Assyrian and Babylonian Cosmogonies also resemble

the Vedie Cosmogony in some of its principal features. Mr.

L. "\V. King has discovered certain tablets whose translation he

has published in his Seven Tablelx of Creafion. The authorities

of the British Museum have given a gist of the records, from

which the following is condensed :
—

The First Tablet of the series describes the time when the

heavens were not, when there were no planets, and before the

gods had come into being, and when the water-deep was the

source and origin of all things. The male and female deities of

the primeval watery mass were called Apfoi. and Tiamat ;

their children were called Lakhmu and Lakhftmu, and their

grand-children Anshar and Kishar, and their great-grand-chil-

dren were Amu, Bel, Ea and other great (rods. The other

Tablets describe how Tiamat afterwards became jealous of the

gode, and created a brood of monsters, so that they might wage

war against the gods. The plot having become known to the

gods, they assembled to take counsel among themselves, and

made Marduk their leader. Mardnk fought with Tiamat, and

defeating her, cut her up into two halves, one of which formed

the firmament, and the other the earth. Then tlie stars were

created, the year with twelve months established, and the Moon

apjjointed
" to determined the days." Then man was creat<.'d

by Marduk from his flesh and bones.'-'"

•' Hm<. //i«r. o/ ihc World, Vol. I, pp. 520-521. This Mardnk is wrongly

identiBcrl by some scholars with the Mnrutu of thf Rig-Vcd. The name

of the Babylonian Storm-God was Matu or Morfv which, aa we have Been

was the same a« the Vedic Marul, and must have been taken by the Panig

and Cholas to Babylonia. Marduk was probably the same God as MArdika,

nentioned in Rig. IV. 18. 12, who was opposed to Indra, and is fftiid to have
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The Babylonian relio^ion was largely influenced by the Sume-

rian, which was an astral religion. The legend of the Babylonian
creation was practically the same as the Assyrian :

'^ In the begin-

ning was Chaos, consisting of watery mass. Only two beings

existed—Apsu, the Deep, and Tiamat, the Universal mother.

These two represent the two formulative elements, from whose

unions the gods were created.
" ^^ Then followed the creation

of the brood of monsters produced by Tiamat with the object

of annihilating the -

gods, as in the Assyrian legend, and her

ultimate defeat and destruction.

Now compare these cosmogonieal accounts with the account

of the Vedie Cosmogony (Rig. X. 129) :
—

"1. Nor aught nor naught existed then; not the aerial

space, nor heaven's bright woof above. What covered all ?

Where rested all
^ Was it water, the profound abyss ?

"
2. Death was not then, nor immortality ; there was no

difference of day and night. That One breathed breathless of

killed Indra's father, Dij&vcL or the sky, by probably covering it up with

clouds or darkness, for which reason he was not only not recognised in

the Ripr-Veda as a Deva (Rig. IV. 18. 13), but put down as a malevolent

deity, like Vritra, probably worshipped by savage Aryan tribes who were

opposed to Indra-worship. The name of Mardika must have been carried

by the Panis to Southern India, whence in travelled to Mesopotamia under

the name of Mardnk. It is remarkable, however, that like Indra in India, he

was the leader of the Gods in Babylonia, and fought with Tiamat or darkness,

the Universal mother who produced a brood of monsters (serpents or Ahis)

in opposition to her first-boi'n sons, the Gods, with a view to defeat them.

As Indra killed Vritra and Vritra'a mother, so Marduk also killed Tiamat

with all her dark brood of monsters. It would thus appear that Mardika

in the Rig-Veda was the god of those Aryan tribes who were opposed to

Indra-worship, and was, in fact a rival of Indra like Vritra, Vala, or Ahura

Mazda. Though regarded by the Vedic Aryans as an evil power, Mardika

resembled Indra in some of the feats performed by him. To say that

Marduk travelled all the way from Babylonia to Rig-Vedic India, and found

mention in a Rig-Vedic hymn under the name of Mardika is simply

preposterous and is opposed to sound commou sense and the correct reading

of ancient Indian History.
" «

Hid, Vol. I, p. 522.
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itself {i.e., existed, but without exerting or manifesting itself) ;

and there was nothing other than It.

"8. In the beginning there was darkness in darkness

enfolded ;
all was undistinguishable water. That One, which

lay in the empty space, wrapped in nothingness, was developed

by the power of heat.-®

"
4. Desire first arose in It—that was the primeval germ of

mind, which poets searching with their intellects, discovered in

their hearts to be the bond between Being and Not-Being.
"

5. A ray of light which stretched across these worlds,

did it come from below or from above ? Then seeds were sown

and mighty forces arose, Nature beneath, and Power and Will

above.

"
6. Who indeed knows ? Who proclaimed it here—whence,

whence this creation was produced ? The gods were later than

its production
—who then knows whence it sprang ?

"7. He from whom this creation sprang, whether he made

it or not, the All-seer in the highest heaven, He knows it,
—or

He does not."

The Vedic thinkers conceived primeval chaos, unquickened

as yet by the first fiat of Creative Will, yet brooded over by the

Divine Presence, which their great poetic gift enabled them to

olothe in such words as, to use Max Miiller's enthusiastic

expression,
"
language blushes at, but her blush is a blush of

triumph."
" One of the great beauties of this matchless piece,

"

Bays Mr. Ragozin,
"

is that while reaching the uttermost bounds

of philosophical abstraction, it is never obscure unless to the

absolutely uninitiated."

There is another short cosmogonic piece in the Rig-Veda

(X. 190), which is worth quoting here :

" From kindled heat {tapam) Right and Law were born

{Satt/a and liHa, the Cosmic Order), and night, then the water}'

flood. And from the watery flood the coursing year was born,

*• Max Mfillcrhas trnnHlnterl tapntan into"bypowpr of heat," but the word

also means " "
by pf-nanco." The Taitlirtya Brahmarta reads

" tamasa " which

means "ont of darkness,
"

i
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disposing day and night, the ruler of all that close the eyes.

And in their order the Creator formed the sun and the moon, and

heaven and earth, the regions of the air and light."

The accounts of the Assyrian and Babylonian Cosmogonies

are characterized not only by obscurity of expression but also

by a confusion of thoughts and ideas. They seem, however, to

have embodied in them not only the account of the Vedic

cosmogony but also the Vedic account of the struggle of the

gods to overcome the power of darkness, viz., Vritra and his

hosts, which forms the theme of many a Rig-Vedic hymn. In

the Riff-Veda, we find that the mother of Vritra was slain with

Vritra himself by Indra, and they both lay down below the

waters (Rig. I. 32. 8 & 9). This probably is the origin of the

story of the cutting up of Tiamat into twain by Marduk in the

Assyrian account. It seems very probable that this account of

the Vedic cosmogony and the struggle of the gods with Vritra

was taken by the aryanized Cholas in an abbreviated form from

Southern India to Mesopotamia. Like Vritra, the sons of

Tiamat are all snakes, or dragons in the Babylonian legend.

This cosmogonieal account of the Babylonians and Assyrians

must have found its way among the Israelites who, as we have

already pointed out, emigrated to Syria from the city of Ur,

the ancient capital of Chaldea The Biblical account of the

creation of the world, though resembling the Vedic in some

points, is also characterized by obscurity of language, and

confusion of ideas. It would be beyond the scope of this chap-

ter to deal with these defects of the Biblical account ;
but I

would refer my readers to the chapter on Genesis, so that they

may be able to judge for themselves the truth of my remarks.
'

The words Aj^sii and Tiamat in the Assyrian and Babylonian

accounts undoubtedly resemble the Sanskrit words Apa and

Tanias, meaning water and darkness respectively. The water, of

course, was not the material water we see, but the very essence

of it in abstraction, the tanmcitra, as it is called by Sanskrit

philosophers. Tamas was the darkness reigning over the

bottomless abyss. But Tiamat has been wrongly rendered into
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Enj^lish as water or ocean, wliicli she was not. The brood of

the dark evil powers, produced by Tiamat independently, could

not be but the brood of Darkness itself. It would be profitless

further to seek a reseml)Iance of the names of the Assyrian

and Babylonian ^ods, for they v.ere mostly transformed into

wortls of Semitic origin, or corrupted in pronunciation beyond

recognition. That the Sumerians or Chaldeans, afier the

invasion of the Semites, adopted the language of their conquer-
ors is an undoubted fact.

"
I'he most ancient populations of

this country," says a writer,
" formed several closely related

races wliich had no connection with the other nations of Western

Asia, but in the course of historical evolution, they lost their

language and nationality, and were submerged in the neighbour-

ing races." ^" It is therefore really astonishing that we should

still Hnd in the Semitic language some traces of the soume from

which the religion of the ancient Babylonians and Assyrians
was derived.

About 70 years ago, Dr. Edward Ilinks i)ropounded the

theory that though the Sumerians, who laid the foundation of

the Babylonian civilisation, might not have been an Aryan race,

their speech bore unmistakable evidence of the influence of

Aryan speech,^
' and his eonclusions are nowgenerally admitted

to be correct. Hommel, Delitzseh and Kremer have discovered

certain primitive relations between Aryan and Semitic speech.

Hommel adduces six culture words which, in his opinion, estab-

lish such a primitive connection,
"

Delit/.sch goes decider. He
claims to have identified one hundred Semitic roots with Ar^an
roots." ^' In my humble way, I have endeavoured to estab-

lish the identity of the names of some of the Babylonian and

Assyrian gods with those of the Aryan (V^e<lic) gods, and to

prove that the Babylonian cosmogony bore the stamp of the

Vedic cosmogony. All these, however, do not prove the Aryan

origin of the Sumerians but only go to show that they must

»" Hist. HiA. of (he World, Vo). I, p. 341.

"
J. R. A. S., Vol. IX, pp. 387-449 (1848).

*'
Taylor's Origin of (he Arynrut, p. 40.
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have been a people who came under the influence of Aryan

speech and culture. I have already said that these Sumerians or

Chaldeans belonged to the Chola tribe of the Dravidian race,

who had been aryauized by the Panis and other Aryan settlers

in Southern India. I will now proceed to note down some more

points of resemblances between the Chaldean and the \ edic

civilisations.

The creation of man from the flesh and bones of Marduk as

related in the Assyrian tablet resembles the Rig-Vedic legend of

the sacrifice of Purnska, and the creation from his limbs of the

four castes into which mankind is divided. The primitive four

castes are common to and observable in all races of mankind,

whether civilized or barbarous. But while they are elastic in

other communities, they have become hard and crystallized in

the present Hindu society. IJe that as it may, I will quote here

the passage from the Rig-Veda (X. 90. 11 and 12) which des-

cribes the creation of the four castes from the severed limbs

of Purusha :

" "When the gods divided Purusha, into how many parts did

they cut him up ? What was his mouth ? What his arms ?

What his thighs and feet ?

" The Brahman was his mouth
; the Rajanya was made his

arm ; the Vai9ya, he was his thighs ; the Sudra sprang from

his feet.
"

It is needless to say that the resemblance between the two

legends is remarkable, with this difference only that the Baby-

lonian legend is brief, while the Vedic legend is elaborate.

The religious ceremonies of the ancient Babylonians, like

those of the Vedic Aryans, bore a relation to external worship ;

they all ended in invocation or sacrifice. ''The cylinder-

engraved scenes give us an idea of these ceremonies; we usually

see the priest in an attitude of adoration or prayer, sometimes

alone, but often before an altar on which reposes the object of

adoration, or that which is going to be sacrificed. The most

usual victim is a ram or kid. The Assyrian kings never began

an important expedition without having invoked the gods and
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held reH,u:ious ceremonies
; after a victory they oifered a sacrifice

on the borders of tlieir newly conquered states. These sacrifices

generally took place in the open air
; nevertheless temples were

nnmcrous in Assyria and C^haldea." ^^ These customs and

practices mostly reseinhled those of the ancient Indo-Arvans.

The priests of ancient Chaldea held a hif^h j)osition in socie-

ty, like the Brahman priests of ancient or modern India. They
were called Patcsis which may have been a corruption of the

Sanskrit word Purohita. Says Diodorus :

" The Chaldeans

beinu- the most ancient Babylonians held the same station and

dignity in the Commonwealth, as the Tilgyptian priests do in

Egypt. For being deputed to Divine offices they spend all

their time in study of Philoso])hy, and are especially famous in

the Art of Astrology. They are mightily given to Divination,

and forttd future events, and employ themselves either by

Purification, Sacrifices, or other Inchantments to avert Evils, or

procure good Fortune and Success. They are skilful likewise in

the art of Divination, by the Hying of Birds, and interpreting

of Dreams and Prodigies : And are reported as true Oracles (in

declaring what will come to pass) by their exact and diligent

viewing of Intrails of the Sacrifices. Mut thev attain not to

their Knowledge in the same manner as the Grecians do; for

the Chaldeans learn it by Tradition from their Ancestors, the

Son from the Father, who are all in the meantime free from all

other publick offices and Attendances, and because their Parents

are their Tutors, th^y both learn everything without envy, and

rely with more confidence upon the truth of what is taught

them
;
and beint; traine<l up in this Learning from their

very childhood they become most famous Philosophers."^^ It

should be borne in mind that this was the j)icture of the

Chaldean priests in the first century B.C., for Diodorus was

born in Sicily about 44 B.C., and visited Mesopotamia probably

a few years before the birth of Christ. During 8000 years, the

8aere<] learning and culture of the Piile-vs probably changed very

»» Ri»t. HUI. of the Worlfl, Vol. 1, p. 519.

-• Booth's Translation, 1700.
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little, as they were the conservative custodians of the ancient

religion, and the sacred lore was handed down from father to

son, as it is still done in India. They were undoubtedly the

descendants of those priestly Brahmans who accompanied the

Cholas to their new colony as their spiritual guides, at the very

beginning of the historical era. The fact that the office of

the Patesis as well as their learning were hereditary lends a

stroni* colour to this view. It is remarkable that the functions of

the Babylonian Patesis resembled those of the Brahman priests, as

depicted in the Jf/iarva-Fedfi
,
which according to Professor Mac-

donell "
is, in the main, a book of spells and incantations, appeal-

ing to the demon-world, and teems with notions of witch-craft,

current among the lower grades of the population, and derived

from an immemoi-ial antiquity.
''

Like the chief priests of the temples of Southern India in

ancient times, the Patesis of ancient Babylonia were the rulers

of Provinces and Kingdoms. The 3Ia/idiitas of modern times in

India seem to us to be the survivals of a similar system that was

in vogue in Ancient India. We know from the Rig-Veda what

great influences used to be wielded over kings and rulers by the

Rishis in Vedie times. Vi^vamitra himself led an army against

the Tritsyus (Rig. III. 33 and 53) and Vasistha, as the leader

of the Tritsyus, invoked the aid of the powerful Indra for victory

over their enemies in the very field of battle (Rig. VII. 83).

These Rishis, though not actual rulers of the country, guided

them by their counsels in all important matters of the state.

Very likely, when the Aryans, under the leaderships of their

Rishis, founded colonies in Southern India, the latter necessarily

took the supreme control of the (jovernment in their hands,

and became de facto Rulers. In ancient Chaldca also, a similar

system prevailed. Says a writer :

" Without referring to the

legendary history of Babylonia related by Berossus, our earliest

knowledge of the land is of a country of independent kingdoms,
the cities with temples forming their centres. The ruler is often

the Pated or high priest.^'
^ ^

3 5 Hist. Hi6t. of the World, Vol. I, p. 323.

30
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In this coiuiectiuii we are remiuiled of an extremely revolting

ami abominable custom that obtaiued in ancient Babylonia,

which, we suspect, wis taken there in an aj^gravated form

from Southern India, where in many temples is still attached a

number of maidens, dedicated to the gods, who live there all

their life, ostensibly as pure maidens {Devaildxis) but really in

secret prostitution. In Babylonia^ the custom assumed a worse

and more gruesome asj)eet, in as much as not merely a certain

number of dedicated maidens, but all maidens, irrespective of rank

or position, had once in their life to prostitute themselves in the

temple premises to strangers. Decency furbids us to give in

these pages a detailed account of this abhorrent ceremony, for

it was no other than a religious ceremony, but we refer our

curious readei's to Historians, History of the AVorld, Vol. I, page

478, for a gruesome account of it. This custom unmistakably

shows Dravidian influence on the ancient civilisation of the

Babylonians who imitated not only the virtues but also the vices

of their teachers. It is, indeed, extremely strange that this

custom had a sort of religious sanction, which probably made

the moral sense of the people impervious to the revolting

ugliness and immorality of the whole thing. It has been rela-

ted that women whose appearance was not engaging had some-

times to remain in the temple of \'enus " from three to four

years unable to accomplish the terms of the Liw.''

The Dravidians were famous in ancient time for their astro-

nomical knowledge which they undoubtedly derived from the

Vedic Aryans, and especially the Paijis who had to study the

motions of the planets and stars f<jr guiding their ships in the

seas. The fact that the ancient Chaldeans also developed the

astronomical science to a high degree of j)erfection strength-

ens our opinion that the s^^ience was taken from India by the

Ubolas. Like the twelve Adityax of the Veda, there were also

twelve suns among the Chaldeatis,
"

to each of which," says

Diodorus,
"
they attribute a month, and one Sign of the Twelve

in the Z«HJiack. Through these twelve signs, the Sun, Moon

and the other Five Planets run their course. The Sun in a
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Year's time, and the Moon in the space of a Month. To every
one of the Planets they assign their own proper courses which
are performed variously in lesser or shorter time accordino- as

their several motions are quicker or slower. These stars, they

say, have a great influence both as to the good and bad in Men's

Nativities. "3 c This shows that like the Indians, the Chaldeans

were also astrologers.

The Babylonian year, according to Edward Mayer, consisted

of simple lunar months (twenty-nine or thirty days) which, as

with the Greeks and the Mahomedans, was determined by the

course of the moon itself. To make this year coincide with the

course of the sun an extra month was intercalated.^'

Now in the Rig-Veda also, we find the calculation of the

Lunar year by thirteen months, and of the Solar year by twelve

mouths, as will appear from the following translation of a verse

(Rig. I. 25. 8):

" He (Varuna) in his wisdom, knows the twelve months,

each producing a distinctive result, as well as the thirteen

months."

The twelve signs of the Zodiac have also been referred to in

the following verse (Rig- I- 164. 11) :

" The wheel of the well-ordered Aditya which is furnished

with twelve spokes is continually moving round the heavens,

and never becomes old. O Agui, seven hundred and twenty

n.Hhunas (pairs) live in this wheel as the sons (of Aditya)."

These seven hundred and twenty pairs are evidently the days

and niffhts that make up a vear, and the twelve spokes are the

twelve months or the twelve signs of the Zodiac.

-

In rik 48 of the same Sukta occurs the following enigmatical

problem :" Twelve fellies, one wheel and three naves, who

knoweth the mystery ? In that wheel are three hundred and sixty

spokes." The wheel is the ecliptic of the sun ; the twelve fellies

are the twelve parts that make up the rim—either the twelve

3 8 Booth's Translation, 1700.

3' Hist. Uist. of the World, Vol. I, p. 565,
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months or the twelve si<^ns of the Zodiac, and the three naves

are the three principal seasons, ri ., summer, winter and the rainy

season.

In /ii- \Z of the same Sukta, mention has been made of the

twelve different characteristics that the sun assumes in the twelve

months as well as of his two motions, n'z., the Ultardi/aiiani

(going- to the north), and the ilnki^hinai/anam (going to the

south).

Though the seasons have been sometimes mentioned as three

and sometimes as tive, they are ordinarily numbered as si\ in

the Rig- Veda, a couple of months heing assigned to each ;

but when there were thirteen lunar months, the seventh season

was regarded as single, /.'., not connected with a couple of

months (Rig. I. 164-. 10). This solitary month or season was

called mali'iiluchd, and regarded as inauspicious, as not forming a

milhnna or couple. A similar biilief also prevailed among the

ancient Babylonians with regard to this thirteenth month.

" Hugh Winckler has suggested an ingenious theory for the

fact that thirteen has always been considered as an unluoky

numbrr. In order to make the Baljylonian calendrieal system

of lunar months agree with the solar year, it was necessary

to insert an extra month. This thirteenth month was regarded

as being in the way and disturbing calculations. .So thirteen

came to be regarded as a superfluous unlucky number. Another

si»n of the Zodiac was api)ointed for this extra month, and this

was the sign of the raven." •''" It would thus be seen that the

ancient Babylonians or Chaldeans were greatly intlueneed not

onlv in religion, but also in astronomy by Rig-V'edic culture.

We have seen that the ancient Cholas were great builders—
builders not only of canals and ships, but |)robably also of

temples. Southern India is famous from early times for the

existence of old massive temples, for the construction of which,

stone materials could he jirocured in great ])lenty. But very

probably, the buildings were at first ma^le of wood, as wood

»• Eini. Hist, of the WotUl, Vol. T, p. .'524.
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suitable for building purposes was abundant. They undoubtedly

carried their art to Chaldea, and the Semitic Babylonians and

Assyrians were greatly indebted to them for learning and develoj)-

ing it. The Saits of Chaldea were a people
" who certainly

were not descended from a race inter-mixed with Semitic

blood.
"

They must have belonged to the same race as the early

Chaldeans or Cholas who had first established their colony on

the coast of the Persian Gulf. My surmise is that they were

the SetJis or Cresthis of Southern India, who mostly belonged to

the enterprising mercantile class, the CJieffief< as they are even to

this day called, and went to Chaldea probably at a later period

than the invasion of it by the Semites. These Seths or

Saits greatly influenced Babylonian and Assyrian ait. "Not

until under the Saits did art rise again to a height which

recalled the palmy days of the ancient realm. This early,

Chaldie art was the mother of that of Babylonia and Assyria,

and the Semites of Babylon and 'Asshur proved themselves

diligent students, gifted imitators, who gave to their works also

the stamp of their own genius ;
but they were never more than

students and imitators ; they never produced anything original,

which" might stand in equality by the side of early Chaldie art.

The Semitic race occupies one of the foremost positions in the

history of civilisation, and is highly talented. But in architec-

ture and sculpture it has always worked in close connection

with foreign masters, and never produced anything really great

by itself. The further it goes from the ancient centres, where

the great tradition of the former so highly developed art still

lived on, the more unskilful becomes its production in the field.

Assyria where the Semitic blood was purer than in Babylonia,

and which was certainly surpassed in art by the latter, Phoenicia,

Palestine and Arabia are proofs of this Considered as artists,

the Babylonians and Assyrians stand foremost among the

Semites, but they are indebted for this to the early

Chaldeans." 3^

3 9 Bist. Hist, of the World, Vol. I, pp. .546-547.
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We thus see that it was tlie ancient Chaldeans who in-

Huenced, nay laid the very foundations of the Babylonian and

Assyrian civilisations in all their phases
—

r/':., agriculture, arts,

industries, arehiteoture, natural science, religion and philosojjh}'.

That the ('iialdeans, and latterly the Sails were peoples entirely

ditVercnt from the Semites is admitted on all hands. I have

endeavoured in this chaj)ter (as briefly^ as it has been possible

for me to do so) to prove that they were Indians who came to

Chaldea from Southern India, anil probably belonged to the

Chola tribe of the Dravidian race, who in their turn received

their culture and civilisation from the Vedic Aryans;

that they founded a colony with the helj) ol" the Panis

on the coasts of the Persian Gulf near the mouth of the Tigris

and the Euphrates, which they called Kengi, and which was also

called Sunier ( 'burner being probably a corruption of the

Sanskrit word Sa-niaru which literally means the land contiguous

to the desert), or Chaldea
;

that they spread their culture first

among the aboriginal ravage tribes, and afterwards among the

barbarous Semites when they conquered the country and estab-

lisiied their supremacy over it
;
and that the Semites, as apt

jjupils, were able to assimilate Chaldean culture and founded

famous empires at the early dawn of the historical age, about

ten thousand years ago. The whole of Western Asia and

Southern Europe were indebted to Babylonia and Assyria (as

also to Egypt) for their early culture and civilisation. As a

writer says :

" If the earlier walls of the Temple of Bel (B;uil)

at Nippur really date from <>000 or 7000 years B.C., as the

records seem to prove, there was a continuous, powerful empire

in Meso|K)tamia for at least five or six thousand years. The

civilisation of Greece, of Rome, or of any modern state seem

mere mushroom growth in comjjarison."
'"

If tlie civilisation of Chaldea be proved to l>e nearly ten

thousand years old, how older was the civilisation of the Cholas

of Southern India? And how older again was the Rig- Vedic

»
Jhiii, Vol. I, p. 319.
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civilisation that was taken to Southern India after the dis-

appearance oi' the Ilajputana Sea y These are questions which

cannot be definitely answered. The age of the early Rig-Yedie

civilisation goes back to a period of time which is lost in the

impenetrable darkness of the past
—to which hundreds of

thousands, if not quite a million of years^ can be safely assigned,

without one being accused of romancing wildl}-. The Chaldean

priests told Diodorus that at the time when Alex^mder the Great

was in Asia, their civilisation had been 470,000 years old. This

appeared incredible to Diodorus, as it undoubtedly would to all

men of modern times. But if the priests were of Aryan extrac-

tion as there is every reason to believe they were, the tradition

of the hoary antiquity of their civilisation would be justified

and corroborated by the extremely old age of the Rig-Vedic

civilisation of which they were the inheritors. We should, in

this connection, recall to mind the tradition current among the

Phoenicians who told Julius Africanus that they had been in

Phoenicia for nearly 30,000 years. If there is any element

of truth in this tradition, the Chaldean civilisation in Mesopota-

mia must be many millenniums older than 10,000 years.



CHAPTER XITT

Indo-Aryau Influence on the Civiliaatiou of Ancient Egypt.

European scholars are not ajjjreed as to which ol" the two

civilisations, the Egyj)tian and the Babylouian, was more ancient

than the other. Some claim fur tlie former tlie earliest anti-

quity, while others assert that it was the Babylouian civilisation

that inHuenced the Ej^ryptian. There can be no doubt that

there was free intercourse in ancient times between Egypt and

Babylonia, and it was within the bounds of probability that both

the civilisations exerted mutual influence upon each other,

without the one effacing the individual characteristics of the

other. In one |)oint, however, all scholars are agreed, ri:.^ that

both exerted a tremendous influence over the early civilisation

of Euroi)e, to which they gave not only a shajie but also a life

whose vigour still continues unabated, dominating the civilisa-

tions of nearly the whole of the modern world.

" In this i)lace (Egypt)," says Dr. Adolf Erman,
" there

early developed a civilisation which far surpassed that of other

nations, and with which only that of far-off Babylonia, where

somewhat similar conditions obtained, could in any degree vie."'

Elsewhere he says : ''Even under the Old Kingdom, Egypt

is a country in a high state of civilisation
;
a centralised govern-

ment, a high level of technical skill, a religion in exuberant

development, an art that ha<l reached its zenith, a literature

that strives upward to its culminating point
—this it is that

we see displayed in it« monuments. It is an early blossom,

put forth by the human race at a time when other nations were

wrapped up in their winter sleep. In ancient liabylonia alone,

where conditions equally favourable prevailed, the nation of the

' Hi's/. Hist, of the Worl<i, Vol. I, pp. 67-58.

I
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SumeriaDs reached a similar height/'
^ Further on, the Pro-

fessor says :

" In the future as in the past, the feehng with

which the multitude regards the remains of Egyptian antiquity

will be one of awe-struck reverence. Nevertheless, another

feeling would be more appropriate, a feeling of grateful acknow-

ledgment and veneration, such as one might feel for the

ancestor who had founded his family and endowed it with a

large part of its wealth. For, though we are seldom able to

say with eertamty of any one thing in our possession that it is

a legacy we have inherited from the Egyptians, yet no one who

seriously turns his attention to such subjects can now doubt that

a great part of our heritage comes from them. In all the

implements which are about us now-a-days, in every art and

craft which we practise now, a large and important element has

descended to us from the Egyptians. And it is no less certain

that we owe to them many ideas and opinions of which we can

no longer trace the origin, and which have long come to seem

to us the natural property of our own minds." ^

These observations may justly apply to the civilisation of

the modern nations of Europe, but certainly not to that of

some of the oldest nations of Asia, viz., the Vedic Aryans, the

Dravidians, and probably the Chinese. They also go to show

how European savants in their eagerness to acknowledge their

debt of gratitude to an ancient people who were the neighbours

of the European nations, and from whom they derived their

civilisation directly, have been led to overlook the just claims

of other nations, far older than the Egyptians and the Baby-

lonians, to be regarded as the real founders of those civilisations

that blossomed forth in ancient Egypt and Babylonia. It is,

we are afraid, blind prejudice that has narrowed and circum-

scribed their vision, and prevented them from taking that broad

outlook on the ancient world, which is the natural outcome of

a calm and dispassionate mind, capable of studying the histories

of all ancient peoples on a comparative basis, and making a

-
Ihid, Vol. I, p. 59.

3
Ihid, Vol. I, p. 69.
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general survey of them by a sweep of clear and far-sip^hted

vision. Such a mind has yet to appear; and when it does

appear, the history of the ancient world will certainly have to

be re-cast, and written anew.

Egypt is the lower valley of the Nile, and is bounded on

the east and west by desert land. Between the two deserts,

occupying a breadth of from 15 to 3-J miles lies the depression

forming the fruitful valley of the Nile. On the north is the

Mediterranean Sea, and on the south is a chain of mountains

through which the river Nile flows in cataracts, the " First

Cataract
"

forming the southern boundary of Egypt, beyond

which is till' Nubian sandstone plateau. Egypt is thus totally

shut off from the rest of Africa. It is the narrowest country

in the world. P^mbracing an expanse of 570 miles in length,

it does not contain more than 12,001) square miles of fertile

land, that is to say, it is not larger than the kingdom of

Belgium.

This country was called
" Kamit ''

(black country) by the

ancient inhabitants. "The name of Egyi)t in hieroglyphics

is Kein The sense is 'black land,' Egypt being so called

from the blackness of its cultivable soil.''^ But the country

was called by the Greeks Atf/j^pfos, which name first occurs in

the Homeric writings. In the Odystej/, it is the name of the

Nile (Feminine). But it was afterwards transferred to the

country watered by the river. No satisfactory Egyptian or

Semitic origin has been ])roposed for the word. " The probable

origin is the Sanskrit root
'

f/>'p
' '

to guard
' whence may have

been formed df/npta
' «ruarded about.'

"''

"
Seniitif people rail Egypt, we know not why, Mior or

Musi (Hebrew Miziaine, the termination being a very common

one with the names of localities). In its Arabian form Masr,

the word, at the present day, has become the indigenous name

of the country and of its capital which we call Cairo.'"' The

Ency. Brit., Vol. VII, p. 700 (Ninth Edition).
»

Ihid, p, 700.

« Wft Hist, of the World, Vol. I, p. 84.
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river Nile was called by the aucient Egyptians Ilapi or Anr,
" The Greek and Roman namo Neilos is certainly not traceable

to either of the Egyptian names of the river, nor does it seem

philologieally connected with the Hebrew ones. It may be like

schichor indicative of the colour of the river, for we Hud in

Sanskrit nila *

blue,' probably especially
' dark blue,' also even

black, as nila panka 'black mud.' " "

From the above extracts, it would appear that the names,

Egypt and Nile, were respectively imposed upon the land and

the river by the Greeks, or by a people whose language was of

Sanskrit origin. But the names Kamit and Hapi can also be

traced to Sanskrit words. From the etymological meaning of

the word Kamit (black soil), it seems to us that it was derived

from the Sanskrit roots ku " black
'^

(in a physical sense as in

ku-riipa) and virit
"

soil," and the word Hapi appears to be a

mere corruption of the Sanskrit word Apa meaning water. The

names Aigyptos and Neilos were probably given afterwards by

the Greeks as further descriptive of the country which was well

guarded about from the outer world, and of the river whose

water looked dark-blue. Thus both the original and the subse-

quent names of the land and the river were undoubtedly given

by peoples whose language was derived from or allied to Sanskrit.

The Semitic names Mnsr may also have been derived from

the Sanskrit word 3Iisra (mixed), to denote the people of mixed

origin who lived in the country.

Egyptologists are not agreed as to the ethnographical place

of the ancient Egyptians. While philologists and historians

assume a relation with the neighbouring Asiatic races, separating

the Egyptian by a sharp line of distinction from the Negro

race, ethnologists and biologists have dehned them as genuine

children of Africa, who stood in indisputable physical relation

with the races of the interior of the continent. But " a careful

comparison leads to the conclusion that in ancient, as in modern

Egypt, there are two co-existent types : one resembling the

Nubian more closely, who is naturally more strongly represented

Ency Brit., Vol. VII p. '705 (Ninth Edition).
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in Ui)per Kgypt than in Menii)his and Cairo ; and one sharply

distin<i^uished from him, whom we may define as pure Efryptian.

Midway between these two stands a hybrid form represented

in numerous examples and sufficiently accounted for by the

intermixture of the two races. "While the Nubian type is

closer akin to the pure Negro type and is indigenous in

Africa, we must regard the purely Egyptian type as foreign to

the continent ; this directs us towards the assumption that the

most ancient home of the Egyptians is to be sought in Asia.

The Egyptians have depicted themselves, times out of number,

on monuments, and enable us clearly enough to recognise

their type."^

Prehistoric Egypt is supposed to have been inhabited by a

steatopygous race of " Bushman "
type. They were in the

pahi'olithic stage of civilisation, and were superseded by a, fresh

race of European type
—

slender, fair-skinned, with long wavy-

brown hair. Their skull was closely like that of the ancient

and modern Algerians of the interior. They seem to have

entered the country as soon as the Nile deposits rendered it

habitable by an agricultural people. They already made well-

formed pottery by hand, knew copper as a rarity, and were

clad in goatskins. Entering a fertile country, and mixing

probably with the earlier race, they made rapid advance in all

their products, and in a few generations they had an able

civilisation. After some centuries of culture, a change appears

in consequence of the influx of a new people who probably

belonged to the same race, as the type is unaltered, but sliowing

some eastern affinities. These later ])Cople seem to have

flowed into Egypt from Syria or North Arabia, and it is |>erhaps

to them that the iSemitic element in tho Egyptian language

is due.

" This prehistoric civilisation was much decayed, when it

was overcome by a new influx of people, who founded the

dynastic rule. These came apparently from the Red Sea, as

they entered Egypt in the reign of Coptos, and not either from

•
Hist. Hiat. oj the World, Vol. I, p. 86.
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the north or from the Upper Nile. They were a highly artistic

people, as the earliest works attributable to them—the Min

Sculptures at Coptos
—show better drawing; than any work by

the older inhabitants, and they rapidly advanced in art to the

noble works of the 1st Dynasty. They also brought in the

[hieroglyphic system, which was developed along with their art.

[It seems probable that they came up from the Land of Punt,

at the south of the Red Sea, and
///ej/ maij have bean a branch of

the Punic race in its mujraiiona from the Persian Gulf round by

sea to the Mediterranean. They rapidly subdued the various

tribes which were in Egypt, and at least five different types of

man are shown on the monuments of their earliest kinsrs. Of

these, there were two distinct lines, the kings of Upper and the

kings of Lower Egypt."
^

This people, then, were the ancestors of the Egyptians, and

it will now be our endeavour to establish their identity with a

civilised people of ancient times.

It has been suggested above that they probably formed a

branch of the Punic race in its migration from the Persian

Gulf round by sea to the Mediterranean. Now, as we have

seen in the two previous chapters, the Punic race was identical

with the Panis of Sapta-Sindhu, who at first emigrated to the

Malabar and Coromondal coasts of Southern India, and thence

to the coasts of the Persian Gulf. One branch of the Panis

settled down with the Cholas in Chaldea; while, another branch,

very likely accompanied by the Paufjyas who lived on the

Malabar coast, must have proceeded probably directly from

the shores of India to Egypt through the Red Sea. Those of

the Panis who preferred a maritime life to settling down as

peaceful agriculturists, selected the sea-coast of Syria for

establishing a separate and independent colony of their own,

and became the ancestors of the Phoenicians of history. The

very fact that the name of Kamit which the immigrants gave to

Egypt, and the name of Hapi which they gave to the river

Nile, can be traced to words of Sanskrit origin goes to strengthen

»
Ibid, Vol. I, p. 89.
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the view that tlie new-comers hailed from that part of India

which way peopled by a race whose speech was Sanskrit, or who

had been iutluenced by Indo-Aryan civilisation. And this

part of India could have been no other than the Malabar coast,

peopled by the Pai.KJyas, which was probably called the " Land

of the Pandyas/' afterwards corrupted in Esjjypt into the

" Land of Punt/' It would be iuterestini^ lo note here that

anion
i;

the earlier students of the subject of the oris^in of the

Egyptians,
" Heeren was prominent in pointing out an alleged

analogy between the form of skull of the Egyptian and that of

the Indian i-aces. He believed in the Indian origin of the

Egyptians."*" One of the most recent authorities, Professor

Flinders Petrie " inclines (o the opinion that the Egyptians were

of common origin with the Phcenicians, and that they came

into the Nile region from the Land of Pmit, across the Ked

Sea."'* That Heeren was right in his belief and Petrie in his

conjecture will be clearly pro veil from an account of the

culture and civilisation of the ancient Egyptians themselves,

about which we shall write later on. But let us Hrst see what

descriptions the Egyptians gave of the Land of Pimt.

" Under the name of Punt, the ancient inhabitauts of Kamit

understood a distant country, washed by the great sea, full

of valleys and hills, rich in ebony and other valuable woods,

in incense, lialsam, precious metals and stones, rich also in

animals, for tliere are camelopards, cheetas, panthers, dog-headed

apes, and long-tailed monkeys; winged creatures with strange

feathers flew up to the boughs of wonderful trees, esj)ccially of

the incense-tree and cocoanut-pahn. Such was the conception

of the Egyptian Oi)hir, doubtless the coa.st of tlie modern

Somaliland which lies in view of Arabia, though divided from

it by the sea.""

The writer has ut)doubte<ily n<»tioed some resemblance of

the physical characteristics of Somaliland with the above

description of the Land of Punt to enable him to identify the

'"
Ibid, Vol. I. p. 77. • •

Ibid, Vol. I, p. 77.

'»
Ibid, Vol. I, J). lf>8.
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latter country with the former. But the above description

equally well applies to the Malabar coast of Southern India

which is also
" a distant country, washed by the great sea, full

of valleys and hills, rich in ebony and other valuable woods, etc."

The animals mentioned in the above extract are all natives of

Southern India, excepting, perhaps, the eamelopard which is

now a native of Africa. Southern India havinij been in ancient

times joined with Africa, the eamelopard, or the giraffe, also

might have been one of its fauna, though it subsequently

became extinct ; or the animal might have been the Samhhar

or the NUghcui which was probably mistaken for or likened with

the giraffe. The incense was probably derived from the sandal

wood of the Malabar coast, which was so eagerly sought for in

the ancient civilized world. We have seen that sandal, ebony,

precious stones, apes, peacocks, etc., used to be brought from the

Malabar coast to ancient Babylonia, and as there was an

established commercial intercourse between Western Asia and

India, it is most likely that ancient Egypt also drew her

supplies from that country. The Land of Punt, therefore,

could not but be the Malabar Coast of India,
"

the land of the

PSndyas." With regard to Somaliland, there is no proof that

it ^vas inhabited by any civilized people in ancient times, from

which they might have immigrated with their gods and

culture. The weight of evidence, therefore, rather leans on the

side of India than Somaliland.

"
According to the old dim legend, the Land of Punt was

the primeval dwelling of the gods. From Punt, the heavenly

beings had, headed by Amen, Horus and Hathor, passed into

the Nile Valley. The passage of the gods had consecrated the

coast-lands, which the water of the Red Sea washed as far as

Punt, and whose very name Gods' land (Ta-nater) i-ecalls the

legend. Amen is called Haq, that is 'King of Punt,' Hathor

simply
'

Lady and Ruler of Punt,' while Hor was spoken of as

* the holy morning star' wJiich rises westtvard from the Land vf
Pnnt. To this same country belongs that idol Bes, the ancient

figure of the deity in the Land of Punt, who in frequent
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wanderings, obtained a footinfj;, not only in Egypt, but in

Arabia and other countries of Asia, as far as the Greek islands.

The deformed figure of Bes, with its grinning visage, is none

other than the benevolent Dionysus (Bacchus) who pilgrima-

ging through the world dispenses gentle manners, peace and

cheerfulness to the nations with a lavish hand.'" '

We will try to identify these gods with the gods of the

Hindu Mythology later on. But it may be said here that Hor

or Horns was a corruption of the Sanskrit word Suri/na (the

first 5 being corruptly pronounced as
//),

and that this
'

god
' was

spoken of by the Egyptians as *' the holy morning star which

irses westward from the land of Punt." This land, therefore,

was the " the land of the rising Sun," so far as the Egyptians

were concerned, and cannot certainly be identified with Somali-

land which was situated far ofF to the nonlh of Egyj^t. The

lanil of Punt was undoubtedly situated somewhere to the east

of Egypt, wl)ich also goes to confirm our supposition that the

land was no other than the Malabar coast of India. The allega-

tion that " the water of the Red Sea washed the coast-lands as

far as Punt "
can be explaine<l by the fact that the *'

Erythraean

Sea," formerly identified with the modern Arabian Sea, was

]irobably translated into the " Red Sea" which name is now only

confined to the sea of that denomination and is not a])plied to

the Arabian Sea extending as far as the western coasts of India.

This confusion has probably led the writer of the above extract

to locate the Land of Punt to the south of the present Red Sea

in Somaliland,

In this connection, if would be interesting to mention the

conoliision of Egyptologists that "the Egyptians of history

are probably a fusion of an indigenous white race of north-eastern

Africa and »ni infrtidliiff jieoph of Asiatic nrif/hiy'^
^ If Uiese

intniding people had originally come from Somaliland, they

would undoubtedly have been put down as " a people of African

origin." It mav be argued that they were an Asiatic people

i

»»
/bid, Vol. I, p. 108.

«

Ihid, Vol I, p. 66.
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who came to Egypt from some part of Asia through Somali-

land. But this would not help to identify the latter country

with the Land of Punt which was traditionally and undoubtedly

the original home of the Asiatic intruders. We have already

said that Heeren clearly believed in the Indian origin of the

Egyptians, and Petrie thinks that they were a branch of the

Phcenicians, or the Punic race, or the Punites who came to Egypt

through the Red Sea. This leads us to infer that the Land of

Punt was the Malabar coast of !!^outhern India.

It is said that it was under Pharaoh Sankh-ka-Ra that " the

first Ophir-voyage to Punt and Ophir was accomplished."^'^

With regard to the identity of the laud of Ophir, another

writer says :

''

Ophir was the general name for the rich countries

of the south, lying on the African, Arabian and Indian coasts,

as far as at that time known. From there the Phceaicians had

already obtained vast treasures by caravans ; but they now

opened a maritime communication with them, in order to lighten

the expense of transport, and to procure their merchandise at

best hand. The name of Ophir was common even in the time

of Moses, and was then applied to those southern countries only

known by common report. It was therefore now spoken of as

a well-known name and country, and it may be fairly presumed

that when the Phcenicians entered upon this new line of trade,

the^ only took possession of a previousli/ well-estahlishecl si/stem,

since it was a regular, settled navigation, and not a voyage of

discovery. From its taking three years to perform, it would

appear to have been directed to a distant region ;
but if we

consider the half-yearly monsoons, and that the vessels visited

the coasts of Arabia, Ethiopia, and the Malabar coast of India,

and also that the expression
'
in the third year,' may admit of an

interpretation that would much abridge the total duration, the

distance will not appear so great. The commodities which they

imported were ivory, precious stones, ebony and gold, to which

may be added apes and peacocks ;
all satisfactorily proving that

1'
Ihid, Vol I, p. 108.
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they visited the countries just mentioned, especially Ethiopia,

and probably India."""'

I need hardly say that there could be no prohahiUiy in the

case of India, but abmhite certaiiifi/ ;
for it was from the shores

of India that the Panis, the ancestors of the Phoenicians, had

oriafinally emiij:rated to the coast of the Persian Gulf, and thence

to Syria. The route of navi<>ation to India was perfectly known

to them, as it was they who had established it. It is a mistake,

therefore, t«> suppose that they
"
only took possession of a pre-

viously well-established system." Be that as it may, there can

be no question that the term Oi)liir included India also amon^; the

Southern countries, and that the Land of Punt was especially

the name of India, or more correctly speakiiifj, of the Malabar

coast which was the land of the P;\n(jyas. From all these

considerations, and i):irticularly I rom the opinions of Ileeren and

Petrie, my surmise is that a branch of the PAinjyas, headed or

led by the Panis, immiirrated to Etjyjit and settled there. This

surmise will be immensely strensjthened by a striking similarity

of social and reli^ifious customs jirevailinw amonj: the Egyptians

and the Indians, about which I will n<»w write.

The Epjyptian religion, like the Rig-Vedic religion, was based

upon natural piienomena and manifestations. Their gods were

mostiv Solar deities, and the name of their Sim-god was Horns,

which, as we have already pointed ont, was a corruption of the

Sanskrit word Snri/iiA (Gk. Sirius). The name of another god

was Osiris and that of his consort Isis, which are identified by

some with the Sanskrit words l<;rnni and Iri. But I have

reason to suppose that the Egyptian word Osiris is a corruption

of the Sanskrit word A-xuryns, which literally means 'the Sun

devoid of his solar character
'

(the //'/-Sun), or as the Egyptians

described the deity, "the Sun of the night," when he loses his

bistre, an<l becomes, to all intents and purposes, quite dead.

The Rig-Veda has described the Sun of the night as
" the

sleeping sun
"

(Rig X. 80. 21), the idea being the same as the

Ihid, Vol. II, p. 333.
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Egyptian idea, as sleep, in the words of the greatest English

poet, is "every day's death.
'^

Isis, the consort of Osiris, is no

other than the Vedic Ushas (^Gk. Eos). In the Rig-Veda occur

many verses in which Ushas has been described as tl)e consort of

the Sun who eagerly covets and follows her,
" as a bull follows

a cow." There was another Egyptian god whose name was

Amen or Imn.. This god, however, was not a visible one like

Horus, but a deit}' quite imperceptible and inconceivable. This

god was also called Ra, and he " was the greatest god of all,

'the king of gods.' Amen was sometimes identified with Ra,

and the tendency was towards the recognition of a most import-

ant central God who, to a certain extent, ruled over and con-

trolled the hierarchy of tiie lesser deities."^" Ra was " the

uncreated, the autocrat of the heavens. Horus, the Sun-god,

who fought each day in the interest of mankind against the

malignant demon Set or Sutekh, and who was overcome each

night only to revive again, and renew the combat with each

succeeding morning, was a god of great and widely recognised

power. Yet it appears that he was not quite identified, as has

sometimes been supposed, with the Supreme God Ra. To the

latter attached a certain intangibility, a certain vagueness incon-

sistent with the obvious visual reality of the Sun-god or with

the being of any other god whose qualities could be explicitly

defined. In the very nature of the case, the conception of Ra

was vague. He presented the last analysis of thought from

which the mind recoils dazed, and acknowledging itself

baffled."! 8

The Ra, therefore resembled the Vedic Brahma,
" the one

wnthout a second," who transcends the three (junas, or the vehicles

of manifestation as the (Creator, the Preserver and the Destroyer,

whose very nature is Supreme Bliss or Beatitude {dnandam)

and from whom "
words, with the mind, not reaching, recoil

baffled."'® This Vedic conception of the Supreme Heing per-

fectly agrees with the Egyptian conception of Ra. Some one

"
Ihid, Vol. I, p. 220. '* Ihid. Vol. I, p. 221.

1*
Taittiriya Upanishad, II. 4.
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asked '" Had tlie Eiyypfians an}-^ idea of one God ? In other words,

is their rehcjion a complex struelnre raised upon monotheistic

foundation ?
" The Eo^yptian religious writings are held by

M. De Rouge to give an affirmative answer to this question.
"
They speak of one Suj^reme Being, Self-existent, Self-pro-

ducing, the Creator of Heaven and Earth, called tlie double

god or double-being, as the parent of a second manifestation.

From the idea of a Supreme Deity, at once father and mother,

producing a second form, probably originated a first triad,

like the triads of father, mother and son, frequent in Egyj)tiati

Mythology."
^'^ The double-god was undoubtedly the Nir-

guna Brahma and the Sar/vno Brahma of the Aryans. Hara or

Siva, in later Hindu Mythology, represented the Nirguna

Brahma, the Unmanifested Being, and the Egyptian Ra was

probably a corruption of the Sanskrit word Hara, the ha (t)

having been silent in Egyptian pronunciation. Amen or Imu

who was identified with Ra was probably a corruption of the

Sanskrit mystic word Avm, the emblem of the three gunas or

manifestations of Brahma (Taitt. I 'pa., I. 8), the gradual

cadence of the last syllable signifying the merging of the

Manifested or Finite {vi/akta) into the Unmanifested or

Infinite {a-vt/akia), whose name in the later Hindu Mythology
was Hara, corresponding to the Egyptian Ra.

In the Rig-^ eda we find the description of a constant fight

going on between the Power of Light, and the Power of Dark-

ness, the latter overcoming the former in the night, and being

overcome again by its adversary in the day. Indra or Suryas

represents the Power of Light, and Vritra, the Power of

Darkness. The latter is a malevolent power, working mischief

in the world, yet bearing in the Rig-\ eda the title of Deva or

bright. (Rig. I. "ii. \'l). This, at first sight, leads to some

confusion in our mind abi>ut his identity. We have identified

this Deiii in his form of a cloud as the Lightning. But when

there is no cloud but si tuple darkness, we feel some difficulty

in identifying him. The Catapatha Brflhmana, however

»»
Ency. Brit., Vol. VII, p. 714 (Ninth Edition).
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helps to remove this difficulty, when it says : "The Sun that

gives us heat and light is Indra, and the Moon is Vritra. The

Sun is like the Moon's natural and eternal enemy
"

(I. 5. 3. 18). Ushas or the Dawn has been described in the

Rig-Veda as the wife of the Sun (probably, the Sun of the

night), but sometimes also as his mother (undoubtedly, the

mother of the morning Sun, the Knmdra or the son, who

appeared to have been produced by her). iSakta or Night has

been described in the Rig- Veda as the wife of the Moon, and

Ushas and Nakta (the Dawn and the Night) as twin sisters,

nay, the one and the same deity with different aspects.
'^^ If

we remember these principal figures of the Vedie Mythology,

we shall be able to understand clearly its resemblance with

the Egyptian Mythology.

Osiris, as we have said, was identified by the Egyptians

with " the Sun of the night.
" " He has a life-long conflict

with a malevolent power, his brother or son, Seth, who is not

wholly evil... The opposition of Osiris and Seth is a perpetual

conflict. Osiris is vanquished. He is cut in pieces, and sub-

merged in the water. Watched by his sisters, Isis, his consort,

and Nephthys, the consort of Seth, he revives. Horus, his son,

avenges him... and destroys the powder of Seth, but does not

annihilate him. The myth is a picture of the daily life of the

Sun, combating Darkness, yet at last succumbing to it, to

appear again in renewed splendour, as the young Horus, a

solar god, triumphs over Seth. It is also a picture of human

life, its perpetual conflict, and final seeming destruction, to be

restored in the youth of a brighter existence. In this view,

suffering is not wholly evil, but has its beneficent aspect in the

accomplishment of final good..."We may regard Osiris as the

Sun of the night, and so the protector of those who pass away
into the realm of Shades. "-^

Nephthys or Night in the above extract is the same as the

Vedie Nakta. Isis, as we have already said, is the same as

*i
Rig. I. 123. 7 and 9 ; Rig. I. 124. 8.

2»
Ency. Brit., Vol. VII, p. 716 (Ninth Edition).
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the Sanskrit Ushas or Greek A'o.*. Seth is identical with the

Sanskrit word Cveta, meaning white, the colour of the Moon.

Horns (Siiryan) is the son of Osiris {A-fturi/as), ihe dead Sun

of the ni{/ht, who is born a^ain in him. The followintj G:ods are

identified with Osiris in the Theban system : (I) Seb (Vedic

Savitri who is also the Sun of the night, and the Pauranic Civa),

his consort being Nut (Sanskrit, Xakta or Night), the sister

of Isis, or Isis herself in another form—the Pauranic Kd/i or

Kdlardtri) ; {'I) Hesiri or Osiris, his consort being Hes or Isis

(Vedic Ixhax, Pauranic Uind) ; (;i) Har (Pauranic Ilara), liis

consort being Hat-har (Sanskrit, llotri or Sdvifri). Isis is

also identiHed with Pakht (Sanskrit, Prakriti), and Sekhet

(Sanskrit, Cakti) and is called
" the ancient,

"
as she is

called in the Rig-\'eda, in as much as tiiere was nothing but

darkness in the beginning, out of which evolved Light and

the Shining Ones. Hence she was called by the Egyi)tian

word Mut (Sanskrit .Ifdfd, mother), i.e., the mother of the

Gods. Amen or Amu (corrupted from Sanskrit Au>/i, the

niy.«tic word representing the Three Principles of Creation,

Preservation and Destruction) was called by the Egyptians
" Lord of Punt,

"
as Hathor or Savitri, the vooi-mantrn on

which the structure of the Vedic or Hindu Religion is based,

was called the "
Lady and Ruler of Punt." This probabl}'

meant that the religious cult of the Egyptians originally

belonged to, and came from Punt. The God Bes was un-

doubtedly the Vedic J'i.t/iuu, the Protector of the world, who,

according to the Egyptians, dispensed
"

gentle manners, peace

and cheerfulness to the nations with lavish hands." This

god afterwards came to be identified with Hacchus, ami his

worship degenerated into orgies, at which the lowest human

passions were given a free indulgence. These orgies appear

to be the result of a misinterpretation of the esoteric meaning

attaclied to the autumnal and spring festivals (the lidsii and

the Doia) held in India to celebrate the union of Krishna

(Incarnation of Vishnu) with his devout worshippers, the

Gopik&s. Rut the Hacchanial festival was of a later date
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than the worship of Bes in ancient Egypt and was probably

introduced into Western Asia from India long after the

Pandyas bad immigrated to Egypt.

From the above account of the Egyptian gods, and subse-

quent account to be given in its proper place^ it would appear

that the immigration of the Indians (the aryanised Pandyas)

to Egypt must have taken place at a period of transition from

the Vedic to the Pauraiiic faith in India, in as much as we find

not only some of the Vedic gods and Vedic sacrifices (notably

the bull-sacrifice) in Egj'pt, but also some of the gods and

goddesses of purel}' Pauranic Mythology, who were undoubtedly

the later developments of Vedic deities and the myths attached

to them. This striking resemblance between the theogonies

and mythologies of the ancient Egyptians and the Indo-Aryans
would alone prove the Egyptians to be of Indian origin, even

if we exclude from our consideration the similarity of skulls of

the Indian and Egyptian races, discovered by Heeren. We
shall find that in social, religious and political institutions also,

the Egyptians pre-eminently resembled the Indians.

With the Egyptians, as with the ancient Aryans,
" the king

was the representative of the deity, and his royal authority wds

dii'ectly derived from the gods. He was the head of the

religion and of the state ; he was the judge and law-giver ; and

he commanded the army and led it to war. It was his right

and his office to preside over the sacrifices, and pour out libations

to the gods, and whenever he was present, he had the privilege

of being the officiating high priest."
-^

iJ Hist. Hist, of the World, Vol. I, p. 199.

Cf. Chap. VII of the Manu Samhita -.

" The Lord created the king for the protection of all mankind, from the

essences drawn from Indra, Vayu (Wind), Yama (Lord of Death), the Sun,
the Moon, VaruDa and Knvera (Lord of wealth). The king is a great deity

in the shape of man. The king is the Wiekler of the Sceptre, the Leader, and
the Governor, and is the representative of Dharma, and the four Arramas.

He should perform the sacrifices nnd make various gift.?, (verses 3, 4, 8. 17,

79, etc.)
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As with the InJo-Aryans, so with tlie Egyptians, "the

sceptre was hereditary; but in the event of a direct heir faihng,

the L-laims for succession were determined by proximity of

parentage, or by right of marriage. The king was always either

of the priestly or military claims, and the prince also belonged to

one of them." - ^ In Rig-Vedic society, we have noticed

Jiis/iis or priests, like Vasistha and Vi^vilmitra, wielding great

influence over the kings, if not actually wielding the sceptres.

AVe have also instances of warrior-priests not only in Vedic

times but also in the later ages. In the MaliA.bhHrata, Brfthnians

like Drona, Kripa, and A(;vatthAmA., were renowned warriors,

and in an earlier age VA,rgava, the son of the sage Vrigu,

extirpated the Kshatriyas twenty times and one. This shows

that in ancient Aryan society, the occupations of priests and

warriors were interchangeable. Vigvamitra, who had originally

belonged to the warrior class, became afterwards a famous

Rishi, and Vedic priest. .A. similar condition prevailed in ancient

Egyptian society :

" The army or the priesthood were the two

professions followed by all men of rank The law too was

in the hands of the priests, so that there were also two pro-

fessions. Most of the kings, as might be expected, were of

the military class, and during the glorious days of Egyptian

history, the younger princes generally adopted the same profes-

sion. Many held ofBces also in the royal household, some of

the most memorable of which were fan-bearers on the riglit of

their father, royal scribes, superintendents of granaries or of the

land and treasures of the king; and they were generals of the

cavalry, archers and other corps, or admirals of the Heet." ^'^

In ancient India, the Hrahmans or priests not only framed

the laws, but interpreted and administered them as judges.

They were also selected as ministers on account of their learning

and experience. As regards the office of fan-bearers held by

the Princes in ancient Egy|)t, it is to be noted that a similar

custom prevailed in ancient India also. In Valmiki's Rawdyaiia

14
Ibid, Vol. I, p. 190.

Do. Vol. I, p. 199.
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(Book VI, Chap. 130)^ we find a iiieture of the Princes Bharata

and Lakshmaua acting as fan-bearers to King Riima, and Prince

Satrughna holding the royal umbrella over the king's head.

As regards the high military offices, they were held by the

royal Princes iu India, as in Egypt.

"The Esryptians,*' says a writer,
"
are said to have been

divided into castes, siinilar fo those of India
; but thouo"h a

marked line of distinction was maintained between the different

ranks of society, they appear rather to have been classes than

castes, and a man did not necessarily follow the precise pro-

fession of his father. Sons, it is true, usually adopted the

same profession or trade as the parent, and the rank of each

depended on his occupation ; but the children of a priest

frequently chose the army for their profession, and those of a

military man could belong to the priest-hood.'""' It would

thus appear that the Egyptian caste-system like that of the

Aryans in Vedie times was elastic, and not crystallized as it

afterwards became in India.

Says the same writer: ''The priests and military men

held the highest position in the country after the family

of the king, and from them were chosen his ministers and con-

fidential advisers 'the wise counsellors of Pharaoh,' and all

the principal officers of the state.^'^^

"The priests consisted of various grades
—There were the

king's own priests. They acknowledged him (the king) as the

head of the religion, and the state ;
nor were they above the

law
;
no one of them, not even the king himself, could govern

according to his own arbitraiy will.^'^^

The king, in ancient India also, was never absolute nor auto-

cratic. He was guided by three councils, vi:., (i) the council

of Ritviks or Priests, {ii) the council of Manfris or Ministers,

and {Hi) the council of Amdf^as, or Executive officers, each

in charge of a department, whose number varied from 8 to 33 ;

"«
IbVd, Vol. I, p. 200.

=
ibtd, Vol. I, p. 200.

= »
liirt, Vol. I, p. 200,

33
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and the kin<j had to atcopl the decision of the majority of his

councillors. •'*' Manu has distinctly said that the kini^ who

governs according to his arbitrary will and not harnionionsly
with the constitntion, and is actuated hy low selfish desires is

killed by the constitution itself. ^^ Tiiis constitution was

impersonate;! in the iJanila or sceptre, which the king- himself

wielded.

As in India, .^o in Egypt,
*' next in rank to the priests, were

the military."^ '

The mode of warfare among- the Egyptians
"

tvas not like

that of nations in their infancy, or in a state of barbarism
;

and it is evident, from the number of prisoners, that they spared
the prostrate who asked for (|uarter. Those who sued for mercy
and laid down their arms were spared and sent bound from

the field.
"3 2

This seems to be a faint echo, or imitation of the custom

that prevailed in Ancient India. Says Manu :

" The warrior

shall not kill his adversary with any weapon concealed in a

wooden sheath (which the latter never sns|)ects to be a deadly

weapon), with kan)i, or weapon tipped with poison, or made
red-hot by fire. Nor shall he kill an enemy who is on fool, who
is a hermaphrodite, who joins his hands in supplications of

mercy, who.se hair has been dishevelle<l, who is resting and says
'
I am thine,' t.^., surrendei-s himself

; nor an adversary who is

asleep, has doffed his mail-coat, is isemi-naked (as in slee]) or

while resting), is unarmed, non-combatant, and is either a

spectator or fighting with some one else
; nor him from whose

bands his weapons have fallen, who is overwhelmed with grief

(in consequence of the death of a comrade or near relative in

the fighting line), who has been dangerously wounded or terror-

stricken and not engaged in fighting
—always rememberin<'- that

•• rid<? my nrtirlo on "
Limite«l Motifirnhy in Ancient I ndiH

"
in Iho

Modern Review (Cal.), Vol. II, p. .346.

»" Mnna Samhita, Ch. VII, 27.2H. .

»'
Ih-'t. Hi»t. o/ the World, Vol. I, j). 201,

»» 76 id, Vol. I, p. 208.
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this is the Bharina (canon) followed by all right-minded

This was what the ancient Aryans understood by
" honest

and clean fighting." Whether this high standard of the mode

of warfare is maintained even by the present civilized nations

of Europe, who always boast of the high state of their civilisa-

tion, I leave my readers to judge.

I will now mention some cf the customs of the ancient

Egyptians, which will be found to bear a close resemblance to

those of the ancient Aryans. Says Herodotus :

" Those Egyp-
tians who live in the cultivated parts of the country are of all

whom I have seen the most ingenious, being attentive to the

improvement of memory beyond the rest of mankind.''^ To give

some idea of the mode of life : for three days successively every

month, they use purges, vomits, clysters ;
this they do out of

attention to their health, being persuaded that the diseases of

the body are occasioned by the different elements received as

food." 3^'

Herodotus writes upon another custom of the Egyptians,

which is essentiall}' Aryan. Says he :

" The Egyptians surpass

all the Greeks, the Lacedoemonians excepted, in the reverence

which they pay to age : if a young ))erson meets his senior, he

instantly turns aside to make way for him ; if a senior enters an

apartment, the youth always rise from their seats ; this ceremony
is observed by no other of the Greeks. When the Egyptians

meet, they do not speak, but make a profound reverence bowing
with the hand down to the knee."''^ I need not take the

trouble of quoting Manu ^ ^ to prove the existence of this

" Manu, Chap. VIT, 90*93.

'* The cultivation of memory among the Aryans was most remarkable.

As writing was not in vogue, they committed to memory the four Vedas and

the Smritiif, the latter so called, because they were remembered.
3^ Bist. Hist, of the World, Vol. I, p. 212. In the Hindu Medical works,

purging and vomiting have been recognized as means for eliminating all

undigested and indigestible elements of food taken, in order to ensure the

preservation of health.

3»
/bid, Vol. I, p. 213. *' Manw, Chap. II, 119-121.
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custom ill ancient India, as il is still obi^evvable amoni^ the

descendants oF the Aryans.
" The life-currents of a youn<;

man," siys !Mann," tend to flow out of his body when an elder

comes, and attain onlv their normal condition when he stands

up to accost and receive him."

Herodotus further says :

" Of the Egyptians it is further

memorable that they first imagined what month or day was

to be consecrated to each deity ; they also from observing the

days of nativity, venture to predict the particular circumstances

of a man's life and death. "^^

I need not point out that the custom was similar among
the ancient Aryans also. Each month was consecrated to the

worship of a particular deity. The months also were named

after the movements and ascendancy of certain constellations

of stai-s in the heavens. The particular circumstances of a man's

life and death were also predicted by the ancient Hin<lus from

the peculiar situation of the. stars and j)lanets at the time of his

nativity. The science of astrology was highly developed among
the Aryans. The T;///?/ Samhita claims to predict not only the

events of man's present existence, but also to read the events

of his past and future incarnations.

" The Egyj)tians,'' says Herodotus,
"
express aversion to the

customs of (Ti-cece, and to say the truth, to those of all other

nations."''* In this they essentially resembled the ancient

Aryans, with whom all was MUchchha that was not Aiyan.

This tt-rm, as we have seen, was applied (.ven to those of their

own race, who did not conform to their manners and customs,

and way of thinking.

.

" In the treatment of women, they seem to have been very

, far advanced, beyond other wealthy communities of the same era,

having usages very similar to those of modern F)urope, and such

was the respect shown to women that precedence was given to

ihem over men, and the wives and daughters of kings succeeded

li to the throne like the male branches of the Royal family. Nor

" Hisf. llisi. oj the WorUl, Vol. I, p. 21.3.

»«
Ihid, Vol. I, p. 214.
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'twas the privilege rescinded even though it had more than once

I entailed on them the troubles of a contested succession, foreign

kings often having claimed a right to the throne, through marri-

age with an Egyptian princess It was a right acknow-

ledged by law, both in private and public life."'*^

It should be stated here that women in Ancient India were

also held in high esteem, and enjoyed equal freedom with men

in many important matters. For instance, ladies with a reli-

gious turn of mind composed hymns in praise of the Bevas, and

the most distinguished among them were classed with the

Rishis, i.e., the seers or sages. They could also take part with

men in the discussion of abstruse philosophical questions, make

their own choice of husbands or lead a life of celibacy, just as

they pleased. They also took up arms, and assisted their hus-

bands in the defence of their hearths and homes, when any need

arose. They were the real help-mates and soul-mates of their

husbands, shared all their rights and privileges, helped them

in the performance of their religious ceremonies, and were the

real rulers of their household. The daughter had the same

right as the son, and in the absence of any male issue of her

parents, succeeded to their estates as a matter of right. The

widow also, if childless, inherited her husband's property, and

could adopt a son to perpetuate the line of her husband's

famil}'. It is true that we do not find the mention of any lady-

ruler in ancient Sanskrit Literature ;
but if the claims of

ladies to sit on the throne were passed over in favour of the

next male heir, it was done more for the sake of expediency than

anything else.

Like the Aryans, the Egyptians also had " an abiding faith

in the immortality of the soul." They also resembled the

Aryans in the observance of many customs, Herodotus says :

** The Egyptian who at other times have their heads closely

shorn suffer the hair to grow
"
on the occasions of sorrow and

bereavements—a custom which the Hindus observe even to this

^-^BtcJ, Vol. I, p. 217.
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day.
" One of their customs," says Herodotus,

"
is to drink out

of brazen goblets, which it it; the universal practice amonoj them

to cleanse every day. They are so regardful of neatness that

they wear only linen, and that always newly washed. Their

priests every third day shave every part of their bodies to pre-

vent vermin or any species of impurity from adhering to those

who are engaged in (he service of the gods. The [)riests wash

themselves in coll water twice in the course of the day, and as

oft^n in the night."'' Those who are acquainted with Hindu

customs will notice their striking resemblance with these Egyp-
tian customs. Hrazen utensils, like gold and silver ones, are

regarded by the Hindus to be pure, and any contamination is

easily removed by washing them simply.

The Egyptians, like the ancient Aryans, performed the bull-

sacrifice. If the Egyptians went from India, about which how-

ever there seems to be no doubt, they must have done so at a

time when bull-sacrifice was in vogue in the country. Rull-

sacriiice was discontinued in India in post-Vedic times, when

the ram, the goat and the buffalo took the idace of the ox.

This shows that the Indians must have emigrated to Egypt

several thousand years ago, and the immigrants took the custom

with them, wliich remained intact in E^ypt down to a latei

age, and was probably imitated and adopted by the Semitic

race, afterwards.

I will trive here a brief accotmt of the btill-sacrifice, which,

in the selection of the animal, the cutting up of the different

j)art8 of the victim, and consigning them to the fire with liba-

tions, and the uttering of wdutran (which Herodotus wrongly

understood to be imi)recation) over the severed head, resembled

the Aryan ritual, with this difference that instead of i>ouring

libations of wine, the Aryans poured libations of ghrita or

molttnl buttfT into tho Fire. Says Herodotus: "
They (the

Egyptians) esteem bulls as sacred to E|>aphus, which previous to

saoritiee are thus carefully examine<l ;
if they can but discover

a single blaxk hair in his body, he is deemed impure. Having

•» fli«^ Hi»i. vj the World, Vol. I, p. 218.
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led the animal destined and marked for the purpose to the altar,

they kindle a fire, a libation of wine is poured upon the altar
;

the god is solemnly invoked, and the victim then is killed ;

thev afterwards cut off his head, ani take the skin from the

carcass; upon the head, they heap many imprecatious."*^

The intestinesof the victim were then taken off, leaving the fat

and paunch.
"
They afterwards cut off the legs, the shoulders,

the neck, and the extremities of the loiu
;
the rest of the body

is stuffed with fine bread, hone}', raisins, figs, frankincense, and

various aromatics
;

after this process, they burn it, pouring

upon the flame a large quantity of oil. Whilst the victim is

burning, the spectators flagellate themselves, having fasted

before the ceremony ; the whole is completed by their feasting

on the residue of the sacrifice."'*'' The different parts of the

carcass of a victim, whether a bull or a horse, used similarly to

be thrown into the fire witii libations of flhritn, with which

cakes, barley, sesamum seeds, etc., were mixed, in ancient

India. ^"^ There is evidence, however, in the Rig-veda that the

horse-flesh used to be cooked and the meat partaken of by the

worshippers with great relish. (Rig. I, 16-. 11-13.)

Herodotus further says: ''All the Egyptians sacrifice

bulls: without blemish, and calves
;

the females are sacred to

Isis, and may not be used for this purpose. The divinity is

represented under the form of a woman, and as the Greeks paint

lo, with horns upon her head ;
for this reason, the Egyptians

venerate cows far beyond all other eaftle." The ox (Apis)

was sacred to Osiris, whose soul, according to the Egyptians,

passed into the animal. Similarly they probably believed that

the soul of It-is also passed into the cow, which accordingly was

identified wiih the goddess herself. But if this was merely

the reason for not sacrificing the cow, it would have held

equally good with the ox also. As a matter of fact, however/

*•
Ihid, Vol. r. pp. 213 and 223.

.*» Ibid, Vol. I, p. 22-i.

* Read the account of a horse-sacrifice in the R&ni&yana, Bk. I, Canto 14,

Verses 31-38.
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the ox only used to be sacrificeil but not the cow, the reason

probably havin«: been originally economical, rather than religious.

While only a few oxen were sufficient for breetlin<i: purposes,

the loss of cows by indiscriminate sacrifice or slaughter would

have made cattle ijjradually extinct. Hence only the male

animals were selected for sacrifice. The ancient Aryans,

however, sometimes sacrificed barren and old cows, from which

no multiplication of the breed was expected. It should be

noted here that, like the Hindus, the Egyptians also veneratixl

the cow as a sacred animal .

The aloofness in which the Egyptians, like the ancient

Hindus, kept themselves from foreigners will be best illustrated

by the following (piotations:
—"Neither will any man or woman

among them (the Egyptians) kiss a Grecian, or use a knife or

spit or any domestic utensil belonging to a Greek, nor will

they eat even thellesh of such beast as by their law are pure, if

it has been cut with a Grecian knife." (Herodotus.)

It seems that some Egyptians preferred the sacrifice of a

particular animal to that of another. "Those who worship in

the temi)le of the Theban Jupiter, or belong to the district of

Thebes, abstain from sheep, and sacrifice goats."-

Like the Hindus, the Egyptians looked upon the hog as an

unclean animal, and "
if they casually touch one, they immediate-

ly plunge themselves, clothes and all, into the water."

(Herodotus.) The hatred that the Semites felt for the hog was

probably imbibed by them from the ancient Egyptians.

Diodorus says that the Egyptians "adored and worshipped"

some animals ''even above measure when they are dead, as well

as when they arc living," and this custom struck him as "most

strange and unaccountable," and worthy of enquiry. "These

creatures are kept and fed in consecrated ground inclos'd, and

many great Men provide food for (hem at great cost and charge.
"

It is generally believed that the t^'achiuj^s of the Bndflha

in India, which were aloud protest against the custom of animal

sacrifice, ha<l much to do with the creation of a revulsion of

feeling against it, and the development of kindly sentiments
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towards all living- creatures; and that the reaction of the

popular luiud was so great that not only were animals protected

from torture and slaughter, but large hospitals were established

for the treatment of their diseases, and refuges maintained for

their protection in old age and in siakaess. The fact, however,

is overlooked that the advent of a great Teacher becomes impos-

sible unless the g-round is previously well prepared for bim.

The Buddha would not hav been able tf) successfully inculcate

the teachings of good will and kindness to all animals, unless

the sentiment already existed in the popular mind. The very fact

that the cow, the bull, and some other animals and birds were

regarded as sacred by the Aryans from Vedie times pointed to

the existence of kindly sentiments in their mind towards those

creatures ;
and though the prevalence of the custom of animal

sacritiee seemed, at first sight, to give the lie direct to the real

existence of these sentiments, it should be borne in mind that

animal-Siicrihce had the sanction of Religion from hoary times,

which it was impossible for ordinary weak minds to disregard.

Who can say that the religious sanction itself was not a make-

shift to curb a desire for slaughtering animals for daily food,

and to restrict it only to special occasions of religious celebra-

tions, which are generally attended with a series of intricate

and difficult ceremonies? It has been mentioned in the
(J)atapa-

tha Br^hmana that the Sacrifice, or Yajna as it is called, was

at first in the cow or bull, from which it went into the horse,

and from the horse it went into the goat, and from the goat

it went into the earth, where it found a place in the grains

produced by the earth. This anecdote shows the different

stages through which Sacrifice had to pass according to the

different stages of the mental developments of the people who

pi-actised it, till animal-sacrifice was abandoned or sought to be

abandoned, and its place was taken up by grains, fruits and flowers

dedicated as offerings to the Deity. This undoubtedly points to a

remarkable development of moral and spiritual sentiments, which

Avas carried still higher when it was enjoined that purely mental

worship of the Deity by the contemplation of all His divine

34
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attributes was tlie best ol" all forms of worship. If we keep this

fact in our iniuJ, the existc'iiee of kindly sentiments towards

animals simultant-ously with the existence of tlie cruel custom

of animal-saeriliee would not at all seem incon;j^ruous in certain

stages of the development of the human mind. And so both,

—the sentiment and the custom—existed side bv side, as we see in

the case of the ancient P^^yptians and the ancient Aryans. The

custom, however, was sought to be eradicated in India in the time

of the Buddha who was successful in his uoble efforts in a large

measure. We need not, therefore, be at all surprised that long

long before the Buddha was born, a kindly sentiment towards

animals had developed both in ancient India and Egypt to the

extent of worshipping and adoring certain dumb creatures of God

and keeping and feeding them in
" consecrated grounds," enclosed

for the purpose. So far, we have noticed such a close resemblance

between the ancient Egyptians and the ancient Aryans in their

theogony, religious practices, social customs, and political insti-

tutions as to lead us to the irresistible conclusion that they were

one people in some remote age and lived in one and the same coun-

try. That this country was not Egypt would appear from the

fact that the Egyptians were not autochthonous in Eijypt ;
but as

they are said to have come from the Land of Punt, from which

the Sun rises and proceeds on his journey westward, their original

home must have been in India on the Malabar Coast, which is

sittiated towards the cast of Egyi)t. \Ve will notice below some

other striking resemblances ijetween the Egy[)tians and the

ancient Aryans.

We have said that the bull which was sacred to Osiris, (Civa

or St'lj)
and into which the soul of Osiris entered, was looked

upon as Osiris himself, and the cow which was sacred to Isis, and

with which she was identilied, having been represented with

horns on her head, was as much venerated as Isis herself. The

bull and the cow thus can.i- in to roj>resent the Male and the

Female Principles of creation respectively. These two Principles

were, in course of time, still more emblematically represented

in the male and the female organs of generation,the Ltfiffom a,nd
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the Vmi of tli >

Himli^i, the stone symbols of which are still to

be found in every Sivaite temple of India.

It is customary both with European and Indian scholars to

father the inauguration of these symbols on the Dravidians, and

to trace their source to non-Aryan agency. But I have come

across the word 'Ci^nadevah" in the Rig-Veda (VII. 21. 5), which

referred to those Aryan tribes who worshipped the symbol of

the male organ of generation. Of course, these A rj'an tribes were

hated by the Vedie Aryans for their mode of worship, and clas-

se<l with the Rakshasas or demons. But the fact stands out as

inconti'overtible that the worship of the Linpam existed in Rig-
Yedie times in Sapta-Sindhu. It is very likely that this wor-

ship was carried by these tribes to Southern India where it was

freely adopted by those who came in contact with them. The

adoration of the generative organs as symbols of the creative

powers of Nature is known by the name of Phallic worship. This

worship is still widely prevalent in modern India
;
but it was alto

prevalent in ancient Egypt, and in fact in the whole ancient

world. Richard Gough, in his Com.pa> ntire Vieiv <f the Ancient

Monuments 'f India {Ijondon 1785), said : "Those who have

penetrated into the abstruseness of Indian Mythology find that

in these temples was practised a worship similar to that practised

by all the several nations of the world, in their earliest as well as

their most enlightened periods. It was paid to the Phallus by
the Asiatics^ '^

; to Priapus by the Egyptians, Greeks and

Romans; to Baal-Peor by the Canaanites and idolatrous Jews.

* ^ Phallus is the same as the Sanskrit Pela.

Some eighty years ago a writter in the Edinhurgh Review "
pointed

out certain points of comparison between the Osiris in Egypt, and Bacchus in

Greece under the emblem of Phallus. Ic is under the same emblem that he

is still venerated in Hindoostan, and Phallus is one of the names in the

Dictionary of Amava Singha. The bull was sacred to him in Egypt.

Plutarch assures us that several nations of Greece depict Bacchus with a

bull's head, and that when he is invoked by the women of Elis, they pray

him to hasten to their relief on the {feet of a bull. In India, he is

often seen mounted on a bull ;
hence one of his sacred names, Vrishadhvaja,

signifying
' whose sign is the bull

' "
{thallism p. 53. London 1889) .
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The figure is seen on the fascia which runs round the eirous of

Nismes ami ovtM* (he Cathedral of Toulouse and several churches

of Bordeaux. M. d
'

Ancarville has written two lar«i;e i|uarto

volumes to prove phallic worship to be the most ancient idea of

the deitv."

"
Oritrjnally

"
.says the author of Phiil/iftm "' " Phallic wor-

ship had no other meaniuijj than tlie allegorical one of that mys-
terious union between the male and the female, which through-

«>ut nature seeni.«! to be the sole condition of the continuation of

the existence of animated beings. There is no rt^ason whatever

for supi)Osing that licentiousness invented the rites incidental to

the worship of Pan, Pn'apus, Bacchus and \ enus, whatever may
have been made of them afterwards. '

It is impossible to believe/

said Voltaire,
' that dei)ravity of manners would ever have led

among any people fo the establishment of religious ceremonies,

though our ideas of propriety may lead us to suj)poS(' that ceremo-

nies which appear to us so infamous could only \k invented by

licentiousness, [t is probable that the first thought was to

honour the deity in the symbol nf life, an<l that tlio custom was

introduced in times of simplicity.
' "

Though the Phallic worship was widely prevalt-nt in the an-

cient world, there is a striking resemblance between the two

forms of worshi|) as prevailed in ancient Kgypt and India. Osiris

and Isis are identical with Oiva and i^',\\ii'\{A-sn)-i/a atid IWias). In

both the countries, the bull was sacred to Osiris or Civa and the

cow to Isis or I s/iofc or UmA. " A circumstance occurred some

years ago, which illustrates in a remarkable manner the similarity

of Pagan systems which we have been alluding to, and as it is

too well authenticated to admit of doubt, it isof |)articular value.

It was this :
—During the expp<lition into Kgypt against the

French, the In«lian soldiers, who had been taken there by the

Red Sea and Suez to assist in the work, recognized many of the

mytholt»gical forms, especially the bull and some stone figures of

serpents, as similar to what they had in their own country. They

Phnlligm (London) Privately printed. 1889. p. 10.
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at onee made this koowu to their officers, affirming; that the

people who formerly inhabited Eg^ypt must have been Hindoos ;

and when they saw the temple of Hadja SiisiU in a state of decay,

they were filled with indignation that the natives should ha\e

allowed it to fall into such a condition, as they conceived it to

be temple of their own god Civa. " *' This incident, though

simple, strongly corroborates our view about the identity of

Osiris with Civa.

Students of Hindu Mythology know fully w^ell that the

Hindu Trinity is represented by the Sun,the morning Sun being

looked upon as Brahma, the Creator, the mid-day Sun as

Vishnu orHarl (Egyptian Horus), the Preserver, and the setting

Sun as Civa or Hara (Egyptian Har), the Destroyer, covering the

world with darkness, and wrapping all living creatures in death-

like torpor. Civa is thus regarded as " the Sun of the night.
"

This will enable us to clearly understand the following words of

Diodorus :
— ''Some of the ancient Greek Mvthologists call

Osiris Dionysus, and surname him Sirius. Some likewise set

him forth clothed with the spotted skin of afawn(called Nebris)

from the variety of stars that surround him "
^'^. Our readers

will at once see that the word Dionysus corresj^onds to the

Sanskrit word Diiiecn (the sun), and the word Sirius to

Suri/a. They will also understand why ^iva, in the

Hindu Mythology, has a spotted leoj)ard skin round his

loins, which merely represents the starry sky that forms

the robe of him who is Diynmhara (or nude). It will

also not be difficult for them to grasp the meaning of the

description of Civa as Cacimauli, i.e., having the moon on his

forehead, because the moon appears just as the sun descends

towards, or sinks below the horizon
;
or because, as the Egyptian

Mythology says, the moon {Frifra) was triumphant over

Osiris (the Sun of the night or Civa). The dark portion of

the night {Kd/a-rdtri or Kali) is one of the consorts of Civa,

represented as dancing her weird dance over the prostrate

* PhalUsm ; London (1889) p. .54.

*» Hist. Hist, of the World Vol. L p. 279.
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body of her Imsbaiul, and flij^hting the demons or Asnras,

who are the enemies of the Devas, /.<-., the shining ones,

eongrei^ateil on the heaven probably in the shape? of stars and

planets, aiul watching the terrific tight below. Isis was

sometimes identified with the moon in the Kgyptian Mythology,

as she had horns on her head like those of the crescent moon.

The luoon-iit portion of the night was therefore another

consort of Civa, and she was called Sati in the Hindu Mytho-

logy. Sati was a daughter of Daksha Frajapati of the

family of Brahm^, the Creator, or the Morning Sun, who

invited all the Devas to his rajiin or sacrifice, excepting

Civa, his son-in-law, apjiarently for no other reason than

because Civa, being the Sun of the night, could not possibly

be invited to attend a sacrifice held in the morning by the

Morning Sun. The consort of Civa, i.e., Sati (the moon-lit

night, or for the matter of that, the Moon), however, went

to her father's Yajtiu uninvited, thou;j:h Civa repeatedly and

emphatically |)rotested against her attending the sacrifice

thus unceremoniously, and the result was disastrous. The

glorious Morning Sun, holding his court in all his splendour,

took no notice of the poor daughter, and slighted, nay,

insultetl her ;
and lo ! Sati keenly feeling the sting of insult,

neglect and humiliation, as only a loving and sensitive

daughter could feel, ])aled before her father and suddenly

died. Civa, hearing of the trairic death of his beloved wife,

became furious, destroyed the splendid sacrifice of Daksha,

and in his mighty grief, roamed over the world, with the dead

bo<ly of Sati flung across his shoulders.*''* The Devas fled in

all directions, and in their distress, sought the help and advice

of Vishnu or the .Mifl-dav Sun, who with a view to avert a

*• The Moon on thc> fonrtwnth nipfht of the dark fortnight risos just

befon* Biinriso, and imineiliatelv tlion nwny. On the .4wi4r7.ii/4 <lny, clouds

ometimcB jjather in th«> nioming, dnrkon the morning «iin and aprend f^loom

all around. Thin looks like the grief of Siva on the death of his beloved

consort whose dead Ixxly he fl»nK acrross his shonlders and roamed over the

world- Sati was re-born as Umft, or U.<«hui> (Dawn).
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calamity, cut up the dead body of Sati with his Cliakra or

disc into pieces and flung them about. These cut-up pieces

were represented in the different phases of the moon, lighted

up by the soUr rays. The tliird consort of Civa was Haimavati

Uma or Durga, i.e., the Golden Dawn—another form of Isis,

called Eos in Greek, and Ushas in the Veda,—who with her

ten outspread arms was engaged in fighting and routing the

demons of darkness. DurgA is represented as mounted

on a lion, the most ferocious of the beasts of prey that prowl

about in the night. The lion with his tawny colour, bushy

manes, strength and ferocity is sometimes compared to the

Sun (Hari). Durga, Uma, Ushas, or the Golden Dawn may
be said to ride over the first rays of the Morning Sun, in all

the splendour of her beauty.

The description of Osiris as given by Diodorus has naturally

led me to explain the meaning of the corresponding Hindu

myth about Civa and his consorts. About Isis Diodorus says

that the word "
being interpreted, signifies Ancient, the name

being ascribed to the moon from eternal generations." The

Greek mythologists "add likewise to her horns, because her

aspect is such in her increase and in her decrease, representing

a sickle, and because an ox among the Egyptians is offered

to her in sacrifice. They hold that these gods (Osiris and

Isis) govern the whole world, cherishing and increasing all

things, and divide the years into three parts (that is to say,

spring, summer and autumn) by an invisible motion, perfecting

their constant course in that time. And though they are in

their natures very differing from one another, yet they

complete the whole year with a most excellent harmony and

consent. They say that these Gods in their natures do contri-

bute much to the generation of all things, the one being of a

hot and active nature, the other moist and cold, but both

having some of the air, and thstt by these, all things are

brought forth and nourished ; and therefore that every particular

being in the universe is perfected and completed by the sun

and moon, whose qualities as before declared are five :
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(1) spirit of (jniekenini;: effieac}', (-1) heat or fire, (.5) dryness or

earth, (I) moisture or water and (5) aii, of which the

world does consist, as a man niaile up of head, hands, feet and

other parts. These hve they rei)uted for ji^ods, and the people

of Ei^ypt, who .vere the first that spoke articulately, ga,ve

names ])roj)er to their several natures, aecordini^ to the

laiigua;i;e they then sjioke. And therefore thay called the

spirit Ju])iter, which is such by interpretation, because a

quickenini; influence is derived from this into all living

creatures, as from the ori«;inal principle ; and upon that

account, he is esteemed the common parent of all

things.
''^"'

The above extracts at once recall to our mind some of the

tenets of the Hindu Philosophy which, based on the Rig-\'edie

cosmogony, admits of the existence of two principles in the

Universe, the Male and the I'emale—the Positive and the

Negative
— the Aetis'e and the Passive—the Pi'ms/ta and the

PrakrHi as they aie called by the Hindu philosophers, from

whose union the material world and all life have been produced.

The five (pialities mentioned by Diodorus are the live 2\tlvns

of Hindu IMiilosophy, or primordial elements, rl:., Ksfiili

(earth), Ap (water), T<j<i-'' (heat), Marnl (air) and lii/oni (sky

or ether), from a combination of which everything has been

created. It will thus be seen that the resemblance between

the Hindu and the Egyj)tiau philosophies is striking.

Diodorus further says :

" Fire they (the I'Jgyptians)

called by interpretation \ ulcan, and him they held in veneration

as a great god, as he greatly contributed to the generation

and ])erfection of all beini;s whatsoever.

'' The Earth as the common womb of all j)roductions they

called Mrhrn (r/\ Sansk. Mdh'i), as the Greeks in process of

time by a small alteration of one letter, and an omission of

two letters called the Earth Demetra which was anciently

called Gen Metera, or the Mother Earth.

•" UwU Hist, of the World, Vol. I, j). 279.
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" Water or Moisture, the ancients called Oceanus, which

by interpretation, is a nourishing mother and so taken by some

of the Grecians.

" To the Air they gave the name of Minerva, signifying some-

thing proper to the nature thereof, and called her the daughter

of Jupiter, and counted a virgin, because the air naturally is

not subject to corruption, and is the highest part of the

Universe whence rises the fable that she was the issue of

Jupiter's brain.
" '^

" And these are the stories
"

continues Diodorus,
" told

by the Egyptians of the heavenly and immortal gods. And

besides these, they say, there are others that are terrestrial,

which were begotten of these former gods, and were originally

mortal men, but by reason of their wisdom and beneficence

to all mankind have obtained immortality, of which some have

been kings of Egypt, some of whom by interpretation have

had the same name with the celestial gods, others have kept

their own names.
" ^ ^

This will explain why, besides the gods of the Egyptian

hierarchy, were also kings and queens of the names of Osiri?

and Isii etc, who were regarded as demi-gods, and afterwards

identified with the cosmic deities themselves. It is not at all

unnatural for a people who had left their ancestral home and

settled in a foreign country, to set up a new hierarchy after

the names of the gods of the niotherland, in order to reconcile

themselves thoroughly to the condition of the country of their

adoption. It was probably on this principle that their first great

king may have been named Meues or Mena after the great

Manu of their motherland, and sometimes identified with

Osiris (the sun) himself, as Manu of India was regarded the

offspring of the sun and called Faivasvata. In this connection,

it should be noted here that the Rig-Yedie Aryans also

believed that some of their gods were originally men who on

account of their piety, wisdom and beneficent exploits, were

s 1 Hist. Hist, of the World, Vol. I, p. 280.

" Ihicl Do Do

35
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raised to the status of ojods. For example, the Hihhns, (Rif?- !•

110. -l k 3) and the Mantis (Ri<r. X. 77. 2) were believed to

have been oriijinally me!i, who were afterwards transformed

into Devas on account of their wonderful exploits and valorous

deeds. This belief must have been taken to E^^ypt by the

immio;i'ants from India.

"What with these strikin* resemblances and similarities

in social customs and manners, religious dogmas and beliefs,

and political life and institutions of the ancient Egyptians and

the Indo-Aryans, what with the ancient tradition of the

Egyptians themselves that their forefathers had come from the

Land of Punt,
" the dwelling of the Gods,

" what with the

anthropological evidences, as adduced by Heeren and others,

establishing a similarity between the skulls of the ancient

Egyptians and the Indian races, what with the fact that the

ancient names of the country and the great river that flows

through it, as well as the names of the principal Egyptian

deities can be satisfactorily traced to words of Sanskrit origin

only, and what with the wonderful coincidence of the Egyptian

witli the Aryan Mythology, one is foi"ced to the irresistible

conclusion that a branch or branches of the Indo-Aryan race,

or aryanised Dravidians, probably the Pftncjlyas, must have

emigrated from India to Egypt in pre-historic times (as some

other branches of the same race or races did to some of the

neighbouring countries, rtz., Phanicia, Chaldca and Elam

&c.) and finding the valley of the Nile fertile, secluded

{o-(/ftpta), and secure from the invasion of enemies, settled

there and foundeil a civilisation which was essentially Aryan,

though greatly modified by surrounding influences. If this

conjecture be correct, the theories about the age of the Indo-

Aryan civilisation, as jiropounded by Euroj)ean naranh, have

to be reconsidered ami recast in the light of the recent

discoveries made in Egypt and Mesopotamia, and the revised

readings of their ancient history. Mencs was the first king

to have established the Dynastic rule in Egy])t about 4,400

B. C and to have united under one rule the Red and White
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crowns which probably represented the two branches of the

Solar (Red) Dynasty and the Lunar (Whit«) Dynasty of the

immigrant Indo-Aryans, constantly at war with one another

and striving for supremacy in ancient Egypt as in ancient

India. The emigrations of the Indo-Aryans, or aryanised

Dravidians to Eg^-pt must therefore have taken place long before

the establishment of Dynastic rule by King Menes, that is to

say, in the Dv^para Yuga of the Hindus, and long before

the battle of Kurukshetra was fought in the plains of the

Punjab. The Kali Yuga, according to the Hindus, commenced

on the 20th February of 3,10^ B. C. at 2 hours 27 minutes

and 30 seconds, and the battle of Kurukshetra was fought

sometime before this date. ^^. The establishment of the

Dynastic rule in Egypt by King Menes had therefore been

effected some 1,.300 years before the Kali Yuga commenced ; but

even long before that event, the Indo-Aryan or the Dravidian

immigration to Egypt had taken place. It is indeed extremely

difficult to ascertain the exact period of time, when the Indo-

Aryans or the Dravidians first immigrated to Egypt. But

Diodorus says :

" From (King) Osiris and (Queen) Isis to

the reign of Alexander the Great, who built a city after his

own name, the Egyptian priests reckon above ten thousand years,

or (as some write) little less than three-and-twenty thousand

*^ "
According to the astronomical calculations of the Hindus, the present

period of the world, Kali-Yuga, commenced 3,102 years before the birth of

Christ on the 20th February at 2 hours, 27 minutes and 30 seconds. They

say that a conjunction of planets then took place, and their tables show this

conjunction. Bailly states that Jupiter and Mercury were then in the same

degree of the ecliptic, Mars at a distance of only eight, and Saturn of

seven degrees ;
whence it follows that at the point of time given by the

Brahmins as the commencement of Kali Yuga, the four planets above*

mentioned must have been successively concealed by the rays of the Sun

(first, Saturn, then Mars, afterwards Jupiter, and lastly Mercniy). These

then showed themselves in conjunction ; and although Venus could not

then be seen, it was natural to say that a conjunction of the planets then

took place. The calculation of the Brahmins is so exactly confirmed by our

own astronomical tables that nothing but an actual observation could have

given so correspondent a result.
"

Theogony of the Hindus by Count Bjornst-

arna.
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years."
-'' "* If we accept a mean between these two calculations,

the first immigration of the Indo-Aryans or the aryanised

Dravidians to Kji^ypt must have taken place about 15,000

B.C., a supjwsition which would not seem improbable when

we take into our considerasion the fact that the sacrifice of

bulls was a prevailiui^ custom among the Egyptians who

must have taken it with them from India at a time

when the custom was in vogue in that country. We liud the

custom (li.NCounlenanced in the JirdA?//anas a,nd, ihercforc, ixwist

conclude that the immigration had taken place before these

works came to be written. This also goes to prove the hoary

antiquity of the Rig-Veda, as the hymns had been composed

long before any land-communication was established, by the

drying up of the Rajputrina Sea and the formation of the

Gangetie plains, between ancient Sa[)ta.Sindhu and the

Southern Peninsula. It must also have taken thousands of years

to uplift the Dravidians from their savage condition, and impart

to them the elements of Aryan civilisation, even after the Aryans

founded colonies in the south. The tradition current among
the PIi(cnicians that they had been in Phoenicia for 30,000 years

before Alexander the Great invaded their country, and the belief

of the Chaldean priests (probably BrAhmans) that their civilisa-

tion was nearly five hundred thousand years old, computing its

age probably from Rig-Vedic times, also |)oint, as we have

already said, to the vast antiquity of Kig-Vedic civilisation.

The calculation of the age of Indo-Aryan or Dravidian immigra-

tion to Egypt is indeed modest beside these calculations, and can

be taken as probable. Mv surmise is that the first people to

immigrate to AVestern Asia from India were the Panis, the

ancestors of the Pho-nieians, then the Cholas from the Coromon-

dal coast, and afterwards, the PAiujyas from the Malabar coast,

who however instead of settling in Western Asia, or on the coasts

of the Persian Gulf, which had already been occupied by the

Cholas, immignited directly to Egypt and founded a flourishing

colony there.

» HiMt. Hiat. of the World Vol. I. p. 28o.
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It may be asked that if the Indo-Aryaa eivilisatiou was

reallv so old, how is it that we cannot go back beyond at most

three to four thousand years by comj)uting the reigns of_ the

kings whose list we find in the Puranas ? The answer

is simple, ^here having been no art of w^riting in ancient times,

no chronicles were kept of the reigns of the kings who had

flourished, and the names of such kings only as had distinguished

themselves by their beneficent rules passed on from generation

to generation in popular traditioiis. It was quite natural that

people did not care to remember the names of kings whose

reigns were not distinguished by wars or conquests, or any acts

of popular good, and therefore were not worth remembering at

all. And as noble and great kings never flourished in quick

succession, but appeared only once in a while, probably at inter-

vals of hundreds of years, their names were few and far between,

as a matter or course. When writing came into vague^ an atempt
was made to collect and arrange the names of those kings who

figured in the popular tales, and a sort of connection was

established between one king and another as father and son,

though in reality they were separated from each other by a gap
of several generations. The compilers themselves felt the diffi-

eulty, and sought to overcome it by assigning a fabulous number

of years
—some thousands of years, to each reign, which simply-

proved the very hopelessness of their task. )The fact is that

history in the truest sense of the word is a comparatively recent

product, and cannot be older than four or five thousand years

at most, and is probably synchronous with the invention and

development of the art of writing? So far as ancient Sapta-

Sindhu was concerned, it was divided into a number of small

states, in which the kings were more like leaders and patriarchs

of the people than autocrats bent upon self-aggrandisement and

making extensive conquests. The five tribes had a homogeneous

develo]iment, and lived in peace and amity among themselves,

combining together only on occasions of grave common dangers.

Though they sometimes quarrelled among themselves,the quarrel

never ended in a conquest ur subjugation of one tribe by another,
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and "Live and let live" seemed to have been the one principle thai/

guided them. **

May you all be united in your endeavours ; may

your hearts beat in unison
; may your minds not pull different

ways, but, united, act in harmony
"
(Rig. X. J 91. 1)

—such was

the insj)iring pra\ er that was offered by a Rishi who saw a higher

vision of the purpose of life that the Indo-Aryan race was

destined to fulfil tliau the mere establishment of a mighty empire

by physical conquest of the world. Their wars were only

directed towards the elimination of the discordant elements from

their community, that proved to be veritable clogs in the wheel

of their spiritual progess, and stood in the way of their consum-

mating the snmmnvt bonum of life. As soon as this object was

accomi)lished, they plunged again into contemj)lation, and deve-

loped sueh a civilisation,based on sa/j/« (truth) and riia (right), as

has survived the ravages of time and is to last till the end of the

world, or of the cycle of the human race. This was the sj)irit

that dominated and guided the whole nation,
—men, women

and even chidren. There were of course occasional lapses and

aberrations wiiich are bound to occur in the course of the

evolution and j)erfection of all human institutions, but these only

served as fresh incentives to the nation to apjdy to the noble

work with renewed and greater zeal. A nation guided by such

noble ideals can have no history in the sense in which we

understand the word
;

for nobody would care to record the

ephemeral achievements or glorious conquesti^ of kings, which by

the way were regarded as so many obstacles to the spiritual

evohition of the race, rather than things to be proud of. Hence

we find the ancient Aryan Kings, not in the role of leaders of

conquering hordes, but as fathers of the peoi)le, protecting them

from outside harm, and helping them to live a life of peace and

contentment, which was conducive to their spiritual culture and

the practice of Uhanra, wiiich literally means " that which

u])holds.
" And the Princes themselves were more ascetics than

gorgeotis personages rolling in luxury. The King was the

wieldor of the Dnnda,—the sceptre,
—which was emblematic

of bhnrma, keeping i)eople on the path of rita (right), and
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which would dostroy even the wielder himself, if he strayed

out of the path. The history of the ancient Aryans consists

of an elaborate account of ideal kings like RS,ma and Yudhisthira,

of moral and spiritual heroes like Bharata, Lakshmana, Vishma

and Arjuna, of noble and ideal Princesses like Sitd^ S^vitri,

Damayanti and Draupadi, of ascetic kings like Manu and

Janaka, of sages like Vasistha, Vi9vAmitra, Varadvdja, Yaj-

navalkya, Vyasa and V^lmiki, of truthful kings like Hari^chan-

dra and Da9aratha, of noble spiritual ladies like Maitreyi,

Vi^vavarS,, Lopamudra, Anasuya and Gandhfi.ri, and of noble and

virtuous persons of even low birth and rank like Vidura, Ekalabya,

Dharmavy^dha and Tul&dhSra. The names of all other persons,

whether kings or princes, were consigned to the limbo of

oblivion, as quite unnecessary, and unfit to be remembered or

chronicled. If history merely means a-n. account of kin^s jn

chronological order, and of their wars and conquests, the ancieat

Annans have no history. But if it means an account of the

peojde, as they lived and thought, of their hopes, aspirations

and ideals, of an evolution of their civilisation working up tq^

those ideals, of their many-sided activities in the domains pf_

ethics, spiritual culture, philosophy, literature, arts and sciences,

of well-ordered social and political institutions making for the

evolution of the community as a whole as well as of the indivi-

dual, of a constant struggle, both communal and individual,

to live up to the highest ideal of true manhood, and of bold_and_

determined efforts to solve theriddle of life that always^ stares

one in the face like the mysterious Egyptian Sphinx, to »rasp

the destiny of humanity as a whole, and to realize oneself as a

drop in the ocean of the Universal Ego, permeating the entire

creation, physical and spiritual,
—then, certainly, the Aryans

have a historyj^^a history which is unique in the world, and

unsurpassed by that of any people that ever flourished on our

globe. Xhe great Yeda-Vy^sa in the early dawn of the Kaliyuga,

some 5000 years ago, compiled such a history in the Mahdhhd-

rata, the greatest work after the Four Vedas, which is aptly

called the Fifth Veda {Panchama Veda) and Itihdsa (history).
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Otlior stages followed hiai in his foot-steps, and compiled the

various Pindnax, though all of them are fathered on Veda-Vyftsa.

The compilation of these works was undoubtedly made possible

only by the invention and development of the Brfihmi script

which is the parent of the modern Sanskrit script, and owes its

orii^in entirely to the genius of the Aryan race,
—a script which

is admittedly the most perfect of all scripts in the world.

It would thus appear that the absence of succinct chrono-

logical accounts of kings and their reigns in the Sacred

Scriptures of the ancient Aryans does not disprove the hoary

anticpiity of their civilisation. The Mahdb/iarata contains many
traditions of the ancient Indo-Aryan race which, even at the

time of Veda-Vy^sa, passed into tiie realm of myths and

legends. Without trying to explain them, he carefully

collected all the legends and traditions current in his time and

preserved them in his great Jfilidsa. There are many legends

in the Mahabhftrata relating to the emigrations made into

foreign countries by some branches of the Indo-Aryan {x^ople,

which admirably fit in with the tradition of the ancient

Egyptians themselves that their forefathers had emigrated from

,
the Land of Punt. It is recorded in the MahabhArata tjiat

Garufla led the Nagas or serpents (a nomadic Aryan tribe) out

of India into a beautiful island whore the latter settled. Gann.'a

nimself carried on war with the Devas, and aspired to be their

loi-d, but Vishnu brought about a compromise by which Garudla

su}>mitted to the authority of the Devas, and acknowledged their

suj)remacy, though not without first extorting a promise from

Vishnu that he (Garnda) would always be perched over Vishnu's

head ! It is for this rea.son, says the legend, that Garuda always

occupies a place on the top of Vishnu's chariot or throne. We
find that the Egyptian (Jod "

Ka, the Sun, is usually rejire-

sent^'d as a hawk-headed man, occasionally as a man, in both

cases generally iK'aring on his head the solar disk... Horns is

generally hawk-lieaded, and thus a solar god connected with

j^'>r, 3 The Assyrians also, as we have seen, had gods with

*•
Ency. Brit., Vol. VIT, pp. 710-717. (Ninth Edition.)
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the head and wings of an eagle. These facts will go to explain

to a certain extent the Garu'Ja myth of the Allans, Besides

the Garudas and the Sarpas or N^gas, there were other nomadic

Indo-Aryan tribes under the name of Ydydvaras. (lit.

Wanderers). We have already said elsewhere that a sage of

the Ydydvaras whose name was Jaratkdru married the beautiful

sister of Vasuki, the king of the NA.gas, and the issue of the

union was the great sage Astika. From the legends to be

found in the Alah^bharata, it would seem that there were

constant feuds between the nomadic and the settled tribes of

the Indo-Aryan race and that these feuds were continued for a

long time and only put an end to by effecting a compromise,

or by the nomadic tribes leaving the shores of India for good.

It is also on record in the MahS,bh^rata that some of the sons of

King Yay^ti were banished by tlieir father from the country on

account of their disobedience and selfishness, and they became

lords of the Yavanas, Mleehchas and other barbarian races. All

these legends go to show that long before the Mah^bharata was

composed, branches of the Indo-Aryan race had emigrated from

India and settled down" m other countries. We have seen in

this chapter that a branch of this race or the aryanised P&ndyas

verj likely emigrated to Egypt and founded a flourishing empire
which gave birth to the modern civilisation of Europe. A
conjecture like this can only explain the striking resemblances

in physical type, manners, social customs, and religious beliefs

of two such widely separated peoples as the ancient Aryans and

the ancient Egyptians.

The writer of the History of Egypt in the '^ Historians'

History of the World" finds great difficulty in arriving at a

satisfactory conclusion as to the origin of the ancient Eg^-ptians,

in as much as he notices their striking resemblances with

the Indians in many important respects, and yet cannot

bring himself to believe that they originally emigrated from

India. His observations on the point are worth quoting here:—
" The ancients beyond vaguely hinting at an Ethiopian

origin of the Egyptians, confessed themselves in the main

36
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totally ij^norant of the subject. And it must be confessed that

the patient researches of modern workers have not sufficed fully

to lift the veil of this ignorance. Theories have been propounded,
to be sure. It was broadly suiijgested by Heeren that one

might probably look to India as the original cradle of the

Egyptian race. Hebrew scholars, however, naturally were

disposed to find that cradle in Mesopotamia, and some later

archieologists, among them so great an authority as Maspero,

,^
believe that the real beginnings of Egyptian -history should be

n Jf^ \ vtracecl to equatorial Africa. But there are no sure data at hand
-

' to enable us to judge with any degree of certainty as to which

of these two hypotheses, if any one of them, is true.

" The whole point of view of modern thought regarding this

subject has been strangely shifted during the last half century.

Up to that time, it was the firm conviction of the jjreater

number of scholars that, in dealing with the races of antiquity,

we had but to recover some four thousand years before the

Christian Era. Any hypothesis that coidd hope to gain credence

in that day must be consistent with this supposition. But the

anthropologists of the past two generations have quite dispelled

that long current illusion, and we now think of the history of

man as stretching back tens, or perhaps hundreds of thousands

of years into the past.
"
Applying a common-sense view to the history of ancient

nations from this modified standpoint, it bf^omes at once

apparent how very easy it may be to follow up false clews and

arrive at false conclusions. Let us suppose, for example, that,

as Heeren believed and as some more modern investii^ators have

contended, the skulls of the Egyptians and those of the Indian

races of antiquity, as preserved in the tombs of the respective

countries, bear a close resemblance to one another. What, after

all, does this prove? Presumably it implies that these two

widely separated nations have i)erhaps had a common origin.

But it might mean that the Egyptians had one day been

emigrants from India, or conversely, that the Indians had

migrated from Egypt, or yet again, that the forbears of both
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nations had, at a remote epoch, occupied some other region,

perhaps in an utterly different part of the globe from either

India or Egypt. And even such a conclusion as this would

have to be accepted with a large element of doubt. For up to

the present it must freely be admitted that the studies of the

anthropologists have by no means fixed the physical characters

of the different races with sufficient clearness to enable us to

predicate actual unity of race or unity of origin from a seeming

similarity of skulls alone, or even through more comprehensive

comparison of physical traits, were these available. More than

this, any such comparison as that which attempts to link the

Egyptians with Indians or Hebrews or Ethiopians is, after all,

only a narrow view of the subject extending over a compara-

tively limited period of time. If it were shown that the first

members of that race which came to be known as Egyptians

came to the valley of the Nile from India or Mesopotamia or

Ethiopia, the fact would l)ave undoubted historic interest, but it

would after all only take us one step further back along the

course of the evolution of that ancient civilisation, and the

question would still remain an open one as to what was the real

cradle of the race."^''^

The real cradle of the race, as we have taken pains to point

out and prove in these pages, was India, and that of its civili-

sation ancient Sapta-Sindhu. Our readers have seen that I have

not depended upon the evidence of a seeming similarity of skulls

alone as established by Heeren and other scholars, to prove the

common origin of, or a close connection between the ancient

Aryans, or arjanised Dravidians, and the ancient Egyptians.

The manners, social customs and institutions, and religious

beliefs and observances of these two widely separated races had

something of the family likeness in them which cannot fail to

strike even the most critical mind as very remarkable. Add to

this the Sanskrit origin of the names of the land, the river, and

the gods, and the tradition of the ancient Egyptians themselves

that they had origiaally come from the Land of Punt. Taking

» » Hist, of the World, Vol. I, pp. 263-264.
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all these evidences ami circumstances into one's consideration,

one cannot help feelin*; and concludiniij that the ancient Eocypt-

ians were orisjjinal immii]^rants from India as were the Chaldeans

of Mesopotamia and the Pho'iicians of the Syrian coast. We
have proved the hoary antiquity of Kic^-Vedic civilisation, which

goes back to geological times, at any rale, to the time when

Sapta-Sindhu was entirely cut off from Southern India by a

long stretch of sea extending from Assam to the coast of

modern Gujrat, and when the entire Peninsula wa« peopled by
wild savages little removed from the state of brutes. The

very fact that the lirst Eg3'[)tain king Menes established the

Dynastic rule about 44-00 B. C, from vyhich Egyptian history

and civilisation really began, makes it absolutely imjiossible

that the Egyptians could havt; emigrated from Egypt to India,

and imparted their civilisation to the Aryans whose civilisation

was probably hundreds of thousands of years old. Such a

supposition would be absurd, not to say, ridiculous on the very

face of it. The real fact was that when the whole world was

steeped in utter darkness, the Rig-Vrdic Aryans on the banks

of the sacred Sarasvati and the Sindhu, and in the beautiful

valley of Kashmir, lighted up the holy Fire of Civilisation and

Spiritual Culture and kept it burning and glowing for hundreds

of thousands of \ears for the benefit of humanity. In a much

later age, a few faggots were taken from this sacred and burning

pile to other countries where they burned and glowed spasmodi-

cally for some time till they were finally extinguished, removed

as they were from their original source. The ancient civilisa-

tions of Babylonia, Assyria, l^JKcnicia and Kgypt ar now mere

names, and things of the past beyond all hopes of revival

or resuscitation. It is only in India that the Ancient Fire

still burn.s and glows on, and though blasts and dusts have

done much to bedim its radiance, it will burn and glow

again with its wonted lustre, if properly fed with such fuels

and libations as are eminently fitted to kcej) it up, viz. a

vivid r(»alisation like that of the ancient Aryans of the one

supreme end and |)urpose of life, the direction of all thoughts,
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energies and actions towards the consummation of that supreme

end, the simultaneous culture of the body, mind and soul, and

the subordination of material culture to spiritual, the cultivation

of catholicity, charity and toleration, tiie subordination of the

self to higher good, the realisation of the divinity in man, irre-

spective of caste, creed or rank, the merging of the individual

in the Universal Ego, the cultivation of the spirit of self-sacri-

fice for accomplisiiing communal good, and the development of

that beatific vision that »ees God in eversthing and everything

in God—an all-round culture which is the special heritage of the

Aryan race from their glorious ancestors who occupied the posi-

tion of world-teachers, and vividly realized their own destiny.

It was therefore not a mere vain boast that the great Manu

indulged in, when he inspiringly declared : "From the first-born

(the Brahmans) of this country let all the peoples of the Earth

learn the guiding principles of their life and conduct" ^^— a

boast which was partially fulfilled in the past, and waits to be

completely fulfilled in the days to come.

=
"

Mauu, Ch. II, 20:



CHAPTER XIV.

ludo-Aryan Influence in Western Asia.

We have proved in the previous chapters the unmistakable

stamp of Aryan culture and civihsation on those of ancient

Babylonia, Assyria, Phtenicia and E^ypt. We have also shown

that branches of the Iranians emigrated to Europe, and mixed

with the Slavs, and that the mai i body of the tribe settled in

Iran, Persia, or Parsua as it used to be called. The Iranians

were " a tine vicjorous type of humanity, living by agriculture

and cattle rearing, and skilled in the use of the spear and the

bow. Horse-breeding, on which the tribes of Iran prided them-

selves, was assiduously |)ursued, and hunts in tiie mountains

offered rich gains, and hardened the sinews of men for war.

Other agricultural tribes were the Panthiahrans and the Daru-

siteans, who probably dwelt further to the east, the Germanians

or Karmanians in the high-lands of Kerman. The wilder parts

of the mountains and the steppes and deserts of the coasts were

occupied by predatory nomads, some of them very barbaric, tiie

majority of whom must be ranked under the head of Persians.

Such were the Mardans, the neighbours of the Elymicans

(Elamites), I'xians (Persian I'vadz.a, now Chuzistan) and the

Koss;eans in the Zagros ;
the Sagartians (Persian Asagarta) in

the central desert, the (Jtians (Persian Jutija) in the Karmanian

coast districts, and the Dropicians ;
the name Dalno or

' robbers
*

is also found here, as in the Turanian steppe. These tribes no

more constituted a political unity than did those of Media
;

divided among various districts, the peasants lived in |)atriarchal

conditions under hereditary princes, and were continually at war

witli the robbers and nomads, while they were protected by the

* household gods' who sheltered them from sterilitv and foes.
" •

His'. Hitl. of the World, Vol.11, \>. 569.
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These Aryan robbers and nomads, some of whom were

known as Dahte (Sansk. Dasj/as or robbers) had been, it should

be remembered, the pests of Sapta-Sindhu, before they were

driven out by the Rig-Vedie Aryans. When the Iranians and

other Aryan tribes emigrated irom India, and settled in Persia,

Media, Elam and other parts of Western Asia, these robbers prov-

ed as much pests to them as they had proved to the Rig-Vedic

Aryans in Sapta-Sindhu. The civilized Aryan settlers, however,

managed to keep them away from their territories, and probably

drove most of them westward,, until further pressed forward by

other civilized and more powerful tribes, they were compelled to

pass out of Asia into Europe through the isthmus of Bosphorous.

The route of march of these wild Aryan savages must have been

along the s<^uthern coast of the Black Sea, through the ancient

province known as Poiitus, which is the same word as the Sans-

krit ^MW^Aa meaning
"
highway

"
. The mountains and forests

of Media, Armenia, Pontus, Cappadoeia, Galatia, Mysia and

Lydia must have afforded them sufficient refuge and facility' for

hunting to induce them to hang about and tarry in those regions

for a long time, until they were ousted from possession and pressed

forward again by other more powerful tribes, leaving such

residues in all the regions as chose to remain by adopting more

civilized and peaceful ways of living. As the Mediterranean

Sea barred their further progress westward, they naturally turn-

ed towaids the north and went over to Europe, scattering

themselves, along with other Asiatic nomads, east, west, north

and south.

Of all the Aryan tribes that were compelled to leave Sapta-

Sindhu, and passed westward,
" the Persians were the first Aryans

to achieve a great world empire within historic times. With them

the Aryan race became dominant in the Western world, and it

has so continued to the present time. The Persians themselves

maintained the first place among the nations only for about two

centuries, or from the time of Cyrus until the Asiatic conquest

of Alexander the Great. And the sceptre which they laid down

w^as taken up by W'estern nations akin to them in speech, and
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passe<l on from one to another people of the same great Indo-

(iennanie race throusjhout the two and a half millenniums which

separate the time of Cyrus from our own. But it is not only

because of their kinshi[) with European nations that the Persians

are of interest. Their history has intrinsic importance. Theirs

was unquestionably the mii^htiest empire the world had seen, since

secure history began. It extended from India on the east to the

e.^treme confines of Asia in the west and the north-west, and be-

yond them to include Egypt. It even threatened at one time,

through the subjugation of Greece, to invade Europe as well,

and numberless writers have moralised on the great change of

destiny that would have fallen to the lot of Western civilisation,

had their threat been made effective. All such moralising of

course is but guess-work, and it may be questioned whether

most of it has any validity whatever. For the truth seems to

be that the Persians were much more nearly akin to the European
intellect than a study of their descendants of recent generations

would lead one to suppose. It is everywhere conceded that

they sprang from the same stock, and their most fundamental

traits show many points of close resemblance.
" ^

It should be remembered, however, that the great Persian

Empire flourished after the kingdoms of Babylonia, Assyria,

Phoenicia and Egypt had declined. It would therefore be wrong

to suppose that they were the first Aryans to achieve greatness

in the line of building empires or developing a world civilisation.

But it must be conceded that the extent of their empire and

power was greater than that of tiie ancient Babylonians,

Assyrians or Egyptians, and that, while these nations were mixed

peoples, the ancient Persians were undoubtedly of pure Aryan

descent. The great Emperor Darius who ascended the throne

of Persia about 521 B. C\ described himself with pride not only

am a Persian but " an Aryan of Aryan r.ace.
"
Such, at any rate,

is the inscri|»tion on his tomb.

But more than 1000 vears before the flourishing of the Per-

man Empire, other powerful and enterprising Aryan tribes had

«
Ibid, Vol. II, p. 565.
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appeared in Western Asia from Sapta-Sindhu directly, as is

evidenced by the names of the gods whom they worshipped and

invoked and who were the identical deities worshipped by the

Vedie Aryans themselves. Such Aryan tribes were the Mitan-

nians, the Kossseans, the Hittites or Khetas, the Phrygians and

others. " The Kingdom of Mitanni/^ says Rogers,
" must take

its place among the small states which have had their share in

influencing the progress of the world, but whose own history we

are unable to trace." This kingdom was situated to the north-

west of the kingdom of Babylonia and west of Assyria, between

the Tigris and the Euphrates in their upper courses. It was

called Naharaiu by the Egyptians, and Aram-Naharain in the

Bible. Tehutimes I of Egypt reached this kingdom about 1580

B. C. during his Asiatic campaign, and in a battle fought on the

borders, the king of Mitanni was defeated. Tehutimes erected

a stele on the Euphrates to mark the limits of his dominion or

rather conquest, and then turned back, richly laden, to Thebes.

From this time forth, there was constant intercourse between

the Nib and the Euphrates. In 1522 B. C. Tehutimes III

extended his conquest as far as Mitanni which was made

tributary to Egypt.

From the Tel-el-Amarna letters we know that between the

years 1470 B. C. and 1400 B. C. there reigned in Mitanni four

kings whose names were Artatana, Artasuma, Sutarna and

Dashratta, the last name resembling the Sanskrit word Dacaratha.

The other names also bear a close resemblance to Sanskrit. Hugh
Winckler discovered in 1909 at Boghaz Keui, situatedin Cappa-

docia, a clay tablet containing the terms of a treaty made by the

king of Mitanni, in which the Vedic Gods Mitra-Varuna, Indra,

and the Nasatyas (the twin A^vins) were^ invoked.^ Mitra-

Varuna have been mentioned together in the clay tablet, as in the

Rig-Veda. Indra, as our readers know, was the principal Vedie

deity who, . however, was discarded by the Iranians. The

word Nasatyas used to be pronounced by the Iranians at

Nahatyas. It w^ould, therefore, appear that the Mitannians

» Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society No. 25, pp. 722-723 (1909).

37
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wero a branch of the Vedic Aryans, aiul not of the Iranians,

and they must have emigrated to ^Vestern Asia directly from

Sapta-Sindhn, where alone, as is admitted by all scholars,

the Vedic religion had its birth. When did tliis emigration

take place, it is very dilficult to ascertain ;
but it must have

been accomplished long before the powerful Assyrian kingdom,

which was situated just to the east of Mitanni, flourished. It

is admitted by archuologists that Nineveh, tlie capital of

Assyria, was in existence in 3000 B. C, and the early rulers

ajipear to have been subject priest-princes of the kings of

Babylonia.

The Mitanniaus made alliances with the Kossa^ans and the

Hittites to resist the invasion of the Egyptian kings about

1400 B. C. The power of the Hittites at this time became

formidable. They threatened the Egyptian provinces in Syria

and the Mitaunians were instrumental in driving the Egyptians

from the land of the Amorites.

During the period of Egyptian subjection of Mitanni, its

kings gave their daughters in marriage to some of the kings of

the XVIIIth Dynasty of Egypt. Tihutimes T^' married a

Mitannian Princess. His successor Amenhotep III married a

wife of foreign origin and religion, named Tlii. He also

married (iilukhipa (or Kirgipa), daughter of the king of Mitanni.

It was Tihutimes TV who, probably under tiie influence of his

Mitannian wife, discarded the Great Sphinx and restored the

old cult of Horemkhu ('• The sun in the two horizons "), His

successor, Amenhotep III, who, as wt- have said, also married a

Mitannian Princess, brought to Thebes the religion of Aten,

the solar disk, and in the tenth year of bis rfign, inaugurated

a festival at Karnak in honour of the new religion. And his

unccessor, Amenhotep TV, to free himself from the j)ower of the

high ])riest at Thebes, determined to have a new capital for his

kingdom, for which Aten should be the supreme god. The

religion 'of Aten was ]»robably the most ancient form of the the

religion of Ra. The disk before wliich protestations were made

was not only the shining and visible form of the divinity, it
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was the god himself. For the introduction of this new religion,

the last kinj^s of this Dynasty were distinguished by the name

of " Heretic kings". It is believed by Rogers that this change

of religion in Thebes was brought about by the influence of the

Mitannian Princesses.^ The Mitannians having been the

worshippers of Yedic Gods, the predilection of the Princesses

for the worship of the Sun and the establishment of a pure

religion would be most natural.

The Kossseans or Kassites (Kasshu) were another Aryan
tribe who inhabited the mountains of Zagros in Elam, which

was situated to the east of ancient Babylonia and the south of

Persia or Iran. In about 1800 B. C. the last Sumerian king of

Babylonia was defeated, and Babylonia conquered by the

Kassites or Kossaeans under Kandish (Gandis) or Gaddas, who

established a dynasty which lasted for 576 years and nine

months. " Under the foreign domination, Babylonia lost its

empire over Western Asia. Syria and Palestine became

independent, and the high priests of Asshur made themselves

kinsrs of Assvria. The divine attributes with which the

Semite kings of Babylonia had been invested disappeared at

the same time; the title of 'god' is never given to a Kassite

sovereign. Babylon, however, remained the capital of the

kingdom, and the holy city of Western Asia. Like the

sovereigns of the Holy Roman Empire, it was necessary for the

prince who claimed rule in Western Asia to go to Babylon and

there be acknowledged as the adopted son of Bel before his claim

to legitimacy could be admitted. Babylon became more and

more a priestly city, living on its ancient prestige and merging

its ruler into a pontiff. From henceforth down to the Persian

era, it was the religious head of the civilised east."^

Some later Kosssean kings of Babylonia, viz., Kadashman

Bel and Burna-buriash 1 corresponded with the Egyptian

Pharaohs, Amenhotep III and Anienhotep IV (1400 B. C).

The Assyrian king, Asshur-Uballit, still owned allegiance to

R. W. Rogers' History of Babylonia and Assyria, Vol. I, p. 110.

'
Hist. Hist, of the World, Vol. I, p. SG-l.
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his Babylonian suzerain, and intermarriages took place between

the royal families of Assyria and Bab^'lonia. The latter,

moreover, still sought opportunities of recovering its old

supremacy in Palestine, which the conquests of the XVIII th

Dynasty had made an Egyptian province, and along with the

Mitannians and the Hittites, intrigued against the Egyptian

government with disaffected cons[)irators in the west. The

Kossaean dy nasty came to an end in 1230 B. C. after which

the Assyrian Kings became the masters of Babylonia.

It would thus appear that the Kossa-ans played a great

part in the ancient history of Western Asia. That they were

pure Aryans from Sapta-Sindhu is proved by the names of

their principal deities, S/njas (the Sun) and Maruttas {Maruts,

or the winds). Their language also bore a strong resemblance

to Sanskrit, and the Kossaean kings described themselves in the

inscriptions as Kharis or Aryas,

"There is little doubt "
says Mr. H. R. Hall in his Ancietit

Histori/ of the Near East (p. 201)
" that the Kassitas (Kossjeaos)

<vere Jndo-Europeans, and spoke an xVr3an tongue. Their chief

god was Suri/ashy the sun, the Indian Snr>/a and Greek HXio? ;

their word for 'god' was biigash, the Slav bugu, and Phrygian

Bagain!^. The termination ask which regularly appears at the

end of their na'tjes is a nominative, corresponding to the Greek

—OS {cf. Sansk. us or su). Such a name as Indabugash is clearly

Aryan. They were evidently the advance guard of the Indo-

European southern movement which colonized Iran and pushed

westward to the borders of Asia Minor. In the north the

kingdom of Mitanni was about this time established between

the Euphrates and Tigris by Aryans who must have been of the

eame stock as the Kassites who conquered Babylonia. The names

of the kings of Mitanni which are known to us in later times

are Aryan, and among the gods of Mitanni we find the Indian

Varuna, Indra, and the Nasatya twins (Af;vinK)." All this goes

clearly to show that the Kassites a.s well as the Mitannians

were direct immigrants from India where the Vedic gods had

been worshipjied from time immemorial, and the Vedic hymns
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composed in a far earlier age. My surmise is that the disper-

sion of there Aryan tribes took place after the battle of Kuru-

kshetra that had been fought about 3000 B.C., and had made the

Kshatriya race nearly extinct in India. Those that survived

this general ruin migrated towards the west and settled in

various parts of Asia Minor, founding powerful kingdoms, and

maintaining their national and tribal characteristics for a long

time. But afterwards they were gradually absorbed by the

Semites, and the only relics of their once having belonged to the

great Arj'an race are now to be found in their statues, writings

on bricks and engravings on stones and monuments^ and in the

names of their kings and gods.

The Hittites, who lived in a region to the north-west of

Mitanni, and the north of Phaniieia, were probably also a

branch of the Aryan race, though European scholars are

not agreed as to who they were, and whence they came.

That they were a non-Semitic race is, however, admitted

by all.

" The Peninsula of Asia Minor is so situated geographically

that it is the only highway between Asia and Europe, much as

Palestine is the highway between Asia and Africa. The
-

peoples which inhabited it were therefore necessarily, in some

sense, a buffer between the great nations of the two continents.

For the most part, the role they played, at any rate in later

history, was a comparatively insignificant one. It is becoming
more and more evident that there was a time in ancient history—

using the term in the ordinary or relative sense—when the

people who inhabited AsiaMinor,took a foremostrank among the

nations of their time as a warlike and conquering race They
are vaguelv referred to in the Bible records as descendants of

Heth, son of Canaan, the son of Hero, and they are mentioned

as one of the seven Canaanite tribes, but no one now-a-days

ascribe great historical importance to these Hebrew records."^

It appears that the Hittites were one of the most powerful

and warlike of ancient nations. The Egyptians called them

• Eist. Hist, of the World Yol. II, p. 391,
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K betas, and the Assyrians Khattis. From their very warlike

character and their name, it seems to me that they were

originally an Aryan tribe, belonijintj to the caste of Kshatriyas,

and Khatti, Kheta, or Hittite were merely corrupted forms of

the orii^inal Sanskrit word. That they were a very powerful

peo])le would appear from the fact that "several centuries

before our era, the Hittites founded a powerful em])ire in

Western Asia, probably w^th outlying provinces in Africa,

and even in Europe as far west as Italy. The greatness of this

nation we are able to conjecture from the numerous references

made to it in the Bible and Egyptian history, and from the

miglity monuments of its power that still exist. The carved

figures on these monuments and the representations given by

the Egyptians prove the Hittites to have been of an altogether

different physical type from the Semites, and, therefore, of a

different race
;

but their origin has not been clearl} deter-

mined.''"

From their language also they appear to have been a non-

Semetic tribe. It is held by scholars that their language was

"characteristic and more sharply defined from any known

contemporary tongue, and though the point is not yet as

fully established as might be wished, it is thought that

the evidence in hand justifies the conclusion that the

Hittites were not a .Semitic race. It has been even

suggested that they had Mongoloid aflinities. If such

was the ca.'^e, the Hittites were related rather to the

people of the north and north-east,—to the Scythians,

perhaps even to the Chinese—than to their neighbours of the

south. But all these questions must await the results

of future investigations. For the moment, the Hittites are

only just beginning to be revealed to us as a great conquering

nation of Western Asia, who at one time rivalled the Egyptians

and the Mesopotamians, but the memory of whose deeds had

almost altogether faded from the minds of later generations "."

'
Ibid, p. .lo.i.

'
fl.o'. Hiaf. of the World, Vol II

,
F. 3f>7.
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The figures of the sculptures left by the Hittites are always

represented as wearing a peculiar form of shoe with upturned

toe, a form which appears typical of India. They are also

credited with having invented a hieroglyphic script of absolutely

independent origin. But as yet very little progress has been

made towards the decipherment of this new form of

writing.

The Hittites were obstinate fighters, and put up a tough

fight against Pharaoh Tehutimes III and Seti. But they are

memorable in Egyptian history because of the great battle of

Kadesh, their city on the Orontes, in which Ramses II so

distinguished himself. The feats of Ramses are described in an

Egyptian war-poem which is still extant under the name of

" The war-poem of Pentaur ". A treaty of peace, however, was

concluded by Ramses with the Khatti King, khatusil (Sanskrit

Kshatra-sri) or Khatasar, which word may be a corruption of the

Sanskrit word Kshatresrar, the lord of the Kshatriyas. The

text of the treaty has been discovered in an inscription on the

temple of Karnak, in which the name Sutek/i, the supreme god

of the Kheta, who was lord of heaven and earth, has been men-

tioned. Sutekh was probably a corrupted form of the Sanskrit

word Catakratu, which was a name of Indra.

It will be recalled that an alliance was formed by the

Hittites with the Mitannians and the Kossseans against the

Egyptians. This alliance was made by these peoples probably

in consequence of their natural affinity in race. The Scythians

were an extremely barbarous and cruel people, mostly addicted

to a nomadic life. It is not at all likely from the advanced

state of the civilisation of the Hittites that they belonged to that

race. The figures on the Hittite sculptures also do not resemble

the Mongoloid type or the Chinese. The probability, therefore,

is that they were Aryans. Further investigations into their

early history may lead to the establishment of the truth of

this hypothesis.

It may be mentioned here that the Hittites worshipped MS
(the Universal Mother) and Attis (Vedic Afri, or the Sun), and
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probably also Mithras (Vedic Mitra), and Men, the moon (franic

M&o). All these gods must have been introduced from India or

Iran. These deities, however, are not mentioned in the list of

the Hittite gods in the Treatv of Ramses II with Khattusil or

Khatasar. On the rocks of the shrine of Yasili KayA are found

the sculptured figures of " a goddess, Cybele or M^, standing

upon a lion as she does on the coins of Greek and Roman times,

and wearing upon her head a turreted head-dress.... Behind

her is a youthful war-god, armed with an axe, and also mounted

upon a lion, who accompanies her, as the young god does the

goddess on Cretan seals. He must be Attis." At Yasili Kayft

and at Mal^tiya "the Hittite deities" says Mr. H. R. Hall in

his .4ncient History of the Near East (p. 58 1
)

"
are often accom-

panied by animals in quite Indian fashion, and sometimes stand

upon them. This was a peculiarity, characteristic of Anatolian

iconography down to the latest times. It may be that it was a

feature borrowed from Aryan religion." !Mr. Hall would have

been more correct in saying that it was brought by the Hittites

themselves direct from Aryan India. The Hittites had a male

god in the form of a bull, and a female god in the form of a

lioness, and the deities were sometimes represented as riding on

them. In an old coin of Ancient Syria (which belonged to the

Hittites) are found the figures of a goddess mounted on a lion,

and of a god mounted on a bull. These figures undoubtedly

resemble those of the god Civa and the goddess DurtrA of the

Hindu Pantheon of the Pauranio age. If the Hittites came

froui India, they must have done so at an age when the Vedio

religion gave away to the Pauranic, and Civa and DurgA were

the popular deities in that land. The first historical mention of

the Hittites or the Khatti occurs about 1750 B.C., when they

invaded Babylon in the reign of king Samsuditana, and the

Hittite kingdom lasted till 1100 F^.C. If this was the Pauranic

age in India, how old and early must have been the Rig-Vedic

age, and how absurd would be the computation of that age by

European and American scholars, who have put it down at 1000

B.C., or at most 1500 B.C.!
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The Phrygians who lived iu the centre of Asia Minor were

admittedly an Aryan tribe. Phryg-ia is a country of many
mountains and numerous river valleys. The fertility of the

latter was always remarkable, and in the northern boundaries,

at the sources of the rivt r Sangarius, wide stretches of

pasture land afforded nourishment for sheep. Grapes also

were extensively cultivated.

" The ancient Phrygians were an agricultural people, and the

strange rites of their religious worship all had reference to the

renewal and decay of Nature. The '

Phrygian mother
' who

was called by the Greeks Rhea or Cybele, and whose name in

the Phrygian language is said tu have been Amma, had her

temple at the foot of mount Agdus, near Pessinus, where she

was served by hosts of priests. She was worshipped in the

temple under the guise of a formless stone, said to have fallen

from heaven, and was conceived of as driving over the mountains

in a chariot, and wearing a crown of towers over her head.

The beloved of Cybele was Attys, and the festivals of his birth

and death were celebrated with wild grief and frantic joy, and

accompanied by barbarous and unlovely rites, much like those

of the worship of Adonis at Hyblus. Cybele represents nature,

or nature as the producer of life, and the birth and death of

Attys typify the spring and autumn of the years.''
^

Now it would a]>pear that J/nmd, the name of the "
Phry-

gian mother,
"

is e([uivalent to the Sanskrit word Amhd which

means " mother '\ Cybele was the same as the Vedic goddess

Prithivi ( Earth )
or Cijhehe as she used to be called by the

Lydians, another ancient Aryan tribe of Asia Minor. Attys

is no other than Airi who has been described in the Rig-Veda

(V. 40. 7), as a friend of the Sun whom he released from the

clutches of Srarh/td'iiii (Eclipse). There are many legends in

connection with Atri in the Rig-Veda, one of which is that the

Asuras confined liiin in a torture-house having one hundred

doors and lighted up a fire fed and kept alive by chaffs of corns

as fuel, with the object of torturing him. It was the Agvins,

'•• Hist. Hist, of the World, Vol. II, \\ 414.

38
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howevtT, who extint^uisheil the fire by uourinn' water upon it,

and released Atri. (Hiu^ L 100. 8). This Atri In the fiery

torture-house was undoubtodly the summer-sun, and his suffer-

ing's during- tiic thrcH' liot months only came to an end when

the rains began to fall, thereby cooling the atmosphere. That

CybL'le or Cybe^'e was Mother Earth is undoubted, as she was

represented by a slia})eless meteoric stone that fell from heaven.

Cybele was, therefore, identilied with tiie sky as well as Terra

Jiniia or hard earth. AVe have a whole ^^ukta in the Rig-Veda

(V. 8i) in praise of the goddess Pn'f/n'ri who has been identi-

fied both with Aniorikaha (the sky) as nell as the Earth.

The beloved of Cybele i.e., Earth or Nature was Attys or the

sun in the Phrygian land. When winter caaie, and the power

of the sun declined, the aspect of Naiure became dejected and

mournful ;
but when the sun gained power again in spring and

summer, Nature became enlivened with fresh foliage and

Howers, and joyous with the songs of birds. These were the

occasions of the festivals among the Phrygians
—festivals of

grief and joy res])ectively.

Bagaios was the name of the supreme god of the Phrygians,

and this god is the same as the A edie god Bhaga, and the

Avestic god of the same name. In the Slavonic languages also

Bogu denotes the sujireme deity.
" The Armenians," says Dr.

Isaac Taylor ", arc believed to have been an eastern extension

of the Phrygians, who themselves have been identified with the

Hriges of Thracf. Thus of the few Phrygian words which wo

possess, Bagaios, the Phrygian name of the Supreme God, is the

Iranian Bhaga, and the Slavonic Bo^u. Hence we may con-

jppluie that I'hrygian and Thra^ian nn'glit supjjjy some of

tl)e missing links between Greek, Armenian, Slavonic and

Iraman." ' "

Herodotus sayt> thai the Egyptians legarded the Phrygians

to be the oldest people in the world
;

but the Greeks thought

that they came from Tluace, and were originally called Brigians.

'"
Talyor 8 Onyiu oj the Aiijauf, V. 267.
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The Phrygians, however, while ownino^ the relationship to the

Brigians of Thrace, declared themselv^es to be the older people.

And probably they were right. Modern writers are disposed

to attribute an Armenian origin to both races. But whether

the Phrygians were of Armenian origin or not, there can be

no doubt that they had a racial affinity with them as with

the Iranians also. This establishes a continuous link of the

Aryan race along the "
high way

^' between Asia and Europe,

The Phrygians must have been a branch of the Brijis of the

Rig-Veda, some of whom probably settled in Asia Minor as Phry-

gians, while others crossed over to Europe and settled in Thrace

under the name of Briges.
'' There are indications which serve to

show thatthe Phrygians once extended their rule over a much wider

area than that assigned to their country in our maps of the anci-

ent world ; that they held command of the sea-board, and were

even found beyond the] ^Egean."*
^ This shows Aryan expansion

over Europe. The Slavs, as we have elsewhere said, were

probably a branch of the Iranians who, in the course of their

wanderings westward from Airyana A aejo most likely under

the leadership of Yima, in the inter-glacial epoch, left residues

on the line of their march through Armenia, Plirygia, Lydia,

and other provinces of Asia Minor, and through Thrace in

Europe, till they settled in North Russia. They could not have

marched through the steppes of Centeral Asia, which were in

ancient times covered by a large sea.

Another Aryan people were the Lydians who, after the

disappearance of the Hittites, attained a degree of prominence

that makes them an object of particular interest to the present-

day student of ancient history. "As to the origin of the

Lydians and their early history, all is utterly obscure. It is

not even very clearly known whether they are to be regarded

a Semitic, Aryan or Turanian race
;
most likely they were a

mixed race, and owed to this fact the relative power which they

attained." 12

!• Hist. Hist, of the World, Vol. II, P. 414.

1- Eist. Hist of the tcorld Vol. II p, 421
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Tradition ascribes to them three dynasties of kinirs, which

are commonly si)oken of as the Attyadse, Heraclida and the

Mermnadap. The first of these dynasties is alto<>ether mythi-

cal, and the second very laifjely so. Under the Mermnad^,

Lydia became a maritime as well as an inlaml |io\ver. They

conquered some of the Greek cities, and the coast of Ionia

was included within the Lydian kini^dom. Under the fjreat

CicDsus, the Lydian k:"n2;d()m became a Lydian empire, and

all Asia Minor westward of the Malys, with the exception of

Lyeia, owned the supremacy of Sardis, the eaj)ital of Lydia,

which never ao^ain shrank back into its ori<j;inal dimensions.

" The lan{Tuafi;e so far as can be judged from its scanty

remains, was Indo-European, and were more closely related to

the western than to the eastern branch of the family. The race

was probably a mixed one consisting of aborigines and Ari/av

immKjraiUf^. It was characteri.«;ed by industry and a commercial

spirit, and before the Persian conquest, by bravery as well."'''

" The religion of the Ljdians resembled that of the other

civilized nations of Asia Minor. It was a Nature-worship,

which at times became wild and sensuous. By the side of the

supreme god Mcdeus stood the Hin-god Attys, as in Phrygia,

the chief object of ihe popular cult. He w.is at once the son

and bridegroom of Cybele or Cybebe, the mother of the gods.

...Like the Semitic Tammuz or Adonis, he was the beautiful

youth who had mutilated himself in a moment of freiizy or

despair, and whose ttmple was ser\ed by eunuch priests. Or

again, he was the dying sini-god, slain by the winter, and mour-

ned by Cybebe, as Adonis was li\ Aphrodite in the old myth
whii h the Greeks had Ijorrowed from Phn-nicia."' '

Cybebe became " the mother of As'a," and at Ephe.«:us,

where she was adored under the form of a meteoric stone, was

identilied with the (ireek Artemis, "The priestesse? by whom
she was served were depicted in early .nrt as armed with the

double-headed axe, and the dances they performed in her

1 n

I k

Ihid, Vol ir p. 424
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honour with shield and bow gave rise to the myths which saw

in them the Amazons, a nation of woman-warriors.. ...The

prostitution whereby the Lydian girls gained their dowries was

a religious exercise as among the Semites, which marked their

devotion to the goddess Cybele."'''

In the above extracts, we can easily identify Medeus, the

supreme god of ttfe Lydians, with the early Yedic god

Mitroy and Attys the Phrygian and Lj'dian sun-god, with Afn.

We have already identified Cybebe with PrUJiivi or Nature,

and Cybebe was both the mother and wife of Ahi, Attys or

the sun, just as Snryas in the Rig-Veda has been described as

both the husband and son of Ushas. It was from primordial

Nature that the sun was produced, and it was through the

power of the sun that Nature produced flowers and fruits,
— in

other words, became fruitful. As regards the eunuch priests

who served the Lydian god Attys, there is a strange coincidence

of this story with a Yedic myth which is worth mentioning

here. In Rig Y. 7 8, we find the story of a Ri-shi of the name

of Sapta-Vadri (lit. seven-eunuch) who was a son of Atri and.

whose brothers used tc lock hiro up in a wooden case every

night, thereby preventing him from coming in contact with his

wife. The BisJii, on account of this forced separation from

his wife, became very much dejected and care-worn, and prayed

to the A^vins, the divine physicians, to release him from his

imprisonment. It is needless to say that the A^vins did listen

to his prayer and release him, thereby enabling him to meet

his wife.

Now it is perfectly reasonable to call the sun a eunuch,

when he loses his powers in winter. As Nature wears a dismal

look in this season, the trees being stripped of foliage, flowers

and fruits, she may be said to be reduced to the same condition

as that of a young woman who is separated from her beloved.

The sun in winter was therefore compared to a eunuch, or as the

Lydians thought, was served by eunuch priests (Sapta-Yadhri).

Hence arose the practice of employing eunuchs as priests in the

Hid, .p. 424.
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temple of Attys. Lueian says :

" The priests ate self-mutilated

men, and they wear women's garments." As regard Cybele or

Cybebe, it was thought necessary to guard htr during her forced

separation fruni her husband, not by man-warriors but by
female-warriors. Hence probably arose the necessity of having

her served by priestesses who were also warriors. This practice

of employing female warriors as priestesses in the temjjle of

Cybebe was the origin of the tribe of Amazons of ancient legend.

As regards the religious practice of theLydian girls prostituting

themselves before marriage, it was, as we have seen, an old

Babylonian custom which was probably imitated by the Lydians.

The chief town of Lydia was Sardis, which was famous in

ancient times as the principal mart of the east and the west.

Sardis in Lvdian oriijinallv meant "
vear,

" and the word can be

identified with the Vedic word Carad wliich also means "a year"

The Homeric word "Hyde
'

may be a corruption from the word
"

Sardis." There was a town in Lydia called "
Asia," and the

continent of Asia took its name either from this town or from

Asies, a Lydian hero. This legendary hero was connected with

Attys by some sort of relationship, and we are disposed to

think that he was none other than the Vedic Acvivs who

released Sapta-Vadhri, the son of Atri, from his forced eonfino-

ment. It was quite natural for the Lydians to honour this

legendary' hero or god, by founding a town in his name.

Strabo reports that there was shown by the side of the river

Cayster on the route from Eph(sus to Sardis a building dedi-

cated to the hero Asies. This was probably the site of the

town of Asia, from which the continent took its name.

"The Lydian Kni|tire may be described as the industrial

power of the ancient world. The Lydians were credited with

being the inventors, not only of the games such as dice, buckle-

bones, ball, but also of coined money. The oldest known coins

are electrum coins of the earlier Mermnads, stamped on one

side with a lion's head, or the figure of a king with bow and

quiver." ""'. It should be noted here that the Vedic Aryans

Ihid, p, 433.
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were extremely foiul of the game of dice, and the Lydians only

brought this game as well as the art of coining metals from

India. These coins were of a particular measure, and called

minas which, as we have aready elsewhere pointed out, was a

corrupted form of the Vedic word maud.

The Lvdians were Qi^nadevas or worshippers of lingam.

"Phallic emblems for averting evil ,were plentiful ; even the

summit of the tomb of Alyattes is crowned with an enormous

one of stone about 9 ft. in diameter" *^. It is still a custom

with the Hindus to erect a lingam over the ashes of a distin-

guished person, covered over with a conical temple.

From the above brief account of the ancient Lydians, it

would appear tiiat they were originally an ancient Aryan tribe

from Sapta-Sindhu, but they afterwards commingled with the

aborigines and the Semitic races, which helped to destroy the

purity of their race and religions faith.

We thus see that the influence of Aryan culture in Western

Asia was great, and that many Aryan tribes in the different

staores of civilisation emiojrated from India to Western Asia and

settled down in various regions establishing kingdoms and empires.

Those that were in a savage state were pushed forward by the

more powerful tribes following tliem until they were compelled

to disperse over Europe. We shall try now to find out how

this dispersion was effected. It should, however, be noted here

that the savage Aryan tribes who were nomads and lived by

the chase were the first to wander out of their original home

in Sapta-Sindhu. They were probably in a rudimentary stage

of development, and though they might have learnt the use*

of metals while in Sapta-Sindhu, they forgot it as soon as

thev left the country, not having learnt the process of manufac-

turing them like their advanced brethern. They had certain

common words with the other Aryan tribes to express family

relationship like father, mother, brother and sister, to describe

animals like the ox, the cow, the dog, the sheep and the horse

I'
Ihkl, p. 434.
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(Vcdic <//•».««),
and natural object*; like the sun, the sky, the

earth, and water and tree, but they had no culture-words like those

of tlie[advanc'id tribes for no other reason than because they had

no culture to speak of. With these scanty stock of words and a

rude speech to express their thoui^hts and primitive culture, they

roamed about for centuries, nay thousands of years in AVestern

Asia, before they were compelled to scatter themselves over Europe.

These migrations must have taken place lonj^ before liabylonia

and Efjypt flourished and the Semites made their appearance in

"Western Asia, so that when the hi<T;hly developed Aryan civilisa-

tion was planted in Mesopotamia and Ej^ypt, the Aryan nomads

who had jassed into Europe still remained in their primitive

condition, and early lude stacje of development. We shall now

write about the spreatl of ^\ryan civilisation in Europe.



CHAPTER XV

Aryan Influence in Pre-historic Europe. •

We have alreadv said that in the loua: course of the evolution

and purifying process of the Aryan race in Sapta-Sindhu, the

dross was purged out, which constituted the savage Aryan tribes

known as the Dasas, Dasyus and Rakshasas, and that these

were gradually driven out of the country in order to create a

peaceful atmosphere, and enable the advanced Aryan tribes to

work out their further moral and spiritual evolution, undisturbed.

It can therefore be easily inferred that these savage Ar3"an tribes

were not all in the same stage of development^ that the earliest

to leave the country were probably in the neolithic stage and

that the dispersion of the different Aryan tribes did not take

place at one and the same time, but at long intervals and in

different periods according to the progress made by the advancing

Aryans in their evolution. The migrations of the savage Aryan
tribes must, therefore, have taken place in successive waves, one

fallowing the other, and pushing it forward towards the west,

as it itself was pushed forward by the succeeding wave, till the

first and foremost reached the farthest end of Europe. These

wandering Aryan savages, however, could not maintain the

purity of their blood, and got themselves mixed with the

Turanian or Mongol hordes in a similar stage of development, to

whom they gave their speech andeulture^ such as they possessed.

These successive migrations continued till loner after Ris-Vedie

times, when the worshippers of Ahura Mazda were compelled

to leave Sapta-Sindhu on account of religious dissensions, and

settled down in Iran. This was probably the last migration of

the Aryans from Sapta-Sindhu ; but by this time the greater

part of Europe was overspread by savage nomads speaking an

Aryan tongue, and in various stages of development. Those

39
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Aryan tribes that were more advanced, ri:., the Pelasgians, the

Hellenes, the Slavs aud the Lithuanians necessarily left Sajita-

Sindhu at a later period, and occupied rej^ions of Europe that were

contiLjuous to Asia, and therefore nearer to Sapta-Sindhu than

the farthest parts of Euroi)e, which were occupied by the less

advanced Aryan tribes. If western Asia had not been occupied

by the Semitie and the Turanian races in a later age, and the

Aryan tribes that had settled there absorbed by them, we should

have found relics of Aryan dispersion and settlements in a

continuous chain from Sapta-Sindhu to the farthest ends of

Northern and Western Euro])e, the i-emotest Aryan tribe having

been the earliest to leave their orii^inal home and the first to

ent^r Europe. The different stages of civilisation also would

have been found in an order beginning with the highest in Sapta-

Sindhu and ending in the lowest in Europe. In ot!:er words,

the radiation of the light of .tryan civilisation from the central

source which was in Saitta-Sindhu proceeded uninterruptedly

westward (having been checked in the other directions by the

existence of seas), till it became fainter and fainter as it advanced

farther and farther from the source. It is customary with modern

European scholars to point to the isolation of two branches of the

Arvan race, ' /c, the Indo-Aryans and the Iranians in Asia in the

midst of the Turanian, Mongolian, and Semitic races, and to

the pre.-.ence of a large number of peoples in Europe, who-sjc

language is of Aryan origin, in order to prove the original home

of the Arvans in Eurojie. lint in arriving at this conclusion,

thev forget to take note of the fact that in very early times

\he line of Aryans immigration from Sapta-Sindhu to Europe was

distinct, long and continuous, and that it was only in compara-

tivolv recent times that the Semites, the Turanians, and the

Mongolians strode across it, and broke its uninterrupted continuity

by interposing themselvef* in Western Asia. These received their

culture from the Panis, and the aryanised Dravidians who settled in

Phtrnicia, McsojKjtamia and Egypt, and developed a civilisation

which drew its vital energy from India, but to ^\ hich was given the

stamp of their own pceidiar genius. The savage and mixed Aryan-
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speaking peoples that had emigrated to Europe were thus cut ofp

from the parent Aryan stock, and formed isolated groups of mixed

races, in which the Aryan language only, and such rude Aryan
culture as the immigrants were capable of carrying with them

from Sapta-Sindhu, predominated. In all other respects, they

were entirely different peoples from the Aryans with scarcely a

drop of Aryan blood left in their veins. These savage tribes,

thus entirely isolated, could not help remaining in their primitive

condition down to comparatively recent times, and depended for

their culture and progress on their Semitic and Turanian neigh-

bours in Western Asia and Egypt, whose civilisations, as we

have seen, had been influenced by Indo-Aryan civilisation that

remained essentially Aryan in India. This will explain why the

Indo-Aryans and the Iranians stand as isolated groups in Asia

in modern times in the midst of the Semitic, the Mongolian and

the Turanian races, cut oft' from the modern European nations,

speaking languages of Aryan origin. Tiiis isolation, however, had

not existed, as we have already said, before the movements of the

Semitic and the other races took place ;
on the other hand, there

had been a continuous chain of Aryan tribes linking Europe to

Sapta-Sindhu, the original home of the Aryans, as is evidenced

bv the existence of such Arvan tribes in Western Asia in

ancient times as the Iranians, the Kurds, the Kossteans, the

Magis of ancient Media, the Armenians, the Phrygians, the

Lydians, the Mitannians, the Hittites, and the Phcenicians.

Had not most of these tribes been absorbed by the Semites,

there would have been to-day a large number of peoples speaking

Aryan dialects in Asia, as there is in Europe. It is unfortunate

that in their eagerness to prove the original Aryan home in

Europe, Western scholars forget to take note of this fact as well

as of the fact that in India alone, which is regarded as a

continent by itself, the number of Aryan dialects derived from

Sanskrit exceeds that of Europe. From the standpoint and test

of language, therefore, it cannot be proved that Europe was the

cradle of the Aryan race. Add to this the fact that Sanskrit is

admittedly the most developed of all Aryan languages,
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ami the most archaic, and no lan<^iia<i^e or civilisation of a

hi<^h and pecnliar stamp could be developed in a country which

was not peopled by the liijijhest type of the race, and did not

furnish the main-sprini^ of all their activities from hoary

times.

I will now »ive a brief account of prehistoric Europe, show-

ing its physical conditions and the type and character of the

earlv inhabitants who are now admittedly recognised to be the

ancestors of the present European races.

Charles Lyell, the famous En<rlish Geoloi^ist, working along

the lines first suggested by another great Enghshman, James

Hutton, was the first to prove that " the successive populations

of the earth, whose remains arc found in the fossil beds, had

lived for enormous periods of time, and had supplanted one an-

other on the earth, not through any sudden catastrophe, but by

slow process oF the natural development and decay of different

kinds of beings. Following the demonstrations of Lyell, there

came about a sudden cdiange oC belief among geologists as to

the age of the earth, until, in our day, the period during which

the earth has been inhabited by one kind of creature and an-

other is computed, not by specific thousands, but by vague

himdreds of thousands, or even millions of years There-

searches of Schmerling, of Boucher de Perth, of Lyell himself,

and of a host of later workers demonstrateil that fossil remains

of man were found commingled in embedded strata ami in cave

bottoms under conditions tint demonstrated their extreme auti-

(piity ; and in the course of the (piarter century after 1865, in

which year Lyell ha<l j)ublished his epoch-making work on the

antifjuity of man, the new idei had made a complete conquest,

until now no on*' any more thinks of disputing the extreme

anti(|uity of man than he thinks of questioning the great age
of the earth itself.'"'

It is believed by geologists that the age of man in Europe
i.s about a million years and a half,

" The sciences of pre-historic

Archajology and Geology," says Dr. Isaac Taylor,
" have shown

IJist. Hist, of the World, Vol I, p. 33.
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that in Western Europe man was the contemporary of the

mammoth, the wooly rhinoceros and other extinct pachyderms,

and have brougrht to. h2:ht from the oji-avels of Abbeville evi-

dences of his handiwork, dating from a period when the Somme

flowed three hundred feet above its present level, and England

was still united to the continent. Man must have inhabited

France and Britain at the close of the quaternary period, and

must have followed the retreating ice of the last glacial epoch,

to the close of which Dr. Croll and Professor Geikie assign on

astronomical grounds an antiquity of some 80,000 years.
"'-^

Elsewhere (P. 5h), he sums up the results of astronomical

and geological calculations as follow :

" From astronomical data

Dr. Croll has calculated that in the northern hemisphere the last

glacial epoch began some 240,000 years ago, that it lasted with

alternations of a milder and even tropical temperature for nearly

160,000 years, and finally terminated about 80,000 years ago.' /
With these calculations Professor (leikie essentiallv agrees.^

He believes that palaeolithic man must have occupied parts of

Western Europe shottly after the disappearance of the great

ice-sheet, and that f//ere are rcaso)is for s/fpposi?i// ihnt he was

inter-glacial
^ like the mammoth and the rein-deer whose re-

mains exist below the till which was the product of the last

extension of the glaciers."
-^

It would thus appear that palaeolithic man is believed to

have existed in Europe in inter-glacial epochs, i.e., more than

80,000 years ago. It is also believed that in the neolithic

period in a later age, "the geological and climatic conditions

were essentially the same as they are now "
in Europe, and it

has been found that three, if not four, of the existing European

types occupied approximately their present seats. *^ It remains

however to be seen whether the neolithic men of Europe

were the direct descendants of the palieolithic men, or they

-
Taylor, Origin '>/ the Arynns, pp. 18-19.

^
Geikie, The Great Ice-Age, p. 114.

*
Ibid, pp. 552-565.

5
Ibid, p. 160.

*•

Taylor, Origin of the Aryans, pp. 55-56,
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immij^rated to Eiirnj)? from other countries with the disappearance

of the great ice-sheet at the end of the glacial epoch.
" It must not be assumed," says Mr. H. S. Mackinder^ "that

physical geographical conditions have remained without change

during the human epoch. Nearly the whole of that epoch is

probably contained in the geological period which may be des-

cribed as the Retreat of the Ice-Age. It is probable that while

the ice slowly, and with many tiuctuations, retired northward

from northern Europe, and elsewhere towards the mountain

summits, drought was gradually emphasised in the region where

is now the Sahara."^ As a result it is likely that while man ad-

vanced northward from Africa and southern Europe to occupy the

ground, uncovered by the ice, a great natural void, the desert belt

across northern Africa, was formed in their midst. Throuirh-

out recorded history this has divided the white man from the

black, for the Sahara rather than the INIediterranean constitutes

the true southern boundary of Europe. The whole contrast be-

tween the European and the Negro is (he probable measure of

the significance of this physical change.
"
Europe is at present broadly attached to Asia, but it is

likely that this is otn' of the mi>re receut of fieographical feat nres.

A small fluctuation in level would suffice for the lloodinij of wes-

tern Siberia from the Arctic as far as the Caspian Sea, and

there is not wanting testimony of such a change in the relative-

ly recent past.
" We are probably justifieil in correlating this possibility

with another, for which the evidence is of a different kind. Of

all human bodily chariteteristics, none in the general opinion of

anthropologists is so persistently conveyed by heredity as the

• "
If the Sahara was a sea, the ' Fohn' instond of being n buminp, dry wind,

which strips the snow off the Alps, both by meltinfr and fvnporiition, wonhl bo

a moist, damp wind, and when it reached the mountains, wonltl j)roduce dense

clouds and thirk fogs, which would prevent the sun's rays from warming the

canh or melting the glaciers. So that to the barren desert of the Sahara

which wo are apt to look ni)on as a useless waste, we are in reality much

indebted for the fertility and civilization of Europe." Lord Avebury's

Prehintoric Tir>i<"i, p. 38<>.
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shape o£ the skull. The primary division of mankind is there-

fore based on the relative length and breadth of the head.

Speaking very generally we may say that Africans and Europe-

ans have long skulls, and Asiatics have broad skulls^ but that

a wedjxe of As'atic breadth of skull is thrust westward through

the centre of Europe into France. From a European point of

view we have thus a broad-skulled 'Alpine' race, intrmive from

the east, between the blonde, long-skulled Northerners and

darker but equally long-skulled peoples in the west and

south.

"May not the earliest human events have thus been (1) a

physical change in the North which allowed the Africans to push

northward through Europe, ("2) a contemporary change in the

Sahara which severed the migrants from what was to become

Negro Africa, and (8) a subsequent change in Western Siberia,

which permitted of the entry of the Asiatics into Europe ?

And may it not be that the blending of these strains in the

European corner of the world has enriched the initiative of the

race in that part, and contributed to its lead in subsequent

history ?
"

'

These are questions containing pregnant suggestions of events

that most probably took place in the dim past, making it

possible for savage nomadic tribes to emigrate from North Africa

and Asia to Europe, and occupy those parts at first, that were

uncovered by the ice. But before we deal with this subject more

fully, it would be necessary for us to understand the different

types of men in Europe, with broad skulls, long skulls, and skulls

intermediate between the two.

It was Broca who first
"

laid down the axiom that the ethnic

characteristics of the first order of importance are not linguistic

but physical. As to the nature of the speech of the neolithic

peoples of Europe, we have inferences rather than any positive

facts to guide us. As to their physical characteristics, the

evidence is abundant and conclusive. 'I his evidence consists

partly of the statements of Greek and Roman writers, but is

'
Hist. Hist, of the Wo^id, Vol. I, pp. 43-44.
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derived maiuly Ironi the moasuremeuts of skulls. The shape ot'

the skull is one of the least variable characteristics of race, so much

60 that the skulls from prehistoric tombs make it possible to prove

that the neolithic inhabitants of Europe were the direct ancestors

of the existing mces. The skull form is expressed by the

numerical ratios of certain measurements, which are called indices.

Of these the most important are the latitudinal, or, asitiscom-

monly called, the cephalic index, which gives the proportion of the

extreme breadth to the extreme length of the cranium ; the

altituiinal or vertical index, which gives the proportion of the

height of the skull to the length ; the orbital index, which gives

the proi)ortion of the height of the eye orbit to the breadth; the

facial angle ;
the nasal index; and the index of prognothism, by

which we estimate the shape of the face. These indices, taken

in conjunction with the shape of certain bones, especi illy the femur

and the tibia, enable us to determine with considerable certaintv

V\e ethnic relitionship of pre-historic to existing races.

" The latitudinal or 'cephalic' index is thus determined.

Divide the extreme breadth of the skull by the length from

front to back, and multiply by 100. Thus if the breadth is

three-fourths of the length, the index is .said to be 7.5. Cephalic

indices vary from 50 to 98.

" The term dolicho-ce})lialic, or long-headed i.s applied to

skulls with low indices ; braehy-ce])halic or broad-headed, to

those with iiigh indices ;
and ortho-cephalic, to the intermediate

class. The black races are doiicho-cephalic, the white races

incline to ortho-cephalic, and the yellow race^j to brachy-

cephalic./l'he Swedes are the most dolieho-cephalic race in

Euroi)e, the Lapps the most brachy-cephalic, the English the

most ortho-cephalic. North Germany is sub-dolicho-cephalic ;

South (rermany sub-brachy-cephalic.""

Further on, Dr. Taylor says that the orbital index among
the Mack races is lowest, varying from 79o to So*!-, and

descending to ()1 among the Tasmanians ; among the yellow

races it is high, varying from 82*2 to 954; among the Europeans,

•
Taylor, Origin of the Aryann, pp. 6'i, 05.
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it is usuall}' between S3 and 85. A similar test applies to

the section of the hair. In the Mongolian or jellow race, it is

circular ;
in the black or African race, it is ilat or ribbon-shaped ;

in the white or European race, it is oval. The hair of the

Mongolian is straight, that of the African frizzled or wooly,

and that of the European is inclined to curl.

" All these tests," says the same writer^ "agree in exhibiting

two extreme types
—the African with longheads, long orbits, and

flat hair ; and the Mongolian with round heads, round orbits, and

round hair. The European type is intermediate—the head, the

orbit, and the hair are oval. In the east of Europe, we find an

approximation to the Asiatic type ;
in the south of Europe, to

the African. The neolithic tombs of Europe exhibit notable

approximation both to the African and Asiatic types.
" ^

"
Where, it has been asked, did the human race originate ?

Darwin inclines to Africa, De Quatrefages to Asia^ Wagner to

Europe in the raiocene epoch, when the climate was sub-tropical.

If it originated in Europe, we may suppose it was differentiated

into the extreme Asiatic and African types ; or, on the other

hand, Europe may have been the place where the African and

Asiatic types met and mingled. Those who hold the former

view may believe with Penka that the Aryans represent the oldest

European race ;
those who hold the latter opinion may maintain

that while Aryan si)eech came originally from Asia, it was

subsequently acquired by men who were largely of African

origin.
" ^"^

From the evidence about the l)oary antiquity of the Aryans

of Sapta-Sindliu,
and the proofs we have adduced of the savage

Aryan tribes having gradually migrated westward through west-

ern Asia to Europe, we hold the opinion that Aryan speech went

orio-inallv from Sapta-Sindhu to Europe, along with the savage

Arvan nomads who got mixed with the Mongolian savages in

Western .Asia and imposed their speech upon them, and that

these savages having commingled their blood, afterwards came

in contact with the early inhabitants of Europe who had

» Hid, p. 65.
'"

Taylor, Origin of the Arya7is, p. 66.
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immlj^ratid frnm Africa with the retreat of the great ice-sheet

nortliward at the cud of the Glacial epoch. Oar opinion will be

more clearly established as we go on with fuller accounts of

these early pre-historic peoples of P^urojjc.

It is, indeed, a pity that we have no means of comj)arinf:^ the

skulls of the ancient Aryans of India—the three hi^lier castes,

with those of the Mon-^olians, the Europeans and the Africans,

and are consecjuently not in a position to say whether they were

dolicho-cephalic, brachy-cephalic or ortho-cephalic in ancient

times. The Aryans of India had the practice of crematinjif their

dt*ad, and therefore no ancient skulls of the Indo-Aryans have

been available anywhere in India. As of all castes, certain

sections of the Brahmans have chanored the least, it would be

interestinof to comi)are their cephalic and orbital indices with

those of the other principal races of Asia, Europe ani^ Africa.

Whatever the indices of the other races may be, those of the

Brahmans of some of the princijial centres of religion may be

regarded as representing the approximate standard of tho true

Aryan type. But even then, we cannot lose sight of the fact

that there were in post-^edic times large influxes of peoples, other

than Aryans, who were gradually incorporated into Aryan society,

distributing themselves among the four castes. It would, therefore,

be extremely difHcult to discern the truly Aryan type even from

among the Brahmans of modern times.

Mr. Mar-kinder, like Dr. Taylor, has said that the black-races

are generally dolicho-eephalic. IIow is it then that tho Swedes

and the Teutons of North (rcrmany, who are white peoples,

dolicho-ct'])halic V The natural inference would be that they had

originally bclongeil to the Idack races of Africa, who afterwards

emigrated to the north of Kurope in intcr-glacial periods, and

survived the glacnal epoch. Their long residence in a cold climate

must have affected and transformed the colour of their skin. For,
"

it is believed that under certain circumstances, fair mees may be-

come dark, and durk races light, the cuticle however being affect-

ed sooner than the hair, or the iris of the eyes."
' ' If this be

' » Ihid. p. 100.
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scientifically true, then it would be easy to understand how the

Swedes and the Teutons, though originall}' belonging to the black

races of Africa, gi-adually became white, nay whiter than the

southern races of Europe, and how the Aryans of Sapta-Siudhu,

though originally a white people as some of their descendants

still are in Kashmir and other places, gradually became brown

and dark-complexioned through a gradual change of climate

from extreme cold to extreme hot in consequence of the disap-

pearance of the seas round about Sapta-Sindhu. We have already

said that a cold climate prevailed in India in ancient times and

the year Wus called by the name of HIma (winter) in the Rig-
Veda in consequence of wintry conditions having prevailed in

the land during a greater part of the year, just as Carad

(autumn) came to designate the year when the climate became

temperate and less severe. The very fact that the Indo-Aryans
have changed colour proves the very long period of time during

which they have been the inhabitants of Northern India. This

marked change of climate was also noticed in the Zend-Avesta.

Even in Rig-Yedic times a change of colour was noticeable

among the Aryans according to their occupations and modes of

living. Those who had to toil in the fields, or perform outdoor

work, or were engaged in trade in the country and foreign lands,

and in warfare, were natuially more swarthy than those whose

occupations compelled them to stay at home. The nomadic

Aryans who were subjected to the hot rays of the sun in their

wanderings became naturally more dark-complexioned ; and

thus we find mention made in the Rig-Veda of people who were

dark-skinned and called "
blacks." Colour or Fania, therefore,

became the distinguishing mark of men engaged in the different

occupations. The Brahmans who generally stayed at home

performing the sacrifices and attending to spiritual culture

remained naturally white-complexioned ; the Kshatriyas who

were engaged in warfare and active duties in connection with

the government of the country became ns.turally a shade darker

than the Brahmans
; the Vai^yas who tilled the lands, pastured

and reared up cattle, and were engaged in trade and manufacture,
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were of a still darker complexion than the Kshatriyas ;

and the Sndras who had at first mostly belons^ed to the nomadic

tribes, without settling; down to any sort of oeenpation for a

living and had been in a low state of moral develoj)ment, became

ueeessarily darker still to the ver<]je of blackness. Colour, there-

fore, became the index of occupation, caste or tribe, and the

word vania afterwards came to be synonymous with caste. It

is however a remarkable fact even to this day that the Aryau
women of the higher castes, who have seldom to do any out-door

work and always keej) themselves within the precincts of the

/enana, are usually more fair-complexioned than the men who

have to spend their time in outdoor work. Colour, therefore,

cannot be an infallible criterion of race or type, which can only be

di^termined by the measurement and comparison of craniums

which are least liable to chan<;e. It would undoubtedly be

wronj? to say, as Dr. Ta^hir has done, that the influence of cli-

mate has exterminated the Aryan race in India, Persia and other

])laoes, the Aryan speech alone l)ein<j; left as the permanent

evidence of early Aiyan settlement.'- Thoutijh the Aryans

cannot bo reeotijnised now by their wliite skins, the Aryan blood

fitill runs in their veins, and the type has probably remained

intact in India, to a larj^e extent, in eonsequenee of their conser-

vative instincts ami extreme reluctance to freely mix with

pe<>]»les of other races.

As the Swedes and the Teutons have been found to be

dolioho-cephalic, they must have been the direct descendants of

the pre-historic dolieho-eephalie |)eo]>le (an orijjjinally black race

from Africa), whose skulls have been found in the i;raves of

North (Jermany and other parts of North Europe. They have

f)een desi<;nated as the Canstadt raee "by De Quatrefap^es and

Ilamy from a skull found in 1 700 at Canstadt near Stuttjrarl,

ns.sociated, it is said, with Vtones of the mammoth. A similar

skull was iliscovered in 1807 together with remains of the

mammoth at Ki^uisheim, near Colmar, in .Msaco."'-'

'»
/6iVf, p. 40.

" lUd, pp. 105-106.
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Another specimen of this type is the celebrated skull which

was found seventy miles south-west of the Neanderthal in a

cavern at En^is, on the left bank of the Meuse, eight miles

south-west of Lieo'e. It was embedded iu a breccia with remains

of the mammoth^ the rhinoceros, and the reindeer. It has

usually been referred to the Quaternary period. Of this Engis

skull Virchow writes: "It is so absolutely dolicho-cephalie

that if we were -

justified in constituting our ethnic groups

solel/ with reference to the shape of the skull, the Engis skull

would without hesitation be classed as belonging to the primitive

Teutonic race, and we should arrive at the conclusion that a

Ciermanic population dwelt on the banks of the Meuse prior to

the earliest irruption of a Mongolic race."

"In the oldest skulls of the Canstadt race," says Dr. Taylor,
" the ridges over the eyes are greatly developed, the cranial

vault is low, the forehead is retreating, the eye orbits enormous,

the nose prominent, but the upper jaw is not so prognathous

as the lower. This primitive savage, the earliest inhabilant of

Europe,* was muscular and athletic, and of great stature. He had

implements of flint, but not of bone, and was vaic of his per-

sonal appearance, as is proved by his bracelets and necklaces of

shells. He was a nomad hunter, who sheltered himself in caves,

but was without fixed abodes, or even any sepulchres.

* But the CanstEclts are not now regaitleci as the eai-liest inhabitants of

Europe The discovery in 1907 of a human lower jaw in the base of the

" Mauer Sands "
is one of the most important in the whole history of anthro-

pology. The jaw was that of a liuman being, belonging to a race, designated

as the Heidelbergs,
" the first human race recorded in Western Europe.?

According to Mr. H. F. Osborn, they "appear in Southern Germany early in

the second Interglacial times in the midst of a most imposing mammalian fauna

of northern aspect and containing many forest-living species, such as bear,

deer and moose; in the meadows and forests browsed the giant straight-tusked

elephant (E. antiques) which from the simple structure of its grinding teeth

is regarded as similar in habit to the African elephant now inhabiting the

forests of Central Africa. The presence of this animal indicates a relatively

moist climate and well-forested country.
"

H. F. Osborn's Men nf the Old

Stane Age, p. 96 (1918). It does not appear, however, that the Heidelbergg

ffere the ancestors of the Teutons,
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"The chief interest that attaches to these repulsive savages

is that French anthropologists consider them to be the direct

ancestor* of their hereditar}' enemies the Germans, while German

anthro])ologists assert that the Teutons are the only lineal

rejireseutatives of the noble Ar\an race That the earliest

inhabitants of Europe belonged to the Canstadt race may

probably be granted, since skulls of this type have beau found

underlying those of the Iberian and Ligurian races in the very

oldest deposits at Grenelle ; while in many cases there are indica-

tions, more or less trustworthy, of the Canstadt race having

been contemporary with the extinct pachyderms. Its chief

habitat seems to have been the valley of the Rhine, but it

extended to the south as far as Wiirtemberg, and to the east

as far as Briix in 15ohemia. Only at a later time when the

reindeer had retreated to the north, it reached the shores of

the Baltic.

"
Though this type has now become extinct in Germany,

owing to the prepotence of the Celtic or Turanian race, and

though it has been favourably modified by civilisation in Scandi-

navia, yet even in modern times we find curious instances of

atavism or reversion to an earlier type. These cases are found

chiefly among men of Norman <tr Scandinasian ancestry. Such

may occasionally be noticed in the Scandinavian districts of

England. The skull of Robert Bruce, who was of pure Norman

blood, exibits a case of such reversion."' ^

Dr. Taylor further sa} s that there is a superhcial resemblance

between the Teutons and the Celts, but they are radically dis-

tinguished by the form of the skull. Both races were tall, large-

limhetl and fair-haired. De (-iuatrefages has conjectured that

the Cansta<lt race may have roamed farther to the East. He

thinks that the type may be recognised in the Ainos of Japan

and Kamatshatka and in the Todas of the Neilgherries, who

bear no resemblance to any of the contiguous tribes. Both

the Ainos and the Todas are fully df)licho-ce|)halic differing in

this respect from the Japanese and Dravidians, who are

'
Ibiil, pp. 106-106
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brachycephalie. The profile is of the Europeau type, and instead of

the scanty beard of the Mongolians and the Dravidians, they
are as amply bearded as the Scandinavians, and, like many
North Europeans, they have much hair on the chest and other

parts of the body.

From Scandinavia to Southern India and Kamatshatka is

indeed too long a jump for Canstadt savages to have performed in

early pre-historic tijiies, especially when we remember that up to

a relatively recent period there was a big sea extending from

the Caspian to the Arctic to obstruct their progress towards

the east, and vast impassable mountains and seas barred their

way to Southern India. If there is a racial affinity between these

tribes living in far-off corners of the European and Asiatic

continents, what probably happened was this: The Canstadts who

are undoubtedly of African origin must have emigrated to

the North when Africa was connected with South-western

Europe, and to the East when it was connected with Southern

India by the Indo-Oceanic continent, now lost. The ancestors

of the Todas must have found their way to Southern India

directly from Africa at that time, and a branch which wandered

farther east to the Pacific coast must have migrated northward

to Kamatshatka and Japan. We should remember that they

were primitive savages, and quite incapable of crossing seas

and oceans by crafts which they did not know how to con-

struct. They are believed to have been in the palseolithic stage,

though from the presence of rude potteries in the caves with

their remains, some are of opinion that they were in the neo-

lithic or at best in the early neolithic stage. The state of their

civilisation has been gathered from the remains in the kitchen-

middens or shell-mounds of Denmark. The stone implements

found therein are more archaic in character than those found

near the Swiss lake-dwellings.
" The people,

"
says Dr. Taylor,

"had not yet reached the agricultural or even the pastoral

stage,
—

they were solely fishermen and hunters, the only domes-

ticated animal they possessed being the dog, whereas even in

the oldest of the Swiss lake-dwellings the people, though still
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giibsistinf,' lar<^cly on the jiroJncts of the chase^ had domes-

ticated the ox, if not also the sheej) and the j^oat,"''* It is

believed that the accumulation of these kitchen-middens or

shell-mounds occupied an enormous period. Professor Steen-

strup, the hiii^hest authority on the subject, is of opinion that a

period of 10,000 to 1:2,000 years must be allowed for the

accumulation of (he vast mounds of refuse. Some of these

are more than 900 feet long, and from 100 to '?00 feet bn^d,

and they are usually from three to five feet, but, occasion <lly

as much as ten feet in thickness.

Such then were the Canstadts, one of the earliest races of

North Europe, and the ancestors of the Teutons. This type

became extinct owing to the infusion of Celtic and Slavonic

blood. They were conquered and aryanised by the Slavo-Celtie

races from whom they received their language, and such culture

as they possessed. The claim of the Teutons to be the original

Aryan race has thus no firm basis to stand upon. Both they

and the Scandinavians were descended from dolicho-eephalic

savages of Africa who hid immigrated to Europe cither in the

interglacial or post-glacial epoch with the retreat of the great

ice-sheet northward.

I will now write about the other j)rehistoric races whose

remains have been found in the neolithic tombs of Europe.

They were three in number, one of which is supposed to repre-

sent the primitive Aryans, the other two along with the

(^anstadts being regarded merely .\ryan in speech, but non-Aryan

in descent.

In the early neolithic nge, Britain seems to have been

inhabit<'d by one race only which was " of feeble build, short

stature, dark complexion, and dolicho-eephalic skull."' "
They

buried their dead in fejtulchral caves, and wh(!ii these were

Dot available, in long barrows provided with interior chambers

and passages. This rafe is identified with the British tribe

of the Silures. From their physical characteristics Tacitus

'*
Ibid, ]>p. m-oi.

'• 76 if/, p. 67.
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eoneluded that they belonged to the Iberian race which i-esembled

the Spanish Bas(|aes. The same type is found in some of the

Hebrides, in Kerry, and also west of the Shannon, in Donegal

and Gal way. Skulls of this type have also been found in sepul-

chral eaves in Belgium, France, Spain, Algeria and Teneriffe.

The Iberians are believed to be a North x\friean people who

emigrated to Europe and passed on to Britain, probably when

the latter was connected with the continent. They belonged

purely to the Neolithic age, as no trace of metal is found in

any of the long barrows of England.

Towards the close of the Neolithic age, or jirobably at the

beginning of the Bronze age, Britain was invaded by a wholly

different race,
"

tall, muscular, bracby-eephalic, and almost

certainly with xanthous or rufus hair and florid complexion."
^
"

They buried their dead in round barrows, and "
tc them in all

probabilitv we may ascribe the erection oF Avebury and Stone-

henge, and also the first introduction into Britain of Aryan

speech and of implements of bronze. This race Dr. Tluirnam

identifies with the Celts and he calls the type the
' Turanian

'

type, believing it to be an offshoot, through the Belgie Gauls,

from the great braehy-cephalie stock of Central and North-

eastern Europe and Asia. It is also the prevailing type among

the Slavonic races. This ' Turanian
'

type of Dr. Thurnam

is the 'type Mongoloide
'

of Priiner-Bey."'
^

The difference of stature between the two races, the Iberians

and the Celts, was remarkable, the former b^ing shorter than

the latter. The stature of the Celts struck the Romans with

astonishment.
" C»sar speaks of their mirijica corpora, and

contrasts the short stature of the Bomaus with the magiiitude

corponm of the Gauls. "^^ The Iberian race, as we have

already said, was dark in complexion with black hair and eyes.

The Celtic race was fair, with red or yellow hair, and blue or

blue -grey eyes. The Belgie Gauls also belonged to this race.

"
Ihid, p. 69.

J^ Hid, p. 70.

i»
Hid, p. 76.
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Western scholars believe the Iberians to be the primitive in-

habitants of IJritain, anil the Celts to be later invaders who

were not only a more powerful race, but ])ossei?sed a higher

civilisation. In a few of the round barrows of the Celts bronze

has been found. The Iberians were originally troglodytes, but

the Celts probably lived in huts or pit dwellings. That the

latter spoke an Aryan language which was Celtic is admitted,

though Professor Kollerton has characterised their physical type

as "
Turanian," and Priiner-Bey as

"
Mongoloide."

The Celtic type in Europe is traced eastward to the continent

of Asia, and the Iberian type southward through France and

Spain to Northern Africa. There can be no doubt, therefore,

that the Iberians came from Northern Africa and the Celts

from Asia at different periods of prehistoric times after the

retreat of the great ice-sheet towards tiie north of Europe. The

('anstadts who were in the paheolithic stage of civilisation

had undoid-tedly migiated iiist from Africa, and roamed towards

the north with the reindeer up to the shores of the Baltic.

*rhe\- were followed in the early neolithic period by the Iberians

from North Africa; and at the close of the neolithic period,

the (^anstadts and the Iberians were conqtieretl by the Celts

from Asia, who are admitted by anthropologists to be of Tura-

nian or Mongoloid tyj)e. Our readers should remember all

thi'se facts in order to understand the gradual expansion of the

Celts in KurojX' from Asia.

The Celts appear to have crossed to Mritain from P>elgic

(Jaul. The Celts of the latter place appear at a later time to

have a<lvanced southward imposing their Celtic speech on the

earlier race of Central France. The Celts ma}' also be traced

eastward to Denmark where the brachy-ceplialic type has beeti

singularly persistent. According to Dr. Ueddoe, tlie modern

Danes are of the same type as the round-barrow j)eopIe. At

the beginnini; of the historic period the valleys of the Main

and the Cpjier Danube were occupied by Celtic tribes. In this

region Celtic names abound The ethnic frontier between Celts

and Teutons was the continuous mountain-barrier formed by the
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Tfutoberger Wald, the Thuringer Wald and the Riesen

Gebirge. North of this line the population is now dolicbo-

eephaheo while to the south of this line the people are more

braehy-eephalie.

The people of the modern kingdom of Wurtemberg are also

braehy-cephalous.-'^' Holder considers the type to be Turanian

or Sarmatian. Halle seems to have been the most northern

outpost of the Celts in Germany, since beyond the Teutoberger

Wald^ a few miles to the north of Halle, the type changes.

Southern Germany is now Teutonic in speech, the local names

and the persistent ethnic type bearing witness to the primitive

Celt occupation. Southern Germany was Teutonised in speech

by German invaders in the early centuries of the Christian era.

In Wiirtemberg and Bavaria a number of pile dwellings of the

neolithic age have been discovered, which seem to be prototypes

of those which are so numerous in the Swiss lakes. The Swiss

eraniologists. His and Riitimeyer, attribute the erection of the

lake dwellings in Switzerland to "our Celtic ancestors,"" the

Helvetii. The Helvetian skulls resemble the round-barrow

skulls. The Helvetii appear to have reached a comparatively

high state of civilisation.

Towards the close of the neolithic age, the same Aryan-

speaking race which constructed the Swiss pile dwellings seems

to have crossed the Alps, erecting their pile-dwellings in the

Italian lakes and in the marshes of the valley of the Po. They
have been identified with the Umbrians. This conclusion is

confirmed by the close connection between Celtic and Italian

speech, and also by the almost identical civilisation disclosed

by the pile dwellings of Italy and those of Switzerland.

Further, eraniologists have proved that while the people of

Southern Italy are dolicho-eephalic, belonging apparently to

the Iberian race, they become more and more brachy-cephalic

as we go northward, especially in the district between the

Apennines and the Alps. Latin and Umbrian were merely

*" After the recent great European war, this province has formed part

of the German Eepublic.
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dialects of the same lan<;nage, but iu Rome there was a large

admixture of Etruscan and Campanian blood. Skulls of the

pure Tjatin race are rare, owing to the })revalent practice of

cremation; but there is a verv marked resemblance in the out-

lines of the Latin and Helvetian skulls, and those of the better

class fioni the British round barrows. They exhibit no greater

difference than the retinement of type due to the progress from

neolithic barbarism to the high civilisation of Rome. The

oldest l.'mbiian pettlements prove that the Umhrians, when

thev arrived in Italy, lived chiefly by the chase, and had

domesticated the ox and ihe sheep. Agriculture even of the

rudest description, seems to have been unknown, since no cereals

were found, but there were considerable stores of hazel-nuts,

of water chestnuts, and of acorns, some of which had been

alreadv roasted for food. Before the arrival of the Umhro-

Latin race, Italy was inhabited by Iberian and Ligurian tribe-ts,

the former dolicho-cephalie, and the latter highly brachy-cephalic,

with an index of 1>?. The round-barrow race, which we have

traced from the Tyne to the Tiber, extended eastward down

the Danube, and across ihe great plain of Russia. All the

nations of Slavic speech are brachy-cephalic, and their

hair and eyes are mostly light in colour. The (ireat Russians

are brachy-cephalic; so also are the Finno-Urgic tribes beyond

the frontier of Aryan speech. The mean cephalic index of the

Monirols is 81, which is ))reciselv that of the round-barrow

people whom they resemble in their |)rognathism, their high

cheek l)ones, and the stpiareness of the face.

The foregoing investigation which has been condensed from

Dr. Isaac Taylor's excellent book, the Orifjin of Ihe Aryans

(81-^1)
" has brought us to the conclusion at which Dr. Thurnam

arrived many years ago. He says that to him it ajipears to be

proved that the type of the Celtic skull, at least that of the

dominant race in the bronze period in liritain, was of the

bmchy-cephalic
' Turanian type' How tin, Celtic became the

language of a people with this Turanian skull-form, and how

this Turanian skull-form became the skull-form of a Celtic
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and so-called Indo-European people are questions which he

thinks are yet to be determined. Meanwhile, he continues, the

idea of a connection between the ancient Celtic brachy-cephalic

type and that of the modern Mongolian or Turanian peoples

of Asia, cannot be overlooked, and remains for explanation/'?^

Whatever may be the explanation of the European savantsj

there can be no doubt that some of the chief Aryan-speaking

races—the Celts, (he Danes, the Umbrians, the Komans, the

Greeks, and the Slavs—belong to the brachy-cephalic type

found in the neolithic round barrows of Britain. We have

seen that these races stretch in a broad continuous zone across

Central Europe into Asia. The fact that they are of the

Turanian type lends a strong colour to the view that they

originally came /Vow Asia to Knrojye with Aryan sjjeech. How.

could the Turanians acquire this speech is a problem which has

perplexed those European scholars who are unwilling to admit

chat the original home of the Arvans was in Asia. But it is

easily solved if we look for this home not in Northern Europe,'

or the Arctic regions, or Central Asia, but in Sapta-Sindhu in

India whence, as we have shown, waves after waves of nomadic

Aryans, in more or less savage conditions, emigrated or were

compelled to emigrate towards the west. It is extremely likely

that they met the Turanian or Mongolian hordes in Western

Asia, and having been more civilized, imposed their speech

and culture on them, which thty carried to Europe in their

onward march westward through the central regions of the

continent up the valley of the Danube till they reached Britain,

and also northward through the steppes and fertile plains of

Russia. It is probable that an amalgamation of the Aryan

and Turanian nomadic tribes had taken place long before they

entered Europe, and as the latter were more numerous than

the Aryans, the dominant type of the amalgamated product

was Mongolian or Turanian, though their speech and culture

were Aryan. As Dr. Taylor says: "When two distinct races

are in contact, they may, under certain circumstances, mix their

Ihid, p. 92.
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blood, but tlie teuJency as a rule is to revert to tbe character

of that race which is either superior in numbers, |ire])oteut in

physical enerij:y, or which conforms best to the environment.'"^^

Further on he says :

"
AN'hiie race is to a great extent

persistent, lani^uage is extremely mutable. Many countries

have repeatedly changed their speech, while the race has

remained essentially the same. Language seems almost inde-

pendent of race. Neo-Latin languages are spoken in Bucharest

and Mexico, Brussels and Palermo ; Aryan languages in Stock-

holm and Bombay, Dublin and Teheran, Moscow and Lisbon,

but the amount of common blood is infinitesimal or non-exis-

tent.''-^ In illustration of his point he mentions the

Spaniards who have imposed a Latin dialect on a large

portion of the New ^Vorld, and asks " Were they Latins, or

even Aryans in blood ? Spain was originally Iberian or

Berber. In ])reliistoric times the Celts wrested a large por-

tion of the j)en insula from the Iberians, the Phanicians founded

populous and important cities, the ^ andals, Goll.s and ^"uevi

poured in from the north, and the Moors and Arabs from

the south. The speech, and very little more than the speech,

is Latin
;

the Roman, of whose blood the trace must be

extremely small, have imprinted their language upon Sjiain,

and the Spaniards, by reason of their speech, are often reckoned

among the Latin races." »'

Similarly the ("elts, who belonged to the Turanian type,

are wrongl\' calh'd Aryans because their speech was Aryan.

The physical type of the Aryans who were small in tuimber

was absopbf'd in theii"s, and the only relic of the Aryans that

was left in them was their superior speech and culture.
" In

the neolithic period,^' says Dr. Taylor,
"
Aryan languages can

hardly have been spoken by more than a million |)ersons.

At the present time they are spoken j)robably by fiOO millions—
half llu; popidation of the globe."

*' This goes to show that

«»
Ihid, p. 2()3.

»^
/'-'. p. 204.

«•
Ihid, p. 206. •«

Ibid,p, 208.
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"
Aryan speech especially seems to possess the power of

exterminating non-Aryan dialects.
' We need not wonder, there-

fore, at the fact that while the Aryan type disappeared, the

Aryan speech remained predominant in the amalgamation

that had been formed out of the Aryan and Turanian savages

in prehistoric times in Europe. The Celts, the Slavs, the

Lithuanians, the Hellenes and the Latins were Aryan in

speech but Turanian or Mongolian in physical type. The

dolicho-cephalie Teutons were the descendants of the Canstadts,

a north African race, who received their Aryan speech and

culture from the Celts, Slavs and Lithuanians.

This seems to me to be the real explanation of the problem

with which Dr. Thurnam and scholars of his way of think-

ing were confronted, viz., how and why did the Celtic

become the language of a people with Turanian skull-form,

and how and why the Turanian skull-form became

the skull-form of a Celtic and so-called Indo-European

people. This hypothesis is strongly supported by the hoary

antiquity of Sapta-Sindhu and the Rig-Veda, about which I

have already adduced ample evidence in the previous chapters,

and by the existence of many Arj'an tribes in more or less

advanced states of civilisation in Western Asia, who must hav^

pushed forward the savage Aryan and Mongolian hordes to

Europe. As after the post-glacial epoch, Central and Northern

Europe afforded suitable regions for wandering or settlement

to the nomads, they must have readily passed into Europe

through the isthmus of Bosphorous, just as the (^anstadts

had in an earlier age emigrated to North Europe from Africa,

and the Iberians who also were undoubtedly a North African

and Atlantic race, had followed them in a subsequent age. This,

in our humble opinion, would also clearly explain how a people

with Mongolian or Turanian physical characteristics and Aryan

speech occupied a large portion of Europe, and imposed the

Aryan speech, and such Aryan culture as they had possessed or

imbibed on the dolicho-eephalic prehistoric peoples of Europe,

riz., the Caustadts and the Iberians.
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AVe have given a suflieient iilea of the state of civihsation

of the last-named two ])eo|)li's. Of the Iberians it is said that

they were trojjjlodytes and eannihal-:.
"

Fronti distant parts

of Europe where the remains of the Iberian race are found, there

is evidence that they were occasionally addicted to cannibal-

ism. Such evidence is supplied ])y human bones which have

been broken in order to extract the marrrow."'^" The etlino-

logy of Greece, says Dr. Taylor, is obscure
;

but it is proba-

ble that the pre-IIellenic autochthones belonged to ^he

Iberian race, and that the Hellenic invaders were of the same

type as the Umbrians and Romans.

As regards the Ligurians who were called
"

Celtie
"

by

Cfesar and found by hitn in Gaul, there is a controversy

among European savants about their origin. Thev were a

short, brachy-cephalic race, and though called
"

Celta^
"

by

Ca'sar were not as tall as the Celts of the round barrows.

Broca says that the real Celts are the people of Central

France who are the descendants of the Celts of Caesar
;
and

that the term is an ethuologicil misnomer, if applied to either

of the two liritis i races by whom what is commonly called

"
Celtic speech

''
is spoken, either the tall red-haired brachy-

cephalic Irishman and Scot, or the short, dark, dolicho-cei)halic

race of Donegal, (ialway, Kerry and South Wales. It is urged,

however,, that though Ciesar's Celts (the people of Central

Gaul) spoke the Celtic language, they probably ao(piircd it

from the Belgic (Jauls who were an Ar^an-speaking pe«»ple,

and imj)0sed their culture upon them. Ma»iy English writers,

ignoring Hroea's arguments, identify the two races, the short-

statured and the long-statured Celts, and contend that the

shorter stature and the darker hair of the race of Central

France arose from a union of the short, dark, dolioho-cephalic

Iberians, with the tall, fair, brachy-cephalic people of the

round barrows. Others again trace their origin to the Furfooz

race whose remains have })een found in the valley of the

Lessee, a small rivrr which joins the Meuse near Dinant in

»«
Ibid, i>p.

100- 101.
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Belgium.
"
They seem to have beeu a peaceful people, possess-

ing no bows and arrow:5 or weapons for combat, but mereh*

javelins tipped with flint or reiudeer horn, with which they

killed wild horses, reiu-deer, wild oxen, boars, goats, chamois

and ibex, as well as squirrels, lemmings, aud birds, especially

the ptarmigan... Their clothing consisted of skins, sewn toge-

ther with bone-needles. They tattooed or painted themselves

with red oxide aud iron, and wore as ornaments sliells plaques

of ivory, and jet, and bits of fluor-spar."
^'

It has been

found that the skulls of the Ligurians resembled those of the

Lapps and Finns, and it is believed tliat the Celts of ethnology

and the Celts of philology, the two braehy-cephalic types, may
have beeu remote branches of tlie same race which Dr.

Thurnam has called Turanian. It is in the same way believed

that the two dolicho-cephalie races of Europe, mz., the tall

Canstadts and the short Iberians, may have been descended,

at some very remote period, from common ancestors. Whatever

may be the probabilities, it is certain that the dolicho-eephalic

races came from Africa, and the braehy-cephalic races from

Asia. Of the latter the tall Celts spoke the Aryan language,

aud imposed it upon the ancient peoples of Europe. If they

were Turanians and Mongols, they must have come in contact,

in the course of their wanderings, with some Aryan tribes

from Sapta-Siudhu, who imposed their speech upon them.

The amalgamated race who are knowu as Celts brought

this speech to Europe, and imposed it again, in their turn, on

the primitive rude inhabitants of Europe,
—the Canstadts, the

Iberians and the Ligurians, the last probably having come to

Europe from Asia with a non-Aryan speech. Those of the

Iberians who did not come in contact with the Celts or the

Celtie, like the Basques of Spain, retained their original non-

Aryan dialects. It is also almost certain that the line of

route of the Turanians or Celts lay through Western Asia

where they had an opportunity of mixing with the Aryan

nomads and adopting their speech. A greater portion of Central

«'
Ihid, pp. 117-118,
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Asia havin<^ been covered by seas, it was not at all possible for

piin)itive savages to have erosfed tiiem in their onward march

to Europe. It was only when the shallow beds of the seas

were dried np and converled into steppes that it was possible

for the houles of the savage Scythians, Huns and Goths to

have made their incursions to Euroi)e directly from Central

Asia aeros-s the plains, liut these events relateto comparative-

ly recent and historic times.

Says Dr. Taylor :

" The civilisation which we find in Europe

at the be<i;innin«5 of the historic period was gradually evolveil

during a vast period of time, ami w^as not introduced cataclysmi-

cally by the immigration of a new race. Just as in geological

speculation, great diluvial fatastro])hes have been eliminated and

replaced by the attion of existing foices o|)erating during enor-

mous periods of time, s(t tlie prehistoric archa-olugists are

increasingly disposed to substitute slow ].rogress in f idture fur

the older theories which cut every knot by theories oi conquest

and invasion" "^ • It is believed that the neolithic civilisation

commenced in Europe more than 20,000 years ago.

Dr. Taylor has thus summarised the state of neolithic culture

in Euro])<* at thn beginning of the historic period :

"
It is

believed that the <|)eakers of the primitive Aryan tongue were

nomsvl herdsmen who had domesticated the dog, who wandered

over the plains of Europe in waggons drawn by oxen, who

fashioned canoes out of tin; trunks of trees, bu*. were ignorant

of any metal with the possible exception of native coj)i)er. In

the summar they lived in huts, built of branches of trees, and,

thatched with reeds ; in winter they dwelt in circular j)it^

dug in tlie eirtli, and roofe.l over u ith poles, covered over with

sods of turf, or plastered with the dung of cattle. Th'-y were

clad in skins sewn together with bone needles ; they were ac»

(piainteil with lire, which they kindled by means of fire-sticks

or pyrites ; and they were able to count up to a hundred. If

they practised agriculture which is doubtful, it must have beep

of a primitive kind ; but they probably ef)llected and pounded

»•
Ibid, p. ia2.
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in stone mortars the seeds of some wild cereals either spelt or

barlev. The only social institution \Yas marriage j
but they

were polygamists and practised human sacrifice. Whether they

ate the bodies of enemies slain in war is doubtful. There were

no enclosures, and property consisted in cattle, and not in land.

They believed in a future life
;

their religion was shamanistic ;

they had no idols, and probably no gods properly so-called ; they

reverenced in some vague way the powers of nature."'^

The above, according to Dr. Taylor, is
" a general picture

of primitive Aryan culture." But from the results of ethno-

logical investigations, of which we have given a summary in

this chapter, our readers have undoubtedly been impressed with

the fact that there was absolutely no trace of the Aryans, beyond

that of their speech, among the ancient races of Europe. It is

admitted that the Celts spoke an Aryan tongue, but they have

been found to belong to the Turanian or ^Mongolian family, and

European scholars are, as we have said, confronted with the

apparently insoluble problem as to how Aryan speech was pro-

pagated in Europe by a people who were not Aryans. We have

already suggested a solution which appears to us to be the only

solution of this knotty problem. The Turanians, in the course of

their journey to Europe, catne in contact, and commingled with

the rude Ary-an tribes who had been driven out of Sapta-Sindhu,

and adopted their speech and culture whicli they took with them

to Europe, and imposed upon the primitive inhabitants of tliat

continent. The Turanian immigration had taken place long

long before Babylonia or Egypt flourished under the influence

of the aryanised Dravidians of India. The neolithic culture

of Europe was therefore an essentially Turanian culture, and

not "
primitive Aryan culture,

"
as is wrongly supposed. The

original habitat or cradle of the Arvans was certainly not in

Europe, but in ancient Sapta-Sindhu, as we have already proved

in the previous chapters ; and as the Eig-Vedic civilisation goes

back to geological times, probably to the end of the Miocene

epoch, it would be as impossible to draw a picture of the

2 9
ibic?, pp. 132-133.
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ojenuiiiely |>rimitive culture of Sa|ita-Sindhu as it would be to

paint a landscape in utter darkness. But the neolithic culture

of Europe may be called primitive Aryan culture in this sense

that the nomadic Turanian savaires received it alonfj with Aryan

speech from Aryan tribes who had been, like themselves, in the

neolithic .sta^je of civilisation. This, however, does not neces-

sarily imply that the Aryans of Sapta-Sindhu were also at that

time in t e same stage of development as these nomadic Aryan

tribes who had been the dross cast out of the genuine race in the

course (if its evolution and purification. An inference like this

would be as absurd as to say that the Dravidian or the Kolarian

race is still in the neolithic stage, because forsooth, the Juangs

of Orissa use stone implements and do not know the u-^e of

metal even to this day. Much confusion has been caused, and

many insurmountable difficulties created in the path of ascertain-

ing historical trulh by persistent attempts being made by

zealous European writers to connect one people with another

from mere superficial similarities (for instance, of language),

and to read the histoiy of one race in the light of that of

another. It is because the Europeans believe themselves to be

Aryans on account of their latiijuages which are undoubtedly of

Aryan origin, and also because the neolithic age lasted in Europe

down to very recent times, stone implements, according to

M. Arcelin, having continued to l)e used in Ontral Gaul as

late a.'! 1150 B. ('., that they cannot conceive that a l)ranch

of their race, as they believe the Indo-Aryans to be, eould

possess a civilisation older than 'iOOO M. ('. at most. They

picture the Indo-.Vryans to have j>assed through the same

stages of civilisation during the same period of time as their

own ancestors. But the residts of I'tlmologieal investigations

clearly <lemonstrate that their ancestors were no others than

the dolicho-cephalie Canstadt^ and Iberians who had been the

oriLfinal irdiabitants of Africa, and the brachy- cephalic Tmanians

or Celts who had brought the Aryan speech with them from

Asia. In si»ite of this indubitable -fact and the dictum lai<l

down by C'uno that race i.n not eo-extensive with language—a
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dictum which is now looked upon as an anxiom is ethnology,

European scholars are eao^er to call the European races Aryans.

Posche urged, as Broea had done before, that while there may
be Aryan languages, there is no such thing as an Aryan race,

and language is only one, and that the least important

factor in the enquiry. The first part of his assertion would

be true, if it were applied to Europe only, for there is no such

thing as an Aryan race in that continent. The Aryans who

immigrated there with the Turanians had been so completely

amalgamated by them as to make the Turanian type dominant

in the resultant product. It is possible, however, that in

later times, more advanced Aryan tribes from Iran and

the precincts of Sapta-Sindhu emigrated to Europe, as there

is evidence of their having done so in the Zend-Avesta, and

marching through the southern plains of Russia settled down

in the north and the north-east of that country as Slavs and

Lithuanians. Among existing languages of Europe, Lithuanian,

like Sanskrit, preserves the primitive forms of Aryan speech.

The Slavonic language shares certain ^peculiarities with Iranian,

just as Greek is more closely related to Sanskrit than Latin.

Schmidt showed that the more geographically remote were any

two of the Aryan languages, the fewer were the peculiarities

they possessed in common. "
Thus, while there are fifty-nine

words and roots peculiar to Slavo-Lithuanian and Teutonic, and

sixtv-one to Slavo-Lithuanian and Indo-lranian, onlv thirteen

are peculiar to Indo-lranian and Teutonic. Again, while one

hundred and thirty-two words and roots are peculiar to Latin

and Greek, and ninety-nine to Greek and Indo-lranian, only

twenty are peculiar to Indo-lranian and Latin. Hence Slavonic

forms the transition between Teutonic and Iranian, and Greek

the transition between Latin and Sanskrit. "^"
This, in our

opinion, goes to show that Slavo-Lithuanian drew its supply of

vocabulary from Indo-lranian, and the Teutonic from Slavo-

Lithuanian. If the Aryan tongue had been originally developed

'" 16 id, pp. 35-36.
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in Kurope, tlie number of words and roots peculiar to Slavo-Lith-

uanian and Teutonic would have been far larger on account of their

close proximity to one another than that of words and roots

peculiar to Slavo-Lithuanian and Indo-Lanian. The fact that

there are only thirteen words and roots peculiar to Indo-Iranian

and Teutonic, and only twenty peculiar to Tndo-Tranian and Latin

is explained by the remoteness of Teutonic and Latin from the

Central source, ri:., Lido-L'auian. This would also explain why
Greek is more closely related to Indo-Lanian or Sanskrit than

Latin or Slavo-Tiithuanian. The remoter you go from- the cen-

tral source, the less becomes the number of the common words and

roots peculiar to two languages. It should be remembered in

this connection that the Greek and Roman civilisations are com-

paratively of recent ilate ;
and the neolithic civilisation of

Europe as possessed by the lake-dwellers of Switzerland continued

to a time when the highly developed civilisations of Babylonia

and Egypt had commenced to decline. ^Ve have shown in the

previous chapters that these civilisations drew their main in-

spiration from Indo-Aryan civilisation, and that while Mommel

has discovered six culture words in the Semitic language, which

are Aryan, Delitzsch claims to have identitied one hundred

Semitic roots with Aryan roots. This goes to show that the

cradles of these two races were situated in contiguous region.'^,

and Europe could not have been the ci'adle of the .\ryau race.

Dr. Schrader is a stout champion of the European cradle of

the Aryans. He thinks that not a particle of evidence has been

adduced in favour of Ar}an migration from the East. Hut we

have shown that various Aryan tribes migrated from Lidia to-

wards the west in very ancient times, as is evidenced by the

en)igration of such races as the Iranians, the Kurds, the Kos-

sa-ans, the Mitannians, the Hittitcs, the Phrygians, the Lydians,

the Armenians, and the Ph<pnicians, all of whom spoke Aryan

dialects in ancient times, and some of wliom do so even to the

{•resent day. The Egyptian and the Babylonian civilisations

which date from 7000 or 10000 B. ('. owed their origins, as wc

have already shown, to Indo-.Vryan civilisation. Dr. »Schrader
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thinks that the Phrygians came to Asia from Europe, probably

from the fact that the Briges of Thrace were closely related to

the Plirygians ; but the latter believed that they were the

older people, and that the Briges emigrated from Asia to

Europe. These Briges or Phrygians were, as we have already

pointed, probably a branch of the Brijis mentioned in the Rig-

Veda. As for tlie Armenians, they weie only an extension

of the Phrygians and cannot be said to have come from

Europe to Asia. Dr. Schrader admits that certain races and

languages of Europe are more closely connected with those

of Asia than the rest, and notes the close relations between

the Indo-Aryans and the Greeks, as is evidenced by the names

of weapons and of words referring to agriculture and religion.

Yet he cannot bring himself to believe that the Greeks were

the descendants of Aryan immigrant tribes from India. Ethno-

logists have proved that they were the mixed products of the

braehy-cephalic Turanian race speaking Aryan tongue, and

the primitive Iberians. The origin of the Celts, Slavs and

Litl'.uanians has also been traced to the amalgamated Tura-

nians and Aryans. The former are undoubtedly an Asiatic

people, and the prevalence of the Turanian type in almost

all the principal European races, with the exception of the

Teutons and the Swedes, unmistakably points to an early

immigration of an Asiatic people to Europe in prehistoric times.

The very fact that they spoke an Aryan language shows that it

was imposed on them by Ar^an tribes that had been amalgamat-
ed with them. None can certainly overlook this stern fact be-

fore trying to establish the hypothesis of the early cradle of the

Aryans in Europe. Schrader admits that the Tndo-Iranian

speech is more developed and refined than the European ; but he

says that the greater rudeness of the European languages is it-

self the sign of a more primitive condition than the literary

culture exhibited by Zend and Sanskrit. This may be true to

a certain extent, but he seems to have overlo^)ked the possibility

of these rude Aryan languages having been taken to Europe by
rude Aryan tribes amalgamated with the Turanians in prehistoric
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time?, and also tin- I'aet that as they were cut off from

the parent stock in Asia, their lan<j^uage remained in its primi-

tive condition, while the original language went on growing and

developing in the land of its birth, till it blossomed forth into

Sanskrit and Zend. The reason of the close relation between the

Indo-Aryans and the Greeks was probably no other than the

fact that Greece was, as it were, tlie connecting link between

Asia and Europe, and served as a dumj)ing ground of the Aryan

immigrants to Europe, whence they dispersed either westward

or northward. As I have already said, the close connection of

Lithuanian with Iranian is accounted for b}' an Iranian

immigration to the north of Europe in prehistoric times, under

the leadership of Yima_, when Airyaua Yaejo was destroyed by

the invasion of ice.

It is useless further to discuss the hypothesis of Aryan home

in Europe. The attempts of European .scholars to prove it have

failed, and I should say, signally failed, from their utter in-

abilit\' to explain the existence of a Turanian tyix- with Aryan

speech, in some ol" the i>rincipal modern races of Europe. The

attempt to prove that the Teutons and the Swedes represented

the true Aryan type has also failed from ethnical and linguistic

points of view. As Dr. Taylor says : "It is not probable that

the dolicho-cephalic savages of the kitchen-middens, or the

dolicho-cephalic cannibals who buri<;d in the eaves of Southern and

Western Europe could have aryanised Europe. It is far

more likely that it was the people of the round barrows, the

race which erected St<)nehenge and Avebury, the peo[)le who eon-

gtrncted the pile-dwellings in Germany, Switzerland and Italy,

the brachv-cephalic ancestors of the Umbrians, the Celts and

the Latins, who were those who introduced the neolithic culture,

and impose<l their own Aryan speech on the ruder tribes which

they subdued.'"^
' Elsewhere he says :

"
It is an easier hypotlwsis

to suppose that the dolicho-cephalic .savages of the Baltic coast

acquired Arvan siyeech from their brachy-cephalic neighbours,

the Lithuanians, than to suppose with I'enka that they suct-eeded

' '

Ihul, pp. 212-213.
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in some remote age in aiyanisiug the Hindus, the Romans and

the Greeks."^'- M. Chavee also says that of the dolieho-cephalic

and brachy-cephah'c races in Europe, the intellectual superiority

lies with the latter. Look, he says, at the beautifully formed

head of the Iranians and the Hindus, so intelligent, and so

well developed. Look at the perfection of those admirable

lancpuages, th<i Sanskrit and the Zend. The Germans have

merely defaced and spoilt the beautiful structure of the ])rimitive

Aryan speech. Ujfalvy says: "If superiority consists merely

in physical energy, enterprise, invasion, conquest, then the

fair dolieho-cephalic race may claim to be the leading race in

the world
J
but if we consider mental qualities, the artistic and

the intellectual faculties, then the superiority lies with the

braehy-cephalic race." De Mortillet is also of opinion that the

civilisation of Europe is due to the braehy-cephalic race. We

may, therefore, dismiss the claims of the Teutons and the

Swedes to be the original Aryan race. As a matter of

fact, we have seen that the majority of the European races

are a mixed pi'oduct of African and Asiatic races ; and the

dolieho-cephalic races of the North, who are of a pronounced

African type, are only entitled to be called Aryans on account

of their speech which they received from their braehy-cephalic

neighbours. We can, therefore, say with Posche and Broca

that while there may be Aryan languages, there is no such thing

as an Aryan race in Europe.

'2
ibicZ, p. 243.
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CHAPTER XVI

The Tlic'ory of the Aryan Cradle in Central Asia.

Sir William Jones made Ill's memorable declaration in 178G

that Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, German and Celtic belonged to

one family oE speecli, and that these had a common origin.

Hegel regarded this discovery as the discovery of a new world.

From that time the new science of Comparative Philology came

into being. Bopp published his Onnparatire Grammar in 1833-35,

and placed Com})arative Philology on a scientific footing by

discovering the method of the comparison of gra?iimatical

forms. He also showed that Zend and Slavonic as well as

Albanian and Armenian must be included in what he called the

Indo-Germanic family.
'' The great linguistic family," says

Dr. Taylor,
" whose existence was thus established, embraces

seven European groups of languages
—the Hellenic, Italic,

Celtic, Teutonic, Slavonic, Lithuanic or Lettic, and Albanian ;

in fact all the existing languages of Europe except Basque,

Finnic, Magyar and Turkish. There are also three closely

related Asiatic groups ; first, <he Indie, containing fourteen

Indian languages derived from Sanskrit ; seeondly, the Iranic

group, comprising Zend, Persian, Pushtu or Afghan, liahichi,

Kurdish and Ossetic ;
and thirdly, the Armenian, which is inter-

mediate between (J reek and Iranian." '

It would thu3 appear that the Aryan languages extend from

India to the extreme west and north of Europe almost uninter-

ruj)tedly, barring only parts of Western Asia occupied by the

Semitic races, Turkey in Euroj)e, and a few other regions of the

continent. Had not the Semitic and Turanian races interposed

themselves in a later age between Indo-Irania and Europe, and

absorbetl into their families manv Arvan tribes of Western Asia,

'

Taylor, Origin of the Aryans, p. 2.
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who spoke Aryan dialects, the continuity of the xVryan

languages v\^ould have remained unbroken from India to the

farthest ends of Europe.

We have seen in the preceding chapter that Sanskrit and

Zend are the oldest and most developed forms of the Aryan

tongue, with literatures that date from hoary antiquity ; and

though Lithuanian bears many archaic forms similar to those of

Sanskrit and Zend, it possesses no ancient litei'ature, and has

practically remained in the same condition in which probably it

was taken to Europe by migrant tribes from Iran or India in

some bye-gone times. The very fact that Greek also is closely

allied to Sanskrit points to the later migration of the Hellenes

to Europe. The spread of the Aryan language over Eurojje was,

as we have seen, effected by a Turanian race who are known in

history as Celts. Thisfact stands undoubted and unchallenged,

whatever may be the contentions of German and French scholars

as regards their respective claims to be the orio^inal Aryan

people. The Canstadts, the Iberians and probably the Ligurians

had already been in Europe when these aryanised Turanians

made their appearance as intruders or conquerors and imposed
their speech and neolithic culture on the aborigines. There was,

therefore, no direct immigration of Aryans to Europe, but

of Turanians with whom the rude Aryan tribes had been

amalgamated. This mixed people were the ancestors of most of

the mDdern nations of Europe, who are Aryans in speech but

not in blood. The dolicho-cephalic Teutons and Swedes, though
not Aryan in blood, are Ai'yan in speech which they imbibed

from their ar^'anised neighbours.

If these premises be correct, we are led to the conclusion

that the pure Aryans, as represented by the Hindus and the

Iranians, did not emigrate to Europe in a body or in tribes. It

was the mixed Turanians who emigrated to Europe, with Aryan

tongue and neolithic culture, in waves after waves, from Central

and Western Asia, the more advanced tribes driving before

them those that were les^s advanced. There is indeed some

evidence in the Zend-Avesta of at least one Iranian tribe having
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gone to tie circunipolar reji-inns, under the leadeisliip of Yima,

when their Paradise or settlement in Airyana Vaejo was

destroyed by ice. IJut tliis immii^ration probably took place in a

later age. It is most likely that they settled in North Kussia,

in as much as we lind a close resemblance between Lithuanian

and Iranian.

The resemblance of Zend and Sanskrit to the jirincipi.]

languages of Europe led some eminent scholars of the last

century to broach the hypothesis that the ancestors of the

Europeans, and the Hindus and Iranians must have originally

lived in some place of Central Asia close to Iran or Baetria,

from whieh, guided by
" an irresistable impulse," many tribes

marched towards the west, and settled in different parts of

Europe. Those that did not migrate to Europe marelud

southwards, and while one branch settled in Iran, the other

crossed the Himalaya, and settled in the land of the Five

Rivers. AVhat this
"

irresistable inijiulse
" was due to, and

why the original home was abandoned by all the Aryan tribes

has not been made clear.

Professor Max Miiller in his Lectures on the Science of

Lahf/Hiiffe, delivered in 1861, said that there was a time " when

the first ancestors of the Indians, the Persians, the CJ reeks, the

Romans, the Slavs, the Celts and the Germans were living

together within the same enclosures, nay under the same roof."

He further argues that because the same forms of speech are

"preserved by all the members of the Arjan family, it follows

that before the ancestors of the Indians and Persians started for

the south, and the leaders of the Greik, Koujan, Celtic, Teutonic

and Slavonic colonies marched towards the shores of Europe,

there was a small clan of Aryans, settled probably on the highest

elevation of Central Asia speaking a language not yet Sanskrit or

Greek or (Jerman, but containing the dialectical germs of all."

The above observation was based on philological grounds

only. Hut the assum|)tion of identity of race from identity of

speech made by philologists has been decisivel}' disjiroved and

rejected by anthropologists. The French anthropologists,
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and more especially Broca, first raised the needful protest. He

observes that " races have frequently within the historic period

changed their language without having apparentl}' changed the

race or type. The Belgians, for instance, speak a neo-Latin

language, but of all the races who have mingled their blood

with that of the autochthones of Belgium, it would be difficult

to find one which has left less trace than the people of Rome."

Hence he sajs tliat
'" the ethnological value of comparative

philology is extiemely small. Indeed, it is apt to be misleading

rather than otherwise. But philological facts and deductions

are more striking than minute measurements of skulls, and

therefore the conclusions of philologists have received more

attention."

Topinard, a distinguished follower of Broca, also remarks

that it has been jiroved that the anthropological types in

Europe have been continuous, and if the Aryans came from

Asia, they can have brought with them nothing but their lang-

uages, their civilisation, and a knowledge of metals. Their

blood has disappeared.

In spite of the anthropological evidences disj^roving the

common origin of the Aryan-speaking races of Europe and

Asia, the philologists continued to believe in it, the theory

having apparent!}^ captured their imagination. They were

agreed that the cradle of the Aryan race must be sought in

Central Asia on the upper water of the Oxus. But the Cen-

tral Asian theory had first been propounded in 1820 by J. G.

Rhode. His argument was based on the geographical indica-

tions contained in the first chapter of the Vendidad, which

pointed to Bactria as the earlier home of the Iranians. But

even long after Rhode, in 1870 Mommsen declared that the

valley of the Euphrates was the primitive seat of the Indo-

Germanic race, and as late as 1888, Dr. Hale advocated the

theory in a paper read before the Anthropological Section of

the American Association for the Advancement of Science.

Rhode's hypothesis, however, found adherents in Sehlegel

and Pott. The latter based his argument on the aphorism
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e.e nricnte h(.r. Tlie i)ath of tlio sun must be the path of cul-

ture. In Asia, he declares, or nowiiere, was the school-house

where the families of mankind were trained. He fixes on the

recjion watered In the Oxus and the Jaxartes, north of the

Himalaya and east of the (Caspian, as the true cradle of the

Indo-European race. In 1817 Lassen declared his adherence

to the view of Pott on the j^round that the Sanskrit people

must have penetrate! into the Punjab from the north-west

throu;Ljh Cabul, and that the traditions of the Avesta point to

the slopes of the Belurtaiyj and the Mustap; as the place of their

earlier sojourn. In 18-lS, this opinion received the powerful

support of Jacob (Jrimni who lays it down as an accepted

conclusion of science that "
all the nations of Europe mi<rrated

anciently from Asia; in the vanfjuard those related races whose

destiny it was through moil and peril to stru^ijle onwards, their

forward march from east to west being promj)ted by an irresis-

tible impulse, whose precise cause is hidden in obscurity. The

farther to the west any race has penetrated, so much the earlier it

must have started on its pilgrimage, and so much the more pro-

found will be the footprints which it impressed upon its track."

Professor Max ]\Uiller adopted (irimm's theory in 1859 in

\\\s Uixtori/ of Ancient Saii'ikril. Lih'ratnre.
'• The main stream

of the Aryan nations," he says,
" has always flowed towards the

north-west. No historian can tell us by what impulse those

adventurous nomads were driven on through Asia towards the

isles and shores of Europe... Hut whatever it war,, the impulse

was as irresistible as the spell whicl; in our own times sends the

Celtic tribes towards the prairies, or the regions of gold aero.ss

the Atlantic. It requires a strong will, or a great amount of

inertness, to be able to withstand such national or ethnical

movements. Few will stay behind when all are going. Hut to

let one'.s friends depart, and then to set out ourselves—to take

a road which, lead where it may, can never lead us to join those

again who speak our language and worshij) our gods—is a

course which only men of strong individuality and great

self-ilependence
are capable of pursuing. It was the course
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adopted by the southern branch of the Arjan family—the

Brahmauie Aryans of India, and the Zoroastrians of Iran."

The abov^e picturesque account is only partially true in so

far as it relates to the Brahmanic Aryans and the Zoroastrians

who ai'6 regarded b}' him as autochthones of Central Asia, which,

however, they were not, as we have proved in the preceding

chapters that the original home of the Aryan race could only

have been in Sapta-Siudhu. Adeluug, the father of Compara-
tive Philology, who died in 1S06, came near the truth when he

placed the cradle of mankind in the valley of Kashmir, which

he identified with Paradise, He would have been absolutely

correct if he had said that the valley of Kashmir and the plains

of Sapta-Sindhu were the cradle, not of mankind, but of the

Aryan race. It was also Adelung who was the first to observe

that since the human race originated in the East, the most

westerl}' nations, the Iberians and the Celts, must have been

the first to leave the parent hive. We have seen, however,

that the Iberians went to Europe from Northern Africa, and

the Celts from Central and Western Asia, and that they be-

longed to two distinct races of mankind, none of which could

be identified with the Aryans.

Be that as it may, the (/'entral Asian theory so much capti-

vated the imagination of the European scholars of the last

century that " Pictct in his Origines Lido-Eiiropeennes of which

the first volume was published in 1859, constructed an elaborate

theory of the successive Aryan migrations from Central Asia.

He brought the Hellenes and Italians by a route south of the

Caspian through Asia Minor to Greece and Italy, and the Celts

South of the Caspian through the Caucasus to the north of the

Black Sea, and thence up the Danube to the extreme west of

Europe, the Slavs and Teutons marching north of the Caspian

through the Russian steppes. Pictet's argument, derived

mainly from philological considerations as to the animals and

plants with which he supposed the various races to have been

acquainted, vanish on examination.'^"^

*
Hid, p. 12.
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It has been said above tliat the IlelleiK'S, Romans, Celts

and Slavs were all men of the Turanian family with an Aryan

speech and were not genuine Aryans but a mixed race. Pictet

was therefore wron^ in supposing that they were all Aryan
tribes who dispersed to Europe through different routes. The

only route of march or pantha (preserved in the name of the pro-

vince named rontna in Asia Minor) lay to the south of the

Caspian Sea through Asia ^Minor, by which the Turanians

advanced to Europe over the isthmus of Bosphorous, one branch

marching towards the west through Central Europe up the

Danube, and another towards the north through the steppes of

Russia. The greater part of Central Asia and North Siberia

was at the time of the dispersion probably covered by the sea

extending from the Black Sea to the Sea of Aral, and as far

north as the Arctic Ocean, which was impossible for nomadic

savages to cross. They had therefore to piek their way through

Bactria, Persia and Asia Minor which, having been peopled by

Aryan nomads, made it possible for the Turanian savages to mix

with them and adopt their language and culture which were

ultimitely taken to Europe by the mixed races. The theories

of the different routes of march, as proj)oundftd by Pictet and

the great scholar Schleicher, are therefore more fanciful than

real.

Professor Sayce thus wrote in 1874':
" AVheti the Aryan

languages first make their' appearance, it is in the highlands of

Middle Asia, between the sources of the Oxusandthe Jaxartes.""^

He abided by the current opinion which placed the jtrimeval

Arvan community in Bactriana nn the weslern slopes of the

Belurtag and the Mustag and near the sources of the Oxus and

the .Taxartes.
' He argues that "

Com]>arative Philology itself

supjdies us with a j)roof of the Asiatic cradle of the Aryan

tongue." riie proof consists in the allegation that "of all the

Aryan dialects, Sanskrit and Zend may, on the whole, be

considered to have changed the least ; while, on the other hand,

'
Sayco, Ptinciples of Philohyij, p. lOI.

*
Sayoe, Science of Language, Vol. II, ]>. 123.
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Keltic in the extreme west has changed the most." Hence it

would appear that the region now occupied by Sanskrit

and Zend must be the nearest to the primitive centre

of dispersion. This conclusion, he adds, is confirmed by the

assertion in the Avesta that the first creation of mankind

by Aluirmazda (Ormuzd) took ]>laee in the Bactrian region.

He iiduiils that "this legend is at most a late tradition, and

applies only to the Zoroastrian Persians," but he thinks it

Agrees witli the conclusions of Comparative Philology, which teach

us thdt the early Aryan home was a cold region
"
since the only

two trees whose names agree in Eastern and Western Aryan are

the birch and the pine, while winter was familiar with snow

and ice." We have already said in a previous chapter that the

followers of Ahurmazda, after their expulsion from Sapta-

Sindhu, had roamed about in different countries till they settled

down in Bactriana which they called their original home, as

distinguished from Sapta-Sindhu which they had been com-

pelled to leave, and for which they no longer entertained any
love or patriotic sentiments, and that the original climate of

Sapta-Sindhu was cold, with snow and ice in winter, which

afterwards changed into temperate verging upon hot, in conse-

quence of the disappearance of the seas that had in former tim^s

girt the country about. Sayce's conclusion, therefore, was as

much true about Sapta-Sindhu as about Bactriana. It should

also be remembered that the Aryans of Sapta-Sindhu believed

themselves to be autochthones of Sapta-Sindhu, and there is

absolutely no tradition in their literature of their hiiving come

from any country.

Ao-ainst the arg:uraent that the cradle of the Indo-Iranians

must be the cradle of the Aryan race because Sanskrit and Zend

are the most archaic of the Aryan languages, it is urged that

Lithuanian is also archaic in its character, and therefore the

region where this language is spoken may also be regarded as

the Aryan cradle. But it is overlooked that Lithuanian does

not possess any literature that can be compared with the old

Sanskrit and Zend literatures, showing thereby that the

44
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language, in its archaic form, was taken to Europe by an unpro-

gressive race and has remained in i^s primitive condition, while

Sanskrit and Zend, in their native home and congenial environ-

ments, flourished luxuriantly, and jtrodnced literatures that still

command the admiration of ihe world. It would not help us in

any way to solve the problem of the original Aryan cradle "
if we

confine our attention to contemporary forms of speech, and compare,

for instance modern Lithuanian with any of the vernacular dialects

of India which have descended from Sanskrit
"

and thereby

"find that the Ijithuanian is immeasurably the more archaic in

its character." This, as we have said, only proves the unprogres-

sive genius of the pejple who took the language to Europe.

Progress and change connote an inexhaustible fund of life and

energy, while stagnation means deaih, or at any rate, a lack of

vitality ;
and this clearly shows why Lithuanian stiil retains

some of the archaic forms of Aryan speech, and the modern

vernaculars of India, derived from Sanskrit, have developed and

advanced by leaps and bounds.

It was Cuno " who contended that the undivided Aryans

instead of being a small clan, must have been a numerous nomad

pastoral peoj^le, inhabiting an extensive territory. A long

period
—several thousand years

- he considered, must have been

occupied in the evolution of the elaborate grammatical system of

the primitive sj)eech while the dialectic varieties out of which the

Aryan languages wore ultimately evolved could not have arisen

except through geographical severance. 'J'he necessary geoy;ra-

phical conditions were, he thought, a vast plain, undivided by

lofty mountain barriers, by desert tracks or impassable forests,

together with a temperate climate, tolerably uniform in character,

where a ntimerous people could have expanded, and then, in

different portions of the territ<jry, could have evolved those

dialectic differences which afterwards developed into the several

Aryan languages. There is only one region, he contends, on the

whole surface of the globe which ]»resents the necessary condition

of uniformity of climate and geographical extension. This is the

great plain of Northern Europe, stretching from the Ural
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mountains over Northern Germany and the north of France as

far as the Atlantic. In this region, he thinks, and no other, the

conditions of hfe are not too easy, or the struggle for existence

too hard, to make possible the development of a great energetic

race such as the Aryans. At the beginning of the historic period

we find this region occupied by the Celtic, Teutonic, Lithuania and

Slavonic races, whom he regards as autochthonous. At some

earlier time he considers that the Italic and Hellenic races had

extended themselves to the south across the mountain chain of

Central Europe, and had wandered with their herds further to

the east, subduing and incorporating non-Aryan races." ^'

The above summary of Cuno's opinion has been made by Dr.

Taylor who, however, says : ''To this it might be replied that

the steppes of Central Asia, extending eastward of the Caspian

for more than a thousand miles beyond Lake Balkahh, also offer

the necessary conditions^ and that here the great Turko-Tartarie

race has grown up, presenting an actual picture of what the

Aryan race must have been in the early nomad stage of its

existence. But it must be conceded to Cuno that the conditions

of climate, of soil, of greater geographical extension and of

proximity to the regions now occupied by the Aryans, are argu-

ments for selecting the European rather than the Asiatic plain

as the probable cradle of the Aryan race." ^

But if the plains of Europe be the probable cradle of the

Aryan race, how would the fact of nearly all the principal Aryan-

speaking races being of the braehy-cephalic Turanian family of

Asia be explained ? Dr. Taylor has himself shown that the

dolieho-cephalie savages of the kitchen middens, or the dolicho-.

cephalic Iberian cannibals of Southern Europe could not have been

the ancestors of the Aryans." The original home of the Aryans

must therefore be sought not in Europe, but in Asia whence the

Turanians admittedly went to Europe with Aryan speech, and the

Aryans must have been some other race in Asia, from whom the

"
Taylor, Origin of the Aryans, ipp. 30-31,

«
Ibid, p. 31.

Ibid, pp. 223-223,
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TiiraniiiMs in the course of tlieir wanderiaL^s hofrowod their

speech and culture. There is no other alternative than to make

this admission, if we want avoitlini"; arguing: in a circle. It is

extremely probable, however, that ttie great European plain,

referred to by ('uno, afforded facilities to the Aryo-Turauian

nomads to develop the differences of their dialects and culture,

which we notice at the beginning of the historical epoch in

Europe. Though Professor Sayce subsequently anuourccd a

change of liis opinion about the original home of the Aryans

being in Asia,"* European scholars like Ujfalvy, Ilommel,

Fessl, Professor Max Miiller, and American writers like Messrs.

Hale and Morris advocate various forms of the Asiatic hypothesis.

Professor Max Miiller gave a final pronouncement on the subject in

1887, 'vheii he wrote :

"
If an answer must be given as to the

place where our Aryan ancestors dwelt before their separation...

I should still say, as I said forty years ago^
' somewhere in

Asia,' and no more.'"' And the Professor was undoubtedly right.

This " somewhere in Asia
"

is, as we have pointed ou^, no other

country than Sapta-'^indhn with the on'. lying adjacent territories

of Gllndhara and Hactriana. We have shown how the nomadic

Aryan sav.iges, driven out of Sapfa-Sindhu, spread westward in

waves after waves. That they were i)rimitive savages in the hunt-

ing stage, and not even in the stage of wandering cattle-keepers,

can easily be surmised from the state of neolithic culture in Europe,

of which we have already given some glimpses. These wandering

savages readilv mixed with the nomad Turanian ho des from

Central and Eastern Asia, on whom tlicy imposed their language,

though, having been comi>aratively small in number, they were

subsequently absorbed by the Turanians. The.^e overspread

Europe, but they were followed by other .\r\an tribes, more ad-

vanced in culture thnn their predecessors, as they marehed with

their cattlf, and in rude carts drawn by oxi'U. Tliey also

subsequently intermini^led witii the hybrid population of Europe,

' In the /lcrt<ie»»'!/, Dec. 8th, 188.3, find in his Introduction to the Snence

of Language, third e'lition, 1883.

»
Goodtronii, Aug. 1887, reprintcl in

'"

Biographies of \Tor(l8."
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and settled in various parts, some in (lie north becoming the

ancestors of the Lithuanians and the Slavs, and others in the

south and west, becoming the ancestors of the Hellenes, the Latins

and the Celts. The retreat of the great ice-sheet towards the north

of Europe after the Post-glacial epoch laid bare the vast plains

of Central and Northern Europe and made the influx of the Asiatic

hordes to that continent possible. This must have furnished "
the

irresistible impulse
"

for migration, spoken of by Grimm and

Max Miiller. The greater part of Europe was thus flooded in a

remote age bj these surging hordes of mixed Asiatic savages who

were, however, more advanced in culture and richer in speech than

the dolicho-cephalic savages and cannibals whom they found

already settled in the north, south and west of Europe, and on

whom they imposed their culture and language. The subsequent

development of the dialectic varieties must have been favoured

by the nature of the countries in which the various settlements

took place and the character of the neighbouring tribes. It would

thus appear that th3 hypothesis of the European cradle of the

Aryan race can by no means be satisfactorily maintained, and

there is no otiier alternativ^e than to fall back on the Asiatic

kypothesis. Central and Eastern Asia can, with some shiw of

reason, be pointed out as the original home of the braehy-

cephalie and ortho-cephalic European races, as they are admit-

tedly the desceudauts of the Turanians of Asia, but not certainly

of the pure Aryans whom we have shown to be autochthonous in

ancient Sapta-'>indhu, which appears to us to be the real cradle

of the race.

The Rig-Veda is admittedly the oldest work extant of the

Aryans, :ind European scholars are unanimously agreed that

most of the Rig-Vedic h^^mns were composed in .^apta-Sindhu on

the banks of the Indus and its tributaries, and of the Sarasvati

and the Drisliadvati. In these hymns we do not find any mention

or evidence of the ancient Aryans having ever lived in any other

country or immigrated thence to Sapta-Sindhu. Some scholars,

both Indian and European, however, have, in their eagerness to

establish the Aryan cradle in Central Asia, tried to interpret
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certain liynins in a manner that would support their llieory ; but

so far their efforts do nut appear to have been attended with any

degree of success. For example, Pandit HaniAiiftth Sarasvati

in his lit'Ugali translation of the Ri«^-\'eda interprets Rig. I. 22.

16 & 17 to mean that thj an-iont Aryans had been divide!

into seven elans (fnip'ii dfitimarih) and had lived in seven

regions of an unknjwn territory somewh re
;

whence under

the leadership of Vishnu, their tutelary deity, they

immigrated to fapta-Sindhu after halting in three different

places. It is needless to say that this interpretation is

absurd on the very face of it. In the first i)lace, there

is no mention in the Kig-^'eda that the V^edie Aryans

were divided into seve:i clans or tribes
;
on the other hand,

we find frequent mention of PiUh^hajant/i or the Five Tribes

onlv. Secondlv, the word does not mean seven tribes or

seven places, but the seven rays of the Sun who is identified

with N'ishnu. Thirdly, the three steps of Vishnu or tlie

Sun were not the throe halting i;)laces of the Aryan immigrants,

but the throe strides that the Sun or N'ishnu was (irst observed

by the primitive .\ryans to take, '/-., the first step in the

morning when he ris.'s, the seaoad step in the midday when he

ascends the zenith of the sky, and the t'lird step in the evening

when he goes down to rest. All the ancient Vedio commentators

from Yaska, Sakapuni, Ournanava and Durg.lohrirya, down to

SAyana have unanimously adopted this interpretation whicli

seems to us to b3 the most natural, and the only rational inter-

pretation of the verses. Thus Rik. Ki simply means : "May
the Deva« protect us from the region from which Vishnu or

the Sun with his seven rays or metres started on his

peregrination." There is not here even the shadow of a men-

tion of an .\ryan immigration t) SApta-Sindini from another

country. The Devas evidently dwell in the region from which

Vishnu or th? Sun starts o.i his journey and it could not have

been any other than Heaven itself, the abode of the gods,

from which tliey come down to tlu earth, when invoked by

their votaries. This celestiftl region Las been called Pratnoka,
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or ancient abode, in the Eig-Veda. In Kig. T. 30.9 we read

" Indra goeth to many people (i.e., responds to their invoca-

tions). I invoke liim to come from i/n' ancient abode. My
father also invoked him before." Sayana interprets Pratna^yo-

kmah\y\ the above hymn as follows :
—

Fratitasya puratanasya

Okasah sthanasi/a Swargaru])mi/d mkdrdf., which means " from the

ancient abode, or heaven." The dwelling place of the gods, or

heaven, is called
" the ancient abode,^' because the Devas being

as ancient as the creation of the Universe itself, the region

where thev dwell, which is the one and the same from

eternity, is also like them ancient and unchangeable. Hence

the epithet of their abode is
" ancient." The word certainly

does not mean any ancient home oP the Aryans, abandoned

by' them before coming to Sapta-Sindhu. It simply means
" the ancient or primeval and eternal home of the Devas,^' i.e.,

Heaven itself. But it is argued that there is a place named

Tiulrdlai/a (abode of Indra) on the north of the Hindu Kush,

which has been mentioned in the Amarakosha and Sahdaratndvali,

and this might have beea the ancient abode of the Yedie

Aryans who worshipped Indra as their supreme deity, and

probably named the region after him. The theory is undoubt-

ediy very ingenious ;
but there is no mention in the Eig-Veda

of any place named ladrdlaya. It is just possible, however,

that, Indra's birth-place having been describi.d to be the

peak of the !Mujavat mountain in the Himalayan Range,

where the Soma plant grew, a place over this range or on

the north of the Hindu Kush was located in a later age as

the abode of Indra, or Indralaya. Similarly at the present

day, the Kailasa mountain near Lake !Mansarobar on the

Tibetan side of the Himalaya is pointed out as the abode

of Civa, and another lofty snowy peak of the Himalaya as

the abode of the superhuman king of that name, where Uraa

or Durga was born. A Himalayan Hindu traveller ^° who

passed below this snowy peak in his journey to Tibet w^as

astonished at the sight of the semblance of a beautiful palace

*".Svami Akhandauanda of the Rainkrishna Mission.
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of suov.- with domes and turrets over tliis peak, which was

poinled out to liini ]>y his <;uide as the abode of the celestial

Mountain-kinc' who was the fatln-r of the ijDddess DurijA.

We need not, therefore, wonder that a place north of the Hindu

Kush was named in some later age as iHiln/laj/a or the abode

of Indra. But this does not in any way prove thaf it was

the original home of the ancient Aryans.

We have seen that "
the ancient abode

"
mentioned in the

Rig-Veda does not mean the original cradle of the Aryans,

but only Heaven or the abode of the Gods ; that the immigra-

tion of • the ^ edic Aryans under the leadership of Vishnu from

'that ancient home is a pure myth which has no basis to

'stand upon ;
and lastls^ tliat the threo steps taken by Vishnu

or the Sun do not mean the three halting jilaces where the

immigrant Aryans stopped, but only the three strides that

the Sun daily takes in his journey from the east towards

the west. Even if it be admitted for the sake of arjiument

that the Aryans in the course of their immigration to Sapta-

Sindhu really halted in three different j^laces for a long time,

no body has so far been able to identify them. If, on the

other hand, it is supposed that the Aryans did emigrate to

Sapta-Sindhu at one stretch, haltiui;- only at three places during

their march, then their original home would I)e situated at a

very short distance, say 50 miles, from Saj)ta-Sindlui, which

could be covered by a journey of only three days. This

Would 1)6 tantamount to a <^onfe?sion that the cradle was

as it were, within the ambit of Sapta-Sindhu itself. We
have shown that though the Aryans originally belonged to

Sapta-Sindhu, they expanded in the direction of G/lndln'ira and

Bactriana, both of which weic peopled by their own kith and

kin. We further know that the riverd of Afghanistan that

are tributar) to the In<]us have been meationed in the Hig-

Veda at the same time as the tributaries that How through the

Punjab, together with the Sarasvati, the Dri.^-hadvati, the

Apaya an<l other indei>endont rivers. Thoui^h all these

rivers as well as the Ganges and tlu- Yamuna have been
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inentiouHd, the Kig'-Vedic bards are eloquent in tlieir descrip-

tion of the Indus and the Sarasvati onl\', ami relate with

pride how all their saeritiees were perfoimed and all knowledge,

sacred and secular, was acquired on their hallowed banks.

They have also called the Sarasvati " the best of mothers
" and

" the best of rivers," thereby imply ino^ that they looked upon the

rej^ion watered by the sacred stream as their original cradle. The

ancient Aryan world, therefore, included not only Sapta-Sindhu

proper, but also Gandhara and Baetriana
;
and we should not be

at all surprised it' Ave come across a verse that mentions,

among other places, one named Yaxu (Kig. ^ II. i8.29). Even if

this \axu be identified with the river Oxus, it does not mean

that the original home ot" the Ar\"ans was near the upper

sources of the Oxus and the Jaxartes. It simply means that

they knew this river, or the region watered by it, merely as

colonists, sojo irners or invaders. The verse savs that Tndra

fought a battle in which he killed Bheda (probably the ruler

of the country), and Yamuna pleased him and the three countries

named xAja, Sighru and ^ axu offered him the head of a horse*

This evidentlv means that Indra. or for the matter of that,

his votaries, embarkeJ on a war of conquest on the frontiers,

beginning from the banks of the Yamuna in Sapta-Sitidhu,

and ending in the northern-most region of the then known

Aryan world, which was watered by the Oxus, and that this

victory was celebrated by the performance of a horse-sacrifice

in honour of Indra, in which the vanquished peoples also

took a prominent part. The mL'utiou of the RitcahKi^ in Rig.

^ . 30. 1 :2-15 has led certain scholars to identify them with the

ancestors of the Russians, and their country with Russia!

The sage Babhru, while praising Agni, mentions in the above

verses that Rinanchava, the leader of the Rucamas, save him

four 'thousand heads of cattle, one golden bucket, and. a house

to live in. The Rucamas were therefore undoubtedly Tedic

saerificers, and must have lived in Sapta-Sindhu. Whether they

afterwards emiurited to Russia and gave their name to tlie

country is more than what we know or can say. It would,

4-3
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however, nu-iTly Miftice to say hen? that they were au Aryan
tribe Hvinir either in 8ai>ta-SiiKlhii or its; neii^libuurliooil,

and nul in Kiissia. Another s;iniilarity in name lias led

some .scholars to iiKhdne in anuthei- wild jf^uess. The word

Hariyiipia occurs in a Rig-Vedic verse (Rig. VI. :i7.5),

whieh i> identilied with Europe. Hut it is probably the

name ol' a river or town, as Sayana says; and it is related

that Tndra kille«l the sons" of Trichivana (who was himself

the son of A*ara';il<lra), who were encanipetl on the eastern

side of llariyui)ia, and that TrichivAna's eldest soh,"wHo^

was encamped ou the western swTe, seeTiig his brothers

killed, ilied throuii'h fear. This expedition therefore was also

a war of conijuest, and llariuipia does not seem to us to be the

name of the Continent of Kuropp. Hul i*ven if it was, it only"

noes to show that the aneicnt Ar\'ans of liii;-A edic times

advanced from .Sapta->iin<lhii as far as Europe in their warlike

expe<litions.

Another argument in favour of the Central Asian cradle

of the Aryans is ba.sed on the fact that the word /lim-i was

e(juivalcnt for the yrar, thereby indicating that the climate

of the place where they lUwIf was cold and wintry during the

greater part of the yt-ai ,
and not hot like ihat of the Punjab,

In Rig. I. til.lO. II. I. II, II. ;}:>.•>. V. .-,1.1.-,, \ I. 10.7 and

VI. l-S. 8, we come across the word //////// to mean the year.

This does not imply that the Aryans had live<l in a cold country

bt'fore. the\ immigrated to the Punjab : but that the climate

of Sa|>ta-Sindlin itself, as geologists hnve proved, had been cold

in ancient times in consequence of the existence of seas round

aVjout the country, whieh afterwards chaiii^ed into hot with the

disa|>pearanc<' of the seas. The year, therefore, was naturally

designate*! by the word hiuin ; and there can be no doubt that

the existence of this word in the verses proves their hoary

nntitpiitv au<l takes ns back to Ljcoloirical times. When the

climale r-hanged from eidd to lempi-rate, the word /li.Mn was

naturallv substituted liy the. word Hanul (autumn) lo mean the

vear and indicate the prevailin<; climate. .A. disregard of this fact
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had ]e«I seliolars to s;urmise thai tlic Aryan?: at first lived in a

cold climate, and that their orig-inal home was situated on the

high table-lantl ol" Central Asia where m intry conditions prevail

even to this day. This surmise, however, has no firm basis to

stand upon. It is Sapta-SIndhu which was, as we have

repeatedly shown in the previous chapters by adducing various

proofs, the real cradle of the Aryan race, and included not

only Sapta-Sindhu proper, but also Ganclhara, or Afghanistan,

the beautiful \'alley of Kashmir, the high plateau situated to

the north of it, Baetriana and Airyana Vaejo. But the five

tribes that constituted the Vedic Aryans, performing the

Vedic rites, worshipping the Vedic Gods, and having a

homogeneous civilisation, confined themselves to the

plains and the- beautiful valley of Kashmir only. Those

of the Aryans that lived outside the territory were

regarded by the Yedic Aryans as non-sacriticers, J)dmf<,

Dnfiffus, barbarians and Mlc-Ii'-kas, i.i-., people who could not

pronounce words properly. Religious schisms and intolemnce

went a gi-eat way to estrange their own kith and kin from

them, and this estrangement gradually developed into an

implacable enmity, which ultimately completed their separa-

tion.

It would thus appear that Central Asia could not have

been, and never was the original cradle of the Aryan race. If

it is to be located anywhere with any show of reason, it must

be in Sapta-Sindhu or nowhere.



CHAPTEH XVll

The Hvpotliosis t)f iln- Arctic Homo d' tln' Aivans.

Besides the hyi)otlK'ses ol' Aryan lionie in Northern Europe

and Central Asia, there is yet another which seeks to prove that

the orii>inal Aryan cradle was situated somewhere in the

Ai-ctie region. This theory wouhl, at first sight, appear

startlini; and incredible, in as much as tliese regions are covered

})V ice, at place;; hundreds of feet deep, and are not at all

calculated to favour the growth and development of any large

family of human beings. The eircuni-pojar regions are very

sparsely poj)ulated, and the nearer one approaches the North

Pole, the more desolate does tlie scene appear till every vestige

of human habitation and even of life and vegetation in any

shape or form disappears, and the va-t })anorania consists of

nothing but an awFullv still and strange, bleak and cold, and

white and weird expanstj of ice, in whichever direction one may
turn one's eyes. In fact, K.iog lee reigns their siij)reme and

undi>|»ute<l in his solemn grandeur and appdiing loneliness,

plunged for six months into the various shades of darkness

which is only occasionally relieved 1)\ the resplendant llaslies of

the Aurora liorealis, or the moon-Ii^ht, ;md lit u|) for the

remaining six months by the rays of the Sun who wheels rouu'l

and round the horizon in coneentrie eirele<, like a strange and

shv creature, or an unwilling e.xile, eager for an escape from

this dismal and inhospitable region, but llnding no way out,—
making

'' the daylight siek
''

as if by his own ehilling and

creeping sensation of fear,
—jevor venturing to mount high up

the heavens, and feeling a< it were only too gl ul to retrace his

steps, and disajipear below the luiizon, leaving King lee again

to dismal ilarkness and his drenry dream-^. Such then is the

Polar region wh'ch ca"i only b' lit for (he habitation of being.^
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other than human—in-ohibly of the Dev;ts ov the Gods, as the

ancient Hiiuhis who came to be acquainted with it in an age

later tlian the Rioj-Vedie believed it to be. Tl»e very appallin<>'

. lonelinejjs and desolation of the rei^jion cannot but bs assoeiatel

with the haunts of unearthly heinous, if such really exist, with

whom solitude probably is the very essence and condition of

their existence.

Such a region as the Polar nobody WDuhl ever believe to

have been inhabited by human being? at any stage of the

Earth's evolution, f )r ordiiiarily we are accustomed to think of

it as having existed in its present condition from the very

beginning of orea'ion. But Geologists have proved from the

remains of plants and animals embediled in the ice

that in the Arctic circle ther^' prevailed in a remote period

a congenial climate verging u[)on "perpetual spring," which

favoured the growth of vegetation, and the multiplication of

animals, and probably also of human beings, though ordinarily

it is difficult for men of the troj>ics who are accustomed to live

in bright sunshine every day of their life to understand why,
'

granting that the more southern latitudes possessed an equally

congenial and ecpialjle climate, people should prefer to live in a

region which is covered by darkness f.»r six months, or even a

lesser period. Bn^, strange as it may appear, even to this day,

the circnmpolar regions are tenanted
1)3-

hunnn tribes like the

Esquimaux, who jirefer to live there as much as people do in

the swelteringly hot and enervating climate of the tropics.

There is a wonderful [)ower in man to (^t^t himself acclimatized

and ada))t himself to his environments, however unfavourable

they may be at first sight, as he is possessed of a spirit of

conservatism, which makes him unwilling to change his habitat,

how.^ver unsuitable it m ly appear to others, for another in a strange

• though more suitable land, unless he is absolutely compelled by

circumstances to do so. And thus we find Iceland, Greenland,

and the northernmost parts of Scandinavia and Russia still in-

habited bv human beings who are quite as much at home in those

inhospitable regions, as we are in ours. It is therefore
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exceed iiMjlr ])r.»bable lliat, a more equable and ei)Ui^eiiial climate

havini; prevailed in tlie Arctic rcijion in some bye-^one ideological

«'poeh. it was tenanted by human beings whose <irigin is traced

back by scientists t<> the Pleistocene e|)neh, and even to the

Pliocene epoch of the Tertiary Em.

W'v have already said that Dr. ('roll has ralcidated from

/astronomical data that in the northern hemisphere the last

(Jlaeial epoch began some 210,000 years ago and that it lasted

with alternations of a milder and even tropical temperature for

nearly |t>(),000 year.-, and tinally terminated about ^0,000 years

ago. from which time, the modern climatic conditions have

prevailed. Professor (ieikie essentially agrees with these calcula-

tions and believes that palieolithic man must have occupied parts

of Western Europe, shortly after the disa|)pearauee of the great

ice-sheet, and that he "was also j)robably interglacial.
"
During

the interglacial |)eriiid" he oliserves
•'^ the clijnate was eharacter-

ised by element winteis and cool summers, so that the tropical

plants and animals, like elephants, rhinoceroses ami hipfiopota-

muses ranged over the whole of the Arctic region, and in spite

of many tieree carnivoia, the Paheolithie man had mm un|ileapant

habitation."
'

A\ e are not hen- e'>iiicnie<l with the causes

that |)roduced these climatic changes in the Arctic region. If

Avill siiHiee for our jiurpose to admit that these chan^'es didactnallv

take place in ideological tiims. and that paheolit hie man most

likely inhabiteil tin-, region in the interglacial epoch, the dolicho-

cephalic savagcf of Northfin Europe having |)robablv been the

!«urviv<'rs of the cataclysm that ntade the .\rctic eirele uninhabi-

table by the invasion of iee and snow. As these >avages have

b!»eu declared by anthropologists to liavi- been originalh* an

African race, it follows that they must have emi-^rated to the

Polar region in some Itjleiglnciai e|ioeh, when the (dimatic

conditions were favourable. \N e are also not much concerned

here with the controversy anmng Kuropcan and American

»<;ientistH as reganls the period of time when the nijuial epoch,

• nded, and the post-glacial epoch commenced in the northern

' Giekip"n FrngmentH of Earth Lore, p. 2QQ.
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hemisphere, as /there is a wide divergence of opinion between

them, the EugHsh Geologists holding that the event must have

taken place more than fifty or sixty thousand years ago, while the

American Scientists asserting that it could not be earlier than

7 0U0 or 8000 thousand years at most in North America. It is

just possible that owing to local causes, the post-glacial epoch

in the two countries may have commenced in different periods of

time and that the calculations of the European and the American

scientists are correct so far as their respective countries are

concerned. It is an admitted fact that while all the evidence

regarding the existence of the (Glacial epoch comes from the

north of Europe and America, no traces of glaciation have so

far been discovered in Northern Asia or North Alaska. We may
therefore take it that different conditions of climate prevailed

in different periods of time in different countries owing to the

existence of different causes, and that the calculations of the

European Geologists are correct so far as North Eui-ope is

concerned./

We have also seen that the neolithic civilisation of Europe

was brought there with Aryan speech by a brachy-ce})halic

people, whom anthropologists have identified with the Mongolian

or Turanian race of Asia. There is no evidence to show that

thev came from the Arctic region, for the earliest lake dwellings

of Euroi:>€ have been ascertained to be not older than 8000 B. C.

and the commencement of the Neolithic age in Europe not

earlier than 20000 B.C.'., while the Arctic regions had become

unfit for human habitation more than .50,000 years ago when

the present inclement climate commenced there tjwing to the

invasion of ice. If, therefore, the proifenitors of the Aryan
race ever had their original home in the Arctic region,

it must have been in some interglacial epoch long before

the commencement of the post-glacial epoch in Europe, and

they must have emigiated southward after the destruction of

their original home not certainly to Europe but to Asia whence

in neolithic times the Turanians, having been aryanised in

jspeeeh and culture, went to Europe about rZO.OOd years ago.
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Aniniii; tilt' sc'liolars who have propoiuKUd llu- hypotlietjis of

\hv ov\<r{uii\ Arctic homo of man, the uaine of Dr. ^^ aircii,

President of the Boston I'niversitv, ptaDcls foremost. His work,

the Panitlise l-'ointil or the Cradle I'f f/ic IInman Race a I the Xorth

Pofc has opened up a new vista of speculation and research.

-M. de Sapurta^ a distir.uuished French savant, has also propoimd-
ed a theory to the effect "that the entire hnnian race orii^in^ted

on the shores of the Polar sea at a time when the rest of the

northern hemisphere was too hot to he inhabited by man.'' '

^Ve do not dispute the fact that tlie Pt)lar region was habitable

in interf:i;lacial epochs, but whether the shores of the Polar sea

Constituted the ori<;iual cradle of the human race is <pii(e another

matter, with which weare not here Concerned. Professor Rhys also

aftei' a caieful r\:imination of the Celtic and Teutonic mytlis,

and comj»arinj^ them with similar (Jieek traditions, has coihe

to the conclusion that the on'ijinal home of the Arvans was iu

Northern Kurojie, somewhere ''between (Termany and Scandina-

\ia, especially the south of Swciden. This last would probably

do well enoiio;!! as the country in winch the Aryan> max lia\e

consolidated and orsjanized tlnMnselves before be^inniui; to send

forth their excess of |'0]>ulati<tn to coiKpu-r the other lands now pos-

sessed by nations speakin;^- Aryan lan<i»iaines." lie goes further to

>ay that the uiyt lioloLrical indications
'•

point to some spot within

the Arctic circle, such, for example, as the rei^ion where Norse

legend ])laced the Land of Immoitalify, somewlure in the north

of Finland and the neij^hbourhoo I of the A^'hitc Sea. There

would, j)erha)s, l)e no ditiiculty in tiie way of su| pobini; them to

have thence in due time descended into Scandinavia, stttlinjj^,

amoiii; otlier }ilace>, at I'psala, wdnCh has all tlu' appearance of

bein«; a most ancient site, lyiuij as if does on a plait) dotted

with innumerable burial mounds ol' unknown auti<piity. This,

von will bear in mind, luis to do only with the ori<jjin of the

earlv Aryans, and n<'l with that ol Ih.- human i"ace i^enerally;

but it would be DO fatal objection to the view here su<;ij;ested,

if it shoidd be uri;ed that flic mvtholo;;\ of iiations beside the

niiv«' JVhU.I T.rrhi.-Pf, ]i.
I\:
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Aryans such as that of the Paphlagonians, in case of their not

being Arvan, point likewise to the north, for it is not contended

that the Aryans may be the only people of northern origin."^

Professor Rhys says that the old views of mythologists and

philologists regarding the primeval home of the Aryan race have

been modified by the recent researches in Geology, Aveh;pology

and Craniolno-v, and the site of that home has been shifted

from the plains of Central A^ia to the northern parts of Germany

or even to Feandinavia not only on ethnological but also on

philological grounds. A comparison of the Celtic, Teutonic,

and Greek myths also brings him to the same conclusion, as we

have already said. But his arguments seem to overlook the

fact that language, and for the matter of that, mythology which

is transmitted bv language, are no criteria of race. "Ideas,"

says Dr. Taylor,
"
may be the same and language may be

identical, but we cannot affirm that the undivided Aryans were

in possession of a common mythology. It is more probable that

out of the same common words and the same thoughts,

the Aryan nations, after their separation, constructed separate

mythic tales, whose resemblances are apparent rather than real.

Another factor has also to be taken into account. Much of the

culture formerly attributed to the undivided Aryans is due merely

to borrowing, and so also it is probable that there has been an

extensive migration of myths from tribe to tribe. In many
cases this has been proved to be the case. AVe know that

a large portion of the Greek mythic tales were in reality

derived from Semitic sources,' and that the Latin poets

transferred Greek myths to unrelated Italic deities, that the

Teutons apjiropriated Celtic deities, while even the mythology

of the Edda turns out to be largely infected with ideas which

can be traced to Christian sources, and supposed Hottentot

traditions of a universal deluge prove to have been obtained from

the dimly remembered teaching of Christian missionaries.

^
Ihid, pp. 636-37.

' We have sho\yn however in a previous chapter that the Semites derived

much of their calturc from India .

46
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Kcliijiouy inytlis, like folk-tales aiul i)0])ular fables, have an

astonisliiiin' faculty for inii;ra(ion. Sacred lenoiuls of the

Biuldliistic pricijts found their way from India to Ba<^dad, from

Bagdad to Cairo, from Cairo to Cordova, and are now enshrined

in the pa«^es of La Fontaine, having been translated by wander-

ing [)rofessional story-tellers from Pali into Pehlevi, from

Pehievi into Arabic, from Arabic into Spanish, from Sj)anish into

French and English. It is more probable that any divine myths
which may ultimately be identified in the .Vryan languages may
have thus migrated at some early time, than that, as the

comparative mythologists assume, they formed pan of the

common Aryan heritage in the barbarous and immensely remote

period before the linguistic separation."'' It will thus appear

that on linguistic and mythological grounds, no identity of race

can be established. Craniology also proves that the Celts and

the Teutons do not belong to the same branch of the human

race. The dolicho-cephalic Teutons were admittedly in tbe

pala'olithic stage when the neolithic Celts and the Slavs came

in contact with and imposed their language and culture on them.

It is not unlikely, as asserted by Dr. Taylor, that the Celtic

deities and myths found their way among the Teutons who

adopted and moilifiMl them to suit their own way of thinking.

AVhen the dolicho-cephalic T< utons do not admittedly belong to

the original Aryan race, it would l)e idle and futile to call their

old cradle in Kurope as the early cradle of the Aryans. The

theory of the Arctic home of the Aryans should, therefore, fail

on this very ground. Add to this the vast difl'erenee in culture

of the Teutons and the Celts as exhibited in the remains of the

kitchen-miildens ol" llie Former, and the lake-dwellings of the

latter. The Teutons having been vastly inferior In the Celts,

it is certain that the cidture went Irom the i-onth to the north,

thus pointing to the probability that the centre of Aryan culture

was in a place other than North Eurojie or the Arctic (yirele.

There is also another factor which has to be reckoicd with,

Tlie Arctic region became uninhabitable more than .')0,OflO years

Tavlor'g Orialn t.f Ihr Ari/ans, pp 330-332.
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ago, when the present iuelement climate eommeneecl there.

AVliere did the Aryans go after the destruction of their home in

the Arctic circle ? As tlie dolicho-cephalic Canstadts or Teutons

were not Arj ans, nor were the Iberians and the Ligurians, it is

probable that the Celts belonged to the Aryan race. But how

is it that they exhibit a Turanian type, with an Aryan speech ?

These are questions which cannot be satisfactorily answered by-

assuming a North European or Arctic cradle of the Aryans. That

cradle must have been in Asia^ and, as we have already pointed

out, in Sapta-Sindhu.

In India, Mr. Bal;:;angadhar Tilaic has attempted to prove

from internal evidences of the Rig-Veda and the Zend-Avesta

that the Arctic region was the original cradle of the Aryans.

It will be our humble endeavour in this and the following

chapters to examine how far the evidences gathered and marshall-

ed by him can be relied upon to support his hypothesis. But

we must candidly say at the very outset that "Western A'edic

sehnlars have admitted that there is absolutely no evidence in the

Rig-Veda of the Aryans having ever immigrated to Sapta-Sindhu

from any country in any ancient epoch, or of their original home

having been destroyed by thi) invasion of ice and snow. Mr.

Tilak also holds the same view with these Western scholars, but

he persuades himself to believe that the legend of Manu's

Flood as told not certainly in the Rig-Veda, but in the
(^ata-

patha Brahmana which is a much later work, is identical with

the story of the Ice-deluge as related in the Zend-Avesta, which

is said to have destroyed Airyaua ^'aejo, or the Aryan Paradise.

He thinks that this Paradise was situated within the Arctic

Circle, and that the Ice-deluge referred to in the Avesta was no

other than the slaciation that made this Circle uninhabitable.

There is, however, a v;»st difference between the accounts of

Manu's Flood, and the Ice-deluge as mentioned in the Avesta.

Manu's deluge was one of water, while the Avestic deluge was

purely one of snow and ice. Mr. Tilak also has noticed this

difference.
'•

Nevertheless," says he,
"

it seems that the Indian

story of the deluge refers to the same catastrophe as is described in
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the Avosta, aiul not to anv local deluiije of water or rain. Fur

tIiou«i;h the (Jataj)atha lirahrnaiia mentions a Hood (o/if//tit/t) the

wo\\\ pnt'/i'f/it which Panini (\ 11. "5.
:l)

derives from Vnilajja (a

deluoro) siLjnifies
"
snow,"

*'
frost," or "

ice
''

in t 'le later Sanskrit

literatnre. This indicates that the connection of ice with the

deluife was not orii^inallv unknown to the Indians, thouufh

in later times it seems to have been entirely overlooked. Geology

informs us that every Glacial epoch is charaeterii^ed by exten-

sive inundation of the land with waters brought down by threat

rivers llowinijf from the jjjlaciated districts, and carrying an

amount of sand or mud with them. The word unglia/i ov Hood,

in the Catapatha Brahmana may, therefore, be taken to refer to

such sweepinn^ floods llowini^ from the <:iflaciated districts, and we

mav suj>j»ose ^Fanu to have been carried alonjr one of these in a

shin jrui<l('d bv the fish to the sides of the Ilimalava nountain.

In shoil, it is not necessary to hold that the account in the

Catapatha liralimana refers to the water deluire, piire and simple,

whatever the later Pumnns may say ;
:ind if so, we can re^jard

the Brahmanic account of delup^e as but a different version of

the Avestie delusje of ice. It was once supjGjocted that the idea

of delupje may have been introduced into India from an ex-

clusively Semitic source
;
but this theory is long abandoned by

scholars, as the story of the delu;L?e is found in such an ancient

hook as the Oatapatlia Brahmana, the date of which has now

been ascertained to bt; nol fnh'r than 2.')()0 Ji.C. from the fact

that it expressly assiijns to the Krittikas or the Pleiades a

position in the due east. It is evident, therefore, that the story

of the delui^e is Aryan in uriniu, and in that case the Avestie

and the \ edie account of the delude must be traced to the same

source.'"'

We a'jjreo with Mr. Tilak in his last conelusion that the story

of the deluL^e is Aryan in orii;iii, l>uf not in iinyof the otlipr

inferences drawn by him. In I In; first place, wj do not admit

that the deluf^e of water and the delunje of ice were identical and

traceable to the same cause. AVe have alre.idv discussed this

• Tilak's Arctic Home in the Vcdas, p. 387.
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subject /// exlenso in a previous chapter, coucluding that the

deluge of water occurred in Sapta-Sindhu probably as the result

of the sudden upheaval of the bed of the Rajputrma sea
;
that

Manu's ship lloated with the inrushing flood towards the

Himalaya which has been described in the Catapatha Bifihmana

as " the Northern Mountain "'

(UHnraffiriJ ; that this mountain

could not have been described as nortJieni {['/faro) unless jNlanu

had lived to the «o/^/// of it in a region where the flood oceuried ;

and that the deluge of ice mentioned in the Avesta, which

destroyed Airyana Vaejo, was probably caused by the vast

volumes of vapours, released from the flood-water, having been

precij)itated as snow on the lofty peaks of the Himalaya and in

Airyana Vaejo which was not situated in the Arctic (.'ircle but

on the tableland of Bactriana. If our conclusions be correct, the

Ice-deluge was not at all connected with the advent of the Ice

Age in the Arctic region at tiie close of the Glacial epoch, which

made it uninhabitable. The Ice-deluge mentioned in the Avesta

and the flood related in the Catapatha Brahmana were un-

doubtedly looal events due to local causes, and were not at

all connected with the widespread changes brought about by

the natural forces at work during the Glacial and Inter-glacial

•epochs. In the second place, instead of the Arctic Circle having

been made uninhabitable by the deluge of ice that destroj^ed

Airyana Vaejo, we find Yima emigiating to a region within

that very circle, where the year consisted of " one long day
and one long night,'" thereby proving that it was situated

within that circle, and habitable, and that Yima must have led

his colony to that region in an Inter-glacial period. This

also goes to show that the deluge in Sapta-Sindhu had

occurred long before the Arctic region was destroyed and made

uninhabitable by ice, and that the Indo-Iranians had alnady
been in Sapta-Sindhu and Bactriana before the immigration of

the dolicho-cephalic savages of Northern Europe took place

from the Arctic Circle, if they had at all lived there in any

Inter-glacial epoch. In the third place, the immigration of

the Aryans from the Arctic Circle to Southern Asia is more
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fanciful than real. Mann, at any rato, did not come in his

ship Irom tlie //"//// to the side of the ''Northern Mountain"

which is interpreted to be the Himalaya. Taking all these

circumstances into our consideration, we cannot hold with Mr.

Tilak ihil the Indo-Iranians had their cradle in the Arctic

region, and that there is any evidence in the Avesta or the

Ri^-Veda of the destruction of that cradle or Paradise bv the

invasion of ice.

Then again, even if we admit for the sake of argument
that the Aryan cradle was situated within the Arctic circle,

and tliat Mann, on tho advent of the Ice-ago immigrated to

the s^ide of the Himalaya in his ship which started from that

cradle^ and glided along a great river Hooded by water from

the melting ice of the glaciated districts, though, by the way,

the existence of such a great river is nowhere traceable, the

fact remains undoubted that the Aryans of the Arctic cradle

were a highly civilised race even in that remote age, in as

much a? they could construct a ship capable of making such

a long voyage, without meeting with any mishap. How is it,

then, that such a great event was not mentioned in the Ilig-

A'eda, the oldest Cruti, which was admittedly composed in

Sapta-Sindhu, and according to Mr. Tilak's view, composed

after the immigration of the Aryan> from the Polar region

under the leadership of Manu ? And how is it again that tlie

other Aryans who dispersed to the northern an 1 southern regions

of Europe from this same cradle remained in a savage condition

as primitive hunters, shell-eaters, and even cannibals, living in

caves, clad in skins sewn with bone-needles, unac(piainted with

the use of any metal, placed in the paheolithic stage of civili-

sation, and divided into two distinct branches of the human

familv, one dolieho-cephalic and the other brachy-ce|)halic ?

To some of these <piestions Mr. Tilak has attemj)ted an answer

which, for ingenuity, absurdity and desperateness, is hard to

beat, and well worth (juoting here.
" The destruction of the

ancient Aryan home by glaciation and deluge,'' says he,
"

intro-

duces a new factor in the history of the Ar\an civilisation
;
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and any shortcoming or def'e?ts in the civilisation of the

Aryan races that are found to have inhabited the northern parts

of Europe in the beginning of the Neolithic age as distin-

guished from the civilisation of the Asiatic Aryan races must

now be accounted for as the result of a natural relapse into

barbarism after the great catastrophe. It is true that ordinarily

we einnot conceive a race that has once launched on a career of

progress and civilisation suddenly retrograding or relapsing

into barbarism. But the same rule cannot be applied to the

case of the continuation of the ante-diluvian into post-diluvian

times. In the first place, very few people would have survived

a eataclvsm of such magnitude as the deluge of snow and ice,

and those that survived could hardly be expected to have

carried with them all tlie civilisation of the original homo, and

introduced it intact in their new settlements under adverse

circumstances!, among the non-Arvan tribes in the north of

Europe, or on the plains of Central Asia. We must also bear

in mind the fact that the climate of northern Europe and Asia,

though temperate at present, must have been very much

colder after the great deluge, and the descendants of those who

had to migrate to tho?e countries from the Polar res^ions,

born only to a savage or nomadic life, could have, at best,

preserved only fragmentary reminiscences of the ante-diluvian

culture and civilisation of their forefathers living in the once

happy Arctic home. Under the circumstances we need not be

surprised if the European Aryans are found to be in an

inferior state of civilisation at the beij-inning of the Ntolithie

age. On the contrary, the wonder is that so lAueh of the

ante-diluvian religion or culture should hav^e been preserved

from the general wreck caused by the la'^t Glacial epoch, by

the religious zeal and industry of the bards or priests of the

Iranian or the Indian Aryans. It is true that they looked

upon these relics of the ancient civilisation as a sacred treasure

entrusted to them to be scrupulously guarded and transmitted

to future generations 5 yet considering the difHculties with

which thev had to contend, we cannot but wonder how so
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much of the ante-dihivian civilisation, relij^ion, or worsliip was

preserved in the Vt'da or the A vesta. If the other Aryan

races have failed to preserve these ancient traditions so well,

it would be unreasonable to ar«^ae therefrom that the civilisation

or the culture of those races was developed after the separa-

tion of the common stock.
'" '

There are so many absurd elements in the above answer

that we cannot do better than pick out a few prominent ones

and deal with them one by one. In the lirst place, if very few

of the Aryans, who had been settled in the Arctic Circle,

survived the cataclysm of ice and snow, and such as survived

and migrated south to Scandinavia and other parts of North

Europe relapsed into barbarism, it is tantamount to an admission

that there is no Aryan element to speak of in the population

of Europe. In the second place, it is inconceivable that the

survivors of a tribe which has, by a natural process of evolu-

tion, reached a certain stage of civilisation, would retrograde

or relapse into barbarism in consequence of a catastrophe that

destroys their home, to such an extent as to make them forget

the use and manufacture of metals, or to adopt i)alieolithic

implem-'uts for neolithic ones. This may be conceivable and

possible in the case of an isolated individual, but never in the

case of a tribe. Even a llobinson Crusoe, cast away in a lonely

island, would be able single-handed with the assistance of such

mea"rc instruments as he could lay his hands on, to conform

himself to the requirements of a semi-civilised life. In the

third place, it may be reasonably assumeil that the (ilacial

epoch did not appear all at once, in a single day, in the Arctic

region, without any previous warning, and destroy all life.

Its appearance was undoubtedly gradual, giving suliicient

forewarnings to the creatures that lived there, so that they

could instinctively take themselves to places of safety. As a

matter of fact, the number of survivor.^, to whichever race

they may have belonged, and even if they were Aryans, as is

supposed by Mr. Tilak, was large enough to have overspread

'
Tilak's Arctic Home in the Vcdnx, pp. 434-436.
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a large part of Europe, aiul also parts of Asia. Now a tribe

that survives a catastrophe, and shares the general culture of

the race to which it beluugs, cannot coneeivabl}^ relapse into

barbarism as soon as it is removed from its original home and

environments. The physical home may have been de3tro3'ed,

})ut the tribal mind was there, witli all the inheritance of

its culture, and mind, as we all know, is a principal factor

in the evolution of civilisation, with the help of which

a tribe is able to overcome many ditficultii n. nnd remove

many obstacles, even in unfavourable environments. These may
retard further progress, but certainly cannot <lestro\', root

and branch, the culture inherited from time immemorial,

unless, of course, we suppose that the dispersion took j)lace in

groups of two or three individuals only, completely cut off from one

another—a supposition which seems absurd on the very face of it.

In the next place, it should be considered that though the northera

regions of Europe may have been uncongenial and unfavourable

to the growth ar.d development of civilisation, the southern

retrions were not. How is it then that both the Northerners

and the Southerners remained in the same stage of development

for thousands of years ? And how is it again that the Aryan

tribes who wandered south to Asia from the same cradle after

the catastrophe, not only retained a large part of their original

culture but also made ra})id strides towards progress ''. These

are questions which cannot be satisfactorily answered by the

explanation that Mr. Tilak has offered. Either it must be

supposed that the ancestors of the Indo-Iraniaus, who are alleged

to have lived in the Arctic region, formed a people by them-

selves, with a superior culture and homogeneous civilisation

which were not shared by the savage ancestors of the European

nations who formed a separate group of people, unconnected

with the Aryans ; or, the hypothesis of a common Aryan cradle

in the Arctic circle, from which the common ancestors of the

Europeans and Indo-Iranians are said to have dispersed, must

be given up as untenable. There is no way out of this dilemma.

If the Indo-Iranians were a separate people in the Arctic Circle,

47
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then the ancestors ut' the Eiuupean nations were tnuh)ubtedlv

nut Aryans. The «|neshun, however, remains to he answered,

if they were not Aryans how conld they imbibe the Aryan

speech? One plansilth> answer may be that they nnist have come

in contact with the Aryans in the Arctic (^ircle, and adopted

their lanii^nage, tliouyli not their cnlture, which however, seems

improbable. Rut even then another qnestion wonld stare us in

the face : How is it that the majority of the Aryan-speakinsj

people of Europe are distinctly of a Turanian or Asiatic type,

and the Teutons of an African type? The hypothesis of the

Arctic home of the Aryans cannot explain this point, or answer

this (piestion. The only other alternative left to us is to

fall back on the hyj>othesis that tlie Aryans had no cradle in the

Arctic religion, and that their original home was in Asia, and in

Sajita-Sindhu. whence savage Aryan tribes in the primitive stages

of civilisation went out towards the west, and getting themselves

mixed with the Turanian savages on whom they imix)sed

their language, overspread ICurope. This hypothesis, so far as

our present knowledge goes, most satisfactorily explains

everything, as we have shown in the previous chapters.

But Mr. Tilak sayp that there arc internal evidences in the

Ki^^-N'eda and the Avesta to jirovc the original Aryan

cradle in the Arctic Circle. Even if, after a close and careful

examination of these evidtnccs, we find them to be true or

reliable, they would only go to prove that the ancestors of the

Indo-Iranians had livnl in some early remote age in the Arctic

region, developing a civilisation of their own, whence they

emigrated f^outh to Haetriana and Sa|>ta-Sin(lhu in an age, still so

early and remote, that their descendants forgot all traditions

of this early immigration, and reirarded themf-elves as autochthones

of Sapta-Sindhu. If Mann's Flood and the Ice-deluge in the

Arctic region were identical events, then the civilisation of the

earlv Aryan immii^rants must have been in such an advanced stage

as to make the building of seagoing shi|»s possible, which connotes

an intimate knowledge of the use and manufacture of metals.

Thi^ involves the further (pastion : How is then the existence
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of savage Aryan nomads in the neolithic stage in Sapta-Sindhu

to be accounted for? For, unless they had existed there, and

wandered away to the west, with the Turanian savages in a

similar stage oF development, the import of Aryan speech with

neolithic culture into Europe by a people of the Turanian type

would not be at all possible. Tiie Aryan immigrants to Sapta-

Sindhu having been highly civilised, we cannot imagine that they

were accompanied in their juurney by Aryan savages in the

neolithic stage, in as much as the co-existence of two such widely

diversrent stases of civilisation in the same communitv is not

ordinarily possible, without the liigher civilisation effecting an

improvement in the lower. But it may be argued that the two

branches of the Aryan race probably started from their original

cradle in the Arctic region separately and by different routes,

one branch settling in Sapta-Sindhu and Bactriana, and the

other in Central Asia where thev mixed with the Turanians,

and wherefrom they afterwards immigrated to Europe. This

may indeed have been possible. But we have to take into our

consideration the fact that the greater part of Central and

Northern Asia was covered bv seas in ancient time, wdiich would

be mipassable to savage nomads in the neolithic stage of civilisa-

tion; and a route beset with such difficulties and obstacles would

be instinctively avoided by them. Besides, there is absolutely

no evidence of Arvan settlement or migration in North Asia.

There is indeed some evidence of this in Central and Western Asia.

But this is accounted for bv the Aryan nomadic savages haviuir

migrated in those directions from the central hive in Sapta-Sindhu

and Bactriana, from which they had been eliminated and ejected by
the more advanced tribes in the natural course of their evolution

Considered from all these points of view, INIr. Tilak's hypothesis

of the Ar\an cradle in the Arctic region seems to us to be

untenable. It now^ onl}' remains for us to examine the Vedic

and Avestie evidenees adduced by him in support of his hypo-

thesis, w^hicli we propose to do in the following chapters.
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txaiuiaation ul Mr. Tilaks Tliooi} of lla- Arctic Ciatllr ot llic Aryuus. (coiihU)

Tub NiciiT (»i tiil Gods.

The Nurtli Pole i^^ merely a point ami (he Arctic re-jfion

com[»ris;e.s the tract between the North Pole and the Arctic

Circle. It is also called the cireuni-polar rej^ion. The Polar

characteristics have thus been summed up by Mr. Tilak :

(1) The sun rises in the south. (2) The stars do not rise

and set, but revolve or spin round and round in horizontal pia nen

conijdeting one round in 21 hours. The northern celestial

hemisphere is alone overhead and visible durini;^ the year;

and the southern or lower celestial world in always invisible. {"*>)

The year consists only of oin' lour/ rhty and one long nig/ii of six

monl/tfi each. (1) There is only one morning and one evening^

or the Sun rises and sets only once a year. But the liciltghl

whether ot" the morning!' oi' nf the eveninir, laslx contiaiiomlj/

for about ln'o monlhs or (iO periods of 2 1- hours each. The

ruddy lijjjht
of the morn, or the eveniui; twiliLjht, is not again

conlined to a particidar part of the horizon (eastward or west-

ward) as with us, but moves li've the stars at th'' place, found

and round along Ihr horizon, like a |i(»ttcr's wheel, completini^

one round in every 2 1 hour>. These rounds of the morning;

light continue to lake place until tlu- i>rb of the sun comes

above the \\o\•\^>^\\ : and llifii the sun follows the same cour.se

for six months, that i-. ninvfs withoul setting round and round

the obser\cr, compleling one round every 2 1 hours.'

These are the characteristics of the North Pole, the point

where the axis of the earth ttrminates in the North. Miil

they arc not the same as those of the circum-polar region which

' Tiluk'a Arctic Home in the Vedav, \>. '38.
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al-e somewhat different and as; follow: (1) lu this region,

the sun will alwa3-s Ije to the south of the zenith of the

observer. (2) A large number of stars are eireumpolar, that

is, they are above the horizon during the entire period of their

revolution, and hence always visible. The remaining stars

rise and set, as in the temperate zone, but revolve in more

oblique circles. (;3) The year is made up of three parts :
(/')

long continuous night occurring at the time of the winter

solstice, and lasting for a period, greater than 24 hours and

less than six months, according to the latitude of the place ; {it)

one long continuous day to match, occurring at the time of

the summer solstice, and {ii>) a succession of ordinary days
and nights during the rest of the year, a nyethemeron, or a

day and a night together never exceeding a period of 24 years.

The day after the long continuous night is at first shorter than

the night, but it goes on increasing until it develops into the

lon«^ continuous dav. At the end of the lonj? dav, the nii^ht

is at first shorter than the day, and goes on increasing in duration

until the commencement of the long continuous night, with

which the year ends. (4) The dawn at the close of the long

continuous night lasts for several days, but its duration and

magnificence is proportionately less than at the North Pole,

according to the latitude of the place. For places within a few

degrees of the North Pole, the phenomenon of revolving

morning light will still be observable during the greater part

of the duration of the dawn. The other dawns, viz., those

between ordinary days and nights will, like the dawns iu the

temperate zone, only last for a few hours. The sun, when

he is above the horizon during the eontinuous day, will be

seen revolving, without setting, round the observer, as at

the Pole, but in obli(|ue and not horizontal circles and during

the long night, he will be entirely below the horizon
; while

during the rest of the year, he will rise and set, remaining

above the horizon for a part of 24 hours varying according to

the position of the sun in the ecliptic.
-

=
Ihid, pp. 59-UU.
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The above siiuiinar}- oi tlie Polar and Ciicumpolar charaC'

teristies, made by Mr. Tilak, is accepted as correct.
"
If j;

Vedic description or tradition," says he, "discloses any of the

characleri&tics mentioned above, we may safely infer that tht

tradition is Polar or Circumiiolar in origin and the phenomenon
if nut actually witnessed by the poet, was at least known t(

him by tradition faithfully handed down from generation tc

generation. Fortunately, there are many such passages oi

references in the ^'edic literature, and for convenience, these

may be divided into two parts : the first comprising those

passages which directly describe or refer to the long night, oi

the long dawn, and the second consisting of myths and legends

which corroborate or indirectly support the first."
' Let ut

fii-st see how he has treated the direct evidences.

We admit the correctness of Mr. Tilak's view that tlu

Rig-Veda was not composed in any ])articular period but at

different ])eriods, and that many old traditions and myths zn

mixed up with hymns composed at a later period, though it it

very diflicult to se})arate and classify them. lie says that tht

spinning round of the heavenly dome over the head, which i?

one of the special characteristics of the North Pule, is dis-

tinctly traceable in Kig-A'edic i)assages
" which compare thr

motion of the heavens to that of a wheel." For instance, lit

(juotes Rig. X. 8i>. I, in which Indra is said to separately uphold

by his power heaven and earth, as the two wheels of a chariot

are held by the axle. Now, in the jiassage we find both the

sky and the earth described as a jtair of wheels, because they

ajii)ear circular in the distant hori/on, ami look like two gigan-

tic wheels This, however, is no peculiar characteristic of the

North pole, but of every region on the face of the earth. We
do not find here any mention of the two wheels turning rotind

and round horizontally like a jotter's wheel, or vertically like

those of a chariot. In fact, there is n<» mention at ;i]l <>\' any

motion of the wheels. The earth and the sky simply apjiear

to the bald to be lound like two wheels, one placed below

^
Ibid. p. 00.
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and tlie other above, and botli joined by an invisible axle which

seems to him to represent, as it were, the power of Indra. In

Ri'j;. II. l.j. -l and 1\ . 5. G Indra is said to be supporting

the sky even without a pole. These r/zf-v, therefore, do not

prove any polar characteristics, lint Mr. Tdak says that the

spinning of the sky as a potter's wheel is proved by Rig.

X. 89. 'Z where Indra is identified with Surya (or the Sun)

and described as '*

turning the widest expanse like the wheels

of a chariot." Mr. Tilak says: "The word for 'expanse' is

raramsi which Sayana understands to mean 'lights' or 'stars.'

But whichever meaning we adopt, it is clear that the verse

in question refers to the revolution of the sky and compares

it to the motion of a chariot-wheer' (pp. 65-60). Now the

revolution of the widest expanse, or of the lights and stars,

which is eom])ared to the viotion of a vh ariot-wheel should

have fit once convinced Mr. Tilak that the poet means

that the heavens move from east to west, and back again to

east verliciilli/ and //'// Jiorizonitdlj/ like a potter's wheel. But

he "combines the two statements that the heavens are supported

as on a pole, and that they move like a wheel" and infers

therefrom
" that the motion referred to is such a motion

of the celestial hemisphere as can be witnessed only by an

observer at the North Pole." This inference however is quite

unwarranted, as the two statements are distinct, (rivins:

separate ideas of the heavens, the one being that they are

supported by Indra even without the assistance of a pole,

and the other being that the lights or stars of the sky
turn in the same way as the wheel of a chariot does. Where,

then, is the horizontal movement of the sky or the stars indi-

cated ? This evidence adduced by Mr, Tilak does not,

therefore, support or prove his point. His interpretation is

forced and cannot be relied U2:)on.

He next quotes Rig. 1. M. 10 to prove the Polar

character of the heavens. This hymn translated into English
stands thus :

" Those rihhah (that are) placed high and visible

in the night, where do they go during the day-time?
"

The
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pommpulator, SAvann, says that the word i-il:sh<ih mav mpau
»'itli(M the S,iphi./k'ixhl.s, i.e., the seven stars that form the

eoiistellalioii ol' I rs;i Major, or stars <;-eiieraIIy. ^Ir. Tilak says

that it refers only tu the L-onstcllation of Ursa Major, and as

the stars are said to l)e plaeed
"

hiijh
"

{iicrhuh),
"

it follows that

it (the const elhition) mnst then liave heen over the liead of the

observt-r, whieh is possible only in the eireunipolar reijion.'

Even if Mr. Tilak's interjiretation of tlie word be accepted as

eon-eet, his inference would seem to be far-fetched. Thj word

Kccha/i
(hiji^h) is a relative term, and does not necessarily mean

"overhead'' {Unhlhru). It simjtly means that thr object

spoken of is hii^lier than the surrounding objects. By applying
tlie epithet ncchak to the constellation of Ursa Major, the poet,

therefore, 'jimply means that this jtrominent constellation is

place<l hii^h above the horizon. It does not necessarily mean

that it was seen overhead by the bard. Professor ;Ma.\ Miiller

.says in ids Science of Ij^ugvafje :

" Jk'ih/m in the sense of bri«>;ht

has become the name of the bear, .so called either from his brijrht

eyes, or from his l)ri<»;ht tawny fur. The same name in the

sense of the bri^jht ones had been applied by the Vedic jMsets to

the sftuM in r/fiicrd/, and more paitieularly to that co?ififel/afion

u'/fic/i i II 110)1/icni purls of Iinliii irns f//f niofit junmiiicui .^'
^ If

the word refers to stars in i^eneral, they may he called ncc/iah

or i»lace<l hii^h ab^ve the horizon, whether over the head of the

observer or not. On tlie other hand, if it refers to the constella-

tion of Ursa Major ic/iich is (he mast prominent in the northern

parts of Jmlid, 'a\m\ |)articularly in the In'ijh tableland north of

Kashmir and the peaks of the Himalaya from wiiich the ^ edic

bard may have made his observations, it is not unnatural for him

to describe it as placed hinrh above the hori/.on. At all events,

the hymn (pioted by Mr. Tdak does not conclusively prove any

polar characteristic. The evidences of those eharacteristics in the

Rij^-Veda are so few and far between that he himself is compelled

to observe: "Unfortunately there are few other passajijes in the

Ri^-Veda whieh deseribe the motion of tne celestial hemisphere

* t^riencp of Lmtgnafje, Vol. II, p. 'i9o.
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or of the stars therein."'' He therefore leaves the point, and

goes to take up another characteristic of the polar regions, viz.,

"a day and a night of six months each."

He admits, however, that there is absolutely no reference

to this polar characteristic in the Rig-Veda, and therefore falls

back on such later Sanskrit works as the Taittiriya Brahmana,
the Mahabhrirata, the Mana Samhita, the Puranas, and even such

a recent work as the Surya-Siddhunta for references to ft. But

he forgets that all these references may have been due to know-

ledge subsequently acquired either from hearsay, or the personal

observations of some adventurous traveller, and cannot certainly

prove his hypothesis of the original Arctic home of the Aryans.

If the Aryan cradle was in the Arctic region, there would

undoubtedly have some reference at least to this extraordinary

characteristic of a day and a night, each of six months' duration,

in the oldest work extant of the Aryans, vi:., the Rig -Veda.

The total absence of any such reference to this characteristic in

this Veda takes away much of the force and value of Mr.

Tilak's arguments, however much he may try to bolster up his

theory by evidences culled from later Sanskrit works, and interpret

some Vedic hymns in his own way to support it. It would there-

fore be perfectly useless to plod with him through evidences

collected by him from these later works. It would only suffice,

however, to observe here that all these evidences go to show

that at a later period when the Aryans became acquainted with

the Polar regions, they believed them to be tenanted not by

ordinary men of flesh and blood, but by Devas and other super-

human beings who had a day and a night each of six months'

duration. This further goes to prove that the acquaintance of

their authors with the Polar regions dated after they had become

uninhabitable by the invasion of ice and snow at the end of t|ie

Glacial epoch.

The Surya-Siddhanta of Bhaskaracharya says (XII. 67) :

" At Meru the Gods behold the sun after but a single rising

during the half of his revolution beginning with Aries." Manu

^ Ihid p. 66.

48
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in his Sa'nhitu ([. 07) says:
" A (human) year is a day ami

nii];ht of the Gods
;

thus are the two divided, the northern

passage of the sun is the day and the soutliern the alight." In

Chapters 163 and 1G4 of the Vana Parba of the Mahabharata,

there is mention of Mount Meru which Mr. Tilak identifies with

the North Pole, and round which the Sun, the Moon and other

luminaries are said to be constantly moving from left to right.

The translation of verses 27 and 28 of Chapter 163 is as follows :

" O descendant of Kuru, the Sun and the Moon, through

eternity, make their tour around this Meru every day. O pure

one, O great kiiig, all the luminaries too turn round this prince

of mountains in the self-same way.
"*^ The main idea of the

passages is the daily rotation of the Sun and the Moon round

Mount Meru, either causing a long continuous day throughout

the year and through eternity, or a simple nycthemeroa. But the

night also was illumined by the splendour of the mountain and

the brilliancy of luminous herbs, so that it was not dark, and

there was no difference between day and night. The translation

of verse 8 of Chapter 164- is as follows:
" O great hero, by

reason of the sj)]endour of this excellent mountain itself and of

the brilliancy of the annual herbs, there was no difference

between day and night.
"' Mr. Tilak identifies this splendour

of the mountain with the apj)earance of the Aurom Borealis.

But the radiance of the Aurora lasts only for a short while,

plunging the greater i)art of the night into darkness again.

How can it then be said that the appearance of the Aurora

Borealis made the whole night look like day ? Mr. Tilak then

goes on to say :

" A few verses further, and we find, the day

and the night are together ecpial to a year to the residents of

the place." Unfortunately, we have not come across the identi-

cal idea in verse 13 of Chapter 164 which Mr. Tilak has quoted.

The translation of this verse is as follows :

" In spite of behold-

ing many romantic forests on the mountain, as they could not

help constantly thinking of Arjuna, every day and night

•
Ibid, p. 66.

' M. N. Dutt's English Translation oj the Muh&bhdrnta.
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appeared to them (long) as a year/'
^ This is the correct

meaning of the verse. The fonr brothers of Avjuna who had

gone to the abode of Indra were so eager to meet him that they

considered a day to be as long as a year. They tried to while

away their time by beholding the beauties of romantic forests

and keeping their minds otlierwise engaged, but without much

success. They felt the tedium of waiting, and each moment

seemed to move so slowly as to make a day appear like a year.

There is absolutely no suggestion in the verse of the polar charac-

teristic of the year being equal to a long day and a long night,

as Mr. Tilak thinks there is. But from the description of Mount

Meru siven in the Mahabharata, it seems that the writer had

an idea, though vague and confused, of the Arctic region, which

he believed to be tenanted by the Gods,—Brahma, Vishnu, the

Sun, the Moon, etc., and where no ordinary mortals could go. This

shows that at the time of the composition of (be Mahabharata, the

Arctic region had become quite unfit for human habitation. In

the Taittiriya Aranyaka (I. 7. 1), which forms part of what is

known as Yedic Literature, we find Mount Meru described as

the seat of the seven Adityas, while the eighth Aditya called

Ka9yapa is said never to leave the great Meru or Mahameru, and

in the Taittiriya Brdkmana (III 9. 32. 1) we come across a passage

which clearly says :

" That which is a year is but a single day

of the Gods.^' There can be no doubt that these references to a

long day and a long night, constituting a human year, point

to a knowledge, either direct or derived, of some of the charac-

teristics of the Polar region, on the part of the authors who

believed it to be the abode not of men but of the celestial hier-

archy. This knowledge, therefore, dated after the Arctic region

had become uninhabitable. As we have already said, it is

extremely strange that there is absolutely no mention in the

Rig-Veda, the oldest work, of any of those Polar characteristics,

specially of the long day and the long night, each of six months'

duration. We cannot therefore, help concluding that in Rig-

Vedic times, the Indo-Aryans bad no knowledge of the Polar

' M. N. Datt's English Translation of the Mah&hhdrata,
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rpcfion, which apjiears to have been acquired in a subsequent a^e.

The BrAhmaiias, thou<;h rep^arded as formin<]: parts of the Yedic

Literature, were composed Ions; after the Ri<:^-Yeda, in order

to explain the meaninj:^ of many intricate Vedie rituals which

people came to forget in course of time. Any reference to the

Polar characteristics in the Brfthmanas, therefore, does not prove

that the Rig-Vedic bards had any knowledge of the Polar region

or that their ancestors ever lived there.

But Mr. Tilak says that in several hymns of the Rig-Veda
occurs the mention of Bevaydna and Pilriydna which, he says,
"
originally corresponded with the VHardyana and the Bakshind-

yana, or the day and the night of the Gods." The word

Bevaydna literally means " the path of the Gods," and Pitriydna

means " the path of the Pitris,"or the dead human ancestors. In

other words, the path by which the Devas travel is Devayana,
and the path by which the Pitris or dead human ancr-fetors travel

is Pitriydna. The Devas are bright divinities and the producers

of light, not only in a physical but also in a moral and spiritual

sense, and light is only a another name of life. Therefore,

Devayftna is the best and most covetable path. The path on

which light fades into darkness and life into death is the path of

the Pitris or the dead ancestors. These paths, therefore, in their

original significance have nothing to do with Ullaraydna and

BnkKhindyana, or the periodical northward and southward move-

ments of the Sun. The Vedic bards understood them simply to

mean the Path of Light and Life, and the Path of Darkness and

Death respectively. Agni h:is been described in the Rig-Veda

as the Priest of the Sacrifice and it is one of his functions to carry

to the Devas the offerings that are made through him. It is, there-

fore, essential that he should know their paths and whereabouts.

This idea has been expressed in Rig. 1. 12. 7 where it is said that

Agni knows the i»ath of the Devas, situated midway between

heaven and earth, and diligently carries to them all offerings

made throuirh him. Tlic DevayAna, therefore, is an invisible

path located in mid-sky, which only becomes visil)Ie when the

Gods of light travel by it. Now of these Gods, the Ar;vins are
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the first to make their appearance. They are the predecessors

of the Dawn or Ushas, and are seen in the eastern horizon as

patches of butterlike condensed lights. The night sacrifices had

to be commenced from the very appearance of the A^vins

and the saerificers had to keep a patient and tiresome vigil,

waiting for their appearance. When they did appear at last, the

saerificers felt a relief, as their appearance marked the beginning

of the end of the dark and oppressive night. This idea has

been expressed in Rig. I. 183. 6 and Rig. I. 184. 6 where the

saerificers address the Agvins saying that it is through their

kindness that they are able to cross the borders of darkness, and

they, therefore, invoke them to come along the path of the

Devas. The same sentiment has been differently expressed in

Rig. VII. 76. 2. where the Vedie bard says : ''The Devay^na

path has been visible to me The banner of the Dawn has

appeared in the EasL^' Mr. Tilak, however, says that all these

evidences point to Arctic conditions and to Uttarayana when the

Sun moves to the Northern hemisphere, and the Dawn is visible

in the horizon after the end of the long night. But as there is no

reference in the Rig-Veda to the long night, it is begging the whole

question, and is undoubtedly a gratuitous assumption. Moreover,

the rise of the Dawn in the east is entirely inconsistent with

Arf'tic conditions in as much as neither the Dawn nor the Sun,

according to Mr. Tilak's own showing, ever rises in the east in

the Arctic region, but they make their first appearance i7i the

south. This should have convinced him that the bard was

describing oiil}"^
the phenomena that are visible in the Tropics,

and that these descriptions are applicable only to ordinary days

and nights.

Mr. Tilak says that the path of the- Pitris or Pitriyana is

described in Rig. X. 18. 1 as the reverse of Devayana or the path

of Death. In Rig. X. 88. 15, the poet says that he has ''heard
"

only of " two roads, one of the Devas, and the other of the

Pitris." We do not question the genuineness of these state-

ments, but only the inference drawn by Mr. Tilak from them

"If," says he,
" the Devayana commenced with the Dawn, we
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must suppose tliat the PitriyAna coninieneed with the advent of

darkness. SA,yana is therefore correct in inter))reting Risj. V. 77. 2

as statinf> that ' the eveninp; is not for the Gods *

(Devyah).

Now if the Devay^na and the Pitriy/ina were only synonymous
with ordinary day and night, there was obviously no propriety

in stating that these were the only two paths or roads known

to the ancient Rishis, and they could not have been described as

consisting of three seasons each, beginning with tite spring

(Cat. Brah. II. 1. 3, 1-3). It seems, therefore, very probable

that the Devayana and the Pitriyana originally represented a

two-fold division of the year, one of continuous light and the

other of continuous darkness as at the North Pole.""

If the Aryans really lived in the Arctic region, the conclu-

sion drawn by Mr. Tilak would be correct. The Devay&na in

that region would commence from the advent of the Arctic

dawn, and last for six months with the long day, and the Pitri-

yana would commence from the disappearance of the sun and

last for the remaining six months with the long night. But

where is the Rig-Vedic evidence of the existence of a long day

and a long night ? The assumption, as we have said, is gratui-

tous. The evidences cited by Mr. Tilak, would as much apply

to a long day and a long night of the Arctic region, as to ordi-

nary days and nights of the Tropics, the underlying principle

being that light is identical with the Devas, and darkness with

the Pitris. And this principle has been clearly enunciated in the

passage of the Catapatha lirahmana, which Mr. Tilak has only

partially qiioted. VVc will give here for the sake of clearness a

full translation of it which is as follows :

"
Spring, Summer and

the Mainy season {rarsfin) are Dovas, and Autumn, Memantaand

Winter are Pitris. The growing fortnight (during which the

moon develops into full si/e) is Dovas, and the decaying fort-

night (during which the moon wanes or decays) is Pitris. The

day is Devas, and the iiii;ht Pitris ; (similarly) the forenoon is

Devas and the afternoon Pitris." These illustrations clearly

explain what wc should understand by Devas and Pitris, and

' Tilak's Arctic Home in the Vedas, p. 74,
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Devayana and Pitriyaua. The power of the Sun grows from

Spring to the Rainy season ;
hence these months are rightly

called Devas. As it declines from Autumn to Winter, these

months are called Pitv'is. Similarly the fortnight during which

the Moon grows or becomes gradually full is called Devas, and

the fortnight durino; which she wanes is called Pitris, On the

very same principle, the days are Devas, and the nights Pitris,

and the first part of the day when the Sun grows in power is

Devas, and the latter part of the day when the solar power

declines is Pitris. Every Hindu knows that the worship of the

Devas has to be performed during the forenoon, and the Craddha

of his ancestors after mid-day, from which begins the time of

the Pitris. Wedo not know whether Mr. Tilak has intentionally

omitted to quote the last portion of the passage of the Cata-

patha Brahmana and quoted only such portion of it as would

support his theory that the Devayana and the Pitriyaua consisted

of a long day and a long night, each of six months' duration. If

he has really done this—which, by the way, we cannot bring our-

selves to believe, his arguments would savour of advocacy of a

questionable order, that seeks to suppress the truth with a view

to mislead and befog the mind. As Professor Max Miiller has

said: "All truth is safe, and nothing else is safe; and he who.

keeps back the truth or withholds it from men, from motives^

of expediency, is either a coward, or a criminal, or both_." Far

be it from our mind to apply these strong words to Mr. Tilak

whose scholarship we respect ; but it seems to us that if he only

cared to read the entire passage of the Catapatha Brahmana,

he would have come to an altogether different conclusion in the

matter.

It would be fair to state here that though the words

Uttar^yana and Dakshinayana do not occur in the Rig-Veda,

the Catapatha Brahmana suggests them, as would appear from

the following extracts (II. 3. 3):
" When that (the Sun) moves

towards the north, then he comes and stays near the Gods. And

when he moves towards the south, he comes and stays near the

Pitris." The northward movement of the . Son increases his
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power, aud this increase is attributed to the Devas who are the

Gods of lii»ht. Hence it is believed tliat the Gods dwell in the

north. The southern movement of the Sun decreases his power,

and this decrease is attributed to the Pitris who dwell in dark-

ness. Hence the southern direction is crenerally believed to be

the abode of Yama (the Lord of Death) and the dwelliui^ place

of the Pitris or the dead ancestors of men. This passage, how-

ever, does not prove any Polar characteristic, but only indicates

how the ancient Aryans who lived in the Trojjical or the

Temperate Zone looked upon these two movements of the Sun

and interpreted them. If they had any knowledge of the South

Pole or the Antarctic region, they would have found an etjually

long day there as at the North Pole for six months, and assigned

that region to the Devas, and the Arctic region to the Pitris

for that period. The view-point was assuredly that of men

living in the Tropics or the Temperate zone, without any direct

knowledge of the Arctic and Antarctic characteristics.

Having discussed the evidences culled from Vedic and Post-

Vedic Literatures, Mr. Tilak next proceeds to deal with the Avestic

evidences of the original Arctic home of the Aryans, and quotes

from the Vendidad, Fargard II, the conversation held between

Ahura ^lazda and \ima regarding the threatened destruction

of Airyana Vaejo or the Iranian Paradise by the invasion of ice

and snow. AVe have already discussed this subject in previous

chapters and ?hown that Airyana \ aejo was not situated in

the Arctic region but probably in Bactriana, which having been

threatened to be destroyed by snow, Yima acting on the advice of

Ahura Mazda migrated with his followers to a place in the Arctic

region which was then habitable. The interpretation put on the

conversation by Mr. Tihak has been shown to be incorrect. (Tide

ante, Ch. X.) This evidence, however, does not prove the

original Arctic home of the Aryans, but merely their acquaint-

ance with it in a subsequent age. Probably some of the Indo-

Aryans also followed the Iranians to this region in a later age

when it became uninhabitable, and got a knowledge of the Polar

characteristics, of which we find mention in some of the later
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Vedic and Post-Vedic works. The reference made in the

Farvardin Yasht, paragraphs 56 and 57
,

to the sun and the

moon having "stood for a long time in the same place, without

moving forwards through the oppression of the Daevas (Vedic

Asuras or the demons of darkness)
"

also points, according to

Mr. Tilak, to a knowledge of the Arctic characteristics, obtained

by the Iranians. But this passage has an altogether different

explanation of which we shall speak later on (vide infra,

Chapter XXIIl).

Mr. Tilak compares the belief of the Indo-Arjans with that

of the Iranians or Parsis regarding the unmeritorious character

of death taking place during the period of FitriT/dna which he

identifies with Dakshinavana. We admit that there was and still

is a popular prejudice among the Indo-Aryans against such an

occurrence, but this is due to the belief that death durinon the

Pitriyanic period takes the soul to the Pitris, and not to the Devas,

whereas a man dying during the Devayanic period is at once

taken to the company of the Gods, and the soul enjoys heavenly

bliss. A belief like this is natural and consistent. The Parsis

also have a similar belief which is based on more cogent and

practical reasons. They do not bury or burn the dead body,

but expose it on the grated roof of a Silent Tower with the

face and the eyes of the corpse turned towards the Sun. Vultures

and other birds of prey soon gather round the corpse and make

short work of it. This is the Parsi mode of the disposal of a

dead body. The corpse of a man dying during the night can-

not be taken out to be exposed to the Sun and devoured by the

birds of prey. The relatives have, therefore, to wait till day-

time. Should the sky be ov^ercast with clouds, and the Sun be

invisible in consetpience for days together, the difficulty in

disposing of the corpse becomes equally great. Death, there-

fore, during the night or at a time when the Sun remains

hidden behind clouds for davs together or when it rains or

snows, and birds do not venture out of their roosts, is regarded

as unmeritorious and inauspicious for the departed soul. Mr,

Tilak quotes the Vendidad, Fargard V. 10 and Vill. 4 to

49
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show how the wurshippors of Ahura Mazda should act, when
a death takes place in a liouse when summer has passed and
winter has cDme. To a question on this subject put to Ahura

Mazda, he answers :

" In such case a Kafa (ditch) should be

made in every house and there the lifeless body should be

allowed to lie for two nights or for three nights, or a month

long, until the birds begin to
fly, the plants to grow the floods

to flow, and the wind to dry up the water from off the earth."

Mr. Tilak makes the following observatioi.s on this passage :

"
Considering the fact that the dead body of a worshipper of

Mazda is required to be exposed to the Sun before it is con-

signed to birds, the only reason for keeping the dead body in

the house for one month seems to be that it was a month of

darkness. The description of birds beginning to fly, and the

floods to flow, etc., reminds one of the description of the dawn
in the Rig-A'eda, and it is quite j>robable that the expressions
here denote the same phonomenon as in the Rio'-Yeda. In

fact, they indicate a winter of total darkness during which the

corpse is directed to be kept in the house, to be exposed to the

Sun on the flrst breaking of the dawn after the long night."
i"

The explanation seems plausible at first sight, but Mr.

Tilak omits to take note of the fact that the Sun in the Tropics
remains hidden behind clouds during the rainy season for days

together, and even for a month at a stretch, and that during
this period, birds are in great distress, seldom stirring out of

their roosts, and managing to eke out ;i miserable existence by

feeding on such things only in their immediate neighbourhood
as may serve as their food, 'i'he di.'iappearanee of the Sun in

the first jdace, and the absence of the binls of prey in the second,

for days together during the rains, vvoidd prevent the worshij)-

pers of .\lmra Mazda from dispcsing of the dead bodies as much
in the Tro|)ics as in the Arctic region where the Sun disappears

for months together. The aforesaid direction of Ahura Mazda,

therefore, does not necessarily imply that his followers lived in

«" Tilnk'g Arctic Home in the Vedat, p. 77.
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the Arctic region. If the passage be carefully read, it will be

found that Ahura Mazda had in his mind rather a contingency

like boisterous rainy weather lasting for days at a time, when

be said that the dead body should be kept in a Kaia until
" the

birds begin to fly, the plants to grow, l/ie food io fioiv, and the

wind to dry up the water from off the earth
^'
than a Polar night

lasting for several days and even months. The birds begin to

fly as soon as the rains hold off intermittently, the plants begin

to grow by being saturated with rain-water, and the rivers are

in flood as soon as the rain-water is drained off from their basins

into the channels. The very mention of the wind drying up

the water from off the earth unmistakablv points to rainfall and

rainy weather. But Mr. Tilak says that this description reminds

him of the description of the dawn in the Rig-Yeda. Evenadmit-

tino; for the sake of aro-ument that the release of the aerial waters

from the clasp of Vritra enables the Dawn, the Sun, and the other

deities to glide along the sky in their golden boats, it does not

seem to us very clear as to how these waters, which were more a

creation of the fancy of the Vedic bards than a reality, would

wet the ground, unless we assume that it was a rtal shower of

rain that drenched the earth. This would be tantamount to an

admission that Ahura Mazda had the conditions of the rainy

season in his mind when he gave the aforesaid directions. It

should also be remembered in this connection that the appearance

of the dawn, which must be along dawn at the end of the long

night, would not help the worshippers of Mazda to dispose of the

dead body immediately, in as much as it is necessary to expose

the body to the sun. In these ciicumstances, we cannot accept

Mr. Tilak's interpretation of the pas&age as indicating a Polar

night. In this connection it should further be mentioned here

that birds do not hibernate in the Arctic region, but they fly out

of their roosts as soon as there is sufficient light, either of the

moon or of the Aurora Borealis, to enable them to see their

environments and seek their food. It would be absurd to

suppose that they hibernate for a month or two mouths at a

time without anv food. On the other hand, it would be most
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natural to suppose that tliey mi<xiate to i^unny regions on the

advent of the long- niglit and winter, and such as choose to

remain stir out of their roosts, like men or other animals, in

search of food with the help of the moon-light,, or the light of

the Aurora Borealis. We cannot, therefore, connect the ilying

of the birds with the appearance of the Polar dawn at the end

of the long night.'
' It remains, however, for us to explain the

words ** two nights
''

or "three nights" mentioned by Ahnra

Mazda. The cpiestion is, do the words literally mean "
nights

"

or only
"
days,^' just as the word "

fortnight'' is used in English

to denote '"fourteen days ?" My answer is that the woids were

used in the latter sense, as it was also custtmarv with the Indo-

Aryans, the neighbours of the Parsis, to use words like

Panchardira and NavarcHra to mean live and nine days res-

pectively'^. Mr. Tilak seems to have set great store by the

words "
nights

"
in order to prove his Arctic theory ; but his

interpretation is evidently wrong. He also seems to lay some

stress on the existence of two seasons only, rlz., summer and

winter, in the region in which Ahura Mazda fjioke to his

followers, and thinks that this descrijition answers that of the

Polar region, where the long night comes in winter. But in

Airyana Vaejo situated in Hactriana, tliere were also two seasons,

summer and winter, lasting for seven and five months respec-

tively. The Vendidad Sadah says : '"It is known that (in the

ordinary course of nature) there are seven mcnths of summer and

five of winter." (Darmesteter.) Alter the region was destroyed

by the Ice-deluge, the dr.ration of llu- Iwo seasons was alter-

ect. The ^'endidad, Fargard I. I says : "Ten months of winter

are there, two mouths of summer." (llaug and Bunsen.) The

prevalence of wintry conditions during the greater jiart of the

year in Saj;ta-Siudhu in ancient times, which made the Aryans
call the year by the name of JIInki (winter), has already been

referred to and discussed in a previous chapter. ^Ve should not,

'• T'lV/calso Chap. XXII I.

" For further elucidation of the word "
night ", road Chap. XX II I.
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therefore, be surprised that the same wintry conditions also

prevailed in Airyana ^ aejo, situated in a region adjacent to

Sapta-Sindhu, and that there were only two principal seasons in

that region, r/~., summer and winter. As the other seasons

have not been mentioned, we may take it that they were too

short-lived to have separate designations, and that the rains fell

there in summer as well as winter. The disappearance of the

Sun behind clouds for days together either in summer or winter

would not, tiierefoie, necessarily indicate a long Polar night as

Mr. Tilak seems to think. Hence ]Mr. Tilak's interpretation of

the direction of Ahura ]\Jazda with regard to the disposal of

corpses in certain contingencies does not appear to us to be

correct.

And even if it be taken as correct, what does it prove after

all ? It simply proves that the Parsis, or a branch of them once

immigrated to the Arctic region from their original home in

Bactriana after it had been made uninhabitable bv the invasion

of ice and snow, and that i\hura Mazda's directions applied to the

novel conditions of this new colony. It certainly does not prove

that the Aryans had their origivcd heme in the Arctic region.

The total absence of anv mention of a lono- Polar dav^ and a

long Polar night in the Eig-^'eda, the oldest work of the Aryans,

is extremely significant. We (annot, therefore, help thinking

that Mr. Tilak has failed to ])rove, from so-called evidences, of

and references to long Polar night in A'edic ar,c Post-Yedie

literatures and in the Parsi scriptures, that the Aryans had their

original home in the Arctic region.



CHAPTER XIX.

Examination of Mr Tilak's Tlicorv of the Arctic Cradle of the

Aryans {rrnttil.).

The Vkuic Dawns.

]Mr. Tilak says that "the Kitr-Veda does not contain

distinct references to a day and a nitrht of six months' duration,

though the deficiency is more than made tip by })arallel passages

from the Iranian Scriptures
"

which, as we have just seen, is

extremely doubtful.
" But in the case of the dawn," he

continues,
" the long continuous dawn with the revolving

splendours, which is a special characteristio of the North Pole,

there is fortunately no such difficulty, l^shas, or the Goddess

of Dawn, is an important and favourite Vedic deit}', and is

celebrated in abotit twenty hymns of the Rig-Veda, and

mentioned more than three hundred times, sometimes in the

singular, and sometimes in the ])lural. Those hymns, according

to Muir, are amongst the most beautiful— if not the most

beautiful— in the entire collection ; and the deity to which

they are addressed, is considered by Macdonnel to be the

most graceful creation of \'edic ])oetry, there being no more

charming figure in the descriptive religious lyrics of any other

literature." All these remarks are perfectly true, to which

we readily subscribe ourselves. But Mr. Tiluk says that if

this Dawn were short-lived and evanescent like the Dawn of the

Tropical or the Temperate Zone, the \'edic bards would not

have gone into raptures over her. It is, however, a fact that

poets living in the Tiopics go even now into rajilures over the

Dawn, however short-lived she mav be ; and the verv fact

that she is short-lived and evanescent probably adds a peculiar

zest to the mind and makes it lingeringly and lovingly

contemplate on her divine grace and beauty. Though this
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statement may seem paradoxical at first siorht, it is nevertheless

psyehologieallj true. The mind naturally hankers after beauty

of which it merely catches a glimpse ; but this very beauty

tends to become inane, and devoid of the power of evoking a

response, when the mind gets familiar with it by long and

constant association. The sDleudours of a dawn lastino- for

forty days would become dull, jejune and monotonous, and the

first raptiirous effusions of the mind would soon degenerate

into a feeling of oppressive boredom. From this point of view

the raptures that the Vedie poets felt over the beauties of the

Dawn would not be inconsistent with her tropical evanescent

character, though we admit that the splendours of a long

revolving Polar Dawn are far more varied and masrnificent

than those of a Tropical Dawn. In this connection it may be

stated here that though the splendours of the long Polar

Evening are equally magnificent and lasting, it is curious that

the Vedie poets, if they at all lived in the Arctic region, never

felt any raptures over them. A beautiful evening that lasted

for several days should have made as deep an impression on

their mind as the Dawn herself. This omission is indeed very

remarkable.

However this may be, Mr. Tilak thinks that " the first

hint regarding the long duration of the Vedie Dawn is obtained

from the Aitareya BrAhmana, IV. 7. Before commencing the

Gavdmayana sacrifice, there is a long recitation of not less than

a thousand verses, to be recited by the Hotri priest. This

Jcvina gasfra, as it is called, is addressed to Agni, Ushas and

A9vins which deities rule at the end of the night and the

commencement of the day. It is the longest recitation, to be

recited by the Hotri, and the time for reciting it is after

midnio-ht when 'the darkness of the nisjht is about to be relieved

by the light of the dawn' (Nir. XII. 1
; A(,-v. (^r.

Sutra VI.

5. 8). The same period of time is referred to also in the Rig-

Veda, VII. (57. 2 & 3. The
(^'astra

is so long, that the Hotri,

who has to recite it, is directed to refresh himself by drinking

beforehand melted butter after sacrificincr thrice a little of it
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(Ait. Brail. IV. 7
; A^v. ^r.

VI. o.;3).
' He onrrht to eat

ghee/ observes the Aitaieya Bralinini.a,
'

before he commences

repeating. Just as in this world, a cart or a carriage goes well

if smeared (with oil), this his repeating ]»roceeds well, if he be

smeared with ghee (hv eating it).' It is evident that if such

a repetition has to be (imshed before the rising of the sun,

either the Hotri must commence his task soon after niidniirht

when it is dark, or the duration of the dawn must then have

been sufficiently long to enable the i)riest to finish the

recitation in time after commencing to recite it on the first

appearance of light on the horizon as directetl. The first

suj)position is out of (piestion, as it is ex})ressly laid down that

the raslra is not to be recited until the darkness of the night

is relieved by light. So between the first aj)pearance of light

and the rise of the sun, there must have been in those days

time enough to recite the long laudatory song of nut less than

a thousand verses. Xav, in the 'I'aittiriva Samhita the recita-

tion of the ras/ra, though commenced at the proj^er time,

ended long l^efore sunrise; and in that case, the Samhita

requires that a certain animal sacrifice !-houId be performed.

Af;vala\ana directs that in such a case, the recitation should

be continued up to sunrise by reciting other hymns (Afv. Q. S.,

VI. .').S.), while Apastam])a ((^.
S. \IV. 1. .V 32) after men-

tioning the sacrifice referred to in the Taittiriva Samhita adds

ti)at all the ten Mandalas of the Kig-\'eda may be reeited, if

necessary, in such case. It is evident from this that the actual

rising of the sun above the horizon was often dela} ed beyond

expectation, in tliose days ; and in several places in the

Taittiriva Samliiia (II. 1.-2.4), we are told that the Devas had

to perform a y//v/^^/^r/////r/,
Ijccause the sun (ii<l not shine as

expected.'"

The above extraels reipnre some critical examination. The

(lavdmat/niiom is the name of the yearly session of sacrifices,

and commenced from the second day of the new year, the first

' TilukV Arctic Heme in the Vedai-, pp. 82*84.
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day having been devoted to the performauee of the AtinUra

sacrifice which was so called because a whole night session was

held for it. The night was divided into three parts i^parydyas)

the first, the middle, and the last. Twelve stotras had to be

recited during the whole night, i.i'., four stoira-n in ea,ch parydya.

Besides reciting the four stotras, four oblations of Soma had

to be offered to Agni, and gastras had to be recited, whose

number could exceed the number of verses in the stotras. The

Agvina Castra consisted of not less than one thousand riks or

verses, and these had to be recited by the Hotri whostrensthened

himself by eating ghrita. These rika or verses were called

A^vina-Castra because the Jcn'ns are said to have won a race

run by the Devas, viz., Agni, Ushas, Indra and the A^vins
uith the object of appropriating them. The limit of their race

was from Grihapati Agni (the sacred Fire presiding over the

household) up to Aditya or the sun. As the sacred Fire was

kindled at the commencement of the sacrifice in the evening,

we may take it that the race was run from the evening up to the

rise of the sun in the morning. This probabl}^ also indicates

the period of time during which the one thousand riks or verses

had to be recited. These verses undoubtedly included the

gastras or verses that were recited in each parydya of the night,

whose number was for this reason not limited. Unless and until

one thousand such verses or mantras were recited, the Castra

was not entitled to be called Jcvina, and so the reciter went on

recitinsT them till he reached and finished that number.

Even if, after the completion of the requisite number, the sun

did not rise, the direction was either to hold an animal sacrifice,

or to recite even the Ten Mandalas of the Rig-Veda, if

necessary. The duration of the time occupied for the recitation

of the one thousand verses entirely depended on the dexterous

practice and ability acquired for the purpose by the reciter.

If he was well-practised, the recitation could be finished long

before sun-rise, in which event, the interval had to be employed

by further recitation of verses, or the performance of an animal

sacrifice. This appears to us to be the correct interpretation

50
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of the Alirdti-a sacrifice, and of tlie recitation of the A(;vlna

Castia, as exi>oundi(l in the Aitareya Brahmara (IV. Chapters

16 and 17). There is no mention in the Brfthniana that the

recitation should be commenced after midni*?ht when " the

darkness of the ni<^lit is about to be relieved by the li«,'hl of

the dawn," as Mr. Tilak says. It is true that Yflska in his

Nirukta (XII. 1) says that the time of the AQvins begins soon

after midnight {(ai/or Mia nrdhtam ardfna-rdlrcU), but this

does not imply that the recitation of the
Af;vina-(^astra

had to be

commenced from that time. " Of the heavenly deities," says

Yuksa,
" the A^vins are the first to appear" {Tdsdiii Arrinau

prnlhamagdminou hhavninh). This clearly explains why they

have been described in the Aitareya Brahmaiia as winning the

celestial race. First appear the A<;vins, then follows I sh^s,

and lastly Indra or the Sun. Though the A^vins won the race,

and the Castras were called after their name, they are really

verses addressed to Agni, I'shAs, Indra, as well as to them, and

they all had a share in them by compact. There was, therefore,

no s])ecial ai)proprialeness fur beginning the recitation of the

verses from the time the A(;vins first appeared. Mi'. Tilak's

assumption that the recitation was not commenced until the

darkness of the night was relieved by light seems to us to be

gratuitous. And even if we admit that this was the real

direction, and the raalnt had to 1 e recited from the very

appearance of the A(;vins in the horizon in the slhipe of patches

of faint light struggling with darkness soon after midnight,

the time was sufBciently long
—about t-ix hours—for one

thousand verses or more to be recited by a practised reciter.

At all events, the recitation of the Af;vina-Castra does not prove

the existence of a long Polar night. Neither do verses *2 and 'J

of Kig. VII. fi7, referred to by Mr. Tilak, prove Polar charac-

teristics. They are addressed to the Af;vii)S only, and the

poet says that " the inner recesses of darkness are being visible,"

meaning probably that the Af;vins have appeared, and lie

invokes them to come by "the eastern path" {jmnibhih

pathi/dhhili). This very reference to the eastern direction in
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which the Acvins first appear should have at once convinced

Mr. Tilak of the untenability of his proposition, for the first

streak of h'ght after the long night is visible in the Polar

region on the south.

Next, Mr. Tilak turns to another indication of the long

duration of the Dawn, furnished by the Taittiriya Samhita

Yll. 2. 20. Seven oblations are here mentioned, one to Us/uis,

one to Vpishti, one to UdesJit/at, one to TJdyat, one to JJiiita,

one to Suvarga and one to Lol-a.
" Five of these," says Mr.

Tilak,
"

are evidently intended for the dawn in its five forms.

The Taittiriya Brahmana explains the first two, viz., Ushas

and Vi/nshti as referring to dawn and suniise, or rather to night

and day, for according to the Biahmana,
' Ushas is night, and

Fi/nshfi day.' But even though we may aeeeiot this as correct,

and take VsJids and Vi/vshli to be the representatives of night

and day, because the former signalises the end of the night,

and the latter the beginning of day, still we have to account for

these oblations, viz., one to the dawn about to rise {Udeshi/at),

one to the rising dawn {Idi/at)^ and one to the dawn that has

risen {Idifa), the first two of which are, according to the

Taittiriya Brahmana, to be offered before the rising of the sun.

Now the dawn in the Tropical Zone is so short that the

threefold distinction between the dawn that is about to rise,

the dawn that is rising, and the dawn that has risen or that is

full-blown {Ti-nshii) is a distinction without a difference.

We must, therefore, hold that the dawn which admitted such

manifold division for the practical purposes of sacrifice, was a

long dawn." (p. 84.)

AVe have no doubt that if Mr. Tilak's mind had not been

pre-occupied or biassed by the Polar theory, he would have

clearly understood the plain and simple meaning of the seven

oblations mentioned in the Taittiriya Samhita, and the inter-

pretation put upon the ceremony by the author of the Taittiriya

Brahmana, which, however, he has the temerity to question or

ignore. The first two oblations were really offered to the

Dawn—the Dawn when she first made her appearance on the
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horizon {f'fi//(is), and tlie Dawn when she wsis full-blown

{V^ii.'iMi). These two respectively represented the night and

the dav, as the Taittiriya l^rahmana ha? explained,
" because

"

(to quote Mr. Tilak's words),
" the former sis^nalises the end of

the niglit, and the latter the bepjinninijf of the day." As

VyitHlili (or full-blown Dawn) represents the beijinninc: of the

day, the oblations offered to Udeshi/at and Vdt/at were certainly

not meant for I'shdx, but for the liord of the day or the Sun

who was still below the hori/.on and invisible, but gave clear

indications, by the gradually glowing red of the light, first of

the fact that he ironld riae, and secondly that he was ahouf to

rhe. Hence the Taittiriya Brahmana rightly says that these

two oblations ( Vdexhyai and I'di/nf) "are to be offered before

the rising of the Sun.*' It is simply absurd to refer them, as

Mr. Tilak has done, to the Dawn who had already risen, and

become Ti/nshti or full-blown, and to whom the first two

oblations had alreadv been offered. The two oblations to

Vdt'uhyat and Vdynt were clearly intended for the Sun that had

at first given promise of rising, and was now about to rise.

The fifth oblation was offered to Vdiia or the Sun that had just

risen above the horizon and was visible. The sixth oblation

was offered to Suvarya or the Sun when he was divested of all

back-ground settinc: in the shape of the ruddy light of the

Dawn, and was illuminated by his own bright rays as a distinct

Deva by himself. Listly, the seventh oblation was offered to

Jjohi, which I understand to mean the three Lnkas or worlds,

riz., h/nir, hhvhuh and Smr whifh were revealed by his ravs.

This explanation is most simple and natural, sup|)orted as it is

bv the author of the Taittiriya Brfthmana, who must be credited

with a sounder and more precise knowledge of the Vedic

rituals, as i)ractised and ])erformed in those ancient da) s than

Mr, Tilak who seems to follow the ///?/?.* f'aiuun of the Arctic

cradle of the A i vans and twists and obscures the true mearnngs

of passages in order to establish his theory. As we have seen,

the passages quote«l by him cannot and do not prove the aspect of

a loui^ Dawn as witnessed in tlie Polar or Circumpolar regions.
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Mr. Tilak, havinjjf wrongly interpreted Vilcshijaf, Udj/nf auJ

rdiia as referring to the Dawn, naturally, though incorrectly,

identifies with them her " threefold division
" mentioned in

Rig. VIII. 41. ;3. This rik says that Varuna embraces Night

and his dear ones prosper the l/tree Daivns for him. It has been

related in Rig. I. 1^8.8 that Ushas tarried in Varuna's abode

for sometime without any blame attaching to her character.

As Varuna is the Lord of Night, and as Night has been described

as sister of Ushas, she naturally assumed a dark form while

resting there. She changed her dark form into a bright one,

when she proceeded on her journey and appeared on the horizon

as Ushas. ^

Lastly when her light became full-blown, she

became Vyvshti. These then are the three forms of Ushas,

which are called the three Dawns, prospered in the abode of

Varuna. In other words, the Dawn assumes three forms in

the night, first dark, then bright, and lastly resplendent or

^' full-blown.'^ These forms have nothing to do with the three

stages of the sun, viz.^ VdesJii/ai, Udi/af and Udifa.

Mr, Tilak says :

" There are other passages in the Rig-

Veda where the Dawn is asked not to delay or tarry long,

lest it might be scorched like a thief by the Sun (V, 79.9),

and iu II. 15.6, the steeds of the Dawn are said to be 'slow'

{njavdm/i) showing that people were sometimes tired to see the

Dawn lingering long in the horizon.^'''

The translation of Rio;. V. 79.9 is as follows :

"
Dausrhter

of heaven, fiash forth or be dawning ;
do not tarry long ;

let

not the Sun scorch thee with his rays as (a king punishes) a thief

or (subdues his) enemy, etc." This evidently refers to the vigil that

the worshippers kept while watching the first appearance of the

Dawn in order to begin their sacrifice. They were certainly not
"

tired to see the Dawn lingering long in the horizon "
as Mr.

* " The divine Ushas lights up with her beams the quarters of the heavens.

She has throivn up her gloomy /orjw, and, awaking (those ^vho sleep), cornea

in her car, drawn by purple steeds. Rig. T. 11.1. 14.

* Arctic Home in the Vedas, p. 85.
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Tilak has wroni^ly iiiteipreted, for the Dawn had not as yet made

her appearance, but they simply expressed feelings of impatience,

because she did not appear, or de/ai/cd her appearance. As tiie

Sun closely follows her heels, the poet aj)prehends or says

humorously that if she tarries long, or does not appear, she

may be trodden on her heels by the Sun and scorched by his

burning rays. There is absolutely no suggestion in the verse

that the Dawn lingered long in the horizon, or that she had any

Polar eharaeteristie. She must have been called
'' slow" for

the very same reason in Rig. II. 15.0, because India or the

Sun is said to have actually overtal<en her in the long run, and

broken her chariot, which is another way of saying that she

disapjteared on the rise of the Sun. !Mr. Tilak, however, thinks

that the long duiation of the Dawn is clearly proved by Rig. I.

11 -S. l;> where the poet says that " the Goddess Ushas dawned

continually or perpetually (Oacvat) in former days {Fittd)^

Now the translation of this hymn is as follows :

" The God-

dess Ushfts rcpeattdlj/ or rfgithirh/ dawned in the past ; and she,

the source of wealth, has been even to-day ridding the world of

darkness ;
and she will dawn daily, or day after day {aniidt/nn),

in the future ; (for) ever-youthfnl and immortal (that she is),

she moves on in her own si)lendour." The word
^'a<;vat literally

means "
g<^ing by regular leaps like a hare "; hence it means

"
re<;ularlv,

" "
invariably

"
or

"
repeatedly

" and not perprtuallj/

which means "
contiiuiing for ever and for an unlimited time."

To say that the Dawn rises perpetual/i/ in the I^olar region would

be absurd, as she appears for only two months in the year ;

but to sav that she appears repeatedly at regular inteivals would be

more ap|)ro)triate and correct. As a matter of fact, this rising

of the Dawn is repeated every day, as the poet clearly expresses

bv the use of the words anvdj/vn in the same jiassage, which

mean "
day after day." The ])oet is evidently impressed by the

perptual youth and immortality of the (ioddess, l)ecause, in the

jiast or days gone by (purd), she used to flash forth every day

regularly, as she has flashed forth even on the very day the

poet observes her ; and from this regular flashing forth in the
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past and the present", the poet rightly infers or predicts that

she would flash forth daily in the future, because she is not only

ever-youthful, but also immortal. This appears to us to be the

simple and plain meaning of the verse, and we are sure that no

manner of twisting it would vield a sio^niticance to denote her

long duration as in the Polar region.

But Mr. Tilak thinks that there are "more explicit

passages in the hymns
"

to denote the long duration cf the

Vedic Dawn, and in support of his contention, he quotes

Rig. I. 113. 10 which is as follows :
—

Kli/ati d yat samayd hhaldti

yd vyi'shur ydg cJia nunam vyuc/ihan,

Ann pnrrdk kripate vdvaslidnd

pradulhydnd josJiam anydbJiir eti"^

There are differences of opinion as to the meaning of the

words Kiyati d yat snmayd bharcUi. Sayana understands

Samayd to mean '^ near." Professor Max Miiller translates

Samayd (Gk. 0///oy. Lat. Simnl) by
''

together
'^

; while Roth,

Grassaman and Aufrecht take Samayd Ihavdti as one expression,

meaning
" that which intervenes between the two."

Wilson translates the verse as follows : "For how lonj; a

period is it that the dawns have arisen ? For how long a period

will they rise ? Still desirous to bring us light, Ushas pursues

the functions of those that have gone before, and, shining

brightly, proceeds with the others (that are to follow)."

GriJEth, following ATax Miiller, translates it thus :

" How

long a time and they shall be together,
—Dawns that have shone

and Dawns to shine hereafter ? She yearns for former Dawns

with eager longing, and goes forth gladly shining with the

others.
"

Muir, following Aufrecht, translates it thus :

" How great

is the interval that lies bettveen the Dawns which have arisen,

and those which are yet to rise ? Ushas yearns longingly

*
Rig. I. 133. '10 : f^gsjT g^R?IT «^im qT ^^qp? ^^ ^WR I M Hf^V.
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after the former Dawns, and gladly uoes on shining with the

others (that are to come)."

^Ir. Tilak draws the following inference from the above

interpretations :

" There are two sets of dawns, one of those

that have past, and the other of those that are yet to shine.

If we adoi)t Wilson's and Grifhth's translations, the

meaning is that these two classes of dawns, taken together,

oecnpy snch a long period of time as to raise the question
—

How long they will be together ? In other words, the two

classes of dawns, taken together, were of such a long duration

that men began to question as to when they would terminate or

pass away. If, on the other hand, we adopt Aufrecbt's

translation, a long period appears to have intervened between

the past and the coming dawns ;
or in other words, there was

a long break or hiatus in the regular secjuenee of these dawns.

In the first case, the description is only possible if we suppose

that the duration of the dawns was very long, much longer than

what we see in the temperate or the tropical zone
;
while in the

second, a long interval between the past and the jiresent dawns

must be taken to refer to a long pause, or night, occurring

immediately before the second set of dawns commenced their

new course—a phenomenon which is possible only in the Arctic

regions. Thus, whichever interi)retation we adopt
—a long

dawn, or a long night between the two sets of dawns,—the

description is intelligible only if we take it to refer to the Polar

conditions previously mentioned. The Vedic passages, discussed

hereafter, seem, however to suj)port SAyana's or Max .Midler's

view. A number of dawns is spoken of, some past, and some yet

to come and the two groups are said to occupy a very
"

long

interval. That seems to be the real meaning of the verse."''

AVe admit that two sets of dawns,—one that has past, and

the other that is to come, have been indicated in the verse.

Wilson's translation seems to imply a feeling of wonderment in

the mind of the bard who cannot guess for how long a period

* Arctic Home in the Vedag, pp. 87-88.
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the Dawns have beeu rcfjularfi/ riaing-, and for how long a

period they will continue to rise. Understood in this sense,

the verse does not admit of the meaning assigned to it by Mr.

Tilak, 2'/r., ''the two classes of dawns, taken together, were

of such a long duration that men began to question as to when

they would terminate, or pass away." This implies a feeling of

weariness at the sight of long continuous dawns
;

but there is

absolutely no indication of such feeling in the entire hymn.

On the other hand, we notice in the same hymn a feeling of

relief and joy at the sight of the Dawn, as she has dissipated

the darkness of night (Rig. I. 11 '3. 7), and has roused

men from their death-like sleep (Ilig. I. 11-5. S). There is

also evident a feeling of gratitude towards her in the next

verse, because her appearance has been the signal for kindling

the sacrificial fire, and for the rising of the Sun, and because

she has freed the sacrificers from darkness. In Rig. I. 113. 16

the poet calls men, in clear terms, to rise from their sleep,

as their life has returned to them, and light has come and

darkness sone. All these verses taken from the same Snlcia

from which Mr. Tilak has selected the hymn under discussion

do not point to any feeling of weariness in the mind of the

bard at the long monotonous duration of the Dawn. His

interpretation, therefore, is far-fetched and quite untenable.

If we accept Max Miiller's and Griffith's interpretation, the idea

the Vedie bard would seem to convey is quite different. The

poet in rik 8 has distinctly mentioned or. Dawns that are past,

the Dawn that is present, and Dawns that are to come, and in

rik 10 (the one under discussion) he wonders " How long a time

and they shall be together
—Dawns that have shone, and Dawns

that are to shine hereafter ? She yearns for former Dawns with

eao-er lono-ino-, and sroes forth gladiv shining with the others.
"

The poet thinks that the present Dawn is yearning to be in

the company of the Dawns that have gone, and with that

object in view, she is pursuing them, followed by the Dawns

that are to come. But he asks " How long a time and they

shall be together
—Dawns that have shone, and Dawns that

51
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will shine hereafter ?
'' He revolves the question in his mind,

but finds no satisfactory solution. This interpretation also

would be perfectly rational, and does not betoken any long

duration of the Dawn. And lastly, oven if we accept Muir's

and Aufrecht's interpretation, it vvould not lead us to conclude

that the Dawn was Polar. "The interval that lies between

the Dawns which have arisen and those which are yet to

rise
"

is long. But is not a period of 22 hours a sufficiently

lon^ interval? Where is the justification to measure this

interval by months, as in the Polar region ? "SVe have shown

above that there is distinct mention in rik 13 (just two verses

below) of the Dawn shining day after day {anit d^ioi), which

at once militates against Mr. Tilak's theory. Taking all

these facts and circumstances into our consideration, we cannot

hold with Mr. Tilak that R'g. I. 1 13. 10 discloses any Polar

characteristics of the Dawn. The Dawn mentioned in the

verse is clearly a Dawn of the Temperate Zone, whichever

interpretation of it we may accept.

As we have already said, it is only necessarj' to go through

all the verses of Rig. I. 113 in order to be thoroughly convinced

that the poet does not describe a Polar Dawn. A single

solitary verse, read and discussed without its context, is surely

to mislead. 1 have therefore taken pains to refer to the

preceding and the following verses of rik. 10 to prove that

the Dawn mentioned therein is only a Dawn of the Temperate

Zone. Two more references will go to strengthen our conten-

tion. In rik 5, it has been said that the Dawn has roused

all persons who were sleeping in crooked postures to enable

them to perform their respective duties. In rik r> it has been

said that the Dawn has roused some for earning wealth, some

for procuring food, some for performing sacrifices, and others

for attaining their desired objects. If the Dawn fir.st appeared

after the end of the long Polar night, no mention would

have been made about rousing men from iheir sleep, or sendino'

them about their business, as it would presuppose hibernation

on the part of men, which is absurd. Nor can it be .supposed
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that during the period of the long night, men did not perform

their ordinary vocations. The real fact is that the Dawn

described is a Dawn of the Temperate or Tropical Zone, and

not a Dawn of the Polar region, and that she made her

appearance daily at the end of night, rousing men and animals

from their sleep. In our opinion Mr. Tilak's attempt to prove

Polar characteristics from the verse discussed above has failed.

Mr. Tilak next quotes Rig. VII. 7(5. 3 to prove the Polar

origin of the Dawn mentioned therein by putting a forced

construction on certain words of the verse. But if he only

cared to read the preceding verse, riz., VII. 76. "2, in connection

therewith, he would certainly have come to a different conclu-

sion. That verse has been rendered into English as follows :

" The Beviiydna path has been visible to me The hanner of

the Dawn has appeared in the east.'^ As the Polar Dawn

first appears in the south, according to Mr. Tilak's own showing,

this Dawn whose banner has appeared in the east is certainly

not Polar, but belongs to the Temperate or Tropical Zone.

This alone should have at once convinced Mr. Tilak of her

non-Polar character, and dissuaded him from interpreting the

next verse in his own way with a view to establish his pet

theory. There is a word ahdni in the verse which Mr. Tilak

interprets to mean "
days

"
; while SS,yana interprets it to

mean "
lights or splendours.^' It would be futile and

extremely tedious to repeat here the hair-splitting arguments

which Mr. Tilak has put forward in support of his contention ;

and I would leave my readers to s^o through them in order

to be convinced of their absurdity. The verse, according to

S^yana's interpretation, would mean :

"
Verily manifold were

those splendours or lights that were aforetime of the rising of

thfi sun, by which, O Dawn, thou wast Deheld as moving
towards (or after) thy lover (the Sun), and not like a woman

who forsakes (her lover).''
'^ The meaning is clear and

«
Rig. Til. 76. 3 : c1T^'^=^f5T ?1^T^TO^ 5n m^^^T ^'^ I ^^\ qft
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simple. There is a quick succession of lights from a faint

glimmer to a n^lowiui^ red at dawu-timo, which makes the

Dawn look like a woman api)roaching her lover nearer and

nearer, and revealing her beauties—and not like a woman who

feels a repulsion and repugnance for him, and gradually recedes

far and far away. ^Ir. Tilak says that the word Alian "
is

derived from the root a/i (or philologically da//)
'

to burn '

or

•'shine,' and Ahand meaning Dawn is derived from the same

root. Etymologically ahian ma}-, therefore, mean si)lend-

^nrs."
"

The word aliah meaning
"
day

"
is derived from the

same root, and is so called because it is bright with sun-shine,

.though the word has sometimes been used in the Rig-Veda to

denote the " dark
"
portion also of the day, viz.y night.

^ But

this usage was not justified by the etymology of the word,

and came only in vogue, because by the word "
day

"
were

understood both daf/ and night in ordinary parla ice. How-

ever this may be, when Mr. Tilak admits that aJidni means

"
splendours or lights,

" what objection can there possibly be

a"-ainst interpreting the word in the same way as S^yana ha.s

done? And why interpret it by
"
days

"
in order to support

a theory which proves its very untcnability by the banner of

the dawn being described in the previous verse as appearing

"ill the east"? If the Dawn ai)peais in the east, it is

admittedly not a Polar Dawn. iJut Mr. Tila!: has omitted to

refer to this matter altogether, and translated Rig. VII. 76. 3 as

follows :

"
Verily many were those days which were aforetime

at the uprising of the sun, and about which, O Dawn, thou

wast seen moving on, as towards a lover, and not like one

(woman) who forsakes." Mr. Tilak's object is clear. He

want*-- to prove by this interpretation that many days elapsed

before the rising of the Sun, during whicii the Dawn moved

towards him, as a woman moves towards her lover. This

interpretation is very ingenious, no doubt. Rut what about

' Tilak'fl Arriir JJi-mr it, l)u: Yfht,. \,\,.
OO-Ol.

'

Rig. VI. n. I : ^^»? ?F,-»Tf«sR^iT^ r^?j'^?iTgi*ft '^•gifw:
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the reference to the rising of the Dawn in the east, only in the

previous verse ? Mr. Tilak is silent on the point. Thus,

though we naay admire his skill in interpreting isolated verses

iu support of his own view, his interpretation, when examined

in the light of the context, becomes quite untenable, and leaves

us as unconvinced as ever. Mr. Tilak savs :

"
Professor

Ludwig materially adopts Sayana's view, and interprets the

verse to mean that the splendours of the dawn were numerous,

and that they appear either before sunrise, or if p'dch'mam be

differently interpreted,
'

in the east,^ at the rising of the sun.

Roth and Grassmann seem to interpret jjrdchinam in the same

way."
^ It is needless to say here that this meaning of

prdchinam is quite consistent with that of the preceding verse

where it has been said
" the banner of the dawn has appeared

in the east."

Mr. Tilak next quotes Rig. II. 28. 9 which he translates

as follows :

" Remove far the debts (sins) incurred by me.

May I not, O King ! be affected by others' doings. Verily,

many dawns (have) not fully (r/) flashed forth. O Yaruna !

direct that we may be alive during them." ^^ From the

description
"
many dawns have not fully flashed forth," Mr.

Tilak infers that the dawns mentioned here are a long conti-

nuous Polar dawn. This interpretation, however, seems to

us to be quite forced, firstly because there is only one continuous

dawn in the Polar region which becomes ''full-blown
"

{Vynsti)

before sunrise. If we assign 24 hours to each dawn, it does

not become full-blown {vyusta) at the end of this period, but

its glow increases little by little every day until it becomes

vyusta or full-blown before sun-rise at the end of two months

at the North Poh, or a lesser period in the circumpolar regions.

So it cannot be said that some dawnft have already been fM-
blown, and many yet remain to be so. In the second place, a

» Txlak's Arctic Home in the Vedas, p. 91.

»°
Rig. IT. 28. n

: qT um ^llt^ »Tc^ rUf^T^lW TJJtS^fi^T «1^ I ^l^^^l
i
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prayer to Varuna that
" nv may be alive during the dawns

that have not yet been full-blown/' i.e. for only a few days

more, or at best, a month, would be utterly meaningless. The

bard really prays thnt he may be alive for many many

days to eonie. Tlio word Ushas stands here for dai/s, and

we have many instances in the Rig-Veda of the application

of the word to
(lai/.<i^

for instance, Us/iusa-uakta (Rig. I.

Vl'l. -2), Kakfo-shasa (Rig. I. l-i2. '/)
and I'shasau (Rig. I.

188. 6) all meaning a couple of day and night, i.e., one ordinary

day. And Sayana also says :

" The word day {ahah) is used

only to denote such a period of time as is invested with the

light of the dawn,''
' ' which is as much as to say that the day

begins with the appearance of the dawn. Hence the word

Usha stands for day and the meaning of the verse is that the

poet prays for life during the days that have not yet dawned.

Next, Mr. Til»k refers to the fact that the Dawn has not

been unfrequently addressed in the plural number in the Rig-

Veda, and accounts for it by suggesting that as the Dawn lasted

for several days in the Arctic region, it was ipiite natural for

the Vedic bards to address her in the plural number. Subse-

quently when the Aryans emigrated from the Arctic region,

and noticed only one Dawn in the Temperate Zone, they address-

ed her in the singular, though the custom of addressing the

Arctic Dawn in the ])lural number still survived. Mr. Tilak

says:
" Yfiska explains the plural number 6'.v//fl.s^/; by consider-

in"' it to be used onlv hono'ificallv (Nirukta, XII. 7) ;
while

Sftyana interprets it as rcferrini; to the number of divinities

that ))rcside over the morn. The western scholars have not

made any improvement on these explanations; and Prof;

Max Miillcr is simply content with observin-:^ that the Vedic

bards, when speaking of the dawn, did sometime use the plural,

just as we use the .'iingular number !"'
- All these explanations,

however do not appear .<5atisf.«ctory to Mr. Tilak.
"

If the

'" TilaWs Arrtlr Ihiiix. in the VciaK, pp. U5-9G.
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plural is honorific,
"
he asks pertinently,

"
why is it changed into

singular only a few lines after, in the same hymn ? Surely the

poet does not mean to address the Dawn respectful!}' only at the

outset, and then change his manner of address and assume a

familiar tone. This is not, however, the only objection to

Y^ska^s explanation. Various similes are used by the Vedie

poets to describe the appearance of the Dawns on the horizon,

and an examination of these similes will convince any one that

the plural number, used in reference to the Dawn, cannot be

merely honorific. Thus in the second line of I. 92. ], the

Dawns are compared to a number of
'
wsn'riors' (rU/ris/inava),

and in the third verse of the same hymn, they are likened to

* women (nari//) active in their occupations,
'

They are said to

appear on the horizon like
' waves of waters

""

{i.jmm na urmaya)

in VI. 6i. 1 ; or like 'pillars planted at a sacrifice
'

{aclhvaresJin

svaravah) in TV. 51. 2. We are again told that they work like

* men arrayed
'

{vieah na yuktah) or advance like
'

troops of

cattle' {gnvdm. na sarr/ah) in VII. 79. 2 and IV. 51. 8 respec-

tively. They are described as all
'

alike
'

{^tadnciJi), and are

said to be of 'one mind '

[sanjananti) or 'acting harmoniously
'

in IV. 51. 6 and VIT. 76. 5. In the last verse the poet again in-

forms us that they
' do not strive against each other

'

{mithah na

yaianfe), though they are jointly in the same enclosure {savidne

nrve ). Finally in X. 88. 18 the poet distinctly asks the question
* How many fires, how many suns, how many dawns {Ushasah)

are there ? If the Dawn were addressed in plural simply out of

respect for the deity, where was the necessity of informing us

that they do not quarrel, though collected in the same place?

The expressions
' waves of water

'

or ' men arrayed," etc., are

again too definite to be explained away as honorific. S&j-ana

seems to have perceived this diflReulty, and has, probably for

the same reason, proposed an explanation slightly different from

that of Yaska. But unfortunately S^yana's explanation does

not solve the diflSculty, as the question still remains, why the

deities presiding over the dawn should be more than one in

number? The only other explanation put forward, so far as I
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know, is that the plural iiiimljor lofors U) tlio dawDS on successive

davs Juiinu^ the year, as we perceive them in the Temperate or

the Tropical Zone. On this theory, there would he 360 dawns

in a year, each followed by the rising^ of the sun every day.

This explanation may appear plausible at first siijjht. But on

a closer examination it will be found that the expressions used in

the hymn cannot he made to reconcile with this theory. For,

if 3(30 dawns, all separated by intervals of 21' hours, were

intended by the plural number used in the Vedic verses, no poet

with any propriety would speak of them as he does in I. 92. 1

by using the double pronouns efa/i and f^<i//, as if he was

pointing out to a physical jihenomenon before him. Nor can we

understand how 300 dawns, spread over the whole year, can

be described as advancing like 'men arrayed
'
for battle. It is

again absurd to describe the 3G0 dawns of the year as being

collected in the 'same enclosure
' and ' not striving against or

quarrelling with each other.
' We are thus forced to the con-

clusion that the Riu-Veda speaks of a team, or a group of

dawns, unbroken or uninterru])ted b} sunlight, so that if we be

so minded, we can regard them as constituting a single long

continuous dawn...The fact is that the Vedic dawn represents

one long physical phenomenon which can be spoken of in plural

by supposing it to be split up into smaller day-long portions.

It is thus that we find llshas addressed sometimes in the plural,

and sometimes in the singular number. There is no other

exi)lanation on which we can account for and explain the

various descriptions of tlio dawn found in the different

hymns. "'».

I have (pioted /// t.rfr/isn Mr. Tilak's arguments as well

as the Rig-\ edic evidences cited by him in support of his pro-

position that the dawns mentioned in the several hymns are

Polar dawns. His arguments and evidences, however, require

very careful examination. He says that in Rig. I. 92. 1 the

dawns are compared to a number of "
warriors," and in the

»'
IliiJ,l>]\ 95-98,
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third verse of the same hymn, they are likened to " women
active in their ocenpation." His idea is that these dawns

represent one long continuous Polar or Arctic dawn, constitu-

ting
" one long physical phenomenon which can be spoken of

in plural by supposing it to be split up into smaller day-long

portions." Even if we admit that this accounts for the reason

of addressing them in the plural number, how does it explain

the existence of a group of dawns advancing together like

w^arriors, or huddled together like cattle in a pen, or like women
active in their occupation ? To be able to conceive the idea

of a group, we must have before our mind's eye a limited space

in which the units constituting the group assemble together, or

a limited time during which the units pass in such rapid suc-

cession as to give us the impression of a united band pursuing

the same object. The Arctic daw^n, though long and continu-

ous, and extending in one unbroken existence over several days,

does not give us the idea of a group or band, though it may be

artificially split up into day-long units. Whenever we may look

at the horizon we can see only one dawn, whichever direction of

the sky it may occupy in its revolving course. It is the same

ow^'dawn that is circling round, and not a group of dawns. The

ascribing of the Arctic character to the Vedic dawn therefore,

does not explain the group of dawns mentioned in the verse quoted

by Mr. Tilak. We do not, however, dispute the correctness of

the similes or descriptions. All we say is that the interpreta-

tion put upon them by Mr. Tilak seems to us to be wrong.

In the first part of the verse (Rig. I. 92. 1) quoted by Mr.

Tilak, it has been eh arly stated that the UsJias or Dawns have

lighted up the eastern ski/^^ But he is discreetly silent on.

this point, probably because it militates ai:ainst his theory

of the Arctic Dawn who makes her fi'st appearance in the

south. Nor is there any pvi<lenoe in the verse of the Dawn

revolving round the horizrn as ir does in the Arctic reg-ion.

On the other hand, in verse '•' of the snme h\ mn there is distinct

' '

Kig. I. 92. 1 : tTtn ^ ^ "^W, %gJ4*?T ^ IJW x^^^ WT^?Tfj^ .1

5a
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mention that the Dawn, after illuniiiiinfr the world, is extend-

ing her liijht and glow loiidnls the ired^-' The motion of the

Dawn is, therefore, undoubtedly from east to loe^f, and not

circular. In verse 10 of the same hymn, she has been described

as being born ilni/i/, and thus has not a prolonged and continuous

existence like that of the Polar Dawn. Mr. Tilak next savs

that the Dawns have been described in Rig. VI. HI-. I to appenr

on the horizon like "waves of waters."' Rut in verse 4 of the

same hymn, she has been described as rrustsivg the sky, and in

verse fi we are told that on her appearance, tl»e birds leave their

roosts and men are rouseil from their sleep, showing thereby

that the Dawn spoken of is an ordinary Dawn of the Temperate

or the Tropical Zone, where only her crossing the sky is possible.

The very fact that the Dawns are compared to "waves of waters
"

suggests that the poet saw them rise, one after another, in

quirk nucres.non
; and the same idea is also conveyed by their

being compared to
''

pillars planted at a sacrifice
" which are

contiguous to one another. In the Polar regions, there is only

one Dawn illumining a part of the horizon, and continuously

moving round it. There nre no other Dawns that are seen to

follow her heels like
" waves of waters

"
or that look like

"pillars" ]>l;»nted and juxtapo.^ed at a sacrifice. The Arctic

Dawns (assiuninij iX hours to each) are also not "
all alike"

{mdriri/i), the Dawn of one day not resomblin g that of

another, as the one following gets lirighter and brighter than

the one preceding. Xor do the descriptions th:it they work

"like men arraved
''

(Rij. \\\. 99. 2) or advance like
"
troops

of cattle" {\{\<r. IV. ."il. K) help Mr. Tilak in i)roving that they

are Arctic Dawn ; for, as we have just .said, there is only one long

continuous Dawn in the .\rctic region, which changes her ap-

pearance ever}' moment of her existence. We cannot, therefore,

conceive of the existrncc of more Dawns than one in the Arctic

region, which can sncrgest the idea of " men arrayed
"

for work,

' '
Rip. T 92. 9 : fT«sTf^ %^ T^'nfM'^r^n w'fiHt ^^^f^gi f^ vjifri I r^^'

i
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or of "troops of cattle
''

advanciiiijf together, or living -in tli«

same enclosure without "striving against each other^' {-Rig.

VII. 75. 5), as cattle Jo, when they are shut up in the same pen.

In the verse preceding that in which the Dawns have b':;ei: eom-

pal-ed to
" men arrayed," the poet mentions of the Sun rising,

and tilling the sky and the earth with his rays (Rig. VII. 79. 1),

which shows that the interval between the appearance of the

Dawns and sunrise was not long. In verse 3 of the preceding

hvmn, the same poet (Vasistha) says that the resplendent

Dawns that usher in the bright morning have been visible in

ike east (Rig. VII. 78. 3). In the face of all these clear

indications about the tropical character of the Dawns described

in the verses quoted by Mr, Tilak, it seems exceedingly strange

that he should have attempted to invest them with a Polar

character. There can be no doubt whatever that these Dawns

belonged to the Temperate or the Tropical Zone.

But if that be so, the question still remains to be answered,

why are the Dawns addressed in the plural number ? Like

Mr. Tilak, we also do not accept the explanations offered by

Y&ska, Sayana, and Prof. Max Miiller about the use of the word

in the plural number. What can, then, be the real explanation ?

We think that it is to be found in the Taiftirii/a Samhifa, Kanda

IV, Propathaka 3, Anuvaka 11, of which Mr. Tilak has given

a summary, though he has understood and interpreted the

?nan(ra.',' in a different way. The summary is as follows :

" The Taittiri3'a Samhita, IV. 3. 11, expressly states that

the Dawns are thirty sisters, or in other words, they are thirty

in number, and that they go round and round in five groups,

reaching the same appointed place, and having the same banner

for all. The whole of this Anuvaka may be said practically to

be a Dawn hymn of 1-5 verses which are used as mantraa for the

laying down of certain emblematical bricks, called 'the dawn-

bricks
' on the sacrificial altar. There are sixteen such bricks to

be placed on the altar, and the Anuvaka in question gives 15

mantras or verses, to be used on the occasion, the 1 6th beinsr

recorded elsewhere The first verse of the section or Anuvaka
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is used for la3-in£j down the first dawn-brick, and it speaks only of

a single dawn first ajipearing on the liorizon. In the second

verse we have, however, a coui»le of diwns, mentioned as
' dwell-

ing in the same abode.' A third d iwn is spoken in the third

verse, followed by the fourth and the tilth dawn. The five dawns

are then said to have five sisters ea-lt, exclusive of themselves,

thus raising the total nnmb'-r of dawns to thirty. These

'

thirty sisters
'

{Iriirskaf ftrasarn//) are then described as
'

going

round' {puri ynnii) in groups of six each, keeping up to the

same goal {nislikrHnm). Two verses later on, tlie worshipper asks

that he and his followers should be blessed with the same eon-

cord as is observed among these dawns. We are then told that

one of these five principal dawns is the child of Rifa, the second

upholds the greatness of waters, the third moves in the region

of Surya, the fourth in that of Fire or Gharma, and the fifth is

ruled by Savitri, evidently showing that the dawns are not the

dawns of consecutive davs. The last verse of the Anuvaka

sums uj) the description by stating that the dawn, though it

shines forth in various forms, is but one in reality. Throughout

the whole Anuvaka there is no mention of the rising of the

sun, or the appearance of sunlight, and the Brahmana makes

the point clear by stating :

* There was a time when all this

was neither day nor night, being in an undistinguishable state.

It was then that the Gods ])erceived these dawns, and laid them

down ;
then there was light ; theref(»re, it brightens to him and

destroys his darkness, for whom these (dawn-lnicks) are placed.'

The object of this passage is to explain how and why the dawn-

bricks came to be laid down with these Mantras, and it gives

the ancient story of thirty dawns heing perceived by the Gods

not on consecutive days, but during the period of time when it

was neither night nor day. This, joined with the express state-

ment at the end of the Anuvaka that in reality it is but one

dawn, is sufficient to prove that the thirty dawns mentioned in

the Anuvftka were continuous and not consecutive. If a still

more explicit authority be needed, it will be found in the

Taittiriya BrAhmana II. ). 0. o. It (the iiiavfra) is addressed to
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the Dawns and means :

' These very Dawns are those that first

shone forth, the Goddesses make five forms
;
eternal {(;dcvati),

they are not separated {na araj-jrli/anti), nor do they terminate

(wa gnmanti anfam).^
'"'^

But do not the Arctic Dawns, lastino- only for 30 days in

the resfioQ where tlie Ar\'ans were supposed by Mr. Tilak to

have their original home, terminate m the l'>ng run ? After 30

davs of contiimous dawn, there is long continuous sun-shine for

several days, nay, for months, followed by long continuous dark-

ness extending over the same perind. The Arctic Dawns may,

therefore, be said to terminate after one month, and cannot be

described as
" eternal

'""

{(^dcvati). In these circumstances, the

description of the Dawn in the Mantra quoted from the Taittiriya

Brahmaiia cannot be recjoneiled with that of the Arctic Dawn,

but it very well aj)plies to the Dawn of the Tropical or the

Temperate Zone
j for, she rises in the east every day, goes

towards the west, and reappears iu the east the very next morn-

ing, thus showing that she has not reached her destination, or

the end of her journey. Thus does she travel on through

eternity, and is aptly described as
" eternal

'^

being born again

and again. But, we ask again, it the Dawn is really Tropical,

why is she addressed in the plural number ? There is only one

Diwn every day in the Tropics, and not thirty continuous

Dav.'ns for thirty days as in the Arctic region. The interpreta-

tion put upo:. the Dawn-hymn by Mr. Tilak must, therefore,

be evidently wrong as it does not satisfactorily explain either the

Arctic Dawn or the Tropical Dawn as we understand it. The

interpretation must consequently be something different which

seems to be as follows :
—The Tditiiriya Samhifd does not really

mean the thirty dawns to be Arctic, but only an ordinary dawn

of the Tropics, ivhich is made up of thirti/ datvns, or jive gronjus of

six dawns each, all combined together like sisters into one reful-

gent datvn, and moving like warriors under the same banner,

or working in concert like women, or living like cattle in the

i« Tilak's Arctic Home in the Vedas, pp. 99-100.
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pamo enclosure' without striving: a2:ainst each other, or appearinpj

like waves of water, and all Imvinir one iniiul, and acting har-

moniouslv. Their appearance in the eastern horizon "
like

waves of waters'' {(ipuni mi unuaijah') has been most aptly de-

scribed in Hi<^. VI. (H-. 1. The lis^ht of the Dawn really appears

in waves, one following another, and pushing it forward till

there is a general bright glow in the sky presaging the rise of

the Sun. The A edic bards divided these waves into tive main

waves, each simultaneously accompanied by live other similar

waves. These thirty waves, mingling together, formed one

huge wave of light which was called the Dawn, or more appro-

priately, the Dawns. Though thirty in number, they appear

like one, advancing together like warriors under one banner,

and wending their way towards the same goal, but never reach-

ing it, as they are seen moving round and round their course

throuijh eternity. It is for this reason that the Dawn has been

described as having the same appearance to-day as yesterday,

{mdririh adt/a siKlriirh idu nlivali) \
and the poet says that after

resting for a while in the abode of ^^aruI)a without any blame

attaching to her character, siie travels thirty i/ojan<is again.

(Rig. I. l"2:i. S^. As we have already said, the Arctic Dawn

has not the same appearance for two consecutive days, but

changes it every hour of her existence. The Dawn mentioned

in the verse cannot, therefore, be an Arctic Dawn. These

thirty //ojinins are identified with the f//irft/ xteps that the Dawn

is said to take in thirty moments. (Kig. ^ I. 59. fi). These

thirty steps are undoubtedly the thirty waves of light that fol-

low one another in five groups of six each, representing the

thirty Dawns who are like sisfers united for one purpose.

"Their five courses (X/vi/ifv/^///)
"

says the Taittiriya SamhitA

(IV, .'i. 11.
•")) "assuming various forms move on in combina-

tion.'' The next verse says:
" The thirty sisters, bearing the

same banner, move on to their appointed j)lace Refulgent,

knowing (their way), they go round {jiari i/anti) amidst songs."

The 1 2th verse .cays: "The first Dawn is the child of

Uita, one upholds the greatness of the waters, one moves in the
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regions of Surya; one (in those) of Gharma (Fire), and Savita

rules one." Rita is the Immutable Order of the Universe,

and by calling the First Dawn as the child of Rita, the poet

probably means that the Dawn regularly appears in obedience

to the unchangeable law of the Universe, just as the Sun, the

Moon, and the stars do. The waters mentioned in the above

verse are undoubtedly aerial waters which were supposed to

bring to our view the Dawn and the heavenly bodies in aerial

boats floating on it. The others, described as moving in the

regions of the Sun, the Fire and the Savita, undoubtedly refer

to the gradually glowing and bright light of the Dawns. These

Dawns, though they are many and assume various forms ac-

cording to the order of their appearance are looked upon as

"one." Hence in the 14th verse, the poet says :

" The chief

of the bright, the omniform, the brindled, the fire-bannered

has come with light in the sky, working well towards a com-

mon goal, bearing (signs of) of old age, (yet) O Unwasting,

O Dawn, thou hast come." It w^ould thus appear that the same

Dawn is described as bright, omniform, and brindled, as she

really is according to her proximity to or distance from the Sun

about to rise. There is absolutely no suggestion here of 30

different day-long dawns.

The 8th verse of the above-mentioned Dawn hymn says :

" The Ekastaka, glowing with fervour, gave birth to a child,

the great Indra. Through him, the Gods have subdued their

enemies; by his powers (he) has become the slayer fif Asuras."

Now Ekastaka was the first day, or the consort of the year,

and the annual snitras were commenced from that day. The

birth of Indra was really the birth of the Sun on New yearns

day ;
and the Dawn-hymn of 15 verses was recited with a view

to lay down certain emblematical bricks, called the " Dawn-

bricks
" on the sacrificial altar. The recitation of each verse

was accompanied by the laying of a brick, and for the 16th

brick a verse was recited from elsewhere, which runs as follows :

" It was undistinguished, neither day nor night. The Gods

perceived those dawn-bricks. They laid them. Then it shone
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forth. Therefore, for whom these are laid, it shines forth to

him and destroys his darkness.
" Now as these verses of the

Dau'n-hvmn were recited on the EkAstaka dav to herald the

rise of the new Sun of the New Year, it cannot be said that they

were continuously recited for SO days during which the Arctic

Dawn lasted. The verses were recited only on the Ek'astaka

day, when the rise of the Pawn marked the beginning of the

New Year. The thirty Dawns, therefore, cannot but be the

component parts of the same Dawn, or as the poet has said,

the thirty sisters united as one. Tiie Atharva Veda (VII.

22. 2) also says
" The Bright one has sent forth the Dawns, a

closed// gnlhered hand, immaculatp, unanimous, brightly refulgent

in their homes "
(Griffith). We do not, therefore, see any indi-

cation of the Arctic Dawn in the verses of the Dawn-hymn
referred to above. The time taken up for the recitation of the

verses, and the laying down of the emblematical bricks on the

sacrificial altar really marked the period, or measure of the

Dawn's duration. ]*iVen after all the bricks had been truly laid,

it was neither day nor night, after which the Sun appeared on

the horizon.

It has been said above that these Dawns travel 30 ynjartas

in the sky. Mr. Tilak interprets the word jjojaudni occurring

in Rif. T. 123.8 to mean " dailv course," or "dailv rounds

as at the North Pole." But he omits to take note of the fact

that the same ver.«!e mentions the Dawns to be " alike to-day,

and alike to-morrow." Are the Polar Dawns lasting for 30

days all alike ? Let me here quote tlie description of the long

Polar Dawn from Dr. Warren's Paradise Found (p. OH, lOih

Ed.);
" First of all a|)pears low in the horizon of the night-

sky a scarcflv visible flush of light. At tir>t, it only makes a

few stars' light .eeem » tnflc fainter, but alti-r a little it is seen

to be increasing, and to be movinix Intenilly along the yet dark

horizon. Twenty-four hours lati-r it has made a complete

circuit around the observer, and is causing a large number of

stars to i)ale.
Soon the widening lii;ht glows with the lustre

of 'orient ]iearl.'
Onward it moves in its stately rounds, until
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the pearly whiteness burns into rnckly rose-light, fringed with

purple and gold. Day after day, as we measure days, this

splendid panorama circles on, and, according as atmospheric

conditions and clouds present more or less favourable condi-

tions of reHection, kindles and fades, kindles and fades—fades

only to kindle next time yet more brightly as the still hidden

sun comes nearer and nearer his point of emergence. At

length, when for two long mouths such prophetic displajs

have been tilling the whole heavens with these increscent and

revolving splendours, the sun begins to emerge from his long

retirement, and to display himself once more to human vision."

With the above description of the characteristics of the Polar

Dawn, how w^ould Mr. Tilak reconcile the Vedic description

"alike to-day, alike to-morrow," and how would he interpret

yoJa7ic(ni Sis
'^

da.i\y ronwds" or circuits of the revolving Polar

Dawn"? The very meaning and cont-xt of the verse indicate

the Tropical character of the Dawn, and yojandni in the passage

does not mean "
rounds," but a measure of distance up the sky

which the Dawn is seen to travel before the sun rises. Nor

does the description of the Dawn "
turning on like a wheel "

betoken its circular motion round the horizon. Rig. III. 61. 3

says that the Dawn is like the banner of the immortal Sun,

and advancing towards the three worlds, appear high {Urdhvn)
in the heavens. The second part of the veise has been trans-

lated by Mr. Tilak as follows :

"
Wending towards the same

goal {scunanam artham), O newly-born Dawn {Nav}/asi), turn

on like a wheel." The word naryan does not mean " ever new "

or "becoming new every day" as Mr. Tilak interprets it,

but it smiply means "newly-born" or "just risen." How
can the newly-born Polar Dawn be Urdhvaov "

placed high up in

the heaven
"

? When she does appear high up in the sky

in the Polar region, she must be more than a month old,

or must have passed half the period of her allotted span of

existence. The high-placed dawn in the Polar region cannot

therefore be called
"
newly-born." But the newly-born Dawn

in the Tropics becomes Urdhvn in a few moments ; and the

53
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description in the above verse more aptly applies to the

Tropical than to tlie Polar Dawn. The words chakrani iva

dvariitsva also do not mean " turn on like a wheel/' but
'• come back again by turnin"^ on like a wheel." Tliis wheel-

like motion is not lateral like that of a jiotter's wheel, but

vertical like that of a chariot-wheel. The half-round of

this wheel is made from east to west, and the other half from

west to east durinj^ the ni<;ht, thus completing one full

round. This appears to us to be the clear and correct inter-

pretation of the verse. It is true that the Dawn is not seen

to travel over the head in the Trojiical region ;
but her steps

are measured hy 'iO yojanax only, after which the Sun rises.

The sun-light makes her invisible but she is visible in

regions where the Sun has not as yet ajij^eared. The fact

of her invisibility, therefore, does not in any w'ay militate

against her wheel-like motion from east to west, and back

again from west to east. This id a has been elaborated by

the poet in verse 7 of the same hymn, which says that

Aditya (the Sun), after sending the Dawn at the beginning

of the day, enters into the region between heaven and earth.

The wide Dawn then constituting the light of Mitra and

Varuna shows her splendours in various regions. Mitra, as our

readers know, is the Lord of Day, and Varuna the Lord of

Night. The verse, therefore, means that the Dawn continu-

ously travels in the day time as well as in the night, till

she reajipears in the eastern horizon. This clearly explains

how she completes her circular movement.

These, then, are some of the principal evidences that Mr.

Tilak has discussed to prove that at least some of the Dawns

described in the Hig-Veda, the Taittiriya Pamhita, and the

Atharva-Veda boar Arctic characteristics, or at any rate,

reminiscences of the Arctic regions. Hut we have cirefully

examined them, and found that his hypothesis is quite unten-

able. The Dawns mentioned in the Vedas are not at all

Polar in origin or character, but they are Dawns either of the

Tropical or the Temperate Zon?,



CHAPTER XX

Examination of Mr. Tilak's theory of the Arctic Cradle of the

Ai-yans {contd)

Long Day and Long Night

The word tamas stands for darkness, and has been used in

the Vedas both in a literal and a figurative sense. Darkness

is the absence of light, and light emanates from the Sun,

the Moon, the Dawn and the Fire. The light of the first

three is widespread ;
but that of the last is local, and con-

fined only to the place where it burns. Universal darkness

is caused when the Sun, the Moon, and the Dawn are non-

existent in the sky, or if existent, are hidden from view

by obstructions, like clouds. The resplendent Dawn presages

the day, and the Sun is the Lord of Day. Night is dark,

and the Moon is the Lord of Night. The Moon has, there-

fore, been sometimes identified in the BrAhmanas with Vritra,

the demon of darkness (Cath. Brah. I. 5, 3. 18), who is also

rightly described by the epithet Deva or bright, on account

of his shining light (Kig. 1.32.12). The powers of darkness

{Asuras) are as strong as the powers of light (Bevas), and

there is a constant struggle going on between them. Vritra

overpowers the Sun and the Dawn, and confines them and

their lights in his dark cavern at night. The benevolent deities,

headed by Indra, release them from the clutches of the malevo-

lent Vritra at the end of every night, and thus free the

world from darkness, thereby enabling all living creatures to

move about in quest of food and to perform their ordinary

avocations, and helping the plants to grow and the corns to

ripen. Indra has thus to enter into a deadly conflict with

Vritra, and vanquish him every night, with the object of

releasing the Dawn and the Sun from his dark prison. The
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ancient Aryans thought tliat Indra and liis colleagues required

to be strenorthened in their strugt^le by the chanting of

specially composed hymns, and the jicrformanee of sacrifice.

The invigorating drink of Soma was offered as oblation to

Fire who, as the priest of the sacrifice, carried it to those

deities for whom they were intended. The performance of

sacrifice, therefore, came to be regarded as an imperative

religious duty, and Fire became the House-hold Deity {Grihapati

Jgui) who was worshijiped daily with oblations by every

householder, and through whom all the other Gods could

be approached.

The struggle of the Devas with Vritra, the demon of

darkness, was thus one of daily occurrence ; but th'jre was

another great strugijle which was seasonal and lasted for

months when Vritra who could assume various forms [md^dbi)

absorbed the life-giving waters and the solar rays in his cloud-

body, and oppressed all living creatures and plants by causing

drought, and obstructing the light of the Dawn and the Sun

for days and months together. To make Indra victorious in

this great struggle a long Sattra or sacrifice lasting for tea

months, nay, a whole year, and a si)eeial snttra called Rdtri-

sadrn or night-sacrifice, lasting for three months, had to bo

performed. Vritra, therefore, aj)peared not only in the shape

of nightly ;larkne.cs, but also in the shape of dark clouds, and

all his activities resulted in the creation of tamas or darkness,

which the (jods did their best to overcome.

It should be borne in mind here that the ancient Aryans

wer^ par crcrllcnce i\\e worshippers of light. Every phase of

the light of the sky was supposed to be presided over hy a

distinct deity. First in order was the light of the A<;vins,

then that of the Dawn (I'shfts) in her three forms, ru., (1)

the dark form ehanging into bright, (2) the bright {ushds)

and (3) the resplendent {I i/ushta) ; and lastly came the light

of the Sun who also had five phases, viz., (I) Udcxhi/at, (i)

Vdi/dt, (3) f'di/ii, (4-) Surarja and (5) Loka. The Morning

Sun again was Kumdra or Bramhd, the Midday Sun was Vishnu,
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the Sun soon after mid-day was liudra, and the Evening Sun,

or the Sun of the night was A-snri/a (not-Sun) or Civa as called

in post-Yedic literature. Indra assumed the form of the Sun

occasionally, and was the leader of all the Gods or Devas.

Besides the lights of these heavenly deities, there were the

lights of Mitra, the Lord of day-light and Deity presid-

ing over the Suu, and of Yaruna, the Lord of Night, who

was sometimes identified with the Moon or the Sun, being

an Aditva. Lastlv was the lisrht of the Household Fire

which was kept burning day and night, and specially kindled

for the performance of a special sacrifice. Light, therefore,

was the very essence of the religious life of the ancient Aryans.

The time for performing a
s2:»ecial sacrifice was regulated and

fixed by the appearance of the particular deity in the sky.

Hence a regular vigil had to be kept up at night to watch

the appearance of light in the eastern horizon, first of the

Jgvins, then of I'shas, and lastly of the Sun. Sometimes the

worshippers woke up from their sleep long before the appoint-

ed time, miscalculating the jiarydyos or praliaras of the

night, and in all such cases, the watching for the first appear-

ance of the light was necessarily long and tedious. But

night-time was also not safe for the saerificers to perform

their sacrifices in the open, as thieves loitered and wild animals

prowled about in the darkness. They, therefore, earnestly

prayed that they might safely tide over the precincts of the

dark night, and be brought to the borders of daylight.

It is necessarv to remember all these facts and the foreffoinsT

description of Yritra in order to be able to understand our

criticism of Mr. Tilak's arguments in favour of " a long day
and long night

'^
which he seeks to prove from Yedie passages

to be the loug day and the long night of the Polar regions. To

begin with, he says :

" ^Yhen a long continuous dawn of thirty

days or a closely gathered band of thirty dawns is shown to have'

been expressly referred to in the Yedic literature, the long night

preceding such a dawn follows as a matter of course ; and when a

long night prevails, it must have a long day to match it during
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the } car.. Therefore, if the long duration of the Vedic Dawn
is once demonstrated, it is astronomically speaking unnecessary
to search for further evidence regarding the existence of Ions

days and nights in the Rig-Veda.'" The foregoing observation

is true so far as it goes ; but has Mr. Tilak been really able,

after all, to })rove the long duration of the Vedic Dawn ? We
have poeii in the preceding chapter that he has not succeeded

in proving it. Therefore, if his premises are found to be wiong,
it follows that his conclusions also would be wrong. Mr. Tilak,

however, thinks that there is evidence in the Vedic literature

about the long day and the long night of the Polar regions,

which we now proceed to examine.
" There are many passages in the Rig-Veda," says Mr.

Tilak,
" that speak of long and ghastly darkness, in oneform

or anolhcr, which sheltered the enemies of Indra, and to destroy

which Indra had to fight with the demons, or the Ddsas, whose

strongholds are all said to be concealed in the darkness. Thus

in I. '32. 10, ^'ritra, the traditional enemy of Indra, is said to

be engulfed in long darkness {dirgham tamah dcayad Indra-

Catruh) and in V. 'il. 5, Indra is described as having placed

Cushna who was anxious to light,
'
in the darkness of the pit

'

{fatnaai hnrmye), while the next verse speaks of a-snrj/e toman

(lit. sun-less darkness) which Max M idler renders by 'ghastly

darkness.' In sj>ite of these passages, the figlit between Indra

and Vritra is considered to be a daily and not a yearly

struggle.
"-'

At the very outset, wo have said that the struggle between

Indra and Vritra was both dail}', and seasonal or yearly. The

passages quoted by Mr. Tilak undoubtedly prove the yearly

struggle; but there are also proofs of the daily struggle, as we

shall see later on. The struggle, indeed, was two-fold. The

daily struggle re<|uired the performance of daily sacrifice, and

the yearly or seasonal sacrifice was performed for ten or twelve

months in order to strengthen Indra and his colleagues to fight

' Tilnk'a Arctic Home in the Vcdas, pp. 123-24.

' 16 id, p. 125.
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with Vritra when the latter concealed the Dawn and the Sun

in his cloud-body for several days and months, and withal

imprisoned the life-giving waters, causing a distressing drought.

These waters had to be released for the benefit of the vegetable

and the animal kingdoms, and the thunderbolt of Indra was

kept active during this period which was none other than the

rainy season. It was during this struggle in the rainy season

that Indra laid Yritra low by hitting him with his bolt. A

graphic account of this struggle has been given in Rig. I. 32,

from which Mr. Tilak has quoted the tenth verse only to prove

that Vritra was "
engulfed in long darkness." Now this

"
long

darkness
"
{dirgham tamah) is clearly not used in the ordinary

physical sense, but in a metaphorical sense to denote death, or

n long period of inactivity, which is generally associated with

darkness. Indra's struggle with Vritra really ended when the

latter was vanquished and laid low, and the ceaselessly moving

waters flowed over iiis body, and he ''

slept in long darkness
"

(Rig. I. 32. 10). That this "long darkness'' was not physical

darkness is proved by verso 4 of the same hymn which says that

after the first-born Ahi (Vritra) had been killed, and his delu-

sions or charms dissipated, the Dawn, the Sun and the Sky were

all revealed. The death of Vritra or his entering into long-

darkness, therefore, coincides with the appearance of the Dawn,

the Sun and the blue sky, i.e., of bright day-light, and not

darkness, whether long or short. Hence it is evident that

Tilak's interpretation of dirgham tamos (long darkness) in the

above verse, and his identification of it with a long Polar nisht

are palpably wrong. Neither is he correct in his interpretation

of Rig. V. 32. 5 wherein^ says he,
" Indra is described as having

placed Cushna who was anxious to fight in the darkness of the

pit." The real meaning of the verse is as follows :" Thou

hast discovered, Indra, by his acts the secret vital part of him

who thought himself invulnerable, when, powerful Indra, in the

exhilaration of the Soma, thou hast detected him preparing for

the combat in his dark abode. "^ The meaning is diametrically

3 ji N. Dutt's English Translation of the Rig-Veda, p. 889,
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opposed to the interpretation put upon tlio verse by Mr. Tilak,

Indra detected Cushna (Drou<jjlit) preparing- for the combat in

liis dark abode, which was none other than the clouds, and

iipliftini^ his thunderbolt struck and slow him "enjoying the

dews of the firmament, sleeping (amidst the waters) and

thriving in sunless darkness/' (Rig. V. 3^. G). Now this

Cushna was the
" wrath-born son

"
of the powerljil 'N'ritra whom

Indra had slain after rending the clouds asunder, throwing

open the flood-gates and liberating the obstructed streams.

(Rig. V. 32. 1). The meaning seems to be that after the rains,

there was a long spell of drought, during which the f^ky

remained continuously covered with dark clouds which did not

give any rains, and behind which the sun lay hidden for days

together. The dim light or gloom of these cloudy days has

been described by the poet as " sunless darkness," i.e., darkness

caused by the sun remaining hidden behind the clouds. This

appears to be the simple meaning of the verses of the hymn
referred to by Mr. Tilak, and there is not in them even (he

shadow of the long Arctic night. As ^Vilson observes :

" From

the body of Vritra, it is said, sprang the more powerful Asuia,

Cushna, that is, allegorically, the exhaustion of the clouds was

followed by a drought wldch Indra as the atmosphere had

then to remedy." And Indra caused the drought to disappear

by rending open the clouds which seemed to have imprisoned

the waters. In other words, there was at first rain, which was

followed by a period of drought, with clouds overhanging the

sky, but not giving a drop of rain. Then Indra broke open the

clouds with his thunderbolt and liberated the imprisoned waters.

Besides the usual form of darkness of the night, there was

another form of it in overhanging clouds, and Vritra, the

Maynhi (or wily) Asura, or Cushna assumed these forms to

torment mankind.

Mr. Tilak next turns to Uig. II. ;'.7. 1 1, to prove the familia-

ritv of the ancient Aryans with "
long darkness ^'

{dirf/fiah

tamisrah). Max Miiller has rendered the hymn thus :

"
Aditi,

Mitra, and also Varuna, forgive if we have committed any sin
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against you ! May we obtain the wide fearless light, O Indra !

May not the long darkness come over us." Mr. Tilak comments

on this as follows :

" The anxiety here manifested for the dis-

appearance of the long darkness is unmeaning, if the darkness

never lasted for more than twenty-four hours." But was it

really the physical darkness oP the long night that the poet

was anxious to avoid ? We do not think so. If the poet was

really an inhabitant of the Arctic region, he knew as a matter

of course that the long night was bound to follow the long day

as surely as death follows life, and that no amount of praying

to the Gods would avert or postpone the approach of the long

darkness in due course of time. It would further be futile, nay

puerile, on the part of the sage-poet to have the physical orders

of the Universe altered by prayer, as it would be for a child to

cry for the mooti. It is not the long physical darkness that the

poet is dreading but the dreary darkness of sm which, he prays,

may never come upon him. The entire drift of the hymn points

to an eager desire on his part to be beyond the clutches of sin,

with the gracious help of the Adityas, as the following transla-

tion of some of the verses in the same hymn will prove :

"
5. Mav I be conscious, Adityas, of this your protection,

the cause of happiness (and security) in danger ; Aryaman,

Mitra and Varuna, may I, through your guidance, escape the

sins which are like pitfalls (in my path).

"6. Aryaman, Mitra and Varuna, easy is the path (you

show us), and free from thorns and pleasant ; therefore, Adityas,

(lead us) by (it)
: speak to us favourably, and grant us happi-

ness, difficult to be disturbed.

"
7. May Aditi, the mother of royal sons, place us beyond

the malice (of our enemies). May Aryaman lead us by easy

paths, and may we, blessed with many descendants, and safe

from harm, attain the great happiness of Mitra and Varuna.

" 9. The Adityas, decorated with golden ornaments, brilli-

ant, purified by showers, who never slumber, nor close their

eye-lids, who are unassailable, and praised by many, uphold the

three bright heavenly regions for the sake of the upright man.

54
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"11. Neither is the right haiul known to us, Adityas, nor

is the left ;
neither is that which is in front, nor that which is

behiml (discerned by me). Givers of dwellings, may I who

am immature (in knowledge) and timid (in spirit) obtain, when

guided by you, the light that is freefrom fear.
"

14. Aditi, Mitra, Varni.a, have pity upon us, even though

we may have committed some offence against you. May I

obtain, Indra, that great light which is freefrom peril, let not

the protracted glooms envelop ns.

"16. Adorable Adityas, may I pass (safe) in your car

from the illusions which (you desire) for the malignant, the

snares which are spread for our foe, (in like manner) as a

horse-man (passes over a road) ;
and thus may we abide secure

in infinite felicity.^'
* ^Vhere is the room for long physical

darhiess in the above beautiful verses which embody in them an

earnest and pathetic i)rayer of the soul in its helpless struggle

to be free from the meshes and snares, and the blinding gloom

of sin, and which breathe an irrepressible hankering after the

" wide fearless light
"

of righteousness and virtues, that is in

the gift of the Gods ? The same poet, still in the same mood of

mind, thus continues his prayers in the next hymb (II. 28) :

"
.5. Cast off from me sin, Varuna, as if it were a rope.

May we obtain from thee a channel (Idled) with water. Cut

not the thread of me (engaged in) weaving pious works
; blight

not the elements of holy rites before the season (of their

maturity).
"

6. Keep off all danger from me, Varura, supreme

monarch, endowed with truth, bestow thy favour upon me. Cast

off (from me) sin like a tether from a calf. No one rules for

the twinkling of an eye, ajiart from thee.

"
7. Harm us not, A'aruia,with those destriictive (weapons)

which, repeller (of foes), demolish Inin who does evil at thy

sacrifice. Let us not depart (before our time) from tl>e regions

of light. Scatter the malevolent that we may live.
"

• M. N. Dutt's Trantlation of the Rig-Veda, pp. 643-545.
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The poet goes on in the same strain in the next hymn also

(II. 29) :

1.
"
Aditjas, upholders of pious works, who are to be

sought by all, remove sin from me, like a woman delivered in

secret. 5. Alone among you, I have committed many offences,

(the which correct) as a father corrects a naughty (son). Far

from me, Gods, be bonds ;
far from me be sins, seize not

upon me, (your) son, as (a fowler) catches a bird.
"

The above extracts clearly prove the penitent spirit which

makes the poet confess his sins and lay bare',!,his heart to the

Gods. The "
long darkness

"
is undoubtedly the darkness of sin

that blinds our moral vision, and does not show us the right

path, and " the
;
wide fearless light

"
is the light.of righteous-

ness,"and holy '^ doing and holy thinking. This long darkness,

therefore, cannot be the darkness of the long Arctic night.

The well-known prayer in a Upanishad must be familiar to

our readers:
"
Oh, lead me from the unreal (not-good) to the

real (good) ;" from darkness to light {tamaso mdjyotir gamaya);

from death to life." Sin or Evil is here compared to darkness

and death. Heaven has been described in Rig. IX. 113. 7

as a region filled with per])etual light, free from the. shadow of

death or destruction, where the blessed covet to go. Conversely,

hell is a region of perpetual darkness, begot of sinfulness, to

which the sinful are doomed. This state or region is one over

which long fearful darkness holds sway. The poet, when

praying for deliverance from long darkness, had undoubtedly

the long darkness of sinfulness in his mind rather than any

physical darkness.

Mr. Tilak next picks out Rig. VII. 67. 2, to prove
"
long

darkness." The verse has been thus rendered :

" The fire has

commenced to burn, the ends of darkness {tamasah antah) have

been seen, and the banner of the Dawn has appeared in the east."

The words iamasah antah have been interpreted by some to

mean " the inner recesses of darkness," which become visible

when fire burns and radiates its light around. But even if

we take them to mean " the ends of darkness," they do not
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necessarily imply that this darkness was long like that of the

Arctic ni<j:lit. The words simplv mean that the Dawn havin<r

appeared, the darkness of night is about to disappear. It

seems also really very strange that it did not strike Mr. Tilak

that the appearance of the Dawn in the east could not give any

suggestion of the Arctic night.

Next, in support of liis contention, Mr. Tilak quotes

Rig. X. l^-i, wherein Agni (Fire) is told that he "has slept

too long in the long darkness.'" The "
long darkness

"
may not

necessarily be that of the long Arctic night, but only of an

ordinary wintry night of the Tro})ical regions, which is generally

long. It should be borne in mind that after the last oblation

of the evening Lad been offered to Fire, it was allowed to go

out, and was only re-kindled when the Dawn a[)neared. It is

therefore not unnatural for the poet to say that the sacrificial

Fire has slept "too lon^' in the long darkness." In the very

next verse, Agni himself says that when the Gods want him, he

appears with his radiant lustre from a lustreless state of

invisibility, and that when the sacrifice is ended, he leaves it

and becomes invisible again. This clearly explains what is

meant by Fire sleeping too long in the long darkness. It

cannot be reasonably assumed that even if the early Aryans

lived in the Arctic region, they allowed the sacrificial Fire to

remain extinguished during the entire period of the long night,

and rekindled it only with the a])pearance of the Polar Dawn.

The necessity for keeping the sacrificial Fire burning during

that time would be all the greater for dissipating the darkness,

and in view of the great fight going on between Indra and

Vritra, in which Imlra stood in need of being strengthened by

oblations of Soma and the chantinir of Mantras.

Next, Mr. Tilak quotes Kig. X. 127. 0, in which the sage-

poet addresses Night, and prays that she may
" become easily

fordable
"

to the worshippers {nah sutard Lhava). The word

mtard has been rendered by some as
" favourable or aus])icious.

"

But even if we adopt the meaning of "easily fordable," it

does not imply that the nigiit was long. The first part of the
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verse contains a prayer to Night to keep off the he-\volP, the

she-wolf and the thief from the doors of the worshippers.

These prowl about in the darkness of the night, causing terror

to all. It is, therefore, quite natural for men engaged in night-

sacrifice to pray for themselves as well as for those who are

asleep that the night may be easily fordable, i.e., may pass

away without causing any mishap. There is no indication here

of the long night of the Arctic region. The following beautiful

translation of this verse and of the previous verse, made by

Professor Macdonell, is worth quoting here :

" The villagerp have gone to rest,

Beasts, too, with feet, and birds with wings.

The hungry hawk himself is still.

" Ward off the she-wolf and the wolf,

Ward off the robber, goddess Night,

And take us safe accross the gloom."
^

The description is that of an ordinary Tropical night, and

not of Arctic night. Men, beasts and birds do n t go to sleep

for six months in the Arctic region, or even for days together

during which the long night lasts in the cireum-polar region.

Mr. Tilak next quotes the 4th verse of the Paricishta that

tollows the above hymn and is called the Rdtri-sukia or

Litrgd-stava to prove his contention. The worshipper asks the

Night to be favourable to him^ exclaiming
"
May we reach the

other side in safety. May we reach the other side in
safety.''*'

What does this prayer m.ean ? It means nothing but an anxiety

on the part of the worshipper to pass the night (so full of

dangers) peacefully and without any mishap. Mr. Tilak quotes

a similar verse from the Atharva-Veda (XIX. 47. 2) which is

interpreted as follows :

" Each moving thing finds rest in her

(Night), whose yonder boundary is not seen, nor that which

keeps her separate. O spacious darksome Night, may we,

'' Macdonell's Hist, of Sansk. Literature, p. 104.

' The 4th Verse of the EatrT-Sukta is as follows :
—
ipT^Jf fsi^t TV^ *?^
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uninjured, reach the end of thee, reach, O thou blessed one,

thine end.
""

This verse also does not help Mr. Tilak iu any

way, in as much as all moving creatures are said to liave found

rest in Nii;ht
—which is inconsistent with the condition of the

long Arctic Night. The description that the yonder boundary
of night is not seen is as much applicable to Arctic as to an

ordinary wintry night of the Tropics, for the "yonder boundary
"

of both is not visible, nor "
that which keeps her separate."

Mr. Tilak himself is conscious that it admits of an expla-

nation like this and hence falls back on a passage of the Taitii'

riya Sawhita, which, he thinks, supports his view. In this

Samhita (I. 5. 5. A) there is a similar mantra or prayer addressed

to Night, which is translated as follows :

" O Chitravasu, let me

safely reach thy end." A little further (I. 5. 7. ')), the Samhita

itself explains this mantra or prayer thus :

" Chitravasu is

(means) the Night; in old times {purd), the lirHlimans (priests)

were afraid that it (Night) would not dawn. "^ Mr. Tilak

makes the following comment on this interpretation :

" Here

we have an express Vedic statement that in old times the priests

or the peopU felt apprehension regarding the time when the

nisht would end." Fiut we beg to differ from this view of Mr.

Tilak. It was not Vic peoplf, but only the Bralimans or priests

who felt this apprehension. And this makes a world of differ-

ence. The word Bnt/nnana/i, in the \'edic sense, means the

priests who recite stotras or hymns at the performance of sacri-

fices. These priests who presided at the night-sacrifices had to

keep up the whole night, and felt so much fagged and worn-out

in consequence <'f the vigil that the hours seemed to them to

stand still or move at a snail's j)ace, and a feeling came over

•
Tftitt Rum, I. r,.|r,. 4 : fTjai^fit ^'i^ f\ ^^Jf^^ ll

Taitt. Snm., I. .'j. 7. 5 :—

Ravfina thii3 oxplnins the pnsflapn: -^j^ifirrt T[n^'rlfr\^ flWTfl ^T M{^^k^^T^
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them as if the nisrht would never terminate. The watchinjj for the

first streak of the Dawn, when the sacrifices had to be punctually

commenced, was a terrible strain on their nerves, and we need

not wonder if, broken down by fatigue and want of sleep, they

sometimes gave vent to the apprehension that the night would

not end. Even to this day, do not those who are compelled

to keep up niijht, watching or attending the sick, and pass

their time in awful suspense, sometimes think the uighl to be

too long ? And are they not occasionally seized by a feeling

bordering upon an apprehension that the dreary night would

never end ? A feeling like this would be as much natural in the

olden days, as it is to-day. But what does the author of the

Samhita mean that in the olden days {purd) the Brahmans felt

this apprehension ? Tliis probably signifies that when the Samhita

was composed, the practice of keeping night-vigils for the per-

formance of sacrifices was discontinued, or considerably modi-

fied. It should be borne in mind that the Taittiriva Samhita

was composed long long after the Rig-Veda (the date computed

by Mr. Tilak being about 2,500 B.C), and during this long

interval, many practices had undergone complete change or

material modification. We have got clear evidence of this in

some of the Rralimanas. There is a discussion in the Catapatha

Br&hmana (II. 1 . 4-. 8 & 9) as to whether the sacrificial Fire

should be kindled and the Homa performed before or after

sunrise. The author concludes in favour of the former and

praises the performance of Homa before sunrise. The Aitareya

Br&hmana (V. 5. 4. 6), on the other hand, advocates the per-

formance of Homa after sunrise. The Taittiriya Brahmana

too at first praises its performance after sunrise but condemns

it later on (II. 1. 2. 7 & II. 1. 2. 12). It would thus

appear that there was a gradual change in some of the old

relio-ious practices^ and night-sacrifices having probably been

. discontinued at the time of the composition of some of the

Brahmanas and Samhitas, it was quite consistent and appropriate

to refer to the practice of night-watching as belonging to the

olden days {/mrd). But Mr. Tilak thinks that the word {purd)
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refers to those days of yore when thi- Aryans had their home in

the Arctic region where tlie nitjht was so long as to make the

priests apprehend that it would not terminate. But did the

priests keep a continuous ni<j;ht vi^il for months or days to-

gether"' A supposition hke this would be absurd on the very

face of it. Then, again, why should the priests apprehend that

the long night woukl not terminate, when, as inhabitants of the

Arctic regions, the}- knew from personal experience that it must

end in the long run ? Their apprehension, therefore, would be

entirely groundless and childish. The real fact of the matter

is that the poet speaks only of an ordinary Tropical night, or a

long wintry night, as S^yana has explained, and refers to the

awful sense of weariness which night-keeping usually produced
on the priests 'n the olden days.

Mr. Tilak adduces another proof in support of his contention

from Rig. III. 55. 11 which is as follows :
—

Nana chnkrdie yamyd Vapumshi.

fat/or nnyad roc/ude krishnam anyat.

rydvi cha yacl arushi cha svasdrou.

ma/iad devdndm asuratvam ekam.'^

'i'he deity of the verse is Ahordlra (Day and Night), who

are described here as twin sisters {yamyd). The verse is

ordinarily translated as follows :
—

" The twin pair (Day and Night) adopt various forms : one

of them shines brightly, the other is black ; twin sisters are they,

one black, and the other white
; great and unequalled is the

might of the Gods."

Mr. Tilak says that if the above translation be accepted as

correct, and the description be applied to a couple of ordinary

Day and Night, and " the twins," and " the two sisters
"

in the verse be taken as identical, then there would be an

unnecessary repetition of the same idea. He, therefore, thinks

that the twins (yantyd) and the two sisters {svasdrau) are two

•
Biff. IIT,.5.5. 11 :— STISTI '^-.filW <JV51 ^^{^ mlf^il'^f^ W\'^'i^^^ \ ^}^
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different deities or manifestations of Nature, the first being a

couple of ordinary Day and Night, and the second a couple of

Long Day and Long Night. He refers to the use of the words

Ushdsd-naktd (Rig. I. 12->. 2), Naktoslisdsa (Rig. I. 142. 7)

and Ushasmi (Rig. I. 188. 6) as meaning a couple of day and

night, and quotes Rig. IV. 55. 3 to prove that Ahani (Night
and Day) and Us/idsd-ua/cfd (Da,y and Night) in the verse • •*

refer to two separate couples of Day and Night which are

different in form, length and character, one being identical with

a couple of ordinary day and night of 24- hours' duration, and

;the other with a couple of long day and long night as in the

Arctic region. The verse, however, admits of the following

interpretation :

"
(I praise you) both Night and Day that you

may protect us unimpeded ; Night and Dawn do (what we

desire)." Here ahani simply means Day and Night, and

Uihdsd-7iaHa Dawn and Nisjht. Dav and Ni^jht form one

couple, representing one deity; and Dawn and Night another

couple, representing another deity. The twin, Night and

Dawn, represents the deity of that portion of the night when

darkness is penetrated by the light of Dawn, in other words,

when light struggles with darkness. This deity is, as it were,

the embryo of the other deity, Ahani (Day and Night) in a

state of development. Though the word Ushdsd-Jiaktd 2iho stands

for Day and Night, the latter are quire different in character from

Dawn and Night, or the period when it is neither day nor night.

It is, therefore, quite unnecessary to attribute to Ahani the mean-

ing of a long Arctic Day and a long Arctic Night. Considered

from this view-point and analogy, "the twin pair" {i/aniyd) and
" the two sisters

"
[svasdrau) in Rig. III. 55. 1 1 may also res-

pectively mean Night and Dawn, and Day and Night, or simply

Day and Night {Ahordtre). There would be no repetition of

the same idea in the verse, to which Mr. Tilak refers, if it is ,

explained in the following simple way :
—

" Nana (various) chakrate (make) yamja (the twin) vapumshi

(forms) ; tayor (of the two) anyad (one) roehate (shines)

1"
Rig. IV. 55. 3 :—^ ^^\ ^ ^^^ fin:fltT ^^^^mi ^Tcn f^li II

55
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krislinam (dark) nnyat (tlio other). CvAvi (black) elia (oonjnnc-

tion conDectiiii; tlic second a»i/af) yat (wherefore) arushi

(briglit or white) cha (conjmietioii connecting the lirst aiii/at)

svasarau (the two sisters)
"

etc.

The meaning in plain Knglish wonld be tin's :

" Tlie twin

(sisters) make or assnme varions forms ;
of the two, one shines,

and the other is dark
; wherefore the two sisters are (one)

black and (the other) bright or white." There is no repetition

here of the same idea in the verse
;

bnt the first part, con-

taining the primitive characteristics of the twin, only fnrnishes

a reason for their description in the seeoiul ; in oiher words,

the reason why one of the twin sisters is bright or white,

and the other black is explained by their natural characteristics,

viz., one shines brightly, while the other does not. Our

readers will thus liud this interpretation to be
(\\

ite r.atural

and consistent and .Mr. Tilak's interpretation to be strained

and far-fetched. The verse certainly does not contain any

reference to or suggestion of loii;^' night and long day of the

Arctic region. AVe may theref<"re dismiss Mr. Tilak's proof

as unconvincing, though we must admit that he has taken

great pains and shown much ingenuity in interpreting the verse

to suit his own view.'
'

Mr. Tilak next quotes the Taittiriya Aranyaka (I. 2. 3) in

support of his point. Referring to the ^ear, it says that

the year has one head and two different mouths, and then

remarks that all this is season-characteristic, which the commen-

tator explains by stating that the Vear-God is said to have two

mouths, because it has two nt/nnns, the northern and the southern

•' The word rapitm^hi in the al)Ove verse has also been intcri>rctod

to moan
"
colours," us there are various shades of coloura of Ahor&tri from

earlv dawn till nlKht-fall. If we take it to mean "
forms," the verse would

mean that day and night sometimes become equal in duration, and

omctimes long and short, according to the movements of the snn north-

ward and southward. For example, the wintry nights are long and the

days short, and the summer days long and the nights short. There are also

equal days and nights over the ecpuitorial region.
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which include the seasons/ ^ "But the statement important

for our purpose," says Mr. Tilak,
"

is the one which follows

next. The Aranyaka continues :

' To the right and the left

side of the Year-God (are) the bright and the dark (days)

and the following verse refers to it :
—Thy one (form) is

bright, thy another sacrificial (dark), two aJians of different

forms, thou art like Dyau. Thou, O self-dependent, protectest

all magic powers ;
O Pushan, let thy bounty be here auspici-

ous.'
" ^^ Mr. Tilak comments on this as follows :

" The verse

or the Man^rn here referred to is Rig. VI. 58. 1. Pushan

is there compared to Dyau and is said to have two

forms, dark and bright like Aliani. These dark and brighji

forms of Aliiini are said to constitute the right and

the left sides of the personified year. In other words, the

passage clearly stales that the dark and the bright parti

of Ahani do not follow each other closely, but are situated

on the diametrically opposite sides of the year. This can

only be the case, if the couple of Day and Night, represented

by Ahani, be taken to denote the long night and the long day

in the Arctic region. TMiere the long night is matched by the

lone dav, and while the one occurs when the Sun is at the

winter solstice, the other occurs when he is at the summer

solstice. The two parts of Ahani are, therefore, very correctly

represented as forming the right and the left sides of the

Year-God in the Aranyaka, and the passage thus materially

supports the view about the nature of ahani mentioned

above."
^*

We think that the inference of the long night and the

long day of the x\rctic region drawn by Mr. Tilak from the

> ^ Taitt. Aran. I. 2. 3 :— xy^ f^ fsft I i!T5il ^% I 1<^' rl?gg=^^»^ I

>' Taitt. Aran. T. 2. 4 :— ig^ ^.-^F ^"^cB^^EJ | ^f%^ ^TWf: qi4vt; cl^qi

Il«?j=^m fnqcTii ft^Tf? I

'• Tilak's Arctic Home in the Vedas (pp. 138-139).
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extracts of the Taittiriva Aianvaka is wions;. The author of

the Aranyaka has made his meaninj^ clear hy referrini^ to

Rig. VI. 58. 1 in uhieii PusliAn, the Sun-God, is said to

have two forms, one bright aud another dark, consistently

with the colours of a day aud a night. The bright and dark

forms of J/uui constitute, as it were, t/ir unit of the bright

and dark forms of all the tin-ee hundred and sixty days that

make up the year. If one Ahcni has a dark and a bright

side, then 3(i0 a/iaiis taken together would considerably add

to the bright aud dark sides of the year. In other words,

the sum total of the bright and the dark forms of all the

days of the year would constitute its bright and dark sides

respectively. Hence the Aranyaka says :

" To the right and

the left side of the Year-God are the bright and the dark

(days)," each day contributing to the bright and each night

to the dark side. The distinct reference to Pushan and to

Ahan in the above passage clearly shows that the author

intends an ordinary day with a bright and a dark side to be

taken an a iniit of all the days that constitute a 3ear which,

like a day, has conse(|uently a bright and a dark side, by the

sum total of the bright and dark froms of all the days. This

appears to us to be a rational interpretation of the passages,

and Mr. Tilak's arguments do not seem to us to be at all

convincing. If the passages implied a long day and long night

each of six months' duration, theic would have been no room

nor necessity for referring to PushTin or Ahan, i.e., an ordinary

day and night.

But the passages of the Taittiri3a Aranyaka still admit

of another inter])rotation. The first j)assage means that *' the

year has one lie.ad, and two different mouths ; and all this

is season-characteristic
"

;
and the second passage means that

" the year has a bright and a dark (side) ; one on the right,

and tiie other on the left. The following verse refers to it :

"
Thy one (form) is bright, thy another sacrificial (dark) j

two

ahann of different forms
;

thou art like Dyan." From the

above, it appears that the two different mouths of the
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Year-God caused the different seasons, the one mouth or side

being bright, and the other dark. It will be shown later on ^ ^

that the Vedic year commenced from autumn, and the half

year commencing from this season, and lasting through winter

and spring was bright, as the rains held off, and the sky

remained clear and free from clouds. The other half of ike

year commencing from s;immer and lasting till autumn was

dark, as there were thunderstorms in summer, and clouds and

rains in Varsha or the Rainy season. This is clearly explained

by the passage Kritsnain tadritalaJcshanam
, i.e.,

"
all this is

season-characteristic.^' The " dark "
side referred to in Rig.

VI. 58. 1 has been called
"

sacrificial
"

{^ajatam) because

sacrifices were generally commenced at night, and a sacrifice,

known as Bdtri sattra and lasting for nearly three months,

was performed during the rainy season. This interpretation

put upon the passages of the Aranyaka also explains the mean-

ing clearly. Mr. Tilak need not, therefore, have fallen back

on his pet Arctic theory to explain it.

Lastly Mr. Tilak quotes a verse from the Rig-Veda (X. 138. S)

to prove his point. The verse is as follows :
—

Vi suryo maclhye amuchad rathandivo

ridad ddmya praiimdnam dryah

Bridhani Pipror aiurasya mayinah

Indra vyd^^yacTi cJiakrivdm Bijigvand.

Mr. Tilak translates the verse as follows :

" The Sun un-

yoked his ear in the midst of heaven
;
the Arya found a counter-

measure {prati7)idn-m) for the Dasa. Indra, acting with Riji9-

van, overthrew the solid forts of Pipru, the conjuring Asura."

The translation of the first part of the verse is not according

to the interpretation put upon the words Vi amuchat by SAyana.

The sentence, mryo ratham vi amucliai madhye divah, has been

interpreted by the famous commentator to mean "the sun

loosened {vi-amufJiaf) his carriage, i.e., set it free to travel

^" Fide Chapters XXI & XXII (Z«/ra).
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towards the micUlle {inadki/e) of lieaveii {rafkam prasthdndi/a

vimididrdn).'" This iiitorpretatioii, however, is diametrically

opposed to that of Mr. Tilak who says that the passage means :

" The Sun unyoked his carriage in the middle of heaven," there-

by implying that the Sun stopped his course in mid-heaven as

he seems to do in the Polar region before retracing his steps

backward to the south. Hut the Sun really never stops bis

course from the time of his appearance on the Arctic horizon

till he sinks below it
; but he wheels round and round, gradually

ascending the sky up to a certain point in mid-heaven, and then

similarly retraces his steps backward till he sinks down below

the horizon. Thus he is up in the sky for six months, but he

never st
'i)S anywhere either near the horizon or in the middle

of the sky justifying the e.\pression that " he unyoked his

carriage" and rested for some tim •. Mr. Tilak's interpretation,

therefore, is evidently wrong. He says, however, that " the

verb vi much is used in about a dozen i>laces in the Rig-Veda
in relation to horses, and every where it means to 'unharness*

'unyoke' or 'separate the horses from the carriage to rest,'

and even Sayana has interpreted it in the same way. Thus

vi-muchya is explained by him as rai/idl visJiHsya in I. 104. 1,

and ralhdl ri))inchi/<i in Til. .'>2. 1, and raihdf risrijya in

X. IC.O. 1. (Also compare I. 17 1 . .1 : T. 1 77. !•
;
VI. 40. 1).

The most natural meaning of the present verse would, therefore,

be that 'the sun unvokol his carriajxe.'
'' We admit the cor-

lectness of the interpretation put b^' Sfiyana U])on the word

ri-mvrht/a in the different verses referred to above, but we

challenge the correctness of the inference drawn therefrom by
Mr. Tilak. We can easilv understand the unvoking of a horse.

i.e., Kpparaling \ifrom a carriage ;
but we cannot conceive the

idea of unyoking a carriage which is not a living and

self-moving thing like a hor.-je. The yokiug of a horse implies

that it is h:unes«ed and nftachcd to a carriage, in other words,

that its free motion is restrained
;
and unyoking it means that

its restraint is taken away, that it is separated from the car-

riage, and that its free motion is restored. Similarly, on this
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analogy, raihom vi-amnchat would imply the removal of the res-

traint put upon the free molioii of the carriage and reiitoriiuj it."}

Its al wution. When S^yaua said that vi- nnic/iya vaenui '' to

loosen, or set free for travel," he undoubtedly !>ad in his mind

the idea that the chariot was stopped or obstructed in its

motion by somethinc^, and that the obstruction having^ been

removed, it was set free to travel in the middle of ti.e sky.

Mr. Tilak objects to Sayana's translation of madhi/e as " towards

the middle of heaven," and says that it should be "
in the midst

of the sky." Even if we admit Tilak's interpretation of the

word, the idea would be that the chariot whose motion had been

obstructed in the midst of the sky was set free to travel as

soon as that obstruction was removed. Now let us see whether

there is mention of any obstruction in the two verses imme-

diately preceding the one quoted by Mr. Tilak.

The first verse of the hymn (X. 138. 1) says that Indra

rent Yala {i.e , clouds), brought the morning light to Kutsa, set

free the imprisoned waters, and thereby destroyed all the tactics

of Vritra. The second verse says that Indra set free the lain-

water, caused the clouds (pjrvata) to move, drove awaj- the

cows (water-laden clouds), drank sweet honey, and refreshed

the trees by pouring down rain-water on them. Then Indra,

praised in hymns, caused the Sun to shine. Next follows verse

3, which says that the Sun loosened his carriage, setting it free

to travel, and that the Arya found a counter poise for the Dasa,

etc. The above description clearly betokens an obstruction

of the Sun by clouds in the morning. Griffith says that this

is perhaps an allusion to an eclipse, or to the detention of the

Sun to enable the Aryans to complete the overthrow of the ene-

mies. But this surmise is clearly incorrect. The description

undoubtedlv refers to mornino^ clouds that obstructed tiie Sun

from view, and when that obstruction was removed by Indra,

the Sun's chariot w^as set free, as it were, to move in the midst

of the sky. This is what is understood by the Sun setting free

the chariot {rafham vi-amuc7iat). The passage does not mean

that the Sun unvoked the horses from the chariot and rested
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awhile in mid-heaven, as Mr. Tilalc would have us believe.

From the words diva maiUii/e (in the midst of the sky)^ it is

dear that when the Sun's chariot was set free from the obstruc-

tion of the clouds, the mornin<i; had advanced into noon or fore-

noon, after which the Sun's progress was unimpeded.

As regards the second part of the verse, it should be stated

here that the word Ddsa does not apply to the non-Aryan race,

as some European scholars seem to think, but to the enemies

of Indra, some of whom like Cambara (IV. 30. 14), Piprii

(VIII. 32. 2), and Namiichi (V. 30. 7) iiave been designatetl

by that name. Mr. Tilak observes :

" The exploits described

are all heavenly, and it jars with the context to take a single

sentence in the whole hymn a.s referring to the victory of the

Aryan over the non-Aryan race. There is again the word

pratimdna (lit. counter-measure) which denotes thtt what has

been done is by way of retaliation, a sort of counter-poise or

counter-blast, with a view to avenge the mischief done by Dasa.

A battle between the Arvans and the non-Arvans cannot be so

described unless a previous defeat of the Aryans is first alluded

to. The plain meaning of the verse, therefore, is that the Sun

was made to halt in the midst of the sky, producing a long day,

and Indra thus found a counter-poise for the D^sa, his enemy,

for we know that darkness is brought on bv the Dasa and it is

he who brings on the long night, but if the DAsa made the night

long, Indra retaliated or counter-acted by making the day as

long as the night of the Dilsa."' *'

As our readers will now be able to judge, this interpreta-

tion i)ut upon the passage by Mr. Tilak is entire!}' wrong.

There is no question here of the long day and the long night,

and of counterpoising the former aijainst th<j latter. If there

is any sense of counterpoising, it will lie found in the descrip-

tion of the Sun's chariot being set free to move in the midst

of the sky, after it was obstructed by the l),1sa, represented by

rain-clouds. As the D/lsa obstructed the progress of the Sun's

*• Tilak's Arctic Home in the f'edaa, p. 143
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chariot, so the Sun was enabled to set it free, i.e., to move on

in the sky. This is what is understood by the v^ovdpratunana.

It does not and cannot mean that the hng; Polar day followed

the long Polar night. Mr. Tilalc's interpretation, though

highly ingenious, is not at all borne out by the context, and

he fails to prove that the Vedic bard had in his mind the idea

of a long day as against a long night.

These are the principal proofs that Mr. Tilak has adduced

to show that the Yedas contain references to a long day and a

long night of the Arctic region. But we have carefully weighed

them iu the balance, and found them wanting.

56



CHAPTER XXI.

Examination of Mr. Tilak's theory of the Arctic Cradle of

the Aryans (ranld.)

The Months anu the Seasons.

Mr. Tilak, believing as he does, that he has discovered

proofs of a long Arctic Dawn, and a long day and a long night

of the Arctic region in the Vedic literature, which, however, we

have found on critical exjimination to be unreliable and un-

convincing, pursues his investigation in other directions with

a view to collect further proofs in su])port of this theory. He

argues tiiat if the Aryans really lived in the Arctic region,

there would be fo\uid distinct mention of six, seven, eight or

more suns corresponding to the months of sunsh/ne in the

latitudes where they lived, and he thinks that he has found such

unmistakable proofs in the Kig-Yeda. Let us now proceed to

examine them,

"We refer first," says iNfr. Tilak,
"

to the legend of Aditi,

or the seven Adityas (Suns), which is obviously based on some

natural jihenomenon. This legend expressly tells us that the

oldest number of Adityas or Suns was seven, and the same idea

is independently found in many other places rif the Rig-Veda.

Thus in IX. 111.13, seven Adityas and seren priests are

mentioned together, thoufih the names of the different Sims are

not given therein. In II. 27. 1 Mitra, Aryaman, Bhaga,

Varuiia, Daksha and Amr;a are mentioned by name as so

many different Adityas, but the seventh is not named. This

omission does not, however, mean much, as the septenary

character of the Sun is (piile patent from the fa' t that he is

called Saptngra (seven-horsed) in \'. -1.5.9, nnd his 'seven-

wheeled' chariot is said to be drawn by
' seven bay steeds

*
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(I. 50. 8), or by a single horse 'with seven names' in I, 16i. 2,

The Atharva-Veda also speaks of ' the seven bright rays of the

Bun' (YII. 107. 1); and the epithet Adilya, as applied to the

Sun in the Rig-Veda, is rendered more clearly by Aditeh putrdh

(Aditi's sons) in A. V. XIII. 2. 9. SAyana, following Y^ska,

derives this seven-fold character of the Sun from his seven

rays; but why solar rays were taken to be seven still remains

unexplained, unless we hold that the Vedic bards had antici-

pated the discovery of seven prismatic rays or colours which

were unknown even to Yaska or Sayana. Again, though the

existence of seven Suns may be explained on this hypothesis,

yet it fails to account for the death of the eighth Sun; for the

legend of Aditi (Rig. X. 72. 2-3) tells us, 'of the eight sons of

Aditi, who were born from her body, she approached the Gods

with seven, and cast out Mart^nda. With seven sons, Aditi

approached (the Gods) in the former age \pv.rvyam yngani)\

ehe brought thither Martanda again for birth and death.' "^

Mr. Tilak refers to this legend of Aditi to prove that there

were only seven months of sunshine, each month having been

allotted to a particular Sun, and that from the eighth month

"there was no sunshine, or the long Arctic night commenced, an

idf^a which, he thinks, was expressed by Aditi having produced

her eighth son, named Martanda, who was cast out, or who was

brought by her for birth and death. This explanation apparent-

ly proves an Arctic characteristic; but let us critically

examine it.

In Rig. II. '27. 1 only six Adityas have been mentioned.

But w^ere all these Adityas the Suns of the six different months,

or to speak more correctly, the same Sun with a different

characteristic in each month according to the different region

of the sky he occupied or traversed in the course of his motion?

We do not think so. They are not mentioned as the givers

of material light, but as divinities who are
'•'

mighty, profound,

unsubdued, subduing, many-eyed, who behold the innermost

* Tilak's Arctic Ecme in the Vedas, pp. 152-153.
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(thoughts of men), whether wicked or virtuous, whether far

from or nigh to tliose royal (d»?ities)." (Rig. II. 27. 3). The

next verse says that "
the ilivine Aiiityas ure tlie upholtleis (of

all things) moveable or immoveable; the proiecti-rs of the

universe, the provident in ads
; the collectors of rain

;
the

possessors of veracity ; the acquitters of our debts." The 8th

verse says :

"
They uphold the three worlds, thi\o heavens,

and in their sacrifices, three ceremonies (are comprised) ;

by truth, Adityas, has your great might been produced such as

is most excellent, Aryaman, Mitra, and Yaruna.^' By the

"
three worlds

"
in the above verse, SAyana understands the

earth, the lirmanent {anfdriksha), and ihe sky, e.c?,, the upper

and the iiigher region of antarikshn; and by the "three heavens"

(dyv)i) he understands the three /nkoft, viz., Mnhah, Janah and

Satj/am. These, then, are the three worlds and the three

heavens, making up in all the six lokaa, over each of which, one

of the six Adityas mentioned in the first verse presided. In

this verse another hka has not been taken into account, viz.,

Tapah which, with the six, made up in a later age the seven

lokax, viz., Bhuhy BAura/i,Sva//, Mohah, Janah, Tapah and Salyam.

The first loka was undoubtedly presided over by Mitra, but he

was not the Sun or Siiri/a, as thi? luminary derived his light and

power from him, and the other Adityas. As Ragozin sajs,
" Mitra represents sometimes the sun itself, and sometimes

light generally, or again the Power who rules the Sun and

brings him forth to sliine on the world at the proper time."*

In Rig. I. 115. 1 the Sun has been described as "the eye of

Mitra, Varui.ia, and Agni," and in verse 5 of the same hymn,
it is said that "

as the sigiit of Mitra and Varuna, he displays

his form (of brightness) in the middle of the heavens." In

Rig. VII. 00. 1 Siiri/a (the vSun) has been invoked by the bard

" to report us truly sinless to Mitra and Varuria
" and in verse

4 of the same hymn, it has been stated that
"

!Mitra, Varuna,

Aryaman and the other Adityas, cherishing equal love, jjrepare

*
Bagozio'a VcHic India, p. 149.
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the path for the Sun (to travel)."^ The Sun, therefore, is a deity

subordinate to Mitra, Varuria and tlie other Adityas. As Mr.

Ka^iozin rightly Fays,
"
Surya is, in the Rig-Veda, the

material visible luminary,
' created

'

by the Gods (or even some

particular God), and obedient to their bidding. But Surya is

not only the sun, he is also the Sun-sod, powerful, independent,

subject only to the ordinances of the great Adityas, themselves

governed by Rita, the supreme Cosmic and Moral Law/'* The

Zoroastrian system also
" admits a Sun-god, Mithra, who is the

Creator of the God of Light, Ormuzd, and of the God of

Darkness, Ahriman,"' a belief similar, in some respects, to

that of the V^edic Aryans who thought that the Sun derived his

light from the Gods who revealed him. Rig. X. 72. 7 says:
" The Gods ovsrspread the world like clouds. Surya (the

Sun) lay hidden in the ocean-like sky, and the Gods revealed

him." Yerse 5 of the same hymn clearly says who these Gods

were :

" Aditi was born, O Daksha, and she was thy daughter.

The benevolent and immortal Gods were born after her." So

the Gods were the sons of Aditi, or Adityas. The word Daksha

in this verse stands for the Creator himself; but among the

Adityas, there is also a LaksJia (also called Dhatri), and the

Yedic bard, availing himself of the use of the word in two

different senses, indulges in a conundrum, saying that " Aditi

was born of Daksha, and Daksha was born of Aditi." Be that

as it may, there can be no doubt that the Adityas were the

Cosmic Gods who, among other acts, revealed the Sun that lay

hidden in the sky, in other words, helped the Sun to shine, by

each giving him a portion of his liglit. It would thus appear

that they were not the Suns of so many months, but divinities

born of Aditi, the One ai d the Infinite. Yerse 8 of the same

hymn says that eight sons were born of Aditi, but she

took with her onlv the first seven to the Gods, and cast

»
Rig. TIL 60. 4:—n^i ^\f^^^ ^^ift ^^f^ fj^tfl '^^\ ^'^^\ ^^i: li

*
Ragozin's Tedic India, pp. 215-216.

» Hist. Hist, of the TVorhh Tol. II, p. 586.
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away the eighth, named Mdrfanda (lit., the mortal egg). These

sevei) immortal sous of Aditi were called Devdh Aditydh or the

Divine Adityas, while the eighth Aditya, called Mdridnda, was

produced by her "
for biith and death," Hence, being mortal,

{ttiarta) he had no place among the Immortals. He is identified

with our terrestrial Sun or Siirya, who is really subject to

" birth and death," as he is born every morning and dies in the

evening. The seven Adilyas, who revealed him by each giving

Jiim a portion of his light, were not, like him, subject to
"
birth

and death," and were therefore immortal or Derail. Their

function was to uphold the Universe, a work far more important

than that of merely lighting the earth (Rig. II. 27. 4 and

I. 72. 9). They were not the seven Suns of the seven months

during which there is continuous day-light as in the Arctic

region, but mighty divinities who created, protected and upheld

everything, moveable and immoveable, in the Universe. This

appears to us to be the real import of the legend of the seven

Derdli Adiiydh (Divine Adityas) and of NdHdnda, the eighth

Aditya or Surya, who was produced by Aditi "
for birth and

death." If we bear this in our mind, and also the fact that

the seven Divine Adityas revealed the Sun by each giving him a

portion of his light, it will not at all be difEeult for us to under-

stand why he (the Sun) was called Sapid(;vn or " seven-horFcd
"

(Rig. V. 4.5. y), and his chariot
" seven-wheeled " which was

drawn by
" seven bay steeds

"
(liig. I. 50. 8) or by a single horse

"wilh seven names "
(Rig- I. 104. 2), or why again he had

"f.even bright rays" (A. V. VII. 1071). ^Ir. Tilak is unwilling

to concede that the Rig-Vedic Aryans discovered or were even

aware of the exis-tence of the seven prismatic rays of the Sun,

as if this discovery required any extraordinary scientific know-

ledge. Every playful child knows, when blowing out water in

minute particles from his motith against the Sun, that his rays

are multi-tolound and create miniature rainbows. The rays of

the Sun are also found to be refracted in beautiful colours

from the droopiig lashes of the eye, acting as so many prisms,

and produce a sight worthy of faiiy-land. The multi-coloured
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solar rays are also seen through natural crystals ^hieh are

abundant in the Himalaya. It is further most likely that •

the colours of the rainbow were attributed by the Yedic bards
"^

to tho refraction of the solar rays through minute watery
'

globules oP which clouds are formed. Hence it would not be

unnatural for them to infer that the solar ray consisted of the

combined seven different rays of the seven Deva Adityas who

revealed the sun. J As we have already said, these seven Divine

Adityas were quite distinct from 3Idrfdnda, or the Sun. Rig.

IX. 114. 3 says : "The sky regions are seven, with seven

different Suns {Nana Surydk) ; the sacrificing priests are seven
;

and lievdh Adiiydh are seven ;
O Soma, i^rotect us with them.''^

In this verse the "
different suns

'' and the " Devah

Adityah'" have been separately mentioned, thereby showing that

the two sets {Ndnd Suiydh and Devdh Aditydh) are distinct from"

one another. But as there is only one Sun, how is it that

different or seven Suns have been mentioned? The answer to

this question is simple. When the Sun, in the course of his

motion in the sky, occupies a particular region, he comes under

the direct influence of a particular Deva Aditya presiding over

that region or sphere, and assumes a distinct aspect. Hence, he

becomes ndnd, or speaking more correctly, seven in number,

according to his coming under the influence of a particular-

Deva Aditya. As the Taittirya Aranyaka explains :

"
Resorting

to or shining in different regions, (the Suns) make the

seasons." ^
S&yana observes in his commentary :

" The different'

features of the different seasons cannot be accounted for, except

by supposing them to have been caused by different suns
;

therefore, different suns must exist in different regions." It

•
Rig. IX. 114. 3 .-^H f^5^ ;n^ ^\\ ^ ^-^x ^fe^: i %a\

Taitt, Aran, I. 7 :
—

f^Wfl^f ^<5»T ^f1f?I | Sayana comments on tliis aa

follows :-f^»?i3i: cnn fiH f^jr; Tnx5n^%cn: i|5t! ^^j^t ^€'?nr?^f%?n^^:^^f^
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may be avgaod, however, that if tlie different Peasons are

produced by the Sun eomin<; under tho iiitlueuce of the seven

Deva Adityas in the different periods of the year, the seasons

should have been seven, aiul not six, in number^ as they are

ordinarily computed. As a matter of fact, f/ie numder of

seasons has been meuiioned to be seven in the liiff-Veda (I. 164. 15).

The translation of this verse is as follows :

" Of those that are

born together, sages have called the seventh the single-born, for

six are twins and are moveable and are born of the Gods ;

their desirable (properties) placed severally in their proper abode

are various (also) iu form, and revolve for the benefit of that

which is stationary." These twins have been interpreted

to be the six seasons, each made up of two months
;
the seventh

is the intercalarv month which has no fellow. Thou<;h there is

a Deva Arlitya to preside over it, it is not considered to be

divine like the rest, because it is single-bom. Thus we find

mention made in the Rig-Veda of the seventh season also.

The explanation of the seven Suns and the seven Deva Adityas

that we have given above is, therefore, correct. The Catapatha

Brfihrnana (III. 1. 3.
.'3) explains the legend of Aditi some-

what on the same lines. It sa}s that seven alone of Aditi's

Bons are styled Derah Adift/dh by men, and that the eighth,

Mdrldnda, was born undeveloped, whereupon the Aditya Gods

created men and other animals out of him. This ])robably is a

faint echo, or a vaguo and indistinct realisation of the scientific

truth that the earth was created out of the sun, along with the

other planets of our solar system, an 1 that when the earth

became fit for the evolution and support of life, men and

animals were created on it.

From the above discussion, it is clear that the seven Adityas

are not the seven Suns of the seven months, during which the

long day prevails in the Arctic region, nor does the eighth

Aditya, who was cast away by Aditi for birth and death, signify

the advent of the long Arctic night. The birth and death of

the eighth Aditya clearly proves his daily rising and setting.

It is also evident that the seven Deva Aditvas who went to the
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abode of the Gods with Aditi are the seven hmiinaries who are

supposed to light up the seven sky-regions or /o/i-as, and to lend

their rays to the eighth to enable him to shine over the terres-

trial region. This appears to us to be the only correct inter-

pretation of the Vedie passage quoted and discussed above.

It may be urged, however, that there is distinct mention of,

twelve Adifi/as in the BrPihmanas, each assigned to one month.

The Catapatha Brdhmana (XI. 0. 3. 8) asks :

" How many

Adityas are there ? The answer is as follows : "There are

twelve months of the year. Hence the number of Adityas is

twelve."^

The Ujjanishads also mention twelve Adityas (Bri. Ara.

Up. III. 9. 5), and in the post-Vedie literature they are

everywhere said to be twelve in number, corresponding to the

twelve months of the year. How is this discrepancy to be

explained ? It is easily explained, if we remember the original

distinction between the Devdh Adifijd/i and the Aditya who is

mortal {Mdrtdnda). The twelve Adityas, mentioned in the

Catapatha Brahmana and the post-Vedic literature are the

different forms that Mdrtdnda (the Sun) assumes in the

diferent months. The ndvd Snri/dJi of Big. IX. 114. '6 refers

to the seven Suns of the seven seasons, one of which is discarded

because it is singk-born. These seven Suns mark the change

of the seasons. The twelve Suns (Aditj/as) belong to the

twelve months (each being assigned to one month), and as such,

are the creators or inaugurators of the months. The Rig-Yedic

idea of the seven Devdh Aditydh, and seven Suns, who inaugu-

rated the different seasons by being located in particular regions

of the sky, each presided over by a particular Deva Aditya^ was

only elaborated in a later age by harmonizing the number of the

Suns (Adityas) with the number of the months of the year ; but

these Adityas were only the different forms of the Mdrtdnda,

and not the Devdh Aditydh who presided over the seven lokas and

•

9ata. Brab., (XI. 6. 3. 8) :— ^rT?^ ^II^RJT tTcT I ^l^aiT W^V. ^>3PT#ff
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whoso number remained fixed as seven. The Taittiriya Aranvaka

(I. 13. 2-3) mentions the names of the ei^jht sons of Aditi, which

are as follow :
—Mitra, Varuna, Dhfttri, Aryaman, Am9a,

Bhasja, Indra and Vivasvat. The first seven are the seven

Derdh AilHi/a/i who preside over the seven lokas, and the last

(Vivasvat) is the Miirldnda, the Sun who illumines the terres-

trial sphere, and is subject to birth and death. He assumes

seven different forms when creatinf? the seasons, and twelve

different forms when creatini:^ the months. It would thus

appear that the mention of seven JJevdh Aditydh in the Kig-

Veda, and of twelve Adityas in the later Vedie literature does

not prove that the Aryans knew only of seven Suns and seven

months of dayh'i^ht while living in tlie Arctic region, and that

this number was increased to twelve when they came to live in

the Tropics. The interpretation put upon the passages by

Mr. Tilak and the inference drawn therefrom are clearly wrong.

We will now turn to another evidence tendered by Mr. Tilak

to prove his theory of the Arctic home of the Aryans. This is a

reference in the Rig-Veda to nine or ten months of sun-shine

during which the annual xatlra or sacrifice was performed.

The institution of sacrifice is as old as the Indo-Aryan

civilisation. "The Rig-Veda," says Mr. Tilak,
" mentions a

number of ancient sacrificers, st3ded 'onr fathers
'

(II. 33. 13
j

VI. 22. 2) who initiated the sacrifice in ancient times, and

laid down for the guidance of man the path which he should,

in future, follow. Then the sacrifice offered by Manu is taken

as the type, and other sacrifices are compared with it in I. 76. u.

But Manu was not alone to offer this sacrifice to the Gods.

In X. 63. 7, he is said to have made the first offerings to the

Gods along with the seven Hotris; while Angiras and YayAti

are mentioned with him as ancient sacrificers in 1.31. 17,

Bhrigu and Angiras in VIII. 43. 13, Atharvan and Dadhyanch
in I. 80. 16, and Dadhyanch, Angiras, Atri and Kanva in

I. 139. 9. Atharvan by his sacrifices is elsewhere described as

having first extended the paths, whereupon the Sun was born

(I. 83. 5), and the Athavvans, in theplural,arestyled 'our fathers
'
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{nah pHaraK) aloug with Angirases, Navagvas and Bhrigus iu

X. 14, 6. In II. 34. I
"2, the Da9agvas are said to have been

the first to offer a sacrifice; while in X. 9.^. 10, Atharvan is

spoken of as having established order by sacrifices, when the

Bhrigus showed themselves as gods by their skill...Now so far

as my researches go, I have not been able to find any Vedic

evidence regarding the duration of the sacrifices performed by

Manu, Atharvan, Bhrigii or any other ancient sacrifieers, except

the Angirases. There is an annual saftra, described in the

Crauta Sutras, which is called the Angirasdm-ai/nnnm, and is

said to be a modification of the Gavdm-ai/anam, the type of all

yearly sattras. But we do not find therein any mention of the

duration of the sattra of the Angirases. The duration of the

Gavdni-ayanam is, however, given in the Taittiriya Samhita,

...There are two chief species of Angirases {Angiras-tama) called

the Navagvas and the Dacagvas, mentioned in the Rig-Veda

(X. 62. 5 and 6). These two classes of ancient sacrifieers are

generally mentioned together, and the facts attributed to the

Angirases are also attributed to them. Thus the Navagvas are

spoken of as 'our ancient fathers' in VI. 'I'l. 2, and
' our fathers

'

along with Angirases and Bhrigus in X. 14. 6. Like the

Angirases, the Navagvas are also connected with the myth of

Indra over-throwing Vala, and of Sarama and Panis (I. 62. 3

and 4; V. 29. 12, V. 45. 7, X. 108. 8). In one of these,

Indra is described as having taken their assistance when he rent

the rock and Vala (I. 62. 4) ;
and in V. 29. 12, the Navagvas

are said to have praised Indra with songs and broken open the

firmly closed stall of the cows. But there are only two verses

in which the duration of their sacrificial session is mentioned.

Thus V. 45. 7 says :

'

Here, urged by hands, hath loudly rung

the press-stone, with which the Navagvas sang (sacrificed) for

ten months ' and in the eleventh verse of the same hymn the

poet says :

* I place upon (offer to) the waters your light-winning

prayers wherewith the Navagvas completed their ten months.*

In II. 34. 12, we again read : 'They, the Dacagvas, brought

out (offered) sacrifice first of all. May they favour us at the
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flashing- forth oi" the dawn'; while in IV. 51. ! the Dawns are

said
*

to have dawned riehlv on the Navai;va Ansrira, and on the

seven-moiil/it'il Dacagva,'
^•"

evidently showing that their sacrifice

was connected with the break of tiie dawn, and lasted only for

ten mouths. What the Xavagvas or the Daijagvas accomplished

by means of their sacrifices is further described in \ . 29. 12

which savs :

' The Xavaorvas and the Daragvas, who had offered

libations of Soma, praised Indra with songs; labouring (at it)

the men laid open the still of kine, thougli firmly closed '; while

in III. .'59. o, we read :

' Where the friend (Indra), with the

friendly energetic Navagvas, followed up the cows on the knees,

there verih- with ten Daragvas did Indra find the Sun dwelling

in darkness {Tamnsi kxkli/nnlaiii.).'' In X. 62. '2 and 3, the

Angirases, of whom the Da(;agvas and the Navagvas were the

principal species (Angim.t-tnma X. 62. 6), are however said to

have themselves performed the feat of vanquisiiing Vala, res-

cuing the eow.s and bringing out the sun, at the end of the

year {pari rafmrc Vnlom a/j/iinila)i); but it obviously means that

they helped Indra in achieving it at the end of the year. Com-

bining all these statements we can easily deduce (I) that the

Navagvas and the Da(;agvas completetl their sacrifices in ten

months
; (2) that these sacrifices were connected with the early

flush of the Dawn
; (3) that the saerifieers helped Indra in the

rescue of the cows from \ ala al the end of the year ; and (4)

that at the place where Indra went in searcli for the cows, he

discovered the sun *

dwelling in darkness.' '"'

The etymological significance of the words Navagvas and

Da«;agvas has been thus explained by Sayana : "The Aiigirases

are of two kinds, the X^avagvas or those who rose after complet-

ing the Siilfni in nine months, and the Da(;agvas, or those who

rose after finishing the sacrifice in ten months." '"
Originally

• The Dftijasfvns wore ralle<l
'

Hfven-nioiitJipd
"

hocaiiso the sacrifice

was conducted l>y seven priests chanting hymns.

• Tilak'Si^rc^C Home in thr IVi/rt/*, pp. ](V)-1(]'.\.

'" Viilr Snvsna'H coinniciilMrv rin Hi'l'. J. I'>'J, i :n\(\ X. 62. 0.
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the Navagvas must have received their name by completing

their sacrifice in nine months only ; but, as has been seen in

Rig. V. 45. 7 and II, they like the Da^agvas completed the

sacrifice in ten months. It is, therefore, admitted that the

sath-a or sacrifice usually lasted for ten months, though there

is evidence to show that there were Angirases (Rrihaspati, son

of Angira) who probably performed tlie sacrifice in seven

months (Rig. X. 47. 6), and others who were called Virupas

(Rig. X. 6*2. 5 and 6) who performed it variously. But of all

these various species of Angirases, the Xavagvas and the

Da^agvas were admittedly the best, who performed it in ten

months. So far Mr. Tilak's first deduction is correct.

With regard to the second deduction that " these sacrifices

were connected with the early flush of the Dawn," all we can

say is that Rig. IT. 34. I'Z, quoted by him in support of it, does

not prove that there was a long night for tw) months after ten

months of sunshine, at the end of which the Dawn flashed

forth and the sacrifice commenced. The translation of the Rik

is as follows :

"
May they who, tiie first celebrators of the ten

months' rite, accomplished this sacrifice, reanimate us at the

rising dawn ;
for as the dawn with purple rays drives away the

night, so (do they scatter the darkness) wi^h great and pur^ and

mist-dispelling radiance." ^^ The veise is addressed to the

Maruts (winds), who are identified here with the Dacagvas, and

the poet invokes their aid at the end of the performance of ten

months' sacrifice to animate them at the rising of the Dawn by

scattering the darkness with their mist-dispellinff radiance, just

as the Dawn herself drives away the night with her purple rays.

From the simile of the Dawn driving away the night, it is clear

that the darkness which the Maruts are invoked to dispel

is not the darkness of night, either long or short, but another

form of darliness which make the Sun and the Dawn invisible for

months, and is caused by clouds overspreading the sky like a

' ^

Rig. II. 34. 12 .
—

T[ ^^^\ T?si?n 4f=g ?jf^t ^ 5fr ffiqjgq^T ^feg I ^^T
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thick sombre pall durinij the rainy season. The phrase
" mist-

dispellin«^ radiance" lends a strong- colour to this view, for

clouds are nioroly mists formed high up the sky. It is the

Maruts or winds that drive awav the clouds from the skv and

usher in, at the end of the rainy season, bri^j^ht dawns and days,

when the -ST/Zm is commenced a.j;iin. The idea has been more

elaborated in the next verse which is as follows :

'*
"They,

the Rudra'', equipped with melodious flute, and decorated with

purple ornaments, exalt in Ike dwelling of fhe waters, and

scattering fhe clouds with r.ipid vigour, they are endowed with

delightful and beautiful forms." Here, the Maruts are identi-

fied with the Rudras, and the meaning of the phrase
" mist-

dispelling radiance
"

in the preceding verse is now made quite

clear, because they are said to exalt in the dwelling of waters

and to scatter the clouds with ra[)id vigour. Thus it was not

the darkness of the long .Arctic night that the poet had in his

mind but such gloom as is cause! by clouds overspreading the

skv for days and months together in the rainy season. Mr.

Tilak's inference, therefore, that the darkness refers to the

darkness of the long Arctic night is cleaily wrong.

We will now examine the correctness of his third inference,

viz., "that the sacrificers helpeil liidra in the rescue of the

cows from Vala at the end of the >/ear.^^ Let us first see who

this Vala was. Rig. I. 11.5 says :

"
Thou, AVielder of the

thunderbolt, didst break open the cave of Vala where he kept

the kine (of the celestials concealed) ; fhe deities oppressed (by

Vala) no h nger fear him, having obtained thee as their pro-

tector." Rig. IV. 50. 5 says: "(Aided) by the praised and

brilliant troop (of the .Vngirases), he destroyed with sound the

mischievous Vala. Hi ihaspati, shouting aloud, set free the boon-

bestowing oblation-supplying kine." Nf)W Rrihaspati literally

means the I.iord of the Vfovtm (finhdtain derdnam pati) And is

sometimes identified with Indra. At any rate, he was the

'» Rie. II. 31 1.3 : -% ^niir*? r*fiitr>7flirg»?t ii?l ^71^ ^^ii^ «?J1?^:

fsT^?»?ni sk^ ^\'3[^[ q»iJ? w«n ^fyV q'q»i^*T ii
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principal co-adjutor of India in releasing the confined kine, and

is jointly praised with him {vide verses 10 and 11 of the above

hymn ; also hymn 49 of the same Mandal).

The kine in the Rig-Yeda are sometimes used as a simile

for the solar rays, and sometimes for the rain-clouds which

resemble them not only in their variegated colours, viz., dark,

white, red, and black, but also in the supply of milk in the

shape of rain. A^ milk and its preparations are necessary for

the performance of sacrifice, so is rain-water essentially necessary
for the growth and production of corn and fruits which are used

in sacrifice as oblations or offerings. Hence the clouds are

described as '
oblation-supplying kine." Xow, Vala, the enemy

of the Gods and of mankind, used to steal away these cows and

keep them concealed in his cave, in other words, he caused

drought by withholding the rains. Though the sky remained

overcast by clouds concealing the Dawn, the Sun and ihe solar

rays, there was sometimes very little rain ; and it was, therefore,

the duty of the Gods to release them as w^ell as the rain-water

from their confinement in Vala's cave. This Vala w^as the

same as Vritra and
(^ushna,

and the killing of the demon

resulted in the pouring dow^n of copious rain and the release

of the Dawn, the Sun and the solar rays which also were called

cows in Vedic parlance. This, is plain language, means that

after abundant rain-fall in the rainy season, the clouds dis-

appeared, the sky became clear, and the Dawn and the Sun

shone as brightly as ever. This in what is understood by the

creation of the Dawn and the Sun by Indra. As we have

already said, Brihaspati was regarded as the principal co-adjutor

of Indra in this terrible conflict with the demon, in as much as

he was the lord of Vak, or the mantras that were chanted at the

performance of the sacrifices, and no sacrifice could be efficacious

without the proper recitation of the mantras. The connection of

rain-fall with the regular performance of sacrifices was

acknowledged even in a much later age, which is comparatively

recent, when Lovd Krishna who did not seem to countenance

much the performance of Vedic sacrifices, could not help saying
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in the B/taffav/dl-ffeefa a.^ ioWows: *'
llain is eauseJ by the perPorm-

anoe ot sacrifice, and auuaiii or food is j)rodiiced by rain.""

Hence Brihaspati has been described in Rig. IV. 50. .0 as having

destroyed Vala, the demon of drought, with the hel]i of the

brilliant troop of Angirases who performed the Snttra or annual

sacriliee for ten months, to the accompaniment of the loud

chanting of theA edic in.anlrns, and as having released the pent-up

kine by s/iovting aloud . If we bear these facts in our mind, it will

be easy for us to understand why Sarasvati, the Goddess of

Speech, or ot mantras, or the sacrificial Fire of that designation

for that matter, was ealleil J'ritraff/mi, or the killer of Vritra.

It will also be possible for us to realise the meaning of Rig. X.62.2

and :) which say that the Angirases after performing their

sacrifice for one year wer..' able al ihe end of if, to kill Vala,

and rescue the kine, and malce the Sun visible in the sky. The

end of the year, therefore, corresponded to the end of the Rainy

Season, which also marked the beginning of the New Year, and

as it began from the end of Van/id (the Rainy Season), the year

also probably came to be designated as Turx/ia. That the object

of the sacrifice performed by the Xavagvas and the l')a(;agva8

for ten months was the pouring of timely rain will appear from

B,ig. \ . 1 "). 1 I which says :

"
I oll'er to you (Gods), for the

sake of iciilrr, an all-bestowing sacrifice whereby the Navagvas

(the nine months' ministr.mts) have completed the ten months*

rite. May we, by the sacrifices, be the protected of the Gods ;

may we, by this sacrifice, cross over the boundaries of sin.'
'

It would thus appear that the main object of tiie Hitttraa or

sacrifices was ir,iier or the precipitation of timely rain, and

that the ten months' sacrifice performed by the Navagvas and

the Dacagvas does not at all signify ten months of sunshine,

and two months of darkness or long night betokening

'"•
Bhagavad'Oeeto III. U q^^i??jJi^g: i ^'ST^'irrT q^«ig; I

".Rig. V. 4o. 11 hj<; cfl
^-fl^ ^fvjq ^^j qqin^J^ii f]\^^\ ^\^rc^v. i ^qi
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Arctic cliaraoteristics. The Angirases performed this sacrifice

for ten months during which, they thought, Indra and his

allies had been sufficiently strengthened by mantras, the offer of

the Soma juice and oblations to wage on war with Vala or Vritta

for the remaining two months; but there were other sacrificers,

as we shall see later on, who performed the Sattra for full twelve

months because they believed that Indra and his allies needed

their help all the more during the period when they were in the

thick of the fight. That this fighting took place in the rainy

season would further appear from the following beautiful de-

scription of nature in hymn 45 of ihe Fifth Mandala after the

rains held off :
—

"
1. Indra recovered (the hidden cattle), hailing his

thunderbolt from heaven at the prayers of the Angirases ; the

rays of the approaching dawn are spread around ; the divine

.Sun, scattering the clustered gloom, has risen and set open the

doors of (the habitations of) men. 2. The sun distributes his

radiance as if it was a substance ; the parent of the rays of light

(the Dawn), knowing his approach, comes from the spacious

(firmament) ;
the rivers with running waters jtow, breaking down

their hanks; the heaven is stable like a constructed pillar. 3. To

me, when offering praise, as to an ancient author of sacred songs,

the burthen of the cloud (descends) ;
the cloud parts (with its

burthen) ;
the sky performs (its oflice) ; the assiduously worship-

ping Angirases are exhausted by much (adoration)."

It would appear from the above description that Indra has

already recovered the hidden cows, and has caused rains to fall,

and the rainy season is just over. The sky is clear, and the Sun

and the Dawn have begun to shine again with their wonted

lustre. The rivers, after the rains, are in high flood, breaking

down their banks, and the sky looks stable like a pillar.

Occasionally, however, there are passing clouds as in autumn,

from which rain falls; and as the Rishi is offering his prayers,

rain descends on him from a passing cloud; but that cloud soon

disappears again. These are the well known characteristics of

autumn in India.

58
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The hymn further goes on: "5. Come to-day quickly; let

us be engaged in pious acts; let us entirely annihilate the hostile;

let us keep off all secret enemies; let us hasten to the initiator of

the rite. 6. Come, friends, let us celebrate that solemn rite

which was effectual in setting open the (secret) stalls of the

(stolen) cattle, by which Manu overcome Vi(;i(;ipra, by which

the merchant going to the wood (for it) obtained the water. 7.

At this sacrifice, the stone (set in motion) by the hands (of the

priests) make' a noise, whereby the Navagvas and the Dasagvas

offered worship, when Sarama going to the ceremony discovered

the cattle and Angirasa rendered all the rites effective. 8. Wheti

all the Angi rases, on the opening of this adorable Dawn, camfe

in contact with the (discovered) cattle, then milk and the rest

were offered in the august assembly; for Saramft had found the

cows by the path of truth. 9. May Surya, lord of seven steeds,

arrive, for he has a distant goal (to reach) by a tedious route.

Fleet as a hawk, he pounces ujjon the offered (sacrificial) food;

ever young, and far-seeing, he shines, moving amidst rayd of

light. 10. Surya has ascended above the glistening water. As

soon as he has mounted on his bright-backed steeds, sage

(worshippers) have drawn him like a ship, across the sea; the

waters, hearing his commands, have come down. 1 1. I offer to

you (gtK.ls), for fin' ><nke of irafer, an all-bestowing sacrifice

whereby the Navagvas have completed the teu months* rite.

May we, by this sacrifice, be the ]>rotected of the Gods. May
we, by this sacrifice cross over the boundaries of sin.""*

From the translation of these verses it is evident that the

poet refers to the ten months' sacrifice that was over and became

effective in so far as the imprisone<l kine had been set free and

rain had fallen, and that the Dawn and the Sun having been

visible again after two months of continuous downpour, a new

session of the same sacrifice has just Ijoen commenced " for the

sake of water,'' or rain, which would fall again after ten months.

Hence the poet says that the Sun " ha« a distant goal to reaoh

by a tedious route." It may also be noted ''// pasmnl that the

•» M. N. Dutt'8 Translation of the Rig-Veda.
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Sun is said to have risen above the "
^listening water," which

probably is the sea that washed the eastern shores of Sapta-

Sindhu in those days, and to have been drawn like a ship across

the sea. It is also quite clear that the two months during which

the Dawn and the Sun remained hidden were not the months of
" the long night," but only lainy months during which the sky
remained overcast, causing ojloomv days, and gloomier uiorhts-

that only ended with the cessation of the rains, and the dis-

appearance of the clouds in autumn, when the sacrificial session'

commenced again, and the New Year began. We shall revert to

this subject later on.

It will not now be difficult for our readers to understand the

import of the verse (Rig. III. 3'J. 5) which says that "
Indra,

with the friendly energetic Navagvas, followed up the cows on

his knees and with the ten Dacagvas found the Hun dveJlinp in

darknesfi^' which is as much as to say that after the ten months'

sacrifice had been performed, Indra caused the rains to fall,

and discovered the Sun hidden behind the clouds and dwelling

in d-irkness, as it were. We will presently see that the subdued

gloomy light of the sunless cloudy days of the rainy season

has been compared with darkness in the Rig-Veda.

Mr. Tilak next sees the indications of a long night in the

story of Dirghatama, about which we ^ill now write. Dirgha-

tama is the name of a Rig-Yedic Rishi who composed some

hymns. He was the son of Uchatthya and Mamata. The

following verses of the Rig-Yeda (I. 158. 4, 5 and 6) give a brief

description of him :
—

."4., ilay the praise addressed to you, Acvins, preserve the

son of Uchatthya. Let not these revolving (days and nights),

exhaust me. Let not the ten times kindled fire consume me."

Let it not be that one who is your (dependent) bound (with

bonds) should of himself bite the earth. 5. Let not the

maternal waters swallow me, since the slaves hurled down this

decrepit (old man) in the manner as Traitana wounded his head,

so has the slave wounded his own, and struck his breast and

shoulder. 6. Dirghatamas, the son of Mamata, has grown old
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after the tenth i/uga has passed ; he is the HrahniA, of those who

seek to obtain the object of their (pious) work
; he is their

charioteer."

The last verse has been translated otherwise as follows :

"
Dir^jhatamas, the son of ManiatA, having grown decrepit in the

tenth i/i(ffo, becomes a Brahman charioteer of the waters wend-

insj to their fjoal." Mr. Tilak adopts this meaninrj, and inter-

prets yuga to mean " a month." He says that Dirf^jhatamas is

here identified with the Sun who, after running a course for ten

months, rides on the waters and goes floating in darkness.

These waters, says Mr. Tilak,
" are in fact, the same over which

the King Varuna is said to rule, (»r which flow by his commands,

or for which he is said to have dug out a channel (Kig. II. 28.4;

MI. f!>. 1-1
; VII. 87. 1), and so cut out a path for Surya, and

which, being released by Iiulra from the grasp of Vritra, bring

on the Snn." But wh}' strain the meaning of the verse, and not

admit at once that after shining for ten months, the Sun enters

into the clouds,
— the home of the waters in the rainy season ?

And even if the waters be those over which Vaiuna rules, they

must refer as much to the waters of the ocean below as to those

of the clouds above, for \ aruna, as we have .seen elsewhere,

rules over both. In Hi<:. I. If 7. 3 and IV. 4. 13, it has been

related that l)ir«rhatamas became blind, and it was Agni who

cured him of his blindness. This blindness refers to the eye of

the sun being covered nji by mists or clouds (Hig. I. 101. 14),

and it was Sacrifice, or Agni to whom oblations are ofTered, tliat

cured him. This st(uy of Dirghatamas was developed in a later

age in thf MahAbh/lrata (I. 104) into a piteous tale in which the

poor old Hishi who was born blind, is said to have been put on

a raft by iiis wife and sons, an<l floated down the Ganges, thus

abandoned to his own fate. Mut this story has not the

significance of the solar m\th which is traceable in the

Rig-Vedic version.

A word about Tiaitana in Hig. I. 158. 5, with whom Dirgha-

tamas has been compared, will not be out of place here. This

word occurs only once iu the Rig-Veda, but the word Tri'a does
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in several verses, and it seems that the two words are identical

and refer to the same deity. In the Zendavesta we come across

Thraetaona who is described as Jjihant% like Iiidra who, in the

Kitr-Veda, is called Ahihanta. Both Trita and Thraetaona are

called Aptya, i.e., born of, or residing in waters. S^jana, in hia

gloss on Rig. I. 52. 5, relates a story mentioned in the Taittiriya

Samhita, which says that Agni created three deities from the

waters, whose names are Ekulo, Dvita and Triia with the object

of wiping off all marks of the offerings {/labi/a) made at the

time of sacrifice. Trita, while drinking water, fell or was

thrown into a well. The Asuras, finding him in this sorry

plight, covered up the mouth of the well to keep him down,

confined therein. But Trita succeeded at last in forcing open

the obstruction. Rig. I. 105. 9 says that Aptya Tiita knows

that the seven rays of the Sun have fallen into the well, and

prays that they may help him to be rescued from his watery

confinement. The falling of the seven rays of the Sun means

the sinkinir of the Sun himself into the water. Thus we see

that the stories of Dirghatamas and Aptya Trita are analogous.

"What I understand by Fire creating E/cata, Briia and Trita is

that they all refer to the Suns of the three months of the

Rainy Season, Ekata being the Sun of the first month,

Dvita the Sun of the second month, and Trita the Sun of the

third month, when the Rainy season was in its full swing,

and Trita or the Sun was completely lost to view, or to

describe in the language of the Rig-Veda, fell into the well,

and became blind. Though the Asuras tried to hold him

down by covering up the mouth of the well, he forced it open ;

in other words, the Sun broke through the clouds, and became

visible again. In Rig. X. 8. 8. it is said that Trita, the son of

Apta (waters), being commissioned by ludra, took up hisfat/ier^s

weapons, and killed the three-headed monster of the seven-rays

{Sapfa-racmi) and forcibly took away his cows. In the next

verse, Indra is said to have killed the three-headed son of

Tvastri, whose name was Vicmrnpa, while calling back the stolen

cows. Now the epithet of Sapta-racmi (seven-rayed) applied to
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Vritra can only moan that he was so described because he had

stolen the seven rays of the Sun, and he was "three-headed"

because of the three months during- which he llourished. From

the story of A})tya Trita it would apj)ear that he was a solar

deity, and like Indra, was engaj^ed in rescuinj^ the Sun from the

clutches of Vritra during the rainy season. The story of

Dirghatamas also points to the same conclnsioti. lie was the

Sun himself who, after shinin^' for ten months^ became blind,

and floated down the waters for two months till his eyesight

was restored by Agiii or the A(;vins. In other words, the Sun

became invisible behind the clouds during the rains, and onIy_

became visible after the rains had been over.

But it may be asked, if Dirghatamas is really the Sun who

lost his eye-sight during the rains, why is he exiled Dirgha-

tamas or one residing iu long darliness ? Does not his very name

imply that he was the Arctic Sun ? The answer to this question

is that clouds have l>een identified with darkness in .nany verses

of the Rig-\ oda, some of which are quoted bolow :

" When the waters descended not upon the ends of the earth,

and overspread not that giver of affluence with its production,

then Indra, the showerer, grasped his bolt, and with its Ijright-

ness milked out the wattn from the darkness (clouds)" (tnmaso

ga adukshatj (Kig. I. -ii. 10.). In this verse the clouds have been

distinctly identified with darkness.'"

In the following verses Vritra has been compared with

darkness, and darkness with clouds (Rig. I. 50. 4, 5 & G) :
—

4.
*' Divine strength waits, like the Sun upon the Dawn,

upon that Indra who is made more powerful for protection by

thee (his worshipper),
—who with resolute vigour resi-sts the

gloojn {Vritra), and inflicts severe ca.stigation upon his enemies

makir)g them cry aloud (with pain). ">. When thon, destroying

Indra, didst distribute the (Vritra)-hidden, life-sustaining,

undecaying watern through the diffrrenl quarters of the heaven,^
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then, animated (by the Soma-juice), thou didst engage in battle,

and with exulting (prowess) slewest Vritra, and didst send doion

an ocean of tvaters. 6. Thou, mighty Indra, sendest down from

heaven, by thy power, upon the realms of earth, the (world)-

sustaiuing rain. Exhilarated (by the Soma-lmco), thou hast

'.expelled, the zvafers {frcm Ihe clouds), and hast crushed Vritra

by a solid rock/' In this connection we may also quote Rig.

c
I. 57. 6 which is as follows :

"
Thou, the wielder of the

thunderbolt, hast shattered with thy bolt, the broad and massive

-cloud into fragments, and hast sent down the waters that were

•'xjonfined in it, to flow (at will) ; verily thou alone possessest

all power."

Rig. I. 51. 10 also connects darkness with clouds, as will

appear from the following translation :
—

"The darkness (lamas) obstructed the current of the waters
;

' the cld7id ivas within the belly of Vritra ; but Indra precipitated
• all the waters which the obstructor had concealed in succession,

doivn to the hollows of the earth.''^^ ^ Here darkness is identified

with Vritra who concealed the clouds in his belly, from which

rain was precipitated on the earth below.

Rig. I. 38. 9 says: "They (the Maruts) spread darkness

over the day by a loater-bearinfj cloud {parjanya), and thence

•inundate the earth." ^^ Here it has been clearly stated that the

days of the rainy season are dark or gloomy.

Some verses of hymn 32 of the Fifth INIandala will help us

more clearly to understand what the Rig-Vedie bard meant

by
" darkness

"
in which Vritra revelled. Their translation is

given below :
—

"1. Thou, Indra, hast rent the cloud asucder, thou bast

set open the flood-gates, thou hast liberafed the obstructed

- ' ^^
Rig. I. 54. 10 :—^qwrf!^;5^«It¥' fT'itsW^'a 5!3^g ^k^\ \

'^^M^ '^ir ^f^iiT f%cn f%^T ^^: M^M f^^ II

^«
Rig. I. 38. 9 :—f^^ f^Tl??: f,»T^P^ q^'^^^7^ I €Trr ?f^ff
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streams
; thou liast opened the vast cloud, and hast giveu vent

to the shower, liaving slain the Danava (V^ritra). 2. Thou,

Tlinnderer, (hast set free) the obstructed clouds in their season

(the rainy season) ;
thou hast invigorated the strength. of the

cloud. Fierce Indra, destroying the mighty Ahi when slumber-

ing (in the waters), thou hast established the reputation of thy

prowess. 3. Indra, by his prowess, has annihilated the weapon
of that miiihty boast, from whom another more powerful,

considering himself one and unmatched, was generated. 4. The

wieKler of the thunderbolt, the render of the rain-cloud, has

destroyed with \\'\^ bolt the mighty Cushna, the wrath-born

(son) of the Danava, Ihe iralher in tlarkuess, the protector of the

showering cloud, exhilerating himself with the food of these

(living creatures). 5. Thou hast discovered, Indra, by his acts

the secret vitnl part of him who thought himself invulnerable,

when, powerful Indra, in the exhileratiou of the Soma, thou

hast detected him preparing for combat jh the dark al/ode.

6. Inara, the showerer (of benefits), exhilerated by the effused

juices, uplifting (his thunderbolt) has slain him enjo} ing the

dews of the firmament, nheping amidst the waters and thriving

in sufiless dark^wss {asnrj/e taniasi)."

These verses clearly show (1) that India rent open

the clouds with his thunderbolt and caused rains to fall
; (2)

that Vritra lav slumbering on tht? waters which he had

obstructed ; (3) that a drought (Cushna) was produced in conse-

quence of this obstruction ; (4) that
(^'ushna

resided in darkness,

and appr(»j)riatt'd to himself the food of all living creatures ;

in other words, tlie absence of rain caused all vegetables and

corns to wilhtr ; (5) and that Indra who made a search for

Vritra and founfl him slumbering in profound darkness and

thriving on the dews of heaven killed him, and caused showers

of niin to fall. The clouds of the rainy season are thus

associated with sunless or profound darkness. There are many
other verses bearing on the point (f./;., Rig. A ITT. H. 10 and

17, etc.), but it is useless to further dilate on the subject. The

above proofs are sufficient to eslablish the fact that the darkness
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in which the Sun dwelt for two or three months, was not

the darkness of the long Arctic night, but of the rainy season

lasting for that period, during which the sun remained hidden

behind the clouds, producing gloomy days and nights. If

Mr. Tilak had carefully taken all these facts into his consi-

deration, he would assuredly have come to a different conclu-

sion as regards the darkness in which the Sun is said to have

dwelt for two months.

Mr. Tilak next turns to another evidence to prove his

theory of the Arctic home of the Aryans. In Rig. I. 124- 2

occurs the phrase praminafi wanmTiija yngdni, wdiich literally

means "
wearing out the human tjngas.^^ Now the word

yugdni has been variously translated b}' various Vedic scholars

as "ages," "generations" and "tribes," but Mr. Tilak, with

great skill, interprets it to mean "
periods of time," and in the

above verse, "months." The translation of the verse would

accordingly be thus :

" Without obstructing divine rites,

although wearing out the months (lit. human ages), the Dawn

shines similar to those that have passed, and is the first of

those that are to come and shine at regular intervals." Mr.

Tilak surmises that the Dawn, after shining everyday for

ten months, disappeared for two months, i.e., during the period

of the long night, and reappeared again. Thus was this new-

born Dawn " the first
"

of those that were to come. He says

that " the first of the Dawns was no other than the first of a

set or group of dawns that appeared at the close of the long

night, and commenced the year.'' In other words, he takes

her to be the Arctic Dawn. But the very next verse (I. 124.

3) says :

" This Ushas is the daughter of the celestial region ;

clothed in light, she is seen in ihe easf"'^^ and in verse 5

of the same hymn, she is described as "born in the eastern

qiiarter of the spacious firmament."-" It is needless to say

1 9
Rig. I. 124. 3 :—

Rig, I, 124. 5 -.—x^ ^^' XM-^\ ^^^^ Ti^t ^f*i^Tfifl ^^gf[ I etc,
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that a description like this woul I be inconsistent with her

Arctic character. Mr. Tilak's interpretation is, therefore,

clear!}' \vron<^. We concede, however, that he is right in so

far as he infers that her aj)poarance marked the commence-

ment of the year. But what makes her "the first" of the

Dawns that are to come ? This is easily explained, if we

remember that she makes her first appearance on the horizon

at the close of the rainy season, during which both she and

the Sun lay hidden behind the clouds, and were not visible.

Her first appearance, therefore, marked the beginning of the new

sacrificial year which commenced from Autumn, as we shall see

later on. The principal reason why the year took its name

from Autumn (Carad) in the Rig-^'eda may be explained by

the fact that the yea'- in the Vedie calendar began from this

season. It has been said in Rig. VII. 66. II, that Varuna,

Mitra and AryamA, created Carad (meaning the year), months,

days, nights, sacrifice, and the nmyitms, and in verse 16 of the

same hymn there is a pra3'er of the bard|to the effect that he

and his people may see and live for a hundred Carads.'^'

The Dawn never looks so beautiful, and the Sun and the Moon

never shine so brightly as in autumn when the sky is clear and

blue, the atmosphere free from dust, and Nature with her

rich verdure, wealth of flowers and yellow corn is in her glory.

The cool crisp air of the autumn mornings and evenings, pre-

saging the advent of the cold weather, is refreshing to a

degree, and no other season is more enjoyable and more wel-

come to men and beasts than (;nrnil or Autumn, after the long

ppell of gloomy days and gloomier nights, with inky clouds

alwavs dri]iping rains, murky weather, damp atmosphere,

dirty water, and a sky dawn less and sunless by <lay, and

moonless and starless by night, causing a general depression

of spirit, and awakening only sad and gloomy thoughts. The

change from the Hainy sea.'^on to Autumn is as sudden as it

is agreeable, and an outburst of joy greets the ear from every

Rig. VII. 66. 16 :—qTqw JiT^t Tni\^ ^\%M 5,T^f T!?l»^
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side. A season like this fittino^ly marks a new epoch for men

to renew their activities and commence their journey of

life afresh, with redoubled zeal and vigour. And as a matter

of fact, Carad or autumn marked the beginning of the New
Year and the year-long Sattrns or sacrifices in ancient India,

Rig. X. 190. 2 says :

" The year was born of the ocean full

of water." The ocean was the watery firmament of the rainy

season, from which the New Year sprang into existence. In

otfier words, it commenced soon after VarsJid from which also

it obtained its appellation of Varsha. Hemantn (another name

of autumn) also came in this way, to mean " the year
"

in the

Rig-Veda. It is mere gratuitous assumption on Mr. Tilak's

part to synchronise the beginning of the year with the

winter solstice. The reason why the year was sometimes

called Ilima (Winter) ma} be explained by tlie fact that cold-

weather conditions prevailed in very early times in ancient

India during the gre iter part of the year, of which we have

undoubted geoloo^ical evidence. With the change of climate

in consequence of a wide-spread change in the distribution of

land and water in Sapta-Sindhu, the year (whicli was originally

called Himn) probably first came to be called Hema)ita, and

afterwards Carad, the last marking the commencement of fair

cold weather, and of the New Year very soon after the summer

rains.

Lastly, from the mention of five and six seasons in the

Rig-Veda, Mr. Ti'ak infers that when the Aryans lived in the

Arctic region, the seasons were five in number ; but this number

was afterwards increased to six, when they emigrated to Sapta-

Sindhu. " A period of sunshine of ten months," says he,

" followed by a long night of two months can well be described

as five seasons of two months each, followed by the sinking of

the Sun into the waters below the horizon.
'^ Even if we admit

that the Sun sank below the horizon for two months, what

was the objection against counting them as forming a separate

season ? Mr. Tilak would certainly not have us believe that

tlie people during tlie two months of darkness hibernated.
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quite unconscious of tlieif environments and not knowing

whether the period was hot, cold or rainy. They were as much

alert in this period, as in the period of the long sun-shine. It,

therefore, stands to reason that they would oount the two months

of darkness also in their enumeration of the seasons which

would, therefore, be six instead of five. The reason why the

seasons have sometimes been counted as five is ex})lained by

the Aitareya Brr^hniana (I. 1) and the Taittiriya Samhita (I. 6.

2. 3) which say tliat the two seasons llcmania and Ci(;ira

together made a joint season, thereby reducing the number

of seasons from six to live. Hut the Oa*apatha Br^ilimana

(XIII. fi. 1. 10) says tiiat VarHhd and Carad are comjiounded

for this purpose instead of Ilrmdiila and Ci(;ira. Though there

is thus a difference of opinion in the matter, there can be no

doubt that each opinion is justified by the characteristics of

each couple. The conditions of the rainy season sometimes

extend to autumn, and Ucuumlit and Ci(;ira are so ahke that the

two may conveniently be coupled into one, season. My opinion is

that Ifomavfa and Ci(;ira, having been regarded as one siason,

.the seasons were sometimes computed as five instead of six.

There is also another reason why the seasons were regarded as

five, though they were really six. Wc have seen above that the

sacrificial year ordinarily lasted for ten months, and as the

Ritviks or sacrificers were so called because they performed

their sacrifice in each ////' or season, the number of seasons

that were conterminous with the period of sacrifice were

naturally put down as five. There were some sacrificers,

however (as we shall see later on), who j)erfornied the sacrifice

for full twelve months, and thus comj)Uled the seasons to be

six. 'I'liese six or five seasons were divided into (wo halves,

one half (Dnkx/iivdi/nfia) commeneini: lion) the J3()th day of

Asbarah (about the middle of July) and lasting till the .'30th

day of Piiitx/in (the middle of January), aiul the other half

(Ufffirdi/tinfi) commencing from this day and lasting till the

.'iOth day of Asharah. Hig. I. IC 1. II says: "They say that

the five-footed father of twelve form.s is full of watery vapours
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{purishinanij in the further half {pare ardhe) of the heaven ;

and others say that he, the far-seeing [Fichakshanam), is

placed on the six-poked and seven-wheeled ear in the nearer

half {apare ardhe) of the iieaven." ^ - The words "
tive-footed

"

and "
six-poked

"
in tiie above verse refer to the live and six

seasons respectively of which mention has been made before,

and the twelve forms are the twelve months, in the farther

half of which the Sun is called Pitrishin (full of watery vapours

or waters), because he remains hidden behind clouds whieii

pour down rain in the rainy season, and in the nearer

half of which, he is cal^d Vichakskunali, or far-seeing,

because in that period, there are seldom any clouds or mists

to obstruct his vision.-^ Thus there can be no doubt

that the further half of the year in the above verse

includes the rainy season, and not any long period of darkness

as of night, as Mr. Tilak wrongly supposes. This inference

is further strengthened bv verse 14 of the same hvmn which

is as follows :

" The even-fellied, undecaying wheel repeatedly

revolves; ten, united on the upper surface, bear (the world) ;

the eye of the Sun becomes covered with water, and in it are

all beings deposited." -^. The wheel in this verse is the

wheel of the year and the ten are probably the ten months,

during which the ss orifice is performed for the good of the

world, after which period, the eye of the sun becomes covered

with water, meaning thereby that after ten months of bright

'-»
Rig. I. 16-i. 12: —

^^ ^iq 'gqt f^^g^^ ^Tl'^i ^3^ ^TfTfqcm II

"^ The nearer half of the twelve months means the first six months of the

year which began from antumn, during which period there was generally no

rain; and the further half included the remaining six months beginning
from summer or more correctly speaking spring and ending in Varsha,

during which period, there were thander-Rtorms and rains that obscured

the Sun.

«*
Rig. T. 164. 14:—
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sunshine, tho Sun is lu'dden behind clouds or watery vapours.

If this interpretation Itc coneet, then this also betokens the

rainy season, and not the darkness ol" the lon<j; nio'ht.

We have a confirmation of this vie^v in the Pauranic lei;end

aeeordin<]f to which it is believed that it is durincj VamJid that-

Lord Hari or the Sun sleeps on tho ocean, and this sleep of

Hari has probably been sno^orpsted by l>is epithet of Pnns^in

(full of watery vapours) and by the description of the solar

eye bein<^ covered up by them. The story that he sleeps over

the body of the serpent known as Cesha hns probably also been

suggested by the comparison of Vritra with Ahi or the serpent

as the cloud is called in the Rig-Veda. The custom which

prevails up to this day of not reciting the Vedic verses or

performing any Vedic rites during Varshd is ])robably a relic

of the custom that prevailed in the olden days among a certain

pchool of sacrificers, the Navagi'as and the J)a(,(u/vas, who

discontinued the performance of Vedic sacrifice or Sdffra for

two or three months during which the rains lasted. These

months were therefore not the months of darkness caused by

the long Arctic night, but rainy months during which the

Dawn, the Sun, the Moon and the Stars lay hidden behind

ihe clouds.

From the above discussion regarding the Adityas, the

months and the seasons, of which mention has })een m.acje in the

Kig-Veda, we come to the following conclusions : (1) that the

seven Adityas are not the seven Suns of the seven months during

which the Arctic Sun continually remains above the horizon ;

but they are the seven Divine Reings who preside over the seven

loi-a.s or sky-regions ; (2) that the eighth Aditya, called M/lrtAnda

(Sun) was terrestrial and mortal in 'he sense that he is subject

to birth and death like mortal beings, which is another way of

saying that he lises and sots every day; (.'J)
that the seven rays

of MArAtnda were derived from the seven Divine Adityas who

revealed him, and the changes in the different seasons were caused

by this luminary coming under the influenc of a particular Deva

Aditya in the course of his movement in the different regions of

I
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tlie sky ; (4) that the seasons are logically seven, but one is left

6ut because the intercalary month has no fellow to make a com-

plete season; (5) that the number of Adityas, who are the different

forms of Martanda, has been computed to be seven in relation to

ihe creation of ihe seasons; but in later Vedic literature, it was

raised to twelve in relation to Ihe creation of the months of the year;

(6) that this increase in their number was not at all connected

with any supposed migration of the early Aryans from the Arctic

to the Tropical region ; (7) that the annual Yedie sacrifices,

called Aditydndm-ayanam, Angirasdm-ayanam and Gavdm-ayanam

lasted for nine or ten months, i.e., as long as the Dawn and the

Sun shone brightly in a cle^a- and cloudless sky; (8) that the

sacrifices wxre discontinued by a certain school of sacrifieers for

the remaining two or three months during which the Sun remain-

ed hidden behind the clouds ; (9) that the clouds were identified

with Vritra or Cushna who tried his best to conceal the solar rays

and with-hold the rains; (10) that the rains and the solar rays

being essential to the cultivation and growth of corns and vege-

tables tiiat supplied food to men and animals, Indra, assisted by

the other great Devas, waged a sanguinary conflict with the arch-

enemy of mankind and in fact of all living creatures, whom he

found revelling in darkness behind the clouds and killed at the

end of the year ; (11) that the Devas released the cows (rain-water

or solar rays) and caused rains to fall as soon as Vritra had been

killed or laid low; (H) that the Dawn and the Sun, released from

the grasp of Vritra, shone brightly again after the rains had been

over; (13) that the New Year commenced with the re-appearance

of the Dawn and the Sun in Autumn at the end of the rainy

season, and the annual Sattras or sacrifices were begun again

with the main object of having timely rains at the end of the

sacrificial session; (I'i) that the darkness in which the Sun was

said to dwell was the darkness of clouds and not of the long Arctic

night; (15) that the seasons were really sixj though some com-

puted them to be five by coupling two of the analogous sfasous

into one; (16) that the year was probably called Carad as the New
Year commenced from Autumn ; (17) that the names Hemanta
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(Rio;. VI. 48. 8) aiul Iliniti which the year bore had probably

been fjiven to it in far earlier times wiien a cold climate had

prevailed in the country for a good part of the year, due to a

different distribution of land and water, and commenced from

Autumn; and (18) that absolutely no inference can be drawn

from the Rig-Vedic verses quoted by Mr. Tilak that the nights

had Arctic characteristics and the Aryans had once lived in the

Arctic region.

I



CHAPTER XXII

Examination of Mr. Tilak's Theory of the Arctic Cradle of the xlryans

(Coiitiiiiiecl).

Gavam-ayanaji on the (^oavs' walk.

Mr. Tilak has brought another Rig-Yedic evidence to bear

on his theory of the Arctic home of the Aryans. The Aitareya
Brahmana (I. 18-2 J) mentions what is known as the Prnvargya

ceremony which "
lasts for three days and precedes the animal

and the Soma sacrifice, as no one is allowed to take part in

the Soma feast Avithout havin* undersrone this ceremony. The
whole ceremony symbolises the revival of the Sun, or the sacri-

ficial ceremony {yajna) which for the time bein^ is preserved

as seed in order that it may grow again in due time (Ait. IJrah.

I. 18)."' The verse or Mantra which is recited on the occasion

is taken from the Rig-Veda (VIII. 72. 8) and has been trans-

lated by Mr. Tilak as follows :
" With the ten of Vivasvat,

Indra, by his three-fold hammer, caused the heaven's bucket

to drop down." This verse has been otherwise translated as

follows: "
Indra, being solicited by the ten fingers engaged

in his service, caused showers to fall down from the clouds of

heaven, with the help o£ his threefold rays ".^ Though the two

interpretations are different, they agree in one thing, r?>., ludra

caused rains to fall. The dropping down of the heaven's bucket

conveys this meaning. Mr. Tilak has translated the word Koqa

by
"
bucket," but in the Rig-Veda it is really a synonym for

"cloud" (Yaska's Highanin I. 10.). The verse, according to Mr.

Tilak, implies that " with the ten of Vivasvat, or with the

lapse of ten months, Indra, with his three-fold hammer, shook

1 Tilak's Arctic Home in the Vdas pp. 189-190.

»
Rig. VIII. 72, 8 : ^T ^31% fk^Wfi ^'?: ^3i'ig'5jftft t^i f^?fn f^^: 'i
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clown tlie lieavenly jar. This means that the three storing

places of the aerial waters (^11. 101. 1) were all emptied into

the ocean at this time, and alouLT with it, the Sun also went

to the lower world." Mr. Tilalc means to say that the llig-

Vedic bards conceived the tirmanent to be covered with aerial

water which was, of course, not real water, and over which the

Sun was supposed to glide like a golden boat. AVhen Indra,

M'ith his three-fold hammer, shook down this lieavenly jar, i.e.,

sent down the aerial water, the Sun also went down with it.

This occurred after the ten N'ivasvats or the Suns of the tea

months had run their course. In other words, after ten months

of sunshine, the Sun went down, and remained below tlie

horizon for two months, causing a long night.

Let us critically examine Mr. Tilak's conclusion. He refers

to Rig. \ II. 101. 4- to show that there were three storing places

of the aerial waters. The verse in question, when translated,

stands thus :

" He {Parjani/a or God of rain) in whom the whole

universe subsists, from whom the waters tlow out in three-fold

ways, and round whom the three-fold dripping clouds shower

sweet water.'' We do not lind here any suggestion of unreal

aerial water
;

but the water is the rain-water which falls down

from clouds and causes corns ami vegetables to grow. The next

verse makes the point clearer :

"
May propitious rains fall for

us (our benefit), and may the herbs which Parjani/u protects

or j)reserves be fruitful." The water was therefore not imagi-

nary aerial water over which the Sun glides, and with the fall

of which he also goes down. The verses relate an account of real

rain-fall from the clouds, and when it is said that after ten

months Indra dropped the heavenly jar, what is evidently meant

is that after ten months, the rainy season came and rain fell

from the clouds which Indra shook down and emptied. The
"

three-fold hammer'' of Indra (mentioned in Rig. \'III. 72. 8)

and " the three-fold dripi>ing clouds
''

(m«-ntioned in Rig.VII.

101 . t) probably refer to the three months during which the

rainy season lasted. No inference of the long Arctic night,

therefore, can at all be drawn from this account, and Mr. Tilak
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himself admits, that " the manfras used in the Pravargya are

not so explicit as one might expect such kind of evidence

to be." ^

Mr. Tilak next turns to tlie annual Satfra, known as tlie

Gavdm-ayanam, which was the type of similar Sattras known as
A

the Aditydndm-ayanam, Angirasdm-ayanam &e. which, as Dr.

Haug observes, seem to have been established in imitation of

the Sun's yearly course. They are the oldest of the Yedie

sacrifices, and their duration and other details have been all

very minutely and carefully noted down in the sacrificial works.

As the Aitnreya Brdhmana (IV. 17) says :

''

They hold the

Gavftm-ayanam, that is, the sacrificial session called
' the cows'

walk.' The cows are the Adityas (Gods of the months). By

holding the session called the cows' walk, they also hold the

AdityanS,m-ayanam (the walk of the Adityas)." The ceremony
has been described once in the Aitareya Brahmana, and twice

in the Taittiriya Samhita. The former describes the origin

and duration of the Satfra as follows :

" The cows being desirous of obtaining hoofs and horns

held (once) a sacrificial session. In the tenth month (of their

sacrifice) they obtained hoofs and horns. They said we have

obtained fulfilment of that wish for which we underwent the

initiation into the sacrificial rites. Let us rise (the sacrifice

being finished). Those that rose are those who have horns. Of

those who, however, sat (continued the session) saying
' Let

us finish the vear,' the horns went off on account of their

distrust. It is tliey who are hornless {l/'pardJi). They (con-

tinuing their sacrificial session) produced \\gowv {nrjam). Thence

after (having been sacrificing for twelve months and) having

secured all the seasons, they rose (again) at the end, for they

had produced the vigour (to reproduce horns, hoofs &e. when

decaying). Thus the cows made themselves beloved by all (the

whole world), and are beautified (decorated) by all." ^

» Tilak's Arctic Home in the Vedns p. 122.

*
Dr. Hang's Ait. Brah Trans. Vol. II. P. 207.
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From the above extracts it appears that tliere were two

schools of ancient saerilicers,
—one performing the sacrifice for

ten months, and the other for twelve months. The main object;

of the sacrifice was " water ", /.e., the fall of timely rains in

the rainy season, which was essentially necessary for the cultiva-

tion and growth of crops. Our readers will doubtless recall to

mind the Rig-Vedie verse (V. 45. 11) which says
'' I offer to you

(gods), /or the sake of water, an all-bestowing sacrifice, whereby

the Navagvas have completed the ten months' rite." As the

ancient Aryans were par excellence agriculturists, and mainly

depended for their crops on rainwater, whose fall was not

uniform and equally distributed every year on account of inter-

mittent spells of drought, their one main and all-absorbing

anxiety was to secure the fall of timely rain, without which

crops would not grow. With this object in view they instituted

the annual Sattras, as they believed that ludra, the chief benevo-

lent and powerful deity, would thereby be sufficiently streng-

thened to fight the terrible Demon of Drought who was supposed

to imprison the rain-water in his capacious cloud-body, and to

overwhelm and Uill him. Tliey observed this fight tx) occur

every year whirh invariably resulted in the defeat of Yritra or

Cushna, and the release of the imprisoned waters, the solar rays,

the Dawn and tlic Sun—to the great delighf of all living

creatures. Those sacrificers who believed that their work was

accomplished as soon as clouds (horns) appeared in the sk}',

betokening tin? alvenl of (he rainy season a^. the end of ten

months' rites, rose from the saciifieiil session, and were compared

to cows who had liorns, i.i'., wJio ha'l faith in the efTioacy of

their rites and believed that sin-c the clouds had appeared, rain

was sure to fall

But th<Me was another class of sm-rifipers who distrusted the

etlicacv of their rites, inasmuch a^ thev feared that the rains

might hold off intermittently, causing a general drought, if

thev did not continue the sacrifice for full twelve months. These

were, therefore, compared to cows whose horns went off on

account of their distrust. Though tliey became hornless, they
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gained in vigour, because of the lerformance of the sasrifice for

full twelve months. This is what we understand by the queer

allegorical description of the cows holding their sacrificial session

for ten and twelve months respectively. The description does

not suo-o;est that the Arvans held their sacrifices for ten months,

while in the Arctic region, and for twelve months when they

emigrated to the Temperate or the Tropical Zone. As we have

just said, it refers to two schools of sacrificers, one of which

thought that the performance of ten months' sacrifice was

sufficient; while the other thought that the sacrifice should be

performed for full twelve months to the end of the year. The

allegory does not seem to mean anything more than this.

There is a similar account in the Taittiriya Samhita (VII.

5.1-'2), which is given below :

"The cows held this sacrificial session desiring that 'being

hornless, let horns grow unto us.' Their session lasted (for)

ten months. Then when the horns grew (up), they rose saying
* we have gained.' But those whose (horns) were not grown,

rose after compleMng the year, saying 'we have gained/

Those that had tlieir horns grown, and those that had not, both

rose saying 'We have gained.' Cows' session is thus the 3ear

(year-session).
Those who know this reach the year and prosper

verily. Therefore, the hornless (cow) moves (grazes) p]eased,di(rinff

the two rainy months. This is what the Sattra has achieved for

her. Therefore, whatever is done in the house of one performing

the yearl}- Sntfra is successfully, timely, and properly done."

In this account we find it distinctly mentioned that the

hornless cow perfurming the sacrifice for tN^elvc months grazes

pleased, (hiring ihe two rainy months {Far,shil-i-)ndsan). There is

absolutely no mention here of a long night lasting for two

months. The inference, therefore, is clear that the last two

months' session was held during the rainy season.

In the next jtnnvdka (V^lI.5.2.1-2) the Samhita further

desribes the Cows '

session as follows :

" The cows held this sacrificial session, being hornless (and)

desiring to obtain horns. Their session lasted (for) ten months
j
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then when the horns ;^rie\v (up) they said :

' We liave gained,

let us rest ; we have obtained the desire for which we sat (com-

menced the session).' Half or as many of them said 'we shall

certainl}'- sit /'"/• (he I in) twefflh {liro luH) uhniflix, and rise after

completint]^ the year.' (Some) of them had horns in the twelfth

month by trust, (while) by distrust those tliat (are seen) hornless

(remained so). Both, that, is, those who "jot horns, and those

who obtained vio;onr {iirj im), thus attained their object. One

who knows this prosj)ers, whether risinp: (from the sacrilice) in

the tenth month, or in the twelfth. The}', indeed, go by the

path {paileun) ; he going by the paths indeed attain (the end).

This is that successful a//ii»tn// (session). Therefore it is go-sani

(beneficial to the cows.)
"

The above description, besides agreeing generally with the

previous two descriptions, gives us a sure indication as to when

the ancient sacrificial vear ended. The " two rainv months "

{^J'arniki vidx(iu) were undoubtedly the last two months or "the two

twelftii months" of the j'car, as the Sanihita dii-tinctly s^y^?. The

year, therefore, ended with I timha' or the rainy season, and the

New Year commenced from Autumn, wh'n the Snttros were

recommenced.

('ows have been variously compared in the Rig-\'eda to

the ravs of the Sun, to Dawns and to rain-laden clouds respec-

tivelv. In the above allegorical account, Mr. Tilak tliiukR

with Prof. Max MiJllcr, from a reference to (he Oreek

mytholngv of Ilclio's oxen numbering SoO, that they were

the dawns or tlie days of the yeai-. "It is not difHcult to .see",

savs Mr. Tilak, "that underneath this strange story of cows

holding a sacrificial session for getting horns, there lies con-

cealed the remarkable phenomenon that, realeased from the

clntfhes of I'ani, these cows of days and nights walke<l on

for ten months, tho oldest duration of tjie session known as

Cows' walk. In ])Iain language this means, if it means any-

thinir, that the oldest Aryan year was one of ten months,

fnlloireil hi/ ///<? tnnif iiifilil, during which the cows were again

carried awav by the powers of darknes«»." We do not agree,
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for reasons already stated, with the latter part of Mr. Tilak's

ccnelusion. "Where is the indicatiuu of a long night in the

above extracts? II all the eo\\s were carried away by the

powers of darkness, how was it possible for some of them to

hold the session for full twelve months? The real meaning

of the allegory would be that after the performance of ten

months' rites, clouds appeared on the horizon, which were

compared to the h'lrns of "the cows of days and nights".

Seeing the advent of the rainv season for which tlie sacrificial

session had been held, some of the sacrificers rose; but others,

fearing that the rains might be delayed in coming for sometime,

thought it prudent and reasonable to hold on the session for

two months more till the end of the year.-^ These have

been compared to hornless cows, or cows who lost their horns

through distrust. But whether with or without horns, the

cows gained their main object. In other words, there was

plenty of rain
; and as the hornless cows, i.e., the distrustful

sacrificers continued their session during the rainy season,

they are said to have grazed freely all the time. There is not

the ghost of the mention uf the long night in this account;

and there can be no doubt that ^Ir. Tilak's inter])retation is

fanciful and palpably erroneous.

We come to the same coneluson, if we take the meaning
of "cows" to be Adityas, i.e. Suns or month-gods, as explained

in the Aitareya Brahmana.'-' After ten months' sacrifice, the

cows had horns, ?.'-., rugged clouds appeared on the horizon,

looking like horns of the months. Those sacrificers who did

not rise from the sacrifice at the end of the ten months, but con-

tinued it for two months more, lost their horns, though they

gained in strength and attained their object. In other words,

* These days of the two morths had theii- horns cast cff, i.e.. the pointed

and rugged ends of the early clouds disappeared, and the whole sky was

overspread by a broad sheet of cloud.

Aii.Brah. (IV . 17) .— JT^wg^iT gp'T 1 JlTtT ^1 ^f^^T '^Wim^^8
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the rugi^eil look of the first clo.uls disappeared, and the entire

j^ky was covered by a thitk and broad sheet of clouds durinir

the rainy months, pourings down copious rains. This was what

was meant by the falling off of the horns. We are thus able

to understand how both the horntd and the hornless cows

gained their object. This appears to me to be the plain mean-

ing of the alove allegorical story.

Mr. Tilak savs that the year was in ancient times made

up of teu months only, instead of twelve as at present, and in

support of his contention, refers to the twelfth month of the

European solar year which is called hecewher, lilerally mean-

ing the tenth monlli. This, however, does not conclusively

prove that the tenth month was recognised as the last month

of the solar year. As the sacrificial year in ancient India

usually ended in the tenth month, the Aryan immigrants to

Europe may have carried the tradition with them, and adapted

the counting of the months to the different cireumstanees of the

land of their sojourn. The tenth month in ancient India was

the month just before the rains commenced to fall. Naturlly the

immigrants to Europe placed it before the period of time

when rain and snow fell^ i.e., before winter set in. The two

winter months, therefore, really formed the last two months

of the vear which commenced from spring in March, when

Nature was rejuvenated and obtained a fresh lease of life,

as it were. The mythical significance of the sacrificial year,

as understood in ancient A^edic India, was absent in Europe,

as the immigrants were not sacrificers in tiie same sense as

the ancient Indo-Aryans were. They simply counted the

vear from the time when Nature that had become dead in wintei

showed signs of life in a bright Sun, and a clear sky and

in warm days, helping the frees to sprout, the (lowers to bloom,

and the birds to siog. The month f)f March is called in Latin

Minlinn Mensi.t, from MmliuK, belonging to Mars, the God of

war. Bu' .Martins was also a surname of Jupiter in Attica,

expressive <»f his power and valour. (Pans. 5. V. II.) As

Jupiter held the .same position in the Roman mythology as
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Indra in the Veclie, and as Indra is identified with Suryu or the

Sua, this Martins or Mars, the God of war, may be identified

with the Sun. The word March is also derived from A.S.

mearc, mark, O.H. Ger. marka, inarch, M.H. Ger. umrk,

mnrke, marche, N.H. Ger. mark, O. Fr. marche, alHed to Lat.

mart/0, edge, border, margin
—showing that the month formed

the border of the year, from which the months advanced.

Counting the months of the year from March, we come to the

seventh month {September), the eighth month {October), the

ninth month {November) and the tenth month {December). But

December was not the last month of the year, as there were

two more months to complete it, viz., the two winter months

of cloud, rain, snow and ice, which were left out of reckoning

tike the twj rainy months in ancient India. Subsequently,

in the reign of Numa, a change was made in the Calendar.

Some say that Numa added two months to the ancient

Roman year of ten months ; but Plutarch in his life of

Numa records another version of the story, which says

that he simply transferred them from the end to the beginning

of the year. And this seems to be the most probable

explanation. The present Indian Calendar, based on astrono-

mical observations, and beginning from the summer sol?ti3e

or from the next day of the Mahdvishuva Samkrdnti is also

different from the Vedie Calendar which had a s.icrificial basis

to go u
I
on. The Vedie year commenced from a certain day when

it was necessary to begin the annual Salira or the sacrificial

session after the rains were over, and the days of the year were

counted not by weeks or months as at present, but by a series of

sacrifices standing isolated or in groups, that had to be perform-

ed in a certain well-defined order, of which we shall speak later

on. Thouo-h the Roman Calendar was not based on sacrifices,

it had nevertheless a method of its own, as the year commenced

from s ring when Nature was reborn and rejuvenated. The

chance effected by Numa in the Roman Calendar by trausfer-

rino" the last two months of the vear to its beuinnin*"^

seems to us to be less scientific than the old Calendar. And thus

61
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Dc'ceinber, the ton tli month, came to be regarded as the last

month of the year in later times.

Mr. Tilak then proceeds to deal with the Soma sacrifice in

order to cull points from it in support of his theor3\ The Soma

sacrifice is distimj^uished from the other sacrifices by a chief

characteristic which is the extraction of the Soma juice and the

offering thereof to the Gods, l)efore drinking. Throe libations

of Soma are offered in a day, one in the morning, one at mid-

day and the last in the evening, all of which are accompanied

by the chanting of hymns. "These Soma sacrifices ", says

Mr. Tilak,
"

if classified according to their duration, fall under

three heads:— (1) those that were performed in a single day,

called Ekdhaa
; {2) those that are performed in more than one and

less than thirteen days, called AJiinax ;
and (3) those that take

thirteen or more than thirteen days, and may last even for one

thousand years, called Suffras. Under the first head, we have the

Agnishtoma, full}' described in the Aitareya Brahmana (III.

39-44), as the key or the type of all the sacrifices that fall

under this class...Of the second class cf Soma sacrifices, the

Dvudaraha or twelve davs' sacrifice is celebrated both as Ahina

and Sat Ira, and is considered to be very important. It is made

up of three tri/a/ins (or three days' performances, called respec-

tively Ji/olia, do and -4///'«), thi tenth day and the two Afirdtrm

(Ait. Bra. I\'. 23. 11). The nine days' performance (three

irjinhnst) is called th'" Xarn-rdtra. Side by side with this there

are, under this head, a number of Soma sacrifices extending over

two nights, tliiLH- nights, fom nights, called dri-rdfra, In-rdira

and soon (Tait. Sam. VII. I. 1
; VII. 3. 2; Acv.

(^r.
Sut. X

& XII : Tan. Bra 2(1. 1 1—21. ID). In the third cla.ss, we have

the annual Snlfrax, and of these the Gavdni-(ii/finnni is the tyj)e...

The annual Snftms are the only important Snffias of th's class,

and to understand their nature, we must understand what a

Sfia/a/i(t means. Th • word literally denotes a group of six days

(^Shnt (than), and is used to denote six days' performance in the

sacrificial literature. It is eftiplojed a.s a unit to measure a

month in the same way as we now use a week, a month being
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made up of five Shalahas. The Shalaha, ia its turn, consists of

the daily sacrifices called Jj/olis, Go Aj/us and the same three

taken in the reverse order as A///cs, Go, and Jijolis. Every

Shalaha, therefore, begins and ends with a Jyotishtoma

(Ait. Bra. IV. 15). The Shalaha is further distinguished into

Ahhiplava and Prishthi/a, according to the arrangement of the

Shtomas or sono-s sung at the Soma libations. An annual Sattra

is, in the main, made up of a number of Shalahas joined with

certain special rites at the beginning, the middle and the close

of the Sattra. The central day of the SaUra is called Vialuvan,

and stands by itself, dividing the Sattra into two equal halves

like the wings of a house (Tait. Br. I. 2, 8. 1
.) ;

and the rites

in the latter half of the session or after the Vishnran day are

performed in an order which is the reverse of that followed in

performing the ceremonies in the first half of the sacrifice.

The model annual Sattra (the Gavdm-Aijanam) tims consists of

the following parts :
—

Tarts. Bays.

1. The introductory Atiratra 1

2. The Chiturvimcja day, otherwise called the Ar.imbha-

niya (Ait. Br. IV. 1
-V) or the Prayaniya (Tand,

Br. IV. V), the real beginning of the Sattra. 1

3. Four Abhiplava, followed by one Prishthya shalaha,

each month
;
continued in this way for five mouths. 150

4. Three Abhiplava and one Prishthya shalaha 24

5. The Abhijit day 1

6. The three Svara-Saman days 3

7. The Vishuvan or the Central clay which stands by

itself, i.e., not counted in the total of the Sattra

days.

8. The three Svara-Sdman days. 3

9. The Vi^vajit day 1

10. One Prishthya and three Abhiplava Shalahas 24

11. One Prishthya and four Abhiplava Shalahas each

month ; continued in this way for four months. 120
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Pitrls. Ddi/n.

12. Three Abhiplava Slialaha'?, one Go-slitoma, one Ayu-

Slitoma iinl one Da(;ar:\tia (the ten days of

Dvadarflha), makin<jj np one month 30

\'i. Tlie Mahavrata day. corresponding to the Chatur-

vim(;a day at the beginning. I

11. The concluding Atirjitra I

Total days 360 "

"We have (pioted here in. cxfeiiso tlie excellent summary
of the annual Saltra given by Mr. Tilak, as it would enable

our readers to understand how and when the Saf/ra commenced.

Those who performed the Saf/ra for full twelve months, fillowed

the above sacrificial procedure; but those who performed il for ten

months struck out five Shalahas from each of the parts marked

3 and 1 I in the above scheme. If we take the rinkuran or the

central day of the year to be the MaJidviiihnra Sanikranti or the

30th day of Chaitra, the sacrificial year really began from the

first day of the lunar month of Kartika, which is the middle of

Carad and marks the beijinning of Uemanta. Hence it would

be natural for tiie Vedic Aryans to call the year by the name

of Qarad or llemanfa, as tlicy used to do. But those who

performed the Salfra for ten months only hail their session

ended in Sravana which is in the very middle of Farshd or the

rainy season. As the Navagvas originally performed their

sacrifice for nine months, their session ended in yit^kdrha, i\e.,

in the beginning of VnrKhd, and hence the year would naturally

be called Varsha. The Nava'j^vas discontinued the Sallrn for

the next three months, and the I)af;agvas for the next two

months, which were however occupied by the performance of

fiilri-SntlraH or Night-sacrifices, so calleil because the days of

the rainy season were like nights, the Sun and the Dawn having

been hidden away behin<l the clouds. Hut the ordinary year

consisted of 12 months, and began from Carad or the lunar

month of Kartika, when the .sacrificial session also commenced.

1
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Let us trv to iix the date ol' the A'etlic New Ytar. We have

seen in the above scheme that the MaZ/arra/a day was the last

day but one of the year, awd as ^Ir. Tilak has rightly observe!,

"it was a sort of link between tin' (lvini>; and the eominfj year,

and appropriately concluded the annual Sattra.^^ IJefore the

Mahavrata, the Dacnrdtra (the ten days' ceremony of Dvadagaha)

had to be performed. The Da^aratra began with an Afirctira ;

then followed the nine days' ceremony, making up in all ten

davs. We have a relic of this nine d-avs' eeremonv in our present

Navardtrikam Vratam or Narardtrnm, which begin from the

first day of the bright portion of the ]i rar iro il d /oirr,
and ends in MaJidiinraml. This ten diys' ceremony was follow-

ed by the Mahdcrata day which, therefore, corresponds to our

Mahddacami, or Malidvijayd or Vijayd, as it is popularly

called. This was followed bv the concluding Atirdira that

brought the year to its close. The year, therefore, ended on the

Ekddaci day of the growing moon of the month of A^vina,

and began again from the Dvadari or twelfth dav of the grow-

ing monn. The Saf/ra of the New Year, however, reallv com-

menced from the next day which was Trojjodaci or the 13th day

of the growiniT moon of Acvina. Here, then, we have got an

unmistakable evidence of the beginning and end of the Vedic

year, and can now clearly understand why it was called Carad.

It will not be out of place to refer here to later Pauranic

myths which will throw an additional light on the interpreta-

tion of the Vedic year. It is related in some of the Puranas

that Rama, the greatest king of the Solar Dynasty who was

himself an incarnation of Yishnu or the Sun, defeated and

killed Ravav a, the ten-headed monster, on the tenth day of the

growing moon of the month of Acvina, which is called the

Yijaya, day (Victory day). This day corresponds to the

Mahavrata day of the Vedic Sattra, the last but one day, or if

we take the Vishuvan day into our account, the last day of the

year. On that day, Sita, the beloved wife of Rama, who had

been stealthily and forcibly carried away by Ravana, was

released ; and this legend agrees with the Vedic legend of the
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release of UsliAs (Dawn) from the clutches of Vriti-a by Indra,

or the Sun, on that very day. The Ushas or Dawn is identical

with the Vedic and Pauranic " Gojuon Unia
"

{Ilainxtvafi IJmd)

or Duri^a, who had ten arms j^trohably from the analogy of the

ten months during which she Hashed forth daily, or because she

diffused her light in the ten directions. During tiie remaining
two months of the year when she became invisible and lay

hidden behind the clouds, Indra waged on war with \'ritra for

her release, and when this was effected after the destruction

of the demon, slie flashed forth again in all her refulgent splen-

dour. This incident probably goes to the root of the great

modern festival connected witli Durga Puja in autumn. This

festival (which is also called Nm'nrafra) is really the festival to

celebrate the relea'-e of the Dawn and the Sun from the

clutches of the eoluds, and the inauguration of the New

Year, after the rains were over, by commencing the annual

Sattrd.

AVe have already referred in the last chapter to the sleep of

Ilari or the Sun-God on the celestial ocean known as Kxliiroda

over the body of the serpent, called Clesha, and pointed out

that the ocean r.*presented rain-water, and the serpent the

clouds, with a thousand heads. This sleep of Ilari (I/<irPi-

caifnnam) commences on the 11th day of the growing moon of

the month of Asharha which exactly coincides with the day on

which the nine months' session of the annual Satira performed

bv the Nava'jvas ori^rinallv terminated. As the rainv season

virtually commenced from that day, the Navagvas rose from

the sacrifice. But as the rains sometimes became late in coming,

the Suttrii was continued by the Daeagvas for one month more.

This practice was afterwards atlopted by the Navagvas also, and

both they and the Da(;agvas performed the Siif/m for ten

months. Though they discontinued it for the remaining two

months of the year, they took it up again from the beginning

of tile New Year which commenced in autumn. It will thus

apjwar that their discontinuance of the Sullra for two months

was not due to the advent of long night as in the Arctic region.
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but to the advent of the rainy season, which made the daj's

dark, and the niglits gloomy.

But it may be argued that as the sky does not remain eon-

tinuouslv overcast throughout the rainy season, and there are

also bright intervals oP sunshine, all the days of the season

cannot reasonably be described as dark and compared with

nights. This argument is easily answered by Ihe identification

of Indra with the Sun in the Rig-Veda. (V. l8. 3; VI. 47.

31
;
VII. 93. 1). When there are bright spells of sunshine

during the rainy season, it is not realh'^ the Sun that shines, but

the mighty Indra, the victorious, who assuming tiie form of

the Sun, darts down his rays for the benefit of the world and

brings on the revolving days and nights. Rig. V. 48. 3

says :

"
(Animated) by the libations offered by day and night,

(Indra) sharpens his vast thunderbolt against the beguiler

(Vritra) ;
he whose hundred (rays) attend him in his own

abode, sending away, and bringing back (revolving) days."

The rays of Indra (or the Sun), intercepted by clouds, have

been numbered "
huidrod,

"
because they are not sufficiently

bright and strong during the rains : and it is Indra who

sends away and brings back tlie revolving days, as the Sun,

having been imprisoned by Vritra, is unable to perform

his functions. These occasional periods of sunshine during

the rainy season are like brief respites obtained by Indra after

gaining a temporary victory over Vritra who, however, soon

rallies round his forces to continue the struggle. The complete

victory comes when Vritra is finally vanquished and slain at the

end of the rainy season. It is tl.en that the Dawn and the Sun

are released from their prison and freed to pursue their annual

course unimpeded until they are again confined by the resus-

citated and beguiling Vritra."

' In a later age the sleep of Hari or the Sun was extended from two and
three to four months, ending on the 11th day of growing moon of the month
of Kartika, when he is said to awake from his sleep. This extension was

logically made to cover the late extension of the autumn rains till the month
of Kartika, after which there is settled fair weather. This period is known
as Chaturmnsyn.
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Mr. Tilak, liaviiii; di-alt with the annual Salh'd of GavSm-

ayanani to prove his theory of the Arctic hone of the Aryans,

whicli, as we h ive seen, hi; has failed to do, proceeds to discuss

what are known as lidlri-saltr.ta or /,'(// ri-/,-ra( us, i.e., Ni'^ht-

saeritiees, numbcrin<j; one hundred. Th'ese sacrifices are (juite

distinct from the annual Siiltraa and stand as a separate fjroup

bv themselves. ^Fr. Tilak wonders why this should have been

so, and explains their isolation ia his own way by saying tliat

they were re illy performed durin<jj the peiiod of the lon*]^ Arctic

nii^ht (which must have given them their name), extending for

more than three months. Tjct us here <|uote his own words :

" Now an imi)ortaiit (pie?tion in connection with these Stiffras

is why tiiey alone sliould be designated ////////'-sacrifices {ntfri-

kratus) or «7v////-sessions {rdfri-mffi-tiK) ? and why their number

should be hundred ? o<- in other words, why there are no nif/lif-

sattras of longer duration than one hundred night ? The

Mimamsakas answer the first part of the question by asking us

to believe that the word '

night' (raf //'//) is really used to denote

*a day
'

in the denomination of sacrifices. (Habara on Jaimini

\'III. 1. 17 rht' wiird nri-)-(ilrii, aoconliiig to this theory,

means two days' sacrifice, and Cata-rrilrn, \ hundred days'

sacrifice. This explanation apjiears very good at first sight, and

as a mattter of fact, it has been accepted by all writers on

the sacrificial ceremonies. In support of it, we may also cite

the fact that as tie- ni ion was the measurer of time in ancient

days, the night was th-n naturally more marked than the day,

and instead of saying
'

so many d lys,
'

ni'ii often spoke of '
so

many nights
' much iti the same way as we now use the word

'

fort-nii^ht.
'

Thi-< i-< no doubt good so far as it goes; but the

question is why should there be no Som:i-sacrifiees of a longer

duration than 'one hundred nights,' an 1 why a gap, a serious

gap, is left in the series of SDma-sacrilices after one hundred

ni'^ht-s* Sdffra until we come to the annual Saffra of :3()l) days.

Admitting that
'

night
' means '

day,
'

w.- have some sacrifices

lasting from 1 to 100 day.--, and if so, where w.is the harm to

complete ti>e series mitil the yearly Saffra of ''500 days was
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reached ? So far as I know, no writer on sacrificial ceremonies

has attempted to answer this question satisfactorily. Of course,

adopting" the speculative manner of the Brahmanas, we might

say that there are no Soma-sacrifices of longer than one hundred

nights' duration, because the life of a man cannot extend beyond
a hundred year (Tait. Bra., III. 8. 16. 2). But such an expla-

nation can never be regarded as satisfactory, and the MimUm-
sakas who got over one difficulty by interpreting

'

night
'

into

*

day,' have practically left this latter question untouched, and,

therefore unsolved. In short, the ease stands thus : the sacri-

ficial literature mentions a series oE 99, or practically one

hundred Soma-sacrifices called '
the night-sacrifices/ but these

do not form a part of any annual Sattra, like the Gavdm-ai/anam,
nor is any reason assigned for their separate existence, nor is

their duration which never exceeds a hundred nights accounted

for. Neither the authors of the Brahmanas, nor tliose of the

(^rauta Sutras, much less Sayana and Yaska give us any clue

to the solution of the question ; and the Mimamsakas, after

explaining the word '

night,' occurring in the names of these

sacrifices as equal to 'day,' have allowed these night-sacrifices

to remain as an isolated group in the organized system of Soma-

saeriiices. Under these circumstances, it would, no doubt,

appear presumptuous for any one to suggest an explanation, so

many centuries after what mav be called the ao'e of Satfras.

But I feel that the Arctic theory not only explains, but

appropriately accounts for the original existence of this isolated

series of a hundred Soma-sacrifices." ^

For my part, I would not venture to offer, like Mr. Tilak,

a new theory to explain the apparently insoluble problem ;
but

we shall try to understand from the very scheme of the Satini

in ancient India why the night-sacrifices extended to 100 days.

We havie seen that the Navagvas originally performed the Saftras

of Gavam-ayanam for nine months till the advent of the rainy

season, when its session closed. Three months and a few days

' Tilak's Arcfic Borne in the Vedas, pp. 211-212.

6-Z
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more intervened between the close of tliis Sattra and the day

from which it was commenced a<jjain. The interval, therefore,

roufjhly consisted of 99 or 100 days. Though the Gavam-

ayanam came to a close, the sacrificers felt the necessity for

performing another sacrifice, known as the Nafn'-Snffra which

was a purely Soma-sacrifice, with a view to strengthen Indra at

a time when he was in the very thick of the fight with Vala or

Vritra, and, therefore, most needed the help of Mantras and Soma

libations. As Mr. Tilak has himself observed : "They (the sacri-

ficers) performed their sacrifices for ten months with a view

to help Indra in his war with Vala ; and just at the time when

Indra most needed the help of invigorating songs and Soma

libations, are we to suppose that these sacrificers sat idle, gave

up the sacrifices, and left Indra to fight with Vala alone and

single-handed as best as he could ? Tlie whole theorv of sacri-

fices negatives such a supposition.
" ^ We are in perfect accord

with these observations of Mr. Tilak. The sacrificers having

performed the Gavrim-ayanam which hel[)ed Indra to overcome

Vala every nii^ht, thought it necessary to perform, for three

months, another sacrifice with the libations of the Soma juice,
—

the invigorating drink that Indra was extremely fond of—in

order to help him to successfidly fight the great battle with

Vala or Vritra, which lasted continuously for three months more

or less, and on the momentous issue of which depended, as it

were, the very existence of the world. For, Vritra had im-

prisoned the waters in his capacious cloud-body, along with the

Sun and the Dawn, and it was necessary to release them for the

benefit of mankind, nay, of all living creatures. These Saftras

therefore, formp<l a da^s by themselves, and were performed

solely with the object of strengthening Indra in his deadly

conHict with Vritra. The Soma jilant, mf>»P<'ver, grew and

throve during the rainy season, and was available in large

quantities for the performance of this special sacrifice for Indra.

Rig. II. 13. 1 says:
" The season (of the rains) is the parent

" Tilak'p Arctic Home in the Ve<1aK, p. 215,
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(of the Soma plant), which as soou as born of her, enters into

the waters in which it grows; thence it is fit for expression,

as concentrating (the essence of the water) ; and the juice of

the Soma is especially to be praised (as the libation proper for

Indra)." AVe thus see why and when were these special sacri-

fiees performed. These were known as Night-sacrifices {Ratri-

Kratus or Saltras) because the days of the rainy season were

dark and were like nights.
^ ^ But these special sacrifices were

probably performed both in the day time and in the night as

the following verse (Rig. V. 48. 3) will go to show :

"
(Anima-

ted) by the libations offered h^ day and night, (India) sharpens

his vast thunderbolt against the beguiler (Vritra) ;
—he whose

hundred (rays) attend him in his own abode sending away and

bringing back (revolving) days." Here we find that the libations

are offered both by day and night ; and ludra who appears in

the garb of the Sun whose rays, in consequence of the obstruc-

tion of clouds, are numbered one hundred, instead of one thousand,

as they are not strong
— is described as sending away and bring-

ing back the revolving days, which clearly proves that the period

of Indra's fight with Vritra was not a continuously long Arctic

night, but consisted of ordinary revolving dark days and nights.

This Soma-sacrifice may also have been called Rairi-Sattru for

another reason. ''The Aitareya Brahmana (IV. .5), in explain-

ing the origin of this sacrifice, tells us that the Asuras had

taken shelter in Night, and the Devas, who had taken shelter

in Day, wanted to expel them from the dark region. But

among the Devas, Indra alone was found ready and willing

to undertake this task ; and entering into darkness, he, with the

assistance of metres, turned the Asuras out of the first part of

the night by tlie first Soma libation, while by means of the

middle turn (parydya) of passing the Soma-cup, the Asuras

were turned out of the middle part, and by the third turn out

of the third or the last part of the night. The three Soma

libations, here spoken of, are all made during the night, and

the Brahmana further observes that there is no other deity save

1" Vide Chapter XXI {ante).
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Inilra and the Metres to whom they are offered (Cf. Apas. Or.

Su., XIV. .'?. 1-2). The next section of the Bnl'imana (IV. 6)

distinctly raises the question :

' How are the PavaniAna Stotras

(to be chanted for the purification of the Soma juice) provided

for the nii^ht, whereas such Stotra^ refer only to the day, but

not to the nicjht ?
* and answers it by statin*;- that the Stntra.^

ore the same for the day ami the nights
* ' The above account

applies to the Alirdtra sacrifice, and m:iy be said to apply

also to the Rdtri-Satlra. In that case, tlie Ratri-Satira was per-

formed in every nij^ht of the period dnrinfr which the rainy

season lasted iu order to streui^theu Indra in his liii^ht with

Vritra. But as we have seen in Rig. V. 48. 8, the libatio ns

of the Soma juice were offered both by day and by ni;2fht and

the Aitareya Biahmaiia (IV. !•) says that he who performs the

Atiratra sacrifice, does so for both dav and ni2:ht. AVe mav.

therefore, take it that the Ratii-Sattras were performed by day

as well as by night; and we shall easily understand the necessity

for this double performance every day, when we remember

that Indra was in the thick of the fight during the rainy

season, and the stake on his victory was very great, which

necessitated all the help that the sacrificers could give him.

Those sacrificers, however, who jierformed the Gavam-ayanam
for full twelve months, performed this special Rdtri-Sattrn at

niirht-time onlv, which must have been the origin of its desiy:na-

tion. We thus see that the performance of the Rdtri-Snftras had

nothing to do with an Arctic night. There is only one, long

night for three months somewhere in the Arctic region, anrl the

counting of one hundred /lightu would be an
ab.'surdity unless

there were corresponding days? to distinguish I hem. If Cata-

rfltra is uuderstood in the same sense as we understand a "fort-

night," it wonld imply the existence of a hundred couples

of days and nights.

These " hundred night.*-
"

or days of the rainy season were

looked upon as the hundred forts or citadels (pnrah) of Vritra or

» » Tilak'8 Ar<'Jic Home in the redan, p. 213.

I
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Cambara, which Indra broke down with his thunderbolt

(Rig. II. U. 6
;

II. 19. 6
;

VI. 31. -i
;
VIII. 93. 2, etc.). The

word Cambara (9am= water + bara= concealer) means "one

who conceals water," and is the same as Vritra or ^'
the en-

velopeT {of water').^' Rig. I. 130. 7 says :

" For Piiru, the giver

of offerings, for the powerful Devadasa. thou Indra, the dancer

(with delight in battle), hast destroyed ninety cities; dancer

(in battle), thou liast destroyed them for the giver of offerings.

For Atithigva, ihe dreadful (Indra) hurled Cambara from off

the mountain, bestowing (upon the prince) immense treasure

(acquired) by (his) prowess ;
all kinds of wealth (acquired) by

his prowess.'' Here we have mention of ninety cities which

exactly ta,lly with the ninety cloudy days that intervened between

the completion of the nine months' iSatlra, and the beginning of

the sacritice on New Year's day. Indra is also said to have

hurled down Cambara from the mountain {yirek). Now as this

word giri or parvata, is synonymous with meyha or cloud (Yaska's

Nighunta, I. 10), the hurling down of Cambara from the fjiri

means that he was thrown down from the clouds, and the rain-

water which he hail imprisoned was set free. Cambara was

therefore killed during the rainy season. The " immense treasure
''

or wealth that was bestowed by Indra on Atithigva undoubtedly
refers to the bumper crops that were produced in consequence of

the timely fall of rains.

The last portion of verse 3 of the same hymn has been tran-

slated as follows :

" He (Indra) opened the doors of the waters,

the sources of food, when shut up (in the clouds) ; (the sources

of) food that were spread (over the earth)."

Wilson comments on this passage as follows :

'' hhah pari-

vritah is the reiterated phrase, alluding in the first place, accord-

ing to Sayaiia, to the rains shut up in the clouds, and in the

second, to the seeds shut up in the earth, germinating on the fall

of the rain, and affording, in either case, food."

In verse 8 of the same hymn, it is related that Indra "
tore off

the black skin (of the aggressor)
'^
which undoubtedly refers to

.black clouds. In Rig. I. 1^9. 3, we read •*

Thou, the destroyer
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(of oneniies), pieicest every niin-coiifiniu^ skin
;
thou overtakest,

hero, every tlyinj^ (mortal cloud), and abandonest (it) when

exhausted (of its water)." Here, then, is a clear explanation of

what is understood by 'Mjlack skiu
" which is nothing but rain-

oontining cloud. Rii;. II. lU. 7 also contains the same idea :

'' Indra the slayer of Vritra, the destroyer of cities, has scattered

the black-sprun<i^ servile (hosts)," meaning the clouds. Else-

where, tlie clouds have been described as
" the pregnant (rain-

laden) wives of Krishna."

In Rig. II. 19. 6 we read : "The radiant Indra subjected to

Kutsa, his charioteer, (the Asura^) (^ushna, A^usha, and Kuyava,

and for the sake of Divodasa, demolished the ninety and )ii7ie

cilies of Cambara."

In verses 2 and 3 of the same Sukta we read :

" Exhilarated

by the Soma juice, Indra, armed with the thunderbolt, severed

tlie rain-confininLi cloud, whereupon the currents of the rivers

proceeded (towards the ocean) like birds to their own nests.

"The adorable Indra, the slayer of Ahi, sent the current of

the waters towards the ocean ;
he generated the Sun

;
he discover-

ed tlie cattle
;
he effected the manifestation of the days of light."

The meaning of the above verses is clear. The clouds are

rent asunder by Indra, and the rains fall down on the earth,

swelling the rivers which carry tlie waters to the ocean. After

the clouds are dispersed, the cows or tlie solar rays arc discovered,

the Sun appear!? in the sky, and bri'j;lit days follow. These are the

feats of Indra, and h •

performed them by demolishing the ninety-

nine cities or citadels of Cambara, or in other words, by over-

coming the ninety or ninety-nine days (hat constituted the rainy

season .

The above extracts will sulliee for our purpose, as they

unmistakablv prove that the great conflict between Indra and

\'ritra or Cambara took place in the rainy .season, and not during

the long Arctic night.

Mr. Tilak savs that this conllict t«ok plaee in the nether

world, i.f.. below the earth or on the other side of it, where

Vriti-a is said to have eonlined the Sun, the Dawn and the waters,
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i.e., the invisible aerial waters with whose movement was inti-

mately connected the movement of the Sun and the Dawn. But

the following verses do nof^. support such a supposition. In Rig.

I. b-l. 6 we read :

"
When, Indra, thou hadst smitten with thy

thunderbolt the cheeks of the wide-extended Vritra who, having
obstructed the waters, reposed in f/ts reffiou above the firmament,

thy lustre, destructive of enemies, extended and thy strength be-

came effulgent." Again, in Rig, I. 80. 4 we read :

'•' Thon hadst

struck Vritra />(?;« off the earth and from heaven-, (now) let loose

the wind-bound life-sustaining rain, manifesting tliine own

sovereignty." The meaning is that Vritra, in the shape of dark

mists near the earth, and of clouds high up in the sky, has been

killed by Indra. In Rig. II. 80. 3 again, we read : "In as much as

he {Vritra) had spread aloft atjove the firmament, Indra hurled

against him his destructive (thunderbolt). Enveloped in a cloud,

he rushed upon Indra, but the wielderof the sharp-edged weapon

triumphed over his foe." Rig. 11. 11. 5 says :

"
Indra, here,

thou hadst slain, by thy powers, the glorified Ahi, liidden privily

in a cave, lurking in concealment, covered by the waters in

which he was abiding, and arresting the rains in the sky." From
the above quotations it would be quite clear to our readers that

the fight between Indra and Vritra took place in antariksha or

the sky, and not in the nether regions.

Indra was called Catakratu, i.e., one in whose honour one

hundred sacrifices had been specially performed. These sacrifices

were as we have seen, the Batri-Sattras or night-sacrifices which

were specially performed with a view to strengthen Indra in his

figlit with Vritra, either in the nights of the rainy season, or both

in the nights and days of that season which was corap^ired to

fdtrih or night on account of the concealment of the Sun behind

the clouds. We have also seen that Indra demolished 90, 99 or

100 cities or fortresses of Vritra which we have identified with

the cloudy days of the rainy season. Mr. Tilak says that as

the word deva-purah which means " the fortresses of the

Gods^' has been interpreted to mean "days
"

in the description

of the Daca-rdtra sacrifice in the Taittiriya Samhita (VII. 2.
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5. 3-4), tilt- pitiafi (cities or fortresses) of
(^aii)bara

or Vritra,

may well be taken to rncau "
nights." We have no objec-

tion to take this view, as the days of tlie rainy season were

compared to darkness and nij^hts. That these 99 days were rainy

days would appear from their comparison with streams which

Iiidra
"
traversed like a swift hawk ''

(Rii^. 1. :3:2. 4). The verse

immediatelv in-ecedini; it clearly indicates that the tiirhtin<r took

place in the rainy season: "Neither the lij^htnini^, nor the

thunder, nor the rain which ho showered, nor the thunderbolt

harmed Iiidra when he and Ahi fouiijht, and Maiifhavat (Indr.*)

triumphed also over other attacks." The rainy days, however,

did not constitute one lon<:: Arctic ni<?ht, but they were ordinary

revolvinflf days and nij^hts as we have seen in Riijj. V. 48. 3.

From these evidences it is clear that the nafn'-Saitrns, performed

duriui^ the rainy season, were so cilled, because the days were

dark like nio^hts, or because a special session of night-sacrifices

was held durin;^ this season to mike Iiidra stronj^ and victorious

over the Asuras. The pirformanee of these sacrifices does not,

in any way, indicate that the Aryans once lived m the Arctic

reijion where the night was three months long.

Mr. Tilak lastly refers to the Avestic legen<l of tjie light

between Tishtrya, the star oC rain, and Apaosha, the demon of

drought, which is an exact parallel of the Vedic legend of the

fif;ht between Indra and \'ritra.
" In the Hig-\'eda," says

Mr. Tilalc, "the light of Indra with \'ritra {J'ritra-turj/n) is often

represented as a struggle for waters (dp-fun/n) or as 'the striving

for cows
'

{ffo-i-'ihffn)
or ' the striving for day

*

[lUr-ixlil/ii), and

Indra is said to have released the cows or waters and brought on

the Dawn and the Sun by killing Vritri (Rig. I. ol. t and II. 19.

3). Now Indra as Vrilriilitin appears as rerefrfif/Jnia in the

Avesta ;
but the fight for waters is therein ascril)pd not to

Verctraghn^ but to Tishtrya, the star of rain. It is he who

knocks down Apaosha and liberates the waters for the benefit of

man 'with the assistance of the winds, and the light that dwells

in the waters.' In short Tishtrya's con(|ue8t over Apaosha \i

an exact parallel of Indra's concpiest over Vritra as described in
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the Rig-Veda ; and, as the legends are interpreted at present,

they are said to refer to the breaking up of the clouds, and the

bringing on of the rains on the earth, Tishtrya being supposed to

be the star of rain. But this theory fails to account for the

fact how the recovery of the Dawn and the rising of the Sun,

or the bringing on of light, were included amongst the efEeets of

Indra's victory over Vritra." We do not see how and why the

theory fails in this respect. ^Vhen Vritra or Apaosha is van-

quished, the waters are set free from the clouds and with the

disappearance of the clouds in autumn, the Dawn and the Sun

are also released, and thej- sliine as brightly as they did before

the rains. We have already quoted enough evidence from the

Rig-Veda to prove these facts. As in the case of Indra, so in

that of Tishtrya also, the Haoma was performed
" for one night,

or two nights, or fifty or hundred nights
"

(Yt. VIII. II), when

he appeared and fought with Apaosha.*
- It is thus clear that

the fight between Tishtrya and Apaosha took place, like the fight

between Indra and Vritra in the rainy season, and not during the

long Arctic niglit, for " one night" as mentioned in the Parsi

scripture does not necessarily mean a night of 2i> hours' duration.

It is probable that the sacrifice performed in honour of Tishtrya

was held in the night as it was done by the Vedic Aryans, and

hence '

nights
'

instead of
'

days
'

has been mentioned. It is

remarkable that the Avesta does not mention the release of the

Sun and the Dawn, as probably the rainy season was not so

continu )us in Airyana Vaejo as it was in Sapta-Sindhu which,

as we have seen, was girded about by oceans, and therefore had a

more copious rainfall, and a longer duration of clouds than the

home of the Ir.inians. This may also account for the fact that

the Haoma saeritice was performed by the followers of Zoroaster

"for one night, tsvo nights, fifty or hundred nights," according to

the scanty or tlie copious nature of the rainfall in Airyana

Vaejo. It is not at all conceivable that within the same

'- As both the Yedic Aryan? and the Iranians performerl the Soma
sacrifice and as the Soma plant was indigenous only to the Himalaya and

Sapta-Sindhu, they could not have lived in the Arctic region,

63
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province and latitude, the Arctic iiiijjht would extend from one

nififht to liundred nights. The very fact that the Soma sacrifice

was performed both by the A edic Aryans and the Zoroastrians

and that the Soma ))lant grew nowhere else exceptini^ on the

HimAlaya and in Sapta-Sindhu should have convinced Mr. Tilak

of the absurdity of his Arctic theory.

Now to sum up : it has been shown that (1) the droi)ping

down of the heavenly jar or clouds by Indra means the fall of

rain, or the advent of the rainy season after ten months of

drought ; ("2) that it does not betoken the approach of the long

Arctic night; (3) that the Navagvas and the Daf;agvas were

two classes of sacriflcers who originally jierformed tlie Saftrtt or

annual sacrifice for nine or ten months respectively, but after-

wards both performed it for ten mouths; (4-) tiiat they rose

fn^m the sacrifice as soon as the cows which were no » ther than

the months or the davs of the vear had cri'own horns on their

heads, i.e., as soon as clouds, presaging the approach of the

rainy season, appeared on the horizon ; (5) that there were some

sacrificers who, instead of rising at the end of ten months, went

on performing the sacrifice for full twelve months; (ti) that the

object of the sacrifice was " water
"

or rains which were supposed

to have been imprisoned by \ ritra or Cushna, and to release

whicli was invoked the aid of the powerful Indra by maniras

and the performance of the Soma sacrifice
; (7) that these

clouds were compared to darkness on account of tlieir black

colour, and the cloudy days to nights, because the Dawn and the

Sun lay hidden behind the clouds
; (8) that as the Asui-as be-

came powerful at night and as the rainy days were compared to

nights, a special Soma sacrifice, called /idtri-Suffrn or night-

sacrilice, was perfornu'd, probably both by day and by night, for

ninety to one hundred days, with a view to strengthen Indra in

his fight with Vritra who had imprisoned in his cloud-body the

waters, the solar rays, the Dawn and the Sun himself; (9) that

this fight was undertaken by Indra to release them from the

clutches of Vritra for the benefit of all living creatures ; (10) that

the annual Salfras known as GAvam-ayanam, Angirasam-ayanam,
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Adityanam-ayauam, etc., were commenced soon after the cessation

of rains in autumn from the thirteenth day of the bright portion

of the hinar month of A^vina, and completed by the Navagvas on

tlie 11th day of the bright portion of the lunar month of Ashdrha,

I.e., the day on which Hari, according to later Pauranic legend,

goes to his sleep for four months on the back of the Cesha serpent

in the Kshiroda-Samuflra
,
and by the Da(;agvas on the 11th day

of the bright 2>ortion of the lunar month of Cravana
; (11) that

the year in ancient India was computed not by months and

weeks, at at present, but by a sot scheme or arrangement of the

annual Sattra; (l"i) that the present Xavardtra Vrata or the

Durgd Puja festival marked the end of the old and the beginning

of the new year in ancient Rig-Vedic India, and are merely

the relics of the Dacardfra and the Mahdiyrata ceremonies of the

Gavam-ayanam; (13) that the 90 or 100 Ratri-SaUras correspond-

ed to the same number of the rainy days which were regarded

as so many fortresses of Vritra, that Indra broke down with his

thunderbolt; (11) that Indra derived his epithet of Cata-kratu

from the fact that the hundred Soma-sacrifices known as Rdtri-

Sattras were performed solely in his honour with a view to

strengthen him in his figlit with Vritra; (15) that these sacri-

fices were distinct and separate from the annual Sattras per-

formed either for ten or twelve months; (16) that the year of

the Yedic or the Roman calendar never consisted of ien months

as wrongly supposed by Mr. Tilak, but of twelve months
; and

as the two months of the rainy season were left out of reckon-

ing in ancient India so far as the annual Sattra performed by

certain sacrificers was coacerned, so did the old Romans also

leave out of reckoning the two winter months of snow, ice, and

rain, although they were not sacrificers in the strictest sense of

the term
; (17) that the Avestic legend of the fight between

Tishtrya, the star of rain, and Apaosha, the demon of drought,

is an exact parallel of the Vedic legend of the fight between

Indra and Vritra; (18) that both the legends refer to the rainy

season, and not to a long Arctic night; (i9) that as both the

Vedic and Avestic sacrifices were accompanied by the Soma or
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the Haoma saorifice, and as the Soma plant was indigenous to

the Himalaya and **"apta-Sindlui only, the ancient Aryans could

not liave lived in the Arctic region; and lastly (20) that

Mr. Tilak's attempt to i)rove the Arctic home of the ancient

Aryans from these evidences has failed.

1

I



CHAPTER XXIII.

Examination of Mr. Tilak's Theory of the Arctic CratUe of tlie

(Aryans continued.)

Vedk Myths—thk Captive AVvteus.

Ill the previous chapters we have examined what ^Slr. Tilak

has termed the direct Vedic evidences which in their cumulative

effect go to prove, in his opinion, the Arctic home o£ the ancient

Aryans. But we have seen that they ])rove any thing but an

Arctic home. The night, the day, the Dawn, tiie Sun, the

months and the seasons have not in any of them tlie Polar or

Circum-polar characteristics. Nor do tlie annual Sattras, and

the lidtri-SaHras prove the existence of a long Arctic night

extending from two to three months. We have seen that what

Mr. Tilak calls a long night was nothing but the rainy season,

during which the long fight between Indra and A'ritra took place.

It would, indeed, be futile to pursue any farther Mr. Tilak's

arguments in su[)port of his pet theor}* ;
but as he thinks that

in the interpretation of the Vedic myths in the light of his

theory would be found a strong corroborative evidence in support

o£ it, we propose to follow him up to the end. This process,

though somewhat tedious and trying to our readers, would

nevertheless help them to obtain a clear insight into the real

import of the Vedic myths, and a glimpse of the mentality that

tried to grasp and explain the surrounding phenomena.

It is customary with many Indians,—even men of light and

education among them—to think that it is the European

scholars who, with the deliberate object of detracting from the

value of the Vedas as a holy and highly spiritual scripture, first

broached the Dawn or the Solar Theory and the Storm theory

to explain many a A edic myth. But it will be a disagreeable

surprise to them to learn that these theories and others had
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actually been propuiuuled in India several centuries before the

Christian era, by Indian thinkers and philosophers themselves,

who made such bold speculations, and showed such a freedom

of thouijht as would not be ordinarily suspected, and that the

European scholars, following in their footsteps, only adopted
and elaborated them. For example, there was a school of

thinkers called the Ailihdnika'^ who believed that "many of the

deities were real historical personages who were apotheosised for

their supernatural virtues or exploits. Other theologians divide

the deities into Kami :-(lcra{ds, or those that have been raised to

the divine rank by their own deeds, and Ajana-deratds, or those

that were divine by birth ; while the ynirn/cfu.s (or the Etymolo-

gists) maintain that the Vedic deities represent certain cosmical

and physical phenomena, such as the appear ince of the dawn,

or the breaking up of the storm-clouds b\' lightning. The

Ailht/dhni/ciii, on the other hand, try to explam certain Vedic

passages in their own philosophical ways ;
and there are others

who endeavour to explain Vedic myths in other different ways."
'

We are not here concerned with the relative merits of the

theories of the different s3hools, but we will confine ourselves to

the theory of the Nairuktas, heidjd by VAska, who have tried

to explain the N'edic myths by saying that "
they represent

either the daily trimnph of light over darkness, or the concpiest

of the Storm-god over the dark clouds that imprison the fertilizing

waters and the light of the Sun." The struggle between Light

and Darkness is a daily occurrence, and Light triumphs over

l')arkness every morning, as it is itself, in turn, overwhelmed

by the latter every night. Light is repre-ientcd by the Dawn

and the Sun, and darkness by Vritra who encompasses them

every night wifli hi^ dark expansive body. Indra, the Af;vins

au'l Fire h(dp to release them from the clutches of \ ritra
;

hence it is necessary to strengthen them in their work by the

dailv performance of Yajmi or sacrifice, which formed a part or

unit of the annual Su/frti.^ lasting for nine, ten or twelve months.

But there was a special season when Vritra, under the natne of

' Tilak'B Arrttr Home in the Veda", pjv 2Xl-2:iH.
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Cushna, Cambara, etc., became very powerful and imprisoned

the Sun, the Dawn, the solar rays and the waters for days and

months together, causing great distress to all living creatures,

and Indra and his helpers had to carry on a hard and arduous

struggle with Vritra in order to release them from his grasp for

the benefit of mankind. Hence arose the necessity for perform-

ing a special Saffra, called Ealri-Satfra with a view to strengthen

Indra in his fight. This struggle is explained by what is known

as the Storm Theory ;
but it would have been better if it were

designated as '"the llainy Season Theory." Yaska in iiis

Nirukta (II. 16) asks : ''Who was Vritra ' 'A cloud.' say the

Nairuktas
;

' an Asura, son of Tvashtri,' say the Aitihasikas.

The fall of rain arises from the mingling of the waters and of

light. This is figuratively depicted as a conflict. The hymns
and the Brahmaiias describe Vritra as a serpent. By the expan-

sion of his body, he blocked up the streams. When he was

destroyed, the waters flowed forth."' This two-fold character

of the struggle, vi:., the daily and periodical, is well explained

by the Dawn or the Solar theory, and the Storm or the Rainy
Season theory, both of which have been adopted almost without

reservation by all Western scholars. In the hands of German

Mythologians, the Storm-theory became almost a rival to the

Dawn-theory.
'•

Clouds, storms, rains, lightning and thunder/''

observes Professor Kuhn,
" were the spectacles that above all

others impressed the imaginati>n of the early .Aryans and busied

it most in finding terrestrial objects to compare with their ever-

varying aspects. The beholders were at home on the earth, and

the things on the earth were comparatively familiar to them
;

even the coming and going of the celestial luminaries mi^ht

often be regarded by them with more composure because of

their regularity ; but they could never surcease to feel the

liveliest interest in these meteoric changes, so lawless and

» yir. Naigamal-andam, II. 16 : ?1»T ^ 9Tt K^ ^f<T ^^WT ^T^TJ^
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mvsterioiis in their visitations, which wrought suoli immediate

and palpib!e eff^icts for good or ill u|)on the lives and fortunes

of tlio beholders.'^
"• Hence was the necessity for performing

the special sacrifice, known as Rdtri-Sat'ra.

There is another theory, prop )nnded by luiropean scholars,

which is called the Spring or Vernal theory, by which they seek to

explain some Vedic myths. But this theory was not put forward by

Ydskv and other Indian Nairuktas probably bscause "the contrast

between spring and winter was not so marked as in the countries

still further north." These myths, however, can also b'' well

explained by the Storm or Rainy Season theory, as we shall

show later on.

"The struggle between India and A'ritra,*' says Mr. Tilak,

'*
is represented in the Vedas as four-fold in character. First, it

is a struggle between Indr.i and \ ritra, the latter of whom

appears al<o undei- the names of Xamuehi, Qushna, Cam-

bara, \'ala, Pipru, Kuyava and others. This is rrifra-fuiya or

the fight or struggle Avith Vritra. Seroiid/^, it is a fight for the

waters, M'liieh, either in \\ut form of Sii/d/nis (rivers) or as

djja/t (simple floods), are often described as released or liberated

bv the slaughter of Vritra. This is (ipa-fntyti, or the struggle

for water ;
and Indra is called Apasnjit ot conquering in the

waters, while \ ritra is described as encompassing them {dpnh

pnrirai/inia //), T/iifillj/, it is a struggle to regain the cows

{go-islili) ;
and th-re are several passages in the Rig-Veda

where the cows are said to have been relea.«sed by Indra after

having overtlirown \' ritra. Fourthly, it is h flight to regain the

dav-light or heaven called div-ixhfi, or the striving of day ;

and in many places, the Sun and the Dawn are said to be brought

out bv Indra after killing \' ritra." *

Elsewhere he siys :

" There are four simultaneous effects

Slid to hive been produced by the conquest of Indra over

Vritra, namely («) the release of the cows, {b) the release of the

' Mnx Muller'g Lecture- on the Science of Langunyr, Vol. 11, p. 56(5.

•
Til'ik'fl Arctic Home in (he Vedat, pp. 247-48.
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waters, (c) the production of the Dawn and (d) the production of

the Sun. Let us now see whether the Storm-theory satisfactorily

explains the simultaneous production of these results from the

destruction of Vritra. Vritra is a cloud, a storm-cloud, or a rain-

cloud, hovering in the sky, and by smiting it with his thunder-

bolt Indra may well be described as releasing the waters impri-

soned therein. But where are the cows which are said to be

released along with the waters ? The Nairuktas interpret cows to

mean waters ; but, in that ease, the release of the waters, and

the release of the cows cannot be regarded as two distinct

effects. The recovery of the Dawn and the Sun, along with the

release of waters, is, however, still more difficult to explain by

the storm-theory, or we might even say that it cannot be

explained at all. Rain-clouds may temporarily obscure the Sun,

but the phenomenon is not one which occurs regularly and it is

not possible to speak of the production of the light of the Sun as

resulting from the breaking up of the clouds, which may only
•

occasionally obscure the Sun. The recovery of the Dawn, as a

prize of the conflict between Indra and Vritra, simultaneously

with the release of waters is, similarly, quite inexplicable hy the

Storm-theory. The rain-clouds usually move in the heavens,

and though we may occasionally find them on the horizon, it is

absurd to say that by striking the clouds, Indra brought out the

Dawn. I know of no attempt made by any scholar to explain

the four simultaneous effects of Indra's fight with Vritra by any

other theory.
"^

As 1 have already said, it is a misnomer to call the Ap-turya,

the Storm-theory. It would be more appropriate to call it the

'"
Rainy Season theory,

"
by which alone the four simultaneous

effects of Indra's conquest over Vritra can be explained.

Thunder-storms are occasional, and do not occur regularly.

Though Vritra is undoubtedly the cloud, and Indra releases the

waters by striking it with his thunderbolt, these occasional

clouds only indicate the gradual gathering of his forces by

=
Ibid, p. 250.

64
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Vritra, and the thuuder-storms the fio^hting of mere skirmishes

on the borders, before tlie real battle begins. When Vritra

becomes sufficiently strong and powerful and his forces (which

are called Vritrah in thf plural)" are marshalled, he expands

his body till he covers up the entire sky, and envelops the Sun,

the Dawn, the solar rays, and the waters in one dark pall. It

is, then, that he is called Vi^vanipa (another name of Vritra),

which literally means Omniform, because there is only one

cloudy form over the extensive heavens in whichever direction

we may turn our eyes. Even in these days of scanty rainfall,

and recurring droughts, the sky remains overcast with clouds

for days, weeks, nay months together, during the rainy season,

without revealing either the Sun, the Dawn, or the solar rays.

We have already shown that four seas girding about Sapta-Sindhu

in ancient times, dense and large masses of dark clouds hung
about or covered up the entire sky for a longer period than at

present. The rainfall also was more copious, continuous and

lasting than it is now. While in the Rig-Vedic times, the Saras-

vati was a mighty stream, it has shrunk into an insignificant

rivulet in modern times, showing that rainfall has gradually

become scanty in the Punjab with the disaj)pearance of the seas.^

As we have proved in the preceding chapter, the real rainy-

season lasted in ancient Sapta-Sindhu for tliree months with

scarcely an interval of fair-weather or a bright day, when the days

looked like nights, and the nights were darker still. It was

during this season that Indra fought his terrible battles with

Vritra, and after a long and arduous struggle, succeeded in

vanfjuishing him and laying him low. With the defeat of Vritra

the imprisoned waters were released from the cloud-body, along

with the captive Sun, (he Dawn and the solar rays (cows or

gdvnh). The cows were not the waters in the present case, as

Mr. Tilak thinks them to he, hwi solar rays {ra(;ninyah) Q.& i\\Q

Nairuktas have explained (Nir. I. 5). If we remember these

things, it will not at nil bo diflicult for us to understand

'
Hi(f, VII. 19H; VII.S3.t>; IX. 88.4; X 83.7.

'

Kncy. Brit., Vol. II, p. 688 (Ninth Edition).
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how the four simultaneous effects were produced by Indra

vanquishing Vritra. With the defeat of Vritra^ the confined waters

were released from the clouds, the clouds disappeared, the blue

sky was revealed, and the beautiful Dawn and the bright Sun

reappeared. It is only by identifying Vritra with an isolated

cloud which Indra disperses in a season other than rainy that

Mr. Tilak seems to have got his ideas confused. It has been

related in Rig. I. 32. 4 that Indra, by killing the first-born

of the clouds, destroyed the delusion of the deluders, and then

creating the Sun, the Dawn, and Xhejirmamenf, had no enemy
to oppose him. This ''

creating of the firmanent
"

refers to

the revealing of the bright blue sky after the rains. A similar

sentiment has also been expressed in Rig. YI. 30. 5. All these

refer to the long-protracted and dreadful fight between India

and Vritra during the rainy season. But Indra had also to

fight a daily fight with Vritra for overcoming the darkness

of the night, and releasing the solar rays (cows), the Sun and

the Dawn from the demon's grasp.
*^ As Professor Macdonell

says in his Vedic Mythology
" the cows (or the solar rays) are

also mentioned along with the Sun and the Dawn (I. G \ 5
; II.

12. 7
;
VI. 17. 5), or with the Sun alone (I. 7. 3

; II. 19. 3 ; X.

188. 2) as being found, delivered, or won by Indra.
^'

This was

the result of his daily fight with Vritra, every night in all seasons

other than the rainy. The releasing or the winning of the waters

took place only in the rainy season ;
and as soon as the rains

were over, the Dawn, the Sun, and the solar rays were revealed

or, as has been said,
" created

"
by Indra. Thus, there is no

diflaculty in understanding the aforesaid four simultaneous

results of the long and arduous struggle between Indra and

Vritra.

We have already said that this fight took place in Var.thd

(rainy-season), and as Varshd merged into Carad (autumn),

Vritra's forts were called Criradih or autumnal. Moreover as

Vala or Vritra was killed at the end of the year (parivrttsore),

' In Rig. VI. 30, 2 it has been said that Indra daily visits the Sun,

encompassed by Vritra,
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the year really eiuknl in and be^jan from
(^arad.

We have

sliown by our interpretation of the scheme of the annual Suttrn,

known as (uirain-nyaiiaiii, that the Vedic saerilieial year actually

began on and from the twelfth, or the thirteenth day of the

bri^^ht portion of the lunar month of Agviua, which was in the

heart of autumn. The year too was called
(^arad,

because it

commenced from autumn, and was said to have been born of

the "
watery ocean," probably meaninf^ thereby the rainy season

(Rig. X. 190. -l).

But Mr. Tilak, in spite of evidences to the contrary,

examined in the previous chapters, does not take the released

waters to mean the real waters that we see and use, but imagi-

narv aerial waters over which the Sun, the Dawn, and the solar

rays glided like boats. With the sinking of these waters

below the horizon, the Sun and the Dawn also sank down. It

was then that \ ritra encompassed the waters, and with them,

the Sun and the Dawn also, ^'ritra, therefore, lived below the

horizon, in the nether region, on the ojiposite side of the earth,

and the great tight between him and Indra took place in that

recion. When ^'ritra was killed, the aerial waters were set

free, which lloweil ui)wards, through the locky ai)ertures or

caves broken open by Indra with his thunderbolt, and with the

ai>])earance of these waters above the horizon, the Sun, the

Dawn, an<l the light also became visible. As this struggle

lasted for three months, Mr. Tilak thinks that these three

months were the months of long and uninterrupted darkness on

the earth, and as long nights occur nowhere except in tho

Arctic regions, the original home of tlie Aryans must have been

in that region. This interpretation offered by Mr. Tilak appears

very ingenious at first sight, but let us see how far it is justified

by the evidences put forward by him.

In the first place, it occurs to us that if the Sun and the

Dawn glided over the aerial waters, the obstruction of which by

Vritra cau.sed them to be imprisoned in the nether regions,

until the waters were set free again by Indra, the same thing

would happen in the case of the ^loon, the stars and the other
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lioavenly bodies also, all of which g-liJed over the aerial waters

like the Sun and the Dawn, and rose and set with the risino-

and sinking of these waters. AVhen the Sun and the Dawn sink

below the horizon for months in the Arctic region, the aerial

waters also sink down for that period, and are kept imprisoned

by Vritra. But during the long Arctic night, the Moon and the

stars rise and set, which implies the existence of the flow of

aerial waters, without which it would be impossible for them

to rise and set. Rig. I. 105. 1 savs that the Moon, with her

golden rays, has been gliding along the watery firmament. The

aerial water, therefore, is there, and has not been encompassed

by Yritra in the nether regions on the other side of the earth.

The imprisonment of the aerial waters in the nether regions by

Vritra for months together would, therefore, be a mere fiction,

unjustifiable either by reason or evidence. We admit, no doubt,

that there is mention in the Rig-Veda of celestial or aerial

waters {divydh apah) as well as of terrestrial w^aters (Rig. VII.

49. 2), but it is the celestial waters that fall down on the earth

as rain, and are released by Indra (Rig. VII. 49. ]) from the

clutches of Vritra. We have also shown that Vritra resided in

antariksha or the sky (Rig. I. 52. 6); and he, therefore, impri-

soned the celestial waters in the
s/,-//

with his expanded cloud-

body. There is absolutely no mention of the nether regions

here. Wallis in his ComuAogij of the Big-J'eda (p. 115) says

that the Vedic bards were not acquainted with the regions

below the earth, and that evervthing which is described in the

Vedas as occurring in the atmosphere, including the movement

of the Sun during night and day, must be placed in the regions

of the sky. which were over the head of these bards. Macdonell

also has adopted this view in his Vedic Alijthology. But Profes-

sor Zimmer refers to three passages (Rig. VI. 9. I
;
VII. 80. 1 ;

V. 81. 4) to prove that a rajas or region beneath the earth was

known to the Vedic people. The first of these passages says :

" The bright day and the dark day (night) roll the two rajas

(regions) by the well-known paths." These rajas were not

necessarily situated on the two opposite sides of the earth; but
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one was j)laeeil above the other,
'•

like two arched carves over

one's head." The Sun, risiii<j^ in the east, moves on the rajns

near to the earth towards tlie west, and, reaching the western-

most point, turns back along the other rnjas which is dark

{krishna) and placed far above the first rajas, till he reaches

the easternmost point where the two rajas meet. The lower

rajas is compared to the bright ocean, travelling along which the

Sun brings daj-light. In Rig. V. 45. 10 we read: " The J^un

has ascended above the glistening (briglit) water; as soon as he

has mounted his bright-backed steed, sage (worshippers) have

drawn him, like a ship, across the sea." This may refer

either to the bright rajas, or to the Eastern Sea bordering on

Sapta-Sindhu, from which the Sun was seen to rise in ancient

times. The dark rajas has been mentioned in Rig. I. 35. 2

which is as follows: "Traversing again and again the dark

firJiament (A'/vV/n-^'Wrt' rajasd), arousing mortal and immortal, the

divine Savitri travels in his golden chariot seeing the world."

The translation of tlie next verse is as follows : "The divine

Savitri travels by an upward (upper) and a downward (lower)

path ; worthy of adoration, he travels with two white steeds
;
he

comes from a distance, destroying all sins." The upward or

upper path in the above verse must be identified with pardbata

(distant region) or tlio dark rajas. In verse i> of the same

hymn we read : "The golden-handed Savitri, the beholder of

various objects, fravels helwecn the hro regions of heaven and

earth, removes diseases, approaches the Sun, and covers the shj/

alternately with darkness ami lighf.^'^ As Savitri is said to

travel only between heaven and earth, and covers the sky

alternately with light and darkness, the two rajas, through

which he travels, mu.st be between heaven and earth, the one

above the other. There is no suggestion of the nether regions

in the above verses.

In verse 7 of the same hymn, the poet asks :

" Where now is

the Sun ? who knows which eolestial region {katamo dydm) his

•
Rig. I. 3.5. 9 :—fTTn^tnfni: ^^f^T f^^^fni ^ 'HT^t ?fi!?^ ^pnT^q?t I
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rays now illumine ?
"

This, of course, refers to the Sun of the

night when he is not visible. The very fact that the poet supposes

him to illumine some celestial region proves that the dark rajas

was placed high up in the heaven and not in the nether region.

In verse 6 of the same hymn we read :

" There are three

heavenly regions (dyavah) ; two are near the Sun, and one leads

to the dwelling of Yaraa.
^' The dewelling of Yama is the place

where men go after death. It is, therefore, not situated in the

nether region, but in antariksha or the firmament.

That the fight between Indra and Vritra did not take place

in the nether region, but in the firmament {antariksha) between

earth and heaven has been amply proved in the previous chapters.

{vide discussion on Rig. I. 52.6., I. 80.4, I. 56. 5 & 6 &c). It is,

therefore, quite unnecessar}' here to repeat and discuss the Yedie

passages bearing on the subject. But as Mr. Tilak argues from

other evidences that the fight did take place in the nether region,

it will be very interesting to examine the correctness of his argu-

ments.

In Rig. YII. lO^. 11 the bard prays for the destruction of

his enemy and says :

" Let him (the enemy), bereft of body and

song, go down below the three earths
"

{tisrah prithivih adhah). It

may be asked what is meant by
" the three earths

"
? AYe have an

answer to this query in Rig. I. 108. 3 which is rendered as

follows :
— "

Whether, Indra and Agni, i/ou are in the vpper,

central and lower region nf the earth, come, showerers of benefits,

hither from wherever you may be, and drink of the offered liba-

tions.
" The upper region of the earth is the sky, the central

region is the Antariksha or mid-heaven, and the lower region is

the terra jirnia itself. To send one down ''below the three earths"

does not thervifore, necessarily mean "
to send one to the other

(opposite) side of the earth,
" but it may as well mean "

to send

one down underneath the surface of the earth, as into a deep pit

or cavern, full of darkness.
'•"

In Rig. X. 152.4 we read :

" Let

him who injures us be sent to the nether darkness "
{adharam

tamah), and in Rig. III. 53.2 we have :

" Let him who hates us

fall downwards ^'

{adharuh). This falling downwards is like falling
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into a deep jiit or well, and as the Vedic bards were well ac(|uanit-

eJ with the darkness of dc^^p pits and wells, it was natural for

them to curse their enemies, saying that they mitj^ht pjo down

into the inter-terranean darkness. Mr. Tilak savs that like the

phrase tisni pn'firi/t adlinh, ocours tlie phrase i'nra prithivih

npari in the Rii^.-Yeda, as in T. '3I.S, where we are told that "the

AQvins, movino^ above tlie three earths, protect the vault or top

of heaven {divo ndkam) ihf»ugh dut/s and n/ff/i/s" {di/nvirakluiiih)

and the Agvins are said to iiave come in their <ar from a distant

region (pardval) in the preceding verse of the same hymn. As

darkness is caused by a luminary sinking below the horizon, and

as the AQvins protect the vault of heaven Ihrouijh days and nights,

thov remain in the highest heaven even at night, and the distant

re""ion from which they are said to come, must be overhead in the

sky, and not on the other side of the earth or the nether region.

The vault of the heaven was the u[)pi'r region of the three earths

and the inter-terranean region, as revealed in pits and wells, was;

its tidhith which does not imply the nether region on the otht;r

side of the earth.

Mr. Wallis says that since rajaf; is said to be divided

three-fold like the earth, and since the highest nijas is mentioned

as the seat of waters, there is no scope in the Vtdic division of

rnjan for a region beneath the earth ;
for these rajaa are e.vhaust-

ed by taking them as the riijoa of the earth (parthivam), the rajaa

of the sky {divo rajnx), and the highest (;M;-flw/«ju rnjnx), the seat

of waters.,
"
But," says Mr. Tihik,

"
this objection is ([in'te

unten-

able in as much as si.r dijf'erenf ra/ns are also mentioned in the

Kig-Vcda (I. HU.U). We can, therefore, supjjose that there were

three >vj/rt* above the earth, and three below it, and so meet the

appaient difliculty pointed out by Wallis." Let us see what Rig. I.

61.6. says. We read :

"
Ignorant I entpiire of the sages (who

know the truth), not as one knowing (do I encjuire), for the sake

of (gaining) knowledge : What is that One alon.- who has upheld

these six spheres (or regions^ in the form of the Unborn ?

__ L-L.

* °
Rig. I. f^ q: ?»«??»« ^z^ ?flt T^tpR "^^^i 'i'^ Tffflf^ %?I "^^l >

V " 1 "
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How does Mr. Tilak infer from this that there were three rajas

above the earth and three below it is more than what we can

understand. In Rig. IT. 27.8 we read : "They (the Adityas)

uphold the three earths {fisra hhumih^ and the three heavens
"

(trill di/dm).
" The three earths

"
have been explained in Rig. I.

108.3 as the earth {terra firma), the anfariksJi a, 2iwA the upper

region of the sky. Above these are the three heavens which, wilh

the first three, Cf'nstitute the six regions or shat rajamsi, men-

tioned in Rig. I. 164.6. These were the six lokas on and above

the earth, viz., Bhih, Bhnvah, SvaJi, Maliah, Ja-uih, and Tapah.

There is, therefore, absolutely no reference to any regions below

the earth. The use of the word " ascend ^\u(J- iT/dn or ud-acharat

in Rig. I. 163.1 and VII. 55.7 to describe the rise of the Sun in

the morning from the oc^an does not signify that " the ocean is

really an osean underneath the earth," This ocean was really

the ocean to the east of Sapta-Sindhu, from which the Sun, the

Dawn, and the Moon were seen to rise, as there was also a sea

to the west up the present lower valley of the Indus, into which

they were seen to set. These deities came from the distant

upper region by the dark path, and dipping, as it were, into the

Eastern Sea, ascended the lower bright rajas to shed their light

on the earth. This is the meaning of "
ascending

"
referred to in

the above two verses.

We have seen in Risf'. I. 32. 6 that there are three heavenly

regions {di/dvaJi) one of wh-ch leads to the dwelling of Yama.

The region where Yama {Vaivasvata) lives is a region full of light

and bliss (Rig. IX. 113. 7 & 8). But the path that leads to it

is dark, and lies through one of the three celestial regions,

which must also be necessarily dark. This is, therefore, the

Krishna rajas or Nir-riti. The last word is a compound (iWr,

against or contrary to, and rifi right or straight) and means

that which is contrary to the right or straight path. Prof.

Max Miiller explains it thus :

"
Nir-riti was conceived,

it would seem, as going away from the path of right, the

German Vergehen?* In Rig. 1.117.5, the Sun is described

as "
sleeping in the lap of iYzV-^vYzV and "dwelling in darkness."

65
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Nir-riti was, therefore, dark. Tn Ri^. X. 95.14- occurs the follow-

ini; :

•'

May lie sleep in the lap of Nir-riti,
"

which means that

he mav die. Thus Nir-riti was the rej^iou of death ;
and

in Ri'j;. X. ICil. i Nir-riti has been clearly described as the

presidini; deity of death. Hence anybody who goes to Nir-riti

becomes dead. The Sun, sleepini^ in tlie lap of Nir-riti, becomes

lustreless and almost dead, because he goes away from the straight

pith. Tne pith of Nir-riti, therefore, was contrary to the path

of ri/u. The sun, travelling by the latter path, illumined the

earth, and travelling by the contrary path, became lustreless and

dead.

In the Aitareya Bruhmaiia (III. U.O) occurs a passage

which has been referred to by Wallis as illustrating how the Sun

moves, causing alternately da}' and night. It says that the Sun

never sets nor rises
;
bit when we think that he has set, he simply

turns himself backward along the npper \Q^\on{paras(dl), causing

night in tlie lower {ahail it) and vice-versa. Muir has translated

the words parasfdl and ahufflcU by "upper" and "lower"

respectively; but Dr. Hang understands ;;rt>'as/«7 to mean " what

is on the other side.
"

It is extremely doubtful, however, as we

have seen, whether tli" Vedic Aryans had any conception of the

other side of the earth.

Let us now see what is meant by
'' the celestial waters,"

{ilivydh apa/i) mentioned in Rig. MI. 1-9. 'I. In that verse is also

mentioned w!iat is known as Khanitrimdh dpafi, I.e., waters that

tlow through channels of the earth, either natural or artificial,

and Hi'nyanjdh dpuli or self-generated waters, /.^'., waters that

ooze out from the fountains of the earth. The la.st two are

terrestrial waters, while the first are celestial. The celestial

waters are nothing but the watery vai)Ours that lloat in the

sky. The third verse of the same hymn says that Varuiia,

the lord of watei*s, residing in them, bears witness to truth and

untruth, and goes to nntarihlin or the middle region of the

hkv. This means that the watery vajiours are collected ir) the

firmament, rising from the ocean in which \ aruJ.ia ordinarily

dwells. (VII. 49. 4). Rig. VII. 87. I says that the divine

Varuna has made a path for the Sun to travel, supplied the
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.rivers with waters falling dowu from the firmament, and

separated the nights from the days. Verse "I of the same hymn

says that Varuna's wind is tiie very soul of the universe, which

sends the waters (/.^., the watery vapours) to all the directions,

and the intervening region between the earth and heaven,

occupied by him, is the most favourite place of all
;
and in

verse 5, Varuna is said to have created the Sun ///(v a f/olden

cradle, swinging in the jirmameni, and the three celestial regions

are centred in him. From the above description of Vanina it

appears that though he ordinarily dwells in the ocean, lie also

loves to dwell in the firmament in the shape of the watery

vapours which, with the helj) of the winds, he scatters around.

But what is most important for our purpose is that Varuna

rocks the Sun, like a golden cradle, in the middle of the sky or

the firmament. The rocking or swinging of a cradle conveys
the idea of its moving from one side to another, and back again
to the first side,

—which is the same as the idea of the Sun going
from the east and west, and turning himself back again to the

east through the upper region. /*.s Mitra was the led of the

day, so Varuna was the lord of the night.'' When Varuna

made a path for the Sun, he must have done it for the Sun of

the night, and this, through aninriksha, or the firmament which

also was his favourite place of dwelling. Rig. I, •l\'. 8 savs :

" The royal Varuna has, indeed, made wide the path of the Sun

(by which) to travel on his daily course—a path to course on in

pathless (firmament)." As Mitra was the lord of the day, he

too, took care to make the path of the Sun for his daily course

in the day-time, as Varuna did for him in the night. Veise 7

of the same hymn saj's : "The royal Varuna of pure strength,

(residing) in the baseless firmament, sustains on high a heap of

light, the rays (whereof) come downwards, while their base is

above." This probably refers to the Varuna's Tree which has its

roots above, and the branches downwards containing the seeds

of all herbs or plants, which falling on the earth with rain-water

\ I Sayana says : ^^ % ^^ftf^T ^^ ^W^ TT<ft I
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cover it with vegetation ;
or it niny refer to the ^loon who is

called Otkiidkin.ilh'i, or tlie lord of hm-hs. Tiie next, verse says:

"Thine, () King, are a hundred and tliousmd nieliciments
;

may thy favour bo extensive and deep ; keop, at a distance

from us, Nir-rifl, with his fa^e turned hiek, and free us from

whatsoever sin we may have committed." As Va'-nna, having

his abode in ^///'/y/^'v//'/, is asked to keep Nir-ritiata distance,

with his face turned back, the litter alsi was in nninrikt/ia,

and not below the earth, as surmised by Mr. Tilak. It is thus

clear that the Rig-Veda does not prove the existence of the

nether regions ;
that the Sun and the Dawn did not go below

the earth with the aerial or celestial waters
;
and that Vritra

never encompassed the aerial w.iters, and with them, the Sun

and the Dawn, /// fh<' nefker world, causing a long night on the

surface of the earth. The watery vapours which rose from the

ocean of Varuna wt?re gathered in the fumament, and it was

there that Vritra encompassed them which were released by
Indra during the rainy season. The fall of the rains has been

described as the winnini; of tin' waters by Indra for the benefit

of mankind. As the waters were enveloped in dark clouds

rei)resentiiig Vritra, the dispersion of the clouds was described

as the killing of A'ritra With the defeat of Vritra, the Sini

and th<' Dawn and tlu; bright solar rays were released. All

these facts of Indra took |)lace in / '^/ >•.«// ^/' and the bejinninir of

autumn in the sky overhead, and //"/ in the nether world.

There is a verse in the Rig- Veda (11. \l. II) which seems

clearly to prove the exact date on which Indra came face to

face with Cambara or \'ritra, and killed him in battle. The

verse may bo rendered as follows :

" Indra found Oambara

dwelling on the mountains (in) ChatvArimshy;\m Oaradi." Now
the last two words have been translated by SAyana and others as

"
in the fortieth year," by making the first an adjective to the

secon<l. Hut this is <piite meaningless, as Indra fights his

battle with Vritra or (^ambara and kills him ai the end of every

year. Mr. Tilak has, with considerable skill and cogent argu-

ments, interpreted the words to mean " on the fortieth day of
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autumn or Oarad," and it seems to me that his interpretation is

correct. 'Vhe fortieth day of autumn (Carad) eorrespotids to

the tenth diy of the biig'ht [)ortion of the lunar month

of Acvina (on the basis of calculating a lunar month from

the new moon) or the J'ijai/a' dacami day, the day which

is still celebrated throughout the Hindu world in India as the

annivorparj of the victor^' that Rama achieved over Havana.

But Mr. Tilak is clearly wrong when he says that " the Yedie

bards haA-e recorded in this passage the e, act dute of the commence-

ment of Tiidra's fight with Cambara." It was certainly not the

commencement but the end of the tight, when India came face

to face with Cambara and killed him. The battle had begun

three months ago with the advent of the rainy season. Each

rainy or cloudy day was like a fort of Vritra or Cambara, which

Indra had demolished in succession. And when all the forts,

numbering about 100 had ])eeii demolished, Cambara had no

other fort or stronghold to liiile himself in, and he was, there-

fore, compelled to come out into the open, and face his dreaded

enemy, Indra, wdio saw him, swiftly engaged him in a faee-to-

faee combat, and killed him without further ado. That positivelv

marked the termination of the fight, wdiich occurred on the

fortieth day of Carad, at the end of the year {jmrivatsare.) The

Old Year practically closed on that day, and the New year com-

menced, after some preliminary ceremonies, two days later, from

which the annual sacrifices were again begun. ]Mr. Tilak says

that Carad has been compared in the Brahmanas with evening or

the end of the day. As a matter of fact, it ?rr/.? the end of the

Old Year, and the beginning of the New. It is said that Indra

killed Yritra with hinia m- ice. Rnl the word stands as much

for ice as for deics, and the copious fall of dews decisively marks

the end of the rainy season, and is only possible when there are

no clouds in the sky. Hence it is not unreasonable to say that

Indra killed Yritra with hima, i.e., as soon as autumn was nearly

over, and Hemnnta or the Dewy season made its appearance. By
translating the word hima into "

ice/' Mr. Tilak has attempted
to prove that Yritra was killed in winter in the fight which had
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hefjnn From autmnii, and tliaf, this perio 1 corresponded to tliat

diirino; which the h^nu;' Arctic ni»^ht brooded over the land.

Bnt our readers have undoubtedly been convinceil that there is

nothini; in the llijjj-Veda to suGjf]fest, far less to prove this

theory. The fiiufht actually began from Var.sha, and lasted

till Autumn, and this period was called darU, because the Sun

all this time lay hiddm behind the clouds, thereby proving- that

the Rainy Season in ihe T^i<]^-Vedic times was lonoj and conti-

nuous, with copious down pour inj^fs of rain, which were only made

possible by the existence of large seas near Sapta-Sindhu.

With regard to the suggestion of Mr. Tilalc that the Sun

and the Dawn, etc., moved in the sVy along with the movement

of (]'ivydli djjoh or celestial waters, it should be observed here

that it is entirely the creation of his fancy, and is not supported

by any direct R^g-^ edic evidence.
"

It should be borne in

mind ", says ,Mr. Tilalc,
" that the eorrelation between the flow

of water and the rising of the Dawn and the Sun, here des-

cribed, is not speculative. //' ///'' J'i'dir tntr/ca (/>> not expresnt it

in uiia-i biguoiiH icmis, the (hfclenct/ is
_/"//////

mndfi vp by ihe

Parsi Scri]jfuri'^\'^- Though this admission is extremely damag-

ing to his theory, let us see what the Parsi Scripture has got to

say. In the Khorshed Yasht (VI. ? K' -S) we are told that

" when the Sim rises up, then the enrth becomes clean, the

running waters become clean. ..Should Ihe Sun not rise up, then

the Daevas would destroy all the things that are in the seven

Karshvares." What does this extract mean? It simply

means that the Sun, having purifying attributes, purifies the

earth and the running waters. It does not me^n anything

more than that, nor does it establish any correlation between

the flow of waters and the rising of the Sun. It first proclaims

the Sun's attributes, and then says that i!" the Sun did not rise,

the Daevas or the demons would destroy everything. Rut Mr.

Tilak says that "the passages in the Farvardin Yasht are still

more explicit. This Yasht is devoted to the praise of Fravashis

'* Tilnk'n Arctic Home in the Vedas, \>. 270.
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who correspond to the PKn'.'s of the Rig-Veda. These ancient

fathers are often described, even in the Rig^-Veda, as taking

part along with the gods, in the production of the cosmical

phenomena. '3... The Fravashis in the Parsi scriptnres are said

to have achieved the same or similar exploits. They are des-

cribed (Yt. XIII. oo & 0+) as having 'shown the beautiful paths
to the waters which had stood before for a long time in the

same place, without flowing
'

; and the waters, are then said to

have commenced to flow along the path made by Mazda, along
the way made by the gods, the watery way appointed to them.

Immediately after (Yt. XIII. 57) the Fravashis are said to

have similarly showed ' the paths to the stars, the Moon, the

Sun, and the endless lights, that had stood before, for a long

time, in the same place, without moving forward, through the

oppression of the Daevas and the assaults of the Daevas/

Here we have the correlation between the flowins: of waters.

and the moving forward of the Sun distinctly enunciated. It

was the Fravashis who caused to move onwards the waters

and the Sun, both of which ' had stood still for a long time in

the same place.'
" ^ ^

Let us first understand what is meant i)\- the Filris adorning

the sky with stars, and placing darkness in the night and light

in the dav, or finding the hidden light and generating the dawn,

as mentioned in the Rig-Veda (X. 68. 11; VII. 76. 4; X.

107. I). These Pilits were certainly not the Creators, nor did

they perform any of the functions of the Creator. These

exploits, therefore, must be ascribed to them at a time which

was specially consecrated to them and their worship, and when

the sky became first adorned with bright stars, the resplendent

Dawn and the glorious Sun after a period which had made

their appearance impossible. Rig. X. '^^ is devoted to the

*^ In tlie Rig-Veda the Pitris are said to have adcrned the sky with

stars,'and placedjdarkness in the night and light in the day (X. 68. 11),

or to have found the hidden liglit, and generated the dawn. (VII. 76. 4
j

X. 107 1).

1* Tilak's Arctic Borne m the Yedas, pp. 270-271.
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pi-aise of Brihaspati who released the cows (th^> solar ra^'s) from

the hidden caves of Val;i, In i)reakinii;' open the parvatus (clouds),

and reunited them with the Sun. Tlio time, tlierefore, was the

end of the rainy season. The feats ascribed to Brihaspati are

here ascribed to the Pilr/s (Ri<,r X. 68. II), because, in the

first place, they us the proLfenitors and well-wishers of the

human race, were supposed to have helped the Gods in their

fight for the release of the Sun and Dawn, the sohir rayts, and

the confined waters for the benefit of their descendants and the

good of the world, and in the second place, the period when the

victory over Vala or Vritra was achieved by the Gods exactly

coincided with that which was consecrated to the worship of

the Pitris. This period corrciponds to what is known in modern

times as the Pilrij)ak>i/ia, iha fortnight that immediately precedes

the Deoipaksha, or the bright portion of the lunar month of

Acvina that sees the termination of the Old Year and the

inauguration of the New. The wordiip of the Pitris was a

})relude to the worship of the Devas, and no auspi'.'ious ceremony,

nay, even marriage, is performed even to this day without first

worshipping the Pitris, />., the ancestors, to whom we

all owe our existence. In the Pilripakxhn, the Hindus offer

oblations of waters to the manes of the Pitris, as well as to the

Gods, out of gratitutle to them for releasing, for the benefit of

the world, not only the
" waters of life,'' but also the Dawn,

the Sun, and the solar rays from the prison-house of the clouds.

If we bear in mind these facts, we shall be able to understand

what tilt! Parsi Scriptures mean by the Fravashis showing
"

the

beautiful j)aths to the waters which had stood before for a long

time in the same [ilace without (lowing," and "
to the stars,

the Moon, the Sun and the endless lights that had stood before,

for a long time, in the ."iamo place, without moving forward,

through the oppression of the Dacvas and the assaults of the

Daevas." These Daevas of flic Parsis arc e(piivalent to the

Asuras or Demons (Vritra, \ ala, (/anibara, etc.) of the Vodic

Aryans. It was these demons that eonlined or kei)t standing

still the waters, the Sun, the Moon, the star.'^ and the endless
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lights. Did the demons represeut a long dark night saeh as

occurs in the Arctic region? No; for though the ^-un and the

Dawn are absent there, during the long period of darkness, the

Moon and the stars ate not; and tliey regularly appear in the

firmament during the long Arctic night. Therefore, the Daevas

that kept the Sun, the Moon, the stars and the waters standing

still must represent anything but darkness or long night, and

the only thing that closely resenibk-s them is a thick pall of

dark clouds, confining the rain-water in their bosom, and mak-

ing the appearance of the heavenly luminaries in the sky im-

pos'sible, which are, therefore, described as standing still for a

long time, without moving forward. It was how^ever, the

Fravashis [the Pitrin) that showed them the path to advance ;

and the waters flowed on, and the Sui., the ^loon and the stars

also appeared and moved on in their appointed paths. Thus

there is absolutely no correlation between the flow of the waters,

and the movements of the heavenly luminaries, as Mr. Tilak

has wrongl}' surmised. The mention of the " waters ''

clearly

indicates the fall of rains from the clouds, and after the clouds

had been exhausted and dispersed from th^ sky, the Sun, the

Moon, and the stars appeared. We thus see that Mr. Tilak's

theory of the aerial waters, and the correlation of their flow

with the rise of the Sun and the Dawn have no basis to stand

upon, and his interpretation of the existence of a long Arctic

night either from Rig-Yedie or Avestic evidence at once falls to

the ground. He next proceeds to cull another evidence from the

Vendidad which we have already once examined, and will exa-

mine again. Prof. Darmesteter says that the waters cease to

flow ia winter. In this connectiun it should be borne in mind
that in ancient Airyana Vaejo there were only two seasons, viz.,

summer and winter, the former lasting for two months, and the

latter for ten mouths (Vend. Farg. I.
I.). The long winter

therefore, included the rainy season also, which followed sum-

mer. There was a custom among the followers of A'--

Mazda not to dispose of a corpse during the nio-'^*^

Sun was not visible on the skv ''•

66
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over-spreadintj it, because tliey believed that the corpse needed to

be purified by its exposure to the Sun before beiui^ finally disposed

of. There is a passap^e in Fargard V, 10. (34) where Ahura

Mazda is asked : "7/' th>i summer is passed and the loiiiter has

fo;;/p, what shall the worshi|)pers of ^lazda do?" To which

Ahura Mazda answers : "In every house, in every borough,

they shall raise three Katas fur the dead, large enough not to

ptrike the skull or the feet or the hands of the man and

they shall let the lifeless body lie there for two nights, three

nights or a month Jonq, until the birds begin to fly, the j)laut9

to grow, the floods to flow, and the wind to dri/ up the waters

from ojj the earth
;

then the worshippers of Mazda shall lay

down the dead (on the Dakhma), his eyes towards the sun."

From this Mr. Tilak draws two inferences : (1) that the move-

ment of the Sun was correlated with the flow of aeiial waters

niid (:2) that the Sun not being visible for two nights, three

nights, or even a month, there was long continuous night for

thofe periods, indicating Arctic characteristics. I have said

above that summer was followed by winter in Airyaua Vaejo,

as there were only two marked seasons in the land
;
but the

first part of winter, which followed tlie hot days of summer

was probably rainy ;
and if there was a spell of rainy weather

for two nights (days), three nights (days), or a month, the Sun

remained hidden behind clouds. Against the occurrence of such

a contigency, Ahura Mazda advised his worshippers to raise a

Kato, and deposit the dead body there, till the vultures and

other birds of jjiey that feasted on the corpse began to fly, the

plant" to grow by drawing fresh sap from the ground, saturated

with lain-waterj, and the rain-waiers, collected in the channels

leading to the rivers, caused a Mood therein, and the wind
"
dried up the waters yro;// o^f ^^'<' ^'^'^^'•" These waters, there-

fore, wer«' not aerial waters, but li(jnid waters as we see and

ordinarily use. 'i'he mention of waters and floods unmistakably

ix)ints to the existoneo of rain and elouds that obstructed the

appearance of the Sun in the sky. Mr. Tilak admits that "the

passage from Fargard V. quoted above makes no mention of
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darkoess
;
but he infers it ''from the statement that the body

is at last to be taktn out and laid down on the Dakhma with

its eyes towards the Sun, evidently meanintr that the ceremony
was impossible to be performed durin» the time the dead body
was kept up in the house.'' The contingency of clouds con-

cealing the Sun for these days does not seem to have struck

Mr. Tilak at all.

He next quotes anotiier passage from Fargard A'lII. 4 (11)

to prove his point, wherein Ahura Mazda is asked: "
If in the

house of the worshipper of Mazda a dog or a man happens to

die, and it is raining or snowing or Hawing or ihe darhneis is

coming on, when the flocks and the men lose their way, what

shall the worshipper of Mazda do ?
" To this Ahura Mazda

gives the same reply as in Fargard V. 10 to the question asked

bim. "Here," says Mr. Tilak, "darkness is distinctly men-

tioned along with snowing and blowing/* and also "raining"
which he omits to mention. But what does this mean afti-r

all? It simply means that the "darkness" was caused by

the sky being covered up with clouds, behind which the Sun lay

hidden in the daytime, and the Moon and the stars in the night,

causing the men and the flocks to lose their way,
—all the time

the rain or the snow falling, and the weather being boisterous

\^ith hii;h winds blowing, and driving the clouds before them.

Such spells of bad weather are common in the high mountainous

regions, and come suddenly without any warning at all. The

"darkness" mentioned in the above passage does not, therefore,

mean the darkness of the long Arctic night, but such darkness

as is caused by snow-storms, or clouds concealing the Sun in

the da}, and the !Moon and the stars at night. We have also

seen in the Tir Yasht that the appointed time for the appear-

ance of Tishtrya after conquering Apoasha in the watery regions,

or the rainy months, has been described as after one night, two

nights, ffty or hundred nights (vide Chapter XXII). These

quotations, theiefore, do not support Mr. Tilak 's view of a

long Arctic night, nor establish any connection between the

movement of the aerial waters and the rise of the Sun,
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Liistly, to prove that the Dawn antl the Sun ascend the

sky with thi' released aerial waters which move upwards from

the netlier rf>;ions, Mr. Tilak (piotes H\ix- H. 15. which he

translates in a way tliut suits his purj^oso admirably. The

verse simply says :

"
By iiis »!;reat power, Indra turned the

Sindliu lotranJs (lie north {ntJducJuuii)^ Hut by "Sindhu,"

Mr. Tilak understands "the aerial waters," and by udaiic/tam

"upwards." SAyana says that the pa8sa«^e simi)ly means that

the river Sindhu which flows from an easternly direction was

turned northwards by Indra, and this really is the present

course of the river. It first Hows from the east alou<^ the foot

of the northern Himalaya, and then turns towards the north-

west and the north above Kashmir. Lastly, after a long detour

it turns towards the south. Sayana is therefore, correct in

interpreting the passage to mean t'lat Indra, by his great power,

turned the westerly course of the river Sindhu northward.

The word Sindhu in the Rig- Veda means {n) the river of that

name, {h) the country watered by ii, (') rivers in general, when

used in the plural, arid ('/) the sea or ocean. The word occuring

in the verse in the singular must, tlurefore, mean cither the

crrcat river of that name or the ocean. I am inclined to think

that it means the river Sindhu, because in the preceding verse

the river Dhuni or Parushni (Iravati) has been mentioned, thus

showing that the poet had these rivers in his mind when com-

posing the verso. If wo accept the meaning of the word

udancfitnn to be "uj)wards," the passage would mean that thd

river instead of flowing downwards into the sea, also flowed

upwards towards its source. This, at first, would appear to be

absurd, but it wotild not do so, if we consider the fact that tlie

waters of the river really move upward when the tide rushes in

from the sea. This phenomenon must have struck the ima^nna-

tion of the poet, who ascribed it to the power of Indra. Whether

we take the passage to mean that the upper course of the river

was sharply turned towards the north in northern Kashmir, or

to indicate the inrushing of the tide up the river from the sea,

it does not certainly admit of the meaning a.scribed to it by
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Mr. Tilak. Lastly, if we lake the word Sindlm to mean the

"ocean/' the turnin;^ of its waters upward by India would mean

the swelling of the tide or the laising oF the watery vapours

to the sky by the action of the solar heat, as Indra has often

been identified with the Sun. At all events, the passage does

not meiu the flowing upwards of the released aerial w;iters from

the nether regions.

The seven rivers, or the Sapfa-Shnl/mvak have been identi-

fied by Mr. Tilak with seven aerial streams, and not with the

same ancient rivers ns gave tlie country its name. He says

that the rivers of the Punjab were, as they now are, only five

in number, not taking into account the Indus and the Sarasvati,

which last-named river was a large flowing river in ancient

times and not the insignificant stream it is at present, and

probably ignoring the fact that the country was called Hapfa-

IlenJu in the Avestn, and Sapfa-ShxI/iavn/j in the Rig-Veda.

Professor Macdonnel says : "Mention is often mnde in the

Rig-Veda of the Sopfa-SiUfU/arn// or ' Seven Rivers' which, in one

passage at least, is synonymous with the country inhabited by
the Aryan Hindus."'-'' ]\lr. Ragozin also says : "There is

a name under whiL-h the land we know as the Punjab was even

• more widely designated both in the earlv or Vedic and the later

so called classic periods ;
it is Sapta-Sindhavah

—'^the Seven

Rivers.' This is the Ilapfn Ilendn. of the Eraniaus, the land

.mentioned in the famous geographical chapter of the Avesta

among the earliest creations of Ahura Mazda, and in the rock

inscription of the tomb of Darieos I in the list of the Persian

Empire^s tributary provinces. It is, indeed, a far more correctly

descriptive m.me, as it takes due count of the Indus—the Sitidh

-of Indian antiquity,
—and includes a seventh river, of high and

even sacred legendary fame, the Sarasvali, which may be

described as the eastern boundary of the first Aryan dominion

in India." ' ^ It is, therefore, extremely strange that Mr.

Tilak, in his zeal to prove the celestial character of the seven

' ^ Macdonnel's History of Sanskrit Literature, p. 141.

'"
Ragoziii's Vedic India, pp. 107-108.
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rivers, does not take note ol' tlu' obvious fact tliat there were

netually seven terrestrial livors in the Punjab to justify its

ancient name of '^apta-Sindhu. He says that the seven cekstial

rivers have actually been mentioned in the Ri<^-Veda (IX. 54. ').

But the passage simply means, "The Soma encouipas.ses (all

the regions) from the Seven (rivois) to Heaven," ^
"

which is

tantamount to saying that its influence is extended from tlie

Land of the Seven Rivers up to Heaven. "We do not find any
mention here of the seven celestial rivers. If they at all had

any conception of these rivers, they must have derived it from

the seven teriestrial originals with which they were familiar.

The story of Indra's causing the seven rivers to flow refers to

the fact that by pouring down copious rains, he caused the

seven terrestrial rivers. who.«e dimensions had been considerably

reduced in summer, to be flooded. This meaning is simple and

clear, and not so fai-fetehed as Mr. Tilak makes it in proving

his theory of the eireulation of aerial waters loimd the earth,

their capture, and with them the capture of the Dawn and the

Sun by Vritra in the nether regions, and their ultimate libera-

tion by Indra, when the aerial waters flowed upwards, bringing

up along with them the Dawn and the Sun. This theory is not

supported either by the Rig-Veda or the Avesta on which Mr.

Tilak relies so much. The captive waters were really the

waters imjuisoned in the clouds which Indra rent open with

his thunderbolt, and from which he caused the waters to fall

down. The imprisonment of the Dawn and the Sun refers to

their being covered up l>y clouds, and they were only released

when the rains were exhausted, and the clouds dispersed from

the sky in autumn. This appears to me to be the long and

short of the iii\th regarding the captive waters in the Rig-

Veda.

»»
Rig. IX. 54. 2.



CHAPTER XXIV.

Examination of Mr. Tilak's Theory of the Arctic Cradle of Aryans

(cojiffZ.).

The Matutinal Deities.

The Acvins.

The Agvins are the twin-gods who stand generally in the

character of divine physicians, curing the lame, restoring sight

to the blind, rejuvenating the old and decrepit, and rescuing

men from distress. They occupy a high place in the hierarchy

of the Vedic Gods, and are praised iu many a hymn for their

valorous deeds and many beneficent acts. They were also co-

adjutors with the great Indra in his fight with Vritra, and

shared with him the title of Vritrahan and Catakratu (Rig. VIII.

8. 22 and I. 112. 'Ji). In Rig. I. 1S2. 2 they are said to

possess strongly the qualities of Indra {^Indra-tama) . In the

Aitareya Brahmana (IV. 7-9) they are described as having run

a race with Agiii, Ushas and Indra, and won it, which entitled

them to the Castra known by their name as the A<;vina-<;ostra,

of which mention has been made before in a previous chapter.

It would thus appear that the A^vins were high and important

deities in the Rig-Veda.

The question now arises, who were these twin gods ? Yaska

says in his Nirukta (XII. 1) that some declare them as repre-

senting Heaven and Earth, others as Day and Night, and others

again as the Sun and the Moon. The AitihA,sikas take them to

be ancient kings who, by the performance of holy acts, were

transformed into Devas. But the Nairuktas who represented

the naturalistic school believe them to be either the Morning

Star or the two stars in the constellation of Gemini. They repre-

sent, however, anything bat stars. The time when they are
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first observed and invoked lias been described in Ri^r. X. 61. 1

to be the time when " the black cows mingle with the red.
"

These black and red cows undoubtedly mean " darkness '' and

"the first streaks of red li<i;iit'' respectively, and IheA^-vins repre-

sent the first faint «^limmer of ]i<4ht in the eastern horizon—
the ]»rodnct of the first commin<,'ling of Li<i:ht and Daikness,

which accounts for their twin character. The |)henomcnon that

becomes visible is neither
]
ure lijjjhl, nor pure darknef-s, but a

combination of both and cannot be distinctively called by either

name. This phenomenon then is the A(;vins, the harbingcis

of Daren or Ushas who has a distinguishing individuality of

her own,—pure, bright, and beautiful like a fresh-blown lotus,

or a lovely maiden. The A^vins, having been first visible

in the eitst, where existed in those early days the Eastern Sea

occupying the Gangetic trough, and washing the easte»-n coasts

of Sapta-Sindhu, were properly called SiruUiu-mdtarah or those

whose mother was the ocean (Kig. 1. Hi. 2]), and their car de-

scribed as turning uj) from the ocean. (Hig. IV. 43. 5). Tn

Rig. I. 40. 8 they are said to come to Sapta Sindhu, after leaving

their boats inoore«l in the harbour, or near the landini: on the

sea-beach. However this may be, their first apjiearance on

the east marked, as it were, the wvy beginning of life and

activity, as tliey were soon followed b\ the ]»iiglit and biautiful

Usha.s, and later on, h\ the glorious and resplendent Sun, both

of whom, together with all living creatures, seemed to be

ushered into life, after a brief sj)ell of death, or di.^ease which

wa.«» like death in life, and rejuvenated. Hence it was quite

in the fit.iess of things to ascribe to them the character of

divine physicians who cured not only men, when sii]>plicated,

but also Oods of their incurable ami loathsome diseases that

either belimmed their lustre, or made thetn all but dead. The

brigiit and bla/ing .Sun had become lustreless and dead, and

the bright colour of the resplendent Dawn had turned into

black at ni^T'it, but if was the Af;vins, the divine physicians,

that cured them of their di.soases, brought them to life again,

and restored them to their original strength and vigour. The
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A^vins, therefore, helped the great Itidra in rescuing the Sun

and the Dawn from the chitches of Yritra, the demon of dark-

ness, and were rightly entitled to share with him the glory

of the appellation of Vritrahan. They helped Indra not only

in his daily but also in his annual fight with Yritra, when the

latter imprisoned the Sun and the Dawn in his dark cloud-body

for months together in the rainy season. And when that

fight ended in victory for Indra, as the result of the performance

of the hundred special sacrifices, known as the Rdfri-krafn-t, the

A^vins who had helped Indra in the fight were also equally

entitlrd with him to be called Caiakratu (Kig. I. 11'2.23) and

described as Indra-laina (llig. I. 182. 2).

A number of myths, describing the many valorous and

beneficent deeds of the AQvins, has been mentioned in the

Rig-Veda, some of which Mr. Tilak has described in a way
that would support his theory of the Arctic cradle of the

Aryans. We propose to examine them in this chapter, and see

whether his interpretation is correct. The following are some

of the achievements of the Agvins, as summed up by Macdonnel

in his Vedic Mytliclogy (§ 21) :

"The sage Chvavana, grown old and deserted, thev released

from his decrepit body; thej- prolonged his life, restoring him

to youth, rendered him desirable to his wife and made him the

husband of maidens (I. 116. 10 &c). They also renewed the

youth of the aged Kali, and befriended him when he iiad

taken a wife (X. 39. 8; I. 112. 15). They brought, on a car,

to the youthful Vimada, wives or a wife named Kamadyu (X.

65. 12), who seems to have been the beautiful spouse of Puru-

mitra (I. 117. 20V They restored Vishnapu like a lost animal,

to the sight of their worshipper, Vishvakaya, son of Krishna

(I. 116. 23; X. 65. 12). But the story most often referred to

is that of the rescue of Bhujyu, son of Tugra, who was

abandoned in the midst of ocean {Samndre), or in the wafer-

clouds {VdmefjheJ, and who, tossed about in darkness, invoked

the aid of the youthful heroes. In the ocean which is without

support {andrambliane), they took him home in a hundred-oared

67
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((^atftritram) ship (I. llC.
.j). They rescued him with

animated \vatei'-ti;j:ht ships, which traversed the air {anfarikshu),

with four ships, with :iii animated wing'ed boat, with three

Hyin*:; cars liavini;' a hundred feet and six horses. In one

passai^e Bhujya is described as clinf^inf; to a log in the midst

of water {nniam madhj/e 1.18^.7). The sage llebha, stabbed,

bound, hidden by the malignant, over-whelmed in waters for ten

nights and nine days, abandoned as dead, was by the A(;vins

revived and drawn out, as Soma juice is raised with a ladle (I.

II n, 24; I. 112. 5). They delivered Vandana from his calamity

and restored him to the light of the Sun. In I. 117. 5 ti»oy

are also said to have dug up for Vandana some bright buried

gold of new splendour
'

like one asleep in the lap of Nir-riti,'

or like
'

the Sun dwelling in darkness.' They succoured the sage

Atri Sapta-Vadhri, who was i)lunged in a burning pit by the

wiles of a demon, and delivered him from darkness (I. 110.

8 ;
VI. 50. 10). They rescued from the jaws of a wolf a quail

{Variikd), who invoked their nid (I. 11:2.8). To Hijr{l(;va,

who had been blinded by his cruel father for killing one hundred

and one eheej) ami giving them to a she-wolf to devour, the}^

restored his eye-sight at the prayer of tlie she-wolf (I. 110. 10 ;

I. 1 17. 17), and cured ParAvrij of blindness and lameness (I. 112.

8). When \'i(;paIA's leg had boon cut off in the battle like the

wing oF a bird, the A(;vins ltjivo her an iron one instead T.

110..')). Thoy befrioiulcil (Jhoshft when she was growing old

in her father's hous(.' by giving her a husband (T. 1 17. 7
; X.

•'M. ."j). To the wife of a eunuoh (Vadhrimati) they gave a son

called Hiranya-hasta fT. 110. .'5 ; VI. 02. 7). The cow of Shayu

which had loft off bearing thry caused to give milk (I. 110,

22) ; and to I'fdu thoy gave a strong swift dragon-slaying

steed impelled by Indra which won him unbounded spoils

(I. lie. 0)."

Frofe>por .Max .Miiller and some other scholars have dis-

covered in all these myths the decaying power of the Sun in

winter, and his growing power in spring or summer. "Thus

Professor Max Miiller tells us that Chyavana is nothing but
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the falling Sun {chyu, to fall), of which it might well be said

th#t he had sunk in the fiery or dark abyss from which the

A^vins are themselves said to come up in 11. .'39. 3.^ The

Vedic Rishis are again said to have betrayed the secret of the

myth of \andana by comparing the treasure dug for him by
the Agvins to the Sun '

dwelling in darkness.' Kali is similar-

ly taken to represent the waning moon, and Yicpala's iron-leg,

we are told, is the first quarter ^x pada of the new ^looii, called

'iron,
* on account of his darkness as compared with the golden

colour of the full ^loon. The blindness of Rijracva is explained

on this theory as meaning the blindness of night or winter ;

and the blind and lame Paravrij is taken to be the Sun after

sunset, or near the winter solstice. The setting Sun, thrown

out of a boat into waters, is similarly understood to be the basis

of the legend of Bhujyu or Rebha. ^'adhrimati, the wife of

the ennuch, to whom Hiranya-hasta or the (j old-hand is said to

be restored, is, Ave are further told, nothing but the Dawn under

a diifereut name. She is called the wife of the eunufh because

she was separated from the Sun during the night. In short, each

and ev^erv legend is said to be a storv of the Sun or the Moon
in distress. The Agvins were the saviours of the morning light

or of the annual Sun in his exile and distress at the time of the

winter-solstice
;
and when tlie Sun becomes bright and brisk in

the morning every da\', or vigorous and triumphant in the

spring, the miracle, we are told, was naturally attributed to the

physicians of the gods."^

Professor ^lax Miiller would undoubtedly have arrived at a

correct interpretation of the myths, if instead of referring to

the decaying powers of the Sun in winter, he had taken into

account the conditions of the rainy season when the Sun

^ The translation of this verse is as follows :

" The parent of twins has

brotight forth the twin (A9vins) on this occasion, (in the praise of whom) the

tip of my tongue remains tremulous. Thej- two, the dispensers of darkness,

combine, assuming bodies as a pair (of twins) at the origin of day." There

is no mention here of the A9vius coming up from the dark or fiery abyss.
- Tilak's Arctic Ho»i€ in the Veclas, pp. 363-364.
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remained hidden beliind the clouds and thereby lost his lustre and

powers. Mr. Tilak rij^htly observes that all the facts and in-

cidents in these ley;ends are not explained by the Vernal theory

as it is now understood. "
Thus,

"
says he,

" we cannot explain

why the proteijes of the .\(;vins are described as beint^ delivered

from darkness on tlie theory that every allliction or distress

mentioned in the lej^end refers to mere decrease of the power

of the Sun in winter. Darkness is distinctly referred to when

the treasure dug up for Vandana is compared to
' the Sun dwell-

ing in darkness
'

(I. 117. ').),
or when Bhujyn is said to have

been i)lunged in waters and sunk in bottomless darkness

{andruiiifj/iane lamisi) or when Atri is said lo have been deli-

vered from darkness {lamas) in VI. ."iO. 10. The powers of the

Sun no doubt decaved in winter, and one can easilv understand

why the Sun in winter should be called lame, old or distressed.

liut blindness naturally means darkness or lamas (I. 117. 17) ;

and when express references to darkness {tnmas) are found in

several passages, we cannot legitimately hold that the story of

curing the blind refers to the restoration of the decayed powers

of the winter Sun. The darkness referred to is obvioush' the

real darkness of the night ;
and on the theory of the daily

struggle between light and darkjiess, we shall have to suppose

that these wonders were achieved everv dav. But as a matter

of fact, they are not said to be performed every day, and Vedic

scholars have, therefore, tried to explain the legends on the

theory of the yearly exile of the Sun in winter. But we now

see that in the latter case, references to blindness or darkness

remain \inintelligible, and :is the darkness is often said to be

of several days' duration, we are obliged to infer that the

legends refer to the long yearly darkness, or in other words,

they have for their physical Ijasis the disa])pearance of the Sun

h>('low the horizon during the long night of the Arctic region."''

In this way Mr. Tilak tries to establish his pet Arctic theory,

quite unmindful of the fact that the blindness or darkness can

'
ibid, pp. 304.3G.J.
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be more easily and rationally explained by taking into account

the conditions of the rainy season, when the solar eye is blinded

by clouds or watery vapours for days, nay months together.

Let us explain our meaning more clearly by considering some of

the legends independently.

First of all, let us take up the myth of Hebha who was

overwhelmed in waters, and remained there for ten nights and

nine days. Incessant rain for such a long period was uncommon

even in Sapta-Sindhn, which usually had a heavy rain-fall m
ancient times, and this remarkable fact was recorded by the

Yedic bard in the legend of Rebha who was undoubtedlv the

Sun. Then, again, Bhujyu, another worshipper of the Agvins,

is described as having been saved from drowning in the bottom-

less sea or darkness, where he lay for three days and three

nights (I. i l(i.
4-). This legend also means that the Sun

remained invisible in consequence of the fall of incessant rains,

for three days and nights, during which period the Acvins also

remained in the pnmraf or distant region (VIII, 5.8.), as they

were not at all visible on account of the presence of dripping

clouds in the sky. The Af;vins rescued BhujVu from his perilous

position and brought him home in a Innulred-oared ship, the

hundred oars probably representing the hundred dnjjs or three

months during which the rains lasted. The same sentiment is

probably also more elaborately expressed in the verses which say

that the Acvins rescued Bhujyu "with animated water-tight

ships, luhich traversed the air ( uiarilslia) ;
with four ships,

with an animated winged boat: with three flvina: cars

having a hundred feet, and six horses." Now, these
s\i\-^s or

flying cars, either three or four in number, approximately

represented the three or four months, the hundred feet rej^re-

sented the hundred days, and the six horses probably the six

fortnights during which the rainy season lasted. Across this

season, Bhujyu (the Sun) was safely piloted home by the

Acvins in their ships or
flj ing cars. The log or tree to which

the ship-wrecked Prince clung in the midst of water {arnaso

madhye I. 18:i. 7) was no other than the famous mythical tree
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known as \ arur.a's trei' which had its base uinvard, and branches

downwards, from which the socds of all plants and ve»2^etat ion

were said (u be washed down ami brouLjht to fhe earth by rain

water.' ^Ir. TilaU has ^iveii two coloured sketches in his book

to show that this tree oF \ iiniiia wms in the nether reijion,

with its base or trunk lirn»ly planted on the other side of the

earth, and its bianehes spreadinuj downwards into the nether

waters for which, however, he has no justificatidn. In Hig.

I. l(*»l.:i"2, the orb or the refrjon of the Sun has been compared
to a tree, into whicli the water-liftin<^ rays enter, and from

which they attain brin*,' forth lifjht to all/'' Uiir- I- ~l-7 says:

"The royal Waruija of \mve streniifth, residing- in the baseless

firmament, sustains on hiijh {Unl/ivnm) a heap of light {Van^xi/n

stiipam) the rays wliereof come <l<jwnwards, while their base is

above."'' The heap of lii^ht is undoubtedly ilio Sun \\\o was

situated on hi^h {i'nl/ivaf/t) in the firmament, from whom the

rays came downwards. A Hishi has asked "
\\'Iiat was this tree?"

We tind a ready answer to this (piestinn in the above interpreta-

tion. The tree is the Sun liiniself, situated in the bottomless

region {nljuil/ina), in as much as ttiildri/.-xhii or the firmament,

where \ aruna's ocean oi' watery vapours is located, is really

bottomless, and the vajionrs float there without any support.

Hhnjyn, who represented the Sun, dung to this tree when ship-

wrecked, i.e., when the Sun was covered up by clouds, and was

consequently plunged into ilarkuess which was bottomless and

without any support (Kii;. I. lS:i.l)). In this connection it

should be recalled to mind that it was through (tutarlks/in that

the A*;vins brought Mhnjyu in their ships. Hence the mcta-

jdiorical shi[)-wr(ck was conceived to nave occurred in mid-

heaven, and not in tlir nether regions, and Mr. 'I'ilak's coneep-

(Knj? 'I'mns.)
—"What was tin- trco that was 8lati"riiil in tlic miil.-t nf the

ocean to which the ciipplii-ntinj^ son of 'I'liffnv cliinf^ ?
"

Itiv' I I'll. 22
i-gf'WS^ f^ W^^,: iqili fjff^Tisrf ^^n ^ifvj f^^ i &c.

"
Uig. 1. 21.7 :-'^J^'y J\l^\ iifilT ^*T««1'^ '^q ??% gcT^^; I *1>^tsn: ^'iqfT

^y aqin»H '^'^iRf^m: sfifT^: w: ii
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tion of tlie nether regions, borrowed from Greek and Eyptinn

legends, where everything is said to be tuined upside down, is

quite baseless, and, as we hav^e already discussed in a previous

chapter, not at all supported by Rig-Vedic tvidenee. The

bottomless darkness into whieli Rhujyu (the Sun) was plunged

was the darkness of the clouds, and the water was the rain-

water {udmegJia). This darkn(ss, therefore, had nothing to do

with that of an Arctic night.

Next, with regard to the legend of Gotama, we find it

mentioned in Rig. I. 110.9 that the A^vins lifted up a well

" with bottom up, and opening (or mouth) in the side or down-

wards^' {jiiiibliahdraui) to assuage his thirst. In Rig. I. 85.11

also, it has been mentioned that the Maruts brought the crooked

{i.e., obliquely lyingj well to the place (where thirsty Gotama

was) and sprinkled the water upon him to lelieve his thirst. In

the previous verse it has been related that "by their power, they

(the Maruts) bore the well aloft {urdJiratii nanudre), and clove

asunder the mountain that obstructed their path." It will thus

be seen that tiic feat ascribed to the Acvins is also ascribed

to the Maruts, who carried the well aloft, ;\nd turning it upside

down, or making it oblique, poured dowu the water on the

thirsty Gotama. This Gotama {do—light and fnnta used in the

superlative or approximative sense) is none other than the Sun

himself. As the Sun, who was in the sky, was thirsty, a well

full of water had to be lifted up hy the Acvins and the Maruts,

and emptied obliquely on him. This certainly does not refer to

the nether regions, but to the sky above, where tiie well had to he

lifted wp. The real purport is that there having been no rain,

the Maruts or the winds carried up the watery vapours, by

piercing through the mountains or the clouds, and these vapours

were ultimately condensed into rain which was precipitated and

sprinkled on Gotama.

Next we turn to the legend of Atri, who, as our readers will

recollect, is identified with the Sun. It is related in Rig. I. 116.8

that the Acvins
"
quenched with cold water the blazing flames

(that encompassed Atri), and supplied him with food-supported
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s(reii<2:tli." They also "
oxlrien ted him from the dark (cavern)

into which he had bt'cu thrown head N)ni!^, and restored him to ever}'

kind ot" welfare.
"

SAyana says that the Asuras had thrown him

into a torture-house, /V^/v//.v//r// h-iI/i h Iiinnlr d doors, •a.nd torment-

ed him with a burninj^ fire inadf ol ohaff, which surrounded it.

Atri haviuLj inv(dved the aid ol' the A(;vins, they rescued him

from tlie torture-house by extinj^uishing the fire with cold water.

The evident meaniuij of this allcij^orical account is that clouds

covered up the Sun
;
but as there was no rain, the solar heat in

summer became extremely sultry and unbtarable like tire made

of chaff (/n-'i//u) which, thouii^h not sending uj) flames, yet burns

with a fierce intcMisity. The hot rays of the summer Sun, struggl-

ing ihn^ugh thin rainless clouds, are aptly compared to fire made

of chaff, as both are unbearable. The hundred doors of the

torture-house are the hundred days of the rainy season, and the

Af;vins are said to have quenched the fire with cold water, i.e.,

by pouring down rain. The dark cavern or torture-house is

certainly not the long night of the Arctic region, but only

clouds that envelop the Sun in the rainy season. \Vo have

discussed in some of the previous cha])ters many references t<» the

dirk cavern of Nritra, meaning the rain-cloud, in which he was

supposed to have imprisoned the eous or the solar rays.

Let us no.v understand the story of A'a Ihrimati whi was

given a son name(| ////•ni///it-//,i.s/ii, although her hasband was

rail/iri or a eunueh. This f:iot has Wow described in Rig I. 1 H'p.

l-'i & T. 117. 11. Savana says that a certain ascetic king

{lidjarx/ii) had a dinghter whose husband was a eunuch. The

A(;vins, havini; l)een invoked by her in pr.iyer, gave her a son

named Hiraui/n-linslii or (Jold-handed. Now this \'adhrimati is

none other than I'shas or the Omwii who could not come in con-

tact with her husband, the Sun, who had become powerless

like a Va<lhri or eunuch at night, or in the rainy season when the

solar ravs became weak in consetpience of their having been

covered up by clouds. Tin? A<;vins, however, gave Ushfls a son,

called llirtini/a-liaida which is another name of Savifn' or the Sun

(^'/'. llinmi/apdiii Rig. \'I. .">(). S). The plain mcuiing is that
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at the end of the rainy season, or of the night, the golden Sun,

with refulgent rays, issued from the clouds or darkness as the new-

born son of Ushas—the gift of the Agvins, though she could

not know her husband at night or durin"- the rains on account of

his' having become a eunuch, or powerless. This Hiranyahasia

or Hirantjapdni is probably the origin of the later Pauranic

legend of the birth of Ganeca, a solar god with the head of a

hasti or elephant, vv'hich resembles the solar orb as it begins to

emerge from the horizon,
—

Ganeca, the son of Uma or Durg^

wholis identified with Ushas.

Next let us turn to the story of Atri Sapta-Vadhri, as related

in Rig. V. 78. Sapta-Vadhri, being shut up in a wooden

case every night, is kept separated from his wife. He

is, therefore, like a eunuch in the night, and only becomes the

husband of his wife in the day-time. This undoubtedly refers

to the Sun of the night. But if he is at all the eunuch-sun of

the nio-ht, the question still remains to be answered, why is he

called Sapta-Vadhri, or seven-eunuch ? Mr. Tilak says that no

satisfactory answer to this question has been vouchsafed by any

Vedic scholar. But we humbly venture to suggest that the Sun,

being called '^seven-rayed
"

{Sapia-racmi) when he is visible and

shines brightly in the sky, is rightly designated
''

Sapta-Vadhri
"

or seven-eunuch, when his rays lose lustre and become power-

less at night. Mr. Tilak says :

'• In the Atharva-Veda, XI. 5. 1,

the Sun as a Brahmacharin is said to move between heaven and

earth, and in the 12th verse of the same hymn, we are told

that '

shouting forth, thundering, red, white, he carries a great

penis {Brihach-chepas) along the earth.' If the Sun moving be-

tween heaven and earth is called BriJincJt-chejms, he may well be

called Vadhri (eunuch) when sunk into the land of iV7r-?7W."

This Nir-riti, as we have seen before, is the contrary path by

which the Sun returns at night to the place of rising. The word

Sapla-radhri is thus clearly explained. But Mr. Tilak indulges

in a far-fetched interpretation of it by referring to the last three

verses of Rig. V. 78, which contain a liturgy of child-birth.

From the prayer contained therein that the embryo may move

68
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and come out "alive and unhurt" from the mother's womb after

bein» developed for ten months, Mr. Tilak infers that it refers to

the Sun moving^ between heaven and earth as in a mother's womb

for ten months, and then cominp; out—that is, disa])pearinf;from

view, unlike a child who becomes visible to all as soon asitcomes

out of the mother's womb. This disappearance of the Sun is

identified by him witii two months' darkness when he ^oes below

the horizon in a part of the Arctic region. But this interpreta-

tion, if at all to be accepted, may as well apply to the two rainy

months during which tlie Sun becomes invisible behind clouds.

He is visible for ten months every day, even in the Tropics,

though not as continuously as in the Arctic region, where, by the

wav, the day is certainly not ten months long, but is divided into

a long day for a few months and nycthemerons during the rest of

the period. So this interpretation does not hold good consistently

with the actual conditions in the Arctic region. If the Sun is

Bivas-putro, or the son of iJpi or heaven (Rig. X. 97.1), and

the earth the parent mother (Rig. I. 164.33), and the two bowls,

heaven and earth, form the womb, containing the embryo (the

Sun), then he is already visible to both, even in the period of

gestation, and no prayer need be offered to any God for his safe

delivery from the mother's womb
;

for a prayer, like this, would

be absurd and unnecessary. In Rig. I. 1 61. 32, the Sun is

described as being invisible to one who made him,
"
e\'idently

meaning his mother," as Mr. Tilak says. If that be so, the

riddle can only mean that when the Sun travels by the path of

Nir-riti at night, he becomes invisible to the mother or the earth,

though he is visible to the father, the Dyn or heaven, because the

path lies high up in the distant region (Pardvat). Another riddle

contained in Rig. I. 164.17 probably means the same thing,

for it runs as follows :

" The cow holding her calf underneath

with her fore feet, and then above with her hind feet, has risen up.

Whither is she gone ? To whom ha.s she turned back when halfway?

Where does she bear her young ? It is not amidst the herd." This

may mean that the calf or the Sun is taken up by the cow or tlie

earth at night to a jd.ice which nobody knows, and then comes
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back without the calf from half the wslv. Nobody knows where

she brings forth her 3'oung (or the Sun). It is certain that she

does not do so in the midst of the herd, i.e., in any spot on the

earth. In other words, she temporarily disappears with her calf

at night, and the calf (the Sun) is reborn in the morning, how and

where, nobody knows. This temporary disappearance of the

Sun at night, or the fact of his being invisible to the mother,

does not imply the existence of a long Arctic night, but only

of an ordinary night of the Tropics. Try however Mr. Tilak

may to explain these riddles in his own fashion, we are not at

all convinced by his arguments that the myth of Atri Sapta-

Vadhri refers to the darkneps of a long Arctic night. Hymn 78

of the Fifth Mandala is really a simj)le liturgy of child-birth, as

Sayana has explained, and the praj^er contained in the last three

verses for the safe delivery of a child from its mother's womb
was simply suggested by the legend of Sapta-Vadhri who was

rescued by the Agvins from the wooden case in which he had

been imprisoned, as a child is delivered from its confinement in

its mother's womb. This, in our opinion, is the simple inter-

pretation of the hymn.

Lastly, we will try to understand the legend of Rijra9va

who is described as the son of Brishagiri. It is said that he

killed and cut up 101 sheep belonging to the citizens and gave

them to a she-wolf to eat, for which offence he was made blind

by his father. The A^vins, having been invoked by him in

prayer, restored his sight. (Sayana^s commentary on Rig. I.

116.16). The word Uijracva literally means "a red horse,
"

or

the Sun, who is frequently compared to a horse. The 101 sheep

which he killed and gave to the she-wolf to eat are undoubtedly

the hundred and one bright days {mis/i, to glow or shine) which

were darkened by the overhanging clouds concealing the Sun

who tbus became blind. Rig. 1. 164.14' distinctly says that the

solar eye becomes covered with watery mists,which undoubtedly

refers to his blindness due to rains.

It is useless further to pursue the interpretations of the

various myths which certainly do not prove, or even suggest any
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reference to the long Arctic night. The blindness of the Sun,
and the darkness j)roduced in consequence, when it is not the

darkness of an ordinary Tropical night, are well explained by the

theory of the Rainy season.

Snrj/a^s JFIicel.

The Rig-Veda variously mentions the wheel of Surya'fs car to

be one, two, or seven in number. Rig. I. 164.2 says :" They

yoke the seven horses to the one-wheeled car. One horse, named

seven, bears it alone.
"

It would thus a])]iear that the wheel

of Surya's car is only one, and it is drawn by only one horse—
though this one horse stands for the seven horses that were given

him by the seven Deva-Adityas. Similarly, the one wheel also

represents the seven wheels that the Adityas gave him. The

next verse is as follows :

" The seven who preside over the seven-

wheeled chariot are the seven horses who draw it. Seven sisters

ride in it together, and in it are deposited the seven cows.

{Gardm sapta).
" The seven who preside over this chariot are

said to be the seven horses who represent the seven divine

Adityas who, by lending their rays and horses to the Sun or

Mdrtdnda, have made it possible for him to shine and move.

Hence it has been said that the seven draw the Sun's car,

though they jireside over it. The seven sisters are the seven

seasons who ride in the car together. It will be in the recollec-

tion of our readers that, besides the twelve lunar months, there

is an intercalary month to which is assigned one season which,

however, is not counted, as it is without a couple or fellow. The

seven cows {Gardm sapta) have been variously interpreted, some

identifying them with the seven notes of music as employed in

chanting the praises of the Sun, while others identifying them

with the seven divine river.j;. But these interpretations seem to be

far-fetchod. One meaning of ffo is rnrwi or solar ray ;
and here

gnvdm Mp(n undoubtedly means the seven rays of the Sun, that

were lent him by the seven Adityas. Thus we clearly under-

stand why the one-wheeled and one-horsed car of Surya is called

seven-wheeled and seven-horsed.
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But Suiya's ear is sometimes conceived to be two-wheeled

also, like an ordinary oar. Rig. I. 175.4 is as follows :

"
Sage Indra, who art the lord, thou hast carried off by thy

strength one wheel of (the chariot of) the Sun. Take up

thy bolt for the death of Cushna, and proceed with thy

horses, swift as the wind, to Kutsa.^' Indra, in this verse,

has been described as havinsc carried off not the one wheel,

but simply one wheel of Surya's chariot which must, therefore,

have possessed more wheels than one—either two or seven.

Sayana is inclined to put down the number of wheels of this ear

to two. As the stealing of one of Surya's wheels by Indra

had evidently the object of crippling his motion or disabling

him, the removal of one wheel out of seven would not have the

same desired effect as the removal of one wheel out of two.

Hence we are disposed to accept Sayana^'s interpretation.

Rig. V. 31. 11 is as follows: '"He (Indra) formerly

arrested in battle the rapid chariot of the Sun, and carried

away the wheel for Etasa, and with it Indra demolishes (his

foes). May he, giving us precedence, be propitiated by our

rite.
"

If the Sun's chariot was furnished with two wheels, the

carrying away of one would impede its progress ;
and if the

wheel was only one, the loss of it would brino- the car to a dead

halt at once. Any way, the carrying away of one wheel by
Indra made the Sun's progress extremely slow and halting.

But what is really meant by Indra taking off one wheel from

the Sun^s car and making its progress slow? Almost all the

feats for which he was famous were mainlj' directed towards

helping the progress of the Sun and releasing him from the

clutches of Vritra. How is it, then, that Indra acted on this

occasion in opposition to Surya, and impeded his progress by

carrying away a wheel of his car ? Mr. Tilak identifies the

wheel {chakram) with the Sun himself, and says that it was

be whom Indra carried away, thereby ushering in a period of

darkness over the earth. This darkness he believes to be that

of a long Arctic night ;
but for aught we know, it may as well

be the darkness of an ordinary night of the Tropics, the idea
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being that Imlra removed the wheel of the Sun's chariot in the

evenini^ and fought with the demons of darkness with its help.

But the fact of carrying off and capturing the Sun is usually
attributed to Vritra, and not to ludra who wages a war with

the demon for his release. A dted like this, j^erformed by
Indra, would, therefore, be quite contrary to the usual' tenor

of his actions, unless we attach an aKogether different inter-

pretation to it. Verses 3 to 7 of 30th hymn of ]\randala IV
seem to furnish a clue and are as follow :

"3. Verily all the (Jods, with thee (for) their strength,

have warred (with the Asuras), wherefore thou hast destroyed

them by day and by night. 4. In which (contests), for the

sake of Kutsa and his allies, thou hast stolen, Indra, the wheel

of the car of the Sun. 5. In which (contests), thou singly

indeed hast warred with all those opposing the Gods. Thou,

Indra, hast slain the malignant. H. In which (contests),

Indra, thou hast for the sake of a mortal, di'^comfited the Sun,

and hast protected Etasa by thine exploits. 7, Wherefore,

slayer of Vritra, opulent Indra, hast thou, thereupon, become

most incensed, and, in consequence, hast slain the son of Danu

(Vritra) in this firmament."

It will appear from the above account that Indra befriended

Kutsa and his allies, and for their sake, carried away the wheel

of the Sun's car. i{ig. \l. 31. 3 says that Indra helped Kutsa

in fighting against the powerful Cushna. Rig. I. 175. 4 also

mentions, as we have seen, the fact of Indra's carrying away

the wheel of the Sun's ear for the sake of Kutsa with a view to

accomplish the defeat of the demon, (^ushna, who has elsewhere

been described as
" the wrath-born son of Vritra." Now this

Cushna, as we know, is the demon of drought, who causes

irieat distress to men and all living creatures by withholding

rain. During a period of drouirht clouds are absent from the

sky, and the Sun, with his fierce burning rays, considerably

a<Ms to their distress instead of alleviating it, as he ought to do

as a Deva. Indra. therefore, with a benevolent desire to

accomplish the ijood of all living creatures, thinks it necessary
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first of all to weaken the power of the Sun and discomfit him by

takins^ off a wheel from his car. The wheel being stolen, his

power is diminished. In other words, Indra causes clouds to

appear in the sky, which cover up the Sun, and make his rays

less fierce and unbearable. This done, Indra fights against

Cushna who hides himself in the dark caverns of the clouds,

from which, however, Indra hunts him and Yritra out, and

kills them both in battle. After this, the rains are released and

fall down in abundance. This seems to be the real import of

the legend regarding the carrying away of the wheel of the

Sun's chariot by Indra. The defeat or discomfiture of the Sun

in the hands of Indra is clearlv referred to in Rio-. X. 43. 5

which says that Indra defeated the raiH-obstructinr/ Sim in the

same way as a gambler seeks out his winner and defeats him.'^

The defeat or weakening of Surya is synchronous with the

advent of the rainy season. Mr. Tilak's surmise, therefore, that

this discomfiture of Surva betokens the advent of a lonff niofht

is clearly wrong.

Mr. Tilak next quotes Rig. VI. 31. 3 to prove his point

by interpreting the phrase
"
Daga prapitve

"
in a very ingenious

way to mean " at the end of ten (months).'''^ Even

admitting for the sake of argument that his interpretation is

correct, the verse would mean as follows :

'• O Indra, in the

striving for cows do thou, wuth Kutsa, fight against Cushna,

the A^usha (the voracious), and Kuyava (" the bane of the

crops
''

^Tilson). On the decline or completion of the ten

(months), thou stolest the wheel of Surya and didst destroy

calamities." This implies that after ten rainless months durino-

which Cushna or the drought ate up the food (or crops) of men

voi-aciously, in other words, destroyed them by causing them to

wither, Indra stole a wheel of the Sun's car, and thus weakened

his fierce rays by causing clouds to gather, from which rain

was precipitated, marking the end of sunshine or drought.

'
Rig. X. 43. .5 :—^cf ^^ f^ f^^fh t^^'-^" SfJT^^ ^^ 5Rm I &c.

•
Rig. YI. 31. 3 :- ^' ^TT^snrw ^"^f^P^ITf^ ^'^ IPq^wf^^ I ^ ^'^^
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This meanins: is as simple and clear as it is rational. Mr.

Tilak's attempt, therefore, to interpret it as indicating the

advent of the Ions; Arctic niijht is wroni;.

It should further be noticed here that Cushna is described

as a dfcvourer and bane of croj)S. Does Mr. Tilak mean to say

that a ten months' loner sunshine in the Arctic retjion was

uncongenial to the growth of crops, and that they throve well

in darkness ? And was it, therefore, necessary for Indra to

remove the Sun for two months in order to make the corn grow ?

A supposition like this would be absurd on the very face of.it.

llain is essential to the growth of corn as well as sunshine,

and what Indra really did was to weaken the power of the Sun

first of all, by causing clouds to gather in the sky^ and then to

precipitate rains from them. This legend too, therefore, does

not suggest a long Arctic night, as wrongly inferred by Mr.

Tilak ; but it clearly betokens the advent of the rainy season

after a long period of drought.

ris/niu's Three Sirides.

From the three strides of Vishnu, which are mentioned in

the Rig-Veda (I. 22. 17-18; I. 154. 2), Mr. Tilak has tried

to prove his theory of the Arctic home of tho Aryans. Let us

now examine his arguments. Verses 17 and 18 of Kig. I. 22

are as follow :
—

"17. Vishnu traversed this (world) ; three times he ]»lauted

his foot, and the I'niverse was enveloped by his foot covered

with dust. 18. Vishnu, the preserver, the uninjurable,

stepped three stops, vipholding righteousness."

Commentators disagree about the meaning of the sentence

tridha nidadlie padntu, I.e., ihv'xcG he j>lanted his step. Accord-

ing to L'/lkapuni, it was on earth, in the firmament and in

Ijeaven ; 'and, according to Ourr anAbha, it wa.s on SaniAro-

hana, or the eastern mountain, on J'isfniupadn, the meridian

sky, and Gai/av/irmt, the western mountain.^ DurgAdiflrya

- nPA f¥ ^ ?tf^5W^ f^^^^Ji f^^ ^i if>4WT^q ?r«l5qi Wf[^
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also identifies Vishnu with the Sim and his three paces

with the rise, culmination and setting of the luminary. Allusion

is further made to the three paces of Vishnu in the V^jas&neyi

Samhita of the Yajur Veda, and the scholiast there explains

them to imply the presence of Vishnu in the three regions

of the earth, air, and heaven, in the forms respectively of

Agni, Vayu, and Surya (Fire, Wiud, and the Sun). Vishnu

is thus admittedly identified with the Sun, though in the

Rig-Veda we find him helping Indra in rescuing the Sun,

the Dawn, the solar rays and the waters imprisoned by Vritra,

thereby showing that he possessed a distinct individuality of

his own. He may not be the Sun himself, but he was undoubted-

ly the deity presiding over the luminary.

Mr. Tilak says that the motion of the Snn as indicated

by the three steps of Vishnu was not diurnal but annual,

and quotes Rig. I. 155. in support of his view. The verse

says that Vishnu set in motion like a revolving wheel his

ninety steeds with their four names, evidently referring to

360 days divided into four groups of seasons.
"

This," says

Mr. Tilak,
''

is good evidence to hold that the yearly course of

the Sun must be taken as the basis of the exploits of Vishnu.

The Rig-Veda further tells us that Vishnu was the intimate

friend of Indra {ynji/ah sakha I. 22. 19), and that he assisted

Indra in his fight with Vritra. Thus in IV. 18. 11 we are

told that India about to kill Vritra said 'O friend Vishnu,

stride vastly' (also cf. VIII. 12. 27), and in I. 156. 4, Vishnu

is said to have opened the cows' stable with the assistance of

his friend, while botii Indra and Vishnu are described as

having together vanquished (Jambara, conquered the host

of Varchins and produced the Sun, Dawn, and the Fire in

VII. 99. 4 & 5. It is evident from these passages that Vishnu

was the associate of Indra in his fight with Vritra {Cf. VII.

63. 9), and if so, one of the three steps must be placed in

regions where this fight was fought, that is in the nether

world. We can now understand why in I. 155.5 it is said

that two of the three steps of Vishnu are visible to many,

69
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but the third is beyond the reach of birds or mortals (Also cf,

VII. 91). 1). AVhen the liiird step of Vishnu is located in the

nether world, it can well be said to be invisible, or beyond tlie

reach of mortals." * ^

Yes ;
but what is meant by its beini^ beyond the teach of

birds? If the region was really in the nether world, the Vedic

bard would certainly not have brouij^ht in birds to describe

its inaccessibility. As birds 'As in the sky, the region where

Vishnu locates his third step must also be in the sky, but so

high that neither men nor birds can reach it. This is the

simple idea that the \'edic bard seems to convey. It is a

distortion of the plain meaning of the verse to locate Vishnu's

third step in the nether region. Besides, it should bo recalled

to mind that we have proved from several verses of the Rig-Veda

that the fight of Indra with Vritra did not take place

in the nether region, but in the firmament. Mr. Tdak's

assumption that the fight took })lace in the nether region is,

therefore, utterly baseless, and his conclusion about the location

of the third step of Vishnu, which he has based on that assump-

tion, at once falls to the ground.

The three steps of Vishnu can well be explained by a consi-

deration of both the diurnal and tlie annual motions of the

Sun. He take-s the first stej) in the morning at the time of

rising, the second step in the meridian sky at mid-day, and

the third ste|> in the evening when he sets, whieii, therefore,

becomes invisible. Hy the third step or stride, he does the whole

distance, covered by the ])ath of yir-rili, or the contrary path

which, as we have shown, is situated liigh up in the heavens,

beyond the reach of mortals or birds. When we consider the

annual motion of the sun, Vishnu covers two-thirds of the

year or eight months by his two strides, and the remaining

one-third or four months by his third stride, ('ounting the

year from Carad or autumn which was its beginning, we

come to the rainy season when he takes his third step which

'" Tilak's Arctic Home tii the Vedas, p. 328.
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becomes invisible in consequence of the sky being covered up

with clouds, in other words, when Indra's great fight with

Vritra or Cambara commences. Though the Sun is then

imprisoned by Vritra, along with the Dawn, the solar rays

and waters, the presiding deity o£ the Sun, i.e., Vishnu, helps

Indra in rescuing them. It will thus be seen that Vishnu

helps Indra both in his daily and annual fights with Vritra.

This meaning is plain and simple, and most satisfactorily

explains the three strides of Vishnu. The later Pauranic

legend of Vishnu placing his third step on the head of Vali,

the Asura king, and sending him downwards, is only an ex-

pansion of the Vedie legend of Indra and Vishnu vanquishing

Vritra, and laying him low. It will thus be seen that Mr.

Tilak's interpretation of the myth to prove a long Arctic night

fails.

Next Mr. Tilak refers to the appellation of Vishnu as

Cipivishta (Rig. VII. 100"6), which, according to Aupamanyava
has a bad sense {Kntsitarthii/am). Yaska, in his Nirukta

(V. 79), explains the word to mean cejoa iva nirvesUitak, or

"enveloped like the private parts," or with rays obscured

{aprati])annaracmi). Though an attempt has been made by

Itaska himself, and the author of the Taittiriya Samhita (IT.

2. 12. 4. & 5) to explain the word as a laudatory appellation of

Vishnu, its opprobrious meaning is to be found even in later

Sanskrit literature. Now what can be the meaning of this

opprobrious appellation as applied to Vishnu? It means that

there is a season or time when the Sun's rays are obscured,

which may be either night, or the rainy season. When the

Sun shines brightly and his rays are powerful, he is called

Brihach-chJiepas ; conversely when his rays are obscured, he is

called Cipivishta. This is the simple meaning of the word.

It does not prove, as inferred by Mr. Tilak, that the Sun was

in the nether regions in the clutches of the demon Vritra.

There can be no question of the nether regions so far as Indra's

fight with Vritra is concerned. The Sun's rays are obscured

or darkened at night and in the rainy season, and Vishnu's
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appellation of (Jii)ivii>hta as tiiue'n applies to the one as to the

other.

It would be cpiite useless hero to discuss ajrain the myth
of Trita Aptya, which we have dealt with in a previous chapter,

and proved to indicate the Raitiy season. The i)rineipal myths,
referred to by Mr. Tilak as proving^ a loner Arctic night, have

been found to nieau either the short night of the Tropics or the

Rainy season during which the Sun's power declines, or the

solar orb becomes dark and invisible.



CHAPTER XXV
Examination of Mr. Tilak's Theory of the Arctic Cradle of tlie Aryans

—
(^concluded.)

The Avestic Evidence.

As we have seen before, Mr. Tilak has laid great stress on

some evidence in the Zend-Avesta to prove his theory of the

Arctic home of the Aryans. He admits tliat there is no direct

evidence iu the Rig-Veda to prove his Arctic theory, and has,

therefore, tried his best to gather indirect evidence from an

isolated verse here, and an isolated verse there, which he has

interpreted in his own w^av to suit his purpose. We have examin-

ed his main arguments at length in these pages, but we have

found most of them to be far-fetched, unconvincing, inconsistent;

and at places utterly hollow. The Rig-Veda certainl}- does not.

contain any reliable indication to show that the Aryans had once

lived in the Arctic regions, and came thence as immigrants to

Sapta-Sindhu or the Punjab. But Mr. Tilnk seems to have 1 een

greatly struck by the account in the Zend-Avesta of the des-

truction of Airyana Vaejo by a dpluge of ice, and connecting

this event with the climatic changes brought about in a remote

age in the Arctic region by glaciation which lendered it

uninhabitable, naturally concludes that the Aryans had their

original home in the Arctic region whence they dispersed south-

ward—some to northern and southern Europe, and others to

central and southern Asia. The latter, it is said, consisted of two

branches, one representing the forefathers of the modern Hindus,

and the other of the modern Parsis, who settled down respectively

in the plains of the Punjab, and the region to the north of the

Hindukush mountain. Those who settled down in the last-

named region called their country Airyana Vaejo, i.e.
,
the

Paradise or original happy home of the Aryans, after the name of

the original country in the Arctic region which had been
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destroyed bv ice. This theory seems very ingenious and plau-

sible at first sight, but we have seen that it does not stand the

test of criticism. The evidence quoted by Mr. Tilak from the

second Fargard of the Vedidad in support of his theory is not at

all convincing. It is related there that Ahura Mazda called a

meeting of the celestial gods, which " the fair Yima, the good

shepherd of high renown in Airyana Vaejo
"

also attended with

all his excellent mortals, and at which Ahura Mazda distinctly

warned Yima that fatal winters were going to fall on the happy

land and destroy every thing therein. Accordingly Yima was

advised to make a VA,ra or enclosure, and remove there the seeds

of every kind of animals and plants for preservation, Yima, not

knowing anything about the nature and physical conditions of

this new country where he was advised to go, naturally asked

Ahura Mazda about the lights, both created and uncreated, that

were to be found there. To this ({uery, the latter replied that in

the Vara, the sun, the moon, and the stars
"
rose but once a

year
" and that " a year seemed only as a day

"
to the inhabi-

tants thereof. From the tenor of Mazda's reply, it is evident

that these i)hysieal conditions of the Vara wore quite unlike those

of Airyana Vaejo, which made it necessary for him to describe

them ui exienso. The Vfira, therefore, may have been situated

in the Arctic region, but Airyana Vaejo was certainly not.

Hence it follows (1) tliat Airyana Vaejo which was destroyed by

ice was situated in any place other than the Arctic region ; (2)that

when it was destroyed, the Arctic region was iiabitable, which

made it po.ssible for Yimi to remove there with the seeds oP all

animals and plants ; (3) that th.- deluge of ice that destroyed

Airyana Vaejo was not tynchronous with thf great invasion of

ice in the beginning of the post-gla?ial epoch that rendered tiie

Arctic region uninhabitable ; (+) that Yima's removal to the Vftra

undQubtedly took place in an Inter-glacial period when the climate

of the Arctic region was congenial, and that Airyana Vaejo was

destroyed by ice through local causes in that period ;
and (5) that

Yima's Vfira could not have been situated, as stated in the

Mainyo-i-khard, within Airyana Vaejo which was destroyed by
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ice, as a mere enclosure {Vara) would not be sufficient to keep

back the invasion of ice from the place, though it might protect

the inhabitants thereof from the attacks of savage men and wild

animals. These conclusions, as our readers will see, are irresist-

able and incontrovertible, and from these we infer that Airyana

Vaejo was situated to the north of the Hindukush on a high

tableland, on which its location is pointed out at present, and

that this region, having been invaded by ice, a branch of the

Iranians or Parsis, under the leadership of Yima, moved to the

Arctic region and settled there in an Inter-glacial period, when

the Arctic climate was congenial and agreeable, verging upon
"
perpetual spring.

" We have tried to connect the ice-deluge

of Airyana Vaejo with Manu's Flood, both of which were pro-

bably synchronous. As this Flood is supposed to have been

caused by the up-heaval of the bed of the Rajputana Sea, and as

there is no mention of it in the Rig-Veda, we are naturally led

to conclude that the event took place long after Rig-Vedic times

when Sapta-Sindhu had a sea to the south, and was quite uncon-

nected with the Deeean, and another sea to the east extendino*

probably from modern Delhi to Assam. If these premises be

correct, the age of the Rig-Veda must go back to some Inter-

glacial period of Northern Europe, corresponding at any rate to

the Pleistocene Epoch of the Post-Tertiary Era. As Mr. Tilak

is not willing to ascribe such an old age to the Rig-Veda, he

naturally falls in with the opinion of American Geologists who,

considering the evidence mainly found in their country, have

held that the Post-glacial epoch commenced some ten thousand

years ago, and rejects the opinion of Dr. Croll who sets it down

at about 80,000 years ago, so far at leastas Northern Europe
was concerned. It should be remembered in this connection

that "
all the evidence regarding the existence of the Glacial

period comes from the north of Europe and America but no

traces of glaciation have been yet discovered in Northern Asia

or North Alaska.'' ^ wdiieh suggests the inference that the

' Tilak's Arctic Home in the Vedas, p. 14.
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(ilacial period was m>t tlip one and the same thi-oui^hout the

Nuitheni part of the (Jlohe, and may have occurred in different

times in different places throii«rh different causes, and that the

calculations of the European and American Geologists may be

correct so far as their respective countries are concerned. It

may, therefore, be misleading to apply the calculations as regards

the Glacial jieriod of one country to those of another. But even

if we accei)t for the sake of argument the calculation of Ameri-

can Cieologists, acco[)ted by Mr. Tilak, that the (ilacial period

in Nort)\ern Europe occurred some ten thousand years ago, the

age of the Rig-^ eda must be older than that ; and this takes us

back to a period anterior to the birth of the Babylonian and

Egyptian ci vilisation-% and establishes the undoubtedly hoary

antiipiity of thi- Rig- Veda, and of the Land of the Seven Rivers

where the paered hymns of this most ancient Scripture in the

world were admittedly first composed and sung.

However this may be, it is certain that the Zend-Avesta does

not prove that the original cradle of the Aryans was situated

in the Arctic region. If it proves anything, it proves that a

branch of the Aryan race emiLfrated to that region in an early age,

probably in an Inter-glacial period to escape a calamity caused

bv local physical conditions. The original cradle of the Aryans,

so far as we can irather from the earliest record available, was in

Sapla-Sindhn, the Land of Seven Rivers,as the Punjab used to be

called in ancient tunes, and the n'gions immediately surrounding

it, whiih prohal)ly included Airyana Vaejo also in their ambit.

We have in this, and sonje of the previous chapters, examined all

the i>rincipal evidences |iut forward by Mr. Tilak from the Zend-

Avesta to i»rove his Arctic theory, but we have found that they

do not. b\ :\uy means, snpport it.



CHAPTER XXVI

Concluding Keraarks

I have at last come to the end of my labours, aud it now

only remains for me to give a resume of the several conclu-

sions I have arrived at in this book. As regards the original

home of the Aryans, it would be extremely rash to say that a

people, however ancient, and however old their traditions, have

been living in the same country from the very time of their

creation ; for primitive men, like animals, were migratory and

moved from place to place, impelled by the exigencies of climate,

food, shelter, and sudden physienl changes. The wide earth

was their home, and they conveniently moved up or down to

new places either far or near, tliat afforded them sufficient food

and shelter. The extensive physical and climatic changes that

took place in the Glacial, Inter-glacial, and Post-glacial epochs,

caused a general movement of men, animals and even plants

from one part of the Globe to another, and it would, therefore,

be difficult to ascertain when and where a particular tribe or

people had their first origin. It is only when we come down

to the earliest period of the present epoch, when the distribution

of land and water became practically the same as we find it

now, that it becomes possible for us to locate, with some cer-

tainty, the place where a particular people had once lived before

they emigrated to, or were isolated iu some other land.

Bevond this, it is impossible for us, with our present limited

knowledge, to come to any definite conclusion regarding the

place of origin, or the original home of a people.

Considered from this point of view, the original cradle of

the Aryans must remain undetermined. That cradle may have

been in Sapta-Sindhu, the Arctic region. North Europe, Central

Asia, Central Africa^ or even some continent now lost. But we

70
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are not concerned with the sohition of that problem in this

book. We come down to the early ilawn of Aryan history,

which is synciironous with the mental awakening of the Aryans

making intelligent self-realisation possible, in relation to their

physical environments, and impelling them to overcome obstacles

and subordinate them to their tribal welfare. This mental

development must have been at Hrst extremal)' slow and gradual,

and probably occupied thousands of years before the primitive

Aryan savages were able to take a further step onward.' These

savages, subsisting on roots and fruits, and instinctively roaming

about in search of food and shelter, gradually developed into

hunters, with their rude primitive weapons, consisting of either

small branches of trees, bones, or stones found in their natural

conditions, that came in handy for the purposes of offence and

defence. Afterwards, tiiey learnt how to polish these rude stone

weapons and give them particular shapes. Hut this also took

a long age to be accomplished. Gradually they learnt to trap

' Vedic cosmology postulates the creation of certain divine and semi-

divine beinps called Devas and Devarahis, who preside over the destinies of

mankind and guide them in their gradual evolution towards progress and

perfection. They stand in the rfile of instructors and masters wlio select their

apt pupils from a particular race, and teach them the rudiments of culture

and civilised life. So far as the Aryan race was concerned, the semi-divine

Riehis were the prototypes of the race, and gradually initiated the people in

the use of fire and metals and the mysteries of sacrifice, and taught them the

fundamental principles of art and agriculture. The inapt pupils were

rejected and cast adrift in the world as waifs and strays,
—savage or semi-

lavage nomads—who have scarcely made any progress during those long

centnrics. The proirresa made by the
"
select," however, was necefsarily slow,

and only commensurate with their gradual mental development, even like

that made by children, though under tho guidance and control of veteran

teachers. The race had to pass through all the different ptnpcs of mental,

moral and spiritual development during a long period measured by thousands,

nay, hundreds of thousands of years, before it could emerge as a civilised

people, as we find them depicted in the Rig-Veda. • This course of training

was necessarj' to all people, Aryan or non-Aryan, as it is necessary even to

the most wonderful prodigy of a child wlio has to learn the alphabets and go

through a course of training before he can emerge as a full-fledged genius.

Evolution is the basis of all progress, and it ia a mistake to suppose that the

Aryan race had not to go through this long and tedious process.
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"and tame wild animals like goats, sheep and cattle, which they
killed for food in times of necessity. The duty of keeping and

tending these animals put a burden on their shoulders, which

necessarily curbed their free roving propensities except for the

purpose of pasturing them. This stage also continued for

several thousand years, until they learnt the rudiments of agri-

culture, when they were compelled to curb their roving propen-
sities still further in order to be able to grow corn and harvest

it when ripe. The carrying on of agricultural work implied a

knowledge of the use of metals, especially iron
; and settlement

in rude homesteads near the cornfields with a view to watch the

growth of corn, and protect it from the attacks of birds,

beasts and men, soon became a necessity. The reaching of this

stage also took several thousand years more, during which the

Aryan nomads gradually changed their nomadic life for the

life of settled agriculturists. As they now learnt to depend

mainly upon agriculture for a living, they had to look for the

fall of timely rains in order to be able to reap an abundant

harvest. But as the rains weie never regular in coming, they

thought that their regularity could onh' be ensured with the

help of the mysterious divine powers that were supposed to

Control them, and in fact, all natural i)heuomena. This led to

the discovery, specialisation, and individualisation of the various

gods, in whose praise they composed and sang hymns with the

object of propitiating them and winning their favour. ^ But

the mere chanting of hvmns or incantations (mantras) was not

considered sufficient, unless it was accompanied by some sacrifice

to the Gods—sacrifice of something valuable in their possession.

As Pagu, or domesticated animals constituted ivealth in ancient

times,
^ the sacrifice of a, fagu or cattle was thought necessary

"
Even in modem times, the Rain-maker is the most important person

among savage tribes. He pronounces incantations and j^erforms mysterious

rites with the object of bringing down rains from heaven. He is the priest

in embryo, and wields great influence in savage society.
*

Pa(;u is equivalent to Lat. Pectis, meaning cattle. As cattle constituted

wealth in primitive society, pecus came to mean wealth or money, cf.

Pecuniary.
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alon<:]j with (lie chantiiio^ of hymns, and the severed limbs of

the victim were consigned to Fire, especially kindled for the

purpose,
—

Fire, the bright and beautiful, who was the priest of

the sacrifice and conveyed to the Gods all the oblations offered

through him. This gave rise to rituals which became more and

more intricate in course of time, and led to the formation of a

class of priests who could properly perform them. The juice of

the Soma plant which was indigenous to Sapta-Sindhu, possessing

as it did a cheering and invigorating effect on the consumers,

was also offered to the Gods, but as the plant grew and was

abundantly available during the rainy season only, and as Indra

was the principal God who was supposed to wage war with

A''ritra and Cushna (Drought) during this season, the Soma

drink came to be specially appropriated to him.*' We find the

Aryans reaching this stage of development when some of the

ancient hymns of the Rig-A'^eda were composed. It must have

taken them thousands and thousands of years to reach this stage

from their jM-imitive state of nomadic savages, subsisting on

roots and fruits, and living l)y the chase.

As some of the ancient hymns of the Kig-Veda contain

evidence and indications of a different distribution of land and

water in Sa]ita-Sindhu, we are compelled to go back to that ancient

time when such a distribution actually existed. The results of

Geological investigations go to show that modern Rajputrmfi was

a sea in the Tertiary Era, and the Crangetic trough to the east of

the Punjab was also a sea u]) to the end of the Miocene epoch.

As there are distinct references to those seas in some hymns of the

Rig-Veda, we cannot lielj> assigning their age to that epoch

* Tho Soma drink hnd boon in vo/Lnie in jirimitivc Arj-an eocicty boforo

Indra was born, in other words, l)ofoic tlic- God was discovered and acknow-

ledged as tl»e Supreme Deity. Honcp it is called jtrntna (ancient) and Tajnasya

purvah (older than the insiitution of sacrifice). It has been related in the

Rif?-Veda that Indra develoi^ed an inordinate desire for the Soma drink, before

he even thoupht of siickinf^ his mother's breast. Indra is one of the oldest

f^ods in the Vcdic hierarchy, but Soma is older still. As this plant grew no-

where except in Sapta-Sindhn, this proves the hoary antiquity of the country

%nd tho Aryans.
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which lasted till more than three or four hundred thousand years

a^o. There is also 2;eoloo;ieal evidence to show that man

flourished on the Globe and in India in the Miocene and Pliocene

epochs. Hence there can be no improbability in the fact that

the primitive x\rvans lived in that epoch in Sapta-Sindhu,

attaining a comparatively high state of culture. The account of

the immigration of Yima and his followers to the Arctic region

in an Inter-glacial epoch when th^t region was habitable, as

mentioned in the second Fsrgard of the Vendidad, reference to

which has been made in the preceding chapter, also supports

the Rig-Yedie evidence as to the vast antiquity of Sapta-Sindhu

and its early inhabitants, the Aryans. "We do not say that all

the hymns of the Rig-Yeda are as old as some of these ancient

hymns ;
but the very fact that the latter refer to a different

distribution of land and water in the Punjab as it existed in the

Miocene epoch at once takes back Aryan civilisation, if not the

very beginning of it, to that epoch. It should be borne in mind

that the Rig-Yedie hymns were composed during a very long

period, as there is distinct reference in the sacred Scripture to

hymns that had been composed in the early and the middle

ages and to hymns that were composed in the later age of Rig-

Yedie times (Rig. HI. -3 2.
l."3). The language of the ancient

hymns also underwent a thorough change, and had to be recast

in the more retiued dialect of the later age. In fae", the old

hvmns came down to the Arvans of the later age in "new orraee-

ful robes," as a Rishi has felicitously expressed the idea. All

the hymns that we find in the Rig-Yeda were collected and

redacted in comparatively recent times, not certainlv aceordins:

to their sequence and dates of composition, but according to

their happening to fall in with certain groups, and we need not^

therefore, be surprised, if we occasionally come across certain

hymns that bear in them the stamp of modernity along with

hymns that are admittedly more ancient. But this does not

prove that all of them were composed in the later age of Rig-

Yedie times. As we have said, the Rig-Yedie civilisation

extended over a very long period, and the different strata that
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composed it are clearly discernible to the patient and care-

ful researcher, as they undoubtedly contain fossils of a bye-i^one

age ard bye-gone civilisation. It is these fossils that have helped
us in reading aright the history of the ancient Aryans, and in

tracing it back to hoary antiquity beyond human calculation.

This goes to confirm the j)ojiular belief that the Yedas are

eternal, and not ascribable to any human agency {apavrusheya),
and that they emanated frr)m Brahm^, the Creator himself.

Haying discussed the antiquity of the Rig-Veda and of

Saj)tA-Sindhu, we will now give a brief summary of the several

conclusions we have arrived at in this book from a study of

the Rig-Veda, the lir&hmauas, the Zend-Avesta, the results of

geological and ethnological investigations, and the ancient

civilisations of Iran, Mesopotamia, Egypt, Phoenicia, Asia-

Minor, and Prehistoric Europe, which is as follows :
—

(1) Down to the Miocene Epoch, Sapta-Sindhu, as the

ancient Punjab used to be called, was entirely cut off from South-

ern India by a sea which eoveretl modern RAjputSnA, and extend-

ed as far east as Assam. An arm of this sea ran up the pre-

sent lower valley of the Indus to the point where she was joined

by her tributaries. Thus there were three seas on the three

sides of Sapta-Sindhu. There was another sea towards the

north, below the confims of modern Turkistan, extending as far

north as the Arctic ocean, and as far west as the Black Sea,

which disajtpeared in comparatively recent times, leaving the

Black Sea, the Caspian Sea the Sea of Aral and Lake Balkash

as. its remnants, and con erting its shallow beds into steppes.

There was another Asiatic Mediterranean to the east of Turki-

stan, which also disappeared in comparativelv recent times,

leaving Lake Lobnor as its remnant. Ti)ese four seas round

about ancient Sapta-Sindh»i have l^een distinctly mentioned in

tl:e Rig-Veda, thereby proving its hoary antiquity which goes

back to the Miocene Epoch.

{i) In that epoch, Southern India j)rol)al)iy formed a part

of a vast continent which extended from Burma to the coasts of

Eastern Africa, and probably as far south as Australia. In an
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age later than that of the Rig-Veda, the greater part of this

continent was submerged through seismic disturbances of a

gigantic character, leaving remnants of it in the Deccan,

Burma, the islands of the Indian Archipelago, some islands in

the Pacific Ocean, Australia, and the string of islands, and Coral

reefs in the Indian ocean in the direction of Madasjascar. The

sane seismic forces that dismembered this vast Southern Conti-

nent, called "the Indo-Oceanic continent" by Blanford, probablv

also caused the upheaval of the bed of the Raj[)utana Sea, and a

depression of the Aravalli mountains, which made it possible for

the Arj'ans of Sapta-'>iudhu to migrate southwards and settle

in the different parts of the Deccan in a later age. The Paura-

nie legend of Agastya sipping up the ocean dry, and depressing

the high peak of the Vindhya to enable him to go to the South-

ern Peninsula strongly supports and corroborates this view. It

goes without saying that the Uajput^na Sea existed in Rig-Vedic

times, barring the progress of the Aryans southwards.

(3) Sapta-Sindhu has been admitted by Geologists to be the

earliest life-producing region in the whole of India, where the

evolution of animal life took place in continuous succession, un-

til man was created. As the region was peopled by the Aryans

from time immemorial, thev came to regaid it as their original

cradle. The Southern Continent was peopled by a different

family of human beings, of which the Kolarians and the Dravi-

dians are the remnants. The other branches of this family were

scattered over tiie different islands of the Indian Archipelago

and Australia, all bearing a family likeness, thouijh their physi-

cal features and languag-es have undersjoue considerable modi-

fieations in consequence of different environments, climates and

circumstances, and the very lon^ period of iheiv separation from

one another. It is really wonderful, however, that even after

this long separation, tiiey still retain some signs of linguistic and

ethnic affinity. It is a mistake 'o suppose that the Kolarians

and the Dravidians had come from Central Asia and at first

settled in the Punjab, wlionee they were driven southward by

their more powerful adversaries, the Aryans. The existence of
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larare seas in Central Asia, and to the south and east of the

Punjab in ancient times, and of impassable mountains at once

precludes the possibility of such immigration on a large scale by

nomadic savages in the very primitive condition of development.

The immigration of the Aryans also from Central Asia, or for

the matter of that. Northern Europe or the Arctic region is

equally a pure myth. They were very probably autochthonous

in the Punjab or Sapta-Sindhu, as the Kolarians and the

Dravidians were autochthonous in the Southern Continent and

they had no mutual communication or intercourse during Big-

Vedic times. Sai)ta-Sindhu was girded about by seas on all

sides excepting on the north-west in the direction of G&ndh&ra

or modern Afsrhanistan which was directly connected with

AVestern Asia and Asia Minor.

(4) The upheaval of the bed of the Rajputftna Sea and the

submergence of the Southern Continent in post Rig-Vedic

times probably caused a heavy flood in Sapta-Sindhu by

the displacement of the vast volumes of its waters, which

is known as Manu's Flood. The stupendous mass of vapours

generated by the drying up of the Flood-water was pro-

bably carried northward and precipitated over the Himalaya

and Airyana Vaejo as snow which destroyed the latter

region and compelled Yima and his people to migrate

northwards and settle down in the Arctic region which, in

the Inter-glacial period, possessed a congenial climate and was

tenanted by human beings. This migration of a branch of the

Aryans to the Arctic region in a remote age which was,

however, subsequent to Rig-Vedic times, indirectly ju-oves the

hoarv antiquity of the race. The Rig-Vedic Ar^'ans never

emigrated to, nor came from the Arctic region, as there is not

even the shadow of a mention of siuh immigration in the

Rig-Veda.

(5) The climate of Sapta-Sindlm had originally been cold,

which in a later age was changed into temperate and hot in

consequence of the disappearance of the RajputftnA. Sea, and

the creation of a vast tract of arid desert in its place. The
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change, however, was probably gradual. The year is first called

Hiina, thea Eenmnta, and lastly Carad in the Rig-Veda on

account of the prevalence of a cold and temperate climate in the

different ages, marking its gradual change. The total disappear-

ance of this sea as well as the sea over the Gangetic trough

made the climate hot, diminished the quantity of rainfall in the

Punjab, thereby causing the glaciers in the lower ranges of the

Himalaya to disappear, and attenuated the Sarasvati and the

Drishadvati into straggling and insignificant streams as they

are at present. The Sarasvati, however, was a mighty river

in ancient Sapta-Sindhu, flooding her valley in the rainy season,

and had a perennial flow of water in her bed, probably fed by
the glaciers at her source. The rainy-season in ancient Sapta-

Sindhu lasted from three to four months, during which the sky

remained continuously covered with clouds, making the appear-

ance of the sun and the dawn impossible.

(6) There is no mention in the Rig-Veda of the Deccan, or

any of its mountains or famous rivers, because the Rig-Vedic

Aryans could not and did not go to that country, having been

cut off by the Rajputana Sea, or of any province like Pfinchala,

Kosala, Magadha, Videha, Anga and Vanga towards the east

of Sapta-Sindhu, because they formed parts of the Eastern Sea

covering the present Gangetic trough, and were not in existence

in Rig-Vedic times. The mention of Kikata in the Rig-Veda
does not absolutely prove the acquaintance of Rig-Vedic Aryans
with South Behar. The word probably refers to some barren

hilly region in Sapta-Sindhu itself. Or, if it be really identified

with South Behar which formed part of the southern continent,

it is just possible that the sea-going Aryan merchants touched

that portion only of the continent in their voyages eastwards,

and brought accounts of the inferior breed of cattle in that

region, some of which were probably also imported to Sapta-

Sindhu, which enabled the Rig-Vedic Aryans to form a poor

opinion of the breed. Beyond this, the word has no geographi-

cal and historical value, and does not prove that the Gangetic

trough was firm land in Rig-Vedic times, making it possible

71
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for Aryan or noa-Aryaii tribes to settle there. The evidence

of the existence of a sea to the east of the Punjab in Rig-Yedic

times is overwhelming, as we have shown in the early chapters

of this book.

(7) The dark-.«;ldnned Dasas and Dasyus, mentioned in the

Uig-^ eda, were not the people of the Kolarian and Dravidian

races, but they were either the dark nomadic Aryan savages,

the remnants of the race in its onward march towards progress,

or the uon-sacrilicing Aryan tribes who did not subscribe to the

orthodox ^'edie faith, and accept the Yedic Gods, and hence were

put down as
" blacks

"
to depict their character. The analogy

of the black-skin was also drawn from the myth of Yritra who

represented the black clouds, and caused a dire distress among
the i)eople by with-holding the rains and concealing the Sun,

the Dawn and the solar rays (cows) in his cloud body, just as

the Aryan robbers and savages stole the cows from the Aryan

settlements, and thereby harassed the owners thereof.

(8) As the Aryans were autochthonous in Sapta-Sindhu,

their gradual evolution as a race took place in that region, but

there were some tribes who could not keep pace witii tiieir

advanced brethren, and remained in the state of nomadic savages,

stealing the cows of the neighbouring Aryan tribes, either

nomadic eatlle-keepers or settled agriculturists, and harassing

them in various ways. The nomadic cattle-keepers could freely

and readily move away to other places of safety, but the settlers

and agriculturists could not do so. Hence they thought it

necessaiy to purge these petts out of the country . And with

this object in view they waged a long and continuous war with

them, succeeding in the long run in driving them out of Sapla-

Sindhu. This jmrging of the dross of the jjopulation had been

commenced from the earliest neolitln'c times, and was continued

through long nges till a later ])eriod when the Iranians, the

ancestors of the modern Parsis, who were called Asuras, were

driven out of Sapta-Sindhu for other reasons commensurate with

the liigh culture and developmtnt of the race, vi:., difference

in religious oj)iui(>ns and jiractice. The neolithic Aryan
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savao-es who had been compelled to leave the land of their birth

in very early times dispersed themselves towards the west

beyond the precincts of Sapta-Sindhu, as they could not go

either towards the east, the south or the north on account of the

existence of impassable seas in these directions, and after com-

mingling their blood with that of the neolithic Turanian savages

with whom they came in contact in Western Asia, and to whom

they gave their Aryan speech and such little culture as they

possessed, passed on to Europe over the isthmus of Bosphorous

which was not then a strait. As these savages were the first

to leave Sapta-Sindhu, they were undoubtedly the first to enter

Europe, because they were pushed forward by other more ad-

vanced Aryan tribes who also were compelled to leave Saj^ta-

Sindhu. Thus waves after waves of Aryan immigration

from Sapta-Sindhu continued, the first and the earliest wave

reaching the westernmost parts of Europe, and the last

settling and stagnating near Sapta-Siudhu in Iran, the

intervening space having been occupied by Aryan tribes, either

pure or mixed, in the different stages of civilisation, from

the highest in Iran to the lowest in westernmost Europe. Sapta-

Sindhu was really the original hive from which these immi-

grations proceeded from the very earliest times conceivable.

(9) There Avas an Aryan tribe in Sapta-Sindhu, called the

Pariis, who were merchants, and traded both on land and by

sea. They constructed ships for their sea-voyages, having been

master-carpenters, and were excellent mariners, probably the

earliest that history knows of. But thev were a greedy and

avaricious people, bent only upon amassing wealth by means

fair or foul. Having been money-lenders, they exacted interest

from the borrowers with the cruel severity of a Shylock. Clans

of this tribe who traded on land, accompanied by their herds

and dogs, hke the modern wandering Iranis, sometimes stole the

cattle of the settled agriculturists, and mixing them with their

own herds, swiftly moved away to otiier settlements. Some-

times the outraged villagers hotly pursued them, with their

chariots and dogs, and there were pitched battles in which either
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the pursuers or the pursued cjot the worst. The Rig-Veda

mentions accounts of these frequent encounters which reveal a

condition of society other than peaceful. This abominable

character of the Panis, coupled with the fact that they did not

subscribe to the Vedic faith, and worship the principal Vedie

Gods or perform the Vedic sacrifices, made them highly un-

popular and despised. Some of them were so fiercely persecuted

by the combined Vedic Aryan clans that they were compelled to

leave Sapta-Sindhu in their ships for other countries where they

settled as traders and mariners. The upheaval of the bed of the

Rajput^na Sea, and the gradual appearance of land in the

Gangetic trough must have determined others also to leave the

country for good, as they had not much facility for making

voyages from the shores of JSaptii-Sindhu. They must have

settled first on the coasts of modern Gujrat, and afterwards on

the Malabar and the Coromondal coasts of the Southern Penin-

sula, in as much as they afforded excellent timber, the Indian

teak, for shipbuilding. Probably they were the first Aryans to

have come in contact with the inhabitants on the seaboards of

this Peninsula—the Pandyas and the Cholas, who were thus the

first to receive Aryan culture. From these coasts some of the

Paiiis, accompanied by the aryanised Cholas, settled in Chaldea,

probably so named after the Cholas, who established a nourishing

colony in Mesopotamia and laid th(^ foundation of the great

Babylonian Empire. Others, accompanied by the aryanised

Pandyas, voyaged along the coasts of Persia and Arabia, and

settled in Egypt. But as the Panis had an irrepressible sea-

roving propensity, they ultimately settled in Syria on the eastern

coasts of the Mediterranean Sea, and founded a fiouri.'-hing

colony named Ph(enicia. The Panis, or Phoenicians as they

came to be called, became worse pests to the inhabitants of

Southern Europe, Northern Africa, and Asia Minor than they

had l)een in Sajita-Sindhu, in as much as they carried off help-

less men, women and children, and traded in them as slaves.

These Panis or Phcrnicians are known in history as the Punic

race, who cstabli.shed colonies in Mesopotamia, Egypt, Phcenicia
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and Northern Africa, and even Sweden, and played an important

part in the early history of Europe.

(10) The savage Aryan tribes who liad commingled their

blood with that of the Turanians had dispersed to Europe long

before tiie Panis left Sapta-Sindhu and established colonies in

Western Asia and Egypt. These savage tribes were followed by
others more civilised who settled in the wild regions of the

Caucasius mountains, in Armenia, Cappadoeia, Lydia, Phrygia,

Pontus and the neighbouring ])rovinces. The province, kuown

as Pontas (Sanskrit Pantha), marked the highway for going from

Asia to Europe over the isthmus of Bosphorons. Central Asia

having been covered by a wide stretch of sea in those days,

which nomadic savages found difficult to cross, the only way to

go to Europe lay through this province in Asia Minor. Subse-

quent to the Panis, other Aryan tribes, the Kossaeans, the

Hittites and the Mittanians went out of Sapta-Sindhu and

settled dow^n in the various parts of iVsia Minor. All these

Aryan tribes, including the Chaldeans who were a Dravidian

race, were afterwards absorbed by the Semites, though they left

the stamp of Aryan culture on the Semitic civilisation.

(11) The Iranians, the ancestors of the Parsis, were pure

Aryans and originally inhabited Sapta-Sindhu. They shared all

the material culture of the Yedic Aryans and were, like them,

highly civilised, speaking the same language, worshipping many
of the Gods mentioned in the Rig-Yeda, specially Eire, and

the Sun under the name of Mithra, performing the Soma

sacrifice and observing many social customs that were followed

by the Yedic Aryans also But they had some difference of

opinion in religious matters, as they abhorred animal sacrifices,

did not acknowledge the supremacy of Indra, exposed their

dead to be devoured by vultures and kites instead of cremating

them, as Fire was considered too sacred to be polluted by dead

bodies being consigned to it, and observed other customs dis-

agreeable to the Yedic Aryans. These differences of opinion

in matters social and religious created a division among them

which gradually widened, and ultimately separated the two clans.
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But this SL'piration took place after nuicli bloodslvd in a war

which lasted for a lon<^ time, and is known in later Vedic and

Pauranic literature as the D-rchnra-Samgrdma, tiie Devas repre-

senting the Vedic Aryan, and the Asuras the Iranians. They

were the last to be expelled from Sapta-Sindhu, and after roam-

in"' about in various di-tricts outside 8ai)ta-Sindhu, at last

settled down in Baetriana and Airyana Vaejo. In a much later

a'^e, thev founded the great Persian Empire which at one time

extended as far as Europe and threatened the independence of

Greece, and with it, the early civilisation of Europe. As we

have said before, an early branch of the Iranians under the

leadership of Yima emigrated to the Arctic region when it was

habitable iu an Inter-glacial epoch, after Airyana Vaejo had

been destroyed by i(.'e. This branch must have again moved

southward and settled in North-Western Russia after the Arctic

region had become uninhabitable at tiie commencement of the

Post-(jlacial epoch, and were ])robabIy the ancestors of the

Lithuanians and the Slavs.

(12) The early inhabitants of Europe were the Iberians,

small dolicho-cephalic race, who had been the original inhabi-

tants of North Africa, and the Canstadts, a tall dolicho-cepha-

lic race from the same country, who were the ancestors of the

Teutons and moved into Europe with the disappearance of the

creat ice-sheets that had covered the greater part of Europe in

the Glacial epoch. A braehy-cephalic race, with Turanian type

but Ari/an xperrh, entered jire historic Euroj^e from the east, and

freely mixing with the early inhabitants gave them the Aryan

speech and such culture as they jxissessed. They were in the

neolithic stage of development, and must have been the i)roduct8

of the efirlv Arvan savai^es who had been expelled from Sa])ta-

Sindliu, and the Turanian savages of Asia with whom they had

commingled their blood. The Turanians having been more

numerous than the Aryans, tlie resultant type was Turanian,

though the speech remained Aryan. There was another Asiatic

tvpe in Kuroi)e in the Ligurians who were a short-statured

braehy-cephalic race, without the Aryan speech. The tall
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brachy-cepbalic Turanians were called Celts who spread th'Tough

Central Europe wp thf Danube to the farthest west, as they were

also found in Great Britain whicii was probably connected with

the continent in those days. The Celts of Britain, however,

were ortho-cephalic, having probably commingled their blood

with the dolicho-cephalic Iberians. The decendants of the

neolithic Celts are found in Greece, Northern Italy, Central

Europe, France, Denmark and Great Britain, while those of the

pure Iberians are found in Southern Italy, Spain, Wales and

other regions, where the race could remain secluded. The de-

scendants of the Canstadts are found in Northern Europe among
the Germans and the Swedes and of the Ligurians in parts of

Kussia and Northern Europe. In this way, the greater part of

this continent was aryanised in pre-historic times.

(13) It would thus appear that Europe was not the original

cradle of the Aryan race, nor was the Arctic region when it was

habitable and possessed a congenial climate verging upon per-

petual spring in an Inter-glacial epoch. That cradle was in

Sapta-Sindhu and nowhere else. Mr. Tilak thinks that there

are internal evidences in the Rig-V^eda, which go to prove an

Arctic cradle of the Aryans ;
but I have examined his argu-

ments at length and found them unconvincing. The evidence

to be found in the Zend-Avesta of an Aryan immigration to the

Arctic region in early times does not prove that this region was

their original cradle, or that Airyana Yaejo was situated therein.

This immigration took place long after Rig-Vedic times in an

Inter-glacial epoch, when the Arctic region was habitable.

These are some of the main conclusions I have arrived at in

this work, and I hope that they will be found to be correct. As

regards my calculation of the age of some of the oldest hymns
of the Rig-Veda which I have set down to the Miocene, or at

any rate to the Pliocene or the Pleistocene epoch, I am afraid

that Vedic scholars will accuse me of romancing wildly. But

if the Geological deductions are found to be correct, ray calcula-

tions which are based on them cannot be wrong. They will

either stand or fall with them.
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Ahuramazda, 154, 161, 171, 175, 176,

521, 522, 523, 550.

Aiguptas, 242, 243.

Ainos, 318.

Airyana, 161.

Airvana Vaejo, 39, 164, 165, 168, 170,

174, 176, 179, 299, 363, 365, 521,

522, 549.

Aitareya, Brahmana, 76, 79, 107, 135,

146, 150, 156, 157, 159, 216, 391,

392, 394, 431, 468, 475. 514.

Aitihasikas, 502, 503, 527.

Aiyanger, Krishnaavami, 182.

Aja, 353.

Ajana-Devata, 502.

Ajihanta, 461.

Alaska, 359.

Albanians, 338.

Alia, 223.

Alpine-race, 311.

Alexander, 239.

Amatya, 257.

Amazons, 301, 302.

Am9a, 442, 450.

Amen, 247, 251.

Amenhotep, III, 290.

IV, 290.

Amma, 297.

Amshaspands, 163, 167.

Amu, 226.

Ana, 223.

Auamalai Hills, 99.

Anasa, 152.

Anasuya, 279.

Anatolian, 296.

Ancient Aryan world, 353, 355.

Andaman islanders, 99.

Andhras, 108.

Ang.a, 8.

.Angirasamayanam, 451, 471, 475.

Angiiases, 59, 137, 4.50, 456.

Angra Mainyn, 15, 176, 215.

Anjasi, 68.

Anku9a, 82.

Anshar, 226.

Antariksha, 44, 147, 157.

Antarctic region, 384.

Antilope Bezartica, 83.

Ann, 223.

Anus, 118.

Apa, 229, 243.

A-pana, 181.

Apaosha, 496, 523.

Apaurusheya, 21, 558.
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Apaya, 40, 53, 07.

Aphrodite, 300.

Api.q, 263.

Apii-Dovata, 100.

Ai)sn, 226, 22i).

Apsujit, .""(Ol..

Ap-tuiya, 490, 504, 505.

Arachosin, 45, 106.

Arnlo-Caspiati Sea, 26, 27, 39.

Arcia, 16H, 204.

Arain-Naliaraiii, 289.

Aranyani, 82.

Aravallis, 7, 25, 39
; depression of—98

Arccliii M. 4.

Arctic Home of the Ar)-an8, 356.

Arjfliandab, 45.

Arjikia, 06.

Arjunn, 279.

Aries, 377.

Armenians, 335, 338.

Artasuma, 289.

Artatana, 289.

Artemis, 300.

AnirmaKhas, 158, 160, 163, 167.

Anisa, 304.

Arvuda, 142.

Arya, 128, 173; defined, 4.37.

Aryaman, 425, 442, 450.

Aryans—the pahoolitliic and neolithic

stages of, 119, 138.

Aryan eiiemiea, 151.

Aryan sknlls, 314.

Aryans and Turanians amalgamated,
325.

Aryan women, 261.

Aryavarta, 54, 83.

Arya-Veeja, 104.

Asaparta, 286.

A Sana (tree) lOl.

Ascoli, 177.

Asia, 302.

Asiatic Mediterranean, 27, 28.

Asies, 302.

Asikni, 66.

Asshnr, 223, 237.

Asshurbannpal, King 5.

Asshnr-Ubalit, 291.

.Assyrian Cosmogony, 226.

Astikn, 281.

Aaura, 125, 146. 151, 153; Asurns

Bssuming the forms of BrAhnianfi,
158.

Asiira kind's, 151.

Asiira MaRliavn, 161, 163, 167.

A-snrva (not-snn) -sun of the night,
421'.

A-snrvas, 250.

Ateii,'2W.
Atharva-Veda. 32. .'!7. 1", 23.T, HO
429, 537

AtharvaiLS, 59, 137, 169, 170, 450.

Atiratra, 393, 394, 483, 485.

Atitliipva, 493.

Atma, 70.

Atri, 295, 297, 450, 535.
Atti Sa])ta-yadhri, 530, 537.

Attis, 295.

Attyadic, 299.

Attvs, 297, 300.

Auf'retcht, 399.

Anm, 252.

Aupamnnyava, 547.

Aur, 243.

Anrora b;realis, 356, 378, 387.

Australia, 84, 91.

Austro-Asiatic Race, 105.

Avebury, Lord 113.

A vesta, 13, .57.

Avestic Evidence, 549.

Ayas (an Aryan Kinjr), 151.

Ay ur- Veda, 80.

Ayns, 4S2,

Azoff, 26.

Baal, 192,193,199,223.

Bablini, 35.3.

Babylon, 185,237-

Babylonia, 25,202.

Babylonian and Assyrian Gods, forms

of, joined witli those of animals, 224.

Babylonian Creation. 227.

Babylonian Cosmogony, 226.

Babylonian Custom, revolting 234.

Babylonians and Dravidians, connec-
tion between, 215.

Babylonian and Vedic Cosmogonies
comjiared, 229.

Bacchus, 248.

Bactria. 87, 10,S.

Raclriana, 19,30,39.

Bniraois, 292, 298.

Bagdnnoff, 27.

Bakhdid, 168.

Balder. 199.

BMldors-baal, 199.

Bnl(«.-haugen, 199.

Bale.'itrandiMi, 199

Baltic, 199.

narley, R6.

Bnrrows long 320, round, 321.

Basque, .321, 3.38.

Bastar (a Fendatorj' State in Indl.n),

100
Beaufort gronp, 1)3.

Beddoe, Ur. 322.

Bedouin, 204.

Beef-eating, custom of 75, 70.

Beef offered to Indra, 75.

I
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Being and not-Being, 228.

Bel, 223, 226. 23S.

Belgic-Gauls, 321.

Belt, Great and Little, 199.

Belte- Verier 199.

Beliirtag, 342, 3-14:.

Benfy, 177.

Berossns, 37,38.

Bes, 247, 248, 2.54.

Bhaga, 178, 298, 442.

BIiaga-Bhaganam, 178.

Bhagavat-Geeta, 456.

Bhagavat-Purana, 219.

Bhaudaikar, Sir R. G. 107 ; D. R. Bhan-

darkar. Pro;. 113, 116.

Bliaradvaja, 75. 134, 137, 279.

Bharatas, 53, 65, 118
;

Bharata

( brother of Rama), 257
Bharata-Varshn, 53.

Bharati, 53, 65.

Bhaskanxcharya, 377.

Bheda, 353.

Bhrater, 153.

Bhrigu, 256, 4.50, 451, Bhrigus, 59, 137.

Bhrigu-Samhita, 260.

Bhuh, 444, 513.

Bhujvu, 34, 529, 530, 533.

Bhnloka, 157.

Bhuvah, 444, 513.

Biblical account of Creation compared,
229.

Biblical account of the Flood, 38.

Bibos Gaurus, 84.

Bip3 9, 36.

Bi-pani, 181.

Bisou (Gaura mriga), 82, 84.

BlaA-, 122. 123, Black-skinned, 123,

127, 493, 494.

Blagdon, 104.

Blanford H. F., 13, 92.

Blcomfield Prof. 47.

Boar, the incarnation of Vishnu, 225
;

wild boar, 82.

Boghaz Keui, 289.

Bagu, 178, 292, 298.

Bombax Malabarica (Oimul), 86.

Boomerang. 103.

Booth, 232, 235.

Bopp, 338.

Bospkorous, Isthmus of 12, 40, 140,
327.

Boucher de Perth, 308.

Bourgeois, 114.

Brachy-cephalic, 312.

Bradcr, 153.

Brahma, 251
;

—Nirgmia 252,
—Sagu-

Da, 252.

Brahma, 21, 379 ;
the morning Sun,

420
; the Creator, 558.

Brahmacbdrin, 537.

Rrahmana, 430.

Brahma varta, 53, 54.

Bribu, 134.

Brigians, 298.

Briges, 298, 335.

Brihach-chepas, 537.

Brijis, 298, 335.

Brihaspati, 47, 159, 433, 454, 455, 520.

Brisba-siri, 539.

Broca, 311, 341.

Bronze .Age, 190, 198.

Brown J. Coggin, 24.

Bruce, Robert, 318.

Briix, 318.

Buck, black (Krishna-Sara Mriga), 82.

Buddha, 264, 265.

Buddhistic Era,. 2.

Buffalo, 79.

Buffalo meat partaken of by the
Vedic Aryan.'*, 79 ;

and offered to

Indra, 75.

Bugash, 292.

Biiiher, Dr. 47.

Bull-sacrifice, 74, 75.

Biinsen, 168, 174.

Burna-Bnriash 1, 291.

Burrard, Sir Sidney, 17.

Bntea Frondosa (Pal 19a) 85.

^atjimauli, 269.

9a9vat, 398 ; 9a9vati, 413.

Cainozoic Era, 20.

^akapuni, 544.

9akti, 268.

(jjambara, 440, 493, 516, 517, 545.

Cambrian age, 19.

Canaanites, 185, 293.

Canstadts, 140, 179, 316, 319, 363.

Capellini M., 115.

Captive waters, 501.

(JJarad,
marked the beginning of the

Vedic year, 467.

Carmichael Lectures, 113, 116.

^aryanavat, lake. 58.

Caste, determined by colour, 316.

9astra, 391, 392.

9atadru, 66.

^atakratu, 527, 529.

(^atapatha Brahmana, 37, 41, 150,

153, 176, 216, 363, '369, 431,448, 449.

^ataratra, 488.

Calestial waters, 514, 518.

Celts, of the Turanian type, 32], 322;
Celts, 327, 362

; Ca-sar's—-328
;

Celtae, 328.
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Central Asiatic Homo of the Aryans,
.'MO.

9c8ha, 470.

Chngos griiiip, 93.

Chnlden, 181», i'Ol, '202.

Cliiildean3, a mixed race .spiiuiK from
the Pnnis and the Dravidiaus, 217;
as huilders, 23(5.

Chaldean Priests, 232, 233 ;—Astro-
nomy, 234;— Art, 237.

Chaldean religion intluenced by Vedio

religion, 222.

Chatur-masya, 487.

Chatiirvim9a day, 483.

Chatarm9viini 9aradi, the date on
which Vritra was killed, corespond-
ing to the Vijaya Da9anii, 516, 517-

Chyavana, 529.

Chaveo M., 337

Chedis, Go, 135.

Chenub, 66.

Chottis, 237.

Chiniot Hills, 18.

Chining, 67.

Cholap, 103, 110, 142,144,182,183,
196, 201, 296.

Cholade9a, 201.

9i9nadeva, 267, 303.

9iksha, 68.

^ipiviahta, 547.

Circnm-Polar regions, characteristics
of the. 372. 373.

Qiva, 266, 268, 296, 421.

Clodd, Edward, 23.

Cloudy compared with darkness, 462,
4<J3, 4<i4.

Colour of skin changed, 314, 315.

Coptos, 244.

Coromondal coast, 182,

Cosmic Htrupglc, 151, 155.
Cows identified with Adityas, 475.
Cows' session, described, 475, 477 ;

lasting through the two rainy
months 477, which were the la.st two
months of the year, 478.

Cows' wnlk, 473.

(JJranta Sntras, 451.

Creationist Schi)ol, 21.

(Jlresthis, 237.

OreJncoftns fossil.", 93.

Croll, Dr. 309, 35s.

CrwsiiH, .3(H).

Crustacea 20.

^rut-arba. 151.

Ctcsias, 87.

Cuneiform writing originated by the
8am'"-ians, 206.

Cuno, 332, 346.

9utadri, 36, 4-1,

9ushna, 152, 422, 424, 464.

CutcVi Kossils, 93.

(^vetawavari, 68.

(J!vcti,
66.

Cybebe, 297, 298, 300.

Cybele. 296, 297, 298, 300.

Cyrus, 287.

Dacjagva, 451, Seven-monthed, 452;
also 456, 458.

Da9aratha, 143, 279, 289

Da9aratra, 485.

Uadliikra, 78.

Dadhyanch, 450.

Dacvas, 170, 518,519,520.
Dahana, 223.

Dahae, 140, 286, 287.
Dakshina pada, 113.

Dakshinapatha, 113.

Dakhma, 522, 523,

U..ksha, 442, 445.

Daksha Prajapati, 270.

Dak.'^him'iyana, 236, 380, 383, 468.

Dalton Col. lOl.

Dainayanti, 279.

Uauavas. 146.

Dan da, 258, 278.

Dana, son f)f, 542,

Darius, 288, 525.

Darkness, identified with clouds, 462,

463, 464.

Darmestater Prof., 174, 175, 521

Darwin, 21, 93.

Dasas, 121, 123, 124, 135, 1-K), 355,

422, 437, 440.

Dasa and Dasvu, distinction between,
129, 130.

Dasratta, 289.

Dasyus, 108, 121, 124. 1.35, 140, 143.

Dawns, Three 397 ; Thirty, 412.
Dawn made up of Thirty Sisters

(dawns) 412; the first of the
Dawns, 166.

Dawn. bricks, 412, 41.5,

Dawn's chariol broken by Indra, 398.

Dawn-theorv, 501.

Deccan, 9, 82,91, 113.

December, not the end of the year
480

Delannny. M. 116.

Dt-litzch] 230, 334.

Deluge, 37 ;

— in Babylonia, 39 ;— in

Egypt. .39 ;— in (Jrcece, 39.

Desnnyers, M. 114.

Deucalion, 27, 39, 40.
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Deva, 146, 151.

Devadasis, 234.

Deva-pnrah, 495.

Devah Adityah. 446, 447, 448, 449.

Devakrita Yoni, 36, 52.

DevanirmitM deca, 37, 52.

Devarshis, 554.

Devas 382; dwellers of the north, 384.

Devas and Asuras, 150
;
war between

146.

Devasura-Samfframa, 133, 150

Devayana, 380, 382, 383, 403.

Devi-paksha. 520.

Dhanya, 86.

Dharma, 259, 278.

Dharma-vyadha 279

Dhatri, 445, 450.
Dhuni (River Parushni), 524.

Dianisu, 224.

Dice, game of, 302, 303.

Diganivara, 269.

Dine9a 224, 269.

Diodorus, 23 1, 239, 264, 269, 273.

Dionysns, 224, 248.

Dirghatama, 459, 460, 461, 462.

Dirghah Tamisrah explained, 424.

Dirghani tamas explained, 423.

Divasputra, 538.
Divine Fish, 219.

Divishti, 498, 504.

Divodasa, 151.

Divyah Apah, 509. 514, 518.

Dog, aa beast of burden, 80.

Doganu. 223.

Dolicho-cephalic, 312, 356.

Dolmens, 100.

Dra.'padi, 279.

Dravidians, 24 99, 106
;

connection

between—and Babylonians, 215.

Drishadvati, 14, 46, 53, 66.

Drishat-npala, 24.

Druhyus, 118.

Dubois Dr., 115.

Dnrga, 271, 296, 486, 537.

Durgacharya, 350, 544.

Durga-Stava, 429.

Dvada9ahn, 482.

Dvapara Yuga, 275.

Dviratra, 482, 488.

Dvita, 461.

Dyau, 435.

Dyiiva-Prithivi, 160.

Dyuloka, 157.

Ea, 189, 215.

Eagle-man, God, 225.

Ea-han, 220,

Early age of the Kig-Veda, 137.

Eastern Sea, 10, 11, 45, 510, 513.

Edda, Mythology of the— 361.

Eguisheim, 316

Egypt, Ancient, 240.

Egyptian Civilisatien, ago of 276, 277.

Ekaha, 481.

Ekalavya, 279.

Ekastaka. 415, 416.

Ekata, 481.

Elam, 209.

Elamites, 209, 286.

Elephant, 80
; catching of—81.

Elymjeans, 286.

Engis skull. 317.

Epic of the Anklet, 183 ;—of Gilga-

mesh, 38.

Epochs-Glacial, 358, 365, 368
; Inter-

glacial, 358, 365
; Post-glacial, 358.

Eridhu, 215,

Eiman, Adolf, 3. 240.

Erythraean Sea, 92, 184, 248.

Esquimaux, 80, 357.

Etasn, 541, 542.

Ethiopia, 250.

Etruscan, 324:

Euma;us, 193.

Eunuch priests, 300, 301.

Euphrates, 4, 184.

Falcon, 85.

Fargard, 168, 174. 384, 385, 388, 522,
523.

Farvardiii Yasht 385, 518.

Fauna of Sapta-Sindhu, 74-85.

Fi?us Indicn?, 85

Ficus Religiosa, 85.

Finnic, 338.

Finno-Urgic race, 324.

Fire (Sacrificial), 147, 149, 154.

Firmament, creation of the—507.

Fish in the Rig-Veda, 85.

Fish-God, 189, 201, 219; becomes
incarnation of Vishnu, 225.

Fishman 189.

Flood, Manu's, 218, 221.

Flood-legend, 217, 218, 219; it

travelled from Sapta-Sindliu to the.

Deccan, and thence to Mesopotamia
and Egypt 219, 221. Flood-legend
carried away by Israelites from Ur,
221.

Flora of Sapta-Sindhu, 85, 86.

Fohn, 310.

Fontaine La, 362.

Four Samiidras, 12, 34.

Fourfold character of Indra and Vri-

tra's struggle, 504.

Fravashis (Ptois), 518, 519, 520, 521.

Furfooz race, 328, 329.
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Gadtlas, 25)1.

Cadrosia, I4"J.

(ialutia, 2ST.

(raiu'i,'a, .037.

Gundliara, 9. 30, 91
; sheep of -SO.

(Jaiulhuii, 279.

(laiisres, S, 07, 134.

(Janf^ftio troiij^li, 18.

(iariida vies witli Vislnm foi- supro-

inaiy, 22.5.

GariHJas, the, 141, 142, 225, 280.

Gathii, 1G9;—Ahniiavaiti, 171 — Spenta
Mainyns, l7l— Uslitaiivaiti, UW, 123.

Gaura jliipa, 84.

Gas-amavanam 391, 392, 4.-)!, 171. 473,
475.

Gavi Devata, 71.

Geikie Prof. 309, 358.

Gelcliier, 109.

Gemiui, 527.

Germania, 177.

Geniianians, 280.

Gha^rirar. 07.

Ghosha, .530.

Ghrita, 149.

Gilj^aiiicsh Epic, 38.

Gilukhipa, 290.

Go, 482.

GodAvaii, 23, 91.

Go-i-shti, 490, 504.

Gold, 87.

(roinni, 00.

Gomati, (iO.

Goiid.s, 100.

Good, Powers »( 149.

(iood and Evil, dualism of 15').

G(jOHO, 85.

Goi)ika.<i, 254.

Go-stomn, 484.

(Jotnnia, .532.

Goths, 320.
f JrasH!Il,^lln, 177, 399.

(;rea« Flood, 38.

(iicenlatid, 357.

Grenello, 318.

OrfBftin, 142

Gridhrii, P5.

( irit'nli.'icli, 93.

(JritKlh, .HW, 439.

Clrihapati Ayni 393, 420.

(Jrimin, .laeob 392.

Gndea, 204.

Giiidi, ]^t\. 205.

Giijrat. 83, 110, 181.

Giinas, 2.51.

llaliirdhnn, 157.

Hnbyas, 158,

Hadja Silsili, 209.

Haeckel, Ernst 97.

llaetuiiiant, 108.

Haimavati Unia 480.

llule Dr., 341, 348.

Ilalovv, Prof. 203.

Hall, il. H. 112,208, 292, 294.

Maiiiv, 110, 310.

Il.ioma, .30, 57, 1.5.3, 172, 497.

llai)i. 243.

llapta Uetidu, 15, 155, 108, 109, .525.

Haq, 247.

Har, 254.

Hara, 252.

Haiahvaiti, 4.5, 108.

Hara\u, lOS.

llari's sleep, 470, 480, 487.

Harischaiidra, 279.

llarivanisnni, 79, 1 12.

Haiiyiipia, 354.

lianit, 108.

Hasisadra, 219.

Ila.sti, SO.

Hatlior, 247.

11 au^, Dr., .50, 100.

llazara, 1.53.

Ileavn doseriljed, 427.

Tleeren, ?40, 282, 450.

liefrol, .3.38.

Heidelberg man, 317.

Hell, 427.

Hellenes, 300.

llelniend, 108.

lielv.-li. 323.

lUni. 293.

licniantii, (year), 15, 407, 408.

Herai-lidji', SW.
Herodotus, 184. 259, 200, 298.

He.s, 254.

Hesiii, 254.

Heth, 293.

Hewitt, J. A., 100.^

HiiTOfrlyithic, 4, .5, 15.

Hinia (year), 15, 354, 407.

Hinialiiyn, Upheaval of the, IS.

Hiinalo-Chinese fauna, 92.

Hindiikiish, 00.

ilimiu Trinity, 2f;9.

Minks, Kdwaid 230.

Hiranyahasta. 530, 530, 537.

Hiranvapiini, 530, 537.

Hi.s:V23.
H istory of Ancient India, its uijscncc

o.\l)lained. 277, 278, 279.

Hittites. 289, 290, 29.3.

Holder, 323.

Honu-r, 193.

Hon.tnel, 205. 2.30, 3.34, 348.

Hopkins, Vj. W., 4-t

Hor, 247.
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Horemkhn, 290.

Horse, as a riding and dranglit ani-

mal, 77.

Horse-flesh partaken of hv the Aiyaus,
79.

Horseman, 78.

Horse-Sacrifice, 75.

Horns, 247, 250.

Hotri, 391

Hnltzsch Dr., 182.

Hunter, Sir W., 112.

Hntton, James 308.

Huxley, 9i.

Iberians, 150, 318, 32!, 322, 324;
as cannibals, 328.

Ibha, (elephant), 81.

Ice-age, 14.

Ice-deluge, 363, 365.

I9varaputra, 128.

Ikshn (sugarcane), 86.

I la, 54, 55, 65
; name cf Agni, 53.

Ilapati Parjanya, 223.

Ilu, ?23
; compared with Brahma, 223.

Imu, 251.

Inda-bugash, 292.

India, one of the earliest centres of

hnman civilisation, 210.
Indian Panchets, 93.

Indian teak, 110, 212.

Indo-Iranfan, 177, 178.365. 366, 369.

Indra, 35, 41, 42, 51, 52. 118, 126, 127,

130, 131, 134, 146, 148, 150 &c.,
Piith of Indra 415

;
Indra's exis-

tence doubted, 131
;

the glorious
deeds of Tndra, 51

;
Indra compared

with the bull, 225
; Tndra identified

with Sr.rya or the Sun, 375,421,
487, 491 ; Indra stealing the wheel
of the Sun, 541 ; Indra-cult over-

thrown, 221
; the first valorous

deed of Indra, performed in Sapta-
Sindhn ; 49 ; Indra hated by the
Iranians or Parsis, 56

; grand Yedio
conception of Indra, 148, 149

;

Indra's feats, 127.

Indralaya, 351.

Indratama, 527, 529.
Indus trough, 18,

Iranians, 22.

Iranians and Slavs, 178.

Iravati, 66, 95.

Iron, 87.

Iron forts, 87.

Ishtar, 224.

Isis, 250, 251, 270.
Israelites carried Sumerian religious

traditions from the city of Ur, 206.

Itihasa, 279, 280.

Janah, 444, 513.

Janaka, 279.

•Janasthana, 110, 143.

.Jaratkaru, 142, 281.

.Jarat Tvashtri, 161, 162, 167.

-Jatayus, 143, 226.

Jaxartes, 342, 344.

Jhelum, 66.

Jones, Sir William, 338.

.Juangs, 100, 138, 182.

Jupiter, 47.

Jntija, 216.

Jvotis, 482.

Kabul river, 66.

Kadashman Bel, 291.

Kadesh, 295.

Kadirs, 104.

Kadus, 351.

Kali, 529, 531.

Kalinga, 108.

Kali-Yuga, 275.

Kala-Ratri, 2.54, 269.

Kali, 254, 269,

Kamadyu, 529.

Kamatshatka, 318.

Kambojans, 106, 142.

Kamit, 242, 243.

Kandatiir, 182.

Kandhs, 101.

Kandish, 291.

Kaiiva, 450.

Kajn, 82, 214.

Kapinjala, 85.

Karakoram, 66. ,

Karma- Devatas, 502.

Karmanians, 286.

Karnak, 295.
Karni (a deadly weapon), 258,
Karsma 78.

Karusa, 108.

Kashmir, 55.

Kasshii, 291.

Kassites, 291.

Kata, 386, 522.

Kathmis, 93.

Katyavana, 116.

Kavi, 151.

Ke9i, (Sun), 10, 32, 45.

Kelkar, V. B., 47 .

Keni, 242.

Kengi 238.

Kerala s, 103, 142, 182.

Kern. 177.

Khadirn, S5.

Khanitrim.ah Apah, 514.

Kharis, 292.
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Kliatasar, 295.

Kliattis, 2Ui.

Ktmtiieil, 2<)5.

Ktu'tas, 2S9, 294
Khncnta. 268.

Khoislied Yast, 518.

Kikata, 8, 561.
Kino as i-loucl.s, 4.5.").

Kinp, defined by Manu, 255.

Kirpipa, 290.

Kishar, 226.

KishkindhyS, 107, 110.

Kistvaens, 100.

Kitchen-Midden, 5, 140, 319, 320,
362.

Ko(,^a, (cloud), 373.

Kolarian.s, 24, 99

Kolis,'142.

Konow, 104.

Koi>licn, 66.

Kosala, K, 107, 108.

Kossac>an.=<, 286, 289, 290, 291.

Kremer, A Yon 205, 230.

Kripa, 2.''j6.

Krishna (Dasyu), 129
; (a cloud) 128.

2.J4; Lord- 455.

Krishna 9akuna, 85,

Kri.shnasara, 82.

Krishna YonJ, 128.

Krishtayah, 122.

Kritainalii (river), 217.

Krittika, .'^(;4.

Krumn, 66.

Ksliatra-Sri, 295.

K.shatriya, 294, 315.

Ksliiroda Sanindrn, 499.

Kuhha, 6(i.

Kn9a, 86.

Ku9advipa, IIM),

Kuhn, Prof., .503.

Kuli^i, 68.

Kumara, 253, 420.

Kurds, 307.

Kurki.s, 106.

Kuriikshffra, 279, 293.

Knnini, 66.

Kiiriiinli)in.s, 101.

KiiHh, 190.

Kiitsa, 151, 439, 541, 542.

Kiiynvn, 543.

Lakodwellinfrs, Swiss, 319, .323, .359,

362.

LTkhiimu, 226,

r,nkhmu, 226.

Lakshinaria, 257.

Lanfl of Immortality, 360.

Lapps, 312.

Lassen, 29, 342.

Latham, Dr., 177.

Latin race, 324.

Loaf-wearer.'J, 100.

Lcmuria, 97.

Lemuroid animals, 92.

Lcnarmont, Fran9ois, 210.

Leskian, 177.

Ligurian, 318, 324.

Lingam, 267.

Lion, 82
; catching of. 82

;
an incar-

nation of Yishnu, 225.

Lithuanian, 177, 30(5, 327, 336, 345.

Lob-Nor, 27.

Loka, 147, 395, 420.

Long Day, 419.

Long Darkness explained, 427.

Long Night, 419.

Lopamudra, 279.

Lotus, white, 86.

Louvre, 204.

Lend wig Prof., 405.

Lunar months, 235.

Lydia, 287.

Lydians, 299.

Lyell, Charles 308.

M
Ma, 295.

Macdoncll, A. A. Prof., 31, 32,429,
507, 525. 529.

M.-ickindor II S., 310

Madn, 81.

Madagascar, 93.

Madar, 153.

Mngadha, 8.

iMaghavan, 132, 161,496.
Maghaa, 1()3.

Magi, 163. 164.

Magyar, 338.

MahSbharnta. 76, 142, 143, 377, 460
;

a.', an Itiiiasn, 279, 280,281.
Mahada9ami, 485.

Mahah, 513.

Mahamina, 85.

Malia-navami, 485.

Mahantas, 233.

MahA-Vijaya, 485.

Mahavirachttritam, 76.

Mahri-YishnvaSamkrdnti, 481, 484.

Malmvrata, 484.

MahiHhakaH, 142.

Mahis-nr, 212.

Mailed coat, N7.

Mainvo-i-Khard, 551.

Maitreyi, 279.

Makan, 202.

alabnr Coast, 91, 110, 181.

alatia, 296.
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Malaya, 92,

Malayana, 95.

Maldives. 93.

Mulinilucha, 236.

ManiatA, 459, 430.

Mana, 210, 211, 303.

Manchliar, 21.

Maiigodjar Hills, 26.

Manoravataranam, 38.

Mantras, 84.

Mantri, 257.

Manu, 54, 55, 137, 143, 273, 450. 451,

458, Mann claimed as a Dravidiau

King. 219.

Mana's Flood, 3S, 98, 218, 363, 551 ;

rational explanation of, 221, 222.

Manu Sambita, 377,

Manytsch, Lake, 26.

Manyu, 132.

Mao,' 296.

March, meaning
" border of the year,

"

481.

Mardans, 286.

Mardika, 226, 227 ; opposed to Indra,
227 ; kills Indra's father Dyava,
227.

Mardick 226; kills Tiamat, 227;
creates man from his flesh and bones,
226.

Marias, 100.

Maris, 100.

Markanda, 67.

Mars, 224.

Martanda, 443, 446, 448, 449, 450, 540
;

men and animals created from, 448
;

birth and death explained, 448 449 ;

450.

Martins, the name of Jupiter in Attica,
480.

Martins Mentis, 480.

Martu, 224.

Maru, 113.

Maruts, 78. 81, 137, 146, 224, 274, 453,
454, 463, 535.

Marut-bridha, 66.

Maruttas, 292.

Masr, 242,

Matar, 153.

Matsya, 31.

Mat8ya-de9a, 85.

Matsya-Purana, 219.

Matu, 224.

Matutinal deities, 527.

Maujavata, 58.

Max iliiller Prof., 342, 399, 406, 530.

Mazda, 519, 522, 529.

Mazdayasna, 171.

Medeus, 300, 301.

Mediaeval age of the Rig-Yeda, 137.

Media, 287.

74

Medlicott, 13.

Mehtnu, 66.

Memphis, 244.

Men (moon), 296.

Mcna, 273.

Mencs, 273, 284.

Mermnada?, 300.

Mero, 168.

Meru, 377, 378, 379.

Mesopotamia. 4, 80, 110.

Alesozoic era, 20, 94.

Metera, 272.

Meyer, Ed. 205.

Miklosich, 177.

Mimosa Catechu, 85.

Min Sculptures, 245.

Mina, 210, 303.

Minerals of Sapta-Sindhu, 57.

Minerva, 273.

Miocene, 94.

Miocene man, 97.

Mior, 242.

Mislimis, 105.

Mitanni, 289.

Mitannians, 290.

Mithra, 161, 162, 178, 445.

llithuna, 236.

Mitra, 146, 147, 224, 418, 442, 444.

Mitra-Varuna, 289, 424, 425.

Mizraine, 242.

Mlechchha, 125, 143, 281, 355.

Mlechchha-de9a, 83.

^Fna, 210.

Mommsen, 341.

Mongols, 324.

Mongolian, 105, 139.

Mongoloid type, 294.

Mou-Khmer!^ 104.

Months, 442, 449.

Moon, identified with Vritra, 419.

Morgiana. 168.

Mori-is, 348.

Mortillet De, .337.

Moses, 249.

Mot, 191.

Mouru, 168.

Mridhra-Yachah, 153.

Mriga, 47.

Mrigaya, 151.

Mudgala and Mudgalani, 126.

Mngheir, 212.

Muir, 129, 399.

I^lujavat mountain, 58.

Munda, 104.

Mundavers, 100, 182.

Muni, 10.

Musr, 242, 243.

Musarus Oannes, 189, 201.

Mustagh, 66, 342, 344.

Mut, 254.
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Mutiblius, 1U8, i;3.j.

Muttii. 1'14.

Mysia, "JS".

Nuiiia transfeiTcil the last two months
to Hie bps'"'i'"o '^^ ''''^ ycai". -t^il.

Nvnj'rocllia. 85.

N
Ndu'iis, lOo, 280.

Naliaiaiii, 2.sy.

Nalialyas, 289.

Nairs.'lOO.

Xainiktns. 502. 503, 527.

Xakta. 2.j:i.

Nakto-sliasha, 403, t-33.

Naiiuiclii, 440.

N'arainsin inscription, 203.

Narnia.lii, 23. '.»1, 103.

Xasatyas, 2S<J.

Navagvas, 451, 456, 458.

Navagva Angira, 452.

Navagva Saptarsliis, 137.

Navaratra, 3SS. 482, 485.

Navariitrikain Vratani, 485.

Xava-Vastva, 152.

Xavyasi, 417.

Xeanilerthal, 317.

NhIIos, 243.

Nenia (llislii), 131.

Xeolithic Age in Enrope, 359, 367 ;— culture, 330, 331, 359.

Ne)ihtliys, 253.

XeslicM, 1.3(:.

Xttlitr region or worlil, 494, 495, 509,

510, 515, 535.

Xcw year, beginning of Vedic, 459,

478, 517.

Nikobar. 104.

Nila, 243.

Nilsson, I'rof , 196, 108. 199, 2(H).

Ninetv cities stand for ninety cloudy
days, 493.

Xinety and nine cities, 494.

Xineveli, 3.

Xippnr, 238.

Xir-riti, 51.3, 51 1, 515. 537.

Xirukta, i28, .503, .5(H)

Xi.«;iya, 168.

Xisnies, 26H.

Xoah, 38.

Xoftii's Flood, 38. 39, 41

Xiiftling Ui-., 115.

X<^rMe-lcgend. '.W).

Xortlicrn Kurf)|Mv
cradii' in, 334,

3(K», .3«»l. .362.

Xi>rthern Mounliiin, 51, 176.

Xorth Tolr. .372.

Xorwny, 111.

Xri-Sinilia, 22">.

Nubian, 24-3, 2U.

Tlicor}' <if Arvan
}35, 336, 3ki, .347.

Oanucs, 189, 220.

Odyssey. 242.

Old year, end of Vedio 517.

OldliaiM, K.D., 17, 19.

Olencllus, 20.

Olj-nipus, 39.

Opiiir, 246, 249.

Orion, 47.

Orniuzd, KJl, 163, 170, 445.

Orniuzdians, 163.

Ortho-cephalic, 312.

O.sborn, 11. F., 317.

0.sliadliin:Hha, 516.

Csiris, 2.50, 253, 266.

Ossa, 39.

Ossetic, 338.

Ouranus, 191, 192, 193.

Ournanava, o4i 350.

Owls, 85.

O-^us, 142, 342, 34-i.

Pa9u, 120.

Pahnavas, 142.

Taja, 153.

Pa'kht, 254.

Palava, 85.

Palla.s, 25.

Palang wa, 101.

Palaoitliic man, 3.58.

J'ahecozoic Kra, 20,94.

Palestine, 186.

Pali, 362.

Pan, 268.

Pancha, 153.

Panchajanah, 63,118 132,.350.

Pancli.-ikri.shlis, US.

Paiichala, 8.

Pancliama Veda, 279.

Pancha-riitra, 3.S8.

Pandava8, 1 l(i

Pamji, 116, 117.

P.andu, 116

Pai'ulyas, 103, 110, 11], IKI, I-M, 182,

1.S3, 207. 245, 276.

Pai.iik.as, I8(», 181, 195.

Paniiii lOS.

P.inis 91: 1()9. lid. III, 116, 133, 134,

143. 141, lSU-197, 201, 451 ; a

Hummary of their liistory, 195;
ilefcat of the Panis in Sajjta-Sindhu
133, 155 ; the ancestor of the Pha;-

niciauH, 111, 1.34, 188-190; identified

with the Punic race, 134, 196, 245.

I'ani^ans, lOi.

4
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Pantba, 213.

Panthialivans, 286.

Panyas, 181.

Paphlaffoniaiis, 361.

Paradds, 142.

Paradise, 174.

Paruniatma, 70.

Paravrij, .530.

Parjanva, 474.

Pan9ishfa, 429.

Parsi method of disposing of the dead,
386.

Paiushui, 65, 66.

Parrata, 42, 430.

Paryaya, 393.

Patesi", 232, 233 .

Path of Light and Life 380;—of Death
and Darkness, 380.

Pauranic legend about Hari's sleep,
470.

Pedu, 530.

Pehlevi, 362.

Pelasgians, 306.

Penetis, 39.

Penka, 313.

Pentaur, war-poem of 295.

Permian, 93.

Persians, 287.

Persian Empire, 288.

Petrie, Flinders 246.

Phallus, 267.

Phallic worship, 267, 268.

Pharaoh, 257.

PhcEiiicia 185, 186.

Phoenicians, 134, 184, 187, 326; as

kidnappers of Greek boys and girls
193

;
human sacrifice by the— 194.

Pbc?nician cosmogony 191 ;

—
religion

191— influence on Prehistoric

Europe 198.

Phrygia, 297.

Phrygians, 178, 179, 297, 335.

Phrygian Mother, 297.

Pictet, 343.

Pile-dwellings, 323.

Pipru, 152, 440.

Pitris 137, 380, 381, 383,519 ; dwellers
of the south 384.

Pitripaksha, 52J.

Pitriyana 380, 381, 382, 385.

Pleiades, 364.

Pleistoscene, 358, 551.

Pliocene man, 22, 47, 112.

Plutarch, 481.

Pointsof agreement between Vedic and
Asura religions 155 ; points of

diffeience 156.

Points of resemblance between Vedic
and Chiildean civilisations, 231.

Polar characteristics, 372.

Polar Dawn described by Dr. Warren
416, 417.

Polar region habitable in ancient

times, 360.

Pontus, 213, 2S7, 344.

Posche, 313.

Post-Pliocene, 28, 29. 96.

Post-Tertiary Era, 551.

Pott, 341.

Prachinam, 405.

Prakriti, 254, 272.

Pralava, 176, 364.

Pnlleya 176, 364.

Pratimana, 437, 411.

Pratnoka, 350.

Pravargya, 474.

Prayaniya, 483.

Precious stones of Sapta-Sindhu, 87.

Priapus, 268.

Prishthva. 483.

Prithivi, 297, 298.

Proto-Aryans, 57.

Pruner Bej', 321.

Pullers, lOJ, 138, 182.

Pulindas, lOS, 135.

Pundras, 108.

Punic race, 134, 245.

Punites, 249.

Punt, 245, 246, 247.

Pnrishin, 469.

Purohita, 14, 149, 232.

Purus, 65, 135.

Puru-Kutsa. See Kutsa.

Puru-mitrn, 529.

Purnsha, 23 1, 272.

Pushan, 435, 436.

Pu.shtu, 338.

Q
Quails, 85.

Quaternary Era, 22, 24, 2s, 41.

Quatrefage De, 313, 316, 3|S.

Ea 251, 280.

Race run by the Devas 393.-

Ragozin Z. A. 6, 24, 57, 59, 69, 119,

181, 2ri, 214, 220, 525.

Rainy season theorv 503, 505.

Rajanya 231.

Raja-Nirghanta 180.

Rajas 509, 510
; Krishna 513 ; Par-

thivam. Divas and Paramam 512.

Rajmehal plants 93.

Rajputana Sea 7, 10, 3K, 109, 17(),

180, 531.

Rakshasas lu7, 122, 125.

Rama 107, 108, 257, 4S5, 517.

Ramayana 107, 142, 256.
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Riimoriiio Hi).

Ramses II, 295, 29fi.

llatitideva 7(5.

Kuiii'raiij Age 5>5.

Raiifftia ins.

Rassi m, 2r)k

Ratri-Kratu 488, 529.

Ratri-Sattras 420, 4S-1., 4S8, 490,491,
49(5.

Ratri-Siikta 429.

Ravaiia 143, 4.S.". 517.

Ravi m.
Rcbha 530, 533.

Red Crown 274.

Reptiles of Sapta-Sindlm 84.

Rescliuf 192.

Revolting Babvlonian cnstom 234,

Rhea 297.

Rhode J. G. 341.

Rhy.s Prof. 3(50, 301.

Ria"nfr 104.

Ribhus 137, 192, 274.

Rice 86.

Riesen Gebirjre 323.

Rifr-Veda Samhita 47, 377.

Ripr-Vedic civilisation, atre of 276,

Riji^van 151-

Riji-a9va 530, 531, 539.

Rile 83
Ihkshah .375, .376.

Rinanchaya 353.

Ri.shis 21 ;
ancient and modern 138

;

Rishi-rnlers 253; Seven Risliis 375.

Rislev Kir H 112.

Rita 1(39, 228, 27«, 412, 415, 445, 514.

Ritviks 4<}8.

Robinson Crusoe 368.

Ropers R. W. 289, 291.

RoIIerton Prof. 322.

Roselta Stone 4
Roth 399

Roupre M. Do 252.

Ru9ama8 .353

Riidra 147, 421, 454 : compared with
the boar 224.

Russians (ireat 324.

Riitimeyer 115, 323.

8

SalmniH 108, 135.

Sacrifice 2(5.")

Sadas 1.57.

Saj^ira (kinji^) 142

Saguna Rrnhma 149.

Sahara 153. 310.

Sahvinlri Ranpc 94.

Saif's 237, 2.38.

Bakais 104.

Soka.i 142.

Salt not mentioned in the Rip-Veda 88.

Salt Range 18, 88.

Salwin basin lOi.

Sama 83.

Sa-mnni 238-

Samasb 224.

Sambliar, lake 25.

Sambnra (Asura king) 151.

Sami)ati 143, 226.

Sam rat 148.

Samsuditana 290.

Samiuira (ocean) 0, 7, 31, 33, 34, 213.

Four— 12 ; distinction between
Samudra and Sindhu 33 ; Piirva

Saniudra (Easten Sea) iO, 32;
A para (western) Sea 10, 32.

Sanakas 134.

Sandal-wood 214.

Sankh-Ka-Ra 249.

Santals 103

Saporta, M de 360.

Sapta9va 442.

Sapta-ra9mi 4C1.

Sapta-Rishis 375.

Sapta-Sindhava (the Land of tho
Seven Rivers) 8. 67.

Sapta-Sindhn (Zend flapta Hendu
the Land of seven Rivers) 23. 153 ;

the oldest life-prodncing region in

India 23.

Sapta-Vadhri .301, 537.

Sarama 133, 458.

Sarapara (tribe) 142.

Sarasin 104.

Sarasvati 6, 7, 53 ; praised in hvmiis
as a mighty river 70, 71, 72 ; as

Agni (or sacrificial Fire) 53
; called

Vritraghni 52, 456 ;

Sarasvati, R. 350.

Sarayu (river in Afghanistan) 8, 68,
131.

Sard is 3(X), 302.

Sargon 203.

Sarg(itinT\s 286.

Sarmathian 28, 323.

Sarpas 141, 142, 281.

Sarpa-R.igni (Karth) 216.

Satirivi 151

Sati, 270.

Sattra 150, 420, 450, 451, 456, 481.
annual—475, 476, 482.

Satya 228, 278.

Satyam (loka) 444.

Satya-Vrnta 219.

San rash tra 1 10.

Savitri 14<i, 510.

Savitri 279.

Savya 151.

Suyana 35, 350, 399, 40(1, -UjCt, 443.

Sayce 212, 344.

Saya-de-Mulha 93.

Scandinavia 318, 357-

i
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Scandinavians 319, 320.

Schichor 243

Schlegel 3-il.

Schliecher 344.

Schmerlins- 308.

Schmidt 177, 333.

Schrader Ur. 334, 335.

Schwendener Prof. 115,

Seasons in ancient India 442 : five in

number 467 ;
six and seven in

number 448, 449.
Seb 254.

Sekhet 254.

Semangs 104.

Semitic 188.

Semitic race 140.

Semitic roots identified with Arvan
roots 230-

Serpent, theemblein of the Earth 215.

Serpent.God Ea. 215.
Set 25 r, 2.53.

Seths 237.
Seti

29,5.
Seven Adityas explained 448.
Seven rays of the San 443, 446.
Seven Rishis 375.

Seven rivers (celestial) 525, 526.
. Seven Suns 443.

Seven Tablets of creation (Assyrian)
224.

Seychelles 93.

Shalalia 482, 483.

Shayu 530.

Shinar 202.

Shumiro-.\ccads 215.

Sighi u 353.

Silam.. (gi-as.-) 68.

Silent Tower 385
Silure8 320-

Sin 224.

Sindlm 33, 68, 524
Sindhu (muslin) 69, 212, 213.
Sindhu-matarah 11, 33.

Sindhu.Sagara 19.

SirguUa 215.

Sirmur 67.

Sirius 269.

Sirperra 142.

Sisistlirus 217.

Sita 143, 485.

Siwalilc beds 20.

—Fauna 23.

Skeat 104.

Skin-gloves 88.

Slaughtering place of cows 76.

Slavs 299, 327.

Slavonic 29.

Slavo-Lithuanian 177.

Slavo-Lettic 178
Smadiva 151.

Smith G. 206.

Snake 84.

Sogdiana 168.

Solar months 235.

Solar theory .501.

Solomon, King 214.

Soma 1.j3
;
as king 1.56 ;— plant, 58,

59, 73, 86 ; thriving in the rainy
season 490 ;

— Sacrifice 55
; divided

into three classes viz. (1) Ekata,
(2) Ahina and (3) Sattra 4G1. ludra

deprived of— 116, 159; the oldest

sacrifice, and anterior to all sacri-

fices 58 ; Soma, the father of Indra
and of all the gods 58; Soma how
bartered 60

;
liow and by whom

imported 59 ; where it grew 59
;

legend of Gnruda and the Sarpas
in connection with the Soma plant
explained 60

;
Soma drink replaced

by the Parsis by another drink 56.

Somaliland 246.

Sons of Kush 190.

Soshj-antas 170.
South Pole 384.

Southern continent 92.

Sphinx 279, 290.

Spiegel 163, l74.

Spitoma 170.

Sprenger 204.

Spring or Vernal theory 504.

Steenstruyi Prof. 320.

Sthoma 483.

Stoliezka 93.

Stonehenge 321.

Storm theory 501, 503.

Stotra 393.

Strabo 26, 392.

Strngsrle between India and Vritra
both daily and seasonal or yearly
322.

Stuttgart 316.

Sudra 136, 231, 316.

Suevi 326.

Sugadha 168.

Sugar-cane 86. (Ikshu)
Sunier 202.

Sumerian 3, 202, 269.

Sumerians, decidedly Indian in type
209

;
not autochthonus in Baby-

lonia 202
; origin of 207, 208; a non-

Semitic people 203, 206, 207.

Sumerian speech, showing influence
of Aryan speech 230.

Sun, as eye of Mitra, Yanina and

Agni 44-4 : like a golden cradle,

swinging in the firmament 5Io ;

dwelling in darkness 459;—of the

night 2fi9 : sun, compared with the
horse and the eagle 224.

Sun's patli prepared by Mitra, Varuna
and Arvaman 444.
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Sui>an>a (3U.

Sui ya 144, 445 ; Snrya aiul Devali

Adityilh^ distinguished 447 ; Surya's
wheel 540.

Surya-Sidclhaiita liTT.

Susartu (river) 06.

Snsiana 208.

Susonia (river) 60.

Svah 441, 5i;^.

Svara-sanian 48;i.

Svarat 148.

Svarblianu 2!)7.

Svayarijah Apali .")I4.

Swedes 312.

Syria 110.

Tacitus, 177, 320.

Taittiriva Aranvaka. 379, 434,
447.

Taittiriva Braliinana, 40, 47, 159,

379, 395, 431, 408.

Taittiriya Sainhita, 120, 160, 392,

411, 414, 430, 475, 477, 547.

Tamas, 229.

Tarnaja, 224.

Tanuiiuz, 224, 300.

Ta-iiater, 217.

Tanniatra, 22t).

Tapali, 444. 513.

Tardy, M. 116.

Tarim, 30.

Tatvas, 272.

Taylor, Iiiaac 4, 40, 177, 178,

309, 312, 313, 314, 316, 320,

347.

Teak, Indian 110, 212.

Tejaa, 147.

Telegn. 108.

Tel.pl-.\marna, 289.

Tclli.h, 2(»3, 204.

Tell-loh, 207.

Tern, 37.

Tertiary, 94.

Tentons, 315, 310, 318. 320, 362.

Teutnnic, 29.

Teijto-herper wald, 323.

'Ihebes, 2Hy.

Theobold, 95.

'riieophristns, 87.

Tlii. 2iK».

Thirty Sisters (Dawns), 412.

Thraetaona 4€0.

Three earths. 511, 512. 513.

Three heavens 441, 513.

Tliree worlds, 414.

Thnringer wald. 32.'{.

Thurnam, Dr. 321.

Thurston, 104.

Tianiat, 226, 229.

436,

377

395.

230,

337.

Tifjer, (Vyaghra)
—no incntion in hte

Rig- Veda. *2.

Tigris, 184.

Tihutimes I, 289;—III, 289. 295;— IV, 29'.

Tilak. B.G. 47, 170, 303 etc.

Tir yaslit. 523.

Tisliya, 47.

TiMhtrya, the star of rain, 496, 497,
523.

Todas, 318. 319.

Tokai, 214.

Topinard, 341.

Toulouse, 268.

Trasa-dasyu, 135. 151.

Triassic, 93.

Trilobites, 20.

Tri-rAtra, 482.

Trita 460, 4(il.

Tritana, 459, 460.

Trinity of Fire, Sun and Mithra, 101,

Tritsyus 65. 188, 233.

Trvaiia 482.

Tu"";ra35, 151, 529.

Tiikiyini 214.

Tuladliara, 279,

Tumuli 198.

Turanian race 318.

Turboc, 3.^. 05, 118.

Turkish, 338.

Tvnsta, 134, 189; as Creator 100; ag

Firegod 100,161; forged thunder-

bolt for Indra, 101.

Tvashtri (Firegod) Hil, 107; pre-

ceptor of men, 161.

Tyjif Mongoloide 321.

u

Ucchah, 370.

Uchntthya. 457.

I'deshvat 395. 420.

rdita,'395, 420.

Udyat 395, 420.

Ujfalvy, 337, 348.

Uluka, 85.

Unia, 271. 537.

llnd.rians 323, 324.

Linbro- Latin race, 324.

Upanaha, 88.

Upanishads, 449.

I'jiM.sat, 157.

I'jisala, 3(>0.

Ur, 202.

Urea. 212.

Ur-bugash. 212.

Uirll.va. .370, 417.

U. ..a major, 375,

Urva, 16H

Ushas 271, 390, .395; Three Ushas

397; Dark form of Ushns 397;

^
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Uslias identified with Durga 486;
Ushas, whv addressed in the plural,
406-416.

Ushasa-nakta, 4CK3, 433.

Dshashau. 433.

Ust-urt, 26.

Utamfuni, 9.3.

Utenhage group 93.

Utensils, made of cowhide, 75.

Utiaus 286.

Uttaravana 236, 380, 383, 468.

Uttaragiri (the Himalaya), 38, 36-5.

Uttara-Rama-Charita, 76.

Uvadza, 286.

Uxians, 286.

Uzboi, 29.

Va9ishtha, 35, .58, 6.5, 137, 142, 233,

296, Vacishtha's sea-voyage 35.

Vadhri, 536. 537.

Vadhrimati (applied to Ushas) 530,

531, 535.

Vaekareta, 168.

Vai9ya 231, 315.

Yai9vanara, 128.

Vailasthanam, 152.

Vaivasvatt, 273, 513.

Vajsanevi Samhita, 515.

VAch, 450.

Vala, 133, 192, 439, 451, 452, 454, 455,
507.

Valmiki. 107, 256, 279.

Vanara, 107.

Vanaspati, 85.

Vandals, 326.

Vandana, 530, 531.

Vanga, 9.

Vanik, 91, 180.

Vara. 174, 175, 177, 178, 179, 550.

Varaha, incarnation of Vishuu, 225.

Varchi, 157, 545.

Vara9ikha 354.

Varamsi, 375.

Varna (colour, distinguishing caste),

315.^
Varsha (Rainy Season) marks the

end of the year, 456.

Varsha (year) 456.

Vartika 85, 530.

Varuna, 35, 81, 146, 147, 397,405,
406, 418, 426, 442, 460, 514, 515.

Varuna, identified with the moon or

the sun, 421.

Varuna's Tree 515, 534.

Vasuki, 142, 216, 281.

Vata (tree), not mentioned in the

Rig-Veda, 85.

Ve9a, 151.

Veda-Vyasa, 279.

Veddas, 104.

Vedic Calendar, 466.

Vedic Cosmogony 227, 228.

Vedic Creation of man, 231.

Vedic Dawns 390.

Vedic year, time wlien it commenced,
478, 485: did iu)t consist of ten
months 478; but of 12 months, 480.

Vehat, 75.

Vehrkena, 168.

Vena, 224; compered with the vul-

ture, 99o.

Vendidad, 168, 174, 341, 384, 385,
521, 550.

Vendidad Sadah, 388.

Vergehen, 513.

Vernal theory, 504.

Veretraghna, 496.

Vichakshana, 468.

Vi9ah (settlers; men), 122.

Vi9i9ipra, 458.

Vi9pala 530, 531.

Vicvajit, 483.

Vicvakaya, 529.

Vi9varupa, 159, 461, 506; as priest
of the Devas 160; three-mouthed
160.

Vi9vavara, 279.

Vi9vamitra. 65, 108, 109. 135, 233,
256.

Vidura, 279.

Vijaya, 485
;

—Da9ami, 517.

Vila, 152,

Vimada 529.

Vindhya, 9, 91, 212.

Vipa9a, 6o,

Virapatni (river) 68,

Virchow 317.

Virnpas 453.

Vishma, 279.

Vishnapu, 529,

Vishnu 269, 270, 379,—the mid-day
Sun 420; as Indra's friend, 545;

helping Indra in his daily and
annual fight with Vritra 547

V^ishnu's three strides, 544; explained
both by the diurnal and annual
motions of the sun 546.

Vishnu'.s third step invisible, 545;
located high up in the sky in the

path of Xir-riti 546; or covered

by clouds in the rainy season, 547-
Vishnu-cult triumphant, 217.

Vishuvau 483.

Vitasta, 66.

Vivasvat, 450, 473, 476.

Volga, 29.

Voltaire, 268.

Vrichivana, 354.

Vrihadratha, 152.

Vrihi, 86
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Viika, S2.

Vrisliadlivajii, 2(17.

Viishaya, 52.

Viitia*4«, 12(J, l.">0; as Ucvu 21C,, 4H»;
as Brahman 15!*; as Ahi 21(>; as

moon 21G, 253; Viitra-worsliip

t'qiiivalent to nioon-worsliip 21();

tliri-f-lioadtMl •J-()2

Vritrah (in the iilural) 5(iG.

V'ritraghna, 155.

Viitraghui, 52
; epitlit-t of Sarasvati,

456.

Vritialian, 51, 21!). lite.

Vritraturya, -tiHJ, 50-1.

Vulture-Stole 204.

Vvairlira (not mentioned in I lie Rig-
Veda), .S2.

Vyasa, 279,

Vyashti, 3',)5, 396.

Vyushtha, 420.

W
Wagner, Sl.*^.

Wallace, Robert 92.

Walli.s, 5(»7, 512, 514
WalLs of iron, silver and gold, 1.57,

War between the Devas and tlie

Asuia.s, 154.

War of Principles, 154.

Warren Dr., .360, 416.

Water, the main object f)f j)erforming
Sacrilicc or Sattra, 45(5, 458.

Western Gliat, 84.

Western Samuilra, 14. 45, 4(5.

Western Sea, 10, 11, 32, 513.

Wiiite Ciown, 274.

White Sea, 3()0.

Whitney 57
Wilson Prof., .36. 76, 152, 399, 4(X)

Winckior Hugh, 236, 289.

Worlds, three, 414.

Wurtcnberg. 318, 323.

X
Xcnoplioii, 39.

XiKuthruH 219.

Vadu, 35.

Vaihis, 134.

Vajna, 265, 502.

Vujnavalkya, 76, 279.

Yajur-Veda, 31, 545.

Vajiis, 83.

Viiuia 113, 384, 513.

Vaina'.s dwellinir, situated in Antari-

ki^lui, 511; full of ligiit and bliss,
513.

Vannina, 8, 67, 68.

Vasili kaya, 296,

VAska, 125, 394, 406,443.
Yatis, 158, 164.

Yava, 86.

Yavanas 142, 281.

Ya.xu, 353.

Yayati, 281, 450.

Yayiivaras, 281.

Year of the (Jods, 378.

Ye.ir-God, 434, 435.

Yi.na, 57, 1()5, 174, 175, 177, 178,
179, 299, 365, 384, 550, 557.

Yogi, 148.

Yojanani, 414, 416. 4l7.

Yoni, 267.

Yudhiahthira, 279.

YuL'a, 460, 465.

Yupa, 158.

z

Ziigro.s 291.

Zaratliusthra, 57, 123, 101, 1(J7, 170;

corrupted from Sanskrit Jarat

Tvushtri, 161: ancient Fire-God,
161.

/-inpaiiit, 224,
Zend .Vvesta, 1()2, 549, 5.52.

/immer. Prof . 509.

Zodiac. 234. 235

Zoroaster, 161; the Prophet, 1()2; in-

carnation of .laral/l'vashtTi, 163.

Zoroaatriun, 162, 166.

i
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